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PRHFACH

IN
this Handbook the Editor has endeavoured to give a

concise and practical account of" all the main routes in

Southern Italy; to describe every town and village of

importance ;
to show how the principal places oi interesl

may be visited to the best advantage ; and to supply such

general information as will be useful t<> the traveller.

The Editor has not attempted to describe <V<TV//////.^ in

Italy, but to call attention to all that is really important

and interesting.

Special attention has been given to make this 1 landbonk

as simple in its arrangement as possible; and to print it

so that, it maybe readable. Guide-books, however gond.

are comparatively worthless unless the information sought

can be found without, difficulty, and can be read while

walking, or travelling in the railway carriage. This hook

has been printed, therefore, in clear, legible type* \vith all

objects of interest marked conspicuously, so as readily to

arrest the eye.

The Editor will esteem it. a favour it those who use this

book will kindly point out to him any inaccuracies they

may detect, or alterations they may deem advisable ; and

any suggestions of a practical nature, tor insertion m
A

future editions, will be gratefully acknowledged, ,

LUDGATK CIRCUS,

THUS, COOK SOX,
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INTRODUCTORY.

Passports are not at present really required by British travellers on
K' Continent (except for visiting Russia and Turkey, and, under
crtain circumstances, Spain and Portugal) ; but at the same time a

assport is frequently useful, in order to gain admission to certain

mscums, to obtain letters from the A>,s7(' tti'shi ///< and to establish

lenliiy wherever required. Passports may be procured, if desired,
trough ThoH. Cook & Son, the cost being very trilling.

So many thousands Hock annually over most of the
>ules described in tins book that nothing nave the mother tongue is

/s/i//<7v essential, English is spoken in all the principal hotels, and
iterpreters may be

jnet
with at the principal railway stations. Of

.ntrse a knowledge of Italian and French will prove of great advantage,
IK! those who explore remote regions will find it indispensable, but
u one need hesitate to visit Italy on the score of not knowing
iiylhlng save Knglish ; and to these we would say, an hour or two
"enl in learning Italian numerals and common-place phrases will

liable them to combat cab-drivers and others who might be disposed
>t;ike them in. We recommend those who do not know anything of

:aHan, and perhaps not much French, to purchase "The Tourist's

hilling Conversational Guide," in Knglish t French, German, and
alian, by Dr. J, T. Loth, or "Thinnn's Self-Taught Librarv," Italian

'id French editions (sold by Tims. Cook & Son, Lndgate Circus, and
; their branch offices).

As a getiui'al s'ulo, travellern^bould take as little l

id anTew package*! an possible. For journeyn on Che Continent and
t only tninka of good quality should be carried. These should

*
it
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he either of solid leather or of the strongest waterproof canvas, or

compressed cane. If the latter do not wear quite so well as 4he solid

leather trunks^
there is nevertheless a saving effected in the cost of the

registration, owing to their greater lightness. Locks should be of the

best quality, and Gladstone bags, if likely to be registered, should

have a lock at each end of the frame.

In Italy, only such packages as are properly locked will be accepted
for registration ; any others merely tied or strapped up will be refused,
and must be securely sealed (plombc) a troublesome process at the

last moment. It is a good plan to see one's luggage through the

Customs personally. Where, however, a large quantity of luggage
may be required for a lengthy stay in any one place, this should be
sent in advance by Grande Vitesse, through the Forwarding Depart-
ment of Thos. Cook & Son.

Oii'ing to ihc great risk of robbery en route, no money, jewellery, or

similar articles of value should be packed in registered luggage, or in

luggage sent by Grande Vitesse. In Italy, moreover, this is against the

regulations ; and in the event of anything being stolen in transit there
is no remedy for the owner. As a general rule on the Continent,
passengers are not allowed more hand baggage than can be placed in

the net above their seats.

*Pr*tjfr

it

Passengers* Baggage Insurance. Travellers using tickets issued

by Thos. Cook Son can have their .baggage insured on payment of
a small premium at their Offices in Great Britain. The insurance
covers all risks of the loss of passengers' baggage, including loss by
lire, theft, and pilfering whilst travelling by sea and land, also whilst

staying at hotels, or travelling between hotels and railway stations, etc.

Insurance can be effected for amounts of 20 and upwards. Jewellery,
if not placed in the registered baggage, can be covered by this
insurance. Full particulars can be obtained at any of our offices in
Great Britain.

Baggage Forwarding Department. Baggage, cargo, etc., will
be collected by Thos. Cook & Son from any address, and stored,
shipped, or forwarded to any part of the world. Baggage or effects of
any description despatched by Grande or Petite Vitesse to all parts of
the Continent at the lowest possible rates. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Baggage Department, Ludgate Circus, and all
Branch Offices.

Custom House Examinations are of a very mild nature, and the
"one-trunk" tourist will rarely have to do more than open his port-manteau and close it again. It is safer, pleasanter, and wiser not to
carry anything excisable, and so be able to assert boldly there is no
prohibited article to declare. All the Italian towns have gates and in
passing them the traveller must declare that he carries nothing subject
to duty, and he will be allowed to pass without trouble.

Money. Trayellers are ^commended to tarry any funds they will
require on theirjourney in the form of Circular Notes, or Letters

Credit issued by Thos. Cook & Son, payment of which can be
( ijjt>f m, if'tifti

1- *^< *
,
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obtained from their Branch Offices and Hanking Correspondents.
The Circular Notes are also generally accepted by Hotel Proprietors.

Travellers are also recommended to take with them a Certain amount
of Foreign Money, which they can obtain from the principal ofi^es of

Thos. Cook & Son. Remittances can be made by Telegram through
their principal offices.

Foreign Currency is generally puzzling, and it will be well for

tourists' to familiarise themselves with the following tables :

ITALY.

Monetary Unit the Lira oj 100 CentesiniL The money in general use

is a paper currency in notes of-

5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500, 1,000 lire.

Gold is invariably at a premium.

Bronze S centesimi
10

Silver 5 n
i lira

2 lire

5
Gold 10

,,

s.

o
O
o

l

4?

4 o

8 o
1 6 o

The principal circulating medium is Notes, with nickel and

copper coins fur the fractional currency. Gold is invariably at a

premium.
Besides the National Notes there will he found in circulation

Notes of the Banco di Sicilia, Banca di Napoli, and Banca Tus-

cana ;
but these Notes are not readily accepted in some parts of

Italy.

FHANCK.

Monetary Unit Ike Franc of 100 Centimes.

Bronze-- 5 centimes
i

Silver- 20

1 franc
2 francs

5 ?!

5

d.

4
i"

s.

o
o
O 2

o 4?

<)?J

1 7

Gold
10

20

4 o

4 o
8 o
10 oThe "Napoleon/' or "Louis"

Notes are issued by tfoe Bank of France for 50 francs, 100 francs,

500 francs, and 1,000* francs, and are the same value as gold,

The gold coins of France, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy, and Greece

are accepted in each of these countries, also the Austrian gold coin of
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20 francs. In France the Russian Imperial and the Spanish 20 peseta

piece pass as 20 francs.
*

m
Caution. South American dollars, Roumanian, Spanish, and

Sicilifin coins are frequently passed on travellers by unscrupulous

persons in giving change: such coins do not circulate in France,

Belgium, Switzerland, or Italy, and are only of nominal value.

Time-Tables. The official time-tables of the railway companies
should* be consulted upon every available opportunity, as alterations

are constantly taking place ;
and though such alterations are carefully

watched, it is impossible for any general time-table to guarantee

complete accuracy.
" Cook's Continental Time-Tables and Tourist's

Handbook" is published at is.
; post free, is. 2d.

Time for Visiting Italy. For nine months of the year Italy is

enjoyable namely, from September to May but especially so in the

spring and autumn months.

The. beginning of September and the end of May are often very hot

in Naples, Sicily, Rome, and Southern Italy generally, and the hot

summer months are never favourable for travelling in Southern Italy.

Part of March, April, and part of May are the very best months in

Spring ; October and November in Autumn (see also pp. 86, 225).

In making purchases at shops in Italy, remember that it is the

custom of the country to ask considerably more than the seller will be

prepared to take. Do not hesitate, therefore, to drive a bargain ;
and

even the notice
" Fixed Prices

" need not always be read literally.

Fees are given by English and Americans with far too lavish a

hand, and much annoyance is caused to other travellers, and injury
done to the people in the countries visited, by this habit. Porters

carrying luggage will generally make extortionate demands. Ask the
hotel proprietor to pay what is a fair sum. At churches and galleries
half a franc is quite enough for a couple of persons, as a rule, although
this may sometimes be increased to a franc. A son, or any small coin,
is sufficient for the legions of beggars besetting one's way ;

and
probably one franc put into the box of a local society for relief of the

poor would be better spent than two francs distributed amongst them
in sous. Make a rule of never going out without a supply of small

coins, however, but never use them lavishly. Let the traveller make
a favour of giving a sou, and he will be respected. Never give a sou
to one beggar in the presence of another.

Cook's Hotel Coupons combine convenience and economy in

travelling. They are available in nearly two thousand Hotels on the
Continent and all over the World, and in no way confine or restrict
the movements of the traveller.- Each separate coupon calls for a
definite object, as bedroom, with lights and attendance, or breakfast,
or dinner. The tourist grges up the coupn calling for what he
actually orders. <-For example, he may dine or sleep in Paris, and
breakfast at Macon, or sleep and breakfast in one town, and dine in
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the next, as best suits him. Unused coupons need be no embarrass-

ment, as their value is refunded at Cook's London Office, less to per
cent. 9

Friends travelling in company should always, if possible, occupy a

double-bedded room. According to (he Continental system of bunding,
the small rooms with single beds are on the upper i'loors ; and being
more in demand than double-bedded rooms, persons who are willing
to occupy the hitler have always an advantage.

Travellers holding Cook's Hotel Coupons should inform Hotel

proprietors of the fact on entering {he house, The- omission uf this

formality causes confusion in the cashier's accounts, and Hotel

keepers, as a rule, bestow every attention upon those who adopt
Cook's Hotel system.
The Hotel Coupons now in operation on the Continent <>{ Kurope

consist of Four Distinct Scries, and are specially arranged tor the

double object of meeting the requirements of travellers of various

nationalities, and in accordance with the system of Hold Management,
which varies in different parts of the Continent.

Series A provides for Ilctlrooiu, /./'^///.s, <?//</ .SVnvVr, Plant Btcakfa^t
or Tea, Dinner at Table </7/<>/V, at the uniform rate of Hs., <>r 10 (rams,
per day.

Series B provides for Meat Ureakfa^t, Dinner a! Table </7/t/r,

llctiroonii Lights^ ami SYnvVr, at the rate of Hs. gd. per day.
Series C, or Full Board Series, provides for /)V*//><>w, /./^/i/.s tuttl

>SV/v/"<r, Plain ttrt'tikfasl or Tea, Luueh at Table tCUote^intl Dinner \i

Table f/7/()/<', at the'raie of los. nd. per day.
Series 1^ also provides for full board, but at Hotels of the Seond

Class. These Coupons are issued at /s. nd,, or tiancs g,,>5 per day,
and particulars, together with the separate list. of Hotels at which they
are available, are given in the Appendix,
The Tabh' dllole Lunch Cmipun issued with Series C* provide tnt

the usual Table d'Hole Lunch at Hotels wbeic such is served, t fnr ,i

lunch to the value of the Coupons at other Holds on tlu- list.

These are the <rdinary features oj Continental Hold hie, all d-*
being regarded as extras, and a> sm h thev .tie Idt to be paid tot bv
Cash.

Special Coupons are issued for high class holds in Paris, Virim.t,

Rome, and other cities, at rales which may tie obtained on applk atnm
at any of the offices of Thos, Cook <Xt Sou.

Cook* s Pension Tickets enable (he holder to select anv d.tv* t*t

accommodation at rates based on a minimum st.iv l five tl.tys ,tt ivn-
sions in all parts of (rival Britain and tin* Continent, *riir tn kds are

accepted at their face value in payment ot tuvtunmott.ttinn .it any ot

the boarding-houses or pensions named in the tariff bonk supplied with
them.

Cook's Travelling Coupons are now so well known and
universally used, that they need but little description, Snfluv it lo

say, that if there are advantages \n knowing *i| cheap, nunlort.ihlr,
and well-recommended Holds wherein fo ivst.UuT* ;ue a liundi vdf*UI
mure in having all the diftteultich ot Uavel made .srtumth. T)u- ntM*t

inexperiened may avail themselves <i them without irar oj n,{ !*ntj}!
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able to get on, and the most experienced take them as the simplest,

easiest, and cheapest means of travelling.
r

Plan of T^our. This must be fixed before starting, and when
fixedflkeep to it. Much time and trouble will be saved if every day &

programme Is madefor the morrow ; and this remark especially applies
to large cities, as Rome, Naples, etc.

Illustrated Pamphlet Programmes of Cook's personally conducted
Italian Tours may be obtained at any of Cook's Offices in Great

Britain, or on the Continent.

Churches should be visited in the morning, as they are then open
free, and can be viewed with greater pleasure on account of the light.

Moreover, it is a great saving in expense, as later in the day a fee is

demanded or expected by the sacristan who opens them for visitors.

Nowhere in the world can such glorious edifices be seen, such treasures
of sacred and legendary art, such magnificence in architecture

;
and

often those which are poorest in outside appearance are richest in
internal decoration.

English Churches are not mentioned specially in this work as in

every Hotel frequented by the English, notices are abundant in which
time and place are recorded. Changes are often made, too, both as

regards the place and the time, and no difficulty will be found in

obtaining accurate information.

Museums and Picture Galleries are usually open from 10 to 4
o'clock. Government Collections are open Sunday and Thursday,
gratis ;

other days at a charge of i franc. Artists and scholars, pro-
vided with Consul's certificate, are admitted free.

Mosquitoes abound in the autumn. See to it, therefore, that proper
mosquito curtains are supplied. Shake them well before going to bed,
and be satisfied that no intruders are within. Then " tuck up

"
the

bed with the curtains, and peace may be insured. By no means let
the window be open when a light is burning. Sal volatile and water
alleviates the pain of mosquito bites, and reduces any swelling arising
therefrom.

Postage. Letters can be sent to France, Switzerland, Italy, etc., at
2jd. under the half-ounce. Twenty-five centimes for letters from those
countries to England. Registered letters require a fee of 30 centimes.
Post Cards, 10 centimes

; Reply Cards, 20 centimes. Parcel Post
exists between Italy and Great Britain, and Custom-house declaration
must accompany each parcel. Rates, etc., may be ascertained at any
post office.

Telegrams from Italy to foreign countries are charged as follows :

Great Britain, 26 centimes; France, 14 centimes; Germany 14 cen-
times; ^Switzerland, 14 centimes

; Austria, 6-14 centimes ;" Belgium,
19 centimes

; Holland, 23 centimes
; Denmark, 23 centimes

; Russia,
42 centimes

; Norway, 34 centimes
; Sweden,.26 centimes per word,

plus i franc for tekgram of /any length. To America, 3$ francs per .

word and upwards, according to the distance.
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Pardpns, Festivals, Fairs, Fetes, etc. ..... Special mtonuaiion
and list will he found on pp. 431-443.

Programme of Routes.

Thomas Cook & Son's Italian Tickets include an extensive scries

of over seventy different tours, embracing all the chief eitiei and
Tourist Resorts" of Italy and Sicily, and providing tor all routes t'nun

London.
The .space at our disposal prevents our giving here an advi.|uate

number of specimen tours, and as any selections would be meagre,
and as the quotations would he liable to change, Tourists are invited

to consult the current number of

"Tm<; TKAVKI.I.KK'S (IA/KTTK,"

which is published monthly (price ;><U, and will be lot warded In' j-t
on application (price 5<1). Cook's Special Programme of Ilah.ut Tour-
can he obtained ^ralis at any oi Ilieir Offices. It contain-^ a ,i!tcat

choice of popular tours, but any other routes and itineraries that

travellers may desire can be arranged byThos. Cook & Son's SY>U-IM

of Coupon Tickets.

1,- ........The hook of Coupons beyond Paris must be '-tamped at the
Pan's Station, and at the various points in winch Ihe jnunifV uiav he
broken,

II. The validity of Italian tickets from the time, ii flu it heinj

stamped at Paris is front 30 to oo days, according t<* the route
chosen.

III. All the tours can be worked in either direction, although, lo

avoid useless repetition, the itineraries are jjive-n in hut our due* tiu
in the programmes.

IV. I^IRST C'I.ASS ,s7^/////('.s Hint Hit'

//</ ,s<r/(>(>// c// xtt'itnthi '<//>,' ttnd Skc
i A't'/.s

V, Those Tickets affecting the Italian hakes di-.frni \\ill n*l ho HI

operation between October ^ist and April i.stli.

Thomas Cook & Son's //VAv/s <i/v .r,-ii//i//r 1^1 .> IH*J*-

ptiswiigt'i's /<> //vm7 />v c///v //>//// T//V <A/v, <?//</ </ /// M'/WT/ /// /// / f i\

CtKik's K.xcursions in and around Koine, p, 184,

Cook's Circular Tours Rome Naples Uouu-, p, -
f

Cook's Kxcursions from Naples, p, jftji.
"

Naples to and throu^li vSicily, p, !*?
.], ^
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Modern Books concerning Italy.
*

Among the many interesting books on Italy and Sicily may
mentioned :

Buckhiirdfs "Cicerone" translated by Mrs. A. H. Clough.
Freeman's "History of Sicily."

"By the Waters ofSicily" Norma Larimer.
" Etrnria and the Etruscans" Dr. S. Russell Forbes.

* " Hill Towns of Italy" Egerton R. Williams.
"
Italian -tourneys* IV. D. Howelh.

11

Life on the Lagoons" H. F. Brown.
" Lives of the Italian Painters," Mrs. Jameson.
Sl Mount Vesuvius," Prof. I. Logan Lobley.
" 3/v Tour in Italv" A. Spi'thler, Leipzig.

"Pompciana" Sir IV. Gell.
"
Pompeii" R. Wiau, New York.

41 Rambles in Naples" I. C. Hare.
"Rambles in Naples" Dr. S. Russell Forbes.

"Rambles in Rome" Dr. S. Russell Forbes.
** Romola" George Elliot

"Ruins of Pompeii" Dr. Dyer.
"Sunny Sicilv" Mrs. Alec Tweedie.
" The Makers of Venice" Mrs. Oliphant.
" Venetian Life" Mrs. W. D. HowelIs.
" Venice" L C. Hare.
a Walks in Florence^ L. andS. Homer.

t ,
/. C. Hare.

" Walks in Rome," I. C. Hare.



APPROACHES TO ITALY.

Ax almost endless variety of routes may be mapped out

for visiting Italy. The principal routes may be concisely
mentioned here, and fuller accounts will be found in the

text of Cook's ''Northern or Southern Italy," as the

case may be. Specimen routes, giving an approximate
cost of tours, and further information required can be
obtained at any of Thos. Cook & Son's offices in Great
Britain or on the Continent. Full particulars of train and
steamer services will be found in Cook's Continental Time
Tables and Tourist Handbook.

Vid Paris.
1 London Paris, via Newhaven, Dieppe, and Rouen.
London Paris, via Dover and Calais.

London Paris, via Folkestone and Boulogne.
There are three principal routes from Paris to Italy,

namely :

Paris Turin, via Dijon and the Mont Cenis. Time
occupied, 16 hours. A sleeping-car is available between
Paris and Turin

;
also a through first-class carriage, and

compartment of lit-salon from Calais to Turin and Milan.
Paris Milan, via Bale, Lucerne, and the St. Gothard.

Time occupied, about 19 hours.

Paris Genoa, via Marseilles, Nice, Mentone, and Vinti-

mille. Time occupied, 27 hours.
A fourth but longer route is :

Paris Italian Lakes, via Dijon, Pontarlier, Lausanne,
Rhone 'Valley, Brigue, and by diligence over the Simplon
to Domodossola, etc.

o
Vid Calais or Boulogne.

Calais oV Boulogne Italian Lakes Milan, via Laon,
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Bale, and the St. Gothard. This is a quick route, travellers

being able to leave London by the afternoon service, and
reach Milan the next afternoon. Travellers can also leave

LortRlon via Calais at n a.m. A sleeping-car is available

from Boulogne to Bale for the night journey ;
also a com-

partment of coupe-lit- toilette ; and a dining-car.
Calais or Boulogne Italian Lakes, via Laon, Bale,

Coire
; diligence over the Splugen to Chiavenna

; railway
to Colico, etc.

Via Holland, Belgium, and the Rhine.

London Milan, via Harwich ; steamer to the Hook of

Holland
;
thence via Cologne to Bale, St. Gothard, Milan.

London Milan, via Queenboro' ;
steamer to Flushing ;

thence rail Cologne and as above. Time occupied
between London and Milan by either of these routes is

approximately 35 hours.

London Milan, via Dover
;
steamer to Ostend

;
thence

rail via Metz, Bale, and St. Gothard. Time occupied, 29
hours. A sleeping-car is available between Ostend and
Bale

;
also dining-car between Lucerne and Milan.

\faettor *ri
Via Cologne, Munich, Innsbruck, and Brenner Pass.

London Venice, via any of the through routes to

Cologne ;
thence rail

.
to Mayence, Nuremberg, Munich,

and Innsbruck, over the Brenner Pass to Verona and
Venice. This is a delightful route to Northern Italy.
Time occupied making the through journey, approximately
45 hours.

Routes to Italy.

Turin Rome, via Genoa, Pisa, and Civita Vecchia.
This is the most direct route. Time occupied, 16 hours.

Turin Florence, via Genoa and Pisa. Time occupied,n hours.

Milan Florence, via Bologna ; 6-j- hours.
Florence Rome, via Arezzo and Orvieto

; 5^ hours.
Venice Florence, via Padua, Ferrara, Bologna ;

about
8 hours.
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FROM GENOA TO ROME.
<?

Via Spezia, Pisa, and Civita Vecchia.

[ Hotelsset' Appendix.]

Several new lines of railway have been opened in recent

years in Italy, but none of greater importance than that

which connects Genoa with Spe/ia and Pisa by the far-

famed route of the Italian Riviera, thus completing the con-
nections of the Corniehc Line with the coast route from
Genoa to Rome. The distance between Genoa and Rome
is about 312 miles, and the direct train performs the

journey in twelve hours. The views throughout are

charming ; but unfortunately the beauties of the scenery
are lost to railway travellers, owing to the numerous
tunnels, of which there arc seventy-two between Genoa
and Spe/ia.

Between Genoa and Pisa the line combines the scenery
of the carriage road and, on the right, the open sea with
its exquisite bays and coast effects. The stations passed
arc Sturla, (Judiio, Oiiinlo.

Nervi [Hotel .w Appendix j,
much frequented as a

mild winter resort, surrounded with groves of oranges,
lemons, and olives. It is patronised by Italians in summer
for the sea bathing, and in winter by English and Germans.
English Church Service in the Eden Hotel, Good hotels,

pensions, apartments, most of which are closed in summer.
English and German physicians* Electric tramway to

Genoa. Pop. 6,000. Then /A^/w.sro, /'/<'/ <// Son. Son
(tine view from lofty viaduct). Recco, very prettily
situated, and good starting-point for the ascent' of Monte
<li Potio/ino (2, UK? ft.), from Kula CtiwotflL Then through
a tunnel in the rock forming the promontory of

S. Margherita IJ^urc, a pleasant quiet seaside town of

7,000 inhabitants, frequented as a winter residence by
English and Germans, lintels and pensions, some with

gardens on the sea. The view is very line on emerging
from the tunnel, the liny of Rapallo being skirted. The
town of

Rapallo, also a winter resort, is quaint, its arcades and
towers very picturesque. English\1mreh Service in the
Grand Motel Royal. English physician, Gontl climate.
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pleasant excursions. Pop. 10,000. Ascent of Mont Rosa.
There is a pilgrimage church hard by, Madonna di Montal-

legro, with a picture alleged to be" miraculous
;
a fete is

helfi yearly, July 2nd, in honour of the miraculous arrival

of the picture in Italy. Next Zongli, and through a most

charming district abounding in lovely views to

Chiavari, another of those picturesque towns which
can only be seen in Italy. It bristles with towers, and is

beautifully situated in the centre of the bay. From Chia-
vari may be made the ascent of Monte Perrona, 5,700
feet. Then Lavagna and

Sestri Levante, which was formerly the terminus of

the railway. It stands on a promontory, with the sea on
both sides. [Hotel see Appendix,] Good bathing here.

Winter resort for nervous patients ; charming walks. Good
hotels. Lovely drive to Spezia by road. Then stations

Riva Trigoso, Moneglia, Fmviwa, Bonassola, Levanto, Monte-
rosso (the coast is here of a more rugged character),

Conriglia, Riomaggiore and

SPEZIA.

[Hotels see Appendix.]

Spezia stands at the head of the Gulf of Spezia in a

beautiful situation, between two fortified ranges of rocks,

protected also by the Diga Subacquea, an embankment
nearly two miles long, constructed in 1874. It is a
favourite bathing sand boating place, and the environs are

delightful, notably Porto-Venere. Its most remarkable
structures are the- old citadel and the ancient castle of the
Visconti. In the bay may be seen the strange appearance
called polla, a hemispherical swell of the sea caused by a
submarine spring of fresh water. The diameter of the

polla is twenty-five feet.

Spezia (population 66,500) possesses one of the largest
and safest harbours in Europe, and in recent years has
become the great Dockyard and Arsenal of Italy, where
the largest ironclads are made and repaired,- The Royal
Dockyard stands on an immense extent of ground, covered
with modern docks, budding slips, factories, engine-houses,
etc., which can be visited, jjf permission be obtained by the
British Vice-Consul. Spezia is situated in tha midst of a
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beautiful country, and is much resorted to by Italian

families* in the summer for sea-bathing, and by English
families in winter for its moderate climate. ^

Spezia is well protected from cold winds, being sur-

rounded on the land side first by hills from one to two
thousand feet high, and behind these the Apennines.
There are well-made military roads over the hills through
delightful scenery ;

and there is a splendid promenade
and public garden called the Marina, formerly occupied
by Government coal yards and- warehouses. The sanitary

arrangements are good, and there is a copious supply of

excellent water brought from the Apennines. Excursions
to the mountains should only be made after consulting the

police authorities. A British Vice-Consul resides in Spezia,
and an English physician during winter.

Many pleasant excursions can be made by carriage or

steamer, notably to Porto Venere, near the spot where

Byron wrote much of his "
Corsair," or on the North side

of the Gulf to the Bay of Lerici, where Shelley passed his

last days. English Church in the Hotel Croce di Malta.

Resuming the railway journey, station Arcola is reached
;

then Sarzana (population 11,700), an interesting old town
with a chequered history, having been possessed by
Romans, Florentines, French, and Suabians. There is a

handsome Cathedral of white marble, and its castle and
fortifications are extensive. (Railway to Parma, 72 miles.)

At Avenza (a little town with a large castle) there is a

narrow-gauge.coast line to Massa, and a branch line to

Carrara, a journey of twelve minutes. A pleasant town
of 12,000 inhabitants, with an Academy of Fine Arts,

studios, and theatre. From the arrival at Carrara at least

four to five hours should be allowed for seeing the quarries
and the studios. For the former the visit should, if

possible, be made before two o'clock, as the workmen are

then engaged in their labours. A private railway connects
the marble stations in the different valleys. There are

many wonderful things to see in Carrara, and the visitor

will like to read in the midst of them a very choice thought
of the late Charles Dickens :

u
Standing in one of the many studii of Carrara that

afternoon for it is a great workshop, full of beautifully
finished copies in marble, of almSst everycfigure, group,
and bust we know it seemed, at first, so strange to me
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that those exquisite shapes, replete with grace, and thought,
and delicate repose, should grow out of all this toil, and

sweat, and torture ! But I soon found a parallel to it, and
an Explanation of it, in every virtue that springs up in

miserable ground, and every good thing that has its birth

in sorrow and distress. And, looking out of the sculptor's

great window, upon the marble mountains, all red and

glowing in the decline of day, but stern and solemn to the

last, I thought, My God ! how many quarries of human
hearts and souls, capable of far more beautiful results,
are left shut up, and mouldering away : while pleasure
travellers through life avert their faces as they pass, and
shudder at the gloom and ruggedness that conceal them !"

In May, 1899, an English Limited Liability Company was formed to

acquire quarries, or interests in quarries, to the number of two hundred,
belonging to the principal owners and marble merchants in Carrara.
The total share capital of the Company is 600,000, divided equally
between ordinary and preference shares.

Returning to Avenza and resuming the journey by rail,

the stations passed are

Massa with extensive quarries, rivalling those of Carrara,
surrounded by a fertile country, picturesque castles, and

enjoying a very mild climate. Beyond Massa come
Querceta } Sermvezza, Pietmsanta, Viareggio (near where

Shelley was drowned in 1822), (p. 22), Torre del Lago, and
then are seen the Leaning Tower, the Cathedral and

Baptistery, and the traveller is at Pisa.
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[Hotels see Appendix.]

English Church, Piazza S. Lucia, Via Solferino. n
a.m., 3 p.m.
Theatres. Rigio Teatro Nuovo. Good operas.

Politeama Pisano.

Physicians. Dr. Layfield (English), Via Caccilia, 16
;

Dr. Feroci (speaks English), Via della Faggiola, 2
;

Dr.

Frediani (speaks English), Hotel Victoria.

Post Office and Telegraph Office on the left bank,
below the Ponte di Mezzo.
Steam Tramways to Marina, from the railway station

six times daily ;
to Pontedera, seven times daily ;

branch
from Navacchio to Caprona and Calci.

Cabs. By the course, So c., at night r fr., with one
horse

; by the hour, i fr. 80 c. Baggage, 20 c. each piece
extra. With two horses one third more.

PISA (population about 27,000 in the town, and 27,000 in

the district), the ancient rival of Florence, has dwindled
down into a small provincial town, less than a fifth of its

former size. The city, which equipped 120 ships for the
first Crusade, which reduced the Emperor Alexius to

submission, which sent out an expedition of 300 vessels,

35,000 men, and 900 horses for the conquest of the Balearic

Islands, and which maintained mercantile colonies through-
out Greece, the Levant, and Asia Minor, has now only half

its former population.
Pisa, the Piscv of the Romans, six miles from the sea,

formerly stood at the journey-point of the Arnus and

Auster, but the latter has no\v its own tfstuary. The
origin of the town is lost in the dim shadowy records of

15
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remote ages. It is said to have been known as a city
before the foundation of Troy, 1600 years B.C., and to have
been an irri^ortant town when Rome was nothing but a

group of mud hovels. It became a Roman colony B.C. 180,
under the name Colonia Julia Piscina, and several Roman
emperors erected in it "temples, theatres, and triumphal
arches, but nearly all trace of Roman occupation has

disappeared. At the time of the Roman Conquest of

England Pisa was the maritime rival of Venice and Genoa,
being one of the greatest commercial cities on the Medi-
terranean. Early in the nth century the inhabitants

drove the Saracens from Sardinia, and took possession of

the island, and in 1063 they entirely destroyed the Moorish
fleet at Tunis. Their power culminated in the i5th

century, when they governed the Italian coast from Spezia
to Civita Vecchia. Before the end of the century, how-

ever, their power \vas completely broken, and the deca-
dence of the city was rapid. It passed into the occupation
of the Florentines, and thenceforward remained subject to

them.
The ruin of this once powerful, wealthy, and prosperous

city was due, like that of so many other Italian cities, to

the incessant hostilities that raged among them. The
great energy and genius which should have been employed
for mutual advantage were wasted in frantic efforts at

mutual destruction. Guelphs and Ghibelines, Bianchi,
and Neri, deluged the streets with each other's blood,
and the inevitable result has been the utter ruin, com-

mercially and politically, of nearly all the contending
populations. It is only the modern resuscitation of one

Italy united and indivisible, which seems to promise
anything like a revival of this once splendid and magnifi-
cent country. It is a good omen for Italy that at the very
time when Italian unity has terminated the internecine
feuds of ages, the commercial advantages which Italy
once possessed should have been restored to her in a
measure by the opening of the Suez Canal, which reopens
to her the commerce of the East.

The Arno flows through the town, and is crossed by
four bridges, the most important being the Ponte di Mezzo.
The Four Monuments are in the Piazza del Duomo,
at the extremenorth-w st of the town, and isolated from it.

A more startlingly effective group of buildings it is difficult
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to concave. The railway station is at the extreme south

of the town. .

The hotels and business houses are situated on the north

side of the Lungarng, the broad quays which extend
from end to end of the town along both banks ot the river.

It is "possible" to sec the Four Monuments in a lew

hours, and those who do not intend to sleep in Pisa should
leave their luggage at the station, take a cab or train, or

crossing the Arno on foot (Poule Solferino), walk to the

Piazza del Dnomo. It is, however, a mistake, if time can
be spared, to hurry over Pisa in this way. True, the

"Four Monuments" are the great attractions, but

there are many other sights the traveller would do well to

visit, and enjoy in this quiet, but. interesting, old town.
The Cathedral, designed in 1003 by />V//.s<7/<7/(of Pisa, is

in the form of a Latin cross. It is a magnificent structure

ot white and coloured marble, ornamented with relievos,

columns, frescoes, mosaics, carving, and inscriptions,
Restored 1597 IOOQ

;
after a fire.

The facade is adorned with fifty-eight marblr columns
and three bronze doors, the work of Dotncnna TaHi^nttni
and Afacsln Attach Serrano, from the designs of (rV<v<w

Holognti vS'//.s7///,
and (>/v /;;/< Moclii,

The interior is a basilica, with nave and double aisles,

and transept (lankecl by aisles ; an elliptical dome sur-

mounts the centre. One of the chief attractions in the
nave is a pendant lamp, by Porscnll, which, by its sway-
ing, suggested to Galileo the idea of the pendulum. Above
the high altar is a crucifix by (riavan lfah\t*uti< a remark-
able work. The carved stalls in the choir by (,iinfi<tn\* da

Majano are of great beauty, and several pictures arc ol

great interest
; notably Sacrifice of Isaac, Entombment ot

Christ, etc., by Xodoina. There arc also fine example's of

wood carving by Andrea del Sttrla, among them St. Agnes.
The pulpit, by Nicola Wati/ia, also merits special attention,
The Baptistery (begun 1153), a beautiful building,

circular, all marble. The interior is plain, but elegant,
and contains a famous hexagonal (1200) pulpit bv .YnWii
Plsano. The Echo in the Baptistery is marvellously
beautiful. The attendant will sound "several notes, anil
the result is a glorious Inirst of hui^nony, which," while it

is dying away, he will re-awaken, ana tlTe two echo.
choruses wilj be heard.
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The Leaning Tower (belfry, campanile, clock
% tower)

is, as everybody knows, one of the wonders of the world.

It was commenced in 1174, by Bonnano, of Pisa. It is in

eigTit storeys, nearly 180 feet high, 160 feet circumference
at the base, and thirteen feet out of the perpendicular ;

an

easy staircase of 294 steps leads to the top of the tower,
from which there is a magnificent view.

Nothing can exceed the grace and lightness of the

structure
; nothing can be more remarkable than its general

appearance. In the course of the ascent to the top the

inclination is not very apparent ; but, at the summit, it be-

comes so, and gives one the sensation of being in a ship that

has heeled over, through the action of an ebb-tide. The
view within, from the ground looking up, as through a
slanted tube is also very curious. It certainly inclines as

much as the most sanguine tourist could desire.

On some occasions the leaning tower is lit up by myriads
of twinkling lights. This is a sight that the traveller

should endeavour to see if possible (see Calendar,
p. 438), for it is one of such singular beauty it can
never be forgotten. The display (Luminara) comprises
the following features. The six bottom storeys of the
tower are lit up by a fringe of fire, while a number of

lamps are placed behind the pillars, thus throwing them
into bold relief, and giving the idea of a skeleton or

transparent edifice. The whole is crowned by a blaze of

light from the top of the tower.
Admission 50 c., but one visitor is not allowed to ascend

alone.

The Campo Santo (open week-days, i
fr.). Founded

in the year 1200, after the loss of Palestine, whence Arch-
bishop Ubaldo returned with fifty-three shiploads of holy
ground, taken, it is alleged, from Mount Calvary, in which
the devout might find burial. This earth was popularly
believed to have the power of decomposing animal sub-
stances in seventy-four hours' time. The structure, which
is similar in design to many kindred places in Italy, was
designed by Giovanni Pisano. Giotto Buffalmacco, the two

Orgagna, Antonio Veneziano, Benosso Gossoli, and others
adorned with their works the walls with pictures, which
have been insured. Jlie arcades are supported by light
columns wittf figured capitals. The visitor will do well to
walk round the arcades first, to study the marvellous old
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frescoe^ and the sarcophagi, and various sculptures, the

latter being from the Etruscan and Roman upjo some of

the last works of Thorwaldscn, and even more modern
artists. The most remarkable of the frescoes are those on

the south wall, and of these the most famous are :

The Triumph of Death . . . Audrey OiYftgnti.

The Last Judgment ...
Hell ...... />Yr//< m/<> OiYti

t
i*ntt.

Some of the frescoes are so much defaced, owing to long

exposure, as scarcely to be discernible ;
but in many

places there are traces remaining of line old work, rough
but vigorous.
On the north wall should be noticed a series of paintings

by BCIHKIM (nr:;:::oli. The History of I)avid, Moses, and

Aaron, Joseph, Jacob, and Esau, Isaac, The Tower of

Babel, introducing the portraits of Cosmo de Medici, with

his son and grandson. Just below the fresco of Joseph is

the spot where Goxzoli was buried.

Among the more remarkable of the sculptures are :

SOUTH. -Several sarcophagi of very early dale.

Monument of Andrea Vaeca (Occulistj . Thai'tfiild^cn

Madonna and Six Saints . , . 7'<w/m</.s< /'/%<?//,

WKST. Virgin and Child . , . (*/<v, /'/M/HI*.

Caritas and the Four Cardinal Virtues

Madonna ...... Ornt&nn. (/)

Several good modern works. Bust of Cavntir . />///vv.

NORTH. -Madonna (terra-cotta) , Andrea dclhi Rohlna, (')

Egyptian Antiquities, and some ancient and beautiful

sarcophagi.

EAST, 'Monument of Count Mastiani (his widow
as Grief) ...... A/ ;7i /////,

Monument of Catalan}, the Singer . . , <'i.s//f,

Statue Nicolo Pisano...... ,S//i'////.

Monuaient of Gregory XIII.

Early Christian Sarcophagi,
On the west wall will be seen a large Chain, It in a

" monument to a dead enmity/' In the \vars between the
Pisans and the Genoese, this chain was sliv.U'hril across
the mouth of the Pisan harbour, to prevent the eufnunv
of the hostiletgulleys. The Genoese eanied away p.ti I J
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this chain, and part was sent to Florence. In ^848 this

part was leturned to the Pisans
;
and in 1860, when Pisa

\va^
united to the kingdom of Italy, the Genoese portion

was returned, and, with great public rejoicings, the chain

was hung up in the Campo Santo,
" an emblem of recon-

ciliation and perpetual amity between ancient foes."

The old Academy of Arts (Accademia dclle Belle Arii) is

situated in the Via S. Frediano. It was founded by Napo-
leon, and is now an Industrial School, its contents having
been transferred to the Church and Cloisters of 5.

Francesco, which have been fitted up as the Museo
Civico, containing sculptures, miniatures, tapestries, and

amongst others the following paintings :

Bruno Florentine).
* Cimabue,

Giiinta Pisano.

Duccio da Siena.

Cecco di Pietro.

Train i Pisano.

S. Ursula ....
Madonna and History of the Virgin
Christ on the Cross .

Three Saints . . .

Crucifixion of Christ

S. Domenico ....
Eight smaller Pictures of Saints

The Four Evangelists
Cartoons of Frescoes in the Campo Santo Ben 0220 GozzolL

Madonna and Four Saints . Zenobio MacchiavellL

Resurrection of Lazarus .

Small Madonna
Two larger Pictures .

Enthroned Virgin and Saint (1600)

Virgin and Saints (1500)

Nativity of the Virgin
S. Sebastian (1500). .

S. Catherine ....
Holy Father ....
Redemptor(much damaged) .

Our Saviour with Pilgrims
16 Choir Books with Miniatures.

13 Original Sketches of Pictures now in the
Cathedral (1700) by Conca, Cavallucci, etc., etc.

Open daily 10 to 5, Sundays 10 to 4 ;
admission from f

the garden, i fr.
; good catalogue. I

The University (Ma Sapienza) has been celebrated for <

Its learning (built in 1490, extended 1543). Here the great I

ta&gjbrt for a time (1610). A. monument to his !

L'Orcagna.

Fra Angelica.
. Andrea del Sarto.

Sodotna.

. Fra Filippo Lippi.

BeccafiunL
Botticelli.

Lucas of Leyden.
. Ghirlandaio.

. Fra Angelica.
Gherardo delle Notli.
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memory now adorns the court, Connected with the l*ni-

versity is the Botanical Garden, well worth *a visit on

account of its antiquity, it being one of the oldest in It^ly.
A. Library with the famous Shriuloifi P/'.svi, contains 120,000
volumes and 4,000 manuscripts, Museum of Natural

History, etc., etc.- The University, attended by over 1,000

students, is provided with a staff of no professors.

Among the Churches which should claim attention are ;

S. Caterina, which is beautifully situated in a large tree-

shaded piazza, Erected 1253. Fine facade ; interior

grand and striking.
S. Palo a Ripa d'Arno is perhaps the finest church in

Pisa, and second only in architectural beauty to the Cathe-
dral itself. The colonnade fanatic is very tine. Cnfortn-

nately, the beautiful frescoes of the interior have through
neglect been allowed to fall into decay.

5. Maria della 5pina was erected for the purpose of

services for the benefit of those about to make a voyage.
The name of the church is derived from the fart that a

portion of our Saviour's crown of thorns is supposed
to rest here.

5. Stefano ai Cavalieri, the Church of the Knights of

the order of St. Stephen, contains a great number of flags
and trophies taken from the Turks during the war in

the Holy Land.

Among the Palaces are the Palazzo de 1

Cavalieri,
close to S. Stefano, opposite which once stood the u Tower
of Hunger," in which Count Ugolinoand his children died
of starvation (sec Dante's u

Inferno," canto xxxiii.),

The Palaxxo Lanfranchi, where Byron lived, and
which is supposed to have been erected under the direction
of Michael Angelo. (Now Toseanelli.)

Palazzo Larifreduce!, which has now dianged its name
to Uppesdnghi, was designed by (,W;//<> l*tt$*Httni.

The Palaxzio Agostini, built'of reel brick, though in UK*
Gothic style of architecture.

Palazxo Gambacortlis now used for the Custom-house

(doguna)i and the Loggia de' Banchi, by Bunnttttenli, for
the Corn Exchange. The former contains many thousands
of charters and other city documents.

Close to the little chapel of Sui* Andrea, opposite* the
Ponte alia Fortexxa, now a school, is the Mouse in which
Galileo wa& born, It consists of a range of unimportant
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chambers, adjoining or forming part of the palace of the

Scotta family. The room in which Galileo was born is a

lar*e square one, with rudely-built walls and a single

window. The furniture is modern. Beneath the room is,

and probably always was, a stable. Over the door oi the

house is a white marble slab, with the inscription,
u Here

was born Galileo Galilei, Feb. 18, 1546."

The Climate of Pisa is favourable for patients sultenng

from pulmonary complaints, being sheltered by the Monti

Pisani from the E. and N.E. winds. The excursions near

Pisa are numerous and picturesque, and many visitors who
do not intend to reside there during the winter, make Pisa

their headquarters for a shorter period.

To the Marina, or the Bocca d'Arno, 43 minutes by
tramway from opposite the railway station.

To Pontedera, xaj miles, fare i fr. 30 c., by steam tram

outside iron town gate, near the station.

Outside the Porta Nuovo, about two miles towards the

sea, is situated the Cascine S. Rossore, an old farm of the

Medici, now the property of the King of Italy. Cattle, and

camels, and horses may be seen, and amidst pine planta-
tions there is good sport for the gun, Horse races are

held here in March.
The Biblical student will be interested in visiting S-

Pietro in Grado, opposite the Cascine, containing beauti-

ful antique columns, a line old basilica, marking the spot
where the foot of St. Peter, it is said, first touched Italian

soil.

On the coast, a mile or two beyond, licsGombo, a small,
but pretty, sea-bathing place, near where Shelley was
drowned in July, 1822.

Viareggio [Hotel see Appendix], about half an hour

by rail, is a winter resort, with climate resembling that of
Pisa. Here it was that the remains of Shelley were
cremated in the presence of Byron and Leigh Hunt.

5. Giuliano, within a short drive of Pisa, is a charming
health resort, whose waters are beneficial in cases of

rheumatism, etc. The season is from May to the end of

August, and the' number of visitors is deservedly increas-

ing.
The Bathsr of Luctta can be reached by train and

diligence (p. 25).

,

, The old Carthusian Abbey (La Certosa), r^th century,
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is interesting, as well as the ruins of a castle in the same

neighbourhood (Valle dei Calei, six miles rom Pisa.,

steam-tramway to Calci).

1. Pisa Leghorn (rail, 20 minutes), p. 27.
2. ,, Lucca (rail, 35 minutes), p. 24,

3. n Kmpoli, Florence, sec N. Italy.

4. ,,
Civita Vecchia, Rome, p. 28.

5. ,, Pistoja, Florence, sec N. Italy.

(For further particulars of the route from Genoa to /V.sv/, sec

Cook's
" Health Resorts

"
of the Riviera.)
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[Hotels see Appendix.]

Lucca, formerly the capital of the duchy, and now a province, with
a population of 71,000, is situated in a fertile plain ;

it is an interesting
place, with a handsome Cathedral, and some churches founded more
than a thousand years ago.

" Luca" is first mentioned in 218 B.C., and later was often visited by
Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus. After the fall of the Roman empire" Luca " was governed by princes of its own

;
from one of these,

Azon Marquis of Este, and the only sister of the Duke of Corinthia,
sprang the royal and ducal families of Hanover and Brunswick.
The town is surrounded with ramparts, planted with trees, forming

a delightful promenade. The streets are clean and well paved, the

public buildings are well worth inspection, and the environs are

charming. The principal things to see are
The Cathedral of S. Martino, erected in 1070, which contains

some admirable works of art. The rich facade, by Giudetto, dates
"from 1204. The stained glass in the side windows is modern, by
Pandolfo da Pisa. The altar-pieces are by Passignano, Zucchcro,
Tintoretto. The Right Transept contains the beautiful marble monu-
ment of Pietro a Noerto, by Matteo Civitali ; the Cappella del Santuario
a Madonna by Fra Bartolommeo, greatly admired. In the Nave is a
small chapel of marble. In the left aisle, altar-pieces and frescoes.
The Cathedral Library contains a valuable collection of miniatures.
The Church of 5. Giovanni dates from the iath century. The

facade is modern.
S. Romano, built in the 7th or 8th century, remodelled in the I7th,

contains a monument and a recumbent figure of St. Romanus ; two
fine works by Fra Bartolommeo have been removed to the Picture

Gallery.
S. Frediano, a basilica of the 7th century, facade of the I2th

century, with twenty-two ancient columns, contains old frescoes, ancient

fonts, and pleasing altar-pieces.
Of the palaces, ancient or modern, the one most worth visiting is the

Palazzo Pubblico in the Piazzo Grande, open daily, free, 10 till 2

(except Sundays and festivals), other times I fr. On the first 'floor is a
Picture Gallery, displayed in six rooms :

First Room.~3. Holy Family, Andrea del Sarto. 15. St. Mark
releasing a Slave, Tintoretto. 20. Crucifixion, Guido Rein,

'

40,
Portrait, Tintoretto, etc, 46. Titian, Holy Family,
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Second /fro;//.- 5. Madonna dclla Miscricordia, Fm Uarlolommco.
God the Father, with Mary Magdalene and St. Catherine of Siena, /></

Barloloiuinco. Both pictures formerly in the Church of^>. Romano.
Third Room. -j. Peasants and winter landscape. i.H. Adorat^m of

the Magi, Gessi. Portraits.

Fourth Room. -9. St. Barbara, Botticelli. 16. Madonna with Saints,

Lipfit. 15, i8. Horgogiioiii'. Battle pieces.
AY//// Room. School of Lippi and Pisano.

>SY,v///- Room. Modern paintings. 4. Carved stairs inlaid.

The (ialleria Mansi in the Via Gallitassi, 171, contains a good
private collection of paintings, principally by Dutch artists, to winch
visitors are admitted on application ; small fee.

The Libraries are of threat value, containing rare editions, manu-
scripts (including poems of Tasso), and early specimens of printing ;

the principal are the Biblioteca Reale, the ArchiepLscopal, and the

Cathedral libraries.

The Railway Station is close to the town, hut cabs await

passengers ;
fare i fr., baggage extra.

Post Office in the Pala/./.o Pubblico, or Provincial.
Cabs. Per drive, r fr.

; per hour, 2 Jr., each additional hour i fr.

50 c.

Visitors should drive to the royal Villa di Marlia (gardens, foun-

tains, etc.), the Bagni di Nerone'(Roman ruins), the Aqueduct, with

459 arches.

The Baths of Lucca

are seventeen miles to the north of Lucca, and may be reached by
carriage with two horses (15-20 fr.) in 2 hours, by steam-train and
omnibus in 2j hours, 3 fr., or by railway in i hour.

The Baths of Lucca are composed of several villages in the- valU'v oj

the Lima, connected by shady walks. The 'principal village is Ponte
a Serra^lio, charmingly situated by the river, with hotels, casino,

shops, carriages, and physician.
The various springs anil bathing establishments, such as the Bagtx*

Cardinal!, the Hagno Bernabi, the Bagno Doeeebasse, tin* Bugtto
DemidolT (for the use of the poor), will be found on the side o{ the hill

overlooking the valley, or by the side of the Lima. The \vatn s con-
tain sulphates and carbonates of lime, carbonate of iron, and chlorides
of sodium and magnesia ;

their principal beneficial action is on the*

digestive organs. About a mile up the river, by the right hank, arc
the beautifully situated baths at

Villa, and" Ba^ni Caldi, the next villages, reached through
avenues of chestnut trees, and provided with hotels, casino, Kugltsh
church, shops, -English physicians, and chemist. Knglish visilois

frequent chielly the hotels and apartments in La Villa, Season, May
to October. The mud-baths are highly recommended jnr cases o} giut
and rheumatism.
The valley of the Lima is a healthy, cf>l summnxvttvat, abounding

In pleasant walks and delightful excursions, The tlilietvni *.JM ings

vary in temperature from NX" to 130" Kahr,
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Between Lucca and Florence, nineteen miles from the former, and

thirty miles from the latter, is the station for the baths of

Montecatini. The bathing establishment, in which there is an
hoteu is supplied by twenty-three saline springs, recommended for

diseases of the digestive organs and the liver. The town of Monte-
catini is two miles from the baths, and about a mile to the north is the
cave and bathing establishment of

Monsummano, supplied respectively with hot vapour and hot

springs, recommended for rheumatism and cutaneous diseases,

Railway from Lucca to Viareggio, 14J miles (p. 22),
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LEGHORN.

(Italian, L/vor/io; French, Lfvottrne.)

[ 1 1olds x<v Appendix.]

Post and Telegraph Office, corner Pia/./a Curio Alhcrio and Via

Vittoria Kmanuele.
Theatres. Politeama Livornesc, open all the year ; Giardino Kdcn,

summer evenings ;
and Tealro Gokloni, on State occasions,

British Consul, Mr. M. Carmichael.
American Consul, Mr. James A. Smith.

En^Hsh Church, Via degli Klisi 9, service 1 1 a.m.

Scottish Church, Via degli Klisi 3, n and 3 in summer, n and 6

in winter.

Physicians, Dr. Pelligr'mi, Pia/xa dei Legnami 3 ;
Dr. Cassuto,

Pia/./.a Magenta 9 ;
Dr. Sehintx, Via del Torn. All speak Knglish.

American Dentist, Mr, W. K. Barnes, Scala Olanclcsi 2.

Electric Tramways from the station to the principal streets, and

beyond the sea baths to Ardenxa
;
also to Antignans.

Steam Tramway to Montenero, ,i famous pilgrimage resort (4

miles).
Sea Baths. Several in the Viale Retina Margherita.

(Population, 100,000.) Leghorn is rather a commercial than a manu-
facturing town, notwithstanding that it has tanyards, ropcwalks, soap
and candle factories, and establishments for the manufacture of coral

ornaments, woollen caps, etc., etc. Year by year it steadily prospers,
and its population is rapidly on the increase. Up to the time of thf

Medieis it was an unimportant place, but under their dynasty it was
entirely reformed. It was their policy which led the oppressed and
distressed from all parts to iiiul a shelter here from persecution and
civil war. And so it came to pass that, from Spain and Portugal, from

England and France -in fact, from all quarterscame AdullamitcH,
who settled and established a vast trading system, which has, however,
never been so fully developed as at the present day.

Leghorn, bcing'a free port, Is the great mart for all foreign goods
required in this part of the country. It is a busy, bustling place,

especially in the neighbourhood of the ifaw Harbour* The town is

essentially modern, and is in striking contrast to other places in Italy :

having broad streets, handsome squares, a few really line public buiUl-

ings, and a j^th-eenlury look everywhere.
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In the summer season great numbers of visitors arrive hgre from

Florence, Bologna, Rome, etc. ; the air being generally cool and plea-

sant, even durfng the heat of summer. In fact, the climate of Leghorn
is gc^d all the year round not too cold in winter

;
not too hot in

summer.
From the harbour good sea views are obtained, with the islands of

Elba, Gorgona, and Capraja in the distance ;
and from the lighthouse

a fine view of the town.
Outside the Porta a Mare are several well-fitted-up sea-bathing

establishments, and a pleasant resort to see the life and fashion of

Leghorn is the u Giardino dei Bagni," where, during the bathing-
season, a band plays daily. The town carries on a good trade in

cotton, wool, raw silk, and grain, iron works, shipbuilding, oil mills,
and glass works. There are British and American Consulates, English
and Scotch churches.
The works of art in Leghorn are few. The most striking is a marble

group of the Grand Duke Ferdinand L, and Turkish slaves, erected on
the quay. In the Piazza Carlo Alberto there are statues of the Grand
Duke Ferdinand III. and Leopold II., more remarkable for their size

than their artistic excellence, and in the Piazza. Cavour rises a marble
statue of Cavour.

In the old Protestant Cemetery is the grave of Smollett, the
historian and novelist, who lingered through the summer of 1771 in the

neighbourhood of Leghorn, and died on the 2ist October in that year.

Here, too, is the grave of Francis Horner, the political economist, "who
died at Pisa, February 8, 1817. Near this cemetery is the permanent
English Church.
There is not much to detain the visitor at Leghorn, but a pleasant

day may be spent there, occupied in boating in the harbour (boat about
I fr. 50 c. per hour) ; strolling through the Corso Vittorio Emanuele to

the Piazza d'Armi, where the Palace, Cathedral, and Town Hall are
situated

;
and looking into the shop windows, which abound in curio-

sities and small works of art, especially in coral and alabaster
;
the

evening may be agreeably spent in the Giardino dei Bagni (fee 50 c.).

Tramways run through the town, and into the suburbs, to Ardenza
and other pleasant districts. The famous pilgrim resort of Montenero
is only four miles distant, and the sulphur baths of La Puzzolenta
are about 4^ miles to the east of Leghorn.

Steamers from Leghorn to Civita Vecchia, Naples,
Sicily, Genoa, Island of Elba, Nice, Marseilles. (See local

time-tables.)

FROM PISA TO ROME VIA CIVITA VECCHIA
BY RAIL.

(207 miles. Express trains in 7 hours.)

The
railway route passes through the Tuscan and

Roman Maremme, following for a considerable distance
tlie ancient Via Aurelia, constructed B,c. 109 by
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Scauru*, and commanding beautiful views of the coast.

Stations, Colle Safcetti, Fauglia, Orciano, Santg Luce.

Cecina, where a short branch line diverges to Volterra.

Between this station and Castagneto there is a good flew
of the coast of the old Etruscan Populonia, and beyond,
the island of Elba.

Stations, Casttigneto, S. Vincenzo, and Campiglia Marittima.

A
pleasant excursion by rail (8J miles) can be made from this station

to Piombino, at the southern extremity of a fine promontory, offering
a magnificent view over the sea to Elba, and on a clear day to the

Island of Corsica.

A further excursion may be made to Populonia, the ancient

Etruscan seaport of Popluna, a quaint town, crowning a high and

precipitous eminence beside the sea. There is a picturesque mediaeval
castle here, and the views over land and sea are exquisite.

Resuming the journey from Campiglia towards Rome,
the Maremme *

is entered. It is a vast poisonous jungle
and swamp, so unhealthy that from May to the end of

October it is deserted by its inhabitants, who make their

way into the hilly districts in the interior. All who
remain are almost sure to be stricken with fever

;
for

although the district is less poisonous than it was centuries

ago, it is impossible to check the malaria.

Follonica, where are extensive works for smelting the

iron brought from the island of Elba. Narrow-gauge
railway to Massa (Marithima 16 miles), one of the largest
towns of the district

; population, 9,000 ;
but both these

places are deserted during the hot weather.

Stations, Gavoramio, Monte Pescali. Junction for Siena

(p. 68).

Qrosseto, the capital of the Maremme (population 7,000).

(Branch line to Asciano, near Siena.) Collection of

Etruscan vases, bronzes, urns, etc., in the Town Hall.

Near Grosseto are the ruins of Russellse, one of the twelve
Etruscan capitals.

Station, Talamone. Fine view. It was here that Marius
landed on his return from Africa, and where the Roman
legions defeated the Gauls, B.C. 225. Etruscan antiquities
abound in this district.

Station, Albegna, with salt-works.

Station, Orbetello. Two short gxcursions can be made
from this place ;

the first by omnibus to *

t
T
Marshy country contiguous to the sea.
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Orbetello [Hotel see Appendix],' if mile frcgn tl^

station, a marine fortress, one of the most extraordina^

places on the coast, and well worth a visit. The pr<
?
'

mofftory, Monte Argentario, commands a magnified? .

view
;
the mountain has two peaks, on one of which ^

a monastery of the Passionists.

A further excursion can be made from Orbetello to

Cosa, distant 4^ miles. The ruins of this ancieJ*

Etruscan town, with its well-preserved towers and wall 1""

will be much appreciated by the archaeologist.
The Tuscan Maremme ends in the neighbourhood 0*

station Montalto, and the Roman Maremme commenced*
Corneto is one of the most interesting towns along tl^

entire route (population, 5,000). It can be visited fro*1
*

station Corneto, and a hasty glance at its curiositi^*

obtained in about rive hours, or an excursion may i^
made from Rome and back in one long clay. Cathedr* 1 *

with frescoes. Municipal Museum, pottery, Etruscfl 1 '

urns, scarabsei, sarcophagi, etc. (adm. i fr.). Palax/<?

Bruschi, collection of Etruscan antiquities. The town i*

loftily situated, and the views are various and goo<}'
Corneto is the burial-place of the ancient Tarquinii<
and the subterranean grottoes or chambers, in which ai"c

'

many curious paintings and decorations, are highly in-

teresting. Some of the tombs are two miles from tli*

town. Guide for the tombs, 4 fr.

Toscanella (the ancient Tuscania) can be reached from Cornel* >

by diligence, 16 miles, three times a week, carriage 8 fr.
;
or iron*

Viterbo, p. 81.

The next station to Corneto is

Civita Vecchia, once the Portus Trajani destroyed by
the Saracens in 828. Civita Vecchia is a dull, uninterest -

ing place^ there being little to see except a lighthouse on
a fortified island, and a prison where the convicts are at

work. Population, 12,000.
The distance from Civita Vecchia to Rome is about

50 miles. The early part of the route is uninteresting
but it improves as Rome is neared. The best views arc
to the right, on starting, and -to the left when approaching
Rome. * c

Stations, S. Slarinella, S. Severn (fine castle), Furbant,
Palo, on the site of Alsium, where Pompey
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Pius had their villas (branch line to Ladsipoli, a sea-

bathing station much frequented by the
Rorjian popula-

tion), Palidoro, Maccaresc, Ponte Galera (branch line to

Porto and Fuimlcino, p. 197), Magliana.
9

Just before reaching Magliana, glimpses will be obtained
of the Roman Campagna ;

as soon as Magliana is passed,
the view enlarges. The Alban Mountains, the villas of

Frascati, the Sabine Hills are clearly seen. Then come
glimpses of the Eternal City. The Tiber is crossed by
a stately iron bridge, the line of the city walls followed
for some distance, a maze of ancient remains traversed,
after which the train rushes through an opening in the

walls, and the tourist is at ROME.
Rome (p. 82).



BOLOGNA TO ROME BY ANCONA.

The direct route from Bologna to Rome is via Pistoja,

Florence, etc., and this route is fully described in
" Cook's

Northern Italy/' Florence to Rome, sec p. 67 of this

volume.

BOLOGNA.

[Hotels see Appendix.]

(For description of Bologna, see Cook's "Northern Italy.")

TRAVELLERS who intend to go direct to Ancona should
endeavour to secure a seat on the left of the carriage.

Leaving Bologna the railway runs in a line with the
old Roman road, Via ^Emilia, for the first part of the

journey. The stations passed are Saji Laszaro, Mirandola,
Quaderna, Casiel S. Pietro all in a district remarkable for
its high state of cultivation.

Imola (Forum Conielii of the Romans), population
32,500, is on the Santerno. It was an important place

as^
a station on the Via -^Emilia

?
and still more so in

the Middle Ages, on account of its situation between
Bologna and Romagna. It became subject to the States
of the Church in 1509, under Pope Julius II. There is

nothing to detain the traveller here. Imola was the birth-

place of St. Peter Chrysologus, Archbishop of Ravenna
;

of Vassalva, the naturalist, and of Innocenzo da Imola,
the painter, none of jrtiose works, however, are to be
found now.

CasteIBolognese, so named from its fortress built by
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the Bolognese in 1:430, is only remarkable for its strong-

hold
;

for a battle fought in "1434, when the Florentines

obtained a great victory over the Milanese ;
aifcl tor its

being the junction for Ravenna.
Castel-Bolognese to Ancona (p. 38).

No traveller should omit a visit to Ravenna ;
the dis-

tance is about 26 miles by rail, and the town will well

repay the time spent in visiting it.

CASTEL-BOLOQNESE TO

Stations, Sohimh, Lugo (great, fair, Sept. IK;) (junction
for Lavczzolci), Bagnaavvallo, Russi, (iodo.

RAVENNA.

[Hotel- .sw Appendix.]

(Population, i(>,ooo, or about 63,500 including the pro-

vinces.) This city, one of the oldest in Italy, is full of

interest, its treasures of ancient, church decoration being
marvellous. The see of Ravenna was founded by S.

Apolliuaris, a disciple of SL Peter (A.D, 44), and has sus-

tained a respectable history from that time. It was once
the mistress of Rome

;
it is now little more than a pro-

vincial town. Many writers have extolled its strange

beauty. It will be remembered that. Lord Byron dwelt
here for two years, and declared that no other town in

Italy could compare with it. During his residence In*

produced several of his most important works.
The town is only three miles in circumference, and the

objects of note are therefore at no great distance apurt.
It is quite possible to visit them iu a clay, although two
days will by no means exhaust the interest of the traveller,

Ravenna, though now nearly live miles from the sea, was
once a port of some importance. The Port us Classis was
built by Augustus, and became one of the two great

'

stations for the Roman (leet, Misenum being the other.
Ravenna was the residence of several emperors of the
West after the separation of the Hasten* and Western
Empires, Honorins came thither from Rome in 40^,
Theodoric the Goth, after the fall of the Empire, made
Ravenna the capital of the kingdonf, and foi* many years
it remained under the dynasty of the Astro Cloths,

"

VVlirn
I)
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the Goths were overthrown by Narses, that General was
appointed by Justinian Exarch of Italy, and the*city wras
ruled by*exarchs for a period of nearly two hundred
yars. In the Middle Ages it became, like most other
Italian cities, a republic ;

and during the strife of Gtielphs
and Ghibellines it had its own parties, headed by the two
families Tarversari and Polenta. In 1440 the town was
taken by the Venetians, and retained by them till 1509,
when it was ceded to the Pope. In the year 1512, during
the Italian war with France, a great battle was fought
near Ravenna, in which it is said twenty thousand persons
were killed, the French under Gaston cle Foix opposing

"jp
the Spanish and Papal troops. The battle was decided, in

*
i favour of the French, but Gaston de Foix perished. Since

te then little of importance has occurred to Ravenna beyond
the usual vicissitudes of Italian cities.

The Cathedral, rebuilt in the iSth century, retains

scarcely any traces of the orignal, built by St. Ursus in

the 4th century, except the campanile. The objects of
interest in the church are :

NORTH TRAXSEPT.

Falling of the Manna Guido Rent.
In the Lunette above

Melchizedec meeting Abraham .... Ibid.

Lunette above Sacristy

Elijah fed. by the Angels Ibid.

The High Altar contains a sarcophagus with the remains
of nine bishops and silver cross of S. Agnellus.

In the Sacristy is the throne of S. Maximianus, com-
posed .entirely of ivory, and richly adorned with bas-reliefs.
Tombs of St. Barbatian, St, Rinaldus, and several valuable

marbles.

The Cathedral once had a magnificent door of vine-

wood, but only a few fragments now remain, and they
are kept behind the Grand Door.
The Baptistery (San Giovanni in Fonte) is an octagonal

building with two ranges of arcades in the interior, one
rising above the other. It is said to have been founded
by St. Ursus, in the ^h century, on the ruins of a Roman
bath. The* cupola is decorated with fine 5th-century
mosaics, representing the Baptism of Christ, surrounded
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by the Twelve Apostles. The Baptismal Vase is of white

marble and porphyry.
The Church of S. Vitale is a magnificent basilica,

erected in 526, in imitation of Sta. Sophia at Cnnslaifli-

nople, in the reign of Justinian, on the spot where St.

Yitalis suffered martyrdom ; the interior, whk'Ii has

much suffered from injudicious restoration, abounds in

elaborate mosaics and reliefs. The paintings in the

dome are modern, and out of taste ; the dome itself is

made of earthen pots, a curious work, and this is the

best of its kind. In the Choir, which is gorgeous as a

piece of the Alhambra, and of great historical interest,

the Mosaics represent the court of Justinian and Theo-
dora. In the vault of the choir, the Saviour enthroned un
the Globe; to the right, St. Vitalis the martyr; the left,

St. Kcclesius, with a model of the church. Other mosaics
found here include the Twelve Apostles, the Sacrilitvs ot

the Law, the Sacrifice of Abel, the offering nf Melclnsedtv,
Moses in Midian, Moses on the Mount, etc. Special atten-

tion should be paid to these mosaics, as they are among
the greatest curiosities of Ravenna. Near the choir arc

the celebrated. (1 reck Inis- reliefs known as the Tin one ui

Neptune. In the vestibule of the sacristy is a Rom. in

has~reli\i/\ representing a sacrifice. There arc but irw

paintings of any value in the church
;
but

t
the Roman

and early Christian sculptures at the buck of the church

(North), near the monument of the Kxaivh Isaac, arc
valuable.

Near here (consult Sacristan) is the

Church of 5. Nazario e Celso, known also UN the
Mausoleum of Oalla Placidia. It was built by the Em-
press Oalla Placidia, daughter of Thcodosius the (treat,

and mother of Valentinian III,, about tin* year .j|o,
restored 180,8. It. is a mass of gorgeous mosaics, i dirts,
and other decorations. The altar of alabaster is now m
the Church of S, Vitali. The chief objects ni InMorir.d
interest tire the three solemn sarcophagi,

" the only
Tombs of the C;usars, Oriental or Occidental, which now
remain in their original places,"

1. The Sarcophagus of Oalla Placidia behind tin* high
altar. It was possible till the year 1577 * n v ^*w, through
a small aperture in one of the sitfvs, the corpse oi the

Empress, seated on a throne; but it was in 'th.it vr.u
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totally destroyed by fire, caused by children playing with

a lighted candle.

II'. Th^ Sarcophagus of the Emperor Hononus II.,

brother of Galla Placidia.

HI. Sarcophagus of Constantius III., her second hus-

band, father of Valentinian III.

5. Maria in Cosmedin, an octagonal, building, once the

baptistery of the adjoining Arian church of S. Spirito.

The dome represents the Baptism of Christ in the Jordan.
The faded frescoes on the walls are i8th century.

5. Apollinare Nuovo was an Arian cathedral (500),

built by Theodoric, but subsequently consecrated for

Roman Catholic worship by Archbishop 8. Agnellus.
The marble columns, twenty-four in number, which
divide the nave from the aisles, are from Constantinople.
The Mosaics on the walls of the nave are exquisite ;

they represent

LEFT. The town of Classis.

Virgins and Magi worshipping the Infant

Saviour.

RIGHT. Ravenna, with church of S. Vitale and palace
of Theodoric.

A procession of twenty-live Saints receiving the

blessing of the Saviour.

Besides these there are a great number of other mosaics
;

an Early Christian Pulpit ;
and the remains of S. Apollinaris,

said to be preserved in this Church.
There are other churches in Ravenna well worth visit-

ing, especially the Basilica of S. Giovanni Evangelista,
near the Railway Station

;
Sta. Agata, near Porta Sisi,

Sta. Maria in Porto, in the Corso, etc., etc.

The greatest object of interest in Ravenna to many is

the Tomb of Dante, close by the church of 5. Francesco,
in which place his remains were .originally interred.

Opinions differ as to the taste in which the monument
is erected, but the devotion which has been paid by genius
at this shrine is beyond question. Chateaubriand, Allied,
Byron, and many others have found new inspiration while
paying their devotion

Jiere.

Dante died in Ravenna, i4th September, 1321, aged 56.
His mausoleum was erected in 1482 by Bernardo Bembo
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of Venice, father of the celebrated Cardinal Bembo, from

designs by Pidro Lomhardo. It has twice beqji
restored

since that time. The remains of the poet were placed in

the sarcophagus in 1865, when they were discovered in a

chapel annexed to the church of S. Francesco, having
been hidden there, it is presumed, in order that they

might not be taken by the Florentines. The celebration

of the sexcentenary anniversary of Dante's birthday, when
the bones of the poet were placed in the urn in the mauso-

leum, was one of the grandest days in the history of

Ravenna. The Latin epitaph upon the tomb is supposed
to have been written by Dante himself.

In the public library is shown the visitors' book, formerly

kept at the tomb. It contains many interesting entries,

especially one by Pope Pius IX., on the occasion ot his

visit in 1857.
The Archiepiscopal Palace (admission 50 e.) contains

the Cappalla di San Pier Crisologo, Archbishop of Ravenna

449, born at Imola, a 5th century square-vaulted chapel
adorned with ancient mosaics of saints, angels, etc. The
archives number some 25,000 documents on parchment,
The Accademia delle Belle Arti (admission 50 e., to

2 p.m. only) contains pictures by local artists, IVrs>/;v,

L. Loughi) Colignola, and others ;
also casts, busts, and

statues from Canova's studio.

In the court of the Accademia is the entrance to

The Monastery of Classe, containing the Municipal
Collections (open 9 4.30 week-days, jctc days t; 3, tree, no

catalogue). In the lower rooms is the NtiUoutt'l Mttwttttt
t

containing specimens of Roman, By/antine, Greek, and
Etruscan architecture, inscriptions, and sculptures. On
the iirst (loor is the Biblioteca Communale, containing
70,000 volumes and 700 manuscripts (admission daily,

except Sundays, ro-j). The manuscripts include letters

of Cicero, of Aristophanes, of Dante, prayer-book nf Mary
Stuart, etc. In other rooms are collections of bronxes,

ivories, majolica, medals, minerals, etc., etc,

Byron's House (No, 295, Strada di Porta Sissi) is near
the tomb of Dante. He resided here for eight months
(1819), and then removed to the Palaxxo (luieeiol^ his

whole residence in R'lveuna beinj^over two years,
The Mausoleum of Theodoric, or the* A*</< >//</<;, K

nearly half a mile beyond the Porta Sernito (across the
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railway). It was built by the Emperor himself, and here

he was bpriecl ;
but when tlie Arians were expelled the

Catholics scattered his remains, and robbed the tomb of

itf* chief ornaments.

One of the greatest curiosities in the neighbourhood of

Ravenna is the church of S. Apollinare in Classe, about

three miles 'from the Porta Nuova. It is a magnificent
basilica erected 534, restored 1779, and is considered by
architects to be a noble specimen of Christian art. Steam

tramway to Classe in summer, 60 c.
; 35 c. train, or carriage

4 fr. (one horse) there and back. The traveller who journeys
so far out should visit the Pine Forest, celebrated in the

songs of Dante, Boccaccio, Byron, Rogers, etc. Many of

the trees, however, have been destroyed by fire, and by
severe winters.

Return to Ravenna by way of the Gothic church of

S. Maria in Porto Fuori, a basilica with an open roof,
built by Bishop Onesti, in fulfilment of a vow made during
a storm at sea in 1096. There are some old frescoes in

this church which have often been erroneously attributed

to Giotto
; they are probably by his pupils. The massive

clock tower is supposed to be part of an ancient light-

house, the harbour having been formerly situated where
the church now stands.

Ravenna to Rimini. A good carriage road, but no

diligence. Railway, 31 miles, in rj hours.

Ravenna to Forli. Steam trams run four times a day
between these stations, offering facilities for travellers

going to Ancona, etc., to leave Ravenna a short time in

advance, so as to enable them to visit the town of Forli.

CA5TEL-BOLOQNESE TO ANCONA.
After the river Senio is crossed, the first station is

Faenza, population 22,500, and with commune 38,000,
on

the^site
of Faventia, where Sylla's victory ovei; Carbo

was gained. Sir John Hawkswood, the servant of Pope
Gregory XL, captured and plundered Faventia in 1376,
There are some interesting works of art in the churches.
The Cathedral of S. Costanzo is a handsome early Renais-
sance basilica, begun yi 1474.

^On the first floor of the Gymnasium is the Municipal
Pinacoteca, containing some good pictures..
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In Cathedral, Holy Family . . Innocen-.v dn Iinoltt.

In S. Maglorio, Madonna .... (r /(>;#/<>//<'.

In the Commencla, Virgin and Child, Giroltuiio^tfd Trcvixo.

St. John the Baptist (bust) . . . 7J(/m/<*>.

In Capuchin Monastery, Madonna and St. John
(j ///We Re iti.

Faen/a claims to have introduced the manufacture of

earthenware into Italy. The pottery manufactured hen*
is known as Faience, although the term is now used to

designate all kinds of line ware.

Crossing the Lamone and the Montone,
Forli is reached, population 16,200, including suburbs

41,000. It is a well-built town, with handsome palaces
and churches, and is well worth a visit. The Cathedral
of Santa Croce, an important edifice, rebuilt in the last

century, is noted for a chapel, Madonna, del Funeo, ihr

cupola of which is painted in fresco
; subject, the Assump-

tion of the Virgin. This line work took (Wr/<> Cigtnuri

twenty years to complete.
In the Church of S. Girolamo there are some fine

irescoes by McJo,:::::o and a Madonna by Girido Rent, The
Ginnasio Comunale, in the Piaxxa Morgagni, contains
the Municipal Art Collections, the principal attraction

being the Pinacoteca, or /V<7///r Gnllcry, in which, espe-
cially in the large room, there will be seen examples by
A. Carracci, Giu'mno, Ifninciti, 7W///<Y..

i

;;<///o, ,U<7av;t>, Ci&itttni,
L. dl Crcdl, and others. The; Citadel, constructed in iMoo,
is picturesque. It is now used as a prison.

Station, Forlhnpopoli, the ancient Fonun A>/>////, Thru
the Savio is crossed.

Cesena. Population 8,000, iucludiug suburbs
t^i,ooo ;

very prettily situated. It is one of the oldest Kpiscnpal
sees in Italy. S. Philemon was the first bishop, A,I, ;.
Popes Pius VI. and VII. were born here ; a statue to flu*

former is in the Pala/xo Pubblico, in the Piax/a.
The Cathedral, the Church of 5anta Maria del

Monte, and the Palaxxo Comunale, arc the principal
buildings.
The Library, founded by Domenico Malatrsta Novrllo

(1452), contains over 4,000 MSS. The Winttvlt'ftt is iu tlir

same building. Some celebrated ffulphur u*iues are iu thr

vicinity of Cesena,
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The railway next crosses the Pisciatello
;

this, river is

supposed to be the Rubicon of the ancients. Stations,

Savignan<f}

S. Arcangelo (birthplace of Pope Clement XIV.),

tlfcn the Bridge of Augustus, erected more than eighteen

centuries ago. It is a magnificent structure, wonderfully

preserved, ^nd built entirely of Istrian marble. Formerly
it connected the Via ^Emilia with the Via Flaminia.

Rimini (population 14,000, including suburbs 38,000) is

a delightful old town, pleasantly situated, half a mile from

the Adriatic, between two rivers, and the tourist who has

time will clo well to halt here, as there is capital sea-

bathing^ and the town has many line buildings and other

objects of interest Lodging-houses and a casino, with

restaurant, etc., have been erected on the beach.

Rimini is on the site of Ariminum, an Umbrian city.

In 269 B.C. it became a Roman colony, and it contains

many memorials of Augustus, by whom it was greatly
enriched. In 260 it became an Episcopal see. The town
has belonged by turns to the Lombards, the Germans, the

Venetians, and the Pope.
The Cathedral S. Francesco, built in the i4th century,

was re-modelled from designs of Leo Battista Albert i
}
in

1450, On the south side of the nave are seven vaults or

arches, in which are sarcophagi of eminent scholars and
warriors who flourished in the time of Sigismund Mala-
testa. The church abounds in relics of the Malatesta

family, among them the tomb of Sigismund,
The principal works of art in the other churches of

Rimini are :

In S. Giuliano, Martyrdom of S. Julian . P. Veronese.
In S. Girolamo, Portrait of the Saint . Gucrdno.

The Piazza Qiulio Cesare, the ancient forum and
modern market place. On a pedestal is an inscription,
stating that it was here Caesar harangued his army after
the passage of the Rubicon

;
the truth of this statement is,

however, doubtful. At a short distance is a chapel,
covering a site consecrated by the preaching of S.

Anthony. Another chapel near the canal marks "the spot
where S. Anthony, according to legend, caused the fishes
in the water to lift jip their heads and listen to his
discourse. c

The Arch of Augustus (Porta Romano) was erected to
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the Emperor in commemoration of the people's gratitude
for the restoration of the Via Flaminia, B.c^ 27. The
medallions represent Jupiter, Minerva, Neptune, and
Venus.

In the Pala/xo del Comune Picture Gallery (fee, | fr.)

in the Piazza Cavour, there arc several line works of art.

Altar-piece
Pieta

Doincnico Ghirlandaio.
Gio. Bellini.

The old palace of the Malatesta is now a prison.

Everywhere in Rimini there are memorials of the Mala-
testas

;
and the tourist will doubtless recall the story of

Francesca cla Rimini, so pathetically told by Dante in the
u Divina Conimedia," and so ably translated by Byron.
The Library, in the Via Gambalunga, founded in 1617,

contains 23,000 volumes.
The pleasantest excursion in the neighbourhood is to

San Marino, about fifteen miles distant, the seat of the smallest

ancient republic in the world, this Htllc municipality having main-
tained its independence more than 1,500 years.
San Marino was named from the Dalmation mason who founded it

in the 4th century. It covers an area of thirty-three miles, consisting
chiefly of one mountain. Addison visited it in 1701, and described i(

in his" book of Italian travels. It had then 5,000 inhabitants, a number
which has doubled, according to the latest statistics. It has a standing
army of 100, but the whole population capable of bearing arms are
liable to militia service. San Marino boasts of a palace, a theatre, and
several churches. Us political arrangements are, of course, on a very
modest scale. Since 1872 San Marino has enjoyed the protection of

Italy,

Proceeding towards Ancona, the line crosses the streams
Marano and Conea. Stations, Kicchtw and Callolica^ then

through a tunnel over the Tavollo, and past the Villa

Vittoria, where Queen Caroline of Kngland resided, aud
Pesaro is reached.

Pesaro (population, 14,500^ with suburbs, 21,000), the

ancient P/,svn/n/w, was formerly the capital of the province
of Pesaro and Urbino

;
it was the birthplace of Pope

Innocent XL and Rossini. It was for some time the
residence of Torquato aud Bernardo Tasso, and a house
is pointed out in which it is said Francesco Rimini
resided ^
The principal things to be seen in Pesaro Arc the

Prefettura, containing the archives
;
this was once the
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palace of the Dukes of Urbino, and amongst other line

apartments contains a banquetting hall no feet long and

55 feet wide, with a painted ceiling. At the other angle of

th piazza is the

Palazzo Municipale ;
and opposite the palace are

statues of Rossini and Porticari.

In the Palazzo Almerici is the

Ateneo Pesarese, containing the Municipal collections.

Admission, Sunday and Thursday free, 10 to 12 ; other

days, fee fr., io"to 2. In the Court and staircases are
Roman and Christian inscriptions. On the First Floor,

reliefs dating 1000 B.C., terra-cotta images, bronzes,

coins, ivory carvings, and a splendid majolica collection ;

also a Natural History collection, and paintings. On the
Second Floor is the Biblioteca Olivieri and the Biblioteca

Porticari, together numbering 50,000 volumes and 2,000
MSS.

In the Palazzo Mosca are fifteen rooms, comprising
furniture, pottery, and pictures bequeathed to the town.

Admission, Sunday and Thursday, n to 3.

In the Church of S. Spirito there is a fine painting of

The Crucifixion .... Luca SignorcUL
In the Church of S. Francesco
Madonna Enthroned (iSth century) . Giov. Bellini.

Church of S. Cassiano
*

S. Barbara ..... Simone da Pesaro.

Near the Lunatic Asylum (Ospizio dcgli Incurabili) is a
tablet marking the site of the house where Torquato and
Bernardo Tasso lived.

Pesaro is situated at the mouth of the Foglio (which is

crossed by an ancient Roman bridge), and has a small
harbour

;
its principal manufactures are silk, pottery, glass,

and wax.

Beyond the bridge, on the slope of an eminence called
Monte Accio, is the Villa of Prince* Albani, containing in
several rooms fine stucco ceilings and wall frescoes by
Genga, MontovaiiOj Bronzino, and the brothers DossL
No one who visits Pesaro should fail to make an excur-

sion to Urbino, which can be easily reached by diligence
(twice daily) in about four hours.

Urbiiio is a decayed, interesting, and, under certain
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aspects. picturesque old town, standing on a, hi,qli dirt' in

the midst of bleak, barren mountains ;
it is celebrated as

being the town in which the Montei'eltros ruled with a

splendour unequalled even by the Malatestas of Rimfhi ;

but the chief interest in Urbino is that it was the birth-

place of Raphael Santi (born 14^3; died at Rome 15^0).

"There is scarcely a house, a street, or a church in I'rhino thai does

not now wear a deserted and desolate aspect; even the grand palace
of the Dukes, formerly not in be outshone in hrilliancy by any Court

in Kurope, is tcnantiess or given up to base uses. 'Yet there still

remain staircases, galleries, doorways, windows, and lire-places, rich

in RaiTaelesque ornaments, c irved with a delicacy belonging less to

stone than to ivory. It is by *u<>']i details sometimes a mutilated /><rs-

rt'liej\ sometimes a broken arch or a defaced picture, scattered here

and there about the city that the traveller must be content to spell

out the story of a bygone splendour. Kven nature appears to havr
fallen into days of dejection ; the vast palace, which seems ready to

swallow up the small city, frowns over a landscape of barren grandeur ;

the mountains throw their jagged crags into the sky savagely, and
when the sun sinks beneath 'the high peaks which tower above C'agli

and (Subbio, the whole scene becomes inexpressibly solemn. Snch was
the cradle of the shadowed and sacred school of Pnibria, The spirit

of the spot must have been almost too sad tor Raphael ; there is

nothing joyous now remaining, and we can well understand why the

aspiring painter left his birthplace earl v and returned to it seldom.

"Raphael's house, which has recently been seemed lor tin*

municipality, was originally purchased by the painter's gramllatluT lor

JLJO ducats, a sum more than realised in a business of general ImcL

slering. Giovanni, the father, first merely helped in the concern, but

afterwards, coming into possession ol the iamilv tenement, he further

undertook the making of picture frame 1

- and gill chandeliers, till at

length his ambition carried him to painting and purtrv. The original
uses of trade still attach to the house and to the street

; recently "-mall

wares were sold beneath the room in which Raphael was born. Thr
house witnessed several stirring incidents in the iamilv of Santi, < hi

April (), 1483, Raphael was bom ;
on August ,, 14^5, his elder brother

died ; on October, 14,01, Raphael lost his mother ; in I4<j2 his father,

Giovanni Santi, an artist ol considerable power, married a sivoml
time ; and on August i, 140 .j,

the father died, leaving his son Raphael
an orphan only eleven years old, The iuture painter, who had

already, under his father's careful tuition, been well grounded in tlio

rudiments of art, fell under the guardianship of two urn lex who ioith

with placed their ward in the school ot I'tctro Pmigitio, then I'myged
in the C'aiuhio at Perugia on the tannins heseoes and woodwork uhu h
almost as a matter ol course are made, even in the ahsrntc ol at!

evidence, to play a part in the opening genius of the pupil.
"The interior of the house of Raphael, containing some twntlv

rooms, few of which are large enough tor the studio of an artist

painting figures life-si/e, probably preserves pretty pinch its <ugtual
conformation. The staircase, the main wallxatut the general cli-.inlw

lion of the apartments, can scarcely have suHernl mm h chan^r. I'lu-
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whole tenement, said to be a double house joined into one, d xs .t

seem to us more than sufficient for its multifarious uses~~-the keeping

and the selling of miscellaneous shop stores on the ground floor, alter

the, Italian usage, the comfortable habitation of the family, and the

reception of guests on the piano nobilc above, with certainly not more

than ample provision for the painting of pictures, the writing ot poems,

and the studies of the young Raphael in the storey at the top and the

premises behind. The only part of the house which can be said to be

now in a habitable state, thanks to the kind efforts of the association o

gentlemen who have come to its rescue by purchasing it, is the first

floor consisting of three apartments en unite. The middle ol these,

which in our modern houses would be called the drawing-room, served

probably for the reception of guests as well as for the ordinary pur-

poses of a dwelling. It is a spacious, cheerful room, twenty-seven lect

square, with a brick floor, as usual in those parts, a handsome panelled

ceiling, and an outlook of two windows on the street. But the chief

interest naturally attaches to the smaller side room, in which Raphael
was born. This, in common with the two adjoining front rooms, is

now, by virtue of the recent purchase, made clean and put in order ;

a coloured dado rises from the floor, the walls above are decorated

with engravings and photographs from Raphael's leading pictures and

drawings. Altogether the arrangements are congenial with the asso-

ciations of the spot. But more money, as we may take for granted, is

wanted
;
a subscription book for aid to the good cause lies open in the

room wherein Raphael was born." l

It is probable that the large majority of tourists who
visit Urbino will do so for the sake of seeing the house of

Raphael, at No. 278, Contrada Raffaelo, which contains

engravings from Raphael's pictures. There are, however,
several very interesting public edifices, monuments, and
works of art which should by no means be omitted.

The Ducal Palace is a magnificent specimen of the

early Renaissance. The corridors and rooms contain
Roman inscriptions, sculptures of various periods, tapes-

tries, carved doors, chimney-pieces, and a picture gallery,
with works by Titian, Baroccio, Santi, Vite, Van Ghent,
and others. Admission (daily), 9 to 12 and 2 to 4, I fr.

In the Churches, notice

Cathedral. S. Sebastian .... Baroccio.
The Eucharist Ibid

Scourging of Christ Picro della Fra/iccsai.
S. Giuseppe. Madonna . . Thnoleo della Vite.

S. Francesco. Several Pictures

Giov. Santi (Father of Raphael).
5. Francesco di ftaoia. Resurrection . Titian.

The Eucharist . , Ibid.
1 From the Saturday Review.
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In the Church of S. Bernardino, situate nearly a mile
from the town, are the tombs of the Dukes Federigo and
Guidobaldo Montefeltro. *

Whatever may be omitted in Urbino, by no nie^ns
should the traveller fail to aseend the height, once the

Fortress, for the sake of its singular view.

Returning to Pesaro, and continuing the route to

Ancona, the next town of importance is

Fano (Fannni Forltuuv}, or Temple of Fortune. It lias a

triumphal arch, dedicated to Augustus, and subsequently
to Constantine. Its theatre is remarkably handsome, and
was once the most celebrated in Italy, 'it is a pleasant,
cheap, and interesting bathing-place, and its works of art,
of which the following is a brief epitome, are good :

In S. Fortunato (cathedral), sixteen

frescoes .... Donicnh'hitio (restored).
Madonna and Saints . . Lodorico CarmccL

In St. Croce, Madonna and Saints . . Glor. Stinli,

In S. Francesco, Monuments of the Malatestas.

In S. Maria Nuovo, Madonna. . Piciro Pcm^hio*
,, Annunciation , Ibhl.

In S, Paterniano, Betrothal of the Virgin . Gitercino.

In S. Pictro, Frescoes ..... VirianL

,. Annunciation . . . (riu't/o RcuL

The two handsomest churches are S. Fortunato and
S. Pietro.

From F;iuo to Fossato, via Fossombrone and the Furlo

Pass, by diligence daily in \2\ hours.

Beyond Fano, the Metaurus and Cesano are crossed ;

station, MaroHa,

Seni^a^lia (ancient Settn (rallied, a iishing town).

Population, 6,000, A good and well-ordered sea-bathing
establishment. The late Pope Pius IX. (Giovanni Mariu,
Count Mastai-Feretti), was born here, 1792 ; also, in 1784,

Angelica Catalani, the celebrated vocalist. Senigaglia is

celebrated for its fair, held annually in July.

Stations, Case Hntcialc and Fwhanam (junction for

Rome), Ancona.
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ANCONA.

[Hotels ^<? Appendix.]

(Population, 30,000 ; including suburbs, 48,000.) Ancona

(from ancon, an elbow, the shape of the neck oi land on

which it is built) was founded by Syracusans who lied

from the persecutions of Dionysius. The Romans occu-

pied the town B.C. 268. Trajan caused the line harbour to

be built, and it became one of the best naval stations oi.

the Romans on the Adriatic. In the Middle Ages Ancona

was a republic, but passed into the possession oi Pope

Clement VII. in 1532.

In later years the town has seen many vicissitudes. In

1797 it was taken by the French, and retaken by the

Austrians two years later.

In 1805 the French took it again, but in 1.815 j
1 w < ls

surrendered to the Pope, and was retained by him till

1860. At the end of that year it was occupied by the

Italians.

The situation of Ancona is very beautiful
;

it is built in

the form of an amphitheatre, on the slope of two hilly

promontories. The Harbour is protected by two moles,

one raised by the Emperor Trajan, and the other, modern,
built by Clement XII. On the ancient mole (N.) is a

Triumphal Arch, built of marble in A.I). 1:12. An inscrip-

tion records that it was erected by the Roman Semite to

commemorate the completion of the works initiated by
Trajan. On the new quay, built by Clement XI L, there

is another triumphal arch (designed by Vaiwdelli), but it is

poor in comparison with the Arch of Trajan.
The streets of the town are, with one or two exceptions,

narrow and somewhat dull, but the surroundings are

exceptionally good,- and Ancona is worth a visit if only to

stand on the citadel (or, better still, on the heights above

it) and take in the charming view of town and harbour.
Ancona is more a commercial town than a tourists' resort.

Many of its buildings, however, are curious and interesting,
and it is celebrated as being the place where the most
beautiful women in Italy may be seen.

The Cathedral (of S. Ciriaco, first bishop of Ancona) is

on the site of & formertemple of Venus, some columns of
which are built into the present church. It is a curious
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building
in the form of a Greek cross, in a mixed Lombard

and Oriental style of architecture. Notice specially the

line Gothic porch, the front columns of which* arc borne
on red lions. The Crypt is well worth a visit. *

The other churches of interest are S, Francesco, S.

Agostino, with handsome Gothic porches, S. Maria della.

Piazza, with a very remarkable fti(iitic ( Romanesque-
Lombard), and S. Domcnico, containing a Madonna and
Saints by Titian \\ line work, but injured.
The Exchange is a singular building, designed by

Tibalbi.

Adjoining the Church of San Domenieo is

The Museum, containing on the I'pper Moor a small
but. good collection of pictures of the Venetian School, and
on the Ground Floor au Archaeological Museum of Roman
antiquities, coins, bronxes, pictures, etc. (Open 10 to i ;

fee A fr.)

A pleasant Excursion can be made from Aneoua to

Monte Conero
(<) miles). Fine views and handsome

Camaldulensian Monastery, Other excursions may br
recommended to Osinio (p. 207), or to Loreto, by the

Aneona-Foggia railway (15 miles), the celebrated resort ot

pilgrims (p. 207).
POST AND TKLKGRAPH OFFICK, Piaz/.a Roma.
BRITISH VicK-Coxsm,, K. A. Kane.

THKATRK, Piazza del Theatro.
CABS. Per course, i fr.

; per hour, lA fr. one horse, .* fr

two horses. Beyond the town, J fr. 50 e. and
t \

ir. 50 c

per hour.

TRAMWAY from the Station to the Pia/,/,a del Theatro.
Steamers run from Aucoiia to Venice and Trieste, also

to Brimlisi, Athens, etc.

Ancona to Loreto, p. 207.
Ancona to Fo#ia and Naples, p. .mo.

Ancona to Fog-^ia and BrindLsi, p. 300.

FROM ANCONA TO ROMH.

'lue line follows the Brindisi mail route UN far as
Falconara, Metre it, diverges to the southwest, ;uul
crosses the river Ksino at (7m/m;vj//r,
Jesi (anc. -K.sv.s

1

)
is a thriving miftiui'aefurijix town, with

24,000 population. l^mperor FrederirK 111 how' licit'
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(1194), also G. Spontini, composer (1778). Cathedral of

S. Septimius, the first Bishop of Jesi, in 308 A.D.* Along
the contracting valley of the Esino, crossing the river

tw,ice, \ve pass to Caste! Planio, and then to Serra S. Ouirico,

where the mountains close in and form a wild ravine.

Through Monte Rosso by a tunnel, and several times
across the river, the train p'asses to the valley of Fabriano,
and arrives at Albaccina.

Matelica is near this station. Church of S. Francesco,
with pictures by Palmezzano and Eusebio di S. Georgia.
Palazzo Piersanti, with picture gallery. The next station is

Fabriano, celebrated for its paper manufactories. Near
sites of ancient Tuficum and Attidium. Town Hall with
ancient inscriptions. Campanile. Churches contain

paintings by Geniile da Fabriano and others of that school.

Ivory collection belonging to the Marchese Possenti. A
prosperous town of 9,000 inhabitants. Railway to Porto
Civitanoi'tt.

From Fabriano may be visited by road (nine miles) Sassdferrato,
birthplace, in 1605, of Gictmbattisfa Salvi, surnamed Sassoferrafo,
celebrated historical painter, especially noted for his Madonnas.
Some interesting churches and pictures are found in this town.
Ruins of ancient Sentinmn, rendered memorable by the self-sacrifice

of the Consul Decitis, in the decisive battle whereby Rome became
mistress of Italy, B.C. 296.

After leaving Fabriano, the railway tunnels the central
chain of the Apennines, and reaches Fossato (junction to

Arezzo), then passes along the valley of the Chiascio to

Gualdo TadinOj Church of San Francesco, altar-piece by
Xicolo da Foligno, 1471. Passing Nocera station (anc.
Nuceria), with mineral springs and summer health resort
on the slope of Monte Pennine, we cross several bridges,
pass through a tunnel, and reach

FOLIQNO.

Anc. Fulginium. (Pop. 23,000, including suburbs.)
Buffet at the station. In 1281 destroyed by Perugia, in

1439 annexed to Papal States. Damaged by earthquakes,
1832, 1839, l853> 1854. A school of painting (Nicolo
Alunno and others), 1460-1500, arose here. Cathedral
"of 5. Felixiapo, with Romanesque fafade, I2th century.
S. Anna. 5. NIcolo; Coronation of the Virgin, etc., by
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Nicolo AJnnno. 5. Maria infra Portas, Hth century ;

frescoes *by Ar
. Alunno. La Nunziatella ; Baptism of

Christ (fresco), by Pcnigino. Chapel of Palazzo del

Ooverno ; frescoes by Oltarinno AY///. Ahbadia "Hi

Sassovivo, four miles 'east of Foligno ; cloisters, ugg.
Bevagna (anc. Afertinitj)^ on ClHumnus, live miles west

;

remains of amphitheatre and other antiquities. Monte -

falco, on heights, seven miles from Foligno ; several

churches with good pictures. Church of 5an Francesco,
frescoes by Hcnozzo Go,::,::oli ( 1452), and in chapel frescoes

b Tibcrio' irAixisi and Lorenzo da Viierho. Church of 5.

Fortunate, frescoes by 7>V/mr:<>, i,
{,]<).

Views from the

heights very line.

From Foiigno to Rome, p. 64,

FLORENCE TO ROME.

By Arezzo, Perugia, and FoH#no.

[The journey, 232 miles, may be made in ten hours

express. A week may, however, be spent to advantage in

visiting the principal places of interest along the route.
]

For description of Florence, sec Cook's " Northern

Italy/
1

and u Cook's Handbook to Florence."

As the train leaves Florence, it skirts the city, affording

pleasant views, and thence runs to the /'or/</ N. C'n><r the

first halting-place. The valley of the Arno, the heights of

Fiesole, and many interesting spots in the suburbs of

Florence, are passed, and then the following stations;

Cotnpiobhi, Ponhtssfere (where visitors from Florence

alight to visit, Vallombrosa). The scenery about here
is exceedingly beautiful. Ritfiittnt^ Jncistt (with a line

fortress), A'/)*

1

/ ///<*, S. (liovtinni (birthplace of MtixuctM and
Giovnnni tla S. (tjowinni, two celebrated painters), Mottle

inurhL After this a series of* tunnels, />'//<'/;/<', Lnterhid*

PO////V///O, and Jmr;o,

ARHZZCK

(Pop. 16,000), walls three miles in circuit, with four

gates. Has manufactories of woollens and pins, and
produces the celebrated wine "Allftitieo/* *

This city (auc. Amtium) was one of the \vt %ulllm*st and
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most populous in ancient Etruria. It opposed the power
of Rome in frequent wars till B.C. 310, when it became

allied with that city. Subsequently it joined with other

rCbel states against the Roman power, and was destroyed

by Sulla. It was, however, again colonised, and became

prosperous. The town was celebrated for the manufacture

of reel vases of superior quality. As the Roman power
broke up, this city, like many others, was devastated by

Goths, Lombards, etc. It was included in the great

empire of Charlemagne ;
at one time bishops of Arezzo

were feudal counts, ruling in the name of the emperor.
In the nth century the city rebelled against the imperial

yoke, and became a republic. It suffered much during
the long struggles of the Guelphs and Ghibellines.

In 1384 the famous condottiere, Ingelnun de Coney,

plundered the city, and sold it to the Florentines for

40,000 florins. Except during one or two intervals of

'unsuccessful revolt, finally suppressed by Cosmo de

Medici, Arezzo formed till recently a part of the Tuscan

Duchy. It was stormed by the French in 1800.

C. Cilnius Maecenas, the patron of literature, immor-
talised by Horace and Virgil, was born at Arretium. He
was the friend and confidential adviser of the Emperor
Augustus. Petrarch was a native of Arezzo. On passing
through the city in after years, the poet was waited on by
a deputation of notabilities to show him the house of his

birth.
a
It was a small house/' says Petrarch,

u
befitting

an exile, as my father was.'
7 He was informed that the

owners had been about to make some alterations in
it, but

the authorities interfered, and caused the whole to he
preserved as it was on the occasion of his birth, which
had given to Arezzo its chief claims to the remembrance
of posterity. The house is situate near the entrance of
the Via dell' Orto, indicated by a long inscription. Other
celebrated natives of Arezzo were : lksv/n (painter),
Cesalpim (botanist), Spinello Aretino (painter), Metro Aniino
(satirist), Guido Aretino (musician), Leonardo Arctino (his-
torian), Margaritonc (painter and sculptor), Count nitoritt
Fossimbrone (statesman), Pictro Bcnvcnuti (painter).
The Italian Gothic Cathedral, with facade unfinished,

was began in 1277 ;
additions were made in 1390; and the

facade hasf been recently restored. The interior
contains :



Stamen! ( * lass Window (i61h century),
Scenes in life of Bishop Tarlati . Giiitlaumcdc Marseille.

Tomb of (Gregory X. ... . Morgan tone.

On High Altar, Sculptures, etc. (1286) . Guminni da Pi&t.

Tomb of Rcdi (i(K)S), poet.

Cha,pel of Madonna del Soecorso, and Altars.

Left Aisle, at the east end, S. Magdalen, fresco by Piero
ifelIn I*m in r.sVff.

Tomb of the warlike Bishop Tarlati cli Pictrinola, re-

presenting his life and death, in sixteen sections.

Supposed from designs of (7/<>//o, executed by slgosli/io
and Atfnolo da Sieiiti.

Other churches in Arcx/.o are :--

S. Maria deila Pieve (i ith century). On site of Temple
of Bacchus. Tower and peculiar Ja^ulc }

1216. Ancient

sculptures over door.

S.Bernardo. Frescoes in quadrangle . Uecello.

L'Annunziata. A fresco over door . Spinelto Arclino.

5. Bartolommeo. A .fresco . J-ae.opo dti Cnsc //////< >.

S. Domenico. Frescoes .... Spinello.
5, Francesco. (Founded 1322.) In Choir,

frescoes : Legend of the Cross Piero delta Francescn.

On Ceiling, Evangelists . . (attrib.) liieei di Lorenzo.

Chapel of Arcliangel Michael, frescoes (cliiin<i^ed),Sy>/V/cV/<>.

SS. Annunxiata : handsome Renaissance building ele-

gant dome vaulting, stained glass.

The Palazzo Pubblico (1322), much altered, with

numerous armorial bearings, is now a prison. The Palazzo
Comunale, in the Cathedral Square, is similarly adorned.
The Lo#ia, erected by Vasari^ containing a theatre and
custom-house, has a line portico 400 feet long. A statue of

the worthy scholar and statesman, Count Fussunlmme,
stands near the church of San Francesco, and one of

Ferdinand III. in the Pi;ixxa. The house of Vasari,

containing works of that painter, is in the Via S, Yilo.

The Museum (open daily <; lo 4, fee h fr.) is in the

cloister of the Kiaternita deila Misericordia. A collection

of minerals and fossils, coins, ancient and modern bronxes,

inscriptions, reliefs, antique utensils, mediaeval and antique
seals, majolicas, cinerary urns, anliqfle vases, te., arranged
in nine rooms, The Municipal Picture (iallery is on the
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Second Floor. The Town Library is also in the same

building. .

The Blidia di S. Fiora contains, in library, formerly

tfce refectory :

The Banquet of Ahasuerus .... Vusan.

POST OFFICE, Piazza Principe Amadeo.

THEATRE, Piazza Umberto Pritno.

CABS. Per hour, 2 fr.
; per course, r fr.

; luggage extra.

Railway to Fossata.

Diligence to Monte Sansavino, 12J miles.

A beautiful view of the town and cathedral of Arcxxo

presents/ itself as we continue the railway journey. Then
comes a tunnel and stations, Frasinetto and Caslcljiorcnlino.

The valley of the Chiana, once a lake, and until the middle

of last century an unhealthy morass, was drained by Count
Fossimbrone'on the plans of Toricclli and Viviani. It is

now richly cultivated, and the Chiana, which flowed into

the Tiber, empties itself into the Arno. The next station

is Cortona, at the foot of the hill on which the town
stands. Omnibus, i lira.

CORTONA.

A town of 4,000 inhabitants, splendidly situated on a
hill (2,170 feet), 2j miles from the station. (Shorter road
for pedestrians.) Well worthy of a visit. Originally an

Umbrian, and afterwards one of the twelve confederate
Etruscan cities, then a Roman colony, and, after various

vicissitudes, became an appanage of Florence in 1410.
Luca Signorelli (1439-1521), Pielro Bcrdtini (1596-1669),
were among the artists born in Cortona.

Cathedral, attributed to San Gallo, altered in the iHth

century by Alessandro Galilei.

.

"

In Choir, Descent from the Cross . Luca Signorelli.
Last Supper

'

. Ibid.
In Sacristy, Madonna ..... Ibid.
Left of Choir. Ancient Sarcophagus (Dionysius and

Amazons).

Opposite the Cathfidral is the Baptistery or Church
of the Jesuits (al Gesu), which contains
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The Conception ..... Lucu Signt nrlli.

The Nativity .

?
Ibid.

Annunciation and two Predelle l^ra Angelica tlti I'tewlc.

S. A^ostino. A Picture . . I'ictra da CartariTt.

5. Domenico. (i3th century.)
Coronation of the Virgin . . Lorenzo <//

'

Xicala.

Madonna with Saints and Angels . . l'"m Angelica.

Assumption .... Harlahnneo delta (Jaffa.

Compa^nia 5. Nicole. Madonna
and Saints, frescoes .... Luca Signorcllt.

Altar-piece, Body of Christ, etc. . . . find.

S. Mar^herita, Church and Monastery,
Gothic . . . Xtea Ia and Giovanni Pisano,

Tomb of S. Margherita (i^th century). Silver font and

gold crown, given by Pietro da Cortoua. Fine views from
the garden.
The Fortezza (2,165 feet) should be visited, to enjoy

the grand prospect, only broken by the mountains at the

back (Alto cli San Kgiclio, 3,43.2 feet).

The Palazzo Pretorio contains the Mu5eum of

Etruscan antiquities (admission i franc for a party ;
free

Sundays and Jefc clays) with remarkable bronxes, urns,

inscriptions, votive offerings, etc. A circular Ktrusean
candelabrum for sixteen lights, with numerous mythological
designs, is the gem of the collection. Notice also an
encaustic painting, Polyhymnia. In the adjacent Poubuni

Library a line MS, of Dante is preserved. The private
collection of Signor Colonnesc in the

Palazzo Madama, near the Municipio, is sometimes
accessible on presentation of passport or visiting-card. It

contains a Nativity, and a half-length St. Stephen, by l.iittt

Signorc!//, and various other pictures.
The Town Walls, ancient Ktrusean work in huge blocks,

should be noticed. Most of the gates are traceable. There
are other ancient remains of interest, Ktnisean tomb,
Roman baths, ancient vault, etc.

Leaving Cortona, the railway soon brings us to

station on the

Lag;o Trasimeno, the scene of the victory gained by
Hannibal over the Consul Flaminius

<i

!n 217 u.r. After thirr
hours' slaughter, 15,000 Romans were It'll dead w the
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field. The brook, since called, in consequence, the

Sunguinetto. ran red with streams of blood.

Tiielake
r
'is thirty miles in circumference,_contains

three

snftll islands, and abounds in fish and wild fowl.

A castle on an eminence overlooks the west side.

The next station reached (after passing through a tunnel)

is&issigfianoi at the entrance to the defile where the battle

took place. Two more tunnels. Alagione, with mediaeval

watch-tower. Long tunnel. Ellerti, view of Perugia to the

left on the heights.

PERUGIA.

[Hotels sec Appendix.]

From the station, electric tramway to town, 30 c.
;

baggage extra. (Population, 20,000 ; including suburbs,
51,000.) Perugia is situated on lofty hills, 1,706 .feet above
the valley of the Tiber. It is surrounded by walls in the
form of a polygon, six miles in circumference. A few
streets are wide, and the squares, etc., contain many
massive ok! buildings. English Church service in the
Grand Hotel. Visitors wishing to make a stay in this
beautiful and interesting town can obtain inexpensive
apartments.

^
Perugia was one of the twelve confederate cities of

Etrtiria, but was conquered by Rome B.C. 310,
"

At the
fall of the Western Empire it was devastated by the Goths
under Totila, and afterwards suffered the usual -vicissitudes
of Italian towns till its union with the Popedom under
Julius II. and Paul III. In 1708 the town was captured by
the Duke -of Savoy, in 1849 by the Austrians.' and in 1860
by the Piedmontese.

Perugia is distinguished as the fountain-head of the
L imbrian school of painting, distinguished by its success-
ful representation of fervent longing, profound devotion, or
ckep rcvene. Piciro Vannucci, surnamed ilPemgino, secededtrom Florentine realism, to become the chief ornament of
this school

-Perugia;* says Dean Alford, "is the Nuremberg of
Italy;; full ot public buildings, and houses, quaint and
beautiful, passed doxy unhurt from the Middle Agesto our own? full afso, which Nuremberg is not of

examples of the highest art, the works of her
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well-renowned school of painters ;
for here it was that

Pietro Perugino lived and painted and taught, and hence

that he sent forth his scholars, Pinturieehio, LA Spugna,
and the immortal Raphael, besides others of lesser nanrt,

but lesser only by reason of juxtaposition wit.li those

greater ones. "Of "Perugino himself we have, in this his

own city, as might be expected, abundant examples ;
of

Raphael but few."
Dr. Peabody, in his u Reminiscences of Knropean

Travel," says :"
u
Perugia is one of the most charming

places in Italy. Its site is more than beautiful it is

glorious. It lies on an uneven and rugged eminence,
with sweet valleys below, a glimpse of the Tiber in the

distance, a splendid range of nearer hills, and beyond
them some of the higher snow-crowned peaks ot the

Apennines. . . . The city is wholly media'val, quaint,

strange, dilapidated, with vestiges of former grandeur
everywhere; yet evidently with little remaining wealth,

except of art."

The tourist will not fail lo observe. 1 the magnificent views
of the tlmbrian Valley from various points in and an mud
the town, especially from the Pia//a in front of the Pala/xo

Conumale, on the site of the former citadel, and the planted
terrace near the Church of S. Pietro di CasinensL

Palazzo Comunalc (or Muninpio), in the Corsn, u*Ni
'

! 333- Italian-! lothie edifice with two /<7^/</rv Recently
restored. See arms of confederate towns over gateway ;

grifiui, Perugia; wolf, Siena, etc.

The Pinacoteca Vannucei, now attached t< the Pala//o
Comunale (fee i fr,), contains paintings, chieilv <! the

Umhrian school, from suppressed monasteries, churches,
etc. Catalogues provided. Admission, June August,
10 4 ; Sundays and /<'/<* days, 9 i ;

other davs, u >

No. 2. Adoration of the Magi
,, 5. Last Judgment
n 7. Ascension

No,

14.

SALA OKI OMKUI
Madonna an<I Saints ,

Crucifixion , .l/<f/r

(A).

/)<>///

ttt? Sh'Htt
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ll

I!

SALA (B).

No. 3. Life of S. Lodovico, Bishop of

Toulouse
^ Life of S. Herculanus .

Bonfigli (1486).
Ibid.

No.

No.

?>

SALA DEI STACCHI (D).

Fragments of Frescoes by various masters,
transferred on canvas.

SALA TADDEO BARTOLI (E).

9. Madonna with Angels . Taddco Barloli (1403).
10. Descent of the Holy Ghost . . . Ibid.

22. Gloria Taddco Gaddi.

SALA DEL FRA ANGELICO (F).

i 20
21. Madonna and Saints

Fra A ngclico da F/csolc.

Pielro delta Franccsca.

SALA DEL BONFIGLI (G).

No. 7. Annunciation of the Virgin, and
several other pictures . Benedetto Bonfigli.

19 20. Gloria . Boccaii da Camcrino (1447).

SALA DI BERNARDINO DI MARIOTTO (H).
No. i. Marriage of St. Catharine . . Bcnuidhw.

2. Madonna and Saints .... Ibid.

,,
16. Sacred Banner of the Fraternity

of S. Bernardino .... Bonjigli.

SALA DI FIORENZO DI LORENZO (J).

No. 4. Adoration of the Magi, with

portrait of Perugino Fco. di Lorenzo (1487).
24. Coronation of the Madonna . . Pcrugino.

No.

;,

No.

GABINETTO DI FIORENZO DI LORENZO (L).

29. Miracles of S. Bernardino .

16. Madonna in a Garland . .

SALA DEL PERUGINO (M).
ii. Baptism of 'Christ . .

20. Nativity

Fiorenso.

. Ibid.

/)/w
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Traversing the Sala cli Giannicola, Manni (O), the visitor

reaches the best pictures in the collection in the

SALA DHL Pix'n'Riecino (N).
T

No. ^. Transfiguration . . /Yv7/ii'//w,

io. Great Altar, with Madonna and
Saints .....

n o. Madonna, della Consola/.ione . . /
>

<V7/,^
r///<>.

, t 7. Madonna and Saints . . . /..< Sf*ttt
i>n<t>

,, 23. Adoration of the Magi (attributed to) Rdplttid,

SALA OKLLA SCUOLA ni PKKMUUXO (P).

No. 30. Holy Family, a drawing by R^phticl,
'executed by Domain n Alttuii.

,, "$/.
Madonna and Saints .... IhitL

The Library in the same building contains 30,000
volumes, valuable manuscripts and miniatures. To the

right of the main entrance of the Mnnicipio is

Collegio della Mcrcan/Ja (open from io i,?, fee A fr.)

on the ground floor of the M
pala/xo," cnntaining some

beautiful
u

tarsia," carved and inlaid woodworks, dating
from 1440. Admission 50 c,, io , in winter; 7 t , and

^-5 at other seasons,

Frescoes in 5alla della Prefettura , . /H'//./y//.

Itmuediutelv adjoitiing the Mtiuicipio is the

Collej^io del Cambio, the old chamber of commerce,
containing the celebrated frescoes by /V///

f^///t.

Frescoes in Udienxa del Cambio (1 fr.) . rcnt^im*.

On the right, sibyls and prophets ; on the left, heroes,

kings, and philosophers, Tin* Xativity and the Trans*

figuration, etc. IVrugiuo executed these woiks in 1500
for 350 ducats. Raphael is said to have assisted. I law*

thorue, speaking of this hull, suvs,
u When the room was

in its first glory t can conceive that the world had not

elsewhere to show, within so small a space, such
ccnce and glory as were then displayed here*/'

Altar-piece and Frescoes in adjoining chapel.

The Cathedral of S* Lorenzo *( ijjth

unfiuishecl,

n
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Descent from the Cross - - Masterpiece ofrBarocci.

Painted Window Constantino da Rosato & Fra Brnnacci.

Beautiful carved Seats, etc., in chapels.
vlarble Sarcophagus, with remains of Innocent III.,

Urban IV., and Martin IV.

In the Winter Choir, Madonna and Saints (1519),

Library rich in precious manuscripts.

Luca Signorelli.

The University (fee J-i ^rO? now *n a suppressed
1

1 monastery, was founded in 1320. It embraces a small

Botanic Garden, Mediaeval Museum, and Scientific Col-

lection. The latter is of little value. The Museum of

Antiquities on the First Floor contains valuable Etruscan
vases, urns, bronze mirrors, Cyprian and Roman sculptures.
In Rooms VIII. and IX., the Museum Guardabassi deserves

1

. a visit, consisting mainly of objects from Etruscan graves.

J
5

Several rooms contain Christian antiquities, enamels,
/ , weapons, majolica, terra-cotta, etc.

,

j

The University Church contains mediaeval -works of art

i

'

Amongst the 103 churches of Perugia, the following may
I

(
be noticed. Most of the pictures the churches formerly

*j

' contained are now exhibited in the Pinacoteca.
*

\

Chapel of S. Severo. Formerly a monastery, now a
*

*

college, contains the first fresco of Raphael, 1505 (much
I

*

damaged), and the last by Pemgino (1521). (Fee f fr.)

|
5. Domenico (1532), with lofty campanile, now "partially

\

'

removed. Altar in terra-cotta by Agostina della Rabbin

I (

(I460) *

*
^

Gothic Window (1411), from earlier church on
* this sits . Fra Bartolomeo di Pietro da Perugia.

,'
Tomb of Benedict XL (who died of poisoned

j
. gs T 1305) ..... Giovanni Pisano.

1 S. Pietro de Cassinensi, with antique granite and
'! marble columns, erected in 969 by . S. Pietro Abbate.

| In S. Aisle. Tomb of Countess Baldeschi. From
*

drawings by Fr. Overbeck.

I

ff Above the Sacristy. Saints . . . Sassoferrato.
I In the Sacristy. Five Saints .... Pemgino.

Holy Family . . . . . Panneggianino.
Jesus and John .

r
Raphael

Choir, with fine 16th-century wood carvings,
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dvawin^s by Rtiphncl and executed by
Slcfdiio and Dani/tino da Bcrginuo (i5.V 1

)^

In N. Aisle. Pieta . . .

'

. .

* "

. /
J

Adoration of the Mai^i (1505) . Eusehiodc $, .... .^.. ,

Raphael, whose portra.it is pointed out in the picture,
is said to have assisted in this work.

In the Capclla del Sacramento
Frescoes ....... I'ttHtn.

Madonna......
Judith ......
SS. .Benedetto and Manro . Arri^o

At end of N. Aisle. -Pieta and Saints.

In the second chapel to the left

Christ in the Garden of (icthsemane (titid

Vibi Chapel, line sculptured altar by Mine tl<i

-

S. Anicclo. Circular, with antique, column^ in the

interior. Temple anciently dedicated to the
l%
I)ca \Vslu."

Confraternity, della (Husti/Ja di S. Bernardino, has a

line hii'iutc (1401) liy . . . A^i^luio I'iorcnlinv*

Madonna della Luce, with fresco by . /////c;^//t>,

Amongst the palaces, etc., of Pern^ia, the i'olluwiiiiL; are

worthy of attention :

Palaxxo Conestnbilc ( fee i fr.j, frescoes . /V;v/.i;///i>,

and four juctures by .... S'</vs/<7 ///!>.

The celebrated small Madonna, by /Ci////e/<7, w.is sold \n

the ICmpenn* ol Russia, in iS^t, for ^50,000 Jr.

Pala/,xo Baldeschi. Dr.twin.n tor a, tivseo

at Siena ,..,,., A'*//*//*/*-/.

Ma<lonna .,...., /V///^'///i,

Collection of Aw* Komualdi. Hrcui/es, i'tins, cunu-o.-.,

and collection ol drawings and pii'tutcs

by ..... ( W/T//M /, /Vr/^'/w, eU',

Hou^e of Peru^ino, in the Via 1 )eli/iosa.

Arco di Au#tito, with inscription "Augusta l*ert$^a,**

The foundations are Klrnsean, the tipper part dales trutu

after the burning of the city in the war between Octavins
and Antony,
Fountain in front of Cathedral by .V/VoA and (>'/?*//////

'da Fistt (1-77 tjKo). Statuettes ii^ centre by Artmlh* //

Cinnlw. Hron/e statue ot (nlins III, In rA/i<v/ ;/u ttttiitt

(1550), iu the Pia//a del Papa.
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To the left of the Palazza del Podesta, destroyed in

oo, notice the small Gothic gate still remaining.
Post anS Telegraph Office. Piazza Vittorio Emanuele,

English Church Service at the Grand Hotel Brufani.

Cabs. Per course, 75 c., one horse, in town
; per hour,

i fr, 50 c.
;
with two horses, i fr. 25 c.

;
and 3 fr. more

at night,
In the new Roman road, near the Ponte S. Giovanni

?

about three miles from the town, is the Qrotta de' Volutmi,
3rd century B.C., in the ancient Necropolis of Perugia, dis-

covered in 1840 by a peasant while digging for herbs. It

is one of the most perfect Etruscan tombs existing. A
long flight of steps leads to the entrance. Inside, on the

doorpost, are the names of Arath and Larth Volunnus in
red paint. The tomb contains ten chambers, the chief
and most perfect being twenty-eight feet long. In this

are shelves supporting recumbent stone figures with their
urns. The ceiling is curiously cut and panelled in squares,
with a Gorgon's head in the centre. On the walls are
numerous representations of serpents, dragons, etc. The
urns, lamps, etc., taken from this tomb can also be seen.
The custodian may be found at the villa of Count Baglioni,
situated close at hand. Admission i fr.

From Perugia there is a communication by diligence
(28 miles) to Todi. Also by diligence (13 miles) to Citta cli

Castello in the upper valley of the Tiber.

Gubbio. Whilst at Perugia, an excursion could be made to the old
( episcopal see of Gubbio

;
four hours' distance by carriage. The birth -

li f place of Ottaviano Nelli, whose frescoes are to be seen in S. Maria
J Nuova. The Cathedral, dating from the 6th century of the" Christian

| era, contains a good collection of pictures.

*}
In the Church of S. Pietro is a Gloria by Rafacllino del Colic, and

l

\
frescoes by Timotco dclla Vitc. Also visit the Pinacoteca.

!j ,

On leaving Perugia the railway runs along the heights,
** through several tunnels, to station Ponte S. Giomuini ; then

'' crosses the Tiber, the ancient frontier of Umbria and
/i Etruiia, also the Chiasco, and after passing station Bastia,
,j

reaches station Assist.

AS5LSL

[Hotel see Appendix.]

(Population* 5,000.) Assisi is the city of St. Francis,
the founder of the Order of Mendicant Friars called
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Franciscans, who was horn in 1182, and died in

October, i 2 26.

In the iSth century the Franciscan Order 10 controlled

nearly 9,000 convents, with 145,000 monks. *

The Monastery of the Franciscans (suppressed in

1866), now partially used as a school for the sons of

teachers, is a conspicuous object in approaching Assist.

(Admission 50 c., 8 i i, and j .....

5.) From the outer passage
we obtain splendid views of the valley. The monastery,
said to have been founded in 1228 by the Kmperor
Frederick II., as a home for the new order, contains in

the refectories several frescoes of ^reat interest ; two,

representing the u Last Supper,
n

by Solimene and Donn
Doni ;

but the three churches are the chief source of

attraction. As we relied on the former glory of the
Franciscan Order, and ga/e around the halls and churches
of the convent, we are forcibly reminded how " the old
older channel!*," and how, with the chunked circumstances
of new-born Italy, new ideas have risen to prominence
and power.
There are three churches enclosed within one threat

Gothic edilice. In the Lower Church, erected in 1228 32,
are--

(nth

illuti*

(1574),

Tomb of John de Hrienne, King of Jerusalem
century), or ol Hecuba, ^>ueen of Cyprus, 1240,

Chapel of the Crucifixion , .

*

/'//< r/< Ctt

Chapel of S. Louis, frescoes by , tt^no Dotu

Prophets and Sibyls ou^
root *. . Amlmi tM

Chapel of S. Antonio di Padua (modernised),
frescoes .......

Chapel of S, Maddalona, frescoes ,

In S, Transept, frescoes,
'/</</</<< (ttidtfi and (ti

Frescoes round the High Altar, representing
Poverty, Chastity, Obedience, etc, (S<r /</<>')

lu K. Transept St. Kraneis receiving the

Stigmata (frescoes) . . . /'//*/!> ( 'ti

Crucilixiou . /'///) Ct

Madotina mid S. Catherine . . , /,*> .S/w^/m
lit the Sacristy, handsome eabitn*ts t lytlj

century,
u
Veil of the Virgin,

1*

MSS, of St. Francis, a Beuedictinn.auci Rules cf the Onlrr
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Portrait of St. Francis. . . (attrib.) Giiiuta^
da Pisa.

On Pulpit of the Church, Coronation of the

Virgin* (attrib.) Fni Maiiino.

tUnder the Music Gallery, St. Francis receiv-

ing the Stigmata, a fresco . . . . Giollo.

Chapel of St. Martin. .Scenes in the life of

St. Martin . . . Simonc Manmii da Siena.

Stained windows by Angclcllo & Piclro da Gitbbio &
Bonino d>Assist.

The Upper Church is publicly opened only on great
festivals. Visitors can inspect it on application. Notice

handsome window on west side.

Subjects from the Bible and Apocalypse . . Cimabuc.

Life of St. Francis, frescoes . . . Giollo (1298).

Old and New Testament frescoes . Ciuiabue (1280).

Frescoes in Transept . . Ginnta da Pisa (1252).

Choir Stalls carved by Doincnica da S. Seven'no (1450).
Red Marble Papal Throne, Gregory IX. . . Fuccio.

The Crypt was excavated in 1822, when, after five

hundred years of controversy, the vexed question of the

last resting-place of St. Francis was settled by the dis-

covery of his remains in a stone coffin. The genuineness
of this discovery was confirmed by the decision of a

congregation of cardinals, and announced to the church by
Pius VII.

;
all sceptics in the matter being henceforth

declared liable to excommunication.

Before passing to the other attractions of Assisi, we
quote, from the "

Diary of an Idle Woman in Italy," the

following account of a visit to the churches of the

convent :

"The middle church is the most interesting, <is it contains the three
celebrated frescoes of Giotto, representing Chastity, Poverty, and
Obedience. Poverty is pictured as a poor but beautiful woman whom
our Saviour is

;
about to wed to St. Francis. Around are a number of

boys jeering. "'Chastity stands in the centre of a great fortification

surrounded by angels and armed men. St. Francis, with a body of

attendants, is on his way to pay the virtue a visit.

"The subterranean church "contains the tomb of St. Francis. This
is situated inside a chapel, surrounded by beautiful yellow porphyry
pillars, and is cut out of the rock. The monks approach it with 'great
veneration.

^
r

" The upper church, which is reached by a long flight of stairs, is not

nearly so pretty as the other two, but contains some beautiful frescoes
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by Cimabnc and Giotto. Two very celebrated ones by Giotto represent
events in fhe history of St. Francis. One is a scene Illustrative of the
saint's ascent to heaven, in which he appears driving ov^r clouds in a
'red car, drawn by two very mundane-looking horses. The other has
often been referred to, and'is much the prettier of the two. It maes
the holy father appear in the midst of a beautiful garden, in which is

congregated every species of bird, some in the trees and some on the

ground ;
while out of the pond, which is also here, the fishes' heads are

protruded, as though their owners were intently listening."

Connected with the associations that surround the
Franciscan .convent is the Church of S. Maria degli
Angeli, about a mile and a half from the town. It is near
the station, and can be visited before passing on to AssisL

Here, seven centuries ago, St. Francis laid the foundation
of his order, taking upon himself the vow of poverty, and

going forth to preach the gospel of self-denial. Only
seven kindred spirits were leagued with him when he first

instituted the great Franciscan order in 1209. Adherents
soon joined the cause from every country in Europe.
Innocent III. in 1210 gave it papal sanction. Several
branches of this order (Seraphic Brethren, Capuchins, etc.)

have arisen from time to time. The saint is said to have
received the stigmata in a vision in 1224. He died in

1226, and was canonised by Gregory IX. in 1228. Several
of his letters and other works are extant.

The Church of S. Maria degli Angeli was built over the

original oratory or cell of St. Francis by Vignola. Nave
and choir re-erectecl after the earthquake of 1832.

Vision of St. Francis (fresco), 1829 . . Overbeck.
Life of St. Francis (frescoes) . . Tiberio d' Assist.

Hut where St. Francis died, with frescoes by Lo Spagna.

In the Piazza of Assisi is the Church of 5. Maria della

Minerva, with remains of classic ruins in and near it.

Especially worthy of note are the six columns of

Travertine, originally the portico of a Temple of Minerva,
but now attached to the church. When Goethe visited

this spot, he was so enchanted with thi vestige of ancient
art that he went away without visiting the convent, for fear
of disturbing the associations.

Chiesa Nuova, on the site of the house where St.

Francis was born.

Cathedral ot S. Rufino (i2?h century). Interior

.modernised in 1572. Fine marble statue of St Francis.
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Handsome choir stalls. Crypt of earlier date (1028).

Entrance 25 c.

S. Chifira. Gothic church (1140), by 7;/w FHippo da

Qhmpello, but altered since his time. Beneath the high
altar is the tomb of St. Clara, who left wealth and luxury
to found the order of Clarissines. Round the tomb are

handsome coloured marbles. Frescoes by Giollo and
Giottino adorn the church.

In front of the Duomo on the pia//,;i, notice a modem
statue of St. Francis by Ditprc.

Beyond the Public Gardens arc the ruins of a Roman
amphitheatre.
The Hermitage delle Career!, one of the oratories of

St. Francis, is in a ravine behind the town.

Assisi was the birthplace of Propertius (46 B.C.), and of
Metastatio (opera writer), in 1693 A.D.

From Assisi the train conveys us to

Spello (ancient Hispelliiiu\ with ancient ^ates and walls.

In S. Maria Maggiore, Frescoes by Pintitricclno (1501).
Pieta and Madonna .... Pcnig/no.

In 5. Francesco (1228), altar-piece Ptniurh'chia (1508).
In S. Andrea, Madonna by Plntttritr/n't). The small

picture beneath the Madonna, representing S. John, is

attributed to Raphael.

Various Roman antiquities are shown in Spello,
others a miscalled u House of Propertius,"

Crossing the Topino, we next reach the station of

Foligno (sec p. 48), and then proceed alon^ the valley
of the Clitumnus to

Trevi (ancient Trcbia).
The Pinacoteca contains three works by A< fyti*tnn.
Church of S. Emiliano (i2th century). Portals and

Altars by Kotn> tlti I'h'ftizti.

Church of Madonna delle La&rime.
Adoration of the Magi .

Descent from the Cross
Church of S. Martino
Coronation of the Virgin

Between Trevi and the next station are several objects
of witerest An ancient temple, now Church of S,

Penttftno.... /,<> Sp
Madonna Tibcrio if

/, () S
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Salvator^ Near the village of de Vene is the source of
the Clitumnus, described by Pliny.

Villages of Campello and S. Giacomo
;
in tr?e latter a

church with frescoes by Lo Spagticf.

Spoleto (population 9,500, f m. from station ; one-horse

carnage i fr.) is next reached. Spoletium was colonised

by the Romans 242 B.C., sustained a siege and repelled a

vigorous attack of Hannibal in 217, and went through the
usual experiences incident to civil war, barbaric invasion,
and mediaeval tumult. It was captured by the Pied-
montese iSth September, 1860, in spite of a gallant defence
of the castle by Major O'Reilly, an Irishman.

Spoleto is a busy town, and noted for its truffles and
preserved meats, fruits, etc.

Several relics of Roman temples, theatre, gateway, etc.,
are to be seen.

Cathedral of S. Maria Assunta, erected in 617 A.D.,

by Duke Theoclelapius, but frequently restored. The facade,
with a beautiful Renaissance portico, with its stone pulpits,
arches and curious frieze, dates from the I3th century.
Over the entrance, Mosaic by . . Sohernus (1207).
The interior was renovated in 1644.

In the Choir, Frescoes
]

Fra Fil/W LiPP>' a >'d *>
1

|
Diamante (1470).

In Winter Choir, Carvings ... Bramante.

,, Paintings . Lo Spagna.
Tomb of Fra Filippo Lippi. This monk was poisoned by

the relatives of Lucrezia Buti, a noble Florentine lady,
whose affections he had gained, and whom he managed to

abduct from a convent.
Frescoes in the Baptistery. Style of Giulio Romano,
Font of Travertine, with Sculptures.
Frescoes in Chapel ..... Pinturicchio.

There are several other churches in the town, the

Manna cTOro, an elegant Renaissance building ;
S. Pietro,

the cathedral until 1067 ;
S. Agostino del Crocifisso,

formerly the site of a Roman temple.
In the Palazzo Municipale are several ancient inscrip-

tions, and a small Pinacoteca containing several pictures

by . . . . . . ^ Lo Spagna.
Below the terrace of the Palazzo a Romaif House with

magnificent mosaics has been discovered.

F
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Whilst at Spoleto, La Rocca (1,483 feet), or ijie Monte
Luco (2/po feet) opposite, should be visited for the

sake of me prospect. The Aqueduct delle Torn, built by
Yheodelapius, Duke of Spoleto (604), is used as a bridge
to Monte Luco.

From Spoleto the railway passes up Monte Somma
(4,038 feet) to a height of 2,331 feet, and then through a

tunnel to the Nera valley. Very attractive and wild

scenery. (See route Aquila-Terni, p. 211.)
Terni (ancient Interauina, population 26,000). Birth-

place of the historian Tacitus. Roman remains
; pleasant

walks on Ramparts, etc. Celebrated Waterfalls in the

neighbourhood (650 feet). Lake and village of Pieclilugo.

Large weapon manufactory belonging to -the Italian

Government.
The waterfalls can be visited by train to Marmore (10

miles), by electric tramway to Collestate, or on foot in

about 2 hours. The falls are about 650 feet in height,

descending from the Yelino in three leaps to the Nera.
The next station reached is

Narni. Birthplace of Nerva. Ancient castle, now a

prison. Cathedral (i3th century), interesting architecture.

Town-hall contains a coronation of Mary, by Lo Spagna
(retouched). Umbrian town of ./Emilia, with Cyclopean
walls, etc., 6 miles N.W. Otricoli, 7 miles S.

; antiquities,
volcanic deposits, etc. Bridge of Augustus, short walk
from Narni

;
one arch entire, 61 feet in height.

From Narni may be visited Ametia (6 miles), a city
built by Jhe Pelasgi before the .clays of the Etruscans.
Fine situation, Pelasgic walls, Roman remains.
The railway follows the Nera valley, and then crosses

"the Tiber by a chain bridge, and arrives at

Orte, on a pinnacle of rock, a picturesque town of 4,000
inhabitants, junction of the line from Foligno. Descending
the right bank of the Tiber valley, we see the ridge of

Mount Soracte, pass two or three villages, and arrive at

Borghetlo (with ruined castle). Here' is the Ponte Felice,
a handsome bridge built by Augustus. After a brief view
of Civita-Castellana (Faleria), 5 miles from the station,
and 2\ miles from the town to the ruins of Faleria, we
cross to left bank ctf the Tiber. The route is now as

follows : Stimigliano and Poggio, stations amongst the olive-

trees of the beautiful Sabina district. Fara Sabina
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(ancient ,G//v,s'), the birthplace of Nunia Poinpilius.
Monte RoloiuiO) \vilh a castle of the Orsini

;
fine views of

the Sabine Mountains. Village stormed by Garibaldi on
26th October, 1867. One mile to the S.K.'lies the vilhijffc

of
u
Mentauu," where Garibaldi was defeated by the Papal

troops on 3rd November, 1867. After crossing the Tiber,
with (he Sabine and Alban mountains to the left, the dome
of St. Peter's, Rome, rises to view, and the train shortly
arrives at the terminus, near the Baths of Diocletian.

Rome, p. 82.

FLORENCE TO ROME, BY SIENA AND ORVIETO.

(jJo.j miles --<) to 12 hours.)

Kor passengers not visiting Siena, the most direct mule, Imm
Florence to Rome is rin Arezzo, Chinsi, Orvieto, and Orte.
For description of Florence, sec. "Cook's Northern Italy,"

On leaving Florence the railway passes near the (Ws<7m\
and through a pleasant suburb with many good villas, to

vS\ Doiiiiifio and Sign<t. Then succeeds a beautiful valley,
the Cioiifolina, and then J7<>///<7///><>, where there is a

fortified castle, the " Mountain of the Wolf" (.l/o///<'////o).

Einpoli. Merc the railway for Rome turns southward,
while the line to Pisa continues westward. Kmpoli is an
old town, and held an important position in the time ot

the wars of Guelphs and Ghibellines. It is now insig-

nificant; and there is nothing to detain the tourist here

except a church (1093), Baptistery (1447), two or three

good pictures, and sonic old houses, much the worst* lor

wear.

From
/:////>(>//, the line follows the right bank oi' the Klsa,

[missing (on the r.) lofty tower of S, Miniato dci Tedesehi,
to station runic a ttlw ; then station Ctixlcl /'Vo/r/f////t.

Station Cerltt/ifo. Town on hill to the left. lioci'arcio

born here in 1313 ;
died here in 1375. House of BtKv;uvi<

restored 1^23,
Station l*ojtf*Jh(Wsi.-- -Volterra can be visited from this

point. Carriage, 15 fr. Colk* 5 miles by rail.

*

S, (Hminano can be ix-ached in a tuo Imms
1

di ivv lnni tVn.ii>-

bon^i, or frutn Colic. A nuxlia-val town on ilu- bri^lit'., ivin.u liable
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for its many square towers, and containing several buildings of

interest. The Palazzo Comunale, with pictures and frescoes by

LipfoMejwti, Filipino Lifipi. Torre del Commune (1298), iSo^feet
in height. Palazzo del Podesta (1250). Church of La Collegiata

Pith century) ;
frescoes by Gliirhindaio, etc.- S. Agostino (1280).

S. Jacopo ("i2th century) ; and S. Girolamp, all with pictures and

frescoes worth seeing.

After leaving Poggibonsi, notice the Chateaux of Staggia
and Monte Riggioni, both on the right ; then, passing

through a tunnel, we reach

SIENA.

[Hotel sec Appendix.]

(Population, 26,000.)

Siena is 1,330 feet above the sea-level, with a healthy
climate, and many attractions for the tourist. It has more
Gothic edinces than Italian cities usually possess, and in no
town in Italy can there be found finer specimens of Italian

Gothic architecture of the i3th and I4th centuries. Three
or four days can be spent here to advantage.

English Church service in the Chiesa Christiana Evan-

gelica during the spring.
Post and Telegraph Office, Via Cavour, 16.

Siena is not only one of the most important towns for

the study of the I3th-i6th century art, the seat of a

university, and the residence of an archbishop, but is a

flourishing weaving and trading to\vn of 26,000 inhabi-

tants, with a healthy climate, situated on the ridges of
three hills.

Siena (ancient Sena Julia), founded by Senonian Gauls,
was made a Roman colony by Augustus. It was a thriving
town in the Middle Ages ;

a free state as early as the I2th

century, and took a prominent part in the struggles between
Guelphs and Ghibellines. The seat of a famous school of

art, it at one time rivalled Florence, and its population
once reached nearly 100,000. A century later tyrants
overthrew the popular government ;

and in 1500 A.D.,
through one of them, Pandolfa Petrucci (Machiavelli's
chief example of tyranny), the city became subject to
the Medicis of Florence. Under Cosmo di Medici, the
Count of Karignano wasted Siena and the Maremme
district with fire and sword.
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The Sienese school of painting is remarkable for devo-

tional feeling, pathetically and delicately expressed.
The most noted master, in its earlier period, was Simoyg

Martini (d. 1344), and in its later period, the more cele-

brated Sodoina (1480-1549). The best Italian wood-carving

(especially in igth and i6th centuries) has been produced
in Siena.

The Piazza Vittorio Emanuele is a semicircular

space in the centre of the town, which has been for ages
the scene of public festivals and assemblies, and is still

used as the racecourse during the races, il Palio, on

July and and August i6th. This horse-racing is of such
a strange character as fairly to astonish every one seeing
it The Englishman doubtless thinks that he has attained
the highest perfection in this "noble" sport. But he
cannot realise the Sienese ideal until he has organised
an annual race round Trafalgar Square, or some such

public place. The competitors in the Palio are repre-
sentatives chosen from the different parishes of Siena,
into which from the earliest times the city has been
divided. Each contrada, or district, has its separate
institutions and church, and on this clay turns out in full

force, with flags, bands, and procession. The course is

the Piazza, around which on one side a series of stages
have been erected

;
and against the houses in different

parts of the route huge mattresses are placed to prevent
the luckless riders some of whom are sure to be thrown
off from dashing out their brains. At the boom of

cannon the processions begin to move along the course.
Each contrada named from some natural object, such as

the wave, the giraffe, the goose, etc. bears its colours
and representative symbol prominently displayed. Along
the Piazza they pass one after the other, seventeen in all,

with all the pomp and parade of a mediaeval tournament

party. When the procession is over the cannon again
booms, and the riders-and the horses come forward ready
for the race. At a given signal they start, and race round
and round the Piazza until they are stopped by the

tinkling of a bell. The successful jockey is borne away
by his contrada to their church, in which their banner is

placed, to commemorate the evenfc "
Diary of an Idle

Woman in Italy."

Pqbblico (1293-1309), from designs of
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Agost/no and Agnolo, in the Piazza, a large foui>storeyed
brick budding, commenced in 1289 and completed in

yos,
are-

Death and Assumption of the Virgin .. Taddeo Bartoli.

Altar-piece, Holy Family .... Sodoma.
Carved Choir Stalls (1429) . . Domcnico di Niccolo.

Fine Iron Screen (1436-45).
In Vestibule. Curious Fresco . . Taddeo Bartoli.

In Sala del Gran Consiglio, Madonna
and Child Simone Martini.

Guicloziccio de' Fogliani ..... Ibid.

SS. Ansano, Victor, Bernardino . . . Sodoma.
In .Sala di Balia, Events in Lives of

Emperor Frederick I. and Pope
Alexander III Spinello A retina.

In adjoining room, Madonna . . Mattco da Siena.

Portraits, 8 Popes and. 39 Cardinals (born at Siena).
In Sala del Concistoro, Ceiling . . . Beccafumi.

Splendid Marble Door . . . Jacopo della Oitercia.

In Sala dei Nove, Frescoes . . Ambrogio Lorenzetti.

In Sala del Sindaco, Resurrection . . Sodoma.

Admission 10-4, i, rfr. Adjacent is the

Torre del Mangia (335 feet), one of the most admired
towers in Italy (begun, 1325 ; finished, i6th century). (Fee,

-J- fr.) Extensive panorama from the top. At the foot of

the tower is the Capella di Piazza, built in commemora-
tion of the cessation of the plague, 1348. The interior

(admission 50 c.) is adorned with celebrated frescoes, some
tapestries, and portraits of popes or cardinals.

Fonte-Gaja, opposite the. Palazzo Pubblico, with bas-

reliefs in marble
; originally by Jacopo della Quercia, now

preserved in the Opera del Duomo, but recently reproduced
by Sarrocchi, partly restored.

The Cathedral stands on the loftiest site in Siena
;
built

in I3th century, to replace an older church of S. Maria

Assunta, built on the site of a Temple of Minerva. Notice
ruined portion of a nave erected in the i4th century, when

it^was intended to make the present cathedral the transept
edifice. Thefacade (1270-1380) designed
?o, with coloured ma.rbl decorations
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of mixed architecture; with sculptures (prophets and I

angels) by ^acof^o della Otiereiti (i^oS LJ.JJ). The
|

Venetian mosaics were added in 1878. The Crtmpartile I

is in six storeys. In the interior of the Cathedral observ?
|

the rose windows and beautiful columns, I

|

Terra-eotta busts of Pope-; round the Central Xave, I

Tribune, will) hns-relief*.
|

Inlaid Mnrhlc A/.v/mv//, Old Texltiinent seenes. I

/>/m/<>, lieeetifinni, ele.
\

Basins for Holy Water, beautiful pieces of
s

sculpture after design of , . yW <(/><> dellti Oiiereitt.

Beautiful carving of Choir Stalls (i5o<>),

from designs by A*/V ?:/<>, and inlaid !

(tarsia) work by . . I'm (Vm'</// /// dti Vct'ann. \

l

Bron/e 'I'alu'rnacle (1472) . , .Lorcn.o da /'/V//v.
i;

The Pulpit, in sculptured marble, is sur- I

rounded by ten columns representing I

scenes from the New Testament by j

/V.svn/o and /'///'//>, f

Picture (divided, in two chapels) Dinriv tit I.int*nittxt\sjitti.

Iviieot'our Saviour, in bisections, in chapel
of the Eucharist.

Madonna, and Child, with Saints (1.311).

For which -^ooo ducats was paid to the

artist,

Statue of S. John (in chapel) . . . /)<>/w/<7A.

Font (ditto) ,
%?Vr<r/'u dclld Own nt.

Statue of S, Ausano ..... AY/cu/e.

Frescoes, l.it'e of S. John, etc. . . I'iitlnrit <7//d.

Conniatiou of Pius III, (over entrance to Library) ////.

The Library of the Cathedral contains
ten well- preserved frescoes of the cele-

brated I*jnlnrii't'hh*i representing scenes
from the life of Pieenlomini (l*ms 11.).

The last fresco on the ri^ht hand side

is believed to be by A'<r/>
//</</ . thitt,

/M i i -jt i i I I //M///< ill J^ti'inr
29 Choir Books, with nnnuilures by , /// '

i
ttu*i (///<v\s.

Sonic modern Monuments , . 7V//m////\ AV< /, <7c.

Monument of Buncliuo Bantlini , . Alit'lnwl Angel**.
Altar (Piccolomiui family), with statues ? , //>/</,

Chapel of the Chi^i f
with gold, marble,
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and lapis-lazuli decorations ;
and statues

of S.Jerome and Mary Magdalene, by
Giovanni Bernini,

* Notice the beautiful mosaic representing the
u
Flight

into Egypt.
1 ' The original oil picture-by Carlo Marat ti

is to be seen in the Palazzo Chigi in Rome.

5. John Baptist under the Cathedral Choir anciently
the Baptistery. Gothic facade, and brazen Font, with

statuary by Lorenso, Ghibcrli, Donatella, etc. Also some

15th-century frescoes.

Opposite the south side of the cathedral is the Cathedral

Museum, the former Opera del Duomo (fee | fr.), con-

taining statuary, paintings, etc.

The Three Graces (antique) removed from Rome.

Sculptures from, the Fonte Gaja . Jaco^o della Onerda.

Sculptures from the Capella di Piazza, etc.

Flag, with Transfiguration of Christ . . Sodoma.

Drawings from the Cathedral pavemenf.
Collection of I3th and I4th century Crosiers.

Four saints . ... . . . Lorenzetti.

Credo, by Taddeo'Bartoli.

The Pellegrinajo, hospital, with Church of S. Maria
della Scala. Room with Frescoes

( fr.) by Domenico di-

Bartolo, etc.

The Institute or Accademia delle Belle ArtL Ad-

mission, i fr., 9 to 3 daily. Catalogue i fr. Seven hundred

pictures of great historical interest, chiefly of the elder

Sienese school.

The artists' names are generally affixed to the frames,
the pictures being arranged in chronological order.

At the entrance, pass the first door on the right (leading
to Room X.), and proceed to the second door on the

right to

I. Corridor (i3th-i4th cent.).

No. 1^-15. Religious pictures in the Byzantine style.
. 47. Altar-pieces . . . Duccio di Buoninsegna*

46. CruCiftxion , . . . . . Nicolo di Segna,

,, 51. Ma4oan^ and Saints . , Lifpa

'
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II. Corridor (i4th-i5th cent).

No. 6 1. Madonna .... Pietro+Lorenzetti.

88. Annunciation . . . Ambrosio Lorenzcty.

n 119, 125. Coronation, and Death
of the Virgin . . Spine!lo Aretino.

III. Corridor (i4th-i5th cent.).

164. Madonna and Angels . Domcnico di BarioJo.

203. S. Bernardino . . . Pietro di Giovanni.

And pictures by . . . Giovanni di Paolo.

Room IV, (1406-1481).

Large Altar-pieces and Byzan-
tine pictures by . . . Sano di Pietro.

Room V. (i4th cent).

20. Madonna and St. Calixtus .

j

17. Coronation of the Virgin . !> Sano di Pietro.

25. Large Altar-piece )

Room VI. (i4th-i6th cent.).

Works by Sano. di Pietro and by
Matteo di Giovanni.

Room VII.

Paintings, mostly damaged, of I3th-i6th century.
Return and cross the passage to

Room VIII. (i4th-i6th cent.).

326. Madonna . . . . . . Sodoma.

334. Flight of ^Eneas Ibid.

352. Scourging of Christ . . . , Ibid.

361. Dead Christ Ibid.

Room IX. (isth-i6th cent).

386. Holy Family Pinturicchio.

,,368. Crucifixion .... Andrea di Nicola.

Ro'om X. (Large Hall) (isth-i6th cent.).

401. Fresco, Christ on the Mou^t of Olives . Sodoma.

,, 443. do. Christ in Purgatory . .

"
. Ibid.

413, Descent from the Cross , , , Ibid,
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Annunciation and Visitation c

GiroJaino del Pacchia.

. G/acoino Pticchiarotto.

Madonna and Saints . Birnadino FungaL

Room XL (i6th-i7th cent.).

Mary Magdalen . . . Fnr Baiiolonunco.

Annunciation
Madonna
Landscape

Pun's Bordonc.
P<

Donicnicliino.

On the first floor are modern paintings, prize pictures by
pupils of the Academy, and casts. And in two rooms the

Qalleria delle Stampe contains a collection of old Italian

engravings, and some of Durer's wood engravings.

Respecting the No. 352, in Room VIII., Dean Alforcl

thus writes :

u There is one fresco in the Sienese Gallery, to see
which is worth the journey hither. I mean, of course, the

magnificent picture by Bam, commonly called '

Sodoma,'
of our Lord bound to the pillar. It is impossible to imagine
the majesty of suffering better represented. The execu-
tion of the details is perfect. The prevalent tint is a

reddish-brown, and the texture of the flesh so delicately

painted as to give a waxen or almost an enamel effect. It

is a work on which the whole power and devotion of no

ordinary genius have been expended : one of those pic-
tures lightly esteemed, it would appear, by connoisseurs in

art (Kugler hardly mentions it, and describes it wrongly),
but making, on any mind capable of feeling, an indelible

impression."

The Palaces of Siena are of great architectural interest.
Most of them date from about 1300 A.D., from designs by
Agostino and Agnolo. Palazzo del Mag-nifico, with ex-
terior bronze decorations by Cossarclli and Mtiszini.
Palazzo Saracini. Palazzo Buonsi^nori. Palazzo
Piccolomini ; two halls painted by Bernard ran Or/cy ;

contains the Municipal Archives, 50,000 parchment
charters, autographs, book covers. Open daily 10 to 3.
Palazzo del Governopontams one of the best collections
of archives m Italy. Here are preserved 52,000 docu-
ments, charters, etc,, from 736 A.D. Valuable autographs,
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miniatures, etc. Admission daily, except Sunday, to (< 3.

Palazzo Pollini, with frescoes by *SWr//w.
%

The University, recently restored, has a monument in

Nicolo Arin^hieri (1374).
*

The Library, in the Aeeademia dcili Intronati, possesses

70,000 volumes and 5,000 MSS. ; the Greek < rn-,pels f<)fh

century) from Palace of the Kmpcrors at Const, mlin'plr
and other precious works. It is the oldest lihraty in

Europe. Open daily 10 to 2 and 5 to <X,

The Citadel was built by Cosirno I M on the sitr <f a

fortress of Charles V,

Several interesting fountains, gates (with fresvnes!,

etc., will be noticed in the public streets and places,

Amongst the 1 Churches of Siena are .......-

5. Domenica (1220 --1405).
Frescoes in Chapel of S, Catherine . . ,XW ;//*/,

Madonna (in 2nd chapel, left of altar) <'///</( *//; Sn'ti^,.

,

S. Agostino (restored 1755, by Vti

Crucilixion (jnd altar, r.)*

"

'. . /V<7/i .

Sliiuyhter of the Innocents (eliapel, r.) Mtiltco tltt .S/rw*/.

Statue of Pins 1 1. ......
/)/i/'/r,

Adoration of the Ma^i (altar piece) , . ,Si/*///,/ t

II Carmine. Tower and Clnisteis 7V/A/i^w//r' /'r/7/. /,

Nutivity <>f Mary (in chapel, r.) , , , .Wi;//i/.
Chieso del Monastcro dei Campansi (IK\V <>spi/io ill

Mendicita).
Frescoes in Cloister; lower part by , /V/K.^/mt,
S. Concexione (</</ SV/v/).

Slaughter of the Innocents (|lh altar, r,) Mttttfn J*i .S'/7ii,

Madonna (1430) , (indium i// /^r/n*
S. Francesco (i^O.dulliic- C

%

luuvli
% {4niirMt!',lv tcMntrfl

1X92. Stained pjass imni Munich.' Ku-h .ih.ti pin rx

^
Frescoes by ...... /.HIM/ ,7/1,

Umfratermta di S. Bernardino (u-c 50 f, i,

l^rescoes, Mary visilin.n Temple, Vr,ita'

tion, Asstmt|>ti<Jii, and Cotcjnation of
the Virgin ...... .W,.w,/.

Other iuvscoes . , , *rt tnltt<t t>- Jlt-tttihttui.
S. Qirolamo. Madonna and Saints Mf//r* i/; Strnii.
St Martino, Clrcnincisiou . , , (I///I/H AV///,
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Marble Sculptures ..... Marrina.
Gilded Wooden Statues . . Jacopo della Onercia.

Confraternita di Fontegiusta (1482).
c
High Altar (one of the finest sculptures

of the period) ...... Marrina.

Holy Water Basin (1480) Giovanni delle Bombardc.
Coronation of the Madonna .... Bcrnadino.
Fresco (restored). Sybil announcing

the birth of Christ
'

B. PemzzL
S. Spirito Facade (1519), by. . . . B. Penizzi.

Altar wall with Frescoes .... Sodoina.

Crucifixion (Fresco in Cloisters)Fra Bartolommeo <& Pupih.
House of S. Catherine of Siena. (Fee
f fr.) Three Oratories, containing
Pictures from the Saint's life

Sodoma, Pacchiaroito, & SalimbcnL
The Crucifix from which S. Catherine

received her wounds
; only shown-on

the festival of the Saint (April 3oth) Giunta da Pisa (?)
S. Catherine . . . . . Sodoma.

it!

S. Catherine of Siena was bora in 1347 ;
took the veil

in her ninth year, and was celebrated for her remarkable

visions, etc., and persuaded Pope Gregory VI. to transfer

the Papal throne from Avignon to Rome (1377). She
died in 1380 ;

was canonized in 1461.
The Franciscan Monastery of L*Osservanza (1423), is

2j m. from Siena. The tyrant Pandolfi Petrucci (1512) is

buried here. There are some interesting reliefs and
statues of the school of Robbia.
The Castle of Bel Caro (i| hour's drive from Siena).

Fine views of Siena and neighbourhood. Frescoed ceiling

(Judgment of Paris), by B. Peruzzi.

A number of interesting excursions can be made by
carriage, or on horseback. To the suppressed Franciscan

Monastery of L'Osservanza ; S. Colomba, Celsa and
Marmoraja ; Certosa of Pontignano ; Chateau of

Belcaro, etc.

On leaving Siena, the tourist passes through one of the
wildest districts in Ita^y, among the hills bstween the
Ombrone and Hie richly fertile valley of the Chiana. The

features of t\\ 4istriQt a.r strange-looking
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hills, an^l barren and rugged mountains. Here the shell-

collector may add largely to his store, good specimens of"

marine fossil shells being both common and varied. A
ride of about sixty-five minutes brings the train to Asciaifo.

Here there ts a branch line from Asciano to Qroseto. By means
of this line (60 m. in length) Siena can, if so desired, be visited in con-
nection with the coast line route to Rome. On leaving Asciano S.

Giovanuo cTAsso is first reached.
The suppressed Monastery of Monte Oliveto Maggiore is ij

hour's walk from the station. It contains celebrated frescoes by
Sodama and Lnca StgnorcllL Torrenicri is next passed, and then
Monte Amiata, named from the mountain to the S. (5,589 feet).
S. Angeloe Ciirigiano. The railway follows the river Orcia, and then
crosses the Ombrone. Monte Antico. Paganico. Here we leave the

Ombrone, and wind amongst the hills to Rocca Strada, then Sticciano.

Join the Maremme railway at Monte Pcscali to th,e N. of Grossefo

{sec p. 29).

Resuming the main-line route, the next station passed is

the picturesque walled town of

Rapolano, an increasingly frequented watering-place,
especially during July and August.

Passing Lucignani (mediaeval village), we reach Siualuuga
(capture of Garibaldi, September 24/1867). The tourist

may, if he pleases, reach Perugia in three hours from this

point, by the beautiful Chiana Valley, Cortona, and Lake
Trasimene, and then proceed to Rome by Assisi, etc..

Torrita is next reached, and then station for

Monte Pulciano (6 m. from station ; omnibus 2 fr.). A
walled town, with handsome buildings, and Cathedral.

Church of 5. Biagio, by Sangallo. Palazzo Municipale,
with Roman and 'Etruscan antiquities, also library and
some pictures. The town of Pienza, where the archi-

tecture of the Renaissance can be advantageously studied,
is 9^ m. distant. The railway passes Monte di Cetona

(r.), Lakes of Monte Pulciano and Chiusi (L), with their

unhealthy exhalations. Stations, Salcini, and then Chiitsi.

Chiusi (pop. 2,000) is the ancient Clusium, in which

"Lars Porsena of Clusium, by the nine gods he swore,
That the great house of Tarquin should suffer wrong no more."

It was one of the twelve great ^cities of Etruria that

struggled so long against Rome. The *town shows

Etruscan, Roman, and mediaeval remains, and many
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inscriptions of early date. Spurious antiquities are manu-
factured and sold here to a large extent. A number of

labyrinthine passages under the town are supposed to be
remains of the ancient Etruscan drainage. The Museo
Etrusco contains bronzes, vases, mirrors, urns of terra-

cotta, alabaster, etc., and other interesting objects found in

the tombs in the neighbourhood. (Admission -J- fr.)

The Cathedral (S. Mustiola) is formed chiefly of portions
of earlier edifices. In the Sacristy is a Mass-book, with
beautiful 15th-century miniatures.

In isolated mounds at various short distances round
Chiusi are the celebrated Etruscan Tombs, of which at

least four claim to be the last resting-place of Lars
Porsena. A ticket to visit these tombs, procurable at

the Municipio, costs usually 2 fr. for each tomb. The
most important are the Deposito del Granduca (private

property ;
fee to i fr.) ;

the Deposito della Scimia with

paintings representing gladiatorical combats ;
the Deposito

del Pog'gio Qajelli (3 m. N.E.), much damaged. It is a

chamber of about 20 feet in diameter, with a column sup-

porting the centre, and smaller passages where once lay
the dead. A cornice of pure gold, and other rich treasures,
were discovered here. Deposito del Sorrano, with stone

figures. Others of these tombs have upon the walls and

ceilings paintings of warlike contests, guests on tiger skins

at a banquet, etc. A passing glance will suffice for the

Tombs of the Early Christians, near S. Caterina.

Cetona (ij hour's drive S.W.). Collection of antiquities
in Pallazzo Terrosi.

Diligence (or train) to Citta della Pieve (1,000 feet),

pop. 6,000. Carriage to Sarteano. Collection of anti-

quities, vases, bronzes. -Villa Bargagli.
From Chiusi, Perugia can be reached by diligence

(31 miles). The railway to Orvieto and Rome runs along
the Chiana Valley to station Ficulle, village on left 3 m.,
then along the Paglia valley to Orvielo.

ORVIETO

[Hotel sec Appendix]

is 1,165 ^eet above* the sea-level
; population 8,000 ;

-anciently Urbibentum, the site of Volsinii, one of the

twelve capitals of the Etruscan League, taken by the
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Romans* B.C. 280, then, in the Middle Ages, Urbs Vetis,

whence its present name. It was once a Guelpljic strong-

hold, and in troublous times often a refuge for Popes. ^
Situated on a steep rock, Orvieto is reached by a short

cable tramway, at the terminus of which hotel omnibus, 500.
The Cathedral, a splendid specimen of Italian Gothic,

is the principal attraction of the town
;

its beauty being

truly astonishing, and its general effect more pleasing
than many more elaborate structures. It was commenced
in the I3~th century, to commemorate the "Miracle of

Bolsena/'' when the doctrine of Transubstantiation was

proved to a sceptical priest by the appearance of drops of

blood on the consecrated host. Black and white marble
in alternate courses form the main edifice.

The Facade (1310), magnificently decorated, the largest

existing structure of the kind, designed by L. Maitani, of

Siena, with bas-reliefs of Scriptural subjects, by pupils of

Nicolo Pisano ; Madonna, in bronze
;

bronze emblems,
beautiful mosaics on a golden ground, etc.

I

The Interior, in form of a cross, 291 feet long, 115 feet i!

wide, and in feet high (recently restored). Observe the

richly-carved gallery over the columned arches which cut

off the aisles, and the stained glass in the pointed windows.

S. Sebastian (r. of chief entrance) . . . Scaha.
S. Pellegrino (1.

of
j

. Ibid.

Fresco. Madonna and St. Catherine, Gentile da Fabriano.
Marble Font . Luca di Giovanni and Sano di Matteo.

Statues in front of pillars (12 Apostles)

Mosca, Scaha
} Toll, etc.

Annunciation (on High Altar) . . . MoccliL

Life of the Virgin (Frescoes in Choir)

Ugolino d'llario & Pielro di Puctio.

Inlaid tarsia work (i-|.th century) by Sienese artists.

Visitation of Mary (marble relief)
Moschino (in his i6th year).

Adoration of the Magi (marble relief) . . Mosca.

In the S. Aisle is the Chapel of the Madonna di 5.
Brizio (Cappella Nuova).

Miraculous Image of the Virgin and Pietra
*

Scalza.

Christ as Judge, and Prophets (on ceiling) Fm Angelica.
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Apostles, Patriarchs, Virgins, Martyrs, *

etc. (on ceiling) ..... SiguorellL

On the walls are admirable frescoes by Signerelli, repre-

senting Predictions of SyJbils, etc.. Summons to Judgment,
Arrival of Antichrist, Last Judgment and Hell

;
Portraits

of Cicero, Ovid, and Horace
; Seneca, Dante, and Virgil,

and the entombment of Christ.

In the N. Aisle is the Capella del Corporate, with silver

shrine (400 Ibs. weight), on which are the Passion and the

Miracle of Bolsena, in enamel. This work is by Ugolino di

Vieri, of Siena
?
date 1338.

Frescoes', Miracle of Bolseno
Madonna (altar on

1.)

Ugolini.
FIHippo Memmi.

Opposite the Cathedral the Museum of Count Faina, containing
Etruscan antiquities, can be visited on application, as also the collec-

tion of Signer Mancini, No. 85, Corso Cavour.

Opera del Duomo, or Palazzo del Papi, near the Cathe-

dral, contains the Museo Municipale, admission i fr. On
the ground floor are bronzes, pottery, weapons, plans, etc.,

and on the first floor

Various Designs for Facade, Pulpit, etc.

Reading-desk, with beautiful Carving.

Reliquary, by .... Ugolino da Siena.

Magdalene . . .
.

. . L. SignorellL
Frescoes (including portrait of himself) . . Ibid.

Madonna, by .... Giovanni Pisano.

Etruscan Terra-cottas (coloured).

5. Qiovanale, some old paintings. S. Domenico,
monument to Cardinal di Brago, by Arnolfo (1282). II

Pozzo di 5. Patrizio, by Sangallo and Mosca ; descent
to this celebrated fountain by 250 steps (J. fr.). Fine
views in proximity. Dilapidated Fortress. Palazzo
Comunale, etc.

The Etruscan Necropolis, discovered in 1874, is

situated half-way along the winding road between the
town and the station. Many of the tombs were found

intact, dating from the 5th century, with the names of the
deceased in Etruscan Characters. The interiors contained

painted, ancf black terra-cotta vases, now in the Museo
Municipale,
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The railway from Orvieto follows the Paglia to the

Tiber, crosses the latter, and at Orte joins the line from

Perugia, Assisi, and Terni. (For route from* Orte to

Rome, see p. 66.)
^

The traveller can, if he pleases, vary the route by taking
the road to Rome at Orvieto as far as Viterbo, thence
rail to Rome, passing Bolsena (with its lake and islands

and ruins), Montefiascone, with cathedral, etc., and mag-
nificent views in the neighbourhood, and Viterbo. Or
this latter town can be visited by rail from Attigliano, the
station before Orte, or more conveniently by the new rail-

way from Rome direct.

Viterbo has a handsome Romanesque Cathedral (S.

Lorenzo), several churches, municipal museum, and other

public buildings. From Viterbo the tourist can make
several interesting excursions in the surrounding country,

especially to Castel d'Asso, Norchia, the Tiber valley,

Toscanella, Bomarzo, Mont Ciminius, etc.

About six miles beyond Viterbo, reached with horses or
mules (guide very necessary) are the remarkable ravines

called Castle D'Asso. In the cliffs of these ravines are

sepulchres resembling the valley of the Tombs of the
Pharaohs at Thebes. Above the real entrances to the

tombs, which are at the base of the cliffs, false doors are

sculptured on the rock, they are Egyptian in form and
have on the lintels the inscription

" Ecasuth." These
glens were evidently the Pantheon of Etruria

;
doubtless

here were buried some of her most distinguished men.

From Viterbo to Rome (54 miles) the railway has

opened up the districts of Southern Etruria. Leaving
Viterbo and crossing several deep ravines the first town is

Vetralla (pop. 8,000), with 12th-century Basilica, Roman
Forum and Necropolis of Norchia. The highest point
of the line (1,500 feet) is Barbarona, then Capranica
(excursion to Sutri, Etruscan tombs, amphitheatre, etc.) ;

over a viaduct to Bassano di Sutri, to Bracciatio

(mediaeval castle, and circular lake 20 miles in circum-

ference). Beyond are Cesano, La Storta Formella, Roma
San Pieti'O} and Roma=Trastevere.~
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Population, 450,000.

[Hotels see Appendix.]

, Cook's Offices. Piazza Esedni di Termini, 54 ;

Piazza di Spagna, IB.

Post Office.' Piazza San Silvestro. Open from 8 a.m.

to 9.30 p.m.. ;
also entered from the Via clella Vite, where

parcels are, delivered. Branch Offices at the Hotel Con-

tinental, opppsite the Railway Station
;
Via Venti Settcm-

bre, 123; Piazza Barberini, 28; Via del Babuino, 49;
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 203 ;

Via Cavonr, 361, and in the

principal thoroughfares. The English and American
Mail is closed at 8 p.m. Letters not exceeding oz. to

England or America, 25 centesimi.

The English and American Mail is distributed at 9 and
n a.m. There are two despatches from England daily,

except Sunday.
Telegraph Office. Open clay and night. Piazza 8.

Silvestro and several Branch Offices. Telegrams in Italy
not exceeding 15 words (address included), i lira. Tele-

grams for England and America at a word rate, phis i lira

for the telegram.
British Embassy. Via Venti Settembre, near the

Porta Pia.

British Consulate. Via Condotti, 20.

United States Legation. ) rr Q T,
,

,

, Consulate, f

Pm S ' Bernardo l6 -

Protestant Churches. English Church, AH Saints,
Via BabuinC (High), 8.30 a.m., n a.m., and 3 p.m.
Trinity Church, Piazza S. Silvestro, opposite the Post

'
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Office, ii a.m. and 3 p.m. (Evangelical). American
Church, Via Nazionale. Presbyterian Church, Via Venti

Settembre, 7, n a.m., and 3.30 p.m., October to June^
Apostolic Church of Rome, Piazza S. Lorenzo in Lucina,

j 35. Baptist Church, Via del Teatro Valle, 27. Free

I Church, Piazza Ponte S. Angelo. English Methodist,

\ Via della Scrofa, 64. American Methodist Episcopal,
Via Venti Settembre. Waldensian Church, Via 'Nazio-

nale, 106.

English Doctors. J. T. Eyre, Piazza di Spagna, 31.
Sandison Brock, Via Yeneto. Thomson-Bonar, Via

Babuino, 114. Baldwin (American), Via Gregoriana, 25.
William Bull (American), Villino de la Penne. Several
Italian physicians speak English.

English Chemists. Evans & Co., Via Condotti, 61-66.

Wall, Via S. Niccolo da Tolentino. Roberts, Piazza cli

San Lorenzo, in Lucina, 36. Baker & Co., Piazza di

Spagna, 42, and Piazza delle Terme, 92.
American Dentists. Chamberlain, Via Babuino, 114.

Webb, Via Nazionale, 87. Fenchall & Curtis, Piazza di

Spagna, 93.

English Booksellers. L. Piale, English and American

bookseller, stationer, and bookbinder, Piazza di Spagna,
i, 2

;
Via Babuino, 108, 109. Wilson, Piazza di Spagna,

22.

Theatres. Argentina, Via Torre Argentina. Con-
stanzi, Via Firenze. Manzoni, Via Urbana. Metastasio,
Via Pallacorda. Nazionale, Via Nazionale. Politeama
Adriano, Piazza Cavour. Quirino, Via delle VerginL
Valle, Via del Teatro Valle.

Restaurants. Cafe Rotiia, Corso Umberto Primo, 426
(afternoon tea) ; Cafe Colonim, Piazza Colonna

;
San Cc io,

Corso Umberto Primo, 120. Table d'hote for non-residents
at the Quirinale, Grand, Continental, and other hotels.

Corradetti, Via della Croce, 81
; Rosetta, Via Giustiniani,

ji, 22; Berardi, Via- della Croce. TEA ROOMS. Piazza di

Spagna, 23 ;
Via Condotti, 20

;
Corso Umberto Primo, 5 ;

Via Capo le Case, 24; Via Porta Pinciana, 45.
Cafes Chantants. Olympia, Via San Lorenzo in

Lucina
;
Salone M'arghcrita }

Via Due Macelli.

Cafes. Colonna, Piazza Colonna. 9 Greco, Via Condotti,
86. Nazionale, Via del Corso, 179. Roma, ^S. Carlo al

Corso. Caffe delle Varie'ta, skating rink from 9-12
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and 3-6, varied entertainment every evening, Via due
Macelli.

' *

Railway Station. There is only one Central Station,

r? is on the Viminal Hill, opposite the Piazza di Termini
and Piazza del Cinquecento.
The terminus of the Yiterbo railway is in Trastevere

;

there is a station near St. Peter's.

Steam Tramway. From the Via Porta S. Lorenzo to

Tivoli.

Tramways Omnibuses. There are about thirty tram
and omnibus routes, traversing Rome in all directions,

many of them having the Piazza di Venezia as a centre.

Most of the tramways are electric, running from 7 a.m. to

10 p.m. Fares, 5-25 c. The omnibuses run from 8 a.m.

to 8 p.m. Fares, 10-15 c.

Pensions and Furnished Apartments are numerous in

what may be called the Strangers' Quarters, viz., the

CorsOj Piazza di Spagna, Via del Babuino, Via Sistina, the
streets on the Pincio, etc., in the Via Nazionale, Via Vend
Settembre, and in the new Ludovisi quarter. A northern

aspect should be avoided, and sunny rooms secured.

The charges at the Pensions frequented by English and
Americans vary from 7 to 12 fr. a day. Furnished Apart-
ments (two rooms) may be rented for from 100 to 250 fr. a

month
;
suites of 4 or 5 rooms from 300 to 600 fr.

;
one

room, 50 to 100 fr.

Libraries. Public Libraries. Alexandrina, in the
Universita di Sapienza, Via deila Sapienza, 71. Angelica,
Piazza of Sant' Agostino. Vittorio Emanude, Via del

Collegio Romano. Private Libraries. Santa Cecilia, Via
di Grecij 18. Corsiniana, Corsini Palace (National Gal-

lery) in the Lungara. Sarti, in the Academy of St. Luke,
Via Bonella, 44. Valiicellana, in the Philippine Monastery,
in the Corso Vittorio Emanuele. Lending Libraries.

Piah, Piazza di Spagna, i (Reading Rooms). Wilson,
Piazza di Spagna, 22. Loescher, Palazzo Simonetti, 307 in

the Corso.

Principal Promenades. Monte Pincio (band Sunday,
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, two hours before sun-

set/ during winter). Villa Umberto Primo Gardens.
Gianicolo (S. Peter in Montorio). Corsini Villa, on the

Janiculum.
'

Grand View at the Garibaldi Monument
Villa Pamphili Doria, Via Appia,
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Carriage Fares.
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Money. Never go out without a good supply of cen-

tesimi : make it a matter of conscience never to give two

when one"- will suffice (r lira = 100 c.). The fee of half

fr-franc (50 centesimi) is ample for an ordinary gratuity.

SPECIAL NOTES.

Health of Rome. The remarks of travellers, thirty

years ago, as to the unhealthy state of Rome, are happily
no longer applicable. Rome has been cleansed, drained,

purified, has excellent water, and by recent statistics is

shown to be one of the healthiest cities in Italy.
u
People rush through Europe at express rate, cat all

sorts of things that they are unused to at unusual hours,
over-exert themselves, change the whole course of the

living to which they have been accustomed, get ill, and
then say,

l

It's the climate of Rome.' "

There is no doubt that malaria fever does exist in the

neighbourhood of Rome, but only during the three hot
months

;
and as visitors do not go to the Campagna then,

they are not likely to get it.

The fever visitors get is ague fever, like that known in

the Fen districts, and this is invariably taken through
imprudence.
The well-known Roman physician, Dr. C. Liberali, M.I).,

in his "
Hygienic Medical Handbook for Travellers in

Italy/
7

says :

" The climate of Rome is in the highest
degree salubrious and favourable to all, but especially to

delicate persons ;
but they should follow the advice of a

skilful physician of the country/'
Frost and snow are rare in Rome, but it is often very

cold before 10 a.m., and after 4 p.m. October, April, and
the early part of May are generally the most delightful
seasons, the average temperature being from 60 to 65
Fahr. January and February are the coldest months,
average temperature 46, falling in some winters below 32,
with about ten wet days. November is often a pleasant
month, mean temperature 54, and eleven wet clays.
December is a windy month, 'mean temperature 47, rainy
days eleven. March is the windiest month of the year,
with ten rainy days, mean temperature over 50, both cold
and mild weather being experienced. After

%

M;iy the heat
of the long samtner months rapidly increases,

Topography of Rome. Dr. S. Russell Forbes says :
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" To ggt a good idea of Rome and its topographical
situation, take a carriage and drive for three hours through
the principal streets

;
more can be learned i?i this way

than in any other.
^

(i
Start from the Piazza cli Spagna; drive clown the Via

Babuino to the Piazza del Popolo, up to the Pincio, for a

view of Rome, looking west
;
then along the Via Sistina,

up the Quattro Fontane, to the right, down the Via

Qtiirinale ; stop in the square for the view. Proceeding
to the Via Nazionale, turn up it to the left as far as the

Quattro Fontane ; then turn to the right past S. Maria

Maggiore direct to the Lateran, from the front of which
see the view eastwards

;
then follow the Via S. Giovanni

clown to the Colosseum, passing by the most perfect part.

By the Via del Colosseo, Tor cli Conti, Via Croce Bianca,
Arco clei Pantani, Forum of Augustus, and Via Bonella,
you reach the Forum, under the Capitoline Hill. Con-
tinuing by the Via Consolazione and Piazza Campitelli,
follow the line of streets to the Ponte Sisto

; crossing this,

proceed up the Via Garibaldi to 8. Peter in Montorio.
Grand view of Rome and the Campagna, looking north,
east, and south.

u Then continue along the Villa Corsini, by the Garibaldi

monument, past S. Onofrio to S. Peter's
;
drive round the

square ;
then clown the Borgo Nuovo to the Castle of

S. Angelo. Crossing the bridge, take the Via Coronari to
the Circo Agonale ;

then on to the Pantheon, and by the
Minerva to the Piazza cli Venezia

;
thence up the Corso as

far as the Via Conclotti, up which street you return to the
Piazza cli Spagna, after having thus made the most in-

teresting drive in the world.''

Historical Notice. Rome was founded 753 years
before the Christian era, by Romulus, who was* the first

king. From a simple collection of houses inhabited by
fugitives, she became in the course of two centuries the
mistress of Etruria, of Latiuni, and the greater part of
Samnium. The despotic rule of the Tarquins was the
cause which excited Junius Brutus to stir up the people to
revolt against them. It was then that Rome was con-
stituted a Republic, and was governed by consuls.

But the ambition and discord of their rulers occasioned
the downfall of the Republic, andVith the*prodamation
of Cossar Augustus, the Empire was inaugurated
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His reign was a continual protection of arts, sciences,

and letters, and at that time Rome could justly call herself

the mistress of the world. Of the many emperors who
succeeded him, some were signalised by their virtues, the

greater part by their vices. The Empire became also

divided into eastern and western ;
this last terminated

under Romulus Augustus, in 476. Rome was several times

invaded by barbarians of the north, who finally remained
masters

;
and Odoacre, their king, seated himself on the

throne of the Caesars.

In the Middle Ages, she was lirst the capital of a small

duchy, under the protectorate of the Lords of Ravenna;
in the time of Leo III. the Republic was restored, under
the authority of the Popes, who had already established

their residence there. The Popes defended the city in its

long struggles with the Longobards and Greeks, who in

vain attempted to bring it under their dominion. It was
finally liberated by the Franks, who, under the command
of their king, Pepin, defeated the many enemies who
struggled for its possession. Pepin then gave it in fief to

the Popes, which right was afterwards confirmed by his

son Charlemagne, who granted them also other privileges.
At the death of Charlemagne, Rome found herself torn by
civil wars, prolonged for almost two centuries, at the end
of which Henry IV. possessed himself of the city, ex-

pelling the reigning Pontiff, Gregory VII. The" Pope
again returning to establish himself, new agitations
followed. For this reason the Popes, who were violently
opposed by some of the principal families, the Colonial,
the Orsini, etc., exiled themselves several times from Rome,
and transferred their seat to Orvieto, Vitcrbo, and, lastly,
to Avignon.

Finally, by the general triumph of the Guelphs, the
dominion of the Pontiffs was re-established in Rome in
the 16th century, until it was again interrupted by the
French, who proclaimed it a Republic in 1798, and in
iSio annexed it to the empire of France. In 1814
Pius VII. returned to the possession of the Eternal City,
and his successors continued to hold it until 1849, when
Pius IX. was compelled to exile himself to Gaetzi. In thai
period the Republic was proclaimed ;

but in the following
year the Freflch reinstated the Pontiff on his throne. On
the 2oth of September, 1870, the Italian soldiers, after u
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few minutes' combat, took possession of Rome, which is

now the capital of Italy. m
Visitors who have not been in Rome for many years

will scarcely recognise it. Old quarters have been super^
seded by large and commodious buildings. Suburbs have
arisen over the vineyards outside the city walls

;
the Tiber

has been embedded all along its urban course between
two massive embankments, on which large houses over-

looking the river have been erected
; granite bridges,

constructed to withstand the ravages of the river, have
been thrown across the two embankments ;

'

new and
wide thoroughfares have been opened, and in every way
the sanitary conditions of the city have been improved.

Excavations. Although excavations were commenced
on the Palatine in the i.8th century, it was only in the

opening of the ujtli century that any serious or systematic
excavations of the Forum Romauum, the Palatine, or other
historical sites were organised ; and since Rome has been
the capital of an united Italy, these have been carried out
on a large scale down to the present clay, and reeent
discoveries have brought us face to face with the ancient

days of Rome
(,sY'6' pp. 126 133).

Ftes and Festivals. These are not now what they
used to be

; many of the great festivals have been discon-

tinued, but on Saints' Days there is always something to

be seen and heard in the principal churches, and the
tourist will do well to consult the list on pp. 43*) -4 p.
The festivals marked with an asterisk (") are of 'special
interest, being still celebrated with considerable pomp ami
ceremony.

USEFUL HINTS.

Do not ride in. an open carnage at night.
Take lunch in the middle of the clay. This is essential.

It is better to take a light breakfast and lunch, than a

heavy breakfast and no lunch.
No city in the world is so well supplied with good

drinking water as Rome. The best is the Tivvi \vater.
Do not drink Aqua Mareia in the summer, it is too rold.

If out at sunset, throw an extra wrap or coat on, to
avoid the sudden change in the atmosphere. There is no
danger beyond being apt to take a cold. Colds are the
root of all evil at Rome.
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Do not sit about the ruins at night. There i no harm
in walking.

Close four windows at night.
** If you get into a heat, do not go into the shade or into a

building till you have cooled down.
Do not over-fatigue yourself.
Follow these hints, and you will avoid that great bug-

bear, Roman fever.

Cook's Excursions and Carriage Drives. Carriage
drives for visiting the chief places and objects of interest

in Rome, ancient and modern, form a special feature

of THOS. COOK & SON'S business. The programme for

three clays is specially arranged for seeing the monuments
without loss of time

;
their personally conducted parties

being under the guidance of Dr. S. Russell Forbes, Archaeo-

logical and Historical Lecturer on the Roman Antiquities.

PRINCIPAL SIGHTS AND TIMES FOR SEEING
THEM.

Churches. (Visit, best in the afternoon, when there

are no services.) SS. Apostoli, p. 113. S. Clemente,
p. 136. S. Croce in Gerusalemme, p. 143. Gesu,

p. 155. S. Giovanni in Laterano, p. 137. S. Mar-

cellus, p. 107. S. Maria degli Angeli, p. 93. S. Maria
in Ara Cceli, p. 121. S. Maria Maggiore, p. 152.
S, Maria sopra Minerva, p. 155. S. Maria della pace,

p. 156. S. Maria del Popolo, p. 104. S. Maria in

Trastevere, p. 184. S. Onofrio, p. 182. S. Paolo
fuori le Mura, p. 158. S. Peter's, p. 162. S. Pietro

in Vincoli, p. 153. S. Prassede, p. 153. Sistine

Chapel, p. 170.

Forum Romanum, p. 126
;

i lira.

Forum of Trajan, p. 113.

Galleries :

Open every day. Barberini, 10-4 ; except Sunday.
Admission i lira, p. 151. Borghese, p. 97,

11-5 ;
i lira, Sunday free. Capitol (entrance

J lira), 10-^3.
Conservator! (Pictures, Marbles,

Bronzes), daily, 10-3 ; lira, Sundays free. St.

Luke, 10-3. Modern Art, 9-3 ;
i lira. National
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Gallery, 10-4; entrance i lira. Vatican, 10-3;
i lira. Monte cli Picta, 8-3.

Tuesday . Doria (on festivals,' the day following),

10-2. Colonna, 11-3; i lira. Lateran, 10 r;

entrance i lira.

Wednesday. Rospigllosi, 9-3 ;
to the Casino, i lira.

Thursday. Colonna, u~V; "* lira. Lateran, 10-1.

Friday. Doria, 10-2 (on Festivals the following

day).

Saturday. Rospigliosi, 9-3. Colonna, r 1-3 ; i lira.

Lateran, 10-1.

Farnesina. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,

10-3.30 ;
and on the ist and i^th of each

month, entrance i lira
; p. 183.

Museums :

Open daily. Borghese ;
admission i lira, .w p. 97.

Capitol, 10-3'; J lira week-clays, Sundays free.

Lateran, ro~i:
;
entrance i lira, Tuesday, Thurs-

day, and Saturday. Vatican, winter, 103 ;

summer, 9-1 ;
entrance i lira. Kireherian,

10-3; entrance, r lira. Tabularium, 10-4;
entrance, lira, closed on Sundays. National

Museum, 10-4 ;
entrance i lira. litrusean

Museum, 10-3 ;
entrance i lira, Monday and

Thursday.
Archaeological Magaxinc.- Monday and Saturday, i

till dusk
; Wednesday, 9-1 ;

entrance 50 e*

Open on Thursday. Auditorium of Miueeuas, <; n,

2-5 ; permission at the Capitol. Instruction

and Education, 1-3,
On Sundays and Festivals, private galleries and

museums are closed
;
those under the Muni-

cipality are open free.

Villas :~
Open daily. Umberto Primo, sunrise to sunset*

Corsini (now National Gallery), p, 182, 10 4.

Piucio, p. 96, sunrise till sunset. Papa (liulio,

10-4.

Open Monday. --Farncsiua, p. 183, 10 3.30.

Open Tuesday.- -Pamphili Doria, p. 108, 10 J.

Open Weclncsday.Wolkouflvy (peruKssiou), j til!

dusk, l^arnesina, p. 1^3, 10-3.30. Metlii'i*

p, (/>, Hi j, 25.
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Open Friday. Pamphili Doria, 10-2. Farnesina,

10-3.30.

Opn Saturday. Wolkonsky, or Campanari, before

noon.

Open Saturday. Medici, 8-12, 2-5.

Of

Orders Required, and Where Obtainable.

GRATIS.

For an interview with His Holiness the Pope.
the Maggiordomo.

S. Peter's Dome. Via della Sacrestia, 8.

S. Peter's Crypt. Of Cardinal Ledockowski, Palazzo

Cancellaria.

Vatican Mosaic Manufactory. Via della Sacrestia, 8.

Villa Wolkonsky. Of any Banker.
House of the Deputies. Of any Member.
Auditorium of Maecenas. At the Capitol.

The descriptive pages relating to this ancidht city are

arranged in the following order : The traveller is sup-

posed to arrive at the -railway station, and to proceed to

the Strangers' Quarter, near the Piazza di Spagna, the

neighbourhood of which is described. He is then
conducted along the Corso, to the Forum, Palatine, and

Colosseum, etc. A detour is thence made to the Lateran
and its neighbourhood. The description of the part of the

city which lies to the south of the Colosseum is next given,
and then that of the Qiiirinal and adjoining districts. The
remainder of the city on the right bank of the Tiber,

including the Pantheon, follows. The Vatican, St. Peter's,
Castle of St. Angelo, and the Trastevere, or district on the

right bank of the river, concludes the account.

The railway enters Rome through an opening made in

the Wall of Aurelian, about midway between the Porta

Maggiore and the Porta San Lorenzo, on the east side of
the city. Immediately within the wall the traveller catches
a glimpse of the ruins of the Baths of Gallienus

;
on the

left of the line, and }ust before the station is reached, a

part of the ancient wall of Servius Tullius (built 564-60 B.C.)
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is seen. A large portion of this wall was discovered when
the excavations for the railway were being made, but it

was destroyed to make way for the iron road. "

The Railway Station is on the Viminal Hill
;
and <v*

leaving it the traveller comes out into a large open space,
called"the Piazza di Termini, which occupies part of the

site of the Baths of Diocletian, the ruins of which are on

the right. In the Piazza is a line jet of water, called the

Fountain of the Acqua Marcia, the water of which is

brought by aqueduct thirty-eight miles, and is considered
the purest, but coldest, in Rome. The fot.tnt.ain is illu-

minated at night by electricity. In the open space in

front of the station, now called the Piazza del Cinque
Cento, is a monument to the live hundred Italian soldiers

who were surprised and slain at Dogali by the Abyssinians
in 1886.

The hemicycle on the left,

Stadium of Diocletian's Baths
marks the seats of the

-here the Via Na/innale
starts westward

;
on its left, 54, Pia/xa Mseclra di Termini,

is Cook's Chief Italian Office.

On the right of the fountain is the Church of Santa
Maria de#;li Angeli, which occupies part of the site of

the Baths of Diocletian, the largest of the Roman baths,
which included an area measuring 1,300 by 1,200 ftvt.

The church was constructed from designs by Michael

Angclo, the materials furnished by a portion of the baths.

Immediately within the door are the tombs of Salvator
Rosa and Carlo Maratta, and a statue of St. Bruno, by
Ilondon. The pictures on the walls were* originally in

St. Peter's. Another part of the site of the Thcrnuu is

occupied by
The National Museum

(Museo Na/.ionale Romano delle Terme Diodexiatu*).

Entrance on the station side of the church. Open daily
from to to 4 ; entrance, i lira. This museum lias been
formed in the cloisters built by Michael Angdo, and in the
rooms of the old monastery upstairs.
West Cloister. -r. Tiberius. 3. Antonia Knrnilla. >

Nymph from the Palatine. 7. The High Vesta V
Ptiblicia, 252-84. r4- Seneca. 17. Delphic Apollo.
Ceres, by Praxiteles from the Palatine. 3 |,, Cybek\
Hermes after Praxiteles.
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North Cloister. 3. Relief from the Tomb of tjadrian.

Cabinet with altar and remains from Ostia.

Cabinet^ of inscriptions of the Arval brotherhood. 13.

Hermes. 23. Venus. 35. Diana. 37. Relief of the dedi-

cation of the Temple of Venus and Rome by Hadrian
;
the

lower part of this is in the Lateran Museum. 41. Mosaic

picture of the Nile.

East Cloister. Sarcophagi and architectural fragments.

42. Cippus recording the name of Sergius Paulus (Acts
xiii. 7). See lk The Footsteps of St. Paul in Rome/' by Dr.

Russell Forbes.
South Cloister. A Roman Matron. Statue from the

Platonia of St. Paul. Part of the Ara Pacis of Augustus,
considerable remains of this have just been discovered off

the Corso.

Ludovisi Collection. First Room. 12. Archaic statue

in the Doric chiton. 7. Relief of two females clipping
another.

Second Room. 37. Seated Mars. 38. Youth Resting.
Third Room. Mercury. 2. Venus, after Heliodorus.

54. Venus, after Praxiteles. Head of Juno.
Fourth Room. 49. Ops. 78. Ceres. 43. Part of the

Gallic group, to which the wounded Gaul of the Capitol

belongs, also 37 and 38 above.

Fifth Room. 31. Proserpine. 57. Minerva, by Antiochns.
66. Hera of Argos, by Polycletus, jr. 35. Head of Juno,
Return.

Sixth Room. 8. Pan and Apollo. 41. Bacchus and Am-
phelus. ii. Pan and Olympus, after Heliodorus.

Seventh Room. 39. Althra sending Thesus to find .his

father ^Egeus, by Menelaus. 15. Calliope. 75. A Philo-

sopher, by Zeno.

Eighth Room. Busts and Sarcophagi.
The cypress trees in the garden were planted by Michael

Angelo. The heads of the animals formed part of the
decorations of Trajan's Forum.

Upstairs. First Room. Remains from the tomb of Sul-

picius Platorinus. Head of Marcia Furnilla, second wife
of Titus. Passage. Stucco vaulting.
Second Room. Bronze Meleager, by Lysippus. Bronze

Boxer (seated), by Naukeros. Both found in 1885 in

erecting the-* NationaF Theatre. Youthful Bacchus in

bronze, fpund in the Tiber.
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Third Room. Greek head, probably Sappho, by Silaniou.

Head of Venus, after Praxiteles. Apollo, after Phidius's

Delphic Apollo. Heads of Hygeia and ^Esculafvius from
the Baths of Caracalla, 1901. Venus Genetrix, after

Arcesilaus.

Fourth Room. Stucco Vaulting from the House of the

Priestess of Isis on the right bank of the Tiber.

The next rooms contain frescoes from the same house.

Fragment of Hylas being drawn by the Naiads into the

stream. Hermaphroclitus. Head of Ariadne. Head of

Antoninus Pius. Head of Antonia.

Cabinet of the Vestals. No. 4. A Young Vestal, 2nd

century. 6. Pnetextata Crassa. V.V.M., A.D. 201. 3. An
Old Vestal, with hea*cl-dress time of Hadrian. 2. Head of

Terentia Flavola, 203.
Seventh Room. Cabinet of Anglo-Saxon silver coins

found in the House of the Vestals, left there by an

emissary to the Papal Court, when occupied by the

Papacy. They date from 901. Frescoes from the House
of the Priestess of Isis.

Frescoes of domestic scenes. The cases contain 397
Byzantine gold coins, from Constantius II. (337) to Anthe-
mius (472). Found in a drain in the House of the Vestals
in 1899.
Twelfth Room. Frescoes from the tomb of Statilius

Taurus, illustrating the story of the ./Kneid from the

landing of ./Eneas to Romulus,
Thirteenth Room.-Armour, glass, Byzantine money and

jewellery found in tombs at Castel Trosiuo, near Ascoli-
Piceno. Sarcophagus of Calpurnius Piso.

At the further end of the' Piazza del Cinque Cento is the

Fountain of the Acqua Felice*

This fountain is divided into three niches. The centre
contains a statue of Moses Striking the Rock, by P. Scdvczsi,
who foolishly boasted that his Moses would surpass the
Moses of Michael Angelo. The niche to the right contains
an alto-relief by Flam. Vacai

}
of Gideon Watching his

Soldiers Drinking. The alto-relief in the left niche repre-
sents Aaron Leading the Israelites*to Drink, The lions

which ornament the basin are modern, The water which
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supplies this fountain is brought in
an^ aqueduct twenty-two

miles long, constructed by order of Sixtus V.* between

1585-87.
^ Opposite the entrance of the Church of Santa Maria

degli Angeli is the Via Nazionale intersecting the esedra,

ortvhat was the round central portion of the Stadium of

the Baths of Diocletian. To the left, in the Piazza esedra

cli Termini, Xo. 54, is the principal office of Thos. Cook &
Son.

On the left of the Via Nazionale, one of the busiest

thoroughfares in Rome, leading to the Piazza di Venezia,
is the Gothic American Episcopal Church of St. Paul,

erected in 1879. Further on is the handsome
Galleria Nazionale d' Arte Moderna, containing the

largest collection of Italian art of the igth century. Open
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m ; Sunday, 10 to i p.m., free

;
other

days, entrance i fr.

The Gallery was founded in 1883, and receives frequent
additions from purchases made by the Government. The
collection contains Sculptures and Bronzes on the Ground
Floor. The Paintings are displayed in a series of 22

rooms on the First Floor several hundred pictures, with

examples by Podesti, Ferrari, Cekntano^ Vannutti, Michetti,

Nona, Ximines, Rosa, Calderini, Siuii, De Saudis, MoreHi,

Bazsani) Massimo tfAsegHo^ Palizzi, DeUeani, and others.

On leaving the Galleria, instead of following the Via
Nazionale we return to the Via Quattro Fontane, along the

Via Sistina, and reach the Piazza Trinita dei Monte, with

an Egyptian obelisk at the top of the steps leading down
to the Piazza di Spagna (Cook's Office, IB). The church
on the right, Santissima Trinita de Monti, contains Daniek

* r
literm's masterpiece, the " Descent from the Cross."

inns sing the vespers on Sundays. Beyond, on the

is

The Villa Medici,

rench Academy, open Wednesday and Saturday from
and 2-5. It contains an interesting Museum of Casts

Sculptures from the Parthenon of Athens
;
and the

ner gaixjens are laid out in the Italian style,
e now enter

TheJPincian Gardens,

bright and cheerful drive and promenade of Rome,
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where tl^e fashionable world shows itself as the band pl;iys

in the afternoon, especially on Sundays and festas. The
beautiful pleasure grounds are embellished wiUi statues

and busts of eminent Italians, and with obelisks and momf
ments. A splendid view of modern Rome is obtained
from the terrace. A terraced road leads down to the

Piazza del Popolo. The city gate is to the right.

Outside the Porta del Popolo is the

Villa Umberto Primo, formerly Borghese,

with its beautiful Casino and Gardens, open daily. Ad-
mission to the Museum and Gallery, i lira ;

on Sundays
free. November, December, January, 10-4; March, April,

May, 10-6
; June, July, August, 1.2 -ft

; February, Septem-
ber, October, n 5.

The Villa Borghese was built for Cardinal Seipio
Borghese, nephew of Paul V., in 1605 Ji, by G. Yasansio.
The spacious and beautiful grounds were enlarged at a

later date by the acquisition of the Ginstiniuni gardens.
The principal entrance to "the Park is just outside the

Porta del Popolo. Leading out of the various avenues are

seen fountains, statues, temples, ruins, and other buildings,

including a Mediaeval Castle, and a temple of Faustina
with copies of ancient inscriptions. The entire properly
was bought by the Stale in K;OJ for four million i'ram's,
and will be eventually connected by a bridge with the
Pincio.

The statues, antiques, and paintings of the Borghese
Collection are contained in the

Casino, built in 1782. The sculpture's and frescoes arc
in ten rooms on the ground lloor. The Picture Gallery is

upstairs ;
the names of the artists arc* legibly painted on

the frames, but not the subjects. Illustrated catalogue by
Venturi, jf fr., or bound, j fr. The paintings wnv
removed to the Casino from the Borghese Palace in the

city, off the Corso, in 1891, and this important collection
was purchased by the State in 1001,

The following is a summary of the objects *lu.'st worthy
"of examination in the Casino/
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Museum of Sculptures.
*

^ Ground Floor.

I. Vestibule. On the walls three reliefs from a triumphal
arch of Claudius. Torso of Pallas. Candelabrum in

Carrara marble.

II. Saloon. On the floor mosaics of gladiators. Ceiling

by Mariano Rossi, Camillas returning to Rome, Dancing
Faun. Large bust of Hadrian, ditto of Antoninus Pius.

Colossal Satyr.
Room HI." In the centre Paolina Borghese, sister of

Napoleon, as Venus, by Canova. Statue of a Roman
Street-boy. Bas-reliefs : Ajax tearing Cassandra from the

Palladium. The ceiling with arabesques by Marchdti^ and

paintings representing the War of Troy by De Angelis.

The bas-reliefs in plaster casts, that adorn the wall, are by
A. PCuna. Of the two pictures : one, Apollo and Daphne,
is by D. Dossi : the other, David with the head of Goliath,

by Cararuggio.~

Room IV. Ceiling : Phaeton's fail, by Caccian/ga. In
the centre, David with the sling, by Bernini when he was
seventeen years old. Entrance wall : Front and back of a

sarcophagus. Lid of another sarcophagus. Paintings :

4. Andromeda, D'Arpino. 7. Venus
1

toilet,Padovanino.
Room V. Centre-piece of ceiling, Apollo and Daphne,

by Angcldti. In the centre, the celebrated group by
Bernini] Apollo and Daphne, executed in his iBth year.

Boy playing with a goose. Statuette of. Cupid a prisoner.
A boy playing with a bird.

Room VI. (Galleria). Arabesques, by Marchelti. The
walls are divided in twenty compartments by pilasters in

oriental alabaster, all adorned with cameos 'in white
marble. Collection of modern porphyry busts of

Emperors, with draperies in alabaster, representing the
first eleven Roman emperors. In the centre a porphyry
bath found -

in the Mausoleum of Hadrian. Statue of

Diana.

Room VII. (Gabinetto). On the ceiling : Hermaphro-
dite and Salmacius, Buonvicini ; on the floor an ancient
mosaic. Sleeping Hermaphrodite. Modern copy of the
Thorn Extractor. Terso of Venus with Cupid.
Room VIIL On the ceiling : The Council of the Gods.

la the centre : ^Eneas and Anchises, Bernini, the first large
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work of. the Artist, then in his i6th year. -Esculapius and
his son Telesphortis. Lecla and the swan.

Room IX. On the ceiling : Cybele throwing her
gif|s

over Egypt, and 8 side pictures representing the Divinities

of the seven planets and Canieula, all by T. Conai. In the

centre, Satyr on a dolphin. Dancing bacchante. Venus

coming from her bath.

Room X. Ceiling by Mardielti, centre by COUCH. In

the centre : Dancing Satyr, found in the Via Salaria, and

wrongly restored by Thomahlsen.
Return to Room* VI. (Galleria) and ascend the staircase

to the

Picture Gallery, the most important in Rome after the

one in the Vatican, and rich with masterpieces of the

different schools. At the top of the staircase is a small

vestibule, to the left of which is

Room I. (Florentine and Lombard school). 424. Holy
Family, Raphael, an early copy ;

the original is in St.

Petersburg. 433. Madonna with Jesus and St., John,
masterpiece by L. di Cm//. 434. Lecla with the swan,
school of Leonardo da Vinci. 435. Christ, impart ing a

blessing, M. d'Otfiouno. 439. Holy Family, school of

Verrocdiio. 459. Holy Family, Sodonia. 4.61, Christ bear-

ing the Cross, .i. Solarlo. 462. Pieta, .SWcww,
Room II. Containing small objects, curiosities, and

some pictures. 495. Portrait of Paul Y.
t

a mosaic in

pietra-dura by Marccllo Provcurjalc. 514, A woman's head,
in silver point, school of Leonardo da Vinci. 510,. View
of the Villa Borghese in the r,7th century, 527. Three
Graces, VcinnL

Return to Room I. and enter

Room HI. (Florentine school). Ceiling representing
incidents from the u-Eueicl, by Conca, 300. Christ, Ctirlo

Dolci. 310. Madonna adoring the Holy Babe, by Fnt
Bariolomco. 318. Madonna., (\ DolcL "3-20. Venus and
Cupid, by Lucas Cranach. 34^. Copy of Titian's Three
Ages, original in London, Sawo/crrato. 348, Madonna and
Child, St. John and Angels,\S. />

>

o///V<7//.

*

Room IV. 355. Portrait of the Fornarina, a ,i;ood enpy
of Raphael's original in the Burberini (iallervi by NI/>SH

fcrralo. 364. Portrait of Giuseppe Cihisk^i,' /V<7/< da
Co/iona. 368. Holy Family, copy from an original hy
Raphael. 369. Entombment,' Raphael ; painted in ;>o/\
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just before he came to Rome. It was painted cfor the

Baglioni Chapel in S. Francesco at Prato in Perugia, and
was bouglvt by Paul V. a century later. 376. Portrait of

Df Orazio Giustiniani, Andrea Sacchi. 377. Crucifixion with
SS. Jerome and Christopher, Fiorcnzo di Lorenzo. 382.
Madonna, Sassoferrato. 396. Portrait of a man, AnloneUo
da Messina. 397. Another portrait of a man, Pcrngino.

399. Portrait of a boy, school of Raphael. 408. Portrait of

Cardinal Marcello Cbrvini (Pope Marcellus II.), Pontormo.
Return to the Vestibule and enter

Room V. (Galleria). Ceiling by Lanfranco, represents
the principal Divinities of Olympus. In the centre : An
antique marble group of an Amazon riding down two
warriors. 35, 40, 44, 49. Four landscapes, Albani, repre-

senting the four Seasons with mythological scenes (Vulcan's

workshop, Venus' toilet, Venus and Cupid, Cupid's death).

42. Return of the Prodigal Son, Guercino. 53. Diana and
her nymphs, and 54, Cumrean Sibyl, both by Domenichhw.

65. St. Stephen, beautiful work, F. Franc/a. 66. St.

Francis, school of A. CarraccL 68. Flight of ..-Eneas from

Troy, Baroccio.

Room VI. Chiefly portraits : 85, by Parmigianino ; 94,
Bronzino ; 97, Moroni ; 90, Lucretia, Elisabetta Sirani ; 74,
Ponlormo ; 92, Venus, A. del Bresciaiiino.

Room VII. (after traversing a small ante-room). Here
are gathered all the works of the school of Ferrara, among
which many by Garofolo and his school, 205, 208, 210,

237, 239. 217. Circe the Sorceress, with a line landscape,
one of Dosso Dassrs masterpieces. 245. Holy Family,
Dosso Dossi.

The door nearest to the entrance leads to the

Room VIII. (Flemish School). 258. Landscape with
the Baptism of Christ, G. Breughel.

Dyck. 274. Visitation, P. Rubens.

Simon De Mailly.

By the other door enter

Room IX. Ceiling by Gagnereaux : Calliope surprised

by Jupiter under the features of a Satyr. Principal orna-
ment of this room are the three frescoes, executed after

Raphael's designs by his pupils. 294. Nuptials of Vertumnus
and Pomona. 300. The Bersaglio degli Dei (shooting
contest of the gods) from Michael Angela's drawing, now
at Windsor. 303. Marriage of Alexander and Roxane.

268. Crucifixion, Van
280. Mater Dolorosa,
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Comkig back to the above mentioned ante-room, (urn to

the right to the

Room X. On the ceiling : Paris' death, by G. HauiilUw.

id. St. Anthony preaching to the fishes, P. IV/w/6'.sr. 122.

Leda and the swan, a copy from Corre^io. 125. Danae,

Corrcggio, one of the artist's finest pictures. 126. Mary
Magdalen, a beautiful copy of Corrctgio's original in the

Dresden Gallery. 127. The Trinity, ttassano. 133.

Scourging of Christ, Schasliano del Pioinho. 137, John
the Baptist preaching, P. Veronese.

Room XL Ceiling representing Love and Psyche, by
F. Novclli. 147. Amor sacro e profano (earthly and

heavenly love). Heavenly love has nothing to hide, hence
the figure is nude : one of Titian's great works. i 10.

Holy Family with the serpent, iMiclidan^elo da Cara-

vajfgio. 170. Arming of Cupid by Venus and the Graces,

Titian^ unfinished. 185. A portrait, L. Lotto. 186. Kelurn
of the Prodigal Son, Bonifacio II. 188. St. Dominic,
Titian. 193. Virgin with Child, St. Onophrins and St.

Bernardino, by L. Lotto. 194. Scourging of Christ, Tiiian,

In 1891 the Borghese family sold to the Vatican, for

250,000 fr,, 475 MSS. archives of historic importance.
The codices of the Vatican archives date from the time of

Sixtns IV., or very little earlier, for the library of Boniface
VIII. was destroyed by fire, and the collection made by
the Popes at Avignon was lost. It is precisely this missing
period which is now filled by over four hundred codices

containing the history of the Papacy during the Avignon
period that has been found in the Borghese archives. It

has been arranged in the Vatican library by Father Co//a
t

who gained renown by his publication of the Vatican Bible
of the 4th century. Among the curiosities of the Borghese
archives is a letter in the Chinese character, enclosed in a
cover addressed to Paul V.

The Villa Papa Giulio Etruscan Museum.

(Open every tiny front 10 to 4, atlniissian one lira. Sundays
10 /o 2, free.] \

r

ia Flaiuinia, train from (he /'/< /:;.":</ del /V/o/i>,
About ;l- ///. outside the Poria del Potato.

*
This very interesting museum has been formed with the

objects found at the Ktruscan city of Falcria (Civil;*,
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Castellana), and purchased by the Government. The
Museum has been carefully and scientifically arranged by
the Director, Professor Barnabei, Ph.D., to whom great

praise is due for his skilful treatment of a difficult subject.
Faleria was originally an Argive settlement founded

shortly after the fall of Troy, it then fell into the hands of

the Etruscans and was finally absorbed by Rome. It is

reached by rail on the line to Orte, and is one of the most

interesting Etruscan sites near Rome that can be visited in

a day.
The Villa was built by Vignola for, and was the favourite

resort of. Pope Julius III., who died March 23, 1555.
First Room, on left of entry. On the walls are the terra-

cotta fragments of the decorations of the entablature of
the temple of Juno Quiritis at Faleria.

In a case in the centre is a coffin found at Gabii. It is

formed out of a trunk of an oak-tree, and is prehistoric. It

contains human remains and vases in terra-cotta, hand-
made and rude.

The frescoes on the vault of the room represent on the

right the banquet of the Sylvian deities, on the left is the

banquet of the gods, by Taddeo Zucchero, died 1566.
Second Room, rig/it of entrv. The frescoes on the vault

of the room, represent scenes in the story of Diana, by
Taddeo Zncchero, who worked in this villa for Papa
Julius III.

The Court of the Villa is surrounded by a colonnade,
the roof being frescoed with birds in foliage and the walls
after the Pornpeian style. At the further end, through the

portico, is a fountain supplied by the Aqua Virgo Aqueduct.
A model of the temple of Juno, with the ancient remains,
discovered at Alatri in 1889* has been erected in the ground
on the right of the court.

A door on the left leads up to the Museum.
The rooms are arranged so that the objects are seen in

chronological order of manufacture, and each group of
objects in a case are those found together in the tombs.

First Hall contains bronzes and early terra- cottas
;

early black vases and a few of yellow clay ; glass, gold
rings, a sword and early engraved vases, on which may
be noticed a Pegasus, or winged horse, a Greek cross,

fish, etc.

Case No, II., on left of entry ^
contains specimens of the
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earliest Italian pottery Impaslo Ilnlico, dating from a thou-

sand years before Christ; also some early black earth

pottery, known as bitcchcro, and some bronze objects ;
also

a black pot with bronze knobs as ornaments. ^
The frescoes round the upper part of the walls represent

the story of Venus.
Second Hall. Specimens of Etruscan ware, Greek ware,

and Etruscan imitation of Greek vases, or rather vases

made by Greek workmen in Etruria
;
bronze, vases and

canclelebra
; gold necklaces.

The frescoes on the upper part of the walls of this hall

represent the seven hills of Rome
;
and the Villa Giulio.

Hem /cycle. This should be r/siied afier I lie oilier rooms.

Sec below.

Third Hall. Contains Etruscan imitation of Greek
ware

; early terra- cotta.

The frescoes on the upper part of the walls represent
twelve draped female figures engaged in various pursuits.

They represent the sciences and muses.
ist Cabinet. Contains gold medallions

;
bronze cande-

labra
; gold and onyx ornaments.

2nd Cabinet. Contains decorations from the temple of

Juno Quiritis.

Fragments of the architectural decorations of temples.

Ex-votos, and coins of the Roman republic and empire*
found in the coinpluvium behind the temple.
The Hemicycle. Objects found at Narce. Early vases,

bronze vases, Greek vases. Coloured glass hollies, Bucchero
and red pottery.

Objects found on the bank of the Treia. near S. Angdo.
Very ancient black vases of the early iron age.

Early pottery and bronzes; jewellery i
small bronzes;

early terra-cotta vases and utensils
;

bronze utensils,

shields, gold and silver ornaments.

Returning to the city, the visitor enters by the

Porta del Popolo,

which occupies the same site as the ancient Porta Flaminia.
The gate was built in the reign of Pius IV. (155*; uu) by
VjgHohi, and was subsequently ornamented on the inner
side by Bernini, Statues of St. PPttT and Hi, Paul on the
outside are by Afoclii,
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The gate opens upon the .

Piazza del Popolo. The Obelisk in the centre was

brought frbm Egypt by Augustus, and placed in its present

}osition by Sixfus V. in 1589. It is 78 feet high, but the

height to the top of the cross is 120 feet.

From the Piazza del Popolo there is, on the right, a new

bridge over the Tiber, through a new quarter, leading
almost direct to S. Peter's. Three principal streets

terminate in the Piazza. That to the left, the Via Babuino,
leads to the Piazza di Spagna, where, at No. IB, are

situated one of THOS. COOK & Sox's Offices and Bank.
The centre street is the Corso, which passes through the

middle of the city to the Forum and Capitol. On the

right is the Via Ripetta, which passes close to the Tiber,

On the left of the gate is the

Church of Santa Maria del Popolo,

built on the traditional site of Nero's tomb. A chapel was
founded here by Paschal II. (1099-1118), to exorcise evil

spirits \vhich haunted the place. The present church \vas

built by Sixtus IV. (1471-84). It consists of a nave, aisles,

and transept, with an octagxmal dome. On entering, the

visitor should turn to the first chapel to the right, which
has a line vaulted ceiling, and an altar-piece by Plutiiricchio,
and handsome monuments to two cardinals.

The second chapel belongs to the Cibo family ;
it is richly

decorated with marble. The Assumption over the altar is

by C. Maratta.

'The third and fourth chapels contain frescoes by Pinln-

ricchio. On the wall of the right transept is the monu-
ment of Cardinal Podocantharus.
The vault of the choir is painted by Pinturicchio. The

choir contains handsome monuments to two cardinals,

nephews of Julius II., executed by Sansovino. Over the

high altar is a picture of the Virgin, one of many attributed

to St. Luke.

In the chapel to the left of the high altar is an Assump-
tion by A. Carracci ; the paintings on the walls are by
Caravaggio.
The left transept has a monument to Cardinai B. Lonati.

Along the leff aisle are*chapels corresponding to those on
the opposite side of the church. The last chapel but one
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! belongs to .the Chilli family. It \vas built from designs by

Raphael, who modelled the statue of Jonah, and made the

drawings for the mosaics of the Cupola and ^.he altar-

piece ;
the latter was, however, completed by Sebastiaifa

del Piouibo and Francesco Salriali. The statues of Daniel

'i and Habakkuk are by Bernini ; that of Elijah is by
Lorenzdlo.

Martin Luther, when in Koine, lived in the Augustinian

Monastery adjoining to this church.

Entering
f The Corso,

the visitor passes, on the right, the Church of Santa
: Maria de' Miracoli, .and on the left, the Church of Santa

Maria di Montesanto, built in the i7th century.
The Corso, which is the principal street of Rome, follows

the ancient Via Flaminia. In the iirst street on the left,
;

f the Via clella Fontanella, lived John Gibson, the great
^

English sculptor, in the block of houses numbered 4, 5, 6,

and 7. At No. 18 in the Corso lived Goethe, the German
poet. Further down is the Church of the Oesu e Maria
on the left

;
and on the right, the Church of San (liacomo

.,
degl' Incurabili, with a hospital. In the side street, a

''

tablet on the wall of a house marks the studio of Canova.

Turning to the rijhl, clown the Vi;i <lci Ponlelici, the visitor enters

the Palazzo Corea(No. 57), and reaches the ruins of the Mausoleum
of Augustus; founded by Augustus C**e ; ar, u.c. 28. The y:ung

'

Marcelius, whose praises were sung by Virgil, was buried here, n.e.

23, and afterwards in succession Marcus Agrippa, son-in-law of

.," Augustus, Octavia, his sister, wife of Mark Antony, Augustus himself,
'

Tiberius, and other Kmperors, down to Nerva, besides members of the'
c

Imperial family. The Mausoleum was closed after Nerva's death, A.M.

98 ;
when Hadrian erected a mausoleum of the same si/e, now the

Castle of St. Angelo, on the other side of the Tiber.
The Mausoleum was ransacked by Alaric, A.D. 401). During the

Middle Ages it was fortiiied by the Colonna family, and in 1354 the

body of Rienxi was burned here, after having been hung by the feet

I two days in front of the Church of SI. Marcelhis,

Returning to the Corso, the visitor soon reaches a small

; piazza, on the right of which is the ridilydeeorated domed
; Church of San Carlo, formerly the Church of St. Nicoh\

but after its reconstruction, -in i(>i 2, dedicated to St. Carlo
if Borromeo, Cardinal Archbishop of jflilan.

*

f A short distance from this church, in the Via di Fontu
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nella cli Borghese, is the magnificent Palazzo FJorghese,
built by order of Paul V., 1590-1615. The ground floor,

which fofmerly contained the picture gallery, is occupied

Jiy a dealer in antiquities. The Court is surrounded by a

colonnade with ninety-six granite columns.

A short street on the right of the Corso leads to the

Piazza and Church of St. Lorenzo in Lucina. The
latter occupies the site of an ancient temple of Juno
Lucina

;
it contains a Crucifixion by Gnicfo Rcni, and the

grave of Nicholas Poussin, to whom a monument was
erected by Chateaubriand.
A tablet on the house, No. 167 in the Corso, marks the

site of a Triumphal Arch erected to Antoninus Pius.

It was thrown down by order of Alexander VII. in 1665,
because it obstructed the races in the Corso during
Carnival. The alto-reliefs are preserved in the Capitol ;

two of the columns are in the Church of St. Agnese, and
two others in the Corsini Chapel in St. John Lateran.

The next turning on the left, Via delle Convertite, leads

to the Piazza San Silvestro, on the north side of which
are the Post and Telegraph Offices. The building was

formerly the Convent of San Silvestro, and the fresco

decorations of the vestibules and porticoes are well worth

seeing.

Opposite the Post Office is the English Church of the

Trinity.

Just before reaching the Piazza Colonna is the Palace
of 'the Chigi Family, which contains a valuable library,
and a small collection of sculptures and paintings. The
palace is now occupied by the Austrian Embassy to the

Quirinal, and is not open to the public. In the centre of

the Piazza is the Column of Marcus Aurelius, erected

A.I). 174. It is covered with htis-rclicfi, one of which

represents the legend of the Tl Hindering Legion. The
bronze statue af the Emperor was thrown down, it is

believed, in 663, and the summit is now occupied by a

statue of St. Paul, erected by Sixttis V. in 1589. The
column is 125 feet high, and is formed of twenty-eight
blocks of marble.
On the south of the Piazza is the small Church of San

Bartolommeo de RergamaschL
Behind the Palace* with the columns is the Piazza di

Monte Citorio, with an Obelisk in the centre. It was.
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brought from Heliopolis by Augustus, and set up near here
as a gnomon for an enormous sun-dial. The obelisk was
thrown do\vn

?
and long hidden, but was excavatefl in 1748,

carefully repaired, and erected here in 1792. It is 72 feel*

high, and from the ground to the summit measures 96 feet.

On the north side of the Piazza is the Palazzo di Monte
Citorio, erected in 1650 by Bernini. It was formerly used
for law courts, but is now the Italian Chamber of

Deputies. The debates, to which the public are admitted,
are held in a building in the courtyard. The seats are

arranged in a semicircle around the president's raised

platform ;
this faces a long table, at which the ministers

sit. Above the president's chair is a bust of the King ;
at

the sides are inscribed the Plebiscites which united the

Italian States.

The Via de Pietra, on the right of the Corso, leads into

the Piazza di Pietra, on the left of which are the ruins of

the Temple of Neptune, built into the wall of the Chamber
of Commerce. Each of the eleven columns is 4 feet 2

inches in diameter, and 39 feet 6 inches high.

Opposite the Via cle Pietra, the Via della Muratte leads

to the Fountain of Trevi, the finest fountain in Rome,
completed in 1762. In the centre is a figure of Neptune
on a car, by P. Bmcci. Behind the car are statues of

Fertility and Salubrity, and above it bas-reliefs and statues

of the Four Seasons. The water, which is the best in

Rome, is supplied by the Acqua Virgine, first brought
to Rome by M. Agrippa, B.C. 27, and subsequently repaired
by Pope Nicholas V., in 1450.

The Palazzo Sciarra,

No. 239, Via del Corso, is not open to the public. The
pictures have been removed to the National Gallery.
Near the Palazzo Sciarra, a Triumphal Arch, erected by

Claudius, formerly spanned the Via Flaminia. It has,

however, long since disappeared. Some of its reliefs

are in the Palazzo clei Conservatori.

Opposite the Simonetti Palace (No. 307) is the

Church of S. Marcellus,

erected in the i6th century by G. Sansoviiia? The facade

is by C. Fontana,
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The third chapel on the right belongs to the English

family of Clifford, and contains a monument to Thomas
Carclmaf Weld, a Dorsetshire gentleman, who, upon the

death of his wife, took orders in the Roman Church, and

subsequently became one of the few English cardinals of

the iQth century.
The fourth chapel has some frescoes by Picrino del Vaga

and Daniello da Voltcrra. Here is preserved a wooden
crucifix, brought from the old church, which was destroyed
in 1519. Cardinal Consalvi, Secretary of State to Pius VII.,
is buried in this chapel.
The opposite chapel, the fourth on the left, belongs to

the Frangipani family. The altar-piece, the subject of

which is St. Paul's conversion, is by F. Zucchen. Above
the door of the church is a fresco of the Crucifixion, by
G. B. Ricci\ and to the right of it the monument of Cardinal
Michieli.

At the corner of the Via Lata is the Church of Santa
Maria in Via Lata, built, according to a late tradition, on
the site of St. Paul's ki hired house," in which he dwelt two
whole years. On the left of the portico a staircase descends
to the ruins of the Septa Julia, in which it is alleged St.

Paul taught, and wrote several of his Epistles. Here, too,

St. Luke is said to have written the Acts of the Apostles,
and to have painted his traditional pictures. Another
house is pointed out, in the Ghetto, which is far more

probable.
The church was known as St. Cyriacusin the 4th century.

It was rebuilt in 700 ;
and again in 1845, by Pope Innocent

VIII., who at the same time destroyed the Triumphal Arch
to Claudius, which spanned the Via Flaminia. The facade
is of later date. Over the high altar is a portrait of the

Virgin, attributed to Si. Luke.

Close to the church is the magnificent

Palazzo Doria,

with two fafades. The gallery is open from 10 till 2 on

Tuesdays and Fridays (on Festivals the clay following).
Entered from the Piazza Collegio Romano, behind, i A.

Catalogues (i fr.) in each room
; fee, J fr. The collection

is divided irfto six rooms, a cabinet, four galleries, and the
Salone Aldobrandini, containing 600 paintings.
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The entrance is in the north facade, in (he Piazza del

Collegia Romano. The galleries on the first iloor contain

examples of Raphael, Titian, and Velasquez, but Are more

numerously represented by works of the lyth century, ancU

by many examples of the Netherlands Schools.

Some of the principal pictures may be noted as

follows :

Room I. Decorated ceiling by Agricola. 5. Flight into

Egypt, Domenicliino. 1.9. Sacrifice of Noah, Jacobo Batsano.

Several Venetian paintings.
Room II. Decorated ceiling, by Bernabo. 3^, Land-

scape, G. Poussln. 42, Capture of the town of Castro in

1649, Boitr&irignon. 43, 45, Landscapes, Van Bloeincn

(Orissonlc). 60, Belisarius, Salvalor Rosa. Return through
Room I. to the galleries surrounding the court.

Gallery I. (Braecio). -yr, 72, Landscapes with mytho-
logical figures, Claude Lorraln. 74, Nativity, Ann. Carracci.

76, Landscape with a temple of Apollo, Claude Lorrain.

78, Assumption,/!. Carracci. 86, Entombment, A. Carracci.

88, The Mill, Claude Lorrain. 92, Landscape, Claude
Lorrain. 94, Madonna,, Carlo Manilla. icS, Landscape
with the Flight into Egypt, Jan Both, in, St. Sebastian,
G.Rcni.

c "'

At the end of this gallery, to the left, is a

CABIN KT containing : i 1.8, The celebrated masterpiece
portrait of Pope Innocent X., by Vcla^juc;::. Portraits by
Raphael and Titian.

Gallery II. --Ceiling by Alclani. Ancient Sculptures.
Leading to Jive rooms
Room III. 120, Massacre of the Saints, Maz;;;olino,

128, Expulsion of the Money Changers, Ma:z;olino. 125,
Madonna, Boccaclno. 140, Temptation of St. Anthony,
Parcniino.

Room IV. 143, Madonna, copy of Raphael. Copy of

Raphael, C. Manilla. 144, Holy Kamily with two Francis-
cans, Garofolo. 153, Joanna of Aragon, Dutch copy of

Raphael. 156, Holy Family, Fra Paolhto. 158, vSeliool of
Michael Angclo. 161, Visitation, Garofolo. 163, Madonna,
Rondlnclli. 164, Christ Bearing the Cross, Andrea Solaria.

165, Nativity, Orlolano. 170, Portrait, Doxso Dossi. 171,
Portrait of Machiavelli.

Room V. 173, Money-changers, Viiiiileii Matsys. 175,
Holy Family, BnicghcL "189, I'orlraiT, A. ran Dyck. i<;it r
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208, Portraits, German School (1545). I97 200,.206, 209,

The Four Elements, Brueghel.

Room* VL 215, Rural festivity. Tenters. 218, Tavern

*scene. 231, A Franciscan, Rubens. 266, 241, 253, 258,

Market scenes, WccnLv.

Cabinet.---Several Dutch landscapes. Modern busts

of members of the Dona family.

Return to Room III., enter the

Gallery HI. 277, Venus, Mars, and Cupid, Pan's

BorJonc. 298, Holy Family, Sassoferrato. 290, St. Jerome,
Lor. LO//O. 291,

"

Abraham's sacrifice, ComodL 295,

Madonna, Guide* 'Rent. 296, The Shepherd, Rembrandt.

299, Copy of the Aldobrandini nuptials, N. Ponssin. 307,

The Cook, Lnca Giordano.

A few steps descend to the left to the

Salone Aldobrandini. On the walls are ten landscapes

by Gasp. Ponssin. Replica of the so-called Artemis of

Gabii in the Louvre. In front of the fireplace, Ulysses

escaping from the cave of Polyphemus. On the wall

opposite the entrance, statue of the bearded Dionysus. In

the centre, Young Centaur, found in the excavations of

the Villa Doria.

Re-ascend the steps and enter the

Gallery IV. 376, Madonna, Sassoferrato. 384, Repose
on the Flight into Egypt, SaraccnL 386, Portrait, Titian.

387, Triumph of Virtue, copy of Correggio. 388, Daughter
of Herodias, Titian. 390, Portrait, Jac. Bassano. 403,
Two Venetian Scholars, Xavagero and Beazzano, Raphael.
410, Concert in the Pitti Palace, copy of Giorgone. 411,
Dido, Dosso Dossi. 414, Daughter of Herodias, Titian.

470, St. Peter, Guido RenL

The Palazzo Saviata is opposite the Doria Palace, and
the Corso ends at the Piazza di Venezia. On the right
is the Palazzo di Venezia, now the residence of the
Austrian Ambassador to the Vatican. The stone of which
it is built was taken from the Colosseum. The palace
was given by Pius IV. to the Republic of Venice, as a
residence for their ambassador at the Papal Court. It

subsequently became Austrian property, and continued so
by special reservation at the cession of Venezia in 1866.
From the-north-east corner of the Piazza di Venezia the

Via Xazionale and Piazza SS. Apostoli lead to the
'
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Palazzo Colonna,

begun by Pope Martin V. (1417-31), a member of the

Colonna family. The palace occupies three sides of

large courtyard, and contains a picture-gallery (open
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, from n to 3), entered
from the Via della Pilotta, 17.
The pictures have the names of the artists on them, the

principal of which are :

FIRST ROOM.

The reel marble Colonna Belllea, surmounted by
a statue of Mars, with low reliefs round the

Column.
Portraits (various).

6. Adoration ..... Tintoretto.

,, 7. Day. 18. Night Vasari.

. 9. Venus and Cupid .... Bronzino.

,,
12. Madonna and Saints . . . Bonifasio.

14. Rape of the Sabines . . . Ghirlandaio.

15. Madonna, and St. Peter . Palnia Vecchio.

17. Narcissus in Landscape . . . Tintoretto.

Portraits (various).

A flight of a few steps, hi which a cannon ball tired

into the city in 1849 during the bombardment has fixed

itself, leads to

THE GREAT HALL.

Ornamented with statues, gorgeous wall paintings, and
mirrors.

Ceiling by Gherardi and Co//', Battle scenes.

Antique statues and reliefs.

Family Portraits by Van Dyck, Gaetano, Tintoretto,
Sustennans.

31. Cimone and Epigenia . . . .N.Poussin.

32. Pieta* Albani.

34. Adam and Eve . . . . . F. Sahuati.

39. Madonna rescuing a child . . . A
T

. Alunno.

40. Magdalen in Glory . *. . . Lanfranco.

46. Assumption...... Rubens.
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THIRD ROOM.

$2 Landscapes (various, very valuable) . Poussin.

Landscapes by Wouvcrnitins, Van Bloeinen, Claude
Lorrain.

Cabinet, with reliefs in ivory of Subjects from the

Sistine Chapel, and the best works of the most
celebrated painters.

FOURTH ROOM.

No. 90. Portrait ....
107. Monk
no. Guardian Angel .

112. S. Jerome ....
115. Peasant Eating (true to life)

117. Resurrection of Lazarus

9
|

Portraits ....
Ceiling Apotheosis of Martin V. Lull and Baton!.

Paul ]
r

croncsc.

Tilla n.

, Gncrcino.

. Lo Spagiid.
A nnibalc CarraccL

Salviali.

. Tintoretto.

FIFTH ROOM THRONE ROOM,

which was only used for the reception of the Pope when
he came to visit the family. Underneath a portrait of the

Pope is a chair turned towards the wall. The room is

adorned with costly tapestries, rock crystal chandeliers,
and Persian carpets. Two valuable documents are dis-

played in carved frames. One the Chart used by
Marcontonio Colonna at the battle of Lepanto, 8th

October, 1571 ;
the other is the Diploma of Honour

sent to him by the Roman Senate after the battle.

SIXTH ROOM EARLY SCHOOLS.

No. 120.
j
Two Madonnas, surrounded by cir-

(
Mabnse or

M 123. )
cular miniature-like pictures ) Vnn Evck.

122. Holy Family .... Pannc^ia'nino.
,, 130. Madonna .... Gentile da Fabriano.

134. Crucifixion . . 037) Giaconto di AvansL
,, 135. Boy in a Red Cap, ascribed to Giovanni Sanli

(Raphael's father), is by Me/oszo (fa Forli.

140. Madonna Bollicclli.

141. Hoiy Family* .... Luca Longhi.
149. Moses Gncrcino.
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The Villa and Garden Colonna is opposite the Foreign

Office, 1*5, Via del Quirmale. Open on Wednesday
mornings. Permit to be obtained at the Palace? Fee to

the gardener.
^

The Basilica of the Apostles (containing the remains

of St. Philip and St. James) is in the Piazza SS. Apostoli.
It was founded by Pelagius I. (555-59), was subsequently
restored by various Popes, and entirely rebuilt during the

last century. The portico was designed by Bacdo Pinlcllio^
and the rest of the building by F. Fonlaun. At the end of

the portico on the right is a bas-rclicf oi an eagle from the

Forum of Trajan. At the end of the left aisle of the church
is a monument to Clement XIV. (1769-75) by Caiiova.

The other palaces in the Piazza are the Palazzo Odes-
calchi, with a handsome facade by Bernini, the Palazzo

Valentini, the Palazzo Ruffi, and the Palazzo Savo-
relli-Muti. In the latter palace, the Old Pretender, or,

as his friends called him, James III., died in 1769.
A narrow street leads from the Piazza at the right end,

past the Church of SS, Vincenzo e Anastasio, to the

Forum and Column of Trajan.

Excavations made here in 1812 exposed part of the site

of Trajan's Forum, which was a series of magnificent
buildings. The grey granite columns of the excavated

part belonged to the Basilica Ulpia, and the line of the
aisles can be clearly traced. Behind it was the Temple of

Trajan and the large Atrium. On the N". side of the
basilica the Column, raised in honour of Trajun to

record his victory over the Daciaus, is entirely of marble,
and is 128 feet high, composed of thirty-two huge
blocks, and including the pedestal and statue is 147
feet in height. The hns-rellcfs represent incidents of the
war against the Dacians. Formerly the Kniperor's statue
crowned the summit, but it is now replaced by a statue of

St. Peter. An inscription on the column states that in

order to make room for his Forum, Trajan removed a neck
of land, of the height of the column, which formerly con-
nected the Capitoline and yuirinal Hills.

At the north end of the Forum are the Churches of
SS. Nome di Maria and Santa Maria di horeto.
From the north-west corner of the Forum, the Via San

I
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Marco leads to the Basilica of S. Marco, which adjoins
at the back the Palazzo di Venezia. The Basilica was

originally erected by Pope Mark I. (336-37), and sub-
> sequently rebuilt.

Several ancient sarcophagi and inscriptions are built into

the walls of the vestibule. Above the door is a bas-relief
of St. Mark. The pillars in front of the pilasters of the
nave are of Sicilian jasper. The first altar-piece to the

right represents the Resurrection, by Palma Giovanc. In
the third chapel the Adoration of the Magi, by C. Maratta.
In the Chapel of the Sacrament, Pope Mark, by C. CrivellL

Beneath the high altar are relics of St. Mark the Evangelist,
St. Mark the Pope, and others.

Close to the door of the church are the remains of a
statue of Ceres, called by the populace Madame Lucrezia.

The. second turning on the left from the Piazza leads to

the

CAPITOL,

the smallest of the seven hills of Rome, but full of historical

importance. It is divided into three parts. The north

summit, where now stands the Church of Santa Maria in

Aracoeli (p. 121), was occupied by the Citadel and the

Temple of Juno Moneta; The middle part, now the
Piazza del Campidoglio, is where Romulus is believed to

have founded his dynasty. On the south-west summit was
the magnificent Temple of Jupiter with its triple colonnade,
built by Tarquinius Superbus, B.C. 509, and said to have
measured 800 feet in circumference. The Temple was
burnt down in B.C. 83, and again in A.D. 69 ;

it was rebuilt

on a superb scale by Domitian, A.D. Si, and remained for

several centuries the great sacred temple of the Roman
world. The ascent to the Capitol can be made by three
different paths. That in the centre leads directly to the
Piazza del Campidoglio, the three sides of which are

occupied by buildings designed by M. Angelo. On the

right are the Palazzo dei Conservator!, the Picture

Gallery and New Museum ; on the left the Capitoline
Museum of Sculpture, and in the middle the Palazzo
dei SenatorL In the centre of the Piazza is the gilt
bronze Equestrian Statue of Marcus Aurelius, which

originally stood in thfe Forum, and was placed in its present
position by Michael Angelo,
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Capitol Museum.

(Entrance fee, i lira.)
*

CORTILK.

i. The Ocean. 4. Minerva, after Phidias. 21. Dacian
Prisoner. 23. Faustina as Concord. 28. Altar Base,

ROOMS TO THE LEFT.

First. Christian inscriptions. Sarcophagus of Leceutius,
A.D. 406. Fresco of two Saints found near the Colosseum.
Statuette of the Good Shepherd. Relief of the Mn#i.
Relief of a boat called Thecla, an apocryphal companion
of St. Paul, who is at the helm. Mosaic of the uih

century from the Aracoeli Church with the story of Achilles

in relief. The next rooms contain inscriptions. In the

end room is a large base to the Mother of the Gracchii.

RETURNING TO THE CORRIDOR,

2
> 3> 6

> 3 2
> 34 44? 49? 5 1

*
are Egyptian objects found a few

years since at the Temple of Isis, on the Campus
Martins.

35. Polyphemus. 36. Hadrian. 38, Hercules Killing
the* Hydra. 40. The

*

Bearded Mars.'

ROOMS TO THE RIGHT.

In the First are sarcophagi, vases, busts, and inscriptions.
The Second Room contains the celebrated Gallic sarco-

phagus, which has on it, in relief, Marcus Marcellus killing
the chief of the Gauls, 223 B.C. An altar to the sun.

In the Third Room is the Achilles sarcophagus, in

which was found the Portland Vase, now in the British

Museum.
Returning to the corridor, take the stairs up to the

rooms above.

HALL OK THE DYING GATL.

i. Dying Gaul (in the middle of the room), 3. Alex-
ander the Great. 4. Amazon. 5, Bacchus

;
a bust of

great beauty. 7. Lycian Apollo, foifiul near the sulphur
stream on the road to Tivoli. 8. Zeno, the Founder of
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the Stoic School of Philosophy. 9. Girl Prgtecting a

Dove
;
portrait statue. 10. Faun

;
an ancient copy of the

celebrated statue by Praxiteles. 12. Antinous
;
found at

* Hadrian's Villa in the time of Clement XII.
, 1730-40.

14. Flora (?) ; portrait statue of a Roman lady, found, in

1744, at Hadrian's Villa. 15. Isis. 16. Bust of Brutus,
the murderer of Caesar.

HALL OF THE FAUX.

i. Faun of Rosso Antico (in the middle of the room).

3. Sarcophagus, with the story of Endymion. 8. Boy
with a Scenic Mask.. 16. Boy playing with a Goose.
1 8. Sarcophagus ; subject of reliefs, the battle between
the Amazons and the Athenians, led by Theseus. 19.

Bacchus ; head. 21. Ariadne
;
head.

HALL OF THE CENTAURS.

i. Jupiter, in black marble. 2, Young Centaur. 3.

Colossal Infant Hercules, sculptured in a rare and valu-

able variety of green basalt, which has the qualities of

touchstone' 4. Aged Centaur. 5. ^Esculapius, in black

marble. 6. Faun. 8. Minerva. 9. Trajan. 13. Hadrian.

19. Wounded Amazon. 20. Apollo. 25. Antoninus Pius
;

colossal bust. 26. Diana. 27. Hunter. 28. Harpocrates.

32. Marcus Aurelius. 33. Amazon (copy of No. 19).

HALL OF THE PHILOSOPHERS, ETC.

A seated statue in the middle of the room, called

Marcus Marcellus, but not correctly.
i. Virgil (?). 4, 5, 6. Socrates.

"

9. Aristides (?). 16.

Marcus Agrippa. 19. Theophrastus (?). 20. Marcus
Aurelius. 21. Diogenes the Cynic (?). 23. Thales.

25. Theon of Smyrna. 26. Apuieius (?). 27. Pytha-
goras (?). 30. Aristophanes. 31, 32. Demosthenes.

33, 34. Sophocles. 35. Alcibiades. 36. Anacreon (?).

37. Hippocrates (?). 41, 42, 43. Euripides. 44, 45, 46.
Homer. 49. P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus. 51. Pompey
the Great (?). 52. Cato of Utica (?). 53. Aristotle. 59..
Herodotus (?). 60. Thucydides (?). 61. ^Eschines. 63.

Epicurus and Metrodorus
;
a double Hermes. 67. Aga-

thon. 70! Antisthe*nes. 72. Julian the Apostate. 75.
Cicero. 76. Terence. 82. ^Eschylus.
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, HALL OF THE EMPERORS.

The so-called Agrippina (a seated statue in the middle
of the room). -

i. Julius Caesar. 2. Augustus. 3. Marcellus. 4, 5.

Tiberius. 9. Germanicus. n. Caligula. 12. Claudius.

13. Messalina. 15, 16. Nero. 17. Pbppaea Sabina. 18.

Galba. 19. Otho. 20. Vitellius. 21. Vespasian. 22.

Titus. 23. Julia, daughter of Titus.

In the small cabinet off the Gallery is The Venus of the

Capitol, an original work by Scopas.

GALLERY.

5. Cupid, antique copy from that in bronze by Lisipus.
6 and 61. Silenus. 8. Old Drunken Baccha'nte. 10.

Octagon Urn, beautifully sculptured. 16. Psyche. 20.

Psyche. 26. Augustus. Between 31 and the window is a

large vase found in 1680 near the tomb of Cecilia Metella.

46. Diana Lucifera. 62. Septimius Severus. 63. Marcus
Aurelius. 64. Roman Matron, with hair arranged similar

|

to that of the Head of Faustina, wife of Antoninus Pius.

\

HALL OF THE DOVES

contains several unknown busts. 13. Sarcophagus. 49.
Diana of Ephesus. Si. Large weight, well preserved,
with antique handle. Mosaic of Doves on a bowl of

water, described by Pliny junior ;
from Hadrian's Villa.

Mosaic of Masks.

! New Capitol Museum (fee 50 centesimi).

In the Palazzo dei Conservator!.

: CORTILE.
I

I. The only authentic Portrait of Julius Caesar. Reliefs

of the provinces that formed the Roman Empire, from the
_ Temple of Neptune, Piazza Pietra.

STAIRS.

36. The Base Capitolina, giving trie names *of some of
- the streets of ancient Rome. 41. Relief from the Arch of
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Claudius. 42, 43, 44. Reliefs from the Arch of Marcus
Aurelius. 45. Relief of Mettus Curtius floundering in the

Marsh. ^49, 50. Reliefs from the Arch of Antoninus Pius.
r*

HALLS OF THE COXSERYATORI.

First. Frescoes by D'Arpino, illustrating the history of

the kings.
Second. Frescoes by T. Laureti from the history of the

Republic. In the centre is the celebrated bronze wolf of

the Capitol.
Third. Frescoes by Daniel di Volterra, the Triumph of

Marius.

Fourth. Ancient Fasti from 481 B.C. to the end of the

Republic. Frescoes by Bonftgli.

Fifth. Frescoes of Games, by the Zaccari.

Sixth. Garibaldi Museum.
Seventh. Tapestries; scenes from Roman history.

Eighth. Frescoes by Bonjigli, from the story of

Hannibal.

Ninth. Formerly a chapel, decorated with figures of

saints.

Tenth. Corridor contains a collection of Majolica given
by the Cini family.

Turn to the right.

GALLERY OF STATUES.

Fasti from 1540. Ancient busts. Altar of the Lares
from the Victis /Escletus in which was the reputed house
of St. Paul.

Right Side. Venus after Polychramus. Head of Brutus.

Gordianus III. Polyhemnia. Urania. Child playing
with Dibs, another with a Disk. Victory ? Claudia Justa
as Fortune. Cippus of C. Julius Helius. Fortune. Sar-

cophagus of the Calydonian Boar Hunt. Head of Cybele.
Fragments of Athletes. Antinoiis. Faustina. A Muse.

Symmachus, sen., Symmachus, jun., 365 A.D., about to start

the games. A Catnillus carrying a pig to a sacrifice.

Minerva.
Side Room. A. Seated Statuette of the Earth.

Youthful Bacchus. Youth anointing himself. Mneuio-
sine. Bacchus with d? Faun riding on a Panther. Apollo
the JSgis-bearer. Mercury. A Daughter of Niobe re-
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stored as Crato. Dancing Faun. A Daughter of Niobe.
Half statue of Commoclus as Hercules. Tritons. Ala
baster Pavement from the Gardens of the Lamiani,
Esquiline Hill. Fisherman. Old Shepherdess. Boy

r

with a Marble, another with a Bow. Girl seated admiring
her New Shoes. Mercury playing with a Tortoise. Cupid
carrying a Vase. Cupid as Hercules. Monument of

Quintus Sulpicius Maximus, who took the lirst prize in the

Capitoline Games for Greek verse, in 94 A.D., at the age of

n-|years; he died! In the centre. The Nymph of the

Esquiline leaving the Bath
;
she is fixing up her hair.

THE GARDEN.

Upon the wall of the west side is the Marble Plan of
Rome of the time of Septimius Severus. Fountain of a
Lion attacking a Horse. This stood at the foot of the
stairs of the Palace of the Senator, on the square of the

Capitol, and by it Rienxi was murdered in 1354.
B. Relief of a Fury. Eros or Mors (in the' base is an

inscription to the Nurse of Nero). Hercules taming the
Horses. A Senator. A Rhyton Vase, the work of Pontios,
an Athenian. Marsyas bound to the Tree. Urana. Mead
of Maecenas.

C. A charging Bull. Bisellium, or Chair of State.
Bust of Lucius Junius Brutus. A Camillus. Head of

Apollo. Fluted Vase, a gift of Mithridates, 63 B.C., to a

gymnasium. Diana of the Ephesians. Marlins extracting
a Thorn from his Foot.

D. Etruscan Terra-cottas. A Tensa biga, or two-
horse chariotrestored upon a Wooden Frame. Lectica,
or Sedan Chair.

E. Modern Busts.
F. Fresco by Fabins Ptdor of a scene in the Sanmite

War of 337 n.c. Sarcophagus of Creperia Tryphiuna, who
is decked out in her Jewels, and has her Doll beside her,

Sarcophagus of Eohoclph, her father, 31x1 century, Coffins
in Terra-cotta containing Skeletons/ Remains of Early
Tombs^formed with pieces of tui'a, found on the Ksquilinc.

^
Q. Fragments of a Charioteer about to mount, his

Chariot A Foot from Via Appia. Funeral Statue of
Bassus.

H. Modern Busts.
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UPPER FLOOR.

Landing. Left. Archaic Statue of Minerva, 500 B.C.

JSelief of the Apotheosis of Sabina from the Arch of

Antoninus Pius. Bust of Jupiter Seraphis. Sarcophagus
of the Good Shepherd. Two examples of Opus SectHe,

from the basilica of Juniits Bassus.

GALLERY OF ANTIQUITIES.

Mosaics. Rape of Proserpina. Symbolical Emblems of

the Days of the Week and the Deities against the Evil

Eye. Reliefs, Personifying the Coelian Hill. Forging the

Shield of Achilles. Cases containing Bronzes, Terra-

cottas, and Glass.

Bronze Statue of Hercules, by Lysippm, brought to Rome
in 209 B.C. from Tarentum.

PICTURE GALLERY.

AH the icorks have the names of the artists and the subjects
on tablets below the frames. The principal works are as

follows :

First Room. On the upper part of the walls frescoes

by Spagna of Apollo and the Muses. Cupid and Pysche,
by Annibale CarraccL

Commencing on the left of the door into next room. Holy
Family, by Mignard. Christ Crowned, by Tintoretto.

Adoration of the Magi, by G. Bassano. Christ Scourged,
by Tintoretto. Baptism of Christ, by Tintoretto. The
Virgin explaining the Scriptures, by Dosso. St. John the

Baptist, by Daniele di Yolterra. The Sacrifice of Iphigemia,
by Spagnoletto. Moses striking the Rock, by G. Luca.

Triumph of Bacchus, by Pietro da Cortona. Romulus and
Remus, by Rubens. Judith, by Lanfranco.
Second Room. Left. Parable of the Talents, by D.

Felti. A Witch, by Sahator Rosa. Christ at the Supper
of Simon, School of Leandro. Views of Rome in water-
colour by Vanvitelli.

Third Room. Over the door. Rape of the Sabines, by
Cortona. Left. Judith, a copy of Guido's, by C. Maratta.
Woman tak*en in Adultery, by Palma Vecchio. The
Madonna adoring the Infant Jesus, by Pietro da Cortona.
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Vulcan's . Forge, by G. Bassano. A Redeemed Soul, by
Guide. Burial and Assumption of St. Petronilla, by
Gncrcino. St. John the Baptist, by Pannigianhio. Queen
of Sheba's Visit to Solomon, by RomancllL Woman takeir-

in Adultery, School of Palnia Vecchio. The Fortune-teller,

by Canwaggio. Madonna with SS. Peter and Paul, with a

view of Rome in the background, by A . MiccL
Fourth Room. LcfL Two Portraits, by Morone.

Guido as a Youth, by himself. Defeat of Darius, by
Pidro da Cor Ion a. Thomas Killigrew and Thomas Carew,

by Van Dvck. Michael Angelo, by Vcnnsti. Portraits oi

Two Men, by Tibcrio
7Y//</.s\s/, 1638. Drcgo Velasquex, by

himself. St. Sebastian, by Gnido. St Matthew, by
Gncrcino. The Baptism of Christ, by Titian.

Fifth Room. LcfL Portrait by Hronzino of a Lady.
Mary Magdalen, by Tintoretto. Rape of Euro pa, after

P. Veronese's at Venice. Persian Sibyl, by Gncrcino.

Augustus and Cleopatra, by Gncrcino. Cumenian Sibyl,

by DowcnicO) a replica of the Borghese.
Sixth Room. Left. Madonna, by Cm//. S, Sebastian,

by Grandi. Presentation of Christ, Bolognese School after

Francia, S. Nicholas, by Grandi, |esusandthe Doctors,

by L. Mtizxolino, a replica of the Berlin. The Virgin ami
Jesus, by Francia ; with Six Saints, by Colignohi. Tlie
Madonna with SS. Nicholas and Martin, attributed tu

Botticelli and Glrirlandalo, but probably by Rossclli ; view
of Rome and Tivoli in the background. The Holy Trinity,
by Gtnhlo GaihIL Birth of Jesus, by Mttzzolino. Death
and Assumption of the Virgin, by *CW/</ delta Motrnc.
The Madonna, by Gttrof'olo. (icnt'ili Ik'llini, by />/,sso/<> 4

Petrarch, by />V///'///. Holy Kjunily, by Garolofo, with a
sketch of the Circumcision on tlic back.

The visitor should now cross the Piax/a to

The Church of Ara CaIi,

which is believed to occupy the site of the CapiMiue
Temple of Juno Monda. The church was erected in the

7th century, but since that lime it has been frequently
altered, and is almost, entirely rebuilt. The* magniiuviit
ceiling (1571) is in commc'nionftion of Hie Battle of

Lepauto. The pavement, which is of varied materials,
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slopes upwards from the principal door. Twenty-two
columns taken from ancient buildings separate the nave

and aisles* On the third column to the right is an inscrip-

tion, A CVBICVLO AVGVSTORVM, The pulpits are orna-

mented with rich Cosmati mosaics.

The walls of the first chapel on the right of the principal

entrance are covered with frescoes byPinturicchio, illustra-

ting the life of St. Bernardino of Siena, to whom the

chapel is dedicated. The paintings on the vault are by
F. // Castcllo and L. Signorelli. At the end of the right

transept are some tine 13th-century monuments to the

Savelli family. Opposite, in the left transept, is another

monument of the same period. In the transept is the Ara
Coeli, or the Altar to Heaven. It marks the spot where,
in the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, Augustus is said to

have erected an altar to Heaven, whence the church has its

name, Ara Cceli.

The chapels of the left aisle contain frescoes by various

masters. Those on the vaulting of the seventh chapel are

by Xicolo da Pcsaro. This chapel is dedicated to St.

Anthony of Padua, who is invoked in moments of peril.
The votive pictures hung up are very curious, and in some
cases horrible.

The eighth chapel is closed, except at Christmas, when
a representation of the Nativity is arranged here. The
chapel is called the Prsesepio, and in the Nativity the
celebrated Bambino a quaint figure of the infant Christ,
said to have been painted by St. Luke is exhibited. At
other times the Bambino is kept in the Sacristy, where it

can be seen on application to the Sacristan.

Gibbon says that the idea of writing
u The Decline and

Fall of the Roman Empire
"
occurred to him while visiting

this church.

Returning to the Piazza, a street on the right of the
Senators 1

Palace leads to the Via Monte Tarpeia ;
the

houses on the right mark the site of the traitor's leap.
Proceeding down the Centum Qradus, and turning to the
left, within the rails can be seen the Tarpeian Rock, from
whose summit Roman criminals were flung.
The Via Consolazione, straight on, leads to the Forum

;

crossing whicfr, in the Via Bonella, on the left (No. 44), is

the.
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Academy of St. Luke.

Open every day from 9 till 3. Fee, one Ura. The

principal pictures are : ^

FIRST ROOM.

2. Virgin, MaraUL 10. Madonna, Van Dyck. 21. Sun
on the Sea, Vcrnd. 39. Toilet of Venus, P. Veronese. 43.

Cupid, Gnido Rcni. 49. Sea Piece, Claude Lorrain.

Adjoining are two small rooms, containing modern
works and portraits of artists.

ROOM OF RAPHAEL.

59. Vanity, Titian. 72. St. Luke Painting the Madonna,
Raphael. 77. Venus and Cupid, Gnercino. 78. A Child, in

fresco, Raphael. 79. Diana, Calistns, and the Nymphs,
copy of Titian, original in Bridgewater House, London.

ROOM OF FORTUNE.

86. Tivoli, Sahalore Rosa. too. Death of St. Cecilia,
A. Pozsi. 1.03. Tarcjnin and Lucrezia, Cognacci. \ 16.

Bacchus and Ariadne, Gnido Rcni. 128. Iris, Head. 133.

Fortune, Gnido RenL
The Biblioteca Sarti, 15,000 volumes, on the same

floor, is open daily, except Saturday and Sunday, from
9 to 3-

At the cud of the Via Boudla is a low arch in an
ancient wall, which formed the boundary of the Forum
of Augustus, the ruins of which were excavated in i8S<;.
Before reaching the arch, the visitor sees on his left three
Corinthian columns, which formed part of the Temple of
Mars Ultor, built by Augustus Ciusar after he had a,\vnged
his uncle's murder*. Proceeding through the arch, iuul

turning twice to the right, are two half-buried Corinthian
columns, oMhe Shrine of Minerva in the Forum Tran-
sitorium of Domitian. Within this area formerly stood a

Temple of Minerva, the remains of which were destroyed
by Paul V. (1605 2I

)-

The Via Alessanclrina and the Via in Miranda on the

right Jake the visitor to the Churh of SS. Cosma and
Damiano, which is built among the remains of two
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ancient temples. The first, which forms a circular vesti-

i . bule, was the Temple of Romulus, erected by Maxentius

i
to his soncRomulus. The other was the Temple of Venus

r and Roma, erected by Hadrian
;
on the end wall was

! hung the marble plan of Rome, now in the Capitol

[ Museum. They form the body and back part of the

! church. The ancient level was the floor of the crypt ;

ft
the present iioor of the church was constructed in 1632.

In the Via S. Teodora, on the south side of the Forum,
l

*

is the entrance to the
.

Palatine Hill

(open daily ;
fee i lira),

in shape an irregular quadrangle. This is the site of Roma
Ouadrata, the ancient city of Rome, founded, according to

the common tradition, by Romulus, B.C. 753. The vast and
i I interesting ruins which modern excavators have brought
*** to light, were, during the Middle Ages, covered with vine-

yards and gardens, the largest of which were the Farnese
Gardens. Napoleon III. purchased these gardens of the

ex-Royal Family of Naples in 1861, and commenced the
excavations which have laid bare the remains of the Palace

*

of the Caesars, the surrounding temples, etc. The path
}

opposite the entrance leads up to the Via Nova
; proceed-

i ing to the left we pass up the Clivus Victorias
;

off the

,;
north corner a bridge was constructed by Caligula from
the Palatina to the Capitol ; continuing through the Palace
of Caligula, to the Sununa Xova Via, which skirted the side
of the hill, and led to the Porta Mugonia, before which is

!
the podium of the Chapel of the Lares and the Sacra Via.

j
On the right is a mass of concrete, the ruins of the Temple

|
of Jupiter Stator, originally founded by Romulus. In

y
front are the ruins of the ^Edes Publicae of Domitian,
jeading to the Great Audience Chamber, having on eitherA side the Lararium, or. abode of the household gods, and

: i the Basilica, or Hall of Justice. It was on this site that,
*

I according to a tradition, St. Paul was brought before Nero.
*

f
Behind this part of the building is the great Peristylium,

' * or range of columns, whence a passage led to the buildings
erected at a somewhat earlier date. In the area of the
Peristylium are some excavations, which can be visited, of
the House of Augustus and Livia. The ceilings of some of
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the chambers yet retain traces of the original decoration.
From the Peristylium the visitor passes to the Triclinium,
or dining-hall ; beyond this is a small porticfc and the
remains of the Auditorium, and on the right the platfor
of a large and small temple. The former is conjectured to
have been the Temple of Jupiter Victor, founded B.C. 295,
and the latter the Temple of Maiden Victory, A.U.C. 560.
Beyond are the remains of the Temple of Victory, of the

pre-Roman settlement, which was incorporated into Roma
Quadrata.

Further along the same side of the hill is a deep cutting.
On one side of it are the remains of an ancient wall, sup-
posed to form a part of the earliest city wall, and the Porta
Carmenta, by which are the Temple" of Roma Quadrata
and the Altar of Apollo. Beyond is the mutilated statue
and Temple of Cybele, dedicated by M. J. Brutus,
191 B.C.

The visitor now reaches several small vaulted chambers,
which formed part of the house of Qermanicus. The
mosaics and wall-paintings of some of the chambers are in

good preservation.

Descending by a path facing the Aventine, the visitor

enters the immense oblong area of the Stadium of

Domitian, for foot races, etc.
;

restored by Septimus
Severus. On the right of the Stadium a staircase leads to

the remains of the buildings erected by Septimius Severus,
and near at hand is the Nymphaeum of Marcus Aurelius,

commanding a magnificent view. On the east is the

Colosseum, and between it and the spectator are five

arches of the aqueduct (Acqua Claudia) which supplied the

Palatine. To the south are the churches of St. Gregory*
and St. John and St. Paul. Further to the west the ruins

of the Baths of Caracalla. Due west, the Jewish cemetery,
and outside the city the Church of St. Paul without the

walls, and more to the right the Janiculum, and St. Peter's.

A staircase leads from this platform by the Palace of

Commodus and Nymphaeum by the Stadium of Domitian,
to the several small chambers of the Domus Geolotana. In

one of these was found the burlesque drawing of the

Crucifixion, with the inscription,
u Alexamenos worships

his God/' now preserved in the Kircherian Museum. The
rough drawing was probably madfi by some^soldier of the

guard, in ridicule of a Christian comrade.
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Off the west corner of the hill is the altar to the,unknown
deity, whose voice warned the Romans that the Gauls were

coming, ^90 B.C., restored by Calvinus the Prefect, 99 B.C.

, Beyond is a fine piece of the first wall of Rome, Roma
Quadrata, and further up, behind S. Teodore, the remains
of the Porta Romana at the foot of the Clivus Victoria, on
the Via Nova.

The Forum Romanum.

(Entrance fa\ i lira.)

The valley between the Palatine and Capitoline hills was
the Forum "or Market when Rome consisted of these two
hills only on the union of the Romans and Sabines. It was
a marshy hollow, but was drained off, 600 B.C., by Tarquin
the Great making the Cloaca Maxima drains. From thence-

forth it became the centre of the civil and political life of

ancient Rome, though still retaining its original designa-
tion.- It was a large open space surrounded with public

buildings and monuments.
The entrance leads down to the

Basilica Julia, founded by Julius Caesar, but rebuilt and

enlarged by Augustus. It consists of a large nave, with
aisles on either side, and outer porticoes all round of the

Doric order
;
the brick piers dividing the aisles from the

nave are modern. It was the Court of the Centumviri, or

court of appeal,
To the west (left) the lofty platform and portico of eight

Ionic columns are the Temple of Saturn, or Public

Treasury, dedicated 496 B.C. The inscription says it was
restored after a fire, that of A.D. 283. In the corner are the

columns of the Portico of the Dii Consentes, with a
series of offices for notaries, called the Schola Xantha,
restored in 367 A.D., by Pretaxtatus. To the right of

Saturn the three fluted Corinthian columns and platform
mark the Temple of the Deified Vespasian, A.D. 79.

Upon the platform to the right was the Basilica Opimia,
the portico of which, extending into the Forum, was the

Temple of Concord, both erected by Lucius Opissisus,
121 B.C. Here Cicero delivered the philippics against
Mark Antony. Under the Church of San Giuseppe, to the

right, is the

Mamertine Prison, beneath the Church of 5an
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Giuseppe de' Falegnami (St. Joseph of the Carpenters),
the front of 'which has a small bas-relief of St. Peter in

Prison. The Prison consists of two chambers, <one above
the other. Through the circular opening of the roof of th

lower chamber the prisoners were thrown, and left to die

of hunger and cold. Here Jugurtha and others were

imprisoned and died! A legend relates that St. Peter and
St. Paul were imprisoned here, and having converted their

jailers, caused a miraculous spring to flow, and in it

baptized their converts. On the staircase is a hole in the

wall, protected by iron bars, said to be the impression of

St. Peter's head when pushed against the wall by a jailer.
An iron door in the lower prison closes the mouth of a

drain which leads to the Cloaca Maxima, the great sewer
of Ancient Rome.
From it a flight of steps, the Scalae Gemoniae, com-

municated with the Forum at

The Arch of Septimius Severus, which was built A.D.

204, in honour of the Emperor and his sons, Caracalla
and Geta, to commemorate victories over the Parthians,
Arabians, and Adiabeni. It consists of a centre arch, with
a smaller arch on either side. A brazen chariot with four

horses, now at Venice, and a statue of Severus, formerly .

crowned the summit. The original inscription was altered

by Caracalla, who murdered his brother Geta, and
obliterated his name from every public monument.
The Church of SS. Martina e "Luca, to the right, is on

the site of the Senaculum or Hall of the city magistrates.
Next the church, with the plain brick front, was the Curia
or Senate House. Founded by King Tullius Hostillius,
rebuilt by Ccesar, again by foomitian, and lastly by
Diocletian. It was converted into a church in 630, and
dedicated to S. Aclriano. Next are the remains of the

Basilica Nova et Pauli, built by Maxentius on the sites

of the Basilicae Porcia, 185 B.C., and ^Emilia, 180 B.C. The
ten Corinthian columns to the right form the Portico to

the Temple of Antoninus Pius and Faustina, A.D. 160.

Considerable remains of the side walls supporting the

architrave, sculptured with griffins and candelabra, remain.
The church, inserted in

it, S. Lorenzo in Miranda, is to be
removed. Beyond it is the round Temple of Romulus,
the son of Maxentius, A.D. 307, 4he last Pagan temple
erected in Rome. In front of this is The Regia, or
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Chapter House, the official residence of the^Pontifex
Maximus, of which the ground plan only remains. To the

south of the Regia the restored Shrine of Mercury stands

at the entrance to The Atrium Vestae, or House of the

Vestals, to the right, beyond the Temple. It consists of a

large peristylium, which was once surrounded by a lower
and upper colonnade

;
the rooms off the lower colonnade

were offices, those above the dwelling-rooms. In the

centre was the shrine in which the sacred Palladium was

kept. At the end is the Tablinium, or reception room, off

which are six chambers where the Vestals kept objects
entrusted to their charge. Under the lower colonnade
were placed honorary pedestals and statues of the High
Vestal, or Lady Superior. Many of these still exist.

Level with the upper colonnade, on the south side, is the

Vicus Vestas, separating the House of the Vestals from the

Palace of th@ Caesars on the Palatine.

The circular platform belonged to the Temple of Vesta,
founded by Numa Pompilius, rebuilt many times, and finally

by the Empress Julia Domna after the fire of 182. In the

centre was the altar upon which the fire was kept burning
day and night till 382 A.D., when Gratian suppressed the

worship and the fire was put out. The numerous
marble fragments of this temple found in the excava-
tions are preserved near the platform and are to

be re-erected. The remains of two piers towards the

Forum mark the Fornix Fabius, a triumphal arch erected
121 B.C. to Fabius Maximus, the conqueror of Savoy. On
its north side are the remains of the Temple -Tomb of

Julius Caesar, erected by the Triumvirs. In front of it is

the Rostra Nova, built by Caesar, and called after his

death the Rostra Julia, from the prows placed upon it

by Augustus, captured from the fleet of Mark Antony and

Cleopatra. From it Antony made his famous speech, and
in front of it Caesar's body was cremated. Over the spot
an altar column was erected, the base of which remains
within the hemicycle. The remains of the pedestal of the

equestrian statue in front of it has recently been uncovered.
On the south side is the Temple of Castor and Pollux,

dedicated by Aulus Posthumius, 484 B.C., to commemorate
the twin, gods fighting for Rome at the battle of Lake
Regillus. R was restored by Metellus, 119 B.C., by
Tiberius, A.D. 6, and by Domitian, the three columns are
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of his time, A.D. 80. Under them is the Pool of Juturna,
where the gods watered their horses

;
and just beyond, the

Altar, Shrine, and Well-Spring
1

, sacred to Juturna, and^
used by the Vestals for their ceremonies." At the rear of

it the Temple of the Deified Augustus, afterwards
turned into the Church of S. Silvestro in lacu, recently
discovered. The large and lofty brick ruin behind the

Temple of Castor was the Atrium of Caius (Caligula),

leading into The Minerva (probably a library), hence by
four ramps up to the Palace of Caligula on the Palatine,
he having made the Temple of Castor the vestibule of his

palace. The Minerva was turned into a church in the
6th century, and dedicated to S. Antony, then as S. Maria
de Inferno, and subsequently known as S. Maria antica.
On the walls are remains of 6th, 7th and 8th century
frescoes. Popes John VII., Paul I., and Leo III. restored

it, and it appears to have been ruined by an earthquake in

the i-j-th century, and finally buried up. In the chapel
of SS. Julitta and Quiricus, at the end of the east aisle, is a

well-preserved fresco of the Crucifixion, 741-52, the oldest

representation of that subject in fresco.

Having thus called attention to the edifices round the

open space of the Forum, we will now examine that. The
road along its eastern and southern sides is the Sacra
Via, which, starting from the Palatine, led through the
Forum up to the Capitoline hill

;
it is bordered by seven

honorary bases, which supported columns, two of which
have been re-erected. They are of late date.

When the Forum was a bog, Mettius Curtius got mired
in leading the Sabines in a charge against the Romans,
746 B.C., and although it was afterwards drained, it was
called from him the Curtian Lake. In 443 B.C. a thunder-
bolt fell there, and the Consul Caius Curtius erected an
Altar over the spot. This was brought to light in April,

1904, behind the two central bases. In 360 B.C. the
Forum opened here in an earthquake, and Marcus

Quintus Curtius is reported to have mounted his horse
and taken a. leap in the dark, then the gulf closed up. A
poetical illustration of self-sacrifice founded on the story
of old Mettius Curtius. To the east of this is the pedestal
of the bronze Equestrian Statue of Domitian, which
must have been 80 feet high. Along

f
the west Side are the

remains of the Arch of Tiberius, erected A.D. 16 under the

K
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Temple of Saturn, eight arches in opus incertum, which
formed the Praetor's Tribunal, erected in 149 B.C. by
JScribonius Libo. In front of the fourth arch was the

Puteal Scribonius, a well-altar erected over the spot
struck by lightning. The two south-end arches were cut

away \vhen the arch of Tiberius was erected, and the

remainder were built over when Septirnius Severus made
the adjoining Rostra ad Palman ; the hemicycle front

was coated with Porta Santa marble, and in the open
space in front was a row of five honorary columns. At its

south end was the Milliarium Aureum, a golden mile-

stone, and at the north end the Umbilicus, or centre of

Rome. Aurelius built it out into the Forum, and made a

straight front to it. At the right-hand end was the statue

of Claudius II., in the tunica palmata, which gave its name
to this late Rostra

;
at the left end was the statue of the

Genius of the Roman People. From here, in 316, Con-
stantine declared the Christian religion to be the religion
of the empire. The scene is represented in a relief upon
his arch. The brick walls and arches between the curved
and straight walls are remains of a church, S. Sergio e

Bacco
y
8th century. The front of this rostra was exten-

sively restored in 1903 a mistake. In advance of it is

the Column of Phocas, A.D. 607, but originally dedicated
to Diocletian. In front of S. Adriano, the Senate House,
are remains of the original rostra, Rostra Vetera.
In removing the pavement of a 6th-century road in front

of the Arch of Septimius Severus, an area 12 feet square,

paved \vith irregular blocks of Nero Antico marble, and

partially enclosed with slabs of white marble, evidently
taken from the base of the Arch of Severus, was uncovered
in January, 1899. This is the black stone, spoken of by
the 4th-century critic Festus, as marking the spot where
Faustulus was killed and buried, outside Roma Quadrata.
Here seems to have been afterwards dug the Mundus, or

sacred foundation pit of Roma Circularis, as described by
Plutarch

;
the ManaUs Lapidis of Varro, Macrobius and

Festus. Three rows of seven ritual pits have been
discovered. Recent excavations show that the black
marble slabs are of a very late date, after the fire under

Carinus, that they rest on made earth covering a tufa plat-

form, 5 feefbelow, of1m early period, at each end of which
are the remains of two bases 9 feet by 4 feet 3 inches, with
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a space f 3 feet 3 inches between them. The pedestals
of the Lions of Faustulus and Quintilius. Ofi^ the east

side, but at a different angle, is a square base, upon which
is a truncated column 2 feet 8 inches high. The colunirT

of Hostus Hostilius, spoken of by Dionysius, Plutarch and

Livy. On the south side of this is a square cippm of tufa

inscribed with archaic characters, a religious law of the

time of the kings.
At a higher level along the south side of this platform

are the remains of an hemicycle wall built with opus

incerlum, tufa, and travertine, 6 feet wide, the top of which
is level with the Nigri Lapis. In front of this curved con-

struction, 2 feet lower, is a square tufa platform, one side

of which has been repaired with opus inccrliuu ; the south

corner of this is 12J feet from the curve wall. Thus there

is a great mixing of platforms and levels. The curved

platform is evidently The Rostra. In 338 B.C. "a sutf-

gcslutnvja.s erected in the Forum, and propitiously adorned
with the prows (of the fleet of the Antians) which was
called Rostra and tempium

"
8, 14). Varro

u the Rostra was in front of the Curia
"

(S. Adriaim). Cicero

says, "the Senate House commands and surveys the Rostra."

Asconius says, "the Rostra was on the Comititim adjoining
the Curia.

>J
It is spoken of for the last time by vSpartianus

in 193 A. I), as a
in front of the Curia." It disappeared

when Severus laid out the Forum anew after the lire under

Conimodus, when he erected the Rostra ad Pulmain

adjoining his arch. When the Curia was burned in 53 B.C.

Asconius tells us that Plaucus and Rufus lied froin the
Rostra owing to the heat. Tins new discovery shows how
realistic is his description. From here we' have often
demonstrated Pliny's description of how the Am'tisns

proclaimed the hour of noon when from the steps of the
Senate House he saw the sun between the curve of the

.Rostra and the Gracostasis, which was to the right of the
Curia. The point of the platform in front of the curve is

a little to the west of south, as proved by the observation
made by the authorities on May 2nd.
From here Cicero made many of his famous orations,

and upon it his head and hands were exposed after his

death. Close up to the hemicycle wall are three slabs of

peperino stone with circular grc>oves*cut in them, us though
for supporting some object ; probably the sun dials of
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Messala, B.C. 262, and Philippus, B.C. 163, spoken of by
Pliny as bging near the Rostra.

Dionysius says that a lion in stone marked the burial-

place of Faustulus near the Rostra. Acron, a 5th-century
interpreter of Horace, quotes Varro, who died 29 B.C., as

saying,
" And some affirm Romulus to have been buried

in the Rostra, and in memory of him to have been there

two lions of stone." This passage does not exist in any
of Yarro's- extant works, and Acron evidently writes

Romulus for Faustulus, for Romulus had no tomb
r
but

ascended to heaven. Pomponius Porphyrionius, a 6th-

century commentator, cites Varro as saying the sepulchre
of Romulus was behind the Rostra. He also writes

Romulus for Faustulus, but differs from Acron as to its

position. The black pavement is behind, not in front, of

the newly-discovered hemicycle wall, which we have demon-
strated formed part of the Rostra Yetera, and no human
remains were found under it, but many small terra-cotta

vases, bronze statuettes of the Lares, the statuettes of an

Augur, and fragments of bronze have been discovered
;

also bones of the pig, sheep, and ox, marking this as the
site of the sacrifice of the Suovetaurilia

;
to which the

inscription probably refers. Further along are the remains
of the Monument to Marcus Aurelius.
Two Balustrades, with alto-reliefs. On the inside are

represented the three animals of the triple sacrifice, or

Suovetaurilia. On the outside, towards the arch, is, on
the right, the foundation of orphan schools in Rome by
Marcus Aurelius

;
to the left, the same Emperor is address-

ing the people and giving them a donation of eight pieces
of gold. The relief towards the Forum represents the

burning of bonds remitted by him. These reliefs formed
an avenue leading up to the Equestrian Statue of M.

Aurelius, now on the Capitol Square ; they were discovered
in 1872, when their true signification was demonstrated by
Dr. Russell Forbes. In the backgrounds of these valuable
historical reliefs is a panoramic view of the Forunij from
the Temple of Vespasian to the Arch of Fabius, photo-
graphs of which have been published by Dr. Forbes.

This north side of the open was called AD IANVM, here
were the

shops
of the silversmiths, bankers, etc.

;
it was

the exchange of Rome*; and Horace says it was as easy
to be ruined in the middle as at either end.
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Next .to the Temple of Romulus, on the Sacred Way, is

the Chapel of the Penates of Rome, and
further^

to
thejeft

are three grand arches of the Basilica of Constantine,
formed out of the Temple of Peace, erected by VespasiaJl
on part of Nero's Palace. The building was 320 feet long

by 235 feet wide, and the span of the arches, of which
three \emain, is 80 feet. The roof of the nave was for-

merly supported by eight Corinthian pillars, the last of

which was removed in 1613, by Paul V., to the piazza in

front of the Church of Sta. Maria Maggiore.

Arch of Titus,

erected on the summit of the Velia, and at the foot of the

Palatine, in honour of his conquest of Judeaand Jerusalem,
and restored in 1822. From its inscriptions, reliefs, and
the circumstances of its erection, it has always been one of

the most interesting monuments of Rome. It is of white

marble, from Pentelicus, in Greece, with a single archway.
An inscription on the side nearest the Colosseum, records
its dedication : Sctial-iis Populusque Rom-anus diro Tito divi

Vespasiani Jilio Vespasiano Auguslo. The inscription on
the Forum side records the restoration. The reliefs inside

the arch represent on one side the transit of Titus, and on
the other soldiers carrying the golden table, the silver

trumpets, and the seven-branched candlestick spoils from
the Temple at Jerusalem.
On the further side of the arch are some remains, and on

the right-hand side are the ruins of the Temple of the Sun,
and baths erected by Klagabalus. Opposite are the
remains of the Forum of Cupid and its Basilica;, rebuilt by
Vespasian. The Basilicas were built on a concrete platform,
measuring 500 feet by 300 feet, and 28 feet high. Some
of the marble steps and the two apses remain. On the

platforni the Church of Sta. Francesca Romanahas been

built, and much of the material of the Basil ieu was
employed in its construction. In the right transept of the
church is the tomb of Gregory XL (1370-78;, surmounted
by a bas-relief of the return of the Papal Court to Rome,
A.D. 1377, after an exile of seventy-two years at, Avignon.
Here, protected by iron bars, is a piece of basalt bearing
the impress of St. Peter's knees, wlfcn he kntlt in the Via
Sacra to pray for aid against Simon Magus, who on this
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spot is said to have fallen and been carried away
by demons. The jafade of the church was designed
by C. Lombard!, who restored the whole building in

[516.
From the Arch of Titus, a sloping roadway, the ancient

Via Triumphalis, leads to the

Arch of Constantine.

The arch was erected in honour of Constantino's victory
over his rival Maxentius, at the Pons Milvius, near Rome,
A.D, 312, October 28th. It consists of three archways, the
centre being the largest. Each side has four Corinthian
columns of Xumidian marble, surmounted by a figure of
a Dacian. Between the statues are reliefs and an in-

scription. Much of the ornamentation was taken from
an arch erected to Trajan, of which no record remains.
The other sculptures illustrate events in the life of

Constantine.
In front of the arch are the remains of a fountain called

the Meta Sudans, so called because the 'water trickled

through the openings like perspiration. Near this spot
are the remains of the square pedestal of the colossal
bronze Statue of Nero.

The Colosseum,

or Flavian Amphitheatre, was built during the reigns of
the three Emperors of the family of Flavius, viz., Vespasian,
Titus, and Domitian. From its vast size it obtained the
name of

^

the Colosseum, and it is recorded to have rilled
Saxon pilgrims to Rome with wonder at its vast propor-
tions. The foundation was laid A.D. 72, and eight years
afterwards Titus opened it with a series of games lasting
one hundred days, at which ten thousand animals are
said to have been slain. The building was completed by
Domitian. The form of the Colosseum is an ellipse, the
circumference about 1,848 feet, considerably more than
the third of a mile. It consisted externally of three
arcades, one above the other, measuring 35 feet 6 inches,
39 feet, and 39 feet 5 inches respectively, and in the
Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian orders. The arcades were
surmounted by an attic with Corinthian pilasters, measuring
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46 feet, .the total height being 165 feet. The extreme

length is 645 feet, ancf the extreme width 527 feet. The
open area measures 303 feet by 150 feet, the arena being

273 feet by 120 feet;
%

*
The cavea. accommodated 60,000 spectators. The iirst

division of seats, or Podium, was occupied by the Imperial

Family, Magistrates, and Government officers. The second

division, or Prcccinctiones, included twenty-four rows of

seats for the senators. The third division, also called

Pnucuidiones, had sixteen rows of seats for the equestrian
order. The fourth division, or Mcniamun, had nine rows
of stone and sixteen rows of wooden seats for the populace.
The entrances to the seats were through the eighty arches
of the external portico. The principal entrances, not

numbered, were at each end, and in the centre of the

sides. Over the seats a great velarium or curtain protected
spectators from the heat of the sun.

During the Middle Ages the Colosseum was robbed of

much of the stone work, and the metal bolts which held
the stones together were in many cases removed. In

the last century, however, Benedict XIV. dedicated the

building to the memory of the Early Christians who here
suffered martyrdom ;

further spoliation w'as prevented ;

and in 1805 and 1828 the two great buttresses were erect eel

for the support of the building.
Recent Excavations have laid bare the original arena

twenty-one feet below the modern level, and at the end
farthest from the forum three enormous corridors have
been discovered. These 'probably led to the great
menagerie, where the wild animals were kept. In another

passage the sockets of the gates which penned up the
animals have been brought to light, and also the great
drain made to carry off the water which Hooded the arena
for mimic naval engagements. In addition to thesis most
interesting results many other antiquarian discoveries have
been made.

Leaving the Colosseum, the Via Labicana leads to the
remains of the Baths of Titus and Hadrian, built over

part of the site of Nero's Golden Palace. Sonic of the
frescoes on the walls can still be seen.

Further along the Via Labicana^ but on jhe opposite
side, is the
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Basilica of St. Clement,

underneath which the remains of an earlier church were

discovered in 1857. Many of the columns of the nave

'still exist, with some mosaic pavement; and several

frescoes have been found, the most important of which

are :

On the wall of the right aisle, at the back of a niche : Virgin
with Infant Saviour. On the vault : Head of our

Saviour. On the sides : Fragments of fresco supposed
to have represented the Sacrifice of Abraham.

Two groups of heads, on the upper part of the wall, looking
from opposite points to one centre, and originally the

corners of a large picture, supposed to have been a

representation of one of the Councils held in St.

Clement's.

Bcvond : Mutilated figure of our Saviour, life size.

On the south sick of the nave.

Pier : St. Clement officiating at the altar; and, above, his

installation by St. Peter. Below, is a scene repre-

senting some slaves moving a column under the

direction of a centurion.

Pier : The story of St. Alexius
; above, a seated figure of

our Saviour between the archangels Michael and

Gabriel, and St. Clement and St. Nicholas.

On wall and pilaster at east corner of nave.

The Crucifixion.

The Marys at the Sepulchre.
The Descent of our Saviour into Hades.
The Marriage at Cana in Galilee.

The Assumption of the Virgin.

On walls outside between the columns of the Narthex.

Translation of the Relics of St. Cyril from the Vatican to

this Basilica.

The Miracle at the Shrine of St. Clement.

Opposite: Our Saviour blessing according to the Greek
rite, between two angels ;

and St. Cyril and St.

Methodius,
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t At the end of the left aisle.

Fragments of the Crucifixion of St. Peter*

St. Cyril baptizing by pouring. m

Further investigation showed that an earlier building
existed under the lower basilica. This is probably the

very house referred to by St. Jerome in which St. Clement
lived. This building shows traces of having been converted
into a Mithraic Temple about the 2nd century. Beneath
the house are remains of still earlier buildings, but the

discovery of the earliest place of Christian assembly is one
of the most interesting results of modern research. Great

difficulties, arising from the necessity of preventing injury
to the superstructure, were experienced in excavating.

The lower church can he visitctl daily between 10 and 12, and 2 /<> 4,

except Sunday and holidays ; admission 50 t*., the sacristan providing tt

ligJi-tj hut visitors wishing to examine the details and frescoes should

bring titdrown candles.

Leaving the church by the side door, the visitor enters
the Via San Giovanni Latcrano. This road leads direct to

the Lateran Palace and Basilica past the red-granite
Obelisk, which was brought from Thebes, where it was
erected by Thothmes III. in front of the temple 1600

years B.C. It is the largest and one of the oldest

Egyptian obelisks in Rome. Constantinus brought: it to

Alexandria, uncl by order of his son Coiistantius it was

conveyed to Rome, and set up in the Circus Maximus, a

huge circus built by the Ciesars on the slope of the
Aveutine capable of 'holding 100,000 spectators. It was
found amongst the ruins of the circus in 1587, und was
erected where it now stands by l<onlana

}
for Sixtus V. It

was so injured at the base that" it was necessary to shorten
it by three feet, thus reducing its height to 106* feet.

St. John Lateran.

(Usually entered by the north transept.)

The Basilica of St. John Latcnui is the Cathedral of

Rome, and claims to be mother and head of all churches
of the city and the world. In this church the Pope should
be crowned. It. derives the name* Lateran "front having
been built on the site of the house of L;iteniuus, a Roman
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senator. The Emperor Constantino constituted rit a papal

residence, and afterwards, at the request of Pope Sylvester,
founded* the Basilica. It was consecrated A.D. 319, and
dedicated to the Saviour, but in 1144 tne dedication was

changed by Pope Lucius II. to SS. John the Baptist and

Evangelist. It was also called the Constantian Basilica,
from its founder, and the Golden Basilica, on account of

the valuable sacred vessels it possessed.
This church was first restored under St. Leo (440-61)

and subsequently by other popes. In 1308 it was almost

entirely destroyed by lire. The pavement of Cosmati
work was laid clown by Martin V. (1417-31), the carved
work ceiling was made, it is said, from a design by Michael

Angela during the pontificate of Piux IV. (1559-66),
Clement VIII. (1592-95) altered the form of the building

by constructing transepts. In 1650 Innocent X. resolved
to rebuild

it, and entrusted the work to Borrourini, whose
work was confined to the nave and aisles. The facade
was built by Alessandro Galileii for Pope Clement XII.

(1730-40), Entering the great doors the visitor faces the

apse, decorated in mosaic (1290), and in front of it the

tabernacle, said to contain the heads of St. Peter and St.

Paul. The piers on each side were constructed by
Borromini, and enclose the ancient columns. Each pier
contains a niche, ornamented with columns of venlc

antique ,
and in each niche is a statue of one of the apostles.

The altorreliefs above the statues were 'modelled by
Algardi, and are in stucco. On the floor of the Confession
is a bronze slab monument of Martin V., containing an

effigy of the Pope in bas-relief.

Passing along the inner right aisle, the visitor should
notice on the first pier a fresco portrait, by Giotto, of Pope
Boniface VIII. (1294-1303), standing between two car-

dinals, and publishing the first Jubilee of 1300. On the
second pier is the monument of Pope Sylvester II. The
bones of this pope are popularly said to rattle in his coffin
When any of his successors are about to die, the outcome
of a misreading of the inscription. On the third pier is

the monument of Pope Alexander III. (1159-81), convener
of the third Lateran Council, which condemned the doc-
trines of the Walclenses. Entering the transept, the visitor
sees at the end of the? right transept the great organ, built
in 1599. The great flag, hanging in the corner, was taken
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from the .Turks at a naval battle fought near Gozo in 1.721.

On each side of the doorway, below the organ, is a column
of Numiclian marble, twenty-seven feet high.

*

The mosaic on the vault of the apse bears the names of*

its designers, Jacopo da Torrita and Fra Jacopo Canter/no.

In the centre of the vault is the head of the Saviour,
in commemoration of His appearance at the dedication of

the original basilica. The new tribunal was erected by
Leo XIII.

A low vaulted portico behind the apse, called the

Leonine portico, leads round to the left transept, contain-

ing the Altar of the Sacrament. This magnificent altar

was erected by Olivicti, for Clement VII. (1592-1605). In

front are four bronze columns which, tradition says,
were cast by Augustus from, the prows of galleys taken
at the battle of Actium. The columns are said to con-
tain earth brought from the Holy Land. The Ciborium
is richly adorned with pidra dura and jewels. Behind
the bas-relief of the Last Supper, the top of the table, at

which it was celebrated by our Saviour, is said to be pre-
served. On the right of the altar is the chapel of the
choir. In the chapel on the right of the transept entry is

a curious kneeling figure of Pope Boniface VIII.
Five chapels open from the walls of the church. The

second on the right is the Torlonia Chapel, richly orna-
mented by sculpture. The first chapel on the left is

dedicated to St. Andrew Corsini, whose mosaic portrait
is above the altar. On the left is a bronze statue of

Clement XII.
,

for whom the chapel was built. The
porphyry sarcophagus in front belonged to the Baths of

Agrippa. The cover is new, but the porphyry and venle

antique pillars and the marble panels of the walls are all

ancient. A winding staircase leads to the mortuary chapel
of the Corsini family below, over the altar of which is a
Pieta by Andrea Mania nti.

The Cloisters are reached through a door off the left

aisle. The Gothic portico which surrounds the garden is

very beautiful The columns are inlaid, like the frieze,
with mosaics of the oth century. They arc, however,
much injured. A number of fragments of the older
church are preserved here.
The Basilica claims to possess cnany valuable relics.

Amongst these are some portions of the manger in which
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Christ was cradled ; the shirt and seamless coat made for

Him by the Virgin; some of the barley-loaves and small

fishes Ytiiraculously multiplied to feed the five thousand ;

the linen cloth with which He dried the feet of His

apostles ;
also Aaron's rod, the rod with which Moses

smote the Red Sea, etc., etc.

Leaving the church, the visitor will notice in the vestibule

a statue of Constantine, found in the ruins of his baths on

the Quirinal, and the bronze doors from the Senate house

in the Forum.
From the central balcony of the grand facade, the Pope

used formerly to bless the people assembled on the Piazza

on St. John's day. Above the cornice is a statue of the

Saviour 22 feet high, and statues of saints 20 feet high.

Beyond the Basilica, to the left, is a large niche with a

mosaic, which adorned the end of the Pope's dining-hall
in the old Lateran palace. The mosaic was restored and
erected on this spot by Benedict XIV., in 1743. Behind
the west-end of the church is

The Baptistery, said to have been built by Constanfine,
but the present building, which is octagonal in shape,
dates from the 5th century, and has been altered at sub-

sequent periods. The font, an ancient green basalt bath,
is said to be that in which Rienzi, the Tribune, bathed

previous to his coronation in the Basilica in 1347. The
frescoes in the cupola are by A. Sacchi, those on the walls

are by Mannoiii, Maratta, and others, and represent inci-

dents in the life of Constantine.

The Lateran Palace

was given by Constantine to Bishop Sylvester, and was,
until the removal to the Vatican, the residence of his

successors. The building having become dilapidated by
time and injured by lire, was pulled down under Pope
Sixtus V. (1585-95), and a new palace built by Domenico
Fontana. It was occupied by Pope Sixtus as a residence,
but since his death, no pope has ever lived in it. It is now
a Museum of Antiquities and Early Christian art, and
though comparatively uninteresting to the ordinary visitor,
is of great value to the artistic and antiquarian traveller.

. Lateran Museums.
The collection of ancient sculptures is called
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The Museo Profane.

(Entrance fee, I lira.)

FIRST ROOM. Relief procession of Lictors and Senators.

Relief of Boxers. Mosaic of Boxers. Statuette of a

Nymph.
"FOURTH ROOM. Faun, after Praxiteles. Tiberius.

Mars. Germanicus.
SIXTH ROOM. -Statues of the Members of the Family of

Augustus,
SEVENTH ROOM. Statue of Sophocles. A Dancing

Faun.
TENTH ROOM. Tomb of the Aterii, on which are several

buildings of ancient Rome in relief
;
and a Crane for Hoist-

ing Stones.

FOURTEENTH ROOM. Mosaic of an Unswept Room after

a Banquet.
The two next rooms contain objects found at Ostia.

Throughout these rooms are numerous fragments of archi-

tectural details found in various excavations, and of

great interest to students.

The Christian Museum.

The long hall contains a great number of sarcophagi
from the early churches and catacombs ; they are very

interesting as showing the development of Christian art,

as on them are represented, in relief, many scenes from
the Old and New Testament. At the end is the scaled

statue of S. Hippolitus.
The loggia, upstairs, are decorated with inscriptions

from various catacombs, but they have lost considerably
in value and interest by being removed from the cemeteries.

Some rooms off the loggia contain copies of frescoes in the

catacombs, and one room some genuine frescoes removed
from the cemeteries.

The Picture Gallery.

THE MOSAIC HALL has a beautiful lloor in mosaic, from
the Baths of Caracalla, representing athletes.

FIRST -ROOM. Damaged Frescoes. *. Bells of die 8th and
1 3th centuries.
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SECOND ROOM, Mosaic. 60. Madonna, Crivclli. 65.

Coronation of the Virgin, Lippi. 66. St. Jerome, Saiiti.

68. Madonna, Spagna.
THIRD ROOM. 71. Annunciation, Francia. 79. Stoning

Stephen, by Ginlio Romano. A Sacrifice, by Caravaggio.
FOURTH ROOM. 82. Annunciation, by Arpino. Christ

and the Tribute Money, by Caravaggio. 86. George IV.

of England, by Lawrence. 87. Portrait, Van Dyck.
FIFTH TO EIGHTH ROOMS. Modern Paintings.

Scala Sancta,

or Holy Staircase, supposed to have been descended by
Christ on His way from the Judgment Hall of Pilate to

Calvary. The stairs, twenty-eight in number, are of veined

white marble, and the legend relates that they were

brought from Jerusalem by the Empress Helena. The
staircase was removed from the old Lateran palace by
order of Sixtus V., and placed in the building it now
occupies, which has, however, been altered by Pope Pius

IX. The staircase can only be ascended on the knees,
but there are flights of stairs on each side, which can be
used in the ordinary manner. It was whilst making the

ascent of the Scala Sancta, that Luther remembered the text,
u The just shall live by faith," whereupon he arose from
his knees and abruptly left the place. At the top of the

staircase is an Oratory, called the Sancta Sanctorum, to

which the clergy alone are admitted. The Oratory con-
tains a miraculous picture of the Saviuor, commenced by
SI. Luke, and finished supernaturally while he slept.
On the sides of the staircase are groups by Giacowctti,

the Ecce Homo and the Kiss of Judas. In the vestibule
is a statue of Christ bound, by Mely }

the gift of Pius IX.
Arches of Nero. The lofty brick arches on the left of

the building are remains of the Aqueduct of Nero. This

aqueduct, which joined the Aqueduct of Claudius at the
Porta Maggiore, can be traced in a line to where it crosses
the valley between the Palatine and the Ccelian Hills.

The view from the front of the Lateran is very line, and
is seen best in the evening. To the right are the ruins of
the ancient Porta Asinaria, and further on is the Porta
San Giovanni, erected in 1574. The arcade beyond the
latter gate formed part of the old city wall, at right angles
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from which is part of the Aqueduct of Sixttis V. The
Sabine Hills are in the front distance, and the Alban Hills

to the right.

Crossing the open space in front of the church, the'

visitor should proceed along the avenue to the ruins of the

Amphitheatrum Castrense, which was built into the

wall of Aurelian. It is elliptical in shape, the diameters

being 300 feet and 250 feet, and was surrounded by two
tiers of arcades. It was built by Caligula, A.D. 39, for the

amusement of the Praetorian Guard. Best seen from
outside the walls.

Beyond the amphitheatre is the

Basilica of Santa Croce in Oerusalemme,

which was founded by the Emperor Constantiue, in

honour of the finding of the Cross by his mother Helena.
The church has been rebuilt and much altered. The
present front was erected in 1744 by P. Passalacqua and I).

Gregorini.
The fresco of the apse represents the discovery of the

Cross. Under the high altar is an ancient basalt bath,
said to contain the relics of St. Cesarius and St. Anastatius.

The balclacchino is supported by four beautiful columns.
On the left side of the tribune the visitor descends into

the chapel of St. Helena, a portion of the original church.
The floor is said to rest on earth brought from Jerusalem.
The mosaic of the vaulting dates from the i rth century,
and was restored in the r6th. In this chapel is preserved,
amongst other relics, a small wooden panel, said to be the
" Title

"
placed on the Cross by Pilate.

Within the grounds of the Monastery of the Church are
remains of the Sessorian Palace, the residence of Helena.
This ruin is known as the Temple of Venus and Cupid.
A lane leads from the north-west corner of the church,

passing under two finely-preserved arches of Nero's

aqueduct to

The Porta Maggiore,

formed of two arches of the aqueduct of Claudius. The
arch on the right was called the Porta Pnenestina, and
that on the left the Porta Labieana, from tlu^ two roads
that passed under them. On. the arch are inscriptions
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relating to Claudius, Titus, and Vespasian. In front of the

-ate is'tte curious ruin of the Tomb ot Eurysaces the

baker, and his wife, discovered in 1838 The monument

nrnhablv date* from about 100 B.C. It was formed of

hollnw cylinders placed endways, in supposed imitation

of the Rnman funurii or bread-baskets. On the frieze

of the monument is a sculptured representation of breacl-

ftissins through the gate, and turning to the right, the

visitor will observe several filled-in arches of the Claudian

aqueduct, and continuing along the walls and by the out-

side of the Amphitheatrum Castrense can again enter the

city by the Porta San Giovanni Laterano.

the Ccelian Hill, once densely populated but now
deserted, is to the south of the Via San Giovanni Laterano,
a turning on the left-hand of which, about half-way clown,
leads to "the Church of the Quattro Coronati, dedicated,
as its name implies, to the four crowned saints, Severus,

Severianus, Carporus and Victorinus, who suffered martyr-
dom under Diocletian. Five sculptors who refused to

mike images of heathen also suffered martyrdom, to whose

memory a chapel is dedicated. The original church was
built in the 4th century, but was destroyed when Rome
was taken by Robert Guiscard, in 1084. The walls and
vault of the tribune have some line frescoes by G.

J/^/i//^:.:/.

Xot far from this church is the curious circular Church
of St. Stefano Rotondo, which is entered by a door on
the right. The diameter of the church is 138 feet, the
roof supported by fifty-eight columns, and the walls

painted with representations of Martyrdoms, commencing
with the Massacre of the Innocents by Herod the Great.
It is supposed that this church was originally a meat
market, the Macellum Magnum, built by Nero, but some
authorities consider it to have been a Temple of Faunus.

Close to this church is the Church of Sta. Maria in

Domenico, sometimes called Sta. Maria della Navicella,
from the marble galley, copied from an antique, in the
piazza. The church occupies the traditional site of the
House of Cyriaca, who suffered martyrdom. The church
was rebuilt by Leo X., and Bramante, Raphael, and M.
Aagflo were 'employee? as architects. The facade is by
the last-named.

"
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On leaving this church and turning to the left is the

Arch ol bolabello, erected A.D. 10, and subsequently used

as part of the aqueduct of Nero. *

Close to the arch on the left is the now disused Church""

of St. Tommaso in Formis, above the door of which is

a curious mosaic.

Further on is the Church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo,
made out of their palace in the 4th century, in honour
of saints martyred in the reign of Julian the Apostate.
Several rooms with frescoed walls can be visited beneath
the church. In the middle of the nave a raised slab with

an inscription marks the place of the martyrdom in the

cellar below. In the grounds adjoining the church are

some remains of the Vivarium, where beasts for the supply
of the Colosseum were kept. From the top of the grounds
a good view can be had.

The Church of San Gregorio, standing on ;i ilight of

thirty-two steps, is at the other side of the street. On
this spot stood the house of Pope Gregory the Great,
which he converted into a monastery. After his death
the monastery was deserted, but Gregory II. (715-31)

brought back the monks and rebuilt the church. The
sham front, which stands at some distance from the

building, was erected in 1633, and the church was rebuilt

in 1725.
At the end of the right aisle is an altar with beautiful

bas- reliefs, and above it a painting of St. Gregory, by
Scslo Badalocchi. To the right a door leads into a chapel,
said to have been St. Gregory's cell, which contains some
relics.

The altar-piece, by A. Jhilcslnr, represents St. Andrew.
In the Salviati Chapel is a line marble ciborium, dated

1469.
The walls of the Atrium contain monuments to several

English Catholics of the iftth century, including those of
Sir Edmund Carrie, who acted with Crumner in the mutter
of Queen Catherine's divorce from Henry VIII.
On the left side of the church are chapels dedicated to

vSta. Silvia, mother of St. Gregory ;
St. Andrew, with some

line frescoes
;
and Sta. Barba.ni.

Leaving the Church of San Gregorio, and proceeding
along the Via cli Porta San Sebastian*), which was fornu-rly
the Via Appia, the visitor will find on the right the ruins dl

L
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The Baths of Caracalla,

which in "extent rival the Colosseum. The baths were

opened A.D. 216, and extended over an area which

measured a quarter of a mile each way. The central

building was 750 feet long by 500 feet wide, and on three

sides was surrounded with gardens. Here were not

merely baths, not unlike the modern Turkish baths, but

libntrfes. picture galleries, and lecture rooms. It is com-

puted that i,600 persons could use these baths at the

same time, and there were eleven other baths of the same
kind in Imperial Rome. In the ruins many magnificent
works of art have been discovered, including the Farnese
Hercules, the Toro Farnese, etc.

Beyond these ruins (the visitor must, however, return to

the Via di Porta San Sebastiano) is the Church of SS.
Nereus and Achilleus, martyrs. The existing church
was built by Pope Sixtus IV. (1471-84), and restored, in

1597, by Cardinal Baronius. The interior is arranged in

the style of the oldest Christian churches, with the bishop's
throne behind the altar. The mosaic work of the choir is

very beautiful.

Opposite is the Church of St. Sisto Vecchio, where
the Dominican order was founded ; the facade is by B
Pinidli.

The street divides a little further on
;
on the right is

San Ciesaro in Palatio, having a raised presbytery, and
good examples of Cosmati work

;
the road to the left

leads to the closed Porta Latina and the Church of
San Giovanni a Porta Latina, opposite which is a
small octagonal chapel called San Giovanni in Olio,
marking the spot where St. John the Evangelist was put
into boiling oil and escaped* harmless.
On the left-hand side of the Via Appia is the Tomb of

the Scipios, discovered in 1780 ;
and a little further on

is the Vigna Codini, an ancient Roman monument in
which the ashes of the dead were kept in urns arrano-ed
in niches resembling dovecotes, and thence called
Columbaria.
The Arch of Drusus, decreed B.C. 8 to Drusus. brother

oi the Emperor Tiberius, here crosses the road Tust
beyond is the Porta Appia, in the wall of Aurelian, *?*now called the Porta San Sebastiano, a construction
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ascribed to Belisarius. The road without the city is still

called the Appian Way ;
it was by this road thai^St. Paul

entered Rome.
The Via Appia.

Leaving the city by the Via Appia, the visitor passes
the site of the Temple and Field of Mars, - where the

knights assembled on the anniversary of the battle of

Lake Regulus. The enormous heap of concrete, upon
the top of which a vineyard-keeper has built his hut, was
the Tomb of Geta. The sides of the road arc lined

with tombs and catacombs for some miles. The small

circular shrine of Domine Quo Vadis is further on. Here,

according to the legend, St. Peter, Hying from Rome to

avoid martyrdom, met the Saviour, and asked Him,
"Whither goest Thou, O Lord ?

" The reply was,
"

I go
.to be crucified again.'

7 The apostle, thus reproved,
returned to the city. In 1536 the shrine was restored by
Cardinal Pole. The miraculous impression, said to have
been left by the Saviour's feet, is preserved in the Church
of S. Sebastiano (p. 187). Close by the shrine can be
reached by the Held road the Tomb of Annia Regilla,
wife of Herodes Atticus (A.D. 143) ; the remains of a
marble Nymphseum ; and the Church of S. Urbano, a
Roman temple converted (nth century) into, a church.

Here the road divides
;

the right-hand road, Via

Arcleatina, leads to the Basilica of Santa Petronilla,
discovered and excavated a few years since. The left-

hand road, Via Appia, leads to the Catacombs of St.
Calixtus and Sebastian. In these the

early Christians
were buried

;
later on they became places of pilgrimage

to the tombs of martyrs. Interesting discoveries have
been continually made. At St. Calixtus i lira is charged
for admission, at St. Sebastiano a fee according to the
number of the party. Monks act as guides at both cata-
combs. The Jewish Catacomb is near by.

Following the Via Appia, the visitor passes a ruined

portico standing in the garden of a deserted house
;
this is

the Tomb of Romulus, son of the Emperor Maxentius.

Beyond it are the remains of the Circus of Romulus,
built A.I). 307. On the summit of theMiill is (lit Tomb of
Cascilia Metella, used in the Middle A#es as a fortress by
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the Gaetani family, who levied blackmail upon those who
passed along the" Appian Way ;

within the ruins of the
fortified village are the remains of a Gothic Church. The
size of this monument enables the spectator to form some
idea of the immense tombs which lined the roads out of
Rome. The course of the Appian Way can be traced
from this spot over the plain to the Alban Hills. The
tombs extend a considerable distance ; amongst them are
the Tomb of Seneca, the Tombs of the Curiatii,
Horatii, etc.

The Quirinal Hill

has always been considered one of the healthiest districts

of the city ;
here many new houses have been recently

built, and the neighbourhood is greatly improved. In the
1 6th century the Carrafa Palace occupied the hill; but"
towards the end of the century Gregory XIII. (1572-85)
directed a Lombard architect, Flaminio PonsiOj to
commence

The Quirinal Palace.

The buildings were improved and extended by subse-

quent pontiffs. In this palace the conclave of cardinals
used to assemble on the death of the Pope to elect his
successor, and the result was proclaimed from the balcony
of the facade overlooking Monte Cavallo. The palace is

now a royal residence, occupied by the King and Queen
of Italy. The State apartments, which are entered from
the great courtyard, can be seen on Thursdays and.

Sundays, with permission of the Minister of the Royal
Palace", 30, Via del Quirmale, next to the Church of S.
Andrea. They comprise The Sala Regia, 150 feet in.

length, built by Paul V. The vault is covered with
frescoes by Lanfranco and Carlo Saraccni. Along the
frieze, the arms of the cities of Italy have recently been
painted. At one end of the hall is a painting of Frances
de Valois and Maria Giovanni Battista (the two wives of
Charles Emmanuel II. of Savoy), on horseback, by Delft /ro.
The Pauline Chapel, built by Carlo M'aderno, for Paul V.,
from whom it takes its name. It was in this chapel that
the election of the Popes chosen in the Quirinal was com-
pleted. A suite of several Reception and Drawing-rooms,
the Throne Room, the Ambassadors' Visiting Room ;

but as
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the pictures and decorations of these rooms are frequently
changed, it would be useless to attempt to describe their

contents. An attendant accompanies visitors and explains^
the various points of interest.

In the Piazza del Quirinale in front of the Palace are

two magnificent groups of statuary. They are called

Castor and Pollux, and were found in the ruins of the
Baths of Constantine. They are attributed to Ph/dias and

Praxiteles, the great sculptors of Greece, and are said to

have stood in Nero's Golden House. Men and horses
have evidently been transposed. The basin of the

fountain is 76 feet in circumference, and was found in

the Forum, and brought here in 1818. The obelisk,
which is 45 feet high, formerly stood at the entrance of

the Mausoleum of Augustus.

Underneath t/ic Quiriual is a tunnel 380 yiirtis /(>/;& completed in

1902, which affords direct communication between the Via Ntistonulc,
and the Piazza del Popolo.

Near the fountain, on the left, is the Palace of the
Consulta, now used by the Foreign Minister of the
Italian Government

;
and further on, enclosed by a long

blank wall, is the

RospigHosi Palace,

founded in 1603 by Cardinal Scipio Borghese. The
Casino is shown on Wednesdays and Saturdays, from 9
till 3, and contains some line pictures, and the well-known
Aurora, by Git'uio.

FIRST ROOM.

Frescoes on I lie Ceiling.

Aurora strewing flowers before the chariot of the God of
the Sun, Guido. Triumph of Fame, friexe on the left,

Tempesta. Triumph of Love, friexe on the right, I hid.

Four Landscapes, Paul Brill.

Paintings on the Right Wall.

Virgin and Child, School of Leonardo da Vinci. Portrait
of a Man, Van Dyck. Sea 'Piece, Sttlnitor A'o.sv/. A I tlic

right corner, Vanity, Titian. Fac/litf life 7C'f//</o?c.s
i

,
sonic

fragments of fresco painting^
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THE SECOND ROOM.

Turn to the right.

Lot and his Daughters, Annibale Carracci. Samson
pulling clown the pillars upon the Philistines, Ludovico
Carracci. Martyrdom of St. Bartholomew, Spagnolctto.
Garden of Eden, the Fall of Aclam and Eve, Domenichino.
Diana Chasing Venus and Cupid, Lorenzo Lotto. A Horse
in Bronze (in the middle of the room).

Cross the first room to

THE THIRD. ROOM.

Pass to the left.

Perseus delivering Andromeda, Gitido. The Genius of

Abundance. Portrait of Nicholas Poussin at the age of

fifty-six, by himself. Our Saviour and the Apostles,
Rubens. Our Saviour bearing the Cross, Daniek da
Yolterra. The Triumph of David, Domenichino. Aclam
and Eve, Palma. Poppea, second wife of Nero, Florentine

School. Pieta, Annibale Carracci.

Opposite to the Rospigliosi Palace in the Colonna

gardens are the remains of a Temple of the Sun, erected

by Aurelian. Some of the fragments are of tremendous
size. At the end of the terrace are the ruins of the Baths
of Constantine, which formerly covered a large part of

the hill. The lower terraces of the garden, sloping down
to the palace, are very interesting, and contain some
ancient sarcophagi.

Proceeding along the Via del Quirinale, which runs

along the south-east side of the palace, the visitor passes
the oval Church of .St. Andrea, with a Hne altar-piece by
G. CoitrtoySj and the monument of Charles Emmanuel IV.
of Sardinia, who abdicated in 1802, and became a Jesuit.

After passing the end of the palace, the Via Quattro
Fontane crosses the Via del Quirinale, and at the inter-

section are four fountains. The Church and Convent of
St. Carlo, built in 1667 by Borromini, occupies the right-
hand corner! *

Proceeding down the hill on the right-hand sicte
?
the
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Barberini Palace

is reached. The pictures here are in three rfcoms, and
include the so-called portrait of Beatrice Cenci, by Guidon

(Open daily from 10 to 4. Entrance, i lira.)

FIRST ROOM.

4. Annunciation, School of Corrcggio. 9. Pieta, Michael

Angela da Carava^gio. 10. Sophonisba, Gnercino. rr. Apo-
theosis of St. Urban, Simon Vonet. 15. Magdalen,

Ponia-

rancio. 16. Joseph and Potiphar's Wife, B/IiwrL 21. St.

Cecilia, Lanfranco. 25. Jacob Wrestling with the Angel
Poniarancio.

ROOM II.

30. Holy Family, School of Raphael. 33. Portrait of

Urban VIII.
,
Andrea Sacchi. 38. Our Saviour in the

Garden, Correggio. 44. Building of the Temple, Bonfonti.

47. Diana and Acteon.Ioar/r///. 48. Madonna and Child,
with John the Baptist and St. Jerome, Francia. 54. Ma-
donna and Child, Sodotna. 57. Holy Family, School of

Raphael. 58. Madonna and Child, Giovanni Bellini.

63. Portrait of his Daughter, Raphael ftlcngs. 67. Portrait

of MassacciQ) by himself.

Three Bas-reliefs cast in iron at Berlin.

69. Last Supper, after Leonardo da Vinci. 70. Our
Saviour Blessing the Cup, after Donienichino. 71. St.

John the Evangelist, after Donienichino.

ROOM III.

72. A Slave, Titian. 74. The Almighty Reproving Adam
and Eve, Donienichino. 76. View of Castle Gandolfo and
the Lake of Albano, Claude Lorrain. 79. Our Saviour

Disputing with the Doctors, Albert Diirer. 8r, Portrait of
the Mother of Beatrice Cenci (?), Michael Angch da Cara-

vaggio. 82. The Fornarina, Raphael. 83. Portrait of
Lucretia Cenci, Step-mother of Beatrice (?), ISY//>/o Gaelani.

85. Beatrice Cenci (?), G-uido. 86. The Death of Ger-

manicus, Nicholas Potissin. 88. f! Sea Pfece, Clnnde
Lonciin. 90, Holy Family, Andrea del Sarto, 93. The
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Annunciation, Botticelli. 94. Attack on the r Palazzo
Vecchio at Florence, Canalctti.

The Library, which contained 10,000 Manuscripts and
60,000 Printed Books, was sold to Leo XIII. in 1902, and
now forms part of the Vatican Library.

To the north-west of the Palace, at the foot of the hill,

is the Piazza Barberim, from which the new Via Veneto
leads through the Ludovisi quarter to the Porta Pinciana.

On the right is the Church and Convent of the
Franciscans (Cappuchins), which contains, in the first

chapel to the right, a celebrated picture by Guido, St.

Michael overcoming Satan. In the adjoining cemetery,
the earth of which is said to have been brought from

Jerusalem, the bones of six thousand monks are piled up
in quaint designs. The cemetery can be seen by applying
at the Monastery.

Returning up" the hill, crossing the Via Nazionale, and

turning to the right, the visitor reaches the Piazza del

Esquilino.
The Church of Sta. Prudentiana stands in the Via

Urbana, just before the ascent to the Basilica of Sta.

Maria Maggiore, on the Esquiline. It occupies the tra-

ditional site of the house of Pudens, mentioned by St. Paul
in the first Epistle to Timothy, and of his wife Claudia,
the daughter of the British king Caractacus. The church
contains some handsome tombs and frescoes, and it was
the titular church of Cardinal Wiseman. Beneath the
church are the remains of the house of Pudens.

Ascending the hill, past the obelisk, which formerly
stood in front of the Mausoleum of Augustus, the

Basilica of Sta. Maria Maggiore

is reached. It was founded A.D. 352, and was the first

church in the city dedicated to the Virgin. The present
building was erected in the 5th century, and the mosaics
on the arch of the tribune and on the frieze, are of that"

date. The mosaic of the Coronation of the Virgin, in the

apse, dates from ^"205. The campanile, which is the

largest in Rome, was built by Gregory XI. (1370-78). The
portico, which hides part of the mosaic on the front, was.
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built in the last century. The nave of the church is

divided from the aisles by thirty-six Ionic columns of

Greek marble, brought from some ancient building. On
the walls of the .tribune are four bas-reliefs of the icjth

century. To the right of the principal altar is the Sixtine

Chapel, which contains the monuments of Popes Sixtus

V. and Pius V. The former is adorned with four venle

antique columns. On the opposite side is the Borghese
Chapel, highly embellished with sculpture, frescoes, and
marbles of great rarity. The chapel contains a portrait
of the Virgin, ascribed to St. Luke, which is rarely shown,
and also monuments to Pope Clement VIII. and Paul V.

The Corinthian column in front of the church originally

belonged to the Basilica of Constantine.

Leaving the Piazza in front of St. Maria, and pro-

ceeding along the Via Merulana, the visitor passes close

to the Church of Sta. Prassede, with a quaint portico,
and some good mosaics in the interior. Turning to the

right along the Via cli St. Pietro in Vincoli, the Church of

St. Martino ai Monti is on the right hand, and further on
the

Church of St. Pietro in Vincoli

is reached. This church was founded in the 5th century
by Eudoxia, Empress of Rome, to receive the chains
which bound St. Peter in prison at Jerusalem and in the
Mamertine hence its name. It was rebuilt by Adrian
I. (772-95)) <ind has been subsequently restored. The
nave is separated from the aisles by twenty ancient white
marble columns, with Doric capitals, measuring seven
feet in circumference.

In the right aisle is the celebrated Statue of Moses,
by M. Angela. This was intended to form part of the
monument of Julius II. in St. Peter's, but the design was
never carried

'

out, and the statue was placed here by
Paul III. (1534-50). It has on either side smaller

figures of Leah and Rachel. The Sibyl and Prophet
above were executed by Raphael di Monlr Litpo. The
Virgin and Child are the work of Schcruno ; the recumbent
statue of the. Pope is by Muso del Bosco.

On the right of the" church is the House of Lucretia
Borgia. Beyond it is a square toWer, formerly part of

a fortress belonging to the family of Frangipuu'i, In the
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vineyard on the left of the church are some remains of

the Baths of Trajan.
The flistrict of the Campus Martins lies to the west of

the Corso.

The Pantheon

is reached by the Via del Seminario, a turning on the

right of the Corso. It was founded B.C. 27, by Marcus

Agrippa, son-in-law of Augustus, and was at first intended

to form part of the baths he proposed to erect. His

intention was, however, for some unknown reason changed,
and the building became a Temple of Jupiter. Except as

regards internal decoration, it is in the same condition now
as when built by Agrippa. Much, however, of the bronze

adornment, both exterior and interior, has been at times

removed. The last spoliation occurred in 1632, when
Urban VIII. took away 450,000 pounds weight of 'bronze

to construct the Baldachino of St. Peter, and to cast

100 cannon !

The building was damaged by lire A.I). 80, and by
lightning A.D. no. In the last year of the 4th century it

was closed as a heathen temple, and about the beginning
of the 7th century Pope Boniface IV., having obtained

possession of the building by grant from the Emperor
Phocas, dedicated it to the Virgin and all the martyrs. It

is said that previous to the dedication he brought twenty-
eight cartloads of bones from the Catacombs, and placed
them near the high altar.

The portico of the church is no feet long and 44 feet

wide, and has sixteen columns. The doorway is 32 feet by
20. The interior is 143 feet in diameter, or including the
thickness of the walls, "190 feet.

The building contains some monuments comparatively
unimportant. At the back of the third altar on the left

rests the body of Raphael, who by his will chose this spot
for his burial. His remains were found intact in 1833.
The body of King Humbert is entombed in the recess* to
the left. The remains of King Victor Emmanuel II. arc
interred opposite.
At the south-east corner of the Piazza in which the

Pantheon stands, is 'the eutrange to the
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Church of Sta. Maria Sopra Minerva.

This edifice, in the pointed Italian Gothic style, stands

on the site of a temple of Minerva. It has been restored

at a cost of .23,000.
On the wall to the right of the entrances are slabs

recording the height of the floods which at various times

inundated this part of Rome. Entering the church and

passing up the right aisle, the frescoes of the fourth and
fifth chapels should be observed. The altar-piece of the

former is an Annunciation, by Anthonatus Romanus

(1460) ;
it also contains the monument of Urban VII.

The sixth chapel belongs to the Alclobrandini family, and
contains a handsome monument to Silvestro Aldobrandini.
The altar-piece is by F. Baroca.
At the end of the right transept is the chapel of St.

Thomas Aquinas, the frescoes of which are by Filippo

LippL The monument of Paul IV. (1555-59), w^ founded
the Inquisition, is against the left wall.

On the right of the principal altar is a statue of St. John
the Baptist, by Obici, and on the left a statue of Christ, by
Michael Angela. Under the altar are the remains of St.

Catherine of Siena,

The choir has some modern stained-glass windows, and
the monuments of the two Popes of the Medici family, Leo
X. and Clement VII.
On leaving the church and passing to the south side the

Via del Gesu is entered, which leads to the Qesu, the

principal church of the Society of Jesus. Like all other
churches of this order, the decoration of the interior is

most profuse, and the marbles are of the most varied and
richest kind. At the end of the left transept is the chapel
of Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Order.
The Via Corso Vittorio Emanuele leads from the front

of the church of the Jesuits to the handsome Church of
St. Andrea della Valle, which covers the site of the
Theatre and Curia of Pompey, where Julius Caesar was
assassinated. Turning to the right, the Circo Agonali,
which preserves the plan of the Stadium of the Baths of
Nero and Alexander Severus, is arrived at. The fountain
is adorned with statues emblematic of the rivers Danube,
Ganges, Nile, and Tiber. *

On the west side, behind the Piazza, i the Church of
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Sta. Maria della Pace, which contains the- Sibyls, by
Raphael, in fresco, painted in 15 f4 by order of Agostine

Chigi. Recrossing the Corso Vittorio Emanuele, we gain
'

the'Campo dei Fieri, where the vegetable market is held

daily, and a rummage sale on Wednesdays. The statue

is to Giordano Bruno, who was burnt here in 1600 by the

Inquisition. Beyond are the Piazza and
The Farnese Palace, which is not shown to the public.

It is considered the grandest palace in Rome. The
architect was Michael Angela, but the fanatic towards the
Tiber was built by Giacoino del/a Porla. The great hall is

painted in fresco by A. Carracci. The Palace is occupied
by the French Embassy to the Italian Government, and
on the second floor is the French Archaeological Institution.

A street to the left leads to

The Spada Palace, in the Piazza Capo cli Ferro, near
the Theatre of Pompey ;

it contains the statue of Pompey,
believed to be that at the base of which Julius Caesar fell.

The picture gallery is now closed.

Beyond the Spada Palace, the Via cli Pettinari to the

right leads to the Ponte Sisto, and the new Tiber embank-
ment. Below is the new Ponte Garibaldi, and further
down the Ponte Quattro Capi (or Ponte Fabricio).
.On the Island of St. Bartholomew or Tiberina, in the

middle of the Tiber, is the Church of S. Bartolomeo, built
about the year 999 by the Emperor Otho III. Restored
on different occasions

;
it- possesses no features of interest.

The Island of St. Bartholomew is connected by bridges
with both banks of the river. On the left bank of the
Tiber, near the north-east end of the bridge, is the Orsini
Palace, now the Savings Bank, which covers part of the
site of the Theatre of Marcellus. This magnificent ruin
has been built into the palace and adjoining houses. The
Theatre was founded by Julius, and completed by Augustus
Caesar, who dedicated

it,' B.C. 13, to his nephew, "Marcellus.
It is said to have accommodated 4,000 spectators. Admis-
sion to the Palace, containing mosaics, plaster casts, etc.,
60 c. North-west of the palace is the Ghetto, or Jews'
Quarter, and east of the Ghetto is the Church of St.
Angelo in Pescheria, built within the ruins of the Portico
of Octavia, which measured 750 feet by 500 feet. The
remains of the vestibule of the portico are'in front of the
Church, The Corinthian columns cire very line,
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A little south of the Orsini Palace is the Church of St.

Nicolo in Carcere (restored in 1880), built among the

remains of the Temples of Hope, Juno, Spspita,
and

Piety, which are pointed out by the Sacristan of the

church. Beyond, off the Via Montanara, in the Via Ponte

Rotto, are the remains of a house known as the House of

Rienzi. The architectural details are very curious. It

was erected at the beginning of the nth century by one

of the noble family of the "Crescentii, and is the oldest

example of mediaeval domestic architecture in Rome.

Passing the house, we reach the Tiber, which is spanned
here by the new Pons Palatinus, taking the place of the

old Ponte Rotto, an arch of which remains. It was the

Pons .XEmilius of Ancient Rome, and the first bridge which
crossed the Tiber at this point, From the present bridge
a line view of the Aventine is obtained, and when the

river is low the mouth of the Cloaca Maxima can be seen.

About four hundred yards below is the site of the Pons
Sublicius, defended against Porsena by Horatius.

Opposite the house of Rienzi is the Church of Sta.
Maria Egiziaca, formerly the Temple of Pudicitia

Patricia, which dates from 300 H.C., and is the most
ancient Roman temple of the Republic now extant. A
little further on is another ancient temple, the Temple
of Hercules. Opposite this church is the Church of

Sta. Maria in Cosmedin.

Turning to the right on leaving the latter church,
the visitor reaches the massive ruin of the Janus Quadri-
fons, erected at the intersection of two roads which
crossed the cattle market of Ancient Rome. Close by is

a small arch, called the Silversmith's Arch, one end of

which is embedded in the wall of the Church of St.

George, the patron saint of England.
Between the river and the side of the Avenliue, which is

occupied by vineyards and churches of Sta. Sabina, St.

Alessio, Sta. Prisca, and the Sta. Maria Aventina, is the Old
Protestant Cemetery. Here are buried Richard Wyatt,
John Bell the surgeon, Augustus William Hare, and" the

poet Keats.

The old cemetery was closed in 1^25, and almost

adjoining it is the

New Protestant Cemetery, opei^l'rom 7 ;ujn. to sunset.

Amidst the graves of many English, American, and other
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visitors to Rome the most noticeable names ars those of

Shelley, the ashes of whose remains were brought from

Spezia, tthere the poet was drowned, Trelawney, R. M.
-

Ballantyne, Gibson the sculptor, J. A. Symonds, and
Constance Woolston.
To the east of the Cemetery, close to the Porta San

Paolo, formerly the Porta Ostiensis, is the Pyramid of

Caius Cestius, who lived in the time of Augustus ;
the

monument is 116 feet high, and the base of each side

is 98 feet in length.
On the other side of the Cemetery is an artificial hill,

called Monte Testaccio. It is 115 feet high, and formed
of broken pottery of wine amphorae and oil jars received
from Spain and Africa, and also the accumulation from
terra-cotta works in the neighbourhood ;

it has been hol-

lowed out, and the excavations are used as wine cellars.

Leaving the city by the Porta San Paolo, a walk of

nearly a mile leads to the
Basilica of San Paolo fuori le Mura, founded in 388

by Theodosius, and embellished by many Popes, was the

finest church in Rome. It contained valuable frescoes

and mosaics, and the sarcophagus of St. Paul. The
architrave was supported by eighty columns of Parian
marble. This magnificent basilica, the work of many
centuries, was completely destroyed by fire on the isth-
i6th of July, 1823.
Leo XII. at once commenced the work of restoration,

and the present Basilica has been rebuilt in the same form,
and in the same proportions as the ancient church, but the

simplicity of the early Christian churches has been re-

placed by gorgeous decorations.

The chief Facade, turned towards the Tiber, has a

porch sustained by monolithic columns of Simplon granite,
the upper part decorated with mosaics representing Christ

with SS. Peter and Paul ; Christ as a Lamb with the

Apostles as sheep ;
and the four great prophets.

The Interior is 650 feet in length, 195 feet in width, and

225 feet in height, and contains double aisles and a tran-

sept. The ceiling of the nave is borne by eighty granite
columns. The two columns in yellow Oriental alabaster

near the entrance, anc^ the four of the canopy above the

high altar, were the gifts of the Viceroy of Egypt to
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Gregory Xyi., and the bases of malachite were presented
by Nicholas I. of Russia.

On the ceiling of the Tribune, and on the entablature
of the Chancel Arch, there are ancient mosaics executed
sometime in 1220, which existed in the primitive basilica,
but they have been restored, as they were damaged by
the fire. The floor of the tribune is of the rarest marbles.
The four lateral chapels are of excellent architecture.

The first is dedicated to St. Stephen, and the fourth to

St. Benedict. The other two nearer to .the Tribune,,
named the one of the crucifix

u del Crocifisso," and the
other of the ancient choir,

44
'

del coro antico," are from
the designs of Carlo Maderno.
Of the two altars at the end, the one near the entrance

has a painting, The Conversion of St. Paul, by Camuccini,
the statues of St. Romuald and St. Gregory, and opposite
to it The Coronation of the Virgin, a copy in mosaic of the

painting of Raphael in the Vatican Gallery, and the
statues of St. Benedict and St. Scholastica.

The statues on magnificent pedestals on either side of

the Chancel Arch are of St. Peter and St. Paul. The first

is by Ignasio Jacometti, the second by Revelli. In the

transept there is a beautiful candelabrum of 'marble

formerly in the ancient basilica. In a straight line

from the right transept is the entrance to the beautiful

Cloisters, which belonged to the Convent of the

Benedictines, now suppressed, which are only equalled
by the cloisters of St. John Lateran (p. 139). They are

surrounded by numerous arcades, supported by countless

columns adorned with mosaics. There is no charge for

admission.

Further on is the Abbey of St. Paolo alle Tre Fontane,
on the traditional site of the Apostle's execution.

The court surrounding the three churches is approached
by a gate entrance 25 c. The First Church to the left is

the Church of Santa Maria Scala Coeli ; so named from
a vision St. Bernard, the Abbot, had, in which he saw

angels taking up to heaven by a ladder, the souls which
he had freed from purgatory by his prayers. The church
was built on the ancient cemetery of St. Zenone. In

1582 Cardinal Aldobrandini perfected^ from tl^e designs of

Giacomo deUa Porta. The Tribune contains good mosaics.
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The Second Church, that of SS. Vincenzo e Anastasio,

was built in 628 by Honorius I. It is the largest and

most interesting, inasmuch as, notwithstanding the reno-

vations made in 1221, it still preserves its mediaeval

architecture. In the portico there are traces of ancient

pictures, and in the interior on the pilasters, the twelve

Apostles are painted after the sketches of Raphael.
The Third Church at the bottom of the avenue is that

of 5. Paolo alie tre fontane. The Christian tradition

says that, as the executioner cut off the head of St. Paul, it

bounded thrice from the ground, that at each spot there

rose a spring of water, and that the church is built on the

very spot where the apostle suffered martyrdom. There
three marvellous springs gave origin to the founding of

the church, and to the name of the u Tre Fontane." In

the interior we note an ancient mosaic on the floor,

representing the four seasons
;
and to the right a column

to which StT Paul was bound before his execution.

The Church of St. Pietro in Montorio, on the Jani-

ciilum, marks one of the supposed sites of St. Peter's

crucifixion. The date of the foundation of this church is

not known, but it was deserted for many years, until 1472,
when it was rebuilt by B. Pintelli for the Franciscans at

the cost of Ferdinand V. of Spain. It contains several

important pictures by Sebastiano del Piombo, Vasari, Van
Dyck, and others. Above the church is the Pauline
Fountain, erected by Paul V., and supplied with water
from a spring 35 miles away, near Lake Bracciano.
A gateway in the wall beyond admits to the Villa

Corsini public gardens now city property from whence
a panoramic view of Rome, the Campagna, and Mountains
beyond, can be obtained from the National Monument
to Garibaldi. The drive through the villa leads by the
site of Tasso's oak and the Church of St. Onofrio down
to St. Peter's. (See pp. 87, 182.)

Castle (entrance, i lira) and Bridge of St. Angelo.

The Castle of St. Angelo was built by the Emperor
Hadrian as an Imperial Mausoleum. The Mausoleum of
Augustus, which was the first receptacle for the ashes of
the Imperial family, was full, the urn containing the ashes
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of Nerva
(cl.

A.D. 98) having occupied the hist niche*

The ashes of Trajan (d. A.D. 98) were placed in the

magnificent column he had erected. In the reign^
of

Honorius the Mausoleum of Hadrian was converted into
"

a fortress, and round it have taken place nearly all the

faction fights since that time. The Mausoleum was built

A.D. 135. Its form was circular, 987 feet in circumference,
and it stood on a square basement, each side of whicji

measured 247 feet. The face was of Parian marble, long
since destroyed. On the angles of the basement were
bronze" groups of men and horses, and the cornice was
adorned with marble statues. On. the summit was a

colossal marble image of the founder, the head of which
is preserved in the Rotunda of the Vatican (No. 543).
The gates wrere bronze. Little of the ancient exterior

\vork now remains, the building having been at dillerent

times masked for the purposes of fortification. The
statues on the summit were thrown down on the besiegers,
\vhen the Castle was attacked by the Goths in 537.

The first ashes placed in the Mausoleum were those of

the adopted son of Hadrian (/Klius Qesar, cl. A.D. 138).
Afterwards the ashes of Hadrian himself

;
of Faustina (he

elder, Antoninus Pius, and throe of their children
;

of

Marcus Aurelius, Commodus, Septimius Severns, and "of

Caracalla (cl. A.D. 217), all Emperors, were placed here.
The monument was then closed. Alaric rilled it in 409 in

search of treasure, dispersed the ashes and carried off

everything that was of value. Nothing was subsequently
Iviiown of the interior until 1^25, when excavations were
made. It was then examined, and the principal corridor
was found. This corridor was built of brick, covered with

marble, the pavement being in mosaic. The principal
cloor was in the centre of the basement toward the bridge

4
,

From the right: of the corridor an inclined spiral passage,
30 feet wide and 1 1 feet high, led to the central chamber ;

this was in the form of a Greek cross, in the midst of
which once stood the porphyry sarcophagus of the
iounder. The cover of this sarcophagus is now the font
in the Baptismal Chapel of St. Peter's,

The Mausoleum obtained its present name from an

alleged miraculous vision. In 5<)<> a plague ravaged the

city. In thai year Gregory the Gmat was ekosen Pupe.He instituted penitential processions to avert the plague,
M
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and in one of these, whilst crossing the bridge, saw

Michael the Archangel sheathing a bloody sword. From
that moment the plague ceased. In 608-15 Pope
Boniface IV. built a chapel on the summit of the Mole

called St. Michael amongst the Clouds. The bronze

statue of the Archangel was cast by a Flemish artist

named Peter Verschaffelt, during the pontificate of Bene-

dict XIV.
The Castle has long been used as a State prison. Here

Cellini, Cagliostro, and others have been confined, and

Napoleon III. was detained here for a short time in 1831.

The Bridge of St. Angelo was built by Hadrian, and

called by him Pons
^Elius,

after his son. It is still
^

in

good condition, having withstood many floods which

destroyed more recent bridges across the Tiber, a

striking proof of the solidity of the structure. It was

subsequently named St. Peter's Bridge. The statues of

St. Peter and St. Paul, on the side farthest from the

Castle, by Lorenzetto and Paolo Roma no,'were erected by
order of Clement VII., in 1530. The parapet was built

in 1668. The statues of Angels with instruments of the

Passion are from designs of Bernini, executed by his

pupils. The pedestal supporting the angel standing third

on the right was struck by a cannon ball during the
French siege in 1849.

After passing the Castle a plain wall is seen on the

right crossing the Moat towards St. Peter's. This is a
covered way begun by Pope John XXIII. (1410-17), and
completed by Alexander VI. (Borgia) (1492-1513), to
afford the occupants of the Vatican a means of escape
to the Castle. The passage was roofed in by Urban VIII.
in 1630.

^

The Via del Borgo Nuovo leads to St. Peter's. On the
right is the small Piazza Scossa Cavalli, with a fountain in
the centre, and opposite is the Palazzo Giraucl, built by
Bramante in 1506. Subsequently it passed into the hands
of Henry VIII., King of England, who gave it to Cardinal
Campeggio during his visit to England on business con-
nected with the queen's divorce. It is now owned by
Prince Torlonia.

r
ST. PETER'S.

Basilica of St. Peter occupies two famous sites
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the tradiiional spot where the apostle was buried, and the
actual site of Nero's circus, where many of the early
Christians were martyred. An oratory was erected here
A.D. 106, by Anacletus (fifth Pope). By the command of *

Constantine a Basilica was built, which was consecrated

by the Pope (St. Sylvester) A.D. 324. This Basilica having
fallen into decay, Pope Nicholas V. (1447-55) determined
to rebuild it. The work, however, progressed slowly
until the time of Julius II. (1503-13), when the assistance

of the great architect Bramante was called in, who
designed a church in the form of a Greek cross. In the

reign of Leo X. three joint architects were appointed, one
of them being the celebrated Raphael. They altered the

design from a Greek to a Latin cross. Several other

persons were engaged as architects until the employ-
ment of Michael Angela by Paul III., in 1546.

Michael Angelo returned to the original plan of a Greek
cross, and designed a dome and facade. The work pro-
gressed but slowly after Michael Angelo's death. The
ball and cross were placed in position in 1593. Paul V.

(1605-21) employed Carlo Maderno as architect. He pro-
longed the nave, thus returning to the design of a Latin

cross, and carried forward the facade to its present site.

These alterations seriously disfigured Michael Angelo's
designs. The foundation stone of Maclerno's additions
was laid in 1607, and in 1626 the church was dedicated by
Pope Urban VIII. Reckoning from the beginning of the
work under Nicholas V. to the dedication, the building
of the Basilica occupied 176 years, extending over the

reigns of twenty-eight Popes, and fifteen architects were
employed on its designs.
The Piazza of St. Peter's is at the western end of the

Via del Borgo Nuovo. It is elliptical in shape, the sides

being formed by two semicircular colonnades. These
were built by Bernini, in 1655-67. Each consists of four
rows of equidistant columns, covering a width of 52 feet.

The columns are 424 feet high, and each colonnade con-
tains 142 columns and 45 pilasters. From the ground to

the top of the balustrade measures 59 feet, and on the
balustrade are 236 statues of bishops and saints, each

figure being 10 feet high. The measurements of the
colonnade are : exterior length, ^914 ; interior, 794 ;

breadth, 754 feet. The colonnade is larger than the
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Colosseum by 226 feet in one direction, and 189 feet
the other*

"

The space enclosed by the colonnades is paved,
contains two fountains, each 46 feet high, designed
Carlo Maderno (1605-12). Near each fountain a fiat cir-
cular stone in the pavement marks the centre from \vhion
the line of the colonnade is drawn, and the point from.
which the columns radiate. Between the fountains is an
Egyptian obelisk, brought by the Emperor Caligula,

to
Rome, and erected by Nero in the centre of his circus,
which formerly occupied part of the site of the Vatican-
The obelisk was placed in its present position by Fontantf,
during the reign of Sixtus V., in 1586. It is said that the
engineer forgot to calculate the enormous strain upon the
ropes produced by the great weight of the column, ancl
that at a critical moment a sailor among the spectators
(who were forbidden to shout under pain of death) cried
-out, "Water on the ropes." The advice was taken, and
the obelisk reared

; and, as a reward, the family of the
sailor were accorded the privilege of supplying the. palm
branches used in St. Peter's on Palm Sunday. The Piazza
is connected with the church and the Vatican by closed
corridors, 238 feet long.

Passing through the Piazza and across the irregular-
shaped square beyond, the Great Vestibule, or Portico,
of the church, is reached. This portico is 235 feet long,
42 feet wide, ancl 66 feet high. At each end are wings,
and beyond the wings colossal statues of Constantine ancl

Charlemagne, the extreme width between the sta.ti.ies

being 467 feet. The dimensions of the church itself are
as follows :

Interior length (from the door to the end
of the Tribune) . . . . .619 feet.

Exterior length 651 feet.
Interior width across the Transepts . . 449 feet.
Greatest width of Nave . . . .89 feet.
Greatest height of Nave .... 153 feet.
The Aisles are 207 feet long, 21 feet wide,

and 48 feet high.
From the ground to the top of the Cross . 470 feet.
From the pavement to the top of the Cross 453 feet.
Interior diameter of the Cupola . . 141 feet.
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Number of columns, including those of the Colonnade,

756 (the greater part of these were taken from buildings of

Ancient Rome).
St. Peter's contains 40 statues in metal, 105 in marble,

161 in travertine, and 90 of stucco
; 46 altars, 121 lamps,

and the remains of 134 Popes, from St. Peter to Leo XIII.,
who died July 20, 1903.
The area of St. Peter's is 212,321 square feet. It is the

largest church in the world. The following areas arc given
for the purpose of comparison

St. Paul's, London
Milan
Seville .

Cologne .

York
Amiens
Lincoln .

St. Peter's

Square Feet.

. 108,982
.. 107,782

roo,ooo
. 81,464

72,860
. 71,208

66900
. 212,321

Over the central entrance, and forming part of the

portico, is a balcony from which, on Holy Thursday,
Easter Day, and St. Peter's Day, the Pope blessed the

people, a ceremony discontinued since Rome has become
the capital of United Italy. Three principal doors lead
from the portico into the edifice. The cent nil bronze
doors belonged to the former building, and were executed

by Antonio Filarclc during the reign of Kugcnius IV.

(1431-39). There is a smaller door to the right, walled

up, with a bronze cross upon it, called the Holy Door
(Poria Santa}. This is only opened at the JubileeJ which
is kept the last year of the century, and is then, broken
down by the Pope with a gold hammer, a ceremony per-
formed by Pope Leo XIII., at the Jubilee of 1900.

*

Over
the central entrance is a mosaic, called the Navicclla, re-

presenting St. Peter walking on the sea. It was designed
by Giotto, in 1298.
The visitor now enters the Nave. The majority,

although obliged to admit 'the grandeur of the building,
experience feelings of disappointment ; indeed, it must be
allowed that the alteration of the buiWing front a (ireck to

a Lutin cross (and the consequent prolongation of the
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nave) must injure the effect of the original design. On
the great pilasters on each side are fonts for holy water,

supported by cherubs
;
and these, as is all the statuary,

are so well proportioned that, although they appear to be
of natural size, it will be found on examination that they
are gigantic. On the floor of the nave are brass stars,

indicating the comparative lengths of other churches, the

name being affixed to each. The walls are of inlaid

marble, as also is the pavement, designed by Delia Porta

.and Bernini. Against the last pilaster on the right-hand
side of the nave is the famous bronze statue of St. Peter

sitting on a throne of white marble. The extended foot

of the saint is kissed by the faithful. From this point the'

best view of the interior of the dome is obtained. The
pictures around it are all mosaic. The famous inscription,
Tu es Petrus et Super hanc petram ecclesiam meam

edificabo et tibi clabo claves regni coelorum," is also in

mosaic, the letters being 4 feet 10 inches high. The four

circular medallions above the piers represent the four

Evangelists. Their great size may be estimated from the

pen of St. Luke, which is seven feet long. Below the

medallions are balconies with spiral columns, from the old

church. On certain great festivals the relics are exhibited
from the balcony above the statue of St. Veronica. These
are the head of the lance which pierced the side of the

dying Christ, the handkerchief containing the impression
of His face, handed to Him by St. Veronica, on His

way to Calvary ;
a piece of the Cross, and others. The

height, however, from which these are shown is such as to

prevent them from being distinctly seen. Below the
balconies are four statues St. Veronica holding the hand-

kerchief, by F. Mocchi; St. Helena with the Cross, by A.

Bolgio ; St. Longinus with the spear, by Bernini ; and St.

Andrew with his cross, by Fmrnmingo. These are about
1 6 feet high, and the pedestals on which they rest are
ii feet high.

Immediately under the Dome is the High Altar. Con-

trary to the usual practice. of the Roman Church, the

Pope, when celebrating Mass, stands behind and not in

front of the altar. Above the altar is the great Baldachino,
supported on four spiral columns. It measures 96 feet in

height, and *was macfe by Bernini from ancient bronze

beams, taken by order of Pope Urban VIII. from the roof
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of the Pantheon. The bronze of the Baldachino weighs

116,392 pounds.
Under the Altar is the Confession, or Tomb of St.

Peter. It is approached by a double flight of stairs in

front of the altar. The shrine of the saint, in which his

body is said to rest, is enclosed behind bronze gates, richly

gilt. In front is a handsome balustrade, and around are

ninety-live lamps, always burning. On the floor is the

monumental statue of Pius VI., by Cauova. He is repre-
sented kneeling on the spot where he was wont to kneel

when alive.

On the right and left of the High Altar are the

Transepts. In 1870 the north transept was screened off

by canvas stretched on a frame, and painted in imitation

of marble
;
and here the Council, which proclaimed the

Pope's Infallibility, was held. Behind the High Altar is

the Tribune. In the centre is the great chair of St. Peter,
said to contain the wooden chair used by the apostle.
Around it are colossal figures, 17 feet 9 inches high,
of St. Augustine, St. Ambrose, St. Chrysostom, and St.

Athanasius.

Above the Tribune is an oval window of yellow glass,
with a dove in the centre. On the left is the monument
of Paul III., by G. Delhi Porla ; on the right, that of

Urban VI II., by Bernini. On the face of the piers, within
the Tribune, are four tablets, commemorating the promul-
gation by Pius IX., in 1854, of the dogma of the immacu-
late conception of the "Virgin. The names of several

English prelates who were present are inscribed on these
tablets.

The visitor should now return to the entrance, and
beginning on the left or south side, examine in order the

Chapels and Monuments.
The first is the Baptismal Chapel, with a porphyry font,

originally the cover of the sarcophagus of the Emperor
Hadrian. The mosaic in the centre of this chapel repre-
sents the Baptism, after Carlo Manilla. On the left is the
door leading to the dome, and over it the monument of
Maria Clementina (cl 1.745), wi^ f the Old Pretender.
She is described as Queen of Great Britain, France, and
Ireland. Opposite, on the pilaster, is a monument designed
by Canova, and erected at the expense of George IV,, to

James III,, King of Great Britain (cl. 1766), and 'his s

j.
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Charles Edward, the Young Pretender, and Henry, who
became a cardinal.

Xext is the Chapel of the Presentation, containing a
r

mosaic of the Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple.

Against the right pilaster of the next arch is the bronze

monument of Innocent VIII. (ci 1492).

Above the door, opposite the monument of Pope
Innocent, is a wooden sarcophagus, behind which rests

the body of Leo XIII. (d. 1903). Each successive Pope
reposes 'here temporarily until the tomb and monument
are prepared.
Next comes the Choir Chapel, in which the daily

services are held when it is not a festival. On the

pilasters are the monuments of Popes Innocent XL, by
j]/o//o/, and Leo XL, by Alganii. Over the opposite altar

is a line mosaic copy of Raphaels Transfiguration.

Turning to the left is the Clementina Chapel, with
monuments of Pius VII., by Thorwahlsen, and Pius VIII.,

by Tcnerani. Above the altar is a mosaic of the Miracle of

Gregory the Great. The body of the saint is said to rest

beneath the altar. St. Gregory, who was Pope 590-604, is

famous as the first composer of harmony in music, and as

the originator of the mission of Augustine, first Archbishop
of Canterbury, to England.
The south transept is named after St. Simon and St.

Jude, whose bodies are said to lie under the central altar.

Above the altar is a mosaic after the Crucifixion of St.

Peter, by Gnido Reni. The columns of Numiclian marble
in this transept are very fine. Over the right-hand altar is

a mosaic of the Unbelief of St. Thomas. Over the left-

hand altar, which contains the body of Pope Leo IX., is a
mosaic of St. Valeria. Along the sides are a number of
confessionals for people of all nations.

Crossing the transept, the visitor reaches the chapel of
the Madonna of the Column, so called from a column
brought from the old church, and enclosed within a glass
case above the altar, beneath which are the bodies of

Popes Leo II., Leo III., and Leo IV. Below the next
altar are the remains of Leo the Great. Above is an alto-
relief by Algardi of the Pope forbidding Attila, King of
the Huns, to advance on Rome. On the left side is the
monument fif Pope Alexander VIIL, and opposite it an
altar dedicated to St, Peter and St. John,
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The visitor should now pass in front of the Tribune, and
enter the north transept. On the left is the monument to

Pope Clement X., and above the opposite altar a mosaic of
St. Peter raising Tabitha, after P. CostanzL Above the
next altar is a mosaic, generally esteemed the finest in St.

Peter's, representing Santa Petronilla. The original pic-
ture by Guercino is in the Capitoline Gallery. Over the
next altar is a mosaic after Guide's picture of the Arch-
angel Michael. Next is the monument of Clement XIII.,

by Canova, and above the opposite altar a mosaic of Christ

saving Peter from sinking.
The north aisle is now entered. Above the altar at the

end is a mosaic representing the Martyrdom of St. Pro-
cessus and St. Martinianus. Their remains rest beneath.
The altars on the right and left are surrounded by mosaics
of St. Wenceslaus and St. Erasmus.

Crossing from the monument of Clement XI II., the
visitor passes on the left the monument of Benedict XIV.,
and above the altar on the right a mosaic of the Emperor
Valens fainting before St. Basil. Immediately opposite is

the monument of Pope Gregory XVI. Under the altar to

the left is the body of St. Gregory Nazianzen.
To the right is the altar of St. Jerome, surmounted by a

mosaic copy of Domcnichiuo's picture of the saintreceiving
his last Communion. To the left, between the piers, are

monuments of Gregory XIII. and Gregory XIV., the latter

quite plain.
The next chapel, proceeding toward the portico, is that

of the Holy Sacrament. The tabernacle of gilt bronze
and lapis-lazuli on the altar is extremely fine. The fresco

above represents the Trinity. Above the altar to the right
is a mosaic of St. Francis receiving the Stigma, after

DomenlcliinOj and in front, on the floor, is the bronzed
monument of Pope Sixtus IV., and the flat gravestone of

Pope Julius II., one of the builders of St. Peter's.

The visitor now passes a statue of the Countess Matilda

of Tuscany (cl. 1115) by Bernini, and the monument of

Pope Innocent XI L, and reaches the second chapel of the

Nave. Above the altar is a line mosaic of the Martyrdom
of St. Sebastian, after Douicmchino. Against the next

piers are monuments of Queen Christina of Sweden

(cl. 1689), daughter of Gustavus Adolphus ;
and of Pope

Leo XII,
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The next chapel is called the Capella della Pieta, from

Michael Angela's magnificent work of the Virgin with the

dead Savfour on her knees.
* The sacristy, entered from the corner of the south

transept, was erected in 1775. It includes three chapels,
the central one being octagonal, and ornamented with

eight bigio columns from Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli. The

Sacristy also contains some statues and pictures, and some
remains of the old church. The Treasury and- Archives,
which are not always shown, are in the Sacristy.
The Grottoes, or Vaults beneath the church, are only

partly shown, and ladies are not admitted without special

permission from the Vicar-general ;
visitors are allowed to

ascend the Dome without special permission on Saturdays,
from 8 to n.

THE VATICAN.

The Vatican is said to be the most extensive palace in

the world. .It was originally a dwelling-place for the

Popes, and was occupied by Charlemagne during his

residence in Rome. Subsequently it fell into decay, and
the Popes lived at the Lateran. After their return from

Avignon, the Vatican again became their official residence,
and since that time the palace has been enlarged and

improved by various architects under several Popes. It is

generally entered from the end bf the right colonnade of

the Piazza of St. Peter's. The costumes of the Swiss
Guard at the entrance were designed by Michael Angela:
The visitor, after passing along the corridor, ascends the
Scala Regia, a magnificent staircase designed by Bernini
for Pope Alexander VIL The Sala Regia, to which this

staircase led, is now closed to the public. It contains
several frescoes, including one of the Massacre of St.

Bartholomew, and was the hall for the reception of foreign
ambassadors. From the last landing of the Scala Regia a
small door on the left leads into the

Sistine Chapel,

so called from Pope Sixtus IV., by whose orders it was
erected in ^73, by. jgaccio Pintdli. Its dimensions are

133 feet by 45, and it has six windows on each side, The
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chapel is adorned with frescoes by Michael Angela, which
makes it one of the art treasures of the world. The
fresco on the end wall is the famous Last Judgment,
which was finished in 1541, having occupied the master's

time during seven years^ The Saviour is in the centre in

the Act of Judgment, on His right is the Virgin, and
around are saints and martyrs, bearing the instruments of

their sufferings. Below this group are angels sounding
the last trumpet. On the left of the picture the dead are

rising ;
to the right the damned are being dragged down

by devils, and ferried across the Styx by Charon. In the

extreme corner the painter has drawn Biagio of Cesena,
who ventured to find, fault with the work. In the semi-

circles at the top of the picture are the angels carrying the

instruments of the Passion.

The flat portion of the ceiling contains nine pictures :

1. The Separation of Light
and darkness.

2. The Creation bf the Sun
and Moon.

3. The Benediction.

4. The Creation of Adam.

5. The Creation of Eve.
6. The Temptation and the

Expulsion from Paradise.

7. The Sacrifice of Noah.
8. The Deluge.
9. The Intoxication of Noah.

In the arched side of the ceiling are figures of the

Prophets and Sibyls, in the following order :

1. Jonah.
2. The Lybian Sibyl.

3. Daniel.

4. The Cumxan Sibyl.
c;. Isaiah.

5. The Delphic Sibyl.

7. Zachariah.
8. Joel.

9. Th<? Erythraean Sibyl.
10. Ezekiel.

IT. The Persian Sibyl.
12. Jeremiah.

Between the Prophets and Sibyls are groups illustrating
the genealogy of the Virgin, and in the angles of the

ceiling are

Judith and Holofernes.
David and Goliath.

The Brazen Serpent.
The Execution of Human.

The frescoes on the walls arc by masters* of the

century,
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OVER THE CHIEF ENTRANCE.

The Archangel Michael contending about

the body of Moses . . Francesco Sahnata.

The Resurrection of our Saviour . . Ghirlandaio.

On the left wall, looking towards, and commencing
from, the chief entrance :

1. The Last Supper Cosimo Rosselli.

2. Christ giving the Keys to Peter . . Pietro Pcruglno.

3. The Sermon on the Mount . . . Cosimo Rosselli.

4. The Calling of Peter and Andrew Domcnico Ghirlandaio.

5. The three incidents of the Temptation
of our Lord Sandra Botticelli.

6. The Baptism of Christ.... Pinturicchio.

On the right wall, looking towards, and commencing
from, the chief entrance :

1. Moses blessing the Children of Israel

before his death .... Luca SignorellL
2. The Rebellion of Korah, and the

Punishment of Korah, Dathan, and
Abiram . . . . . . . Sandra Botticelli.

3. Moses receiving the Commandments
on the Mount, the setting up of the

Golden Calf, and Moses breaking
the Tables of the Law . . . Cosimo Rosselli.

4. The Overthrow of Pharaoh in the
Red Sea, and Moses with the Chil-

dren of Israel singing the song of

deliverance . . . . . Cosimo Rosselli.

5. Moses slaying the Egyptian ; driving
the Midianite Shepherds from the
well

;
and before the Burning Bush. Sandro Botticelli.

6. The Journey of Moses and his wife

Zipporah into Egypt; Moses circum-

cising his son ..... Pinturicchio.

Leaving the Sistine Chapel, the visitor should ascend
the stairs to a closed door, at which he must knock

;
after-

passing through two rooms containing pictures by modern
artists, and 3. third \j-ith an ancient mosaic pavement
brought from Qstia, the walls decorated with frescoes of
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the promulgation of the dogma of the Immaculate Concep-
tion of the Virgin in 1854, he reaches four rooms called

the *

Stanze of Raphael.

These rooms contain Raphael's masterpieces in fresco,

which \vere painted by order of Julius II. The artist

began them in 1508.
In the first room are

On the wall opposite the window, the Incendio del

Borgo, which gives its name to the room. The fresco

represents a great fire which occurred in 847, and was

miraculously stayed by Pope Leo IV.

On the wall over and on the sides of the window, Leo
III. before Charlemagne, painted by Perino del Vago, from

Raphael's designs.
On the wall on entering, the Coronation of Charle-

magne.
On the further wall, the victory of Leo IV. over the

Saracens at Ostia.

In the two last frescoes is a portrait of Pope Leo X.
The ceiling of this room is painted by Pietro Perugino,

the master of Raphael. The subjects are the Almighty
surrounded by Angels ;

the Saviour in glory ;
the Saviour

and the Apostles ;
and the Saviour between Saints and

Angels.
The second room is called the Stanza della Segnatura.

The ceiling is composed of four circular frescoes, repre-
senting Theology, Philosophy, Jurisprudence, and Poetry,
\vhich are illustrated in the four square frescoes represent-
ing the Fall, the study of the Globe, the Judgment of

Solomon, and the Flaying of Marsyas.
-On the wall, as the visitor enters, The Dispute of the

Sacrament, one of the finest of Raphael's frescoes. In the
lower portion Fathers of the Church and the Divines who
wrote on the Sacramental Presence. In the centre, the

Trinity, the Virgin, and St. John the Baptist. In the

upper portion the Heavenly Host. On the right, St. Paul,

Abraham, St. James, Moses, St. Lawrence, and St. George ;

on the left, St. Peter, Adam, St. John, David, St. Stephen,
and a saint partly concealed by a cloud.

On the further wall, The Schpol of Athens. The
Philosophers and learned men of Athens gathered in the
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Poicile Stoa. In the centre of the picture Plato.and Aris-

totle, and around them Timidus, Socrates, Diogenes, and

others. *

On the right wall, Jurisprudence.
The fresco contains

portraits of several cardinals who afterwards sat on the

Papal throne.

On the left wall, Mount Parnassus ;
above the window,

Apollo and the Muses
;
on the left, Homer, Virgil, and

Dante. By the side of the window, Sappho, Corinna,

Petrarch, Propertius, and Anacreon
;
on the left and on

the right, Pindar, Horace, Boccaccio, and others.

The third room is the Stanza of Heliodorus.

On the wall next the entrance, Pope Leo I. forbidding
Attila's approach to Rome.
On the further wall, the Expulsion of Heliodorus from

the Temple at Jerusalem.
On the right wall, the Miracle of Bolsena a priest

convinced of the Real Presence by the miraculous bleed-

ing of the Host.

On the left wall, the deliverance of St. Peter from

prison.
The frescoes in this room represent Divine assistance

granted to the Church against her foes. The ceiling
contains subjects from the Old Testament, viz. :

The Promise to Abraham. The Burning Bush.
The Sacrifice of Isaac. Jacob's Vision.

The fourth room is The Hall of Constantine. The
great fresco opposite the windows represent the Defeat of

Maxentius by Constantine
;
on the walls to the right and

left, the baptism of Constantine by Pope Sylvester, and
Constantine's address to his troops, and the Vision of the
Gross. Between the windows is the Gift of Rome to the

Pope. The frescoes in this room are by Raphael's pupils.
The ceiling contains a painting of a statue of Mercury
thrown from its pedestal to make way for the Cross. The
perspective is very remarkable.

The Loggie of Raphael are now reached. These
Lggie, or balconies, now closed in with glass, surround
three sides of the principal court of the Vatican. They
are adorned^ with pictures by various masters. From
the Loggie the visitor ascends to the Picture Gallery or
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Pinacoteca.

Most of the pictures in these rooms were carried off to

Paris by Napoleon, but were restored in 1815. Instead, m

however, of replacing them in the churches to which they
belonged, Pius VII. caused them to be collected in the

Vatican. Titles and authors on the frames.

In the FIRST ROOM are

St. Jerome, a sketch . . . Leonardo da Vinci.

St. John the Baptist .... Guercino.

Unbelief of St. Thomas.... Gnercino.

Annunciation, Adoration of the Magi,
and the Presentation in the Temple.
These three charming little pictures

originally formed the predella to the
Coronation of the Virgin, by Raphael,
in the third room .... Raphael.

Madonna and Child, with St. Jerome . Francia.

Mary Magdalen and the Dead
Christ...... Bartolomeo Montagna.

Dead Christ with the Virgin, St. John,
and the Magdalen .... Carlo Crivelli.

The Holy Family .... Benvenuto Garofolo.
Faith, Hope, and Charity. Originally
formed the predella to his picture of

the Entombment, now in the Bor-

ghese Gallery ..... Raphael.
St. Benedict, St. Placidus, and St.

Flavia ...... Pietro Perngino.

Holy Family, with St. Catherine and
St. Philip the Martyr . . . Bonifazio.

A Predella, with the Story and Miracles
of St. Hyacinth.... Francesco del Costa.

Marriage of St. Catherine of Alexandria
with the Infant Christ . . . MnriUo.

Virgin ..... Fra Angelica da Flesole.

Story of St. Nicholas of Bari . . Ibid.

Adoration of the Shepherds ... Miirilh.

The SECOND ROOM contains only three pictures.

i. Transfiguration Raphael.
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This picture was not finished at the time of the artist's

death ; the lower portion was completed by Ginlio

Romano? It is, however, considered Raphael's master-

piece, and when he lay in state, it was placed at his head.

2. Communion of St. Jerome . . Domcnichino.

The dying saint is represented as carried into the chapel
of his monastery to receive the last sacrament. The pic-
ture was painted for the monks of the Ara Cceli, who,
however, placed it In their lumber room, from which it

was subsequently rescued by Poussin.

3. The Madonna da Foligno . . . Raphael.
St. Jerome is depicted as presenting Sigismondo Conti,

of Foligno, to the Virgin, on whose left are St. Francis
and St. John Baptist.

THIRD ROOM.

An Altar-piece, St. Sebastian and other

Saints, with the Madonna above . Titian.

The figures represent St. Nicholas in full episcopal
costume

;
St. Ambrose, St. Catherine of Alexandria, St.

Francis with the Cross, St. Anthony of Padua with the

Lily, and St. Sebastian pierced with arrows
;
above is the

Virgin and Child surrounded by Angels.
Coronation of the Virgin, Pinturicchio. Resurrection,

Pidro Pcrugino. The. Madonna cli Monte Luco, Giulio
Romano and Francesco Pcnni. Nativity,.. Giovanni Spagna.
Adoration, School of Pcnigino. Coronation of the Virgin,
Raphael. (This is one of his earliest works.) Madonna
and Child enthroned, with St. Lawrence and St. Louis of

Toulouse, on one side, and St. Hercolanus on the other,
Pietro Perugino. Entombment of Christ, M. A. Caravaggio.
Portrait of A. Gritti, Doge of Venice, Titian, Altar-piece,
in three compartments, Nicola Alunno. Pope Sixtus IV.
giving audience, a fresco, by Melozzo da ForlL All the
figures are portraits.

FOURTH ROOM.

Crucifixion of St. Peter, Guido. Annunciation, Baroccio.
Miracle of St. Gregory, A. Sacchi. Ecstasy of Sta. Miche-
hna, Barocciy. Madonna and Child, with Saints, Moretto.
Vision of St. Helena, P. Veronese. Madonna .and Child
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Gnido. Madonna clella Cintola, Ccsarc da Sesto. The
Saviour, Corrcggio. Vision of St. Romualclo, A. Sacchl.

The visitor must now return to the Piazza of Stf Peter's,
and pass round to the back of the church, through an

archway to the left, where, at the further end of the
is the entrance to the Museum of Sculpture. ,

'

The Vatican Museum. "

; jt,,u

(Admission, i lira.)

Open every day from 10 till 3 in winter
; 9 till i in

summer.
The Museum was founded by Clement XIV., 1769-75,

and has constantly received additions. It now contains

nearly" i,800 works.

Ascending the staircase, the visitor enters

The Hall of the Greek Cross.

The porphyry Sarcophagus on the right contained the

body of a Roman general of the time of the Antonines, and
is here wrongly ascribed to the Empress Helena, mother
of Constantine

;
that on the left the body of his daughter

Constantia. Both were brought here by Pius VI.

On the floor are three beautiful ancient mosaics

559. Young Augustus. 574. A Copy of the Venus of

Cnidos, by Praxiteles. 567. Priestess of Ceres.

Proceeding upstairs, the visitor reaches the Hall of the

Biga, a small circular room, and the long Gallery of the

Candelabra.

The Hall of the Biga.

623. The Biga in the centre of the room. A chariot
drawn by two horses

;
made out of a chair from the

Colosseum. It is in great part a restoration, the only
antique portions being the body of the chariot and the
barrel of one of the horses. 608. The Indian Bacchus,
commonly called Sardanapalus, from that name being cut

along the border of the mantle. 610. Bacchus. 611. Al-

cibiades. 614. Apollo. 615. Discobolus, an ancient copy
of the original, by Nankulcs. 616. Phocion. 618. Disco-

bolus, an ancient copy of the originat, by Myrfiij found, in

N
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1781, at the Villa Palambara on the Esquiline.. 619. An

Auriga (or charioteer) ; interesting as showing the dress.

609, 613, 617, 621. Four small Sarcophagi, with bas-
~

reliefs, representing the races in the circus.

Hall of the Candelabra.

The objects in this room are of archaeological rather

than artistic importance.
2 and 66. Nests, in each of which are five Cupids, sup-

ported on pedestals sculptured in the form of trunks of

trees. 20. Sarcophagus of a child, whose recumbent
figure is carved on the lid. 31. Candelabrum. 35. Cande-
labrum. 48. Cinerary Urn of Egyptian granitello. 49.
Child plucking a Bunch of Grapes. 52. Recumbent Faun
in green basalt. 69. Vase of rare jasper, called Lysinmco.
74. Satyr extracting a thorn from the foot of a Faun.
8 1. Diana of Ephesus, found at Hadrian's Villa. 82. Sar-

cophagus, with bas-relief, representing the murder of

^Egisthus and Clytemnestra. 112. Sarcophagus, with bas-

relief, representing the Story of Portesilaus and Laodamia.
I43A. The Genius of Death. I4&A. Faun and Young
Bacchus, found recently near the Scala Sancta. 194. Child

playing with a Goose. 204. Sarcophagus, with the Story
of the Children of Niobe. 208. Portrait statue of a Boy
wearing the golden bulla. 234. Candelabrum, found at
Otricoli. 237. Idem. 253. Ceres, a statuette of consider-
able beauty.

Returning down the stairs to

The Rotonda.

Colossal Porphyry Tazza, found in ruins of Nero's
Palace, 1550.
Pavement (Mosaic), found in ruins of Baths at Atricoli.

539. Head of Jupiter. Copy of Jupiter Olympus, by
Phidias (?). 540. Antinous, found at Palestrina, 1733.
541. Faustina, wife of Antonius. 542. Juno restored "as
Ceres. 543. Hadrian, found in Mausoleum (p. 161). 544.
Colossal Hercules, by Myron, purchased by Pope Pius IX."
for 10,000. 545. Antinous, bust. 546. Ceres restored
as Juno. 552. Juno Quiritis, by Pohkldus,
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Hall of the Muses.

179

Interesting Tablets of Greek Mosaic on floor.

491. Silenus. 496. Homer. 499. Melpomene, the Muse
of Tragedy. 503. Thalia, the Comic Muse. 504. Urania,

from the Lancellotti Palace at Velletri. This statue has

been restored, with the attributes of the Muse of Astro-

nomy, to complete the nine
;
but it is doubtful if it was

originally a Muse. 505;. Clio, the Historic Muse. 506.

Demosthenes. 508. Polyhymnia, the Muse of Memory.
511. Erato, the Lyric Muse. 514. Socrates. 515. Calliope,

the Epic Muse. 516. Apollo Musagetes. 5 17. ^Terpsi-
chore, the Muse of 'Lyric Song and Dance. 518. Themis-
tocles. 520. Euterpe, the Muse of Music, from the

Lancelloti Palace at Velletri. 523. Aspacia. 525. Pericles.

535. The Mother of the Muses.

Passing through the Hall of Animals we reach

The Gallery of Statues.

250. Cupid. 255. Paris. 261. Penelope. 262. Augustus.

264. Apollo Saurokotonos, the Lizard Killer. 265. Amazon :

an exceedingly line ancient copy. 271. Posiclippos, Greek
Comic Poet 390. Menancler, the Prince of Greek Comedy.
393. Dido. 396. The Wounded Adonis. 401. Hemon
and Antigone. 405. One of the Daughters of Danaus,
lilling the sieve. 406. Faun. 414. Ariadne.

Hall of Busts.

273. The Young Augustus. 277. Nero. 279. Vespasian.
2Q2. Caracalla. 307. Saturn. 311. Menelaus. 326. Jupiter
Ultor, after Phidias. 352. Livia. 366. Scipio Africauus,
the Elder.

Cabinet of Masks.

425. Venus of Cos, after Praxiteles. 427. Crouching
Venus, by Hdiodoms. 429. Venus Genitrix, after Aircsiltuia.

432. Faun, in rosso antico. 433. Venus, after Alkamens.

443. Apollo.

Returning through the Hall of Apimals, tiic visitor

reaches a courtyard, in which are four cabinets, con-

taining
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1. The Laocoon.
2. /The Apollo Belvedere.

S. Perseus, Damoxenus the Boxer, and Creugas the

Boxer. All by Canova.

4. The Mercury of the Belvedere, really Meleager.

Crossing the courtyard, in a recess on the left, is the

Meleagen the slayer of the Caledonian boar (compare
this with the above both are copies of the bronze original

by Lysippus in the National Museum) ;
and to the right a

Torso of Hercules. A short descent leads to the Chiara=

monti Gallery, containing a number of ancient sculptures,

including the Niobid.

Braccio Nuovo.

5. Caryatide, Phidias, n. Silenus and Bacchus. 14.

Augustus. The cuirass is very line, representing, in relief,

the provinces he added to Rome. 17. Antonius Musa.

23. Prudence. 26. Horace the Poet Reciting his Verses.

386. Ganymede, Phidimos. 44. Amazon, after Cresilias.

47. Caryatide, Diogenes. 50. Diana. 53. Euripides. 62.

Demosthenes. 67. The Scraper, after a copy by Lysippus.

71. Amazon, after Polvkletus. 83. "Ceres, after Praxiteles.

86. Fortune! '97A. Mark Antony. 109. The Nile. 112.

Juno Regina. 114. Minerva, after Phidias. 120. Faun,

after Praxiteles. 126. The Spear Bearer, after Polvkletus.

129. Domitian.

The Gallery of Inscriptions, at the end of the Chiara-

monti Corridor, contains a number of Pagan and Christian

inscriptions of great interest to the archaeologist and
historian, also several sarcophagi and reliefs. At the far

end, off the lower Loggia, access is had to the

Borgia Apartment.

(\
row dosed to the public, being used as offices by

Cardinal Merry del Val.)

It consists of a set of rooms under the Stanze of Raphael,
built by Nicholas V., decorated and inhabited by Alexander
VI. It ws recently restored by the late Leo XIII.

First Room. The vault is decorated in fresco and
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stucco by Giovanni da Udine and Pierino del Vaga. The
walls are ruing with tapestries and armour.

Second Room. This and the two following rooi&s were
frescoed by Pinturicchio, 1492-94. Opposite the window,
the Annunciation, Adoration of the Shepherds. On the

vault, the prophet Malachi. Right, Presentation of the

Magi, the second one is Caesar Borgia, the lady in the

habit Lucre/da. On the vault, David. The Resurrection

of Christ, Pope Alexander VI. is kneeling at the tomb.
On the vault, Zephaniah. Over Ihe window, the Ascension,
with Micah on the vault above. Descent of the Holy
Spirit, above is Joel. The last subject is the Assumption,
Caesar Borgia in his Cardinal's robes is kneeling to the

right. On the vault, Solomon. Inside l/ic arch on the vault

are Jeremiah and Isaiah.

Third Room. Over the door, The Madonna, is a portrait
of Giulia Farnese. Left wall, Story of S. Juliana and S.

Barbara. Opposite windoiv, Story of St. Catherine of

Alexandria. Next, St. Anthony 'and Paul the hermit.

Then, Mary's Visit to Elizabeth. Over the window, Martyr-
dom of S. Sebastian. On the roof, the story of Isis aVul

Osiris in compliment to the Borgia emblem, a bull.

Fourth Room. Seven majestic personifications of (left

wall} Grammar, Dialectics, Rhetoric, Geometry, Arithmetic,
Music (Pinturicchio is playing a guitar), and Astronomy ;

all are surrounded with groups of those who have excelled
in each subject. Alexander VI. died in this room, August
*3i 1503-

Fifth Room. Hall: figures of Prophets with scrolls of
their prophecies, paired with the Apostles with the clauses
of their respective share of the Creed, by Benvennto
Bo nii Ho.

Sixth Room. Prophets and Sibyls. Personifications
of the Planets, by Bonfilio. The arabesque work on the
vault is by Vaga.

Off the Gallery of Inscriptions is an entrance to the

Library, but the public are only admitted by the gates
opposite the Museum entry, which contains 24,000 manu-
scripts, many of which are of great value, and 50,001)
printed books. Very few of these, however, can be seen
without special permission. The Great Hall is 230 feel-

long by 56 feet wide. Around tne sides *are several
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valuable presents of the Popes, including the font in which
the Prince Imperial, son of Napoleon III., was baptized.

In this wing, to the right, at the end of the Great Hall,
is a collection of Christian antiquities from the Catacombs,
several line ancient Roman frescoes, including the Aldo-
brandine Nuptials, and a number of ancient tile and brick

stamps.
The Etruscan Museum contains a quantity of valuable

and interesting antiquities, discovered in making excava-
tions on the sites of ancient Etrurian cities.

The Egyptian Museum contains a collection of Egyp-
tian antiquities similar to those in the British Museum and
the Louvre.

The Mosaic Manufactory.
Orders must be obtained at Via clella Sacrestia, 8. It is

entered by a corridor from the ground-floor, at the left-

hand corner of the Court of S. Damaso. The mosaics in

St. Peter's, St. Paul's, and other churches were manu-
factured here. Some mosaics take a long time to execute,
as great patience and art are required in blending the

shades, etc., upwards of 10,000 different shades of the
coloured vctri being kept in stock.

To the south of the Vatican and of St. Peter's is the
district known as the Trastevere, which, though it cannot
vie with the part of the city on the left bank of the Tiber,
contains several interesting palaces and churches.
The Church of St. Onofrio is at the northern point of

the Monte Gianiculo, the ancient Janiculum, and contains

the tomb of Tasso, who died in the adjoining monastery,
April 25, 1595. This monument is to the left on entering
the church, and marks the place of interment. The body
was, however, removed in 1857 to the adjoining chapel.
The room in which Tasso died, and his oak in the gardens,
are shown to the public (see page 160).

Leaving the church, and descending by the Via clella

Lungura, to the right, the

NATIONAL GALLERY,
Palazzo dei Lincei (Formerly Corsini),

is reached. (Open cfeiily from 10 to 4. Admission, i lira.)
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As this, palace, now the home of the Academy of the

Lincei, is again open to the public, and as the paintings
were generously presented by Prince Corsini to 4he City
of Rome, and have been supplemented with those of the

Torlonia, Mt. Pieta, and Sciarra Collections, it may be of

advantage to visitors to Rome if we enumerate the paint-

ings most worth inspection. At the same time we would
inform our readers that the artists' names are on the
frames.

Entry. Two Cupids carrying Psyche, by Gibson.

Dancing Faun
; Hygeia.

First Room. Ruins and Landscapes, by Panifii, Poiissin,

and Locatelli. Ancient marble chair.

Second Room. Diana, by Guercino. Woman and Child,

by Murillo. Holy Family, by Carlo Maratta. Frescoes,
by Vqga. Christ's Appearing to Mary, by Baroccio.

Cupids Extracting the Arrows from S. Sebastian, by
Rubens. Christ and the Doctors, by Luca Giordano.
Ecce Homo, by Guido. Christ Crowned, by Guido.
Third Room. Exhibit of Prints.

Fourth Room. Madonna, SS. Peter and Paul, by
Francia. Triptych of the Ascension, Judgment, and Des-
cent of the Holy Spirit, by Fra Angelica. Madonna and

Saints, by Nicolo d'A Inn no. Madonna, by Carlo Dolci.

Ecce Homo, by Guercino. Holy Family, by Battoni.

Cabinet. Henry VIII., by Holbein.

Fifth Room. Sons of Charles V., by Titian. The
Virgin and Saints, by Parniigeanmo. The Florentine

Fornarina, by Sebastiano del Piouibo. Philip II., by Titian.

Sixth Room. The Annunciation, by Venustf. The
Infant Christ asleep in the Lap of the Virgin, by Venusti.

Hebe, by A. C. Bronzino, a portrait of Raphael's Fornarina.

Julius II., by Raphael.
Seventh Room. Portraits.

Eighth Room. Flute Player, by Ag. Carracci. St.

Francis, by Can//.

Ninth Room. The Galatea, by Guido. Virgin, by
Sassoferrato.

Opposite the Corsini Palace is the Farnesina, a villa

adorned .with frescoes designed by^ Raphael^ painted by
Giiilio Romano, illustrating the story of Cupid and Psyche.
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Second room, the Galatea, by Raphael ; on the ceiling,

Diana in her Car, by Peruzzi, and Medusa, by Danielc

Volterra* These beautiful frescoes are shown on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, from 10 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. Admis-

sion, i lira."

Continuing along the Via della Scala, the visitor arrives

at the Church of Sta. Maria in Trastevere, which has

been judiciously restored. A small church is said to hax-e

been built here" in the year 222
;
but the present building

dates from the i2th century, except the rich ceiling, which
was erected in 1617, and the portico, which was rebuilt

for Clement XL (1700-21). The floor is of Cosmati work,
and the nave is divided from the aisles by granite columns
surmounted by beautiful capitals. The Chapel of the

Sacrament has some good frescoes. The mosaics of the

apse date from the I2th century, and are much esteemed.

COOK'S PROGRAMME OF CARRIAGE
DRIVES IN ROME

for visiting during three days the chief places and objects of interest

under the direction of a competent conductor.

First Day.

Carriages will leave COOK'S OFFICE, 54, Pia/^a Esedra di Termini,
at 0.30 a.m., and drive to the Janiculum, passing en route the most
important streets and palaces of the Eternal City. From the Janiculum
passengers will obtain the best bird's-eye view of Rome with its

monuments, ancient and modern. The seven Hills on which Rome
was founded will also be explained. Passengers will then drive to

the Villa Corsini to visit the Garibaldi's monument, passing en route
the Fountain of Pope Paul V., one of the finest in Rome, thence to the
Palatine Hill, passing over the Bridge of Cestius and Fabricius and
the island Tiberina, the Palatine Hill or Palace of the Caesars

;
Clivus

Victoria, remains of Houses of the Republican period, House of Nero
Tiberius Claudius, Porta Romana Substructions of the Palace of

Caligula and Porticoes built by him to the Domus Tiberiana
; great

suite of state rooms built by Domitian, Lararium, Basilica, Triclinium,
remains of the Walls of Romulus and Porta Mugonia, etc.

;
Intermon-

tiuin, great Stadium of Domitian, gigantic Porticoes of Septimius
Severus, site of Septizonium, etc. ; thence to the Tjajan Forum.
After Luncheon drive to St. Paul, passing en route the Theatre of

Marcellus, the Portico of Octavia, Temple of Herculus (formerly Vesta),
Temple of Fortuna Virilis, House of Rienzi, Ponte Palatino and view
along the Tiber ; Cloaca Maxima

;
the Sublician Bridge defended by

Horatius Coclrs
;
the gat$6 of St. Paul with the towers of . Belisario,

the Aurelian Walls, the English Protestant Cemetery, the Piramid
of Caius Cestius, the beautiful Basilica of St. Paul ;" thence by Via
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Triumphal!* to the Arch of Constantine ;
Meta Stidans, Temple of

Venus and Rome, the Pedestal of the Colossal Statue of Nero
;
the

Colosseum. From the Colosseum drive to the Church of *$t. Pietro
in Vinculis to see the famous statue of Moses by Michael An^elo ;

return home.

Second Day.
Carriages will start from COOK'S OFFICE at 9.30 a.m., as on the first

day, to the Church of St. Peter, thence to the 'Capitol Museum, the
Roman Forum, Via Sacra, Clivua Capitolinus, Temples of Castor and
Pollux

;
the Deified Julius, Saturn, Vespasian, Concord

;
the Basilica

Julia, Honorary monuments, the Pedestal of Domitian's Statue, Column
of Phocas, Rostrum, Arch of Septimius Severus, Portico of the Dei
Consentes, Tabularium

;
the new discovery, Temple of Vesta or the

House of the Vestal Virgins ;
Basilica of" Constantino and Arch of

Titus.

After Luncheon. The Golden House of Nero, Baths of Titus,
Basilica of St. John in Lateran, its Abside and its Baptistery, the Scala
Sancta

; Aqueduct of Nero, St. Maria Maggiore, St. Maria clegli

Angeli and the Bath of Diocletian, Trevi Fountain, Temple of

Neptune^ the Pantheon Piazza Navona, the old Roman Circus with
its beautiful fountains, return home.

Third Day.
Carriages will start as on previous days, passing over the Bridge St.

Angelo by the Tomb of Hadrian, to THE VATICAN Sistine Chapel ;

Michael Angelo's
" Last Judgment," Stan/e and Loggie of Raphael ;

Vatican Picture Gallery "The Transfiguration," "Communion of
Saint Jerome,"

" Madonna cli Foligno," etc.
;
the Vatican Museum.

After Luncheon. Site of Circus Maxiinus, passing en route the

,
-J Quintilii, u_ .......

of Romulus, and back home by the new Appian Way.
Fares: One day, lire 16.50 ;i three days, lire 4*1.00 (including nil

fees for sight-seeing, but not luncheon).

ENVIRONS OF ROME.
" Rome itself is a place of never-dying and ever-varying

interest
;
but the Campagna of Rome is a pure source of

unfailing delight." So says Dean Alforcl, speaking of that
vast plain of volcanic origin surrounding the Eternal City,
stretching from the sea-coast to the Sabine Mountains,
and affording innumerable objects of interest for walks,
and rides, and drives.

Roads, whose lava pavement has in some cases borne
the wear and tear of twenty centuries, cross tlit; great plain
in various directions. On every hand are ruins of colossal
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aqueducts numerous crosses that tell their tales of out-

rage and murder the conical huts of the shepherds tall

towers commemorating the struggles of rival factions

hundreds of tombs, dating from classic times and, amidst

all these, a coarse, rank growth of thistle, and hemlock,
and asphodel. Such is the Campagna.
As we approach the verge of this district, we pass con-

tinually the sites of Old World cities, that alternately
worried or sided with Rome, as occasion prompted.
Streets, and shops, a'nd temples still show what Ostia was

scattered fragments of ruin tell of Tusculum, and Veii,
and Gabii

;
whilst variations in the surface of the ground

alone tell of Fidense and Collatia, Crustunierium, and
Antemnas. But amongst the surrounding hills, the ancient

cities are in preservation, and lovely temples, as at Tivoli,
or massive walls as at Cori, take us back through the ages
to the days when Latium was in its glory.

ki

Nothing can be more rich and varied, with every kind
of beauty, than the Campagna of Rome

; sometimes, as

around Ostia, flat as an American prairie, with miles of

canni and reeds rustling in the wind, fields of exquisite

feathery grasses waving to and fro
;
and forests of tall,

golden-trunked stone-pines poising their spreading um-
brellas of rich green high in the air, and weaving a

murmurous roof against the sun sometimes drear,

mysterious and melancholy, as in the desolate stretches

between Civita Vecchia and Rome, with lonely hollows
and hills without a habitation, where sheep and oxen feed,
and the wind roams over treeless and deserted slopes, and
silence makes its home

;
sometimes rolling like an inland

sea whose waves have suddenly been checked and stiffened,

green with grass, golden with grain, and gracious with

myriads of wild flowers, where scarlet poppies blaze over
acres and acres, and pink-frilled daisies cover the vast

meadows, and pendant vines shroud the picturesque ruins
of antique villas, aqueducts, and tombs, or droop from
mediaeval towers and fortresses." Story's

u Roba di Roma."

THE VIA APPIA.

(Excursions to the interesting district of the Via Appia
are conducted every Friday by Dr. Russell Forbes ; tickets

to be obtained at COOK'S OFFICES, 54, Piazza Esedra di

Termini, ana IB, Piazza di Spagna.)
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Issuing from the Porta S. Sebastiano, the Via Appia
affords magnificent prospects, and leads to the following
and many other ancient tombs, ruins of aqueducts, etc. :

Church of Domine quo Vadis, where the Saviour is said

to have .checked the attempted flight of Peter,; Cata-

combs of St. Calixtus (ij mile), and Catacombs of St.

Pretextatus opposite. Church of S. Sebastiano

mile), a great resort of pilgrims to the catacombs of the

martyrs (i fr.), a ''footprint of Christ" on stone, etc.

Some paintings and statues adorn the church (p. 147).

The Circus of Maxentius (A.D. 307) is a little farther on
;

with accommodation for 30,000 to view the chariot races.

Near by is the Tomb of Cecilia Metella, 65 feet in

diameter, with frieze of flowers, etc. The excavated part
of the ancient Via Appia is reached 2^ miles from Rome.
Ruins of tombs are continuous

;
the scenery is increasingly

beautiful. Pass the walls of the ancient Church of S.

Maria della Gloria, near which are ruins of the Villa of

the Quintilli. Near the sixth milestone the Casale

Rotondo, a large tomb, affords a line view. A little

further on is the Tor di Selce (tower of basalt), built by
the Normans on an ancient tomb. The Via Appia and the

Via Appia Nuova unite, at the Three Taverns, n: miles

from Rome.

THE VIA APPIA NUOVA,

issuing from the Porta S. Giovanni, passes the remains
of the ancient Via Latina, with very interesting tombs,
etc. On the divergent road to Frascati, with line views of

ancient aqueducts en route, is the Porta Furba (2 miles),
an arch of the Acqua Felice, with glorious prospects of

the Campagna and the Albine and Sabinc Mountains.
This is one of the most attractive walks or short drives
in the vicinity of Rome.

THE ACQUA ACETOSA,
outside the Porta del Popolo. It is best to get quickly
over the uninteresting route to the Ponte Molle by carriage
or tramway ;

then pursue the road by the river, with

charming prospects, to the highly-reputed mineral spring,
the Acqua Acetosa. Return to the city by a direct route

past the Villa di Papa Giulio, erected "by* Vigiiolti for
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fuiius III., where has recently been opened a Myseum of

Etruscan antiquities (p. 101).

MONTE MARIO.

From the Porta del Popolo tramway to the Ponte Molle,

thence by the Via di Porta Angelica, diverging to the
.

right to
"

the Villa Madama, on the north slope of

Monte Mario. Open on Saturdays after 9 a.m. (J fr.).

The Villa was built by G. Romano, from Raphael
1

s designs
for Cardinal Giulio de' Medici, afterwards Clement VII.

Notice fountain basin, also frescoes and mouldings in the

loggia, by G. Romano and Giov. da Udine. Return to

the Via di Porta Angelica and follow the road one mile,

ascend the winding carriage road or steep footpaths. Fine
views from the summit (456 feet), and, better still, from near
the Villa MellinL " Here we stood on a most delicious

evening,
7 T

says Dr. Arnold,
" the ilex and the gum cistus in

great profusion about us, the slope below full of vines and
olives, the cypresses above our heads, and before our eyes
all that one has read of in Roman history the course of

the Tiber between the hills that bound it, .coming down
from Fidenas and receiving the Anio and Allia ; beyond,
the Apennines, the distant and higher summits still white
with snow

; in front, the Alban hills
;
on the right, the

Carnpagna to the sea
; and, just beneath us, the whole

length of Rome, ancient and modern, St. Peter's and the
Colosseum rising as the representatives of each

;
the

Pantheon, the Aventine, the Quirinal, all the well-known

objects distinctly laid before us. One may safely say that
the world cannot contain many views of such mingled
beauty and interest as this !

"

THE VIA NOMENTANA
issues from the Porta Pia, passes the Villa Torlonia, with

pleasant gardens and artificial ruins, Church of St. Agnese
Fuori la Mura, founded by Constantine over the tomb
of St. Agnes, rebuilt in the'yth century. Restored 1856.
The interior contains interesting catacombs, with chapels,
mural paintings, etc. The catacombs, which are to a

great extent-in their f>riginal condition, are shown by the

Sacristan, fee i fr.
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Beyond to the right is Santa Constanza, erected by
Constantine as a monument to his daughter Constantia,
but converted into a church in 1256 ; 4th-century mosaics.

Cross the Anio (2 miles from "the gate) by the Ponte .

Nomentana. Mons Sacer just beyond. Picturesque
Casale dei Pazzi (3 miles).

THE VIA PR^ENESTINA
issues from the Porta Maggiore. As the city is left behind,
the road soon affords line mountain views. The Tor dei

Schiavi (2 miles) is an interesting mediaeval ruin, once

forming part of a palace of the Gordians (A.D. 238). There
are some remains of a Temple of Apollo close by. This is

a striking scene, with a background of violet mountains,
and is a favourite spot with artists.

THE VIA SALARA.
Omnibus (or carriage) from the Piazza delta Cancelleria

to the Porta Salara, where the Via Salara commences,
leading to the Ponte Salara (2 miles).
A short distance down the Via Salara, on the left,

Cavalier Bertoni has discovered the tomb of Lucilius and
his sister Polla, with their portraits. The tomb is circular,

117 feet in diameter.

About 400 yards from the gate is the important Villa

Albani, with Casino, Galleries, and in the garden build-

ings styled Bigliardo and Caffe
1

, containing a large and
valuable collection of statues, reliefs, paintings, mosaics,
and other works of art. The Villa is the property of
Don Julio Torlona, and can only be visited by special

permission.

Passing through a new quarter, about half a mile further

on, is the entrance to the Catacombs of St. Priscilla,
in the tombs of which are rough frescoes, one called the

Virgin and Joseph, the earliest painting of the Virgin
known. Beyond on the hill was the site of

ANTEMFSME/
one of the most ancient cities of the Latin land, captured
by the Romans under Romulus, and destroyed by Alaric
A, i>. 409.

* *
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Further on Is the Ponte Salara over the Anfo, which

was blown up in 1867, during the invasion of Garibaldi.

Three miles beyond is the Villa Spada, around which
'

formerly existed the ancient city Fidense, the ally of Veii,

one of the most powerful Etruscan opponents of Rome,
400 B.C.

Also may be visited if time and opportunity afford :

Grove of the Arvales, a Brotherhood of ancient Latin

origin, by the Via Campana, very interesting to archae-

ologists ;" and Catacombs of S. Generosa, in proximity.
Prima Porta and the Villa of Livia (7 miles), a pleasant

excursion, outside Porta del Popolo.

THE ALBAN MOUNTAINS.
(Dr. Russell Forbes conducts an excursion on alternate

Saturdays. Particulars and tickets at COOK'S OFFICE, 54,
Piazza Escdra di Termini, and IB, Piazza di Spagna.)
The Alban Mountains, rising in a massive pyramid and

culminating in Monte Cavo (3,120 feet), are a volcanic

group of basaltic formation. As usual in such districts

the wine of the country is excellent.

By taking the train to Frascati or Albano, the tourist

may
" do "

the chief places of interest in the Alban
Mountains in a day ;

but several days may be very
pleasantly spent in this delightful district.

Frascati [Hotel see Appendix], with its crowd of

beautiful villas, is reached by train in sixty minutes. The
villas, always open to public inspection, are the chief

feature of
"

the town. The principal are the Villa
Torlonia (formerly Conti

; fee), Villa Aldobrandini, with

paintings by the Cavaliere d'Arpino, and the Villa

Ruffinella, or Tusculana (i6th century), successively
owned by Lucien Buonaparte, Maria Christina, Queen of

Sardinia, and Victor Emmanuel. The Villa Falconieri

(1550) is the oldest, erected by Borromini ; pictures by
C. ilaratta and others,.

The ruins of Tusculum : long lines of wall, and
shattered remains of amphitheatre, citadel, etc,, cover the
summit and sides of the mountain, on a lower declivity of
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which stands Frascati. Supposed remains of Cicero's

Tusculan Villa are shown. 9
Grotto Ferrata is 3 miles from Frascati, a Greek

monastery, founded A.D. 1002, 'fortified in the Middle

Ages. The Chapel of Saint Nilus contains

Frescoes (Life of the Saint) . . . Domcnichino.

Madonna ...... Ann. Carracci.

Bust of Domenichino ..... Bcnincampi.

Several ancient sculptures, etc., are exhibited in the

Abbey.
The fairs at Grotto Ferrata, March 28th and Sept. 8th,^

attract many.
Marino (4! miles from Grotto Ferrata) is the most

picturesque of Roman villages, situated at an elevation

of 1,322 feet. It is famous for its wine.

Cathedral. S. Bartholomew .
. . . Gncrdno.

5. Trinit^. A Trinity .... G-uido RcnL
Madonna della Grazie. S. Rochus . . Doincnichino.

Rocca di Papa, elevation 2,647 feet. Private lodgings

may be had. From hence, the ascent of Monte Cavo
(anc. Mons Albantis) is made (3,130 feet). Here is the
Via Triumphalis, where generals who were refused a

Roman triumph were wont to celebrate the minor ovation.

Also the Campo d'Annibale, the very doubtful situation

of Hannibal's camp in his campaign against Rome. From
various points on this mountain splendid views are obtained
of Rome and the surrounding country. The Chapel of the

Madonna del Tufo (2,323 feet) should be visited if time
allows.

The Lago di Albano is a crater of an extinct volcano,
6 miles in circumference. The Monastery of Palazxuolo

(i3th century) is on the east bank. Of Alba Longa,
founded, according to tradition, by Ascanitis, the son of

-^Eneas, no traces remain.

Albano is reached from Rome by rail in about i hour
to station Albano. This town is a favourite resort of

Romans and others from June to October. A few days
at Albano can be well spent in excursions lo the sur-

rounding district,
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Castel Qandolfo, a summer residence of the Popes, is

solely attractive for its situation. A descent of about

thirty minutes brings us to the noted Emissarius of

Lake Albano. It is a tunnel of i| mile in length, from

7 to 10 feet in height. During the siege of Veil, in

397 B.C., the Alban Lake threatened to overflow and
inundate the surrounding country, and the Romans are

said to have constructed this tunnel, though it is probably
of even earlier date. After the lapse of at least twenty-
four centuries it is still used as a watercourse, to carry

away the overflow from the lake. The adjacent Bagni
di Diana are the supposed remains of a Nymphaeum
of Domitian, one of those retreats where, amidst statues

, and fountains, the ancients loved to recline in still

seclusion during the heat of summer.
Ariccia, where Horace spent his first night on his

famous journey to Brundusium, has always been noted
for its woods. An imposing Viaduct (1846-63, by
Pius IX.) connects Ariccia with Albano. Notice also

from the valley below 'the Roman arches supporting
the Via Appia' The Val d'Ariccia is the spot where

Egeria mourned for Numa, and became a fountain. The
Palazzo Chigi (by Bernini) has a tine park.
The pretty town of Qenzano stands on the Lake of

Nemi. The famous Infiorata di Genzano, or flower

festival, formerly held here on the eighth day after

Corpus Christi with processions, fireworks, etc., is not

often celebrated now. Civita Lavinia (anc. Lanuviuni),
and Velletri (anc. Velitrcc) may be visited from Genzano.
The former has some ancient remains. Both display fine

prospects, and are near stations on the railway from
Rome.
The Lake of Nemi is an extinct crater, 3 miles in

circumference. Here, in old times, was the sacred grove
of Diana, and the abode of the official mentioned by
Macaulay, as

"The priest who slew the slayer and shall himself be slain."

He held his office by virtue of having killed his pre-
decessor, and was bound to fight for it against all appli-
cants for the "position. Fine view of the lake from the

garden of Hie Palazzo Cetarini, The mediaeval town of
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Nemi, wkh lovely views of the lake, etc., is 2^ miles front

Genzano.
Velletri. This is a town of over 16,000 inhabitants,

formerly the Volscian city of Velitne. It resisted the

attacks of Rome from the reign of Ancus Martins till

338 B.C. It was fortified by Coriolanus, and occupied by
Belisarius. In 1744 Charles III. defeated the Austrians on
the adjacent hills. Velletri is a badly-built tow7n on volcanic

soil
;
the walls and towers are fast decaying. Principal

attractions the Bell-tower of Santa Maria in Trivio, 1353 ;

the Palazzo Lancellotti, line staircase, splendid views from
its terraces

;
the Cathedral (St. Clement), rebuilt 1660, has

a Coronation of the Virgin, and some legends of saints by
Giovanni Baldncci ; the Church of S. Maria dell* Orto con-
tains a Virgin and Child, supported by angels (dressed as

ancient Romans), by Gio. Balthtci RosiiL

The above-named are the chief points of interest in the
Alban Mountains. But those whose time allows further

research will be rewarded by the discovery of many
objects worthy of attention, and an endless variety of

charming scenery.

THE SABINE MOUNTAINS
bound the Roman plain on the cast, and afford a striking
contrast to the Hat and desolate Campngna.

a Gentle hills

with little lakes embosomed in them, swelling into bold and

lofty mountains, crowned with extensive forests
;
cascades

clashing down their steeps, and smiling plains intervening ;

brilliant skies and balmy airs usually prevalent ;
and the

scenery deriving peculiar interest from the edifices noble
in ruin which adorn the brow of almost every hill." Here
a long succession of illustrious ancients retired from noisy
Rome to muse and study. Here imaginative artists like

Claude and Poussin always found fresh inspiration.
A visit to Tivoli must suffice for those who are pressed

for time, but a tour of four or live days, commencing at

Frascati (after viewing the Alban district), passing through
the Sabinc district, and thence from Tivoli to Rome, is

much preferable.

(To Tivoli and Hadrian's Villa excursions arc conducted

O
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every Wednesday during the season, by Dr. S. Russell Forbes.

Tickets to be obtained at COOK'S OFFICE, 54, Piazza Esedra di

Terming and IB, Piazza di Spagna.)
Steam Tramway, Rome-Tivoli, from the top of the Via

Porta S. Lorenzo, 9.30 a.m. Return fares ist class,

3.05 lire
;
2nd class, 2.55 lire.

In visiting Tivoli, visitors should leave the tramway, and
walk to the Villa of Hadrian. Hadrian's costly buildings,

which, with the gardens, etc., once covered several square
miles, were destroyed by Totila (6th century). Numbers
of statues, etc., have been removed hence to churches
and museums. Remains of Palace, Theatre, Thermae,
Canopus, Hippodrome, etc., are to be seen. The tickets

are good to proceed up to Tivoli by the next tram.

Tivoli (anc. Tibnr) [Hotel see Appendix], the residence

of Maecenas, and a favourite haunt of Horace, existed as a

colony of the Siculi 500 years before Rome had a name.
Camilltis conquered it B.C. 380. A lady traveller thus

describes this pleasant spot :

u Amidst the dreary hills of the Campagna you would
never dream that a spot so romantic was at hand. For

twenty tedious miles you cross its bare and houseless

tract
; you ascend the hill of Tivoli amidst the sad same-

ness of the pale olive
; you enter into its narrow streets,

and behold nothing but meanness and misery ; you walk
but a few .steps, and what a prospect of indescribable

beauty bursts upon your view ! Tremendous precipices
of rock, down which roars a headlong torrent trees and

trailing plants shading its foaming course cliffs crowned
with the most picturesque ruins, and painted in tints whose

beauty art can never imitate hills and woods, and hanging
vineyards ;

and Tivoli itself, which, peeping out amidst the

dark cypresses at the top of these sunny banks, looks like

an earthly paradise."
The celebrated Falls are perhaps the chief attraction.

Fine views of these are obtained from several points
from the Round Terrace and other points above, and
from the Siren's Cave and other spots below. The
Temple of Vesta, of which ten Corinthian columns still

stand on the rocks overhanging the waterfalls, is one of

the most elegant among existing relics of antiquity. It

was once bought by .an English nobleman, and the stones

were numbered for transmission to his park, but the Roman
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Government stopped the negotiation. The so-called Villa

of Maecenas, by the Cascatelle, or small waterfall on a

branch of the Anio, affords splendid views. Many*mcient
remains of more or less uncertain villas, etc., are pointed
out as the visitor makes the tour of the hill (about two

miles), through a delightful succession of varied scenery.
The Villa d'Este (1549) retains some traces of its former

magnificence, such as frescoes by Zucairi and Miisiano,

garden terraces, grottoes, cascades, etc.
;

it is now closed

to the public. The Villa Braschi and terrace of the

Jesuits' College are worth visiting for the views.

From Tivoli the train can be taken to Cineto Romano
;

hence a branch line conveys the tourist to Subiaco, a

town of mediaeval appearance, with delightful environs.

The Three Monasteries are famous. The first, founded
in 530 by St. Benedict, is now entirely modern, but con-
tains some antiquities. The first printed book in Italy was

produced here in 1465 by Pannarb and Schiveinhcini. The
second monastery (1052) is the earliest Pointed edifice in

Italy. The third was" built in 1235. The Church of S.

Scholastica (957, but modernised in i:8th century) has
tine carved choir-stalls. 5. Benedetto, or II Sagro Speco,
is above the monasteries. In the Corridor, scenes from
lives of SS. Benedict and Scholastica. In the Chapels,
paintings by Conxohts (earlier than Ciiuabuc). In the
Grotto of 5. Benedict, statue by Bernini. In the garden
are beautiful roses, originally thorns planted by S. Benedict
for use in self-mortification, changed to roses by S. Francis
in 1223.
Palestrina (22 miles from Rome, 12 from Frascati, 4|-

from Tivoli) (the station is at the twenty-fifth mile on the

Naples line
; conveyances run between the station and the

town), anc. Prccncslc, was captured by Camillus in 380 B.C.
;

this town had a terrible history in Roman and also in

mediaeval times. Thrice burnt and thrice rebuilt, it is

now a picturesque and precipitous but narrow-strcctccl
and dirty town. The following are its chief features of

interest : Temple of Fortune, said to have been built by
Sylla when conscience-stricken for" ravaging the town.
Palazzo Barberina, with wonderful mosaic of an inunda-
tion of the Nile. Ancient Walls of Cyclopzuan stone-
work and of later brick masonry. Castel S. JPietro, on
summit of the hill (2,546 feet), formerly the Citadel (Arx) ;
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the prospects are worth the ascent. The Fortezza was a

castle of the Colonnas, built 1322. Excavations made at

Palestrfna have yielded a rich harvest for museums, etc.

Olevano (12 miles from Palestrina). No attractions in

the town
;
but its environs are of singular beauty, especially

round the Casa Baldi, much haunted by artists. Three

charming routes lead from Olevano to Subiaco.
Monte Qennaro (4,800 feet) can be ascended from

Tivoli in about six hours.
The Valley of Licenza, the site of Horace's Sabine

Farm, may be best visited from Tivoli.

THE VOLSCIAN MOUNTAINS,
with Cori and Segni (p. 199), are worth a visit if time

allows. The train should be taken to Segni, on the Rome-

Naples line. A local guide, ( to i fr.) will point out the

places of interest. From Segni a bridle path (5-6 hours)
conducts to Cori.

THE ETRU5CAN TOWNS
of Galera, Bracciano, Veii, Faleria, Caere, etc., are

chiefly visited by persons interested in archaeological

pursuits. Each of these can be visited in one.day. Pro-

visions should be carried, as the Inn accommodation is

very inferior. Travellers contemplating an 'extended tour

through ancient Etruria should consult "Etruria and the

Etruscans," by Dr. Russell Forbes, 76, Via della Croce,
Rome. Price 2 fr. Malaria prevents much exploration
of this district in summer time. The same remark applies
to the

COAST OF LATIUM.

Excursions can be made in the spring to

Ostia, the ancient port of Rome, now a poor village of

scarce 100 inhabitants.

From Rome to Fuimicino, 21 miles by train three times- a day, thence

walk 2 miles to Ostia, and nearly 2 miles to Castel Fusano, a suitable

place for lunch (brought from Rome), there being no Inn, amidst the

beautiful Pine Forest.

By road the excursion can be made all the way from Rome direct,

13 miles by the Via Laurentina and the Via Ostiensis. Carriage with

two horses, $0-40 fr.
;
with one horse, 20-25 fr.

By railway, carriages are generally changed at Ponte Galera. .
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Porto, 18 miles from Rome, was founded A.I). 103 by the

Emperor Trajan on account of the silting up of the harbour

of Ostia. It developed a large commerce with Rome, but

it soon choked up in the same way, and receded from the

sea, and is now a shallow lake. Trajan also constructed a

canal known as Fuimicino, which to -clay is the main arm
of the Tiber.

Fuimicino, the terminus, is a modern town, a small

bathing station, with an 18th-century Castle, from the

tower "of which there is an extensive land and sea view.

Ostia was founded by Ancus Martins at the junction of

the Tiber with the sea. A harbour was constructed by
Claudius and Nero, and Ostia became an important town,
but the harbour became choked by the sand and the

deposits of the Tiber, and gradually the town fell into

decay.
The principal ruins to be visited with the custodian

(3 fr.) are

The Thermae, excavated in 1891.
The Barracks.
The Forum, a squarp building surrounded by colon-

nades, each side measuring 360 feet
;
excavated in iSHi.

The Theatre, of Agrippa's time, portion of the audi-

torium and stage visible.

Three small Temples near the Forum.

Large Temple, of Trajan's time.

A Mithriac Shrine, with colonnades. Mosaic pavement.
The sea has receded two miles since Ostia was a port.

Here Sta. Monica, mother of S. Augustine, died. Recent

explorations have laid bare a considerable portion of this

ancient seaport temples, tombs, baths, dwelling-houses,
and shops, many in good preservation. Some paintings
and reliefs from Ostia will be found in the Lateral! at

Rome.
Castel Fusano is 2 miles from Ostia. It is in the midst

of a beautiful pine forest
;
hence to the sea, a pleasant

walk, i"! miles.

Anzio, 33! miles from Rome by rail, is a much frequented
bathing-place in the summer June, July, and August.
Anc. Antiuui, the "lovely Antium "

of Horace, and the
former capital of the Volsci, originally stood here.

Claudius and Nero were bora ;;t Autium, and many
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Roman Emperors lived here at certain seasons of the

year. In the i4th century it was entirely deserted, but

the hartour was restored by the Popes in the i6th century!
Close to the town is the Villa AidobrandinL

By train from Anzio (6 minutes), carriage drive (i fr.), or

a picturesque walk by the shore (ij miles), leads to

Nettuno, a fishing town, originally a Saracenic settlement.

Close to the station is the Villa Borghese. Admission 50 c.

when the family are not in residence. Following the coast

Astura is reached. Here will be found numerous remains
of Roman Villas, etc.

FROM ROME TO NAPLES.

(Via Cassino and Capua.)

The railway from Rome to Naples (154 miles, in 5l-io
hours

;
train de luxe Tuesday and Friday in 4 hours

50 minutes, supplement 8 fr, 30 c., in addition to ist class

fares), follows, during a considerable portion of its course,
the line of the ancient Via Latina. As the route lies

through a district celebrated alike for its scenery and the

multiplicity of its historical associations, the tourist will

have no lack of objects to engage his attention. The first

part of the journey is through vineyards under the Aqua
Felici aqueduct. The line of the Claudian is then crossed,
and its fine arcades can be seen on the left. Ciampino is

then reached, the junction of the Frascati and Velletri-

Terracina lines. The road then turns to the left and skirts

the lower slope of the Alban Hills, passing under Frascati,
from which fine views of Rome and the Campagni may be
had. There are stations at ML Compatri, Zagarolo, Pales-

trina, Labico, and Vahnontone. The line passes through
lava cuttings, vineyards, and olive groves, embracing
beautiful scenery. Gradually ascending, the line skirts

the Alban Mountains, and passes through tunnels to

Monte-Compatri and Colonna, mountain villages ; crossing
the plain between the Alban and the S'abine ranges to

Zagaroh) a town of 5,500 inhabitants, one mile and a

half from the station. Soon the train reaches

Palestrina, one of the most ancient towns in Italy,

standing oft the ruins of the Temple of Fortuna (p. 195).

Passing Labico to V(ilmonlone
t
with a fine chateau of tb
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Doria-Pamphili family, the river Sacco is skirted. Segni,
with a branch line to Velletri, is then reached.

Segni is surrounded by numerous classic ruins of great
interest, historically and artistically. Mountains rise, on *

either hand to a height of 4,000 feet. Notice the high
square tower of the ruined castle of Piombi-nara,.

Segni station is live and a half miles from the -town
of the same name, situated on a mountain ridge, with
massive walls, gates, etc., commanding splendid views.

Diligences ply from the station to the town, fare i fr.
;

a long, winding road. Segni occupies a portion of the
ancient Signia colonised by the Romans under Tarquinius
Priscus. Its church, S. Pietro, is built on the foundations
of an old temple. The Town Walls are well preserved, ;

and some of the Gates are of very curious construction. ;

Running parallel with the river Sacco, the railway
j

reaches Anagni station, 5 miles from the town. Trains
are met by public conveyance (i fr.).

Anagni was once an important town, and the occasional
residence of Popes during the Middle Ages. Here occurred
the three days

7

imprisonment of Pope Boniface VI II., in

1303, through a French plot, and his liberation by the

people. Cattedrale di S. Maria (rebuilt nth century).
Contains mosaic floor (1226), by'G/oz*. Cosmati ; fine white
marble candelabrum, inlaid with mosaics (Vasaletto) ;

frescoes, sepulchral monuments, etc.
;

statue (probably
Boniface VIII. ), high up, outside church. Municipio, or

Town Hall, on arches. Ruins of ancient walls and baths.

The railway now follows the river bank to Sgurgola and

Morolo, then along a deep ravine to the plain under
Ferentino. This town is three miles from the station,

on a hill (1,450 feet). Ferentino (anc. Fcrentinum, a town
of the Hernici) possesses many interesting antiquities ;

among them the cathedral, castle, walls, and gateway.
Various picturesque spots can be visited from Ferentino,

or from the next station, Frosinone.

A diligence (r fr.) plies from the station to (9^ miles)

Alatri (anc. Aletrinm), with the wonderful fortifications of

stupendous stone-work, ancient castle, aqueduct, etc.
;
the Grotto

di Collepardo, 2
x
ooo feet into limestone rock, with beautiful

stalactites
;
the curious Pozzo di Antullo, an extensive pit one-

third of a mile in circumference, and 200 feet deep, sides covered
with stalactites, and the bottom an overgrown jungle ;

and also

Yeroli (anc. Verulce) and Casamari,
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Frosinone is beautifully situated, two and a-half miles

from railway. Population, 11,000. A few relics of

antiquity may be observed. Ceccano, on the right bank
of the Sacco" was formerly dangerous to travellers from
its proximity to the villages of Lonino and Terracina, then

much infested with brigands. Next we pass through Eve
miles of vineyards to Pofi Castro station, and thence to

Ceprano, formerly the frontier station of the Papal
dominions. Ceprano is one mile distant from the station

on the right bank of the Liris. About a mile from the

town the Liris joins the Tolero, and forms the Garigliano.
i Notice the bridge erected on Roman foundations by
f Pius VI. In the Middle Ages Ceprano was of con-

siderable importance, and is connected with many
;

historical events. It was the residence of Pope Pascal II.

i during his struggles with the Emperor Henry IV.
;

Gregory X. made his entry here on his return from the

f Holy Land to resume the Papal throne. Its invasion

by Charles of Anjou, with the attendant circumstances
of treachery, is alluded to in Dante's u Inferno."

The views from the railway station are very beautiful
'} and extensive. On the ridges of the Apennines notice

1 the towns of Monte S. Giovanni, Veroli, Bauco, and the

4 Citadel of Alatri. On the right bank of the Liris are
'

;j

the remains of the ancient Roman colony of Fregellae,

;'|

which provoked the rage of Hannibal by impeding his
!

j progress. A good excursion from Ceprano can be made
,
^ by taking rail to Isoletta, or Rocca Secca

;
and then by

\
I diligence to the celebrated Falls of the Liris at Isola

;

| the site of Cicero's Villa at Arpino ; and return thence

\ f
to the railway station at Ceprano.

After leaving Ceprano and crossing the Liris, the train

next arrives at Isoletta, and Rocca Secca (branch line to

Sora). The railway now emerges on the broad and
fertile plain or valley of the Garigliano. On the hills

to the left, see a ruined castle, the birthplace of S.

Thomas Aquinas. On the plain, Louis of Anjou defeated
Ladislaus of Naples in 1411. Palazzuolo and Piedimonte
are seen at the foot of the hills to the left. Monte
Cassino now comes in view.

Aquino station, town one mile (anc. Aquinuni), was
the birthplace of Juvenal, of Thomas Aquinas, and the

Emperor Pesceninus Niger. This district abounda in the
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remains of theatres, temples, arches, etc., etc. Pontecorvo

(three miles south
; 10,700 inhabitants). Mediaeval associa-

tions and remains. Stiu Germano or Cassino station is

next reached.

The town of ^

San Germano or Cassino

is three-quarters of a mile distant from the station
;
one

seat in a carriage, -A- fr. (population 14,000). It was built

in part on the site of ancient Casimnn, a Roman colony
dating from B.C. 312. Ruins of Theatre ; Amphitheatre ;

Villa of M. Terrentius Varro (scene of Marc Antony's
orgies) ;

ancient Tomb, now forming the Chiesa del

Crocifisso ; ancient pavements with tracks of chariot

wheels, etc., etc. Church of 5. Maria dell Cinque
Torre, with ancient marble columns

; paintings by Luca
Giordano (1677), and, outside the door, a colossal vase

dedicated to Hercules.

In mediaeval times San Germano was an important
town. It was taken by Otho IV. in 1210, and was the

scene of Frederick II. 's engagement to undertake a

crusade
;
here was signed the alliance between Frederick II.

and Gregory IX. The picturesque Qistle was carried by
assault by the army of Charles of Anjou. From this

place may be easily visited the celebrated

Monastery of Monte Cassino,

situated on a mountain behind the town. (Time 5 hours
;

carnage, including return, 4-7 fr.
; donkeys i.| ir.) Ex-

quisite views are gained during the ascent and on arrival.

The monastery was founded by S. Benedict, 529 A.D.,
on the site of a Temple of Apollo ;

it is of great extent,
and an important educational establishment, with some
40 monks and 200 pupils. Enter by cell of founder, and
proceed through courts connected by arcades

;
in the

centre, a fountain with statues of SS. Benedict and

Scholastica, a handsome canopy and columns. Granite
columns from the ancient Temple of Apollo enclose
the space where the Church stands. This erection dates
from 1727, being the fourth or iifth rebuilding since its

foundation.
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Bronze Gates, with inlaid silver list of possessions of tke abbey in

1066.

Statues-of SS. Benedict, Sebastian, and Virgin (I5th century).

Opus Alexandrinum pavement in both courts.

Three yards with various antiquities.
In the interior of the church

; marbles, mosaics, etc.

Mausoleum of Pietro de Medici . . . Francesco Saugallo.
Mausoleum of a Prince Mignano.
High Altar (marble decorations) ;

SS. Benedict and Scholastica

buried beneath.
In subterranean Chapel, paintings by Marco da Siena and Mtissa-

roppi.
Choir stalls in the Church, splendid carving of 48

panels Cilliccio, 1696.
Beautiful Sacristy and Convent doors.

Capella dell' Assunzione and Capella Addolorata, covered with

costly mosaic work.

Frescoes, Consecration of the Church . . . Luca Giordano.

,, Ceiling of the nave Ibid.

,, Chapel of S. Sacramento Ibid.

S. Gregory the Great (in Chapel) . . . . M. Massaroppi.
Martyrdom of S. Andrew (and other pictures) . . . Ibid.

In the Sacristy, numerous crosses, reliquaries, crosiers (one attri-

buted to Bcnvenuto
Cellini^ restored by Tenerani], and other specimens

of art work. The floor a fine example of Opus Alexandrinum.

In the Refectory, Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes . Bassano.

The Library (10,000 volumes) is celebrated for its MSS. Some of

the works of Theocritus and Ovid were probably saved from ex-

tinction by the labours of Monte Cassino copyists. The Archives
contain the most valuable historical MSS., such as papal bulls, imperial

charters, etc. In the Tower are some pictures by L. Giordano,

Novelli, and Spagnoletto. The Cloisters contain many inscriptions

and antiquities, chiefly from Casinum, and in the small Picture

Gallery are examples by Spagnolctto, NovclH, and others.

The hospitality of the Monks of Monte Cassino towards strangers,

and their services to literature, have made them justly celebrated.

The establishment is now chiefly educational ;
it has a kind of

reformatory for boys in connection with it. The picturesque gatherings
of the peasantry to the early Sunday services are interesting.

From Monte Cassino may be visited Monte Caira (5,480 feet), with

views from near Albano to near Naples, one of the finest in Italy.

Also Pignataro (four miles), the remains of Interamna Lirinas (a

Volscian city), and several other places.

Leaving Cassino (or San Germane),, the rail passes the

villages of Cervaro, S. Vittore, and S. Pietro-in-Fine, to

the station f Rocca d'Evandro, where the scenery becomes

very mountainous and grand, We now pass successively
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Mignaiio* Prescnsano, Caiancllo (line to Isernia), Rinnfo,
Tea no. Some chalybeate springs described by Pliny are

situate near the town of

Teano (two and a half miles from station). Teano was
once second only to Capua amongst Campanian towns.
It has many classic and mediaeval associations. Ancient
castle (isth century) in ruins

;
remains of immense extent

;

the stables would accommodate 300 horses. Ancient

theatre, amphitheatre, and other ruins. Cathedial,
columns from earlier edilices, sarcophagi, sphinxes, etc.

Numerous Roman inscriptions. Observe north-west ol

Teano the lofty volcanic crater of Roccamonfina.
From Teano the railway, leaving on the right the region

of Falerian wine, passes to Spamnisc (junction for Fonnia
and Gaeta). Two miles from Sparanise station is Calvi

(ana, Cales), praised by Horace for its wines. The town
has interesting antiquities, Temple, Amphitheatre, etc.,

but is more easily visited from Capua. The next station

passed is Pignataro, crossing the Volturno
t
the longest

river in Lower Italy. We now enter the great fruitful

plain of the Campagna Felice, and if the weather is clear

can catch a glimpse of Vesuvius before crossing the river

Volturno and approaching Capua.

MODERN CAPUA
was built in the 9th century, on the site of ancient Ctisiliiiinii

(population 14,000). It is an Archiepiscopal residence,
situated on the left bank, and enclosed by a curve of the
Volturno. Fortifications were erected 1231, enlarged and

improved by Vauban
;
altered and strengthened 1855.

The town was sacked, and 5,000 inhabitants slain, by
Caesar Borgia, 1501 ;

it was also taken by the army of

Victor Emmanuel, after the battle of the Volturno, 1860.

The Gothic Cathedral (nth century, but now modernised),
contains

Ancient granite columns, remains of Casilinum.
Madonna clella Rosa (i3th century).
Madonna and Two Saints . . Sllrcstro tl^ Buoni.
In the Romanesque Crypt
Roman Tomb, and has- reliefs, represeuting*the Hunt of

Meleager,
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Holy Sepulchre Bottiglieri.

Mosaics from early pulpit.

The Museo Campano in the Via del Duomo, open daily

9-3, except Sunday, contains ancient sarcophagi, tomb
monuments, terra-cottas, coins, vases, pictures, and a

small library.
Under the Arco di S. Eligio, on the Piazza del Giudici,

are ancient inscriptions and bas-reliefs, remains of Casili-

num. From this Piazza Caesar Borgia, whilst negotiating

peace, gave the sign for the slaughter of the Capuans.
The next station to Capua is Santa Maria di Capua

Veiere. The nourishing town of Santa Maria Maggiore
stands on the site of

ANCIENT CAPUA.

Originally the Etruscan city of Volturnum
;
became

Capua under Samnite occupation. It was long the rival,

and afterwards the ally, of Rome
; early noted for its

opulence and effeminacy. The city was about six miles

round, with seven gates, and had a population of about

300,000 in its most prosperous days. In hopes of becom-
ing the first city in Italy, Capua, during the second Punic

War, joined Hannibal against Rome
;
for which, after a

siege, B.C. 214, its inhabitants were severely punished.
Under the Caesars the town recovered its former

splendour. Goths and Vandals and Lombards subse-

quently despoiled the city ;
and in the 8th century it was

destroyed by the Saracens. The inhabitants thereupon
fled to modern Capua.

Ruins of Amphitheatre (i fr. each person), the oldest in

Italy, and, next the Colosseum, the largest ;
constructed for

50,000 spectators. The walls are composed of uncemented
blocks of travertine. Two of the 80 entrance arches

remain, and three corridors. Images of gods adorn the

keystones. The arena is cleared out, and shows numerous
passages, dens, etc. These passages have. been filled with
various fragments and bas-reliefs found in the ruins. By
the entrance is an 'ascent to the second storey, whence is

the best view of the ruins and surrounding plain. A
Triumphal Arch stands on the road to modern Capua,
Chapel of S. Nicola on Mons Tifata, once the site of a
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Temple of Jupiter. Church of 5. Angelo in Formis
(3! miles from S. Maria), Byzantine Frescoes (i2th cen-

tury), illustrating the whole course of Scripture history.
Earliest known picture of the Last Judgment.
The next station is CnscrUi, near the gate of the Royal

Palace.

CASERTA.

[Hotel sec Appendix.]

Permission to view the Royal Palace must be obtained
at the Palazzo Reale in Naples, from whence Caserta is

mostly visited, or from the hotels in Caserta. Fee i fr.,

Chapel 25 c. The Palace of Caserta was commenced in

1752 by Charles III. VanvilclU was the architect. It was
completed by Ferdinand. To gain an idea of the magni-
tude of the edifice view it from the centre of the courts.

Grand staircase of 117 marble steps. On the first floor

is the Chapel, ornamented with line marbles, lapis-kizuli,
and gold, and containing

Presentation in the Temple
Five paintings by
Altar-piece....

Mcngs.
Coiicct.

Bon Ho.

Theatre with sixteen Corinthian columns of African
marble from a Temple of Jupiter Serapis at Pox/uoli.
The south front of the palace is 780' feet long and
125 feet in height, with 240 windows. From the princi-

pal entrance through the portico across the court the

grand cascade is seen in the distance. The cascades
and fountains and statuary in the gardens, combined
with the beautiful and extensive views from the terraces,
form perhaps the chief attraction of Caserta. The water
is brought by an Aqueduct (Ponte clclla Valle) with three
rows of arches, from Maclclaloni (p. 2.19). On the cast side
is the English Garden, formed by Queen Caroline in

1782. Part of the ancient feudal forest still exists on the
left of the park. The Royal Casino of S. Leucio (three
miles from palace), with yet more extensive views, and ;in

adjacent ilex forest, well stocked with game.
Caserta is the junction of the Naples and Foggia

railway, and of the branch line to Castellamniare.
The remaining stations on the route to Naples after
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leaving Caserta are Maddaloni (medieval castle and

Church of S. Michele, on the hill
; palace of the Carafas,

now a college, etc.) ; Cancello (with ruined castle), junc-
tion for Xola, Sansevenn, and Laura.

At Acerra Baron Marcello Spinelli, excavating on a large
estate of his, having brought to light the tombs along the

pomocrium of the ancient city of Suessola, famous for

the victory which the Consul Corvus obtained there over

the Samnites (and destroyed in the 9th century by the

Saracens), has now discovered an immense public building
with Ionic columns.
The pronaos has been laid bare for a length of forty

yards, and a statuette of a man wearing a Phrygian cap
has been discovered in one of its angles.
The next station is Casalnuovo, where Vesuvius, then the

Castle of St. Elmo and upper parts of Naples come into

view, and after passing the cemetery the terminus is

speedily reached.

Naples (p. 220).

There is an alternative, but less direct, route from Rome to Naples,
by rail and diligence, via Terracina, Formia, Sparanise, and
Capua. The distance is 166 miles, and the time occupied fourteen

hours, thus : Rome to Terracina, rail, 75$ miles, 4 hours
;
Terracina

to Formia by diligence, 21J miles, 4j hours
;
Formia to Sparanise,

rail, 32 miles
; Sparanise to Naples, rail 67 miles, 4-5 hours.

COOK'S CONDUCTED CIRCULAR TOURS.
ROME NAPLES ROME.

Conducted Excursions leave Rome every Monday and
Wednesday (on other days by arrangement) during the
Italian season for Naples, with or without return to

Rome. From Naples these excursions include visits to

Vesuvius by Cook's new Electric Railway, opened in

1903, Pompeii, Castellammare, Sorrento, Capri, and the
Blue Grotto (weather permitting). Tickets and particulars
of these excursions are supplied at Cook's Offices in Rome,
54, Piazza Esedra di Termini, and IB, Piazza di Spagna.

FROM ANCONA TO NAPLES (VIA FOGGIA).

(Ancona to Foggia, 202 miles; Foggm to Naples, 124 miles.)

The train, after leaving Ancona, passes under the hills

by a tunnel, and next arrives at
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Osimo,the ancient Auximum, colonised by the Romans
B.C. 159. Town wall built in the 2nd century B.C. Palazzo

Pubblico in piazza, with statues, etc., of noted persons
bom in Osimo. 13th-century cathedral.

Passing on the right Casteltidardo (scene of the defeat of

Lamoriciere by Cialdini, 1860), we arrive at

LORETO

[Hotel see Appendix],

situate on a hill
(i-J-

mile from the station), whence
admirable views are obtained of the Apennines and of

the Adriatic. One long street, full of booths for the sale

of relics, rosaries, etc., forms the chief part of the town.
It is said that when the Basilica erected by the pious care
of the Empress Helena over the Virgin's House at Nazareth
fell into decay, the Casa Santa was brought by angels to a

spot between Fiume and Tersatto, on the coast of Dal-

niatia, where it rested three years. Thence it was again
carried off by angels in the night to the ground of a certain

widow Laureta (whence Loreto), near Recanati. A church
was erected, and round it a village soon gathered, to which
Pope Sixtus V. accorded the privileges of a town. Half a
million pilgrims resort here annually ;

in fact, it is the most

frequented sanctuary in Christendom.
The Chiesa della Casa Santa, with handsome facade

and colossal statue of Sixtus V.

Over principal door, Madonna and Child, Girolamo
Lombardo.

Three superb Bronze Doors.

Campanile (by Vanvitelli). Principal bell given by Leo X.,

1516 ; weighs n tons.

In the interior. Bronze Font ) -i 1*11- 3*
St. Francis cl'Assisi .... Domenichino.

Archangel Michael ..... Gnido Rent.

Other valuable Pictures, Frescoes, Sculptures.

In the centre of church stands the Casa Santa, a stone

building, 28 feet by I2-| feet, and 13!- feet high fc
surrounded

by a marble Screen designed by Brcnnante, begun under
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Leo X.
T
continued under Clement VII., and completed

under Paul III. Sculptures and bas-reliefs adorn the

sides.

West Side. Annunciation . . . Sansovino.

Smaller scenes . Sangallo and others.

South Side. Nativity .... Sansovino.

David and Goliath, etc., etc. Other Masters.

East Side, Arrival of the Casa . . Nicolo Tribolo.

Death of the Virgin . . Gianbologna.
North Side. Nativity of the Virgin . Sansoviito.

Nuptials of the Virgin . . Ibid.

In a niche in interior, the Virgin and Child, a carving in

cedar (attributed to St. Luke), adorned with jewels, gleam-
ing in the light of silver lamps perpetually burning.

In the north transept is the entrance to the Treasury,
open free 9 to noon, and 2.30 to 3.30 ;

in Bummer only in

the afternoon, 4.30 to 5.30. Here are shown costly offer-

ings from kings, princes, and nobles.
The Jesuits* College and Palazzo Apostolico, in the

Piazza in front of the Church. Designed by Bramante,
1510. In the picture gallery are :

Woman taken in Adultery . . . Lorenzo Lotto.

Last Supper ....... Vouct.

St. Clara . . . . . . Schufonc.

Descent from the Cross .

"

. . . Gnercino.

Nativity of Christ .... Ann, CarraccL

After leaving Loreto, the line passes
Recanati. Here still exists an unimportant mediaeval

fortress. The Cathedral of San Flaviano, with Gothic

porch and monument of Gregory XII., 1417, may be
visited

;
also several noteworthy palaces, especially that

of Leopardi, with its library and collections. The Town
Hall, a handsome building/contains paintings by Lorenzo
Lotto.

The succeeding stations are Potenza Picena and Civita

Nuova at the mouth of the Chienti
;

after crossing the

Chienti
y

S. Elpidio-a-Mare station
; beyond the river

Tenna, Porto S, .Giorgio, a noted fort, and a favourite

watering-place in the season.

Fermo (on the heights) is about three miles from the station. This

i
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town, the ancient Firmum Picenum, became a Roman colony during
the first Punic war. It was associated with Pompey, Caesar, Totila,

Belisarius, etc., and at a later epoch with various incidents of mediaeval
war and crime. Its population is about 19,000. On entering the town
by the Porta S. Francesca, precipitous streets lead up to the Piazza

;

the Town Hall contains inscriptions and antiquities. The antiquarian
collection of M. de Minicis should be visited. Splendid views of the

Apennines, Adriatic, etc., are obtained from outside the town.

The railway continues to follow the coast line, crossing
the Lete Vivo and Aso, and passing successively Pcdaso,

Citpra Marilinna (Marano), and GrotUiujuiare. At this last

village Pope Sixtus V. was bora, and tended pigs for his

father, a gardener. The Church of S. Luce marks the site

of his birthplace.

On a hill 5 miles inland is the walled town of Ripatrasone, with

population of 6,000, and cathedral
;
remarkable cavern beneath the

town. From thence by road 7 miles to Montalto ; with mediaeval

castello, cathedral (upper church by Fonsaga). and Hotel de Ville,

containing portraits of Sixtus V. and family.

The next coast station is S. Benedetto, whence train to

Ascoli, distant 22 miles, in about iJ hours.

Ascoli (anc. Ascnlntn Piccnuiu} was besieged by Pompey, and after-

wards by Totila
;

it was the birthplace of Pope Nicholas IV.
;

see
ancient wall, bridge, and west gate ;

fortress designed by Antonio

Sangallo ; several public buildings by Cola dell' Amatricc ; a few
inscriptions and ruins

; cathedral, founded by Constantino on site of

Temple of Hercules
;
some good pictures by Crivelli ; the Biblioteca

and Museo, with antiquities found in the neighbourhood. See to the
north M. della Ascensione

;
westward the Monti Sibillini (8,450 feet) ;

towards the south the Pizzo cli Sevo (7,950 feet).

The railway next crosses the Tronto, once the boundary
between the States of the Church and Neapolitan pro-
vinces, passes Tortoreto station and Giulia Nuova ; in 1460,
the adjacent plain was the scene of a desperate conflict

between the armies of the Duke of Anjou and the Milanese.
From this place excursions are made to Teramo, the Gran
Sasso, etc.

Teramo (population nearly 20,000), anc. Interammi (16 miles from
Giulia Nuovo, train in one hour), is the capital of the Abruzzi province ;

it has a Gothic cathedral
;
ruins of amphitheatre, temples, and baths.

From Teramo a fourteen miles' bridle path conducts to Civitella del

Tronto, with its strong travertine castle
;
this town was unsuccessfully

besieged by Duke of Guise in 1557. The Gran Sasso d' Italia (or
Monte Corno) is well seen from Teramo, but the astvjnt should be
made from Aquila, which may be reached by rail from Pcscanu

r
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Information respecting the ascent may be obtained of the Sindaco

(p. 213). The summit is 9,585 feet above sea-level. The celebrated

Abruzzi pottery (now a lost art) was made at Castclli, six miles south-

east from I sola.

Continuing the journey towards Naples, we cross the

Tordino and Vomano, and pass Atri-Mutignano station.

Atri, anc. Hadria Piccna, is distant about eight miles by road
;

diligence I fr. 25 c. A town of great antiquity ; population 13,000.
Numerous ruins, local collection of coins from remote antiquity ; large
ancient grottoes ;

Gothic Cathedral, frescoes (I5th century) by Luca
d'Atri and others

;
font by Paolo di Gams, A.D. 153-

The line passes Si'lvi station and Monies!ha no station,
then through the bathing district of Castellammare Adriatico

(junction of lines to Terni and to Rome) to Pescara, a

military station, but a very unhealthy place ;
fortress built

by Charles V.; Church of S. Clement, portal, and 13th-

century sculptures. At II Tempigno are vestiges of temple
and street of tombs. Notice on the right of the railway
the Maiella Mountains (Mount Amaro, 9,160 feet).

(For continuation of route to Naples sec p. 215.)

PESCARA TO AQUILA AND TERNI.

From Pescara to Solmona the journey is about three
hours by rail. The line ascends the right bank of the
Pescara. The first station passed is

Chieti, three miles distant from the town of the same
name. Chieti is a pleasant, prosperous place of 24,000
inhabitants. A promenade runs round the town, whence
can be obtained splendid views of the Maiella Mountains
and the valley of the Pescara.

After leaving Chieti the train passes Manoppcllo, Alanno,
and San Valentino. From the latter town can be made
the ascent of the Monte Amaro, the highest peak of the
Maiella. Carriages will be found at the station. Those
who make the ascent can descend on the south side, and
thence to Solmona.
At the station of Torre de Passeri a halt may be made to

visit the Abbey of S. Clemente di Casauria, a Christian
Basilica of the i2th century. The train next passes the
station of Bussi, situated in a ravine at the upper end of
the valley ^

of the Pescara, and two miles further on
.arrives at
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Popoli," a town of about 7,000 inhabitants, situated at

the junction of four roads, under the ruined castle of the

Cantelini. Close to the town the Gmo and Aterno unite,

forming the Pescara. The route now lies through a rich

valley, bounded by the Maiella range on the east, and the

Lago cli Fucino on the left. The lake may be visited

from Popoli.

Pentima, although but a small village, has an interesting

13th-century Cathedral, and is near the ruins of the

ancient city of Corpinium. Next conies Pratola, and the

train arrives at the station of

Solmona. The town is more than a mile from the

station
; omnibuses, 30 c., await the trains. Population,

18,500. Solmona was the birthplace of Ovicl (Sulmo), and
contains several mediaeval buildings. The Town Hall

(16th-century), the palace of Baron Tabassi, the Churches
of S. Maria Annunziata, S. Francesco d'Assisi, and S. Maria
della Tomba, are the chief features of interest. 'The town
suffered severely from earthquakes at the beginning of the

1 8th century ; many of the ruined buildings still remain.

Interesting excursions from here as follows ;

To the Badia di S. Spirito, arid the remains of a Roman building,
the Villa di Ovidio. In the Church of the Badia are several paintings
by Raphael Mengs.
To Scanno (3,440 feet), about 16 miles, through the rocky ravine of

the Sagittario. and along the Lake of Sctiuuo. Walking is not advis-

able, and mules can be hired by which the journey may be made in

5-6 hours.

To the Monte Amaro (9,170 feet), the highest point of the Maiella
Mountains. The ascent can be made in 9 hours riding to the Canipo
di GwvCj 3-4 hours

; walking to the summit, 5 hours.
To Isernia and Caianello. Railway, 109 miles in 8 hours, to

Cafaiidlo, where the express train can be joined for Naples or Rome.

Leaving Solmona for Terni (102^ miles
; 5-J- hours), the

stations passed are Raiano, in the valley of the Atcnw,
Molina, and Acciano. The train now ascends to Beffi,

FontccchiOj Fagnano-Campagnaj S. DcinctriOj and Pctganica,
and shortly afterwards to

Aquila, a town founded about 1240 by the Emperor
Frederick II., 2,365 feet above the sea. It was destroyed
shortly afterwards by Manfred, and rebuilt by Charles I.

It is at present the iinest town in the district, containing
21,000 inhabitants, wide streets, interesting clmrches, and
handsome palaces. Its lofty situation and healthy climate
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.make Aquila a popular summer resort of trre Italians.

Lace-making is carried on, and saffron extensively grown.
The following are the principal objects of interest in

Aquila :

S. Bernardino da Siena, with Renaissance facade (1527)

by Cola delV Amain ce, with bas-reliefs. Interior of marble
from the district.

Shrine of Bernardino (1505), statuettes

and arabesques . . . Silvcstro da Arsicola.

"Monument of Contessa cli Montorio
Silvestro or Andrea di Aquila.

Miracle of S. Anthony .... Ponipco Ccsura.

Coronation of the Virgin (chapel r.) Lnca della Robbia.
Illuminated choir books.

The Crucifixion ...... Rutcr.

Fine Roof ..... Bernardino Mosca.

Sia. Maria di Collemaggio (formerly a Monastery).
Gothic facade of coloured marbles, with rich portals,
-wheel windows, etc,, and statuettes of saints in niches.

Monument of Celestin V. . Glrolaino da Viccnza.

Painting representing life and miracles of

Celestin V Ruler.

5. Chiara. Crucifixion, etc. . . Nicola Alunno.
S. Giuseppe, 5. Giusta, S. Maria di Paganica.
S. Silvestro. Visitazione, a copy of Raphael's; the

original was violently usurpated to the Aquilans by Pope
Alex. VII. in 1655, and sent to the Escurial at Madrid,

. whence it was presented by Ferdinand VII. to Lord

.Wellington.
Virgin and Saints, by Frances Paolo di Montreale (1509),

one of the most noted painters of the Aquilan school
;

many other works of the same master are to be seen in
' Aquila.

The Palazzo Dragxmetti (formerly De Torres') has a

picture.gallery.

;, . Portrait of Cardinal Torres . . . Domenichino.
.

: ;:Stoning of S. Stephen, (on copper) . . . Ibid.

The Last Supper, (on .marble) . . . . Titian.
:

J^agdafen .
. v . . , . . A. Carracci.

Magdalen ; .,:.. . .
, , . Paolo Veronese.
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Martyrdom of S. Catherine
Democritus
Christ with the Cup .

St.
John . . . .

Baroccio.

Gindo.

Andrea del Sarto.

Gncrdno.

The' Palazzo Persichetti contains a collection of paint-

ings by old Masters/and other works of art.

The Town Hall, a handsome building, containing many
line inscriptions, and a large collection of pictures.

The Citadel (1534), built by the Spaniards under
Charles V., one of the most massive fortresses of the

period. Best views from this point of town and environs,
Gran Sasso, etc.

Between Aquila and the hill of S. Lorenzo, in 1424,
Braccio Fortebraccio da Montone, with the army of

Alfonso of Arragon, was defeated by the united armies of

Pope Martin V., Johanna IL ..tff Naples, and the Duke
of Milan.

From Aquila may be visited (on horseback) the Cicolano district,

with remains of the towns of the aborigines described by Dionysius of

Halicarnassus. Petrella (3 miles east), with castle noted for the.

murder of the dissolute and cruel Francesco Cenci (i6th century} by
his wife and daughter, Lucrezia and Beatrice, subsequently beheaded
in front of the Castle of S. Angelo in Rome. There is a lovely portrait
of (miscalled) Beatrice Cenci by Gnido in the Barberini Gallery at

Rome (p. 151).

Excursions may be made

To the village of S. Vittorino, about 3 miles on the road to Tcramo
(p. 200), built on the site of the Sabine town of A inilcnuiui, where
Srtlliisl was born. An old tower, ruins of a theatre, ;in amphitheatre,
and other buildings afford opportunities for finding interesting

antiquities.
To Avezzano (a drive of 31 miles), daily by diligence in 7 hours,

where a tine collection of objects, found in the Lugo cli Fucino recla-

mation works, should be visited. The ascent of Monte Veliiw (8,.i6o

feet), requiring two days, can be made from Avezzano.
To the Gran Sasso d'ltalia, the ascent and return requiring two

days, and only to be made in summer or autumn. It is usual to sleep
a night at the Refuge on the Canipo Pcn'coli, and provisions for the

journey should be taken from Aquila, and replenished at Aswrgi.
Good guides can be obtained at a charge of 5 fr. per day.
The Gran Sasso (9,585 feet) is the highest peak of the Apennines,

and the magnificent panoramic view from the summit embraces the
mountains of Central Italy and the Adriatic as far as the Dalmatian
coast.

*
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The journey from Aquila to Terni (see p. 66) is accom-

plished in 4! hours by rail, the distance being about

64 miles.

Leaving- Aquila, the train traverses the plain of Aterno,
and ascends gradually, passing the villages of Sassa Toni-

imparte, Vigliano, and' after a view has been obtained of

very tine scenery, it reaches Bella di Conw, the most
elevated point of the line, about 900 metres above the level

of the sea, and the water-shed between the Adriatic and
Tirreno. From this the train performs a steep descent of

600 metres through a magnificent wild district touching
Rocca di Conio and Rocca di Fondi ; it passes through
fourteen tunnels (some of which are fine specimens of

engineering), and after a circuitous route, on which some
of the most striking panoramas are viewed of the valley
beneath, the train arrives at Antrodocco, commanding the

valley of the Yefino, with several sulphurous springs in the

neighbourhood. Ancient castle (now belonging to the

Marquis Giugno of Florence) which is believed to date
from the Emperor Vespasian.
From Antrodocco the train continues through the valley

of the Veil-no, passing Castel S. Angeh and 'Cltta Ducalc,
founded in the early part of the I4th century by Robert
Duke of Calabria, as a frontier-town of the Neapolitan
territory.
The line thence runs on to

Rieti, on the right bank of the Velino, a town of 17,000
inhabitants, but of small importance. Formerly the capital
of the Sabines, no traces of the ancient city exist. The
Cathedral, a large 13th-century building, contains a
monument by Thorvaldsen, of Isabella Alfani, and pictures
by Bernini. The Central Apennines can be visited from
Rieti, but the accommodation in the district is of a rough
kind.

From Rieti the train continues to Contigliano, Greccio,
and PiediJuco, with small picturesque lake

; passes Le
Marmore, and after going through several long tunnels,
with intermediate fine view of the plain of the Nera,
reaches Stroncone and Terni (see p. 66).
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ANCONA TO NAPLES.

(Continued.}

After leaving Pescara (p. 210), the train crosses' the

Alenta to Fraucavilla, station. Town on right of hill.

Four tunnels. Ortona (anc. Or/o/z), elevated town on a

promontory (wire rope railway, 10 c.). Ortona was burnt

by the Turks in 1566 ;
line views to the south. Pop.,

15,000. Cathedral; Palace of Margaret of Austria.

Beyond Ortona, the line passes through another tunnel
and crosses two streams. S. Vita Landa no, station 8 miles
from the town of

Lanciano (anc. Axamuri), built on three hills, famous in

the Middle Ages for its 29 clays' fair and its manufacture of

needles
; bridge of Diocletian and Cathedral

;
Church of

S. Maria Maggiore. On the road to Lanciano, Church of

Giovanni di Venere, with some good sculpture.
Near Torino di Sangro, railway crosses the Sangro, and

passes Casalbordino station, then through three tunnels,
and over the Osente and Asinello to the station at

Vasto (anc. Histoniuui), on a hill near the sea, command-
ing line views. Numerous ruins indicate the ancient
extent and opulence of this town. Remains of mediaeval
Palace of Jacopo Caldora. Palace of the ct'Avalas family ;

furniture and pictures as when inhabited by Vittoria

Colonna. Collection of antiquities in the Town Hall. The
next station is S. Salvo, then, after crossing the Trigno,
Tcnnoli (castle, cathedral with quaintly decorated saints,
and fine views) ;

nearest point for the Tremiti Islands

(now, as anciently, a convict station). Train from Tcnnoli
to Benevento, via Campobasso (107 miles). The rail next
crosses the Biferno (anc. Tifcnius) }

and passes Cainpoinarhio
station. The country becomes less picturesque. ChicnLi

station passed, the line crosses the Fortore (anc. Frcnlo] to

Ripalta station, near which the Normans made prisoner
Pope Leo IX., and then knelt and craved his blessing. He
gave it, made peace, and conferred provinces upon his

captors. After passing Ripalta we quit the coast, leaving
to the left Lago di Lessina, and beyond the lake, Mount
Gargano, projecting into the sea, 4,000 feet in height.

Poggio Inipcrialc station. Apriccna, San Swcro, almost

totally destroyed by the French in 1799, 4
incl *IY ^ le

cholera in 1865. Malta. Thence to the junction at Foggia,
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Foggia (population, 50,500) is a rich mercantile city,
presenting, however, in itself, few attractions for the
tourist. The Cathedral is of Norman origin partially
destroyed by an earthquake in 1731, but afterwards re-
erected. Here, in 1258, King Manfred, was crowned. The
Emperor Frederick II. frequently visited Po^ia A crate-
way of his palace (1223) still exists. In May a large" fair
is held.

Foggia is the junction of the coast railway and the line
to Benevento and Naples. (Buffet a,nd restaurant at the
station.)

From Foggia may be visited Lucera, Railway 12* miles in 4
minutes, Anc. Litceria. Samnite, and afterwards Roman colony,
regarded as the key to Apulia. Castle, a remarkable specimen of trie
mediaeval stronghold ;

central tower of Roman work. Cathedral in
Romanesque style ;

the columns of the nave are in verd antique.
Castel Florentine (7 miles from Lucera), where Frederick II. died,
1250, in his 56th year, having been 38 years as a German king.
Manfredonia, 22 miles from Foggia, railway x hour. Founded by

Manfred in 1266, on site of ancient Sipo-ntum. The Cathedral con-
tains one of the largest hells in Italy, given by Manfred. Church, of
Madonna di Siponto, ij mile from the .town, with elegant porch.
and crypt. Byzantine picture of the Virgin. JMonte Santan^elo
(2,824 feet), on part of the Monte Gargario (5,120 feet), 3 miles from
Manfredonia, has a famous Sanctuary, which, on May 8th, is the resort
of pilgrims from all parts to observe the festa. of S. Michael. A Cave
(with contiguous chapels), approached by 55 rock-hewn steps, is
shown as the spot where S. Michael miraculously appeared to S.
Laurentius in 491.
About half a million of sheep are fed on the plains round Foggia

(descending from the mountains in October). They were once nearly
nine times as numerous. It is exceedingly interesting, in spring arid
autumn, to watch this migration of countless flocks, shepherds, and
often proprietors with their families, and the fine white Abruzzi dogs.
These plains, known as the Tavoliere del la. Puglia (80 miles by 30),
were till lately exclusively royal domains, and their occupiers were not
allowed to cultivate, But now freeholds are sold, cultivation is

increasing, and the sheep are becoming less numerous.

The line now continues from

FOGGIA TO BENEVENTO AND NAPLES

(123 miles, 4 trains a day to Naples, in 4^- to 8 hours),
traversing the vast and monotonous Tavoliere cli Puglia to
Ceroaro, where there is a branch to Ordona, Ascoli, and
Candda. Gianlinelto (forTroja, 7 miles north, diligence J%
fr.). Crossing the Cervaro river, we leave the great plain
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at Bovino* (anc. Vibimuu), notorious for brigandism, then

(after passing three tunnels), reach Orsara
} Monlagitto, and

Savignano-Grcci. The last station is named from two

villages on opposite sides of the ravine, through which the

Cervaro flows. The line now ascends continuously, till at

Pianerottolo it attains a height of 1,789 feet, and then by a

tunnel, two miles in length, passes through the highest
part of the Apennines, and descends towards Aria-no

(population 14,000). Many of the poorer inhabitants live

in caverns in the rocks. From Ariano a six hours' excur-
sion can be made to the mephitic lake of Amsanctus,
commemorated by Virgil and Cicero.

Passing through tunnels, we arrive at the stations of

Monlecalvolo and Buonalbergo. Down the ravine of the

Miscana, across the Uiita river, and Apicc is reached.

Entering the Galore Valley, and crossing the Tamaro to
Poiite Valentino station, we approach

BENEVENTO

(situate three-quarters of a mile from station), on a hill

bounded by the Sabato and Galore. (Population 21,800.)
(Buffet at the station.)

This town, originally Malevenliim, was founded, accord-

ing to tradition, by Diomedes, son of Ulysses and Circe
;

and became a Roman colony under the name Beiicvcntuni,
B.C. 268. Pyrrhus was defeated, and Hannibal twice
routed in the neighbourhood. At one time Beneveiitum
was one of the most important towns in Southern Italy,
and in the 6th century was the seat of a Lombard duchy.
In

the^uth century the Emperor Henry III. ceded it to
Leo IX. It subsequently remained a Papal dependence
till the foundation of the Italian kingdom.
The Cathedral of 5. Potimus, dating from the X2th

century, is an elegant building. Fanatic and bell-tower in

Lombard-Saracenic style. In front, an Egyptian Obelisk
in red granite, from a 'Temple of Isis. Bronze doors with
scriptural bas-reliefs, executed at Constantinople 1150.
Mediaeval pulpits, on fanciful columns, supported *by
animals, by Nicliolaius (1311). The paintings and monu-
ments are of no great merit or interest. Roman bas-reliefs
on the bell-tower.
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On the east side of the town is the

Porta Aurea, or triumphal arch of Trajan, of Greek

marble, 53 feet in height, erected by the Roman Senate
in 112 A.D. A beautiful structure, with splendidly pre-
served friezes, representing events in the conquest of

Dacia, and other scenes in the Emperor's life, his

apotheosis, etc. A statue of Trajan once crowned the

arch. This is one of the best preserved Roman monu-
ments in Southern Italy.
The walls, and other parts of the town, show many

ancient relics. A marble Apis on a pedestal with curious

arabesque, a relic of Samnite art, stands before the Prefec-

ture. The Castle terrace affords magnificent views.

Church of S. Juvenalis, or Santa Sofia, a circular

Lombard church, built 730-74. Ancient columns, bas-

relief, mediaeval Campanile, cloisters, etc.

Church of the SS. Annunziata with numerous
marbles and columns. The Liceo (once a Jesuit con-

vent) has many Roman sculptures and inscriptions found
in and near the town. There are a few antiquities in

the court of the Palace of the Cardinal Legate (now a

barrack).
In the neighbourhood was fought, in 1266, the battle of

Benevento, at which King Manfred was defeated by
Charles I. of Anjou.

From Benevento the railway follows the right bank of

the Calore. Tunnel. Picturesque villages on the de-

clivities. Vilulano station. Tunnel. Torrecuso on hills

to the left. Ponte Casahinn-L The high road crosses the

Calore over an iron bridge. Tunnel. Station of S. Lorenzo

Maggiore. The town is on a hill to the right. Solopaca.
The village is at the foot of Monte Taburno (4,095 feet),
on the opposite side of the river, approached by an iron

bridge. Pass the Lago di Telese, an unhealthy marsh on
the left. Tclcse station. The village on the hills to the

right has mineral springs, which are visited in summer for

the sulphur baths. Train daily from Naples in July and

August. Anc. Telcsia, a Samnite town
; occupied by

Hannibal
;

taken and destroyed by the "Romans
;

re-

colonised by Augustus ;
devasted by earthquakes in the

9th century, and finally destroyed by the Saracens.

Cerreto, Piedimonte d'Alife (with Mont Miletto, 6,475
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feet), andCaiazzp, with some ancient or mediaeval objects
of interest, and much fine scenery, can be visited from
Telese.

Passing along the Volturno Valley, we reach Amorosi
and Dugenta. In the vicinity is S. Agata dei Qoti (anc.

Saticola) ; many ancient coins and vases now in the
Museum at Naples were found here.

Station Valle di MaddalonL Station Maddaloni. Rapid
ascent, and the train passes under the famous three-

storeyed aqueduct (Ponte della Yalle), built by order of

Charles III., to supply the Palace and gardens of Caserta
with water from Monte Taburno (p. 205). Splendid
views of Mount Vesuvius before reaching Caserta (see p.

205). Across the canal of the Lagni and the fertile Terra
di Lavoro. Marcianise.

Aversa. Population, 21,000. The earliest Norman
settlement in Italy, A.D. 1029. Here is situated a cele-

brated lunatic asylum, founded by Murat, known as the

Maddalena, one of the earliest to discard the old system
of harsh restraint. S. Elpidio, 2 miles east of Aversa (anc.

Atella), whence sprang the Oscan farces, long a favourite

amusement in ancient Rome, with Maccus (see Pompeian
paintings) as a leading character. From the Oscan
Maccus

T
the Neapolitan Pulcinella and English Punch are

doubtless derived. After passings. Antimo, Fratta-Gntwo,
Casoria Afragola (steam tramway to Naples), and through
a tunnel, we soon reach the central station at Naples.

Naples (p. 220).



NAPLES.

Population, 600,000.

Italian, NapolL French, Naples.

[Hotels see Appendix.]

Cook's Office. Piazza clei Martin, 52 and 53.
Post Office. Palazzo Gravina, Strada cli Montoliveto ;

open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Branch Offices in various parts of

the city.

Telegraph Office. Palazzo Gravina
; open day and

night. Branch offices : Strada del Duomo, 300 ;
Corso

Garibaldi, opposite the railway station, etc.

British Consul. Eustace Edward Neville Rolfe, Monte
di Dio, 4.

,, Vice Consul. Julius Wolffsohn.
American Consul. General Byington, Piazza Muni-

cipio, 4.

English Doctors. Dr. Horsfall, F.S.A., F.R.C.S. Eng.,

etc., Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 135 ;
Dr. C. W. Barringer,

Riviera di Chiaia, 267 ;
Dr. A. H. Vassie, Chiatamone, 7 ;

Dr. H. B. Symons, Riviera di Chiaia,, 263 ;
Dr. Gairdner,

Via Amadeo, 128
;
Dr. Malbranc, Via Amacleo, 45.

English Dentist. Dr. Atkinson, Via Medina, 61.

English Chemists. Kernot, Strada San Carlo, 14 ;

Durst, Via Filangieri, 51.; Homoeopathic Chemist, Toledo,
388.

English Church. Strada" San Pasquale or Chiaia.

Services: On Sundays^ n a.m. and 3.15 p.m.; on Wed-
nesdays^ Fridays, and Festivals, ji a.m.

m
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There are sixteen lines of Tramway running in* all direc-

tions, and from one end of Naples to the other : from
La Torretlato the Museum and the Piazza Dante; from the

Rionc Awadeo to the Central Station ; from La Torretta to

Bagnoli andPozzitoIt ; from the Museum to Capodimonte and
Mmno ; from the Piazza Dante to the Vomero ; from the

Strada Municipio to Portici-Resina, and to Pugliano to join
Cook's new Electric Railway to Cook's Funicular Railway
of Mount Vesuvius

;
from Spirito Santo to the Capo di

Posilipo ;
and others.

The principal centres through which many of the Tram-

ways pass are the Piazza San Fcrdinando ; the Piazza del

Municipio ; the Corso Umberto Primo, and Spirito Santo.

Funicolare al Vomero. From the Parco Margherita,

every 15 minutes, with station near Hotel Bristol in the
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, to the top of the Vomero.
Fares : ist cl., 25 c. up ;

20 c. down. 2nd cL, 15 c. up ;

10 c. down. Another Funicolare has been made to the

Vomero, the Upper Station of which is close by the Castle

ofS. Elmo ; the Lower Station is at Monte Santo, which
is also the terminus of the Cinnana Railway, and is reached
from the centre of the Via Roma (Toledo) through the

populous Market of Pianasecca.

Theatres. The best are generally closed in summer.
Prices moderate. Representations commence 8 to 9 p.m.

S. Carlo (p. 286)

DelFondo(or Mercadante), Piazza
del Municipio (p. 286) ...

Bellini, near the Museum (p. 286)...

Sannazaro, Via di Chiaia (p. 286)...

Fiorentini, Strada Fiorentini (p.

286)
Teatro Nuovo, Strada Nuova (p.

286)
Teatro Fenice, Via del Municipio

(p. 286)
Teatro Rossini, Strada fuori Porta

Medina (p. 286)

Pulcinella, Strada Foria (p. 287) ...

Opera.

Opera and Drama.

Opera and Drama.

Comedy & Drama.

Music; Drama.

Comic Opera.

Melodrama.

Drama & Operetta.
Punch and Judy.

Restaurants, Cafes. Restaurant Al Vermouth de
Torino, Via^Municipio, Galleria Urnberto. Dreher, Piazza

Carolina, 2, 3. Gambrinus
y
Piazza San Ferclinando, Cafe
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and Restaurant Starace, Galleria Umberto Primo (Concert).
Restaurant Continental, Strada Medina, 61. Cafe and
Restaurant di Monaco, Piazza del Municipio. Restaurant

Regina d' Italia, Toledo. Restaurant Ferrari and Pschor-

braii, in the Galleria. Salone Margherita, Cafe Chantant,
in the New Gallery. At Posilipo, several Restaurants,

where, among other things, good fish may be procured.
Boarding Houses, Furnished Apartments. Com-

fortable quarters at moderate charges may be obtained in

many parts of the town, especially in the Riviera di Chiaia,
Santa Lucia, Chiatamone, and Posilipo quarters. Private

lodgings can be obtained of house agents in the Via

Roma.
Oysters can be eaten in perfection from the Lake of

Fusaro (in winter).
Macaroni is the favourite dish of the country ;

this and
the celebrated Shell-fish Soup, if not served at the traveller's

hotel, will be found at any of the various cafe-restaurants.

Lava Ornaments, Coral Ornaments, Gloves, and
Tortoise=shell are specialities of Naples, and good things
to bring away as souvenirs. In making purchases in

shops, it must be remembered that it is the custom of the

country to ask considerably more than will be taken. It

is by no means infra dig. to drive a hard bargain, and the
traveller should never allow a tout to introduce him to a

shop to make purchases.
Festivals, Religious and National, have lost much of

their former importance, but some of them are still very
interesting and worth visiting. For a list of the principal

Festivals, see Calendar, p. 437.
Cabs, Carriages. Very numerous

; prices moderate,
as follows :

Private Carriages.

In town per day : landau, 20 fr.
; victoria, 15 fr.

In country per day : landau, 25 fr.
; victoria, 20 fr.,

plus a gratuity of 2-3 fr. to the driver.

N.fe. Private arrangements by the week or month.

Cab Fares.

One Horse, to and from Station or Port, i fr,
;
between

other points in town, 0.70 fr.
; per hourfirst hour,

I..50 fr.
;
consecutive hours, I.IQ fr,
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Two Horses, to and from Station or Port, *2 fr.
;
be-

tween other points in town, 1.40 fr.
; per hour first

hour, 2.20 fr.
;
consecutive hours, 1.70 fr.

; baggage, per

piece 20 c.

Above tariff is increased from midnight to sunrise.

Omnibuses at cheap fares run frequently along the

principal thoroughfares, but those plying to the suburbs

are not recommended to strangers. The chief starting-

points are the Piazza S. Ferdinando near the Royal Palace,
and the Piazza del Municipio.

Carriage Drives. Visitors to Naples will do well to

consult THOS. COOK & SON'S Agent, Piazza dei. Martin, as

to the best and most economical way of seeing Naples
and its environs. Messrs. COOK have arranged programmes
for Drives and Excursions, by which the chief attractions

can be comfortably visited in seven days ;
or travellers

with less time to spare have a choice of excursions of one

day or three days' duration, varying in price from 12 fr. to

75 &
Tours in Sicily. Cook's Conducted Tours. Visiting

Messina, Taormina, Syracuse, Catania, Girgenti and
Palermo. Leaving Naples on Mondays during January,

February, March, April and May. Inclusive fare, first

class throughout, ^15 ;
second class rail and first class

steamer, 153. less.

Private Parties of not less than six can arrange with
THOS. COOK & SON for a charming tour through Sicily,

from Naples and return, for an inclusive fare of 1$ each

person. This amount entitles the passenger to first-class

accommodation on steamers and railways, free transport
of 56 Ibs. of registered baggage, conveyance between hotels

and stations, fees, boat charges, and carriage drives as

named in the itinerary, board and lodging, and the services

of a competent conductor.

On arrival at Naples, the luggage ot every passenger,

by land or by sea, is examined. The annoyances that

travellers once had to, endure, in getting from the railway
or steamboat to their hotel, are becoming fewer every
year. It is best to disregard the solicitations of all touters,
and proceed at once to the omnibus belonging to the

hotel
;
ancf if there is not an hotel omnibus, enter a fiacre.
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Never be betrayed into an altercation with the cabdriver
;

arrange with him as to the carriage of the luggage, and

pay the other fare according to the
fixedj

tariff (sec p. 223).
In case of a misunderstanding, call a policeman, or if

redress cannot be obtained in this way, lake his and Ihe

cabman's number, and then apply to the Central Bureau of

the Corso Pubblico, Hotel de Ville, Piazza del Municipio
(ist floor).

Messrs. THOS. COOK & SON'S INTERPRETER, in uniform,
meets all trains, to assist travellers provided with COOK'S

coupons.

PRINCIPAL SIGHTS, AND TIMES FOR
SEEING THEM.

Aquarium. Daily, 8 to 6. 2 fr. October to May ;
i f r.

on Sunday ; i fr. June to September ; p. 287.
Archives (at S* Severino). By permission of the Keeper.

i fr., p. 279.

Albergo de' Poveri. p. 290.
Botanic Garden. p. 287.
Castel Nuovo. p. 282. Armoury only by permission of

Minister of War. Church, 50 c. (customary).
Castello dell' Ovo p. 282.

Castel Capuano. p. 282.

Castel del Carmine. p. 282,

Castel -Sant' Elmo. p. 283. Permit must be obtained
from the Commandant-General, Largo Plebiscite).

Gratuity to soldier in attendance.

Catacombs. Apply to porter at Albergo de' Poveri, and

give a trifle to its funds. Porter, 25 c.
; p. 257.

Cemeteries. Campo Santo Nuovo, and Protestant

Cemetery (^ fr.) ; pp. 290-291.
Churches. Open free till about midday ;

after that on

application to the sacristan.

,,
The Duomo, etc., with Basilica of- 8.

Restituta
( fr.), and Chapel of 8.

Gennaro
; p. 237, Festival of the

Liquefaction, first Sunday in May, Sept.

i9th to 26th, and Dec. loth.

S. Martino, daily, xo to 4 ; p. 252. By
ticket for museum, i fr.

,,
S. Severino, Cloisters of, PcrulLssiou from

o
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Keeper of the Archives. Fee, i fr.

See p. 256.
Churches. Santa Chiara, S. Domenico Maggiore, S.

Filippo Neri, S. Giovanni a Carbonara,
S. Lorenzo, FIncoronata, S. Maria delF

Annunziata, S. Maria la Nuovo, Monte
Oliveto ; pp. 241-252.

,, Other churches, 257-259.

Library, National. Daily, 9 to 4, Sundays and holy days
excepted ; p. 260.

,, Brancacciana, daily for two hours before sun-

set
; p. 278.

Municipal (or of St. Giacomo), daily, 6 to 10

p.m. ; p. 278.
of the Gerolomini, daily, 9 to n

; p. 278.

,; of the University, daily, 9 to 3 ; p. 278.

Lighthouse on Molo. Ascent, i fr.
; p. 285.

Museum, National, daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in winter
;

9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in summer, except certain holy

days (
i fr., 'children 50 c.). See p. 259. Sundays

free from 10 to 2.

Museum of San Martino, p. 255. Admission i fr.
;

Sunday free.

Museo Filanzieri, p. 281
; Tuesday and Saturday, n to

3, free ; Thursday by permission of Keeper.
Observatory on the Capodimonte ; p. 287.
Palazzo Reale. (Open n to 4, Sunday and Thursday.)

A porter conducts to the Intendant on Wednesday
and Saturday from ir to 12, who supplies gratuit-

ously a card for six persons, which also admits to

the other royal palaces, of which the names are

torn off as the ticket is used. Permit can be
obtained at COOK'S Office. Attendant at each, i fr.

;

porter a trifle
; p. 279.

Palazzo di Capodimonte. Sunday and Thursday, 10 to

4 ;
see above. The palaces at Caserta and Astori

are also included in the above arrangement ; p.
280.

Palazzo Cuomo (Museo Filanzieri), p. 281.
- Palazzo Sant' Angelo. Picture Gallery. By permission

of the Marquis ; p. 281,
Palazzo Fondi. Picture Gallery. By permission of the

Prince
; p. 281.
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PalazzoMiranda. Daily, 12 to 2, on leaving card. 50 c.

to porter. Picture Gallery, i fr.
; p. 281.

Teatro di San Carlo
; p. 286.

Villa Nazionale. Promenade, gardens, etc., free. Muni-

cipal Band: in winter, 2 to 4 ; summer, 9 to n
;

p. 286.

Virgil, Tomb of 50 c.
; p. 293.

Naples is, perhaps, the loveliest spot in Europe. The
beautiful bay, reflecting the buildings in its azure waters

;

the picturesque amphitheatre formed by the verdant,

villa-sprinkled hills that enclose the city ; mighty Vesuvius

on the right ;
the fair shores, sweeping round on the one hand

by Portici and Castellammare to
Capri,

and on the other

by Pozzuoli and Misenum to romantic Ischia of all this

most travellers have some previous idea from description ;

but the universal verdict of visitors is, that neither pen
nor pencil ever gave any real conception of the surpassing
loveliness of Naples and its Bay as seen from the sea.

In the days of our forefathers a visit to Naples was the

privilege of the few. Of those who ran through Europe
"

for pleasure, or education, or even for business, a very
small proportion ever got so far south as this. Now
things are so changed that in the next generation he who
has not seen Naples will hardly pretend to have travelled

at all.

Of those who have been here so many have recorded
their impressions in print that we might be excused from

doing more than note the principal changes. Yet, to

render those changes more intelligible, a general outline

will be found useful.

There are two ways of arriving at Naples sea and Jancl.
u Land JJ now means railway ; and, except for a few short
local lines, there is but one railway station, humorously
called central. This, in accordance with the old super-
stition, which regarded railways as a dangerous innovation,
is situated as far as possible from the town it is supposed
to serve. Moreover, it is outside the eastern boundary of
the .town, and most visitors take up their abode in the
West End.

In the front of the station a road, called Corso
Garibaldi, runs right and left. The side of this road

opposite the station coincides pretty nearly with the
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eastern boundary of the city proper. Until quite recently
there were only two practicable entrances through this

boundary ; and both of these led into streets so crowded
and narrow that the cabmen themselves preferred to take

the traveller round the outside of the town by one of two
roads. The rirst and favourite of these is the lower road

;

by this, following the Corso Garibaldi to the left, is soon
seen the Porta del Carmine with its two heavy towers

(one of the two aforesaid openings) and passing outside

this, the seaside road which is the main thoroughfare
between Naples and Portici is almost immediately reached.

Here, turning to the right, the road lies between the sea

and the old town. In the corner between the Corso
Garibaldi and the seaside road is the Church of the

Carmine, the south-eastern extremity of the old Mercato,
the chief scene of the revolt under Masaniello. Bulwer,
in his "Zanoni," calls this the most Neapolitan quarter of the

town, and this is still true, notwithstanding the trams, and
the railway line on the left which serves for goods' traffic

to the port. Proceeding westward, on the right, runs the

long street of the Duomo. The opening at this end was

cut, but a few years since, through the quarter of Penclino,
an intricate nest of dens, whose gloom and squalor,

especially in times of pestilence, were not less tragic in

reality than in appearance. This opening was a very
important detail in the great work of nisanamento begun
fifteen years ago. The road next passes between the
Port and the Custom House. The entrance, known as the

Immacolatella, to the landing places for passenger ships,
is followed by the large harbour for merchant ships ;

a

great part of the imported goods is conveyed in barges
under this road into the pool of the Custom House, on the

right. Opposite is a row of houses called Piliero, occupied
entirely by shipbrokers and agents, insurance and banking
houses of various nationalities. At the end of Piliero,' in

front, is .the entrance to the Arsenal, to the left lies the
mole with its lighthouse at the end. Taking the road to

the right, the spacious square called the Piazza del

Municipio is entered. Here the bustle of commercial
traffic begins to abate, the roads are wide and the build-

ings have some pretentions to architectural elegance. On
the left lies the Castel Nuovo, concealed but a few years
ago by an unseemly if picturesque assemblage of small
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theatricafbooths, and a further clearance of the little shops
and big advertisements which still disfigure that venerable

edifice is promised. On the right is the moAesifar-adc of

the Teatro del Fondo, now called Mercadante, rich in

traditions of musical art. In the middle of the square is a

bronze equestrian statue of Victor Emmanuel. The broad
road to the right, called Piazza. Medina, leads to the Post

Office, but following that to the left, and ascending by an

easy slope, the north front of the Castel Nuovo is passed,
then the gardens of the Royal Palace, at the gate of which
are the two bronze horses presented by the Czar Nicholas.

The road now narrows, passing between the classic portico
of the great'S. Carlo Theatre on the left, and, on the right,
the main front of the new Qalleria Umberto Primo.

Emerging into the Piazza S. Ferdinando, a central point

(in the sense in which Charing Cross is central in London)
marks the junction between the city, or old town, and the
western or fashionable quarter, in which most visitors take

up their residence. Before investigating the latter it will

be well to complete the survey of the old town.
From the Piazza S. Ferdinando runs, in a northerly

direction, the main street of the town, officially called Via
Roma, but known to all Neapolitans by its familiar old
name Toledo. The Church of S. Ferdinando, on the right,
from its associations, and from the funereal and com-
memorative solemnities of which it has so long been the

scene, resisted the innovations of 1889, when the labyrinth
of disreputable vicoli, nests of'dime and pestilence, which
lay in its rear, were swept away to make room for the

great Galleria, which has also an opening in Toledo. This
used to be called the " noisiest street in Europe," and it

only enjoys a partial respite in the cessation of wheel
traffic on Good Fridays and the preceding Thursday
evening. It was also the principal scene of the almost
obsolete carnival processions ;

and it is still chosen for
the starting-point of the four-in-hands and other carriages
which attend the races. The right-hand side of Toledo, as
we go from S. Ferdinando, nearly coincides with the
eastern boundary of the old town. About the middle of
its length is the Largo della Carit&, in which is the statue
of Poerio, Here, on the left, is the crowded quarter of

Pignasecca, rife with popular traditions, in* which arc
situated the terminus of the Cunnuin railway, the shrine
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of the black Madonna worshipped by the Camorra^ and a

noble hospital to which are brought sufferers from
accidents of various kinds, including, alas ! the too

numerous cases of stabbing and wounding among the

populace.
On the other side of Toledo is an entrance to the present

market. The road here begins to ascend, presently run-

ning into the Piazza Dante, with a statue of the poet in

the centre. On the right is the facade of the great public
school of Naples, the Liceo Vittorio Emanuele, occupy-
ing what was the north-west corner of the old Mercatiello,
on which have been enacted many tragic scenes of

Neapolitan history. Beyond is seen the Port' Alba.

Following the mam road, on the right are passed various

buildings dedicated to line art exhibitions
;
also the small

Galleria, called after the Prince of Naples ; and, beyond
this, the Museum.
The broad road to the right, called Piazza Cavour,

skirts the northern boundary of the old city. On the left,

at the end of the gardens, is a road leading to the school
of the Miracoli, for girls of noble family. On the right is

the Porta S. Gennaro. At this point Piazza Cavour

terminates, and there is a choice of roads. The road

straight forward is called Via Foria ; the first to the right
is the Via del Duomo, leading to the Cathedral. The
second to the right from Foria leads to the Church of S.

Giovanni a Carbonara, to the Porta Capuana, and the

Castel Capuano, and thence back to the railway station

by the Corso Garibaldi.
This completes the circuit of the old town, the greater

part of which consisted of enormous palazzi of the nobles,
where they lived with their families and dependents. The
palazzi were divided from each other by very narrow

streets, and usually contained in their own premises
spacious courtyards, as well as chapels, and sometimes
even large churches. It is obvious that this arrangement
gave great advantage to the nobles who owned the palazzi
in feudal times in case of popular tumults. Another con-

sequence has survived those times. The families of the

servants and dependents exercised their small industries on
the ground floor, just as in the country the peasantry
crowded ftfr protection under the walls of the castle.

When, under the Bourbons, the nobles quitted their castles
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for the pleasures of court life they thus reinforced the

naturally gregarious habits of the poor ;
and this explains

that strange juxtaposition of splendour with squalor that

distinguishes these regions. Any old house falling into

decay was soon occupied by the surplus of the poor, and
thus were formed those numerous hives of disease and
crime of which we. have already mentioned two or three.

After the cholera of 1884 the authorities recognised the

pressing necessity of two things an improved water-

supply, and new thoroughfares in the old town
;
of the

latter the most important is that called the Rettifila,

opened in 1897, which has served the double purpose of

clearing out some of the worst quarters, and affording a

direct communication between the railway and the west
central district. Entering this immediately opposite the

station the route lies along a wide and straight road
flanked with handsome new buildings, and terminating in

the old street of S. Giuseppe, where a slight congestion of

traffic shows that something' remains to be clone. The
road to the right leads to the General Post Office, and

beyond that to several objects of interest the Churches
of S. Anna dei Lombard!

;
S. Chiara, the Gesu Nuovo

;
S.

Domenico Maggiore, etc. But turning to the left we
pass through the

t
Piazza Medina with the statue of

Mercadante, and the Church of the Incoranata, running
into the Piazza del Municipio, and so again . to S.

Ferdinando. This completes the general topography of

the old town.
Hitherto little has been seen of the beauties of nature,

but oji the other hand much of the characteristics of this

motley population, in which there are signs of change
more apparent than real. The famous lazzarone of yore
is no longer in evidence, happy and half naked, but in

truth he is everywhere, pretending to work for his living.
His work is slovenly, his service faithless

; capable of

sincere affection, but incapable of truth, he will clo you a
kindness and cheat you at the same moment

;
he has no

objection to great physical exertion, but hates the trouble
of doing it neatly. This is the true laxxarone temperament
and is very common. Pleasure before business, pro-
crastination, disorder, and shuffling frustrate the strenuous
efforts that arc made to improve the condition of the

people. The most modem appliances of science and
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civilisation are seen side by side with habits of the remotest

barbarism.
The traveller will miss the traditional gaiety and light-

heartedness that finds its spontaneous expression in dance
and song. Those fragmentary buffooneries witnessed

here and there in the streets are no longer the expression
of exuberance, but mere catch-pennies. Perhaps ecluca-

. tion is making them too wise to be merry, yet the pro-
fessional letter-writers are still found under the portico of

S. Carlo.

The older portion of Naples, of which we have just
taken a survey, is divided from the western or modern

quarter by a ridge of rock running from the heights of S.

Elmo on the north of the town clown to the Castel Nuovo,
which is a conspicuous object in the coast line of the bay,

dividing the latter into two distinct curves. Anciently
there was but one way of passing this ridge without climb-

ing up one side and down the other
;
-and that was the

narrow cutting called the Strada di Chiaia. Standing in

the Piazza S. Ferdinando with the back to S. Carlo
Theatre and looking westward, on the right is Toledo

;

on the left the royal palace ;
all round an intricate

medley of trams, cabs, omnibuses, and carts
;
and imme-

diately opposite is the entrance to the Strada *di Chiaia.
The steepness of the hill through which it is cut is

disguised on this side by the buildings with which it is

covered. At the top of it is the street called Monte di Dio,
where is the British Consulate. By the Strada di Chiaia
the street passes under the bridge which connects the two
halves of the severed ridge. Further down is the Teatro
Sannazaro

;
the road then bears to the left. The first

turning to the right leads to the new Via deiMilh. Below
this is the Piazza dei Martiri, so called in memory of the

patriots whose names are inscribed on the column in the

centre. In the left-hand upper corner is the Scotch
Church. At the right-hand lower corner are Thos.
Cook and Son's Offices. Straight on, through the short

street Calabritto, is the Piazza Vittoria
;
to the left towers

the west front of Monte di Dio
;
in front is the sea. To

the right there are two parallel roads westward. The
first of these, where the tramway runs, is called the

Riviera die Chiaia. The other road, called the Via
Caracciolo, runs close to the sea, and is used as the
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fashionabfe drive, about sunset. From this is obtained a

beautiful view of the whole sweep of the western bay, with

the promontory and hill of Posilipo. Between this drive

and the Riviera lies the Villa Nazionale, or public garden,
a delightful pedestrian lounge. Among the trees are

many line statues, ancient and modern. Here is the

granite basin brought from Paestum (it
stands on the site

formerly occupied by the Farnese bull, now in the museum).
About half way along the garden is the Aquarium ; and

opposite this an opening into the Riviera leads to the

street of S. Pasquale, where is the English Church.
At the end of the Villa the road emerges on a square

called Piazza Umberto Primo, at the left-hand corner of

-which, by the sea, is the Grand Hotel. Beyond this, in

front, is a district now occupied by elegant palazzi, which
less than twenty years ago was a beach covered by fisher-

men's boats. Here is the English lawn tennis ground.
To our right is the tram-line, following which, still west-

\vard, for a few yards is the tramways junction known as

Torretta, One line following the road to the left runs to

Posilipo, the other line runs straight up the slope of

Piedigrotta ; both lines served by electric traction. In

front is a conspicuous object, the mouth of the new tunnel

through which one branch of the line runs to PoszuolL In
the middle of this tunnel is a lift leading to numerous
villages on the hill top. Just at the entrance to this tunnel
a turn to the left brings one to "Virgil's Tomb," and to the
famous old grotto which is now used chiefly for carts and
goats. In the street of Piedigrotta is the large church
dedicated to the Madonna, a pilgrimage to which was the

origin of a curious popular fcsla every September. Near
this the tram-line divides, the right-hand branch follows
the Corso Vittorio Emanuele, a road begun in the last

years of the Bourbons, and finished after the revolution of
1860. It runs along the slopes of the Vomero, which
forms the back of the whole western amphitheatre, and
gradually rises with many curves, the views of the sea to the
right, and the hill to the left ever increasing in beauty.
Presently is reached the station of the Cumana Railway,
which serves the district of Pomioli and Baia, with boat
traffic to Ischia. The Naples terminus of this line is al
Monte Santo in the market of the Pigiuisecwi to the left

of Toledo. A little further up is a road to the right lead-
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ing to the Via Amedeo, a fashionable neighbourhood,
favoured by English residents, and leading through the

Via dei Mille to the Piazza dei MartirL

Proceeding up the Corso the International Hospital is

passed on the left, then several hotels and the International

School for Young Ladies, then the station of the Funicolare
which leads from the Parco Margherita and Via Amedeo
in the valley to the right, to the new village of the Yomero
on the hill to the left. After this, passing the Hotel Bristol,
is a district called Cariati, which is at the junction of the

ridge that divides the town with the hill which lies at the
back of it. Emerging from the houses and still following
the tram-line are unfolded a series of panoramic views of

the old town, the port, the Campanian plains, the hills

beyond, and, conspicuous above all, Vesuvius, with the

villages of Portici and Resina at its base, and further to the

right Castellammare and the Sorrentine peninsula ;
the

view being terminated by the island of Capri. Passing a
second Funicolare which connects Monte Santo below
with S. Elmo and S. Martino above, the road reaches the
Piazza Salvator Rosa, where the Corso Vittorio Ern-
anuele ends. Here the hill of Infrascata to the left will,
when the electric-tram is open, form a quick communica-
tion between the city and the heights of S. Martino. The
other branch of the tram from Salvator Rosa leads down
to the Museum.
The traveller has now taken a general survey of all

Naples, old and new.
The following details should not be omitted :

Following the line of Toledo straight up the hill past
the Museum is crossed the bridge of the Sanita, made by
the Bourbon kings over a swamp for the purpose of

reaching the village of Capadimonte, the royal ralace
and park which will repay the time of a visit.

Secondly, proceeding along Foria, beyond the point
where the road formerly turned into the old town on the
left, is the Botanic Garden, after that the Reclusorio or
Poor-house. Here the roacl divides

;
that to the left leads

up to the Campo di Marte, used chiefly for races and
reviews, and formerly by the English colony for cricket.
The lower, or right-hand road from Reclusorio leads to
the old and new English cemeteries, and to the great
Neapolitan burying-grouncL
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Thirdly, from S. Ferdinanclo the traveller who does not

care to go through the crowded Strada cli Chiaia can take

the road to the left, following the tram-line. To the left

is the west front of the royal palace ;
the great square to

the right is the Piazza Plebiscite, where, in 1860, the

popular vote annexed Naples to the kingdom of United

Italy. The church, with the colonnade, was built after the

peace of 1815. In the left-hand further corner, at a place
called the Paggeria, is an Industrial Museum and school.

Past the royal palace, on the left is seen the Arsenal, in

the hollow
;
and then comes the once famous region of

Santa Lucia, which has become a thing of the past, on

account of the new quarter built on land recently re-

claimed from the sea. At the bottom of S. Lucia (past
Turner's English bank) the road bears round to the right,

passing under the south front of the hill of Monte cli Dio.

Anciently there was no road here, as the promontory ran

straight down into the rock on which is built the Castcl

delF Ovo. Following this road (where are situated the

hotels Vesuve, Continental, des Etrangers, Hasslcr, and

others), which, though roundabout, is more agreeable than

the Strada cli Chiaia, the visitor soon arrives at Piazza
Vittoria.

Climate.

The climate of Naples varies from 100 Fahr. in July and

August, to 32 between January and March, and is subject
to extreme variations in the same day. The mean Winter

temperature (which mostly interests visitors) is about 50,
but in January, when the mountains are clad in snow, the

thermometer at night often registers several degrees of

frost. October and November are more or less rainy
months

; December is generally line
; January cold

;
Feb-

ruary milder, but rainy ;
March changeable ; April and part

of May delightful months
;
and the summer very hot, with

usually a morning sea breeze.
There are about 120 rainy clays throughout the year, a

great deal of N.E. wind, and of S,E. wind called Sciroceo,
but snow and fogs are seldom seen. Taken altogether,
the climate of Naples is healthy in winter, but visitors

should be careful to wear warm clothing, to avoid chills, to

observe moderation as to diet, and not t<> over-fatigue
themselves sight-seeing, as the neglect of these prccau-
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tions may induce an attack of Neapolitan fever, a mild

form of typhus. The water supplied by foe new water-

works, near the Palace of Capodimonte, is brought from

the district of Serino, 50 miles from Naples, and is very

good.

Historical Summary.

B.C. 1000. Greek colonists founded Cumae, of which an
offshoot founded Parthenope the older

part called Pakeopolis ;
the new part,

Neapolis, was the origin of Naples.

480. Naples united to Rome.

29. Augustus Caesar, Virgil, and other illustrious

Romans resided here, followed by Tiberius.

A.D. 54. (About). Nero appeared on the Neapolitan

stage as actor and singer.

79. Eruption of Vesuvius destroyed Pompeii.

500. Naples under Theoderic and the Goths.

536. Taken by Belisarius.

543. Reduced by famine and the walls levelled by
Totila

;
soon after reconquered by Narses

for the Grecian emperor Justinian ;
after-

wards governed by exarchs of Ravenna,
then independent till

967. Overrun by Germans under Otho.
1000. Occupied by Normans.
1061. Roger the Norman made king.
1186. Norman Princess Constantia marries the Em-

peror Henry VI.
,
and Naples is ruled by the

Hohenstauffens.

1264. Ruled by the house of Anjou.
1382. Charles Durazzo.

1416. Alphonso of Arragon. Franco- Italian war for

possession of Naples. Naples a province of

Spain under Ferdinand the Catholic. In-

tolerable misery of the people.
1647. Insurrection of Masaniello.

1700. Naples passes to Austrian rule.

I735- Charles the Bourbon (Infanta of Spain) be-
comes King of Naples. Revival of prosperity.

1751. Charles becomes King of Spain; his son
- Ferdinand, King of Naples, marries Maria
Carolina.
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1806.

1808.

1815.

1825.

1830.

1858.
1860.

1 86 1.

1878.

1900.

French Republican armies enter Naples.

Joseph Buonaparte king.

Joachim Murat king.
Restoration of Ferdinand.
Francis I.

Ferdinand II.

Francis II.

Expulsion of the old dynasty. Garibaldi enters

Naples, which, by popular suffrage, is an-

nexed to United Italy.

Victor Emmanuel II.

Humbert I.

Victor Emmanuel III.

THE DUOMO.
The Cathedral stands in the Strada del Duomo, on the

site of a temple of Neptune, of which the columns of

granite and ancient marble found in the present structure

probably formed a portion. It was commenced by
Masuccio, under Charles I. of Anjou, in 1272, and com-

pleted in 1314. It was dedicated to S. Januarius. In

1456 it was almost entirely destroyed by an earthquake,
and was afterwards rebuilt by Alphonso I. Notwith-

standing frequent alterations made during the ijth and
iSth centuries, it still retains much of its original Franco-
Gothic character.

The Church is a Basilica, having a Gothic nave and two
aisles separated by two ranges of pilasters. The Holy
Water Fonts, of green basalt, are evidently, by their

Bacchanalian emblems, of pagan origin. Above the prin-

cipal gate are (1.) the tomb of Charles I. d'Anjou, and (r.)

tomb of Charles Martel, King of Hungary, and his wife,

Clementina, daughter of Rudolph of Hapsburg. Over
the side entrances are pictures by VnsarL The ceiling
is adorned with paintings by Santafcdc (square), and
Vincenzio da Forti (oval). The frescoes of Doctors of the

Church, Patron Saints of the City, and the Twelve
Apostles above the arches of the nave, are by Luca
Giordano. S. Cirillo and the 8. Crisostomo are by
Solimena.

Passing along the left aisle we lincl in the second
chapel
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Incredulity of S. Thomas . . . Marco'da Siena.

Bas-relicf\~thz Entombment . . Giovanni da Nola.

In the fourth chapel (that of the Seripandi family)

The Assumption (much restored in parts) Perugino.

In the left transept

Monument of Andrew, King of Hungary.
Tomb of Pope Innocent IV.

The entrance to the Sacristy next presents itself.

Within are numerous portraits of Archbishops of

Naples.
On the left of the high altar is the chapel of the Capece

Galeotta family ;
over the altar is

Our Saviour between SS. Januarius and Athanasius.

Beneath the high altar, clown a double flight of marble

steps, is the Confessio, or Shrine of San Qennaro, built

by Cardinal Carafa in 1497. Ten Ionic columns support
the marble roof. The saints' remains are beneath the

altar, and close by is a kneeling statue of Cardinal

Carafa.

To the right of the choir is the Tocco Chapel.

Tomb of St. Asprenus.
Frescoes (scenes from his life).

In the corner of the right transept, the Minutoli Chapel
(i3th century), designed by Masuccio

Passion of our Lord (the upper paint-

ings) Tommaso dcgli StefanL
Members of Minutoli family (the lower

paintings Unknown.

The latter are curious for costume, but, unfortunately,
have been painted over.

Altar . . . -.. . Pietro degli Stefani.
Tomb of Cardinal Minutoli, and Gothic

Canopy Baboccw.
Tomb of Archbishops of the family.

Readers of Boccaccio will call to mind the adventure of
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the Jockey of Perugia, who came by night to this chapel
to steal a ring from the archbishop's corse.

In the nave, notice the Archbishop's chair. The rich

foliation of the columns and elegant tracery of the arch

of the nave are considered almost unique.
In the right aisle the Brancia Chapel.

Tomb of Cardinal Carbone and Gothic

Canopy Baboccio.

The Caracciolo Chapel contains a

wooden crucifix .... Masuccio.

A door out of the left aisle conducts to the Basilica of

Santa Restituta, the ancient cathedral for the Greek
ritual. The ancient Corinthian 'columns of the nave, and
two white marble columns by the Tribune, are from the

Temple of Apollo, which formerly occupied this site.

This church dates from the 7th century ;
restored in the

i7th ;
but some of the pointed arches in the nave and the

Gothic chapels in the right aisle are part of the original
structure. Near the entrance are

Tomb of Mazzocchi (scholar).
Tomb of Canonico Jorio (antiquarian).

Observe on the roof of the nave,

S. Restituta's body carried by angels in

a boat to Ischia .... Luca Giordano.

Behind the high altar in the choir,

Virgin and Archangel Michael and S.

Restituta ..... Silvestro dJ BuoiiL

On the left of the church is the Chapel of Santa Maria
del Principio.

Ancient mosaic, Virgin and Child, called del Principio,
as being the first picture of the Virgin venerated in

Naples.
Bas-reliefS, parts of 8th-centtiry pulpits, representing

scenes from lives of SS. Januarius, Eustatius, and

Joseph.

At the end of the right aisle is the Chapel of St.
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Giovanni in Fonte, once the Baptistery, the, cupola of

which is covered with early mosaics and paintings.
From the right aisle of the church we enter the Chapel

of San Gennaro (or Capella del Tesoro). A vow made

during the plague of 1527 was the origin of this edifice.

It was commenced in 1608, and completed at a cost of

half a million ducats, in twenty-nine years. It is in
^the

form of a Greek cross. Notice the splendid bronze Grille,

designed by Fansaga, which occupied forty-five years of

patient work.

17 altars and 42 marble columns.

19 bronze statues of saints.

Sick waiting at Tomb of S. Gennaro . Dowcnichino.

Martyrdom of S. Gennaro ... ,,

Dead man raised up at the Tomb of S.

Gennaro ...... n
Sick cured with Oil from Lamp at

Tomb of S. .Gennaro ...
S. Gennaro curing a Demoniac .

,,

The latter was completed by Spagnolctto.
S. Gennaro leaving Fiery Furnace (in r.

chapel) . . ... . Spagnoldto.
Frescoes of roof, lunettes, etc. . . Domenichino.
Numerous Frescoes from life of S. Gennaro.

In the Sacristy of the Tesoro,

S. Gennaro curing a Demoniac . . Stanziani.

Several Paintings . . . . . L. Giordano.
Rich collection of Plate and Vestments.
Silver bust of S. Gennaro, covered with valuable

offerings from various monarchs. Notice rich

parure of diamonds and emeralds from Joseph
Buonaparte.

3 silver statues, and 45 busts of saints, etc.

S. Gennaro's Martyrdom (pencil drawing) Domenichino

High Altar, with silver relief Arrival of Remains of

S. Gennaro.

Behind the altar is a tabernacle containing the two
phials of the saint's blood. For times when the ceremony
of liquefaction takes place, see Calendar of Festivals,
p. 437.
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S. Januarius (S. Gennaro) was of ancient Roman descent,
became a Christian in his early years, and was made first

Bishop of Benevento in A.b. 304. Januarius and his friends,

Socius and Proculus, seem to have passed unscathed

through the fearful persecutions of Diocletian and Maxi-

milian. But on the accession of Galerius, Timotheus, the

pro-praetor of Campania, determined to stay the labours of

the Christian bishop. He summoned Januarius and his

deacons before him, ordered them to recant, and on their

refusal condemned them to be burned. They were cast

into -a fiery .furnace ;
sweet music was heard in the midst

of the flames
;
and when, at the command of Timotheus,

the furnace was opened, lire leaped forth and destroyed
his soldiers, while the saints remained unhurt. Other
miracles followed, but did not preserve the life of the

saint, who perished by the sword at Solfatuni, on the

morning of September 19, A.D. 305. Two phials full of

the blood of S. Januarius were preserved, which, according
to tradition, liquefies accordingly at certain appointed
times. When the u miracle " takes place, the head is

placed on the altar, in a magnificent shrine, together with
the crystal vase containing the two phials. Only one

phial is now exhibited, the contents of the other having
been carried -off to Madrid by Charles III., where, in the

absence of the head, the miracle only takes place on the

anniversary of the martyrdom.
Permission to inspect the Tesoro of San Gennaro must

be obtained from the President of the Deputies entrusted
with the administration of the chapel revenues.

/

SANTA CHIARA.

(Stracla S. Trinita Maggiore.)

More like a long hall than a church 270 feet long by
104 feet broad. Commenced in the Gothic style in 'the

reign of Robert of Anjou ; completed by Mnsuccio //., in

Romanesque, arc. 1320. Overloaded with excessive
ornamentation in 1753. At this elate the frescoes of

Giotto, with one exception, were whitewashed, to make
the church look lighter. The only remnant is the
Madonna clella Gnizie (3rd pier on the left). On the left

of the principal entrance

K
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Tomb of Onofrio di Penna (Secretary of King.

Ladislaus). Now an altar . . . Baboccio.

, r , -r, ., -, \ Francesco, son of
Fresco, Madonna Enthroned .

j Maestro Simone.

David Playing before the Ark (on roof).

3 circular paintings over high altar . . Seb. Conca.

S. Chiara putting Saracens to Flight at

Assisi (roof of nave) . . . Frances di Mum.
Four Doctors of the Church, and large

fresco close by Bonito.

The Four Virtues ...... Conca.

Holy Sacrament (on roof over high altar) Frances di Mum.
King Robert at the Building of the Church

(over principal entrance) ..... Ibid.

The San Felice Chapel (8th)

Crucifixion ....... Lanfranco.
Ancient Sarcophagus, with bas-relief of the Marriage of

Protesilaus and Laodamia, used as the tomb of Cesare

San Felice, Duke of Rodi.

The Balzo Chapel contains tombs of that family. The
Cito Chapel, sculpture by San Martina.
The mediaeval tombs of Anjou Princes, etc., give the

chief interest to this church.

Gothic monument of Robert the Wise,
Pandiis and Johannes.

The sitting figure represents Robert as a King, the

recumbent one as a Franciscan friar. It is said that

Petrarch supplied the inscription;

Tomb of Charles the Illustrious.

Mary of Valois.

Mary, Empress of Constantinople.
Agnese and Clementina, daughters of fore-

going. .
.

Mary (child of Charles the Illustrious).

Elegant Monument to Antonia Gaudino,
Giovanni da Nola.

This is near the door on the left of the church. The
epitaph is by the poet Antonio Epicure, on the death of

the young girl at the age of fourteen, on the day appointed
for her wedding.
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In Chapel 2, on left, tomb of Raimondo Cabano, formerly
a Moorish slave, afterwards High Seneschal to Joanna L,

and one of the chief of those concerned in the murder of

her husband.
. t

Chapel on right of high altar. Burial-place of the

Bourbons.
Tomb of Prince Philip v . . . San Martino.

Tombs of five other children of Charles III.

The pulpit of this church, supported by four lions, has

some remarkable 13th-century bas-reliefs on the martyrdom
of SS. John and Catherine.

Bas-reliefs under organ, History of St. Catherine of

Alexandria.
In Refectory of Franciscan Convent attached to the

church

Saviour with Virgin and Saints

King Robert and Family . . . School of Giotto.

Close by is the large Monastery of 5. Chiara, once

containing four hundred nuns
;
area now occupied by

shops ;
at extremity of .No. 23, see

Miracle of Loaves and Fishes (fresco) . . Giotto.

The Clocktower of S. Chiara is a line specimen of

decorative art. It was projected to illustrate the five

orders of architecture. The Tuscan portion was executed
under King Robert; the Doric was completed in the I5th,
and the Ionic early in the lyth century, leaving the

Campanile still unfinished.

S. DOMENICO MAQGIORE.

(Vico S. Domenico.)

A Gothic building, founded in 1285, from designs by
Masuccio L Altered at various times, now one of the most
richly-adorned churches in Naples. Fine nave, 2 aisles,

27 chapels, and 12 altars. Gothic arches stuccoed and
re-gilt. Commencing on the right

Chapel i (St. Martin), with arabesques on arch over
entrance.
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Virgin with SS. Dominico and
Martin Andrea da Salerno.

Chapel 2. Tomb of Archbishop Brancaccio.

The Madonna . . - (attrib.) Agnolo Franco.

St. Dominic and Magdalen . (attrib.) Stefanone.

Chapel 3. Frescoes (much repainted)

(attrib.) Agnolo Franco.

Chapel 7 (of the Crucifix) is a church in itself.

Picture of the Crucifix that spoke to

St. Thomas Aquinas . Tommaso degli Stefani.

Bas-relief'of above incident in front of altar.

Carrying of the Cross and Deposition, on the

sides of the altar, in Flemish style.
Tomb of Francesco Carafa . Agnello del Fiore.

Tomb opposite Agnello del Fiore & Giovanni da Nola.

Small chapel left of principal altar.

Tomb of Ettore Carafa.

Chapel by entrance to nave contains

Madonna della Rosa .... Maestro Simone.

Tomb of Conte Bucchianico and wife, Agnello del Fiore.

Chapel 8 (S. Thomas Aquinas), entrance to Sacristy. ;

Altar-piece . . . . . . Luca Giordano. .

Gothic tombs of Aquino family.

Virgin and Child (on a gold ground) . . Simone (?)

The Sacristy has a rich marble pavement. !

Presses made of roots of trees ...
Frescoes (roof) . .. . . . Solimena.

The Annunciation . . . Andrea da Salerno.
\

Forty-five mortuary chests covered with

velvet, ten of which are of Arragonese ;

Princes or Princesses. i

*

From the adjoining Tesoro the- heart of Charles II. of
\

Anjou, in its silver casket, was stolen during the French
j

occupation. j

In the right transept j

Bas-relief of S. Jerome. j

. Several tombs, beautiful arabesques, etc.
'

The Madonna della Grazie . . . Agnolo Franco.
\
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The latter painting is in one of the chapels in the passage
opening out of the transept. In this passage are various

tombs, etc. In the Chapel of St. Bonito, a triptych of the

Virgin, Child, and Saints, etc., and some 16th-century
monuments.

Monument in Zingarelli (in transept)

I' M
athe ne

11 |
in small chapel . Bror. Doiisclh.

b. Mary Magdalene )

*

The nigh Altar (1652). Splendid specimen of Flo-

rentine mosaic work
;
notice the verd antique columns for

candelabra.

Four chapels in left transept. In the Pignatelli Chapel
see The Annunciation (after Titian) . L. Giordano.

In the left aisle are eight chapels.

Chapel 8 (from entrance), dedicated to S. Maria clella

Neve.
Alto-relievo over the altar, with statues of Virgin and

SS. Matthew and John, perhaps the chef iVwuvre of

Giovanni da Nola.

Monument of Poet Marini.

Bartolonimeo Pipi.
Bust of Marini (alluded to by Milton)

Bartolonimeo VisconIL

Chapel 7. (Ruffo Bagnara)
Martyrdom of S. Catherine . Leonardo da Pisloja.
Tomb of Leonardo Tomacella (1529).

Chapel 6. Tombs of Carafa family
A Saint dressing wounds of S. Sebastian.

Chapel 5. Tombs of Andrea family
Picture of S. Antoninus.

Chapel 4. (Rota family)
S. John the Baptist (statue) . Giovanni da Nohi.
Monument of Bernardino Roto (poet), with

figures of the Arno and Tiber . Doinenico tVAitriti.

Chapel 3.

Martyrdom of St. John the Evangelist

Tomb of Antonio Carafa
(Malizia),

Scipioiic
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Chapel 2. (The Rosary)
Madonna cli St. Andrea. A picture said to be en-

dowed with marvellous miracle-working powers.

Chapel r. (St. Stephen)
Infant Christ crowning St. Joseph . Luca Giordano.

Adoration of the Magi . (attrib.) Albrecht Diirer.

Holy Family .... Andrea del Salerno.

The adjacent monastery contains many memorials of

S. Thomas Aquinas, university professor here in 1272. His

cell (now a chapel), his lecture-room, and part of his chair,
are still shown. The Accademia Pontaniana also meets

here (p. 278). In the Piazza outside is the obelisk of

S. Domenico by Fansaga and Vaccaro.

5. FILIPPO NERI

(Piazza Gerolomini),

or the Church of the Gerolomini, near the Duomo con- ;

structed by the Fathers of the Oratory in 1592-1619,
from designs of D/onisio di Bartolommco. Facade by
Lassari, altered later to match the church by Fuga, and
covered with marble. Statues by San Martina. Cupola
by Lazzari. Interior a nave and two aisles, divided by
Corinthian granite columns. Heavy architrave and flat

roof, with gilt bas-reliefs ; the whole building excessively ;

ornamented.

Frescoes over columns .... Benasca.

Fresco over entrance, Christ driving
dealers from the Temple . . Luca Giordano.

\

The architectural details by . Moscatiello.

Picture over high altar Giovan. Bernardino Siciliano.
'

The pictures on side walls . . . . Corenzio.\

Chapel of S. Filippo Neri, left of choir,

designed by . . Giacomo Lazzari.

Painting on Cupola. S. Filippo in Glory . Solimena .!

Chapel della Concezione, right of choir

Cupola, Judith and Head of Holofernes . Simonelli^

Conception . . , . Cesare
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Chapel 'of Ruffo Scilia family, left transept, with fluted

Corinthian columns.
Six Statues PMro Bernini.

The Nativity . . - .

'

. RoncaUi.

Annunciation Santafcdc.

Chapel of St. Francis (5th on left)

St. Francis in prayer . .... Gnido.

Near this chapel, in the nave, is the inscription
^

to

Giambattista Yico, author of the " Scienxia Nuova," died

1744.

Chapel of S. Agnese
Pictures Roncalli and L. Giordano.

In chapels in opposite aisle

St. Jerome awed by the last trumpet . . . Gcssi.

Adoration of the Magi .... Corcnsio.

St. Alexis dying .... Piclro da Corlona.

The picture in the Chapel of the Holy Sacrament is the

last work of Santafede, unfinished at the time of his decease.

The Sacristy contains many line paintings-
S. Filippo Neri in Glory
Baptism of Jesus
Flight into Egypt
Mother of Zebedee and Saviour
Ecce Homo
St. Andrew....
Crucifixion....
St. Francis ....
Heads of the Apostles
Christ bearing the Cross (2 pictures) .

L. Giordano.
G iinfo.

. Ibid.

. Sanlafcdc,

Spagnalctto.

Spagnolclto.
Marco thi Sicnti.

. Tin tore! to.

Douicnichino.

Nativity
Adoration of the Magi
Jacob and the Angel .

St Sebastian

Andrea da Salerno.

. Ibid.

Palma Vcccltio.

Car. Arpino.

S. GIOVANNI A CARBONARA.

(Strada Foria.)

Built in 1344. Designed by Masucdo II. King Ladishius

enlarged and restored the church in 1400,
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The Capella del Miroballi, opposite the entrfince, con-

tains the Tomb of Trojano Miroballo,

Statues of S. Augustin and 8. John the Baptist in the

pilasters by the high altar.

Tomb of King Ladislaus . . . A ndrea Ciccione.

This lofty tomb is in three storeys ;
the first behind

1

the altar, four statues of Virtues; the second, Ladislaus

and Joanna enthroned, with attendant Virtues, etc.
;
the

third, the sarcophagus containing the body, with attendant

figures, recumbent effigy of Ladislaus, angels drawing aside

curtain of the canopy, etc. On the summit is an equestrian
statue of the young king.

Frescoes, near the tomb, 88. John and Januarius.
Bisuccio. In the chapel behind this tomb (Caracciolo del

Sole family).
Tomb of Sergianni Caracciolo, favourite of Joanna II.,

assassinated 1432, through the iiilluence of Corello Rufo,
.Duchess of Sessa.

Frescoes of Life of the Madonna (note especially
the Coronation) . . , Leonardo da*Bimccio.

The circular Chapel of the Caracciolo Rossi family, left

of high altar, designed by Girolamo Sanlacroce.

Statue of S. Peter Merlin no.

,.-.
.

S. Paul Sanlacroce.
!;

S. Andrew Caccavclh.
S. James.... Pedro della Platla.

These four statues were executed as a trial of skill by
the sculptors named.

The Epiphany (mezzo-relievo) . , Delia Pialla.

Bas-reliefs on altar ...... Ibid.

Two Evangelists and small statues of SS.

John and Sebastian , . , . Sanlacroce.
Tomb of Galeazzo Scilla.

n Colantonio Caracciolo . Domenico d'Atma.

\ In the Sacristy (formerly Somma chapel)
Small picture Kassano.

Bas-reliefs on altar Caeaircllo.

15 Frescoes (Old Testament History and
Life of St. John) . . . Vasari and Doceno.

Walnut-wood presses, from f , Vasari'$ designs,

V
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The Chapter-house, a handsome room covered with

frescoes. From the court enter

Chapel of the Crucifixion, belonging to the Seripanclis.
The Crucifixion Vasari.

Chapels of St. Monica and Madonna Consolatrice.

MONTE OLIVETO, OR S. ANNA DEI LOMBARD!

(Piazza di Montoliveto),

once a Benedictine Monastery, erected in 1411, from

designs of Cicdonc. The garden where Tasso was so

kindly cared for by the monks in 1588 is now a market

garden. The Monastery buildings are Municipal, offices.

The church is full of sculpture, but its architecture is spoilt

by restorations.

Monument of General Giuseppe Trivubrio (1757),
Doinenico Fontana, architect (1607).

Chap, i, 1. (Pezzo) Statues and bas-rc/icfs.

Chap. 2, 1. (Piccolomini),
The Nativity (relief) .... Donatclli (?)

Singing Angels ...... Rossellino.

Tomb of Maria of Arragon Ibid.

The Ascension (picture) . . Si]vestro di Buoiii.

Chap, i, r. (Liguori), Virgin and Child Giovanni da Nola.

,, Bas-reliefs . . . .Ibid.

Chap. 2, r. (Marini).
The Annunciation (relief)

Benedetto da Mariano.

Chap. 6, 1. S. John Baptist . . . Giov. da Nola.

Chapel of the Holy Sepulchre contains a life-coloured

group in terra-cotta of figures kneeling before our Saviour,
being portraits of contemporaries of the sculptor, by
Modanrno.

In the choir, frescoes by Siinoiic Papa, and numerous
monuments by Nola and others. Organ considered one of
the best in Italy for tone.

L'INCORONATA.

(Strada Medina).

Nave and left aisle of this church built by Queen Joanna,
in commemoration of her marriage with lier cousin Louis
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of Taranto, in 1347 ; she included the Cappella diGiustizia

in which the ceremony had been performed. From the

gallery (entrance from" the tower) can be seen a series of

admirable frescoes, considered good specimens of the

School of Giotto. The compartments of the Gothic roof

are filled with the following subjects :

Baptism, Christening of infant son of Duke of Calabria.

Two half figures in this picture, one crowned with

laurel, said to be Petrarch and Laura.

Confirmation. Three children of Joanna.

Holy Communion. Joanna and others receiving the

"Host.

Holy Orders. Boniface VIII. consecrating Bishop Louis

of Anjou.
Confession. Joanna confessing, penitents being scourged,

etc.

Marriage. Nuptials of Louis and Joanna. Highly
admired as a picture of court life, costume, manners,
etc., in the i4th century. A portrait of Dante, said

to be discernible.

Extreme Unction. A dying prince.

Triumph of the Church.

Chapel del Crocifisso, end of left aisle.

Carthusians doing homage to Joanna, and
other paintings . . . Gennaro di Cola.

Frescoes, SS. Martin and George, etc.

5. LORENZO.

(Strada S. Paolo.)

This church was built on the site of the ancient Basilica

Augustalis, the meeting-place of the Senate of Naples ;

originally Gothic (1324), little of that style now remains

except the marble doorway, and the ambulatory with

chapels, etc.

Our Saviour and St. Francis, etc. (over
chief entrance) .... Vinccnzo Corso.

Sepulchral slab of Giambattista Porto,
the first encyclopaedist.

Statues of SS, Francis, Lawrence, and
Antony , .'.... , . Giov. da Nola.
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Bas-rclfcfs on high altar . . . Ibid.

St. Anthony, on a gold ground (in chapel) Maeslro Snuonc.

Coronation of King Robert . . Ibid.

In the choir ai;e monuments of

Catherine of Austria (1323) . . Masuccto.

Joanna Durazzo, Countess of Eu, and
her husband, both poisoned on the

same clay, 'July 20, 1387.
Princess Mary of Durazzo . . . Masuccio II.

Charles I., Duke of Durazzo . . Ibid.

In the Cloisters will be found the tomb of Ludovico
Aldemoresco (1414), Babom'o.

Petrarch resided for some time in the adjoining
monastery ;

and in this church Boccaccio saw the charm-

ing lady whom he has immortalised as Fiametta.

S. MARIA DELL' ANNUNZIATA.

(Strada deli' Annunziata.)

Founded by Queen Sancia
; destiwecl, with the excep-

tion of the sacristy and treasury, by lire, in 1757 ;
rebuilt.

(1782) by Vanvilcllij now one of the finest examples of

classical architecture in Naples ; forty-four marble columns

support the grand cornice.

Paintings over high altar and in transept
Francesco dl Mum.

Bas-relief, Nativity -and Deposition.
Descent from the Cross . Giov. da Noln.

The Caraffa Chapel is very much decorated.
The Treasury is-a large hall containing

an altar, and the Tomb of Alfonso
Sancia . ... Donicnico d }

Anria.
Frescoes of roof (also in sacristy) . . . Corcnzio.

Bas-reliefs on sacristy presses
"

. . Giov. da Nola.

In front of the high altar is the sepulchral slab of the

profligate Joanna II.

Adjoining the church is the large Foundlings' Home
(shown by special permission).
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S. MARIA LA NUOVA.

(Strada S. Guiseppe.)

Erected in 1258, on the site of ancient Torre Mastri ;

rebuilt 1599, by Franco ; consists of a nave and transept
and fourteen chapels. Among the paintings on the

flat,

gilt ceiling is the

Coronation of the Virgin .... Santafedc.

Paintings on the Dome .... Corenzio.

Frescoes on roof of choir . Simonc Papa the Younger.
Chapel i, right. The Archangel Michael

Amato il Vecchio.

Chapel 3, Crucifixion, etc. . Marco da Siena.

Chapel of the Crucifix. Frescoes by Corenzio.

In the right transept is a fine 15th-century work with

bas-reliefs, the monument of Galeazzo Sanseverino.
In the adjacent chapel, beautiful wooden crucifix by

Giov. da Xola.

Over the high altar (very much repainted)

Madonna .... Tommaso degli Stefani.
In the Nave. Two figures of children Luca Giordano.

Chapel (2, left) of S. Qiacomo delta Marca is really a

church, having seven altars, erected by
"

il gran capitano
"

Gonsalvo da Cordova, whose nephew Ferdinand, in the
chivalrous spirit of the age, raised the two monuments to
his chief enemies, Pietro Navarro and Lautrec.

The chapel on the right of high altar contains

A picture Spagnoletto (?)
Frescoes on vault Stanzioni.

On left of high *altar a lofty monument to three of the
Counts of Sangro.

In the refectory of the adjacent suppressed convent
are frescoes from Scripture history, attributed to the
Brothers Donzdli.

S. MARTINO.
Hie suppressed Carthusian monastery and church of S.

Mwfcno is
beautifully situated, with splendid views, within
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the forti&cations of the Castle of S. Elmo. Founded in

1 32 5? by Charles the Illustrious, Duke of Calabria, son of

Robert of Anjou, King of Naples, rebuilt in the i7th

century. Since the suppression of the Carthusian Convent
the church has been shown by Government custodians, as

an adjunct of the Museum.
In the vestibule are some rude frescoes by Micco

Spadaro and Bellisano. The interior of the church is

perhaps unequalled in Europe for decoration
;
coloured

marbles, forming a long mosaic work, encase the floors,

piers, walls, etc.
;
an open-work screen of marble parts off

the choir.

The Ascension (frescoes on roof) . . Laufranco.
Twelve Apostles (between the windows). -Ibid.

Descent from the Cross (over chief

entrance), enviously damaged by
'

Spagnoldto, under pretence of clean-

ing it . . . . . Stansioni.

Moses and Elias . . . . Spagnoktlo.
Twelve figures of Prophets over arches of

the chapels Ibid.

In the Choir many works of art will be found.

Frescoes of the Vault .... Cav. d'Arpino.
Supper at Emmaus . . Completed bv Bernardino.
The Nativity

"

Guido.

(This was one of his finest productions ;

it was incomplete at his death.)

Fresco, over the Nativity . . . Laufranco.

On the side walls of the choir

The Last Supper Spagno/ello.
Washing of the Feet . Caracciolo.
Last Supper '. Slanrjioni.
Institution of the Eucharist . School of P. \

r

eroncsc.

The two statues in the choir are by Domcnico Bernini
and FinclH. The marble ornaments and sculptured rosettes
on the pilasters are by Fansaga of Carrara. The marble
pavement by the Carthusian monk Prcsli. The high altar
is from a design by Solhncna.
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There are five chapels on the right, viz :

Chapel i. (Madonna del Rosario.) A
painting by . . Doinenico Vaccaro.

Chapel 2. Madonna .... Stanzioni.

Rebuilding of Lincoln Cathe-

dral, and another picture Andrea Vaccaro.
Frescoes on Roof . . Corensio.

Chapel 3. S. John baptizing our Saviour Carlo Maratta.
Lateral paintings . . De Matteis.

y Our Saviour among the Blessed

(Frescoes on ceiling) . . Stanzioni.

Grace and Providence (marble

statues) .... Vaccaro.

; Chapel 5. S. Martin . . Annibale Carracci.

j
Two lateral paintings . . Solimena.

I
Painted Ceiling .... Finoglia.

Charity and Constancy (two
statues) . . San Martino (atMb.)

Chapel 5. (The Choir of the lay brethren.)
Altar Painting .... Vaccaro.

Landscapes (wall frescoes) Micco Spadaro.

Returning from the high altar along the opposite side of

the church, we reach successively

Chapel i. S. Nicholas . . . Pachecco di Rosa.

Chapel 2. Paintings . . . .
.

. La Muni.
Chapel 3. (S. Bruno) painted throughout by StansionL

Chapel 4. S. Gennaro and Virgin (bas-

relief) .... Vaccaro.
Torture and Death of S. Gennaro Caracdolo.
Frescoes on ceiling (life of S.

Gennaro) .... Corensio.

Chapel 5. Painted by De Matteis.

In the Sacristy.

Painted compartment of Roof . . Cav. cVArpino.
Ecce Homo Stanzioni.
Peter's Denial . . Michael Angela da Caravaggio.
Crucifixion ..... Cav. d'Arpino.
Tarsia-work Presses, with reliefs.
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In the Tesoro.

Deposition from the Cross . . . Spagnoletto.

Triumph of Judith (on the vault). Said to

have been executed in forty-eight hours,
in the artist's seventy-second year . L. Giordano.

History of the Brazen Serpent . . . Ibid.

Numerous well-arranged relics in presses.

In the Chapterhouse.

Frescoes on Roof Corcnzio.

Founders of religious Orders (on the walls) Finoglia.
St. John in the Desert . . . Stansioni. .

Flagellation Ippolito Borghese.

In the Hall del Colloquio.

Paintings (the life of S. Bruno) . . . Avanzini.

In the Cloisters.

White marble Doric columns, forming quadrangle.
Statues of Saints . . . Fansaga & Vaccaro.

Adjoining the cloisters are several rooms in which an
historical museum has been formed, under the care of the

director of the National Museum. Collections of silver

vessels, ivories, porcelain, faience from Capodimonte,
Maj cliche di Castelli, Neapolitan civil and military

costumes, Venetian glass and furniture, silk and arras,
modern pictures, plans, and maps.
Beyond the court of the church is the Monastery

Court, with sarcophagi and marble ornaments, leading to

the former laboratory of the Convent, containing i6th-

i7th century pictures of Neapolitan artists, battle-pieces,

etc., and local curiosities :

Gala carriage of Naples Municipality.

Flags vowed to S. Lorenzo in the plague of 1656.
Hat of Cardinal Ruffo.

Chair of President of Parliament in 1848.
Various MSS., newspapers, etc.

The view from the Belvedere at the end of the Convent
Garden is fully celebrated.
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SS. SEVERING E SOSIO.

(Piazza S. Marcellino.)

Formerly attached to a Benedictine monastery. Enlarged
and modernised in 1490.

Cupola, painted by ..... Scheffer.

Frescoes of the vaults of Choir and Transept Corenzio.

In retouching these works Corenzio fell from the

scaffold and was killed. He was buried in this

church.

Chapel i. r. Nativity of the Virgin . Marco da Siena.

Chapel 2. r. Sculptured Altar-piece . . Naccarini.

Chapel 3. r. Assumption of the Virgin Marco da Siena.

Chapel 5. r. Annunciation . . . Cnscuola.

Frescoes on side walls . . Corenzio.

Chapel 6. r. (Cimitile Family) lately restored.

Adoration of the Magi . Marco da Siena.

In passage leading to Sacristy see

The graceful tomb of Andrea Bonifacio (a child)
Giov. da Nola or Pedro della Piatta.

Tomb of Giambattista Cicara . . Giov . da Nola.

In right transept
Nailing Christ to the Cross . Andrea de Salerno.

Tombs of Mormile Family (Dukes of Campochiaro).

Chapel of the Sanseverini
Tomb of the three brothers Sanseverini (poisoned

for sake of their property, in 1516, by their

uncle Ascanio) . , . . Giov. da Nola.

In L transept, Gesualdo Chapel
A Pieta by .... Domenico d'Auria.
Statue over Tomb of Vincenzo Carafa . Naccarini.
The Crucifixion . .... Marco da Siena.

In recess of 1. aisle, Baptism of Christ . . Pemgino (?).

Adoration of the Madonna, etc. . . G. Imperato.
S. Michael and other Archangel . . G. d'Amato.

The High Altar, beautiful Florentine mosaic.
Choir Stalls, best wood-carving in Naples.
In Crypt over high altar, picture by Zingaro (?). In
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Monastery Court, an ancient plane-tree, whose planting
is ascribed to St. Benedict. In the Cloisters (admission
i fr., and only by permission of the keeper of the archives)
are the nineteen frescoes, scenes from the life of St.

Benedict, attributed, though with some doubts, to Ziugaro
and his pupils. The immense variety of life-like figures
and striking landscapes of these frescoes have long been
celebrated.

Since 1818 the Archives of the Kingdom have been

kept in the Monastery (p. 279).

OTHER CHURCHES IN NAPLES.

There are upwards of 350 churches in Naples, forming,
in fact, so many museums of architecture, sculpture, and

painting the innumerable tombs and monuments not

only interesting to lovers of art, but also profusely illus-

trating mediaeval history. To describe all these churches
would occupy volumes. We have noted, in some detail,
those most worthy of attention, and now briefly mention
some of the remainder, which the tourist can visit if

inclination prompts and time allows.

5. Qesu Nuova. Frescoes by Solimcna, Corcusio,
Stansioni and 'Vaccaro ; Cupola, etc., by Lanfranco ;

Paintings by Giordano, Spagnoldto, etc. S. Qennaro (St.

Januarius), founded in the 8th century, but now modernised.
The history of the Saint isj depicted in frescoes. Behind
the church is the entrance to the Catacombs of the same
name. Admission, i fr.

; apply to the porter of the

adjoining Albergo dei Poveri (pp. 225, 290). S. Paolo
Maggiore. Some remains of earlier 'Temple ;

Marbles
and Paintings by Corcus-io, Stanzioni, etc. 5. Qiacomo
degli Spagnuoli. Tomb of Don Pedro cle Toledo (its

founder), by G/oz'. da Nola ; Pictures by Marco da S/enci,
etc. 5. Francesco di Paola (1817-31). Inlaid Altar,
etc.

;
modern paintings and sculptures. 5. Maria del

Carmine. Statue of Conradin by Schopp, after Thorwald-
scn. S. Angelo a Nilo. S. Pietro a Maiella. Chiesa
del Sannazaro. St. Michael overcoming Satan, by
Leonardo da Pisloja; Monument of Poet Sannazaro. S.

Agnello Maggiore. Statuary, Giov. da Nola; paintings,
SanlacrocCj Domcnico d'Anrhi, etc. SS. Apostoli (said
to have been founded on ruins of Temple of Mercury,

S
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by Constantine). Frescoes, paintings, mosaics, etc.
;
tomb

of Poet Marini. L'Ascencione. S. Anna and S. Michael,
both by L. Giordano. S. Brigida. Some of the best works
of L. Giordano, who was buried here. 5. Carlo all'

Arena. S. Charles giving the Sacrament to the dying
during the plague at Milan, a celebrated painting by
Giuseppe Mancinelli ; fine marble crucifix by Michael

Angelo Naccarino. S. Caterina a Formello. Later Re-
naissance. The Crocelle. Tomb of Rev. |. C. Eustace.

S. Giovanni Evangelista. Built by the Poet Pontanus

(1492), who covered interior with Greek inscriptions.
S. Giovanni Maggiore (partly fallen). Baptism of the

Saviour, one of the best works of Merliano. S. Giovanni
da Pappacoda. Remarkable Gothic portal, by Antonio
Baboccio. 5. Giuseppe a Chiaia. Monument to Lord
Holland (1859) J

Sta. Restituta, by Molinari : sculptures

by Solari. 5. Gregorio Armeno, on site of Temple of

Ceres. Paintings by L. Giordano. S. Maria degli
Angeli. Holy Family, Andrea Vaccaro

;
other paintings

by DC Mattel's, etc. S. Maria della Catena. Grave of

Admiral Caracciolo (see
u Life of Nelson "). S. Maria

donna Regina. Paintings on Altar, Criscuolo ; paintings
and frescoes, L. Giordano; Tomb of Queen Mary. S.

Maria della Grazie a capo NapolL Embellished with
works of Beinaschi, Giov. da Xola, Santacroce, Donienico

d'Auria, Andrea da Salerno, Caccavello^ etc. 5. Maria
del Pianto, over victims of plague of 1656. Virgin
restraining thunderbolts, Andrea Vaccaro; two pictures

relating to the plague, Giordano. 5. Maria di Piedi-

grotta, I3S3, formerly scene of an annual festival (see p.

288). S. Maria della Pieta dei Sangri, or Capella di

Sansevero. Remarkable allegorical statues, proof of

manual dexterity rather than high art Modesty, form and
features shown through a veil

;
Vice Undeceived, a man

struggling from a net
;
Dead Christ, covered with a sheet.

Bas-relief of the Passion, by Cerebrano. S. Maria della

Sanita has an underground church attached. Pictures

by Giordano, Vaccaro, etc. Monte della Misericordia.

Altar-piece, Caravaggio ; -Samaritan and S. Peter, Santa-

fede ; S. Paolino, Corenzio ; the Redeemer, Giordano. S.
Pietro ad Aram. Descent of the Cross, Santacroce ;

Virgin and - Saints (curious), Protasio Crivello ; Tomb of

Sta. Campeda, and Miraculous Well. S. Pietro Martire.
"
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Assumption and Madonna, Sih'cstro dc' Buoni
; several

royal and other tombs, I5th and i6th centuries.

SS. Pietro e Paolo. Greek liturgy used here
;
frescoes

by Corensio. 5. Teresa (in Stracla cli Capodimonte). The
Visitation, by Santafede ; Sta. Teresa, by De Malta's ;

Flight out of Egypt and other pictures, by Giacomo del

Po ; two pictures (in style of Guido), L. Giordano ; some

paintings ,by StanzionL 5. Teresa (in Largo S. Teresella
a Chiaia), built in 1650, by Fnmagci ; Repose in Egypt, and
other pictures, by L. Giordano.

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
Between the Piazza Cavour and the Via Roma (Toledo).

Open daily, from 10 to 4 in Winter
; 9 to 3, Summer ;

except on certain Festivals or Holy days.
1

Admission,
i fr.

; children, 50 c. Free on Sunday, from 10 to 2

p.m. The entrance is opposite the Galleria Principe cli

Napoli (p. 284). Tickets are issued on the right side

of the gate.
The Museum Building was originally intended for a

Cavalry Barrack. It was commenced in 1586 ;
and the

building was left incomplete till 1610
;

it was then

assigned to the University, and inaugurated in 1616 as the

Regii Stuclii. After various vicissitudes, it was arranged
for. a public museum towards the close of the i8th

century. It was enlarged at various times by the

Bourbons, who named it the Reale Museo Borbonico. la
1860 General Garibaldi declared the Museum, etc., to be
national property. Victor Emmanuel had the whole
establishment reorganised, and extensive collections were
added during his reign, more especially those known
as the Cumaean, Santangelo, and Palatina collections.

The Museum contains the treasures excavated at

Herculaneum, Paestiun, Stabile, Cumae, and Pompeii.
The bronzes and statues from Herculaneum and Pcestum,
and the vast number of antiquities from Pompeii, are

unique and unrivalled, rendering the collections in the

Naples Museum the first of their kind in the world. The
present Director is Professor Ettore Pais.

1 The Museum is closed on
Jan.

i and 6, March 14, Easter Day,
Ascension Day, Corpus Christi, hrst Sunday in June, June 2q, Aug. 15,

Sept. 8, 19 and 20, Nov. i and 20, Dec. K and 25,
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Permission for copying must be obtained at the

secretary's office.

The following abbreviations are occasionally used in

the synopsis of the contents of the Museum, to indicate

the localities from whence the objects exhibited have
come :

B. Borgia Museum. Noc. Nocera. Pae. Paestum.

C. Cumae. N. Naples. Pou. Pozzuoli.

F. Farnese Collections. No. Nola. R. Ruvi.

H. Herculaneum. P. Pompeii. S. Stabiae.

The Museum.

The entire contents of the Museum have been recently

rearranged under the direction of Professor Pais (1904).
The various collections have been rearranged and classified

in separate floors. Thus on the Ground Floor the Statuary
is divided into

I. In the Vestibule, Decorative Municipal Art.

II. In the East Wing:, History of Ancient Art.

III. In the West Wing, Greek and Roman Portraits,

Inscriptions and Large Bronzes, Egyptian and
Terra-cotta Collections.

In the Entresol, on the left are the Offices of the
Directors

;
and on the right, Mural Paintings and the

Reserved Cabinet.

On the First Floor, on the left is the Picture Gallery
and the Museum of Mediaeval Art

;
and on the right the

Antiques, including small Bronzes.
On the Second Floor (by a winding staircase) is a new

Gallery, containing the collections of Glass, Gold, Silver,

Arms, Medals, Vases, Papyri.

(A portion of the mural paintings, Pompeian statuettes, and small
bronzes are scattered in various collections from mere decorative
motives.)

In the centre of the Grand Staircase is the Great Hall
of the National Library, recently rearranged and restored.
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In the* Library altogether are about 360,000 volumes,

8,000 MSS., a collection of 300 Aldines, and many rare

specimens of early German or Italian printing. The

Library is also rich in Autographs, Missals, Breviaries,

etc., etc. It is open, by a separate entrance, to all comers,
from 9 to 4 daily, except Sundays.
The Vestibule, divided into three Naves, contains the

principal decorative Statues of the Forums of Pompeii
and Herculaneum, with some important memorial monu-
ments of Rome, such as the columns of Herocles Atticus in

cipollino marble on each side of the entrance
;
the marble

vases dedicated to Victory, and Fortuna Augusta ;
the four

colossal Farnese Statues, the Genius of Rome , Urania, Flora,
and Alexander Severus.

Chief among the municipal statues of Herculaneum are

the equestrian statues of the Balbi father and son
;
statues

of the wife and daughters of Balbus found in the Basilica

in 1759. Among those of Pompeii are Eumachia as a

priestess ;
Cleonia Augustale, and Marcus Rufus. Under

the four great windows are No. 6,705, the Sarcophagus of

Prometheus, and three others.

To complete the tour of the rooms on the Ground Floor,

according to the new arrangement it is necessary to begin
at the eastern wing of the first room to the right of the
entrance.

First Section. Corridor of the Tyrannicides. Hull
of Victory ;

of the Temple of Locri
;
of Athene Parthenos

;

of the Doryp'hprus ;
of the Mosaics

;
of the Paleotrite.

Corridor of Flora. Hall of the Farnese Bull, and other

masterpieces ;
of the Venus Callypygus.

Corridor of the Candelabra. Hall of the Fragments ;

Egyptian Museum
;
Terra-cottas from Metaponliiin, Taren-

tiutn, and Pompeii.
Second Section. Greek and Roman Portraits,
Corridor of the Orators.

Corridor of the Emperors. Hall of the Temples of

Isis, Apollo, and Jove.
Corridor of the large Bronzes. Hall of the bronze

figures of Pompeii and Herculaneum.

No official Catalogue has yet been published (1904
1905) of the rearranged Museum, and we are indebted to
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the good offices of Messrs. Detken and Rocholl, English

: and Foreign Booksellers, Piazza Plebiscite, Naples, for the

following description of the various collections as recently

completed by Professor Pais.

FIRST SECTION.

HISTORY OF ART.

t; With a view of giving the visitor a general idea of the

, evolution of Art in ancient times, the statues have been

arranged from the most Archaic period, ascending by
lS degrees to the art of Polycletus and Phidias, and from

thence to that of Praxiteles, and the decadent schools.

This in respect to Greek Art.

The same system of arrangement could not be followed

for Roman Art, but an attempt has been made to group the

objects according to the various copies.

CORRIDOR OF THE TYRANNICIDES
'

(Archaic Statues and Objects).

6,556. Funeral tablet. 6,007. Pallas. F. 6,006. Orestes

and Electra. H. 6,008. Artemis of Thespia, antique statue

of the 5th century B.C., found at Pompeii in the house of

Olonio, and has preserved some traces of colour. In the

J
;

centre, 6,009, 6,OI - Harmodius and Aristogeiton, the
!

slayers of the tyrant Hipparcus. This is a copy of the

';; group in bronze at Athens, carved B.C. 450, to replace the

original by Antenor, which was carried off by Xerxes.
h HALL OF VICTORY. 5,998. Venus Genetrix, the work of

Alcamene, found in Naples during the demolition of the

,|

old quarter.
HALL OF THE TEMPLE OF LOCRI. Remains of a Greek

Temple of the 5th century B.C. 120,119. G.roup of the

Dioscuri, allies of the Locri'ans. Facade of the temple in

memory of the battle of the Sagra. Reproductions in

plaster of the columns and capitals of the temple. Wall-
case containing figures and fragments of ex rolo.

;
HALL OF ATHENA PARTHENOS. 6,024. Athena (Minerva),

copy of a statue by Phidias. 6,393. Very line head of
1

Apollo. F. 6,727. Immense bas-relief] representing
: Orpheus and Eurydice, guided by Hermes to the infernal
'

regions. F.
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HALL OF THE DORYPHORUS. 6,oir. Statue of Dory-
phorus, antique copy of the celebrated statue by Polycldus
found in the Palustra of Pompeii in 1797. 6,008. Juno
Farnese. (work believed to be by Polycldus about 420 B.C.).

HALL OF THE ANTIQUE MOSAICS. Including some of

the very finest Mosaics from Hcrciilancinn and Pompeii.

9,991. Genius of Autumn riding on a lion. 9,985 and

9,987. Comic scenes, signed by Dioscuricles of Samos. P.

109,679. The Academy of Plato. F. 124,666. Portrait of

a young woman with a scenic mask, found in the house of

the Faun.

Re-entering the Hall of the Tyrannicides, pass to the
HALL OF THE PALESTRITA. 119,917. Statue of a Pales-

trita found at Sorrento. 6,411. Wounded lighting warrior.

CORRIDOR OF THE FLORA. Containing works of Roman
Sculpture, and Greek reproductions. 6,409. The Farnese
Flora, found in the Baths of Caracalla (a large, graceful
work). F. 5,999. Neoptelemus. 6,404. Polyhimnia. F.

6,027. Farnese Juno. F. 6,330. Laughing Faun.
HALL OF THE FARNESE BULL, FARNESE HERCULES, and

other masterpieces. 6,002. The Farnese Bull, a Roman
copy of a large group by Apollonius and TaurisctiS)
Rhodesian sculptors (pupils of Phidias), found in the
Baths of Caracalla in 1546, much mutilated, and restored

by Giauibatlhla Bioiuli of Milan, and again later. The
mythological legend of the group is as follows : Lyons,
the King of Thebes, having married Dirce after repudia-
ting Antiope, her rival, the former caused Antiope to be
imprisoned and exposed to wild beasts on Ml, Citlueron,
where she was avenged by her sons, Zethus and Amphion.
Meanwhile, Lycus and Dirce came to Mt. Citlueron for
the festival of Bacchus, intending to kill Antiope, but the
sons slew Lycus, and tied Dirce, their mother's persecutor,
by her long hair to the horns of a bull, to be dragged to
death over the rocks of Citlueron.
At the opposite end of the room i's

6,001. The Farnese Hercules, found in the Baths of
Caracalla in 1840. The simple and majestic attitude of
the statue is very striking, and according to the inscription
it is the work of Glycon of Atliens.

Both the Farnese Bull and the Farnese Hercules were
presented to the Bourbon King of Naples by the Farnese
family.
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Other statues are

6,234. Seated figure of Apollo. 6,325. Satyr with tiger.

6,019. Torso of Psyche. C. 6,016. Adonis. C. 6,353.
Farnese Cupid, believed to be an original by Praxiteles.

6,026. Nereid found at Posil/ppo in 1840. 6,335. Ganymede.
6,726. Bacchanal. 6,773. Celebrated marble vase of Gaeta

by Salpion of Athens, once used as a baptismal font in

the Cathedral of Gaeta. 124,325. Sarcophagus, with in-

scriptions to Metilio Torquato. 6,036. Torso of Mars.

6,035. Torso of Venus. 6,034. Torso of Bacchus. 6,260,
Mask of Jupiter.
HALL OF THE AMAZONS. A short passage leads to two

small rooms containing reproductions of groups erected by
King Attains I. on the Acropolis at Athens as votive offer-

ings. 6,012. Dead Amazon. 6,013. Dead Gaul. 6,014.
Dead Persian. 6,015. Wounded Gaul. 6,405. Wounded
Amazon on horseback. 6,407. Warrior on horseback.

HALL OF VENUS. A collection of Venuses and Cupids.

6,339. Wounded Cupid weeping. 6,293. Crouching Venus.

6,284. Venus. 6,283. Venus. 6,020. Venus Callipygns,
found in the ruins of Nero's Golden House at Rome

;

remarkable for the softness of the flesh, and the grace of

the attitude.

CORRIDOR OF THE CANDELABRA. Examples of the

decadence period in polychrome marbles. 6,260. Diana
Lucifera. F. 6,118. Phrygian Slave. F. 6,281. Apollo in

porphyry, restored in white marble. F. 6,368. Diana of

Ephesus in yellow alabaster, F.

GALLERY OF THE FRAGMENTS. Five rooms containing

sculptural fragments, sarcophagi, and decorative works.

6,676. Table pedestal with a Centaur and a Nereid.

"6,688. Bas-relief of Apollo and the Graces. 6,374. Atlas

kneeling and bearing the Globe on his shoulders. 6,375.

Cupid and Dolphin. 6,693. Sarcophagus with representa-
tion of a saturnalia,

At the end of the Gallery of the Fragments is the

EGYPTIAN MUSEUM

which belonged to the Borgian Collection. It contains

copies in plaster of Egyptian and Assyrian monuments,
statuettes in basalt, bas-reliefs, inscriptions, and mummies.
At the foot of the vstaircase are male and female mummies,
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among tfrem a priest and a princess. In the glass cases

'are necklaces, amulets, and animals sacred to Egyptian
worship.

Collection of Terra- Cottas displayed in three rooms,

principally from the Temple of Apollo at Metapontunij also

polychrome tablets, ex voto statuettes from Pompeii,

Tareiitimi, and Ciunce.

Returning by the vestibule we enter in the west wing
the Gallery of Greek and Roman Portraits, and commence
the

SECOND SECTION
at the

Gallery of the Orators and Philosophers. 6,023.

Homer, a splendid bust. 6,133. Sophocles. 6,129.
Socrates. 6,138. Euripides. 6,140. Apollonius. 6,180.

Pyrrhus. 6,130. Livia. 6,239. Herodotus and Thucydicles,
double hermes.
From the. above Gallery a door leads to the

HALL oV THE INSCRIPTIONS, which in live rooms contains

2,000 Latin inscriptions, which are a mine of information

to the scholar
;
but we can, of course, barely allude to

them. M. Fiorelli's work on the subject will supply the

student's needs.
ist Room. Wall cases of small inscriptions.
2nd Room. The celebrated Tables of Heradra found at

Pistied in 1735.

yd Room. Oscan inscriptions.

4//j Room. Graffiti from Pompeii.
5/// ROOJJI. Miscellaneous inscriptions.
In the Corridor formerly called that of the Balbi, and in

rive adjacent rooms, have been placed the
BUSTS AND STATUES OF THE EMPERORS, of which the

following are most noteworthy : 6,040. Colossal statue of

Augustus Caesar, seated. 6,089. Agrippina seated. 6,062.

Julia, daughter of Titus. 6,033. Caracalla. 6,085. Nero.

6,059. Titus. 6,092. Marcus Aurelius. 6,075. Hadrian.

6,046. Caligula. 6,082. Tiberius. 6,190.

*

Cleopatra.
110,892. Colossal bust of Titus. 6,102. Maximinius.

6,071. Antoninus Pius. 6,098. Heliogabtilus. 6,291.
Venus Faustina. 6,297. Venus Mariana. 6,038. Colossal
bust of Caesar.

In the middle of the central room is
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10,029. The famous Mosaic of the Battle of Alexander,
found in 1831 in the House of the Faun at Pompeii. It

represents the battle of Issus at the moment when
Alexander, having lost his helmet, charges Darius with

his cavalry, and kills the Persian General. Darius, in his

chariot, is preparing for retreat.

Parallel with the above corridor is

The Hall of Bronze Fragments, found in Hcrculanaim
and Pompeii, including 110,127. Silver bust of Galba, and
in the next

Hall of the Temple of Apollo, statues and vases from
the Pompeian Temples. 5,629. Apollo Sagittarius. 4,895.
Diana. 6,266. Colossal bust of Jupiter. 6,204. Mask of

Juno.
Hall of the Temple of Isis, contains paintings from the

walls of the temple, and statues. 976. Isis. 6,312.

Bacchus. 6,290. Venus.

GALLERY OF THE LARGE BRONZES.

In the Corridor. 4,904. Horse of a chariot from Hercu-

laneum, with an inscription by Magroceluis. 5,60 1 . Claudius

Drusus. 5,612. Livia.

In the entrance to the Hall, Equestrian Statue of

Caligula found at Pompeii in 1823. 5,617. Bust of

Tiberius. 110,663. Bust of the Banker and Usurer
Lucius Cecilius Giocondo (p. 271).

In the five rooms following are Bronzes from Pompeii
and Hercnlaneiiin :

ist. Hall of Narcissus. Animals for ornaments of

fountains, etc. 4,899. Group of Dogs, and Wild Boar.

4,994. e
Statuette of Fishermen. 4,890. Young Bullock.

111,701. Cupid. 5,003. Narcissus, found at Pompeii in

1861. A charming statuette, often reproduced. 5,002.

Dancing Faun. 5,001. Drunken Silenus.

2nd. Hall of the Archaic Apollo. 5,630. Archaic

Apollo. 4,995. Two nude statuettes, one of them repre-

senting a youthful Faun. 4,998. Venus. 4,997. Victory.

5,613. Apollo playing theCithaera. In the centre, Ephebos,
by Polycletus. Found at Pompeii in 1899.

3rd. Hall of Mercury. The bronzes in this and the

two following rooms were found in the Villa of'Pisoui, at

Herculaneum. 5,625. Mercury Reposing, a beautiful
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representation of youth, probably by Polycletus. 5,608.

Archaic Apollo. 5,618. The Bearded Dionysius, formerly
called Plato. 5,592. Berenice. 5,604,5,620, 5,603, 5,621,

5,619. Archaic statues, formerly thought to be dancing

girls, now identified as water bearers. 5,624. Sleeping Satyr.

4th. Hall of the Drunken Faun. 5,628. Drunken
Faun dancing, found July 30, 1754, in a Villa in Hercu-

laneuni. 5,626. Discobulus. 5,627. -Discobulus.

5th. Hall of the Paintings from Boscoreale. Various

splendid wall paintings (frescoes) discovered by Sigr. cle

Prisco in 1900, in a Villa at Boscorcale, near Pompeii.

5,607. Archytas. 5,6oo. Ptolemy Soter. 5,598. Autus
Gabinus. 5,634. Scipio Africanus. 4,896. So-called Sappho.
5,616. Supposed Seneca. 5,623. Heraclitus. Small busts of

Demosthenes, Epicurus, Agrippina, Metiodorus.
At the north end of the Vestibule is the staircase leading

to the Entresol and First Floor. At the foot of the stair-

case colossal Torso of Jupiter.
Ascending the staircase we reach the

ENTRESOL,

on the right side of which are the

Collections of Ancient Frescoes, and Ornamental
Paintings from the excavations of Pompeii, Hcrciilaneum,
and Stabicv. They were executed on the walls by a

method known to the ancients, but not handed down to

us. They adorned the walls of the Pompeian and other
houses when it became the fashion under the Empire to

imitate the decorations of the great Roman houses.

This collection has been arranged partly mythological
and partly according to their subjects, such as town and

country life, decorative fancies, sea pieces,'and landscapes.

They are generally the work of copyist painters, who
cultivated the art of wall decoration.

Hall of Achilles. 9,105. Achilles taking leave of

Briseis, a splendid painting. 9,008. Telephus, the infant

son of Hercules, suckled by the goat. 9,109. Achilles

being taught the lyre by Chiron. 9,110. Achilles at the
Court of Lycomedes. 9,112. Sacrifice of Iphigenia. 9,560,

9,562, 9,564. Monocrome Paintings.
Hall of Medea. 9,876. Medea meditating the murder

of her children. 9,043, 9,046. The Legend of Theseus.
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Hall of the Cupids. 9,180. Cupids for sale. 8,791.

Supposed caricature of Nero and Seneca representing a

parrot drawing a chariot driven by a locust.

Hall of Spring-. In the centre are four paintings

representing the four seasons among them "Spring,"
which, from the grace of execution, would seem to be the

work of a modern artist. In this room, are also some
famous Dancing Girls, Satyrs, Bacchantes, Cupids.

Hall of Landscapes arid Portraits. 9,058. Portrait of

P. Procullus and his wife. 9,084. Sappho. 9,514. View
of Pompeii, seen from the port of Stabia. In the centre

of the room, Two Glass Cases with objects recently
excavated at Pompeii.

RESERVED CABINET.

This collection contains statuettes, bas-reliefs, mosaics,

paintings, and amulets of obscene character, which can

only be seen by special request.
is/ Room. 27,700. Satyr and the Goat a group from

Herculaneum. 27,834. Tripod supported by three Satyrs.
2nd Room. Contains in three glass cases the most

famous amulets against fascination in use in ancient
times.

Returning to the staircase, we ascend to the

First Floor,

and turn to the left into the east wing for the Antiquities,
comprising Articles of Food, Paintings, Marbles, Bronzes,
Lares, Statuettes, objects for women's use, apparatus for

lighting and warming.
At the end of the passage to the right is the
ist Room, Eatables, where, in glass cases, are seen the

charred remains of food, such as bread, olives, figs, etc.,
which were in common use in Pompeii. Especially note-

worthy : 84,698. Loaves charred, found in a baker's oven.

84,630. Dates. 85,623. Dried figs. 84,632. Pastry. 84,631.
Grapes. In other glass cases are liquids, such as oil and
essences

;
also the colours used by Pompeian- artists. And

in order to complete the picture of real life, Professor Pais
has collected on the walls paintings representing fruit,

vegetables, fish, etc.

2nd Room. Marbles from- the Gardens. The custom
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of aclornmg the gardens with graceful sculptures, groups
of animals, hermes of fauns, masks, and other symbols,
finds abundant proof in this collection. On the walls are

paintings representing the cultivation of gardens and
scenes of country life.

yd Room. Safes. The use of safes or strong boxes to

contain valuable treasures is shown by the presence of

Bronze Coffers, graceful in form, and with sculptures of

a high order of merit.

4//z Room. Lares. An ample collection of statuettes of

Divinities found in the Sacrarii, where the household gods
were kept, is evidence of the wide use of such sculptures

applied to domestic worship. These are of various

styles Egyptian, Etruscan, Greek, Archaic, Italian,

Roman, and Alexandrian.
In the centre of the room is a group of Alexander, an

Amazon, and Bucephalus.
$th Room. Statuettes, a very interesting collection.

5,285. Minerva. 4,998. Venus at her toilet.

6th Room. Vases for Domestic and Religious Use.

Lamps and Lampstands. The finest bronze vases for

domestic use or public worship are shown in Two Glass

Cases, and comprise ewers, amphorae, pans, bottles, jugs,

cups, and buckets. Also admirable examples of lamp-
stands, and some small lamps beautifully sculptured.

Among the Vases may be noted 69,077, 69,322, 110,040,
and 68,866. Among the Lamps : 72,224. Phrygian Dancer.

72,209. Candelabra, Silenus. 72,279. Candelabra with
Faun seated. 72,241. Cupid with a Swan.

jth Room. Objects for Women's Use. In long glass
cases are arranged objects used by women for the toilet

and ornament, such as mirrors, necklaces, thimbles,
needles, pinholders, buckles, clasps, hairpins, combs.
Also theatre tickets, tops for children, etc., etc.

8th Room. Illumination. In this room are collected
all the various objects for illumination used by the

ancients, from the richest Candelabra to the most modest
Lantern at the shop doors and street corners.

gth Room. Warming Apparatus, and Various. Vases
for warming purposes in use by Persians, Greeks, and
Romans, almost modern in form. Also instruments for

engineers, sculptors, writers, and painters. Musical in-

struments, strigiles (scrapers) for the body, ointments,
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glasses, forceps, surgical instruments, weights and
measures for liquids and solids.

Hall of the Plans of Pompeii. This large room has

been arranged to contain a great Plan or Model of

Pompeii, in which all the streets of the city are shown
in relief in cork with surprising precision, and on a scale

of i : 100.

In the Wall Cases are kitchen utensils, fishing tackle,

etc.
;
also couches as found in the house of Valerius at

Pompeii.
The remaining rooms in the east wing are occupied by

the Library (sec p. 260).
On leaving this floor and returning to the first room of

the small bronzes, we ascend by a small staircase to the

Second Floor, where in the east wing are exhibited

collections of Enamels, Majolica, Glass, Gold Ornaments,
Silver Ornaments, Greek, Italian, and Gladiatorial Weapons,
Papyri, Medals, and Ceramic Ware.

Second Floor.

ist Room. Enamels and Majolica. From a large
accumulation in the warehouses Professor Pais has

selected the most precious objects, and displayed them
in elegant Wall Cases and glass-covered Tables. This

important collection includes a number of specimens of a

kind of earthenware with a coloured glaze, such as 4,467.
Tazza with palmette. 121,382. Toad. 124,846. A Roman.

124,943. Lamp with three burners.

The Ivory objects are in separate cases, among which

may be noted 109,878. Muse with Lyre. 9,578. Pompeian
stucco.

2nd Room. Ordinary Glass. Here in handsome cases

are exhibited hundreds of objects of ordinary glass for

daily use, including bowls, beakers, bottles of all shapes,

drinking glasses, amphorae, cups, plates, and chemist's outfit.

In the centre is a large Funereal Urn of vitreous sub-

stance, composed of a blend of various fragments.
yd Room. Coloured Glass. In this magnificent collec-

tion of ancient glass special attention should be directed
to 13,521, a Funeral Urn found at Pompeii in the Tomb of

the Garland. It is of cut glass, white cupids on a blue

ground, with a wreath of exquisitely chiselled leaves.
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4/// ROOJU. Gold Ornaments. Collections from Pompeii,

Herciilaneunij Ciimw, Canossa, and Poszuoli, consisting of

rings, necklaces, diadems, funereal wreaths, chains,
bracelets

; collars, bands, and leaves of gold of the finest

.workmanship. To be particularly noted are : 24,836. Ear-

rings found at Edessa. 24,893. Greek polychromic
diadem. 24,899. Necklace with Satyrs' heads. 25,000.
Votive gold lamp found at Pompeii in the Marine quarter.

5/// Room. Silver Ornaments. Beautiful and rich col-

lection of goblets, vases, tablets, cups, spoons, medallions.

25,376-77. Two goblets with centaurs, from the house of

Meleager at Pompeii. 28,301. Mortar with the Apotheosis
of Homer. 25,284. Chiselled tripod.

In the centre

25,289. Bucket, with the Toilet of Venus at the Bath.
6th Room. Greek, Italian, and Gladiatorial Arms.

The Italian and Roman weapons were found in the
soldiers' barracks at Pompeii. 5,746. A Battle Standard.

5,669. Shield with Medusa's head. 5,641. Decorated car.

5,681. Poniard with ivory handle.

The Greek weapons were found in the tombs of Rnvi,
Canosa, and Pcvslnm, in 1806, including armlets, belts,

shields, helmets, etc.

There are also richly decorated gladiatorial helmets,
shields, and trumpets.

7/// Room. Papyri. A large number of Papyri in rolls,
found at Hurculancum in a carbonised condition in 1752,
have been patiently and skilfully unrolled and rendered

legible by the Abate Antonio Piatti. Some thirty of these
have been published, and great disappointment felt on find-

ing that the Library from which the Papyri came belonged
to a philosopher named Philodemus of the school of

Epicurus, who only wrote treatises on rhetoric and
philosophy, of little general interest or importance.

It is to be .hoped that some of the unpublished, or yet
unrolled papyri will be more valuable.

In this room also are eighty wooden tablets found in the
house of the Pompeian usurer, L. Cecilius, inscribed with
accounts, contracts, receipts, and payments, and other
entries connected with a commercial office.

Sth Room. Medals and Coins. This large collection,
arranged by Signer Fiorelli, is displayed in ten wail cases.
The Medals are classified into Italian and Foreign.
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The Coins are divided as follows : Greek, Gteek Cam-

panian, Roman, Mediaeval, Modern.

9/// ami oilier Rooms. Ceramic Ware. _This collection,

numbering 4,000 Vases of every epoch from the most

ancient to" that of Magna Grecia, is perhaps the richest in.

the world. It comprises the

Collections from Southern Italy ;
the

Cumasan Collection ; and the

Santangelo Collection.

The Italian Vases are mostly from the tombs of Lower

Italy, of native workmanship.
The Cumsean Collection -consists chiefly of vases, terra-

cottas, and small bronzes. These were purchased from
the heirs of the Count of Syracuse by the Prince of

Carignano and presented to the Museum.
The Santangelo Collection is arranged in two rooms

reached from the Medal Room. It is rich in vases, coins,

mosaics, statuettes, arms, terra-cotta, and a great variety of

pottery.
In one large room have been placed the finest Greek

Vases, conspicuous among which is the Destruction of

Troy, a three-handled vase found in a Roman tomb at

Xohi, in 1797, and acquired by the Museum from the

Vincenzio family for 11,000 scudi. Also the large .two-
handled painted Vase.

Continuing the inspection of the other rooms are many
vases from the factories of Magna Grecia catalogued by
Patroni. At the end of the rooms is a Wall Case in which
the objects found in a Roman tomb recently excavated
have lately been placed.

The whole of the West Wing is occupied by the Picture

Gallery, wrhich is being completely rearranged. Sixteen
rooms are now open to the public. As previously men-
tioned, no Official Catalogue is yet available, but the

following condensed description of the pictures will be
found serviceable.

PICTURE GALLERY.
It is the intention of the Director, Professor Pais, to

unite in the left side of. the Museum on the first floor/the
Picture Gallery, the collection of Tapestries of the
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Marchese * del Vasto, the Farnesian Collection of the

Rinascimento, with the Sculptures and Casts, dating from

1700 to 1800. Thus all the modern collections would be

united, and entirely separated from the ancient, including
also the Firmiana collection of Engravings.

Although the rearrangement of the Picture Gallery has
not yet been completed, the following rooms can be visited

in the order indicated :

Neapolitan and Dutch Schools.

84437. One of the Magi and Charles of

Anjou .... N/coIo Fnunenli.

84,251. The Virgin Enthroned
Antonio Solaria (la Zingaro).

124,547. -Fountain and Lion - SimonePapa.
84,480. St. Jerome Extracts Thorn from

Lion's Foot .... Van Eyck.
84,442. One of the Magi (portrait of

Robert, King of Sicily) . N/coJo FnnncnlL

Dutch and German School.

84,467. The Birth of Christ . . . Albert. Dilrcr.

84,439. The Adoration of the Magi . . Luca d'Olanda.

84,490. The Parable of the Blind Men, Brueghel the Elder.

84,486. Old Monk Whose Purse Strings
are Cut . . . . Brueghel.

84,473. Portrait of Maximilian I. . . Luke de Leydcn.

Tuscan School.

84,310. Christ and the Magdalen
84,044. The Holy Virgin .

84,193. Virgin and Child .

84,198. The Annunciation

84,209. St. John ....
Venetian School.

84.010. Holy Family
84.011. St. Jerome ....
83,946. Sta. Euphemia

. School of Giolto.

Fra Barloloininco.

Sandra Botticelli.

Filippo Lippi.
Ghirlandaio.

. Palma Vccchio.

Ibid.
Andrea Manlegna.
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83.902. The Virgin and Infant Christ . Alvise Vivdrinl.

S;.g^o. The Transfiguration . . Giovanni Bellini.

84.4-87. Portrait of a Cardinal . . . Hans Holbein.

/Emilian and Lombard School.

83,952. Adoration of the Magi . . . GarofaJo.
< 84,119. The Infant Christ adored by St.

Clara .... Fillipo Mazsiola.

84,166. The Resurrection . .... Sodoma.
'

84,017. The Assumption . . Bernardino Pintuncdiio.

83,994. The Virgin and Child
Piefro Vanniicci (il Perugino).

83,998. The Virgin and Infant Christ . Bernardino Luini.

83,878. The Adoration of the Magi . Cesare da Scsto.

Italian Tribune.

;

84,039. Portrait of Alexander VI. . Sebastiano del Piombo.
- 84,024. Panther . . . Francesco il Parmigiano.

84,004. Portrait of Cardinal Biucrini . . Raphael.
84,000. Portrait of the Cav. Tebaldeo . . Idem.
83,988. Madonna del Gatto, Guilio Pippi (Guilio Romano).
80,977. Portrait of Philip II Titian

{ 83,974. Portrait of Paul III idem.

:

?

* ^39 I 3- Portrait of a Young Lady believed
to be Titian's Mistress . . . Idem.

I
Room of the Danae.

I 84,002. LeoX
.Raphael.

,
83*79 X - The Virgin and the Infant Christ . . Idem.

] &4?36 - An Old Man giving a lesson on Architec-
t ture to a Youth . School of Andrea del Sarto

83,809. Christ Bearing the Cross, Polydorus da Carava&io
83,970. Danae and Cupid .... Tiirnn
83,921. Paul III. with his Nephews Octavio

and Alexander..... Idem
10,425. The Presentation at the Temple Paolo Veronese,

Venetian School of the i6th Century.
84,132. Unknown Portrait . . . Annibale Carracci.
153,908. Portrait of Antonelea Sanseverino

Giorgio Barbarelli (Giorgione).

is.
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Titian.84,019. Weeping Magdalen....
84.040. The Dispute of the Holy Sacrament

Painta Giovanc.

84.041. Portrait of John of Austria . Giacomo Roberli.

83,986. The Resurrection of Lazarus . Giacomo da Pontc.

83,0^. Madonna ..... Tintoretto.

Parmesan School.

83,998. Portrait of Clement VII. . Andrea del Sarlo.

84,196. Portrait of Gianbernardo of Castel

Bolognese . . .Baldasarre Peruggj.

83,832. The Virgin . Francesco Mazuroli
(/'/ Parmigianino).

83,874. The Annunciation .... Parniigianiiio.

83.969. Madonna in Repose Antonio AUegri (il Corcggio).

83,972. The Marriage of Sta. Catherine . . Idem.

Foreign Tribune.

83.970. Vandyck Portrait . . . Antonio Vandyck.
84,578. Fruit and Flowers . . Giovanni Van KcsscL

84,508. Portrait of the Master . School of Rembrandt.

84,042. Drunken Silenus Guiseppe Ribera (lo Spagnoletlo).

84,048. Men Drinking Pastel from the

Painting by Velasquez . School of Seville.

Bolognese School or of Domenichino.

84,443. Bacchante . Annibale Carracci.

84,122. Hercules between Vice and Virtue . Idem.

84,013. The Guardian Angel . . . Domenichino.

84,141. Rinalclo and Armicla . .Annibale Carracci.

83,895. A Soldier announcing the Slaughter
of the Innocents

83,865. St. John .

Bart Schidonc.

Idem.

School of the Reni.

84,095. Ulysses with Nausica . . . Guido Reni.

84,030. The Race of Atalanta and Hippomeses . Idem.

83,790. Christ in the Manger . . . Saxsofcrrafo.
83,984. Piety . . . . .Annibale Carrace! .

83,841. Cupid Sleeping . . . Barl Schidone.
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84,120. Satirical Composition against Michel-

angelo da Carovaggio . Annibah Carracci.

83,981. Penitent Magdalen
Francesco Barbicri (il Gncrcino}.

Room of Del Ribera.

83,861. The Miracle of the Loaves . Christopher Storer.

83,980. St. Jerome . . Giuseppe Ribera (Jo Spagnolctto).^

84,427. St. Agatha . . School of Massimo Stanzione.

84,362. The Deposition . . .

'

. Luca Giordano.

84,366. Repentant Magdalen
Andrea Vaccaro (imitator of Guido Rcni).

83,979. St. Jerome Idem.

83,987. Christ Disputing with the Doctors . Salvalor Rosa.

Room of Embroideries.

The walls are hung with embroideries executed in

Naples. They represent the nine Muses, with arclri-

tectural backgrounds, and animals and plants.
Four busts represent the four seasons.

Room of the Landscape Painters..

84,015. Large Landscape with Figures . . Claude.

83,968, 83,914, 83,955, 83,962, 83,911, 83,951, 83,925,

83,923, 83,959, 83,929, 83,947, 83,948 Twelve beauti-

ful Views of Venice by Canalcllo, which were for-

merly in the Royal Palace, and placed in the

Museum, August 8, 1829.

Room of the i8th Century.

83,816. Charles III. of Bourbon visiting Bene-
diet XIV. in the Vatican Giov. Paolo Pannini.

83,810. Charles III. in the Square of St. Peter's . Idem.

83,764. View of the Coliseum . School of Pannini.

83,814. Ferclinaiido IV. of Bourbon at 12 years' . Mengt.
84,063. Portrait of Ranieri Farnese . School of Van Dyck.

Hall of Tapestries.

In this newly-restored Hall have been placed four of the
seven Tapestries which the Marchese clel Vasto left as a
legacy to the Museum.
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They represent the seven principal moments which
decided the famous Battle of Pavia, and are the works
of the Dutch painter, Bernardo Van Or/)'.

ist Picture. The French artillery is attacked by the

Spanish lansquenets and arquebusiers.
2nd Picture. The entrenched camp of Francis I. is

invaded by the spearmen of the Marchese del Vasto.

yd Picture. The Spanish arquebusiers attack the centre

of the French army.
4//z Picture. Disbandment of the French. The Swiss

refuse to advance.

5/// Picture. Francis I., fallen from his horse, is made a

prisoner.
61 Ji Picture. The Duke d'Alencon turns to My, crossing

the Ticino, pursued by the Neapolitan Spanish cavalry.

Jth Picture. The Swiss in the rear-guard of the French

army, taken in the flank by the troops of Antonio de Leyve,
who had been besieged in Pavia, are driven into the

Ticino and drowned.
This series of tapestries of the Battle of Pavia are in fine

preservation and of great value.

This hall also contains works of mediaeval art.

The other rooms of the Picture Gallery are not yet open
to the public on account of repairs being done to the

building (1904-5).

UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES, ETC.

Since the year 1780 the University has been lodged in

the Convent of II Gesu Vecchio (Marco di Pino). The
President is also ex offido head of the Board of Public
Instruction

; Rector, General Secretary, a hundred pro-
fessors, and several thousand students. Collections of

Natural History, Mineralogy, etc., in halls recently built.

Unique collection of Minerals from Vesuvius. The
Library, on the upper floor, is open from 9 to 3 daily.
In the great court are statues of Giordano Bruno, 8.

Thomas Aquinas, and other eminent Neapolitans. Busts
of less known local celebrities in Upper Corridor.

It is proposed to build a new University near the

Albergo di Poveri, adjacent to the Botanical Garden
(Strada Foria).

College of Music, founded in 1537. Lodged since 18,36
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n mou-Hterv of S. Pietro a Maiella. A hundred- pupils on

foundation for free instruction ;
others taught for 9 ducats

month. BcUini was a student here. Zingarelli and

crujJiinfc have been directors. Valuable library of

musical works, autograph compositions of Cimarosa,

PtusicUo, Bellini, Pcrgotese, and other Neapolitan masters.

Small theatre for rehearsals.

The Chinese College. Founded 1732 by Father Ripa,

for education of young Chinese as missionaries. Now
devoted to instruction in Oriental languages. In refectory,

portraits of Father Ripa, and successive directors, and

various Chinese students. Small museum of Chinese

curiosities.

Medico-Chirurgical College in monastery of San

Gaudioso. A hundred and twenty pupils. Lectures,

pathological museum, etc. Subterranean passage to

the Hospital for Incurables.

Royal Society, with three branches, Science, Archae-

ology, and Fine Arts. Transactions published.

Accademia Pontaniana. A literary and scientific insti-

tution, founded in 1471 by the learned Giovanni Pontano,

holding its sittings at Convent of S. Domenico Maggiore

(p. 246).

LIBRARIES.

We have described the National Library in our

account of the Museum (p. 260).
Biblioteca Brancacciana, attached to S. Angelo a Nilo.

Oldest library in Naples. Founded 1675 by Card. F. M.
Brancaccio. About 70,000 printed books and 7,000 MSS.
The former rich in works on jurisprudence the latter

mostly historical.

Biblioteca dell' Universita. Chiefly founded from
libraries of suppressed convents. Most frequented library
in Italy. About 140,000 volumes. Rich in 15th-century
books, etc.

Biblioteca dei Qerolomini, formerly library of the

Oratory of S. Filippo Neri, 18,000 books, 60 MSS.

Among the latter a Seneca (i4th century), illuminations
attributed to Lo Zingara.

Biblioteca del Municipio, chiefly founded from
Bomjbon private library. Easy of access. The only

litany open in the evenings,
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Some private libraries can be used. Amongst others, the

Filioli ; the Fasco (with valuable numismatic collection) ;

Policastro, with complete collection of books printed in

Naples ;
the Santo Pio, rich in princeps editions of the

Classics
; early Italian poets (c.g.j a Dante, 1378 ;

and a

Petrarch, Venice, on parchment, 1470), also in early Bibles

and Aldines.

The National Archives. In rooms of suppressed con-
vent of SS. Severino e Sosio (p. 257). In four sections.

i. Historical and Diplomatic. 2. Financial. 3. Judi-
cial. 4. Municipal. Some 40,000 of these most valuable

documents are parchment MSS., and those of the Angevin
period alone number 380,000.
The first or historical section is of most general, interest,

containing documents from about 700 A.D., to the close of

the Spanish regency. Permission to inspect any of the
documents must be obtained from the Director of the

|

Archives. i

PALAZZO REALE.
i

The Royal Palace, or Palazzo Reale, open Thursday
'and Sunday from n to 4, is an immense block of build-

ings, upwards of 550 feet in length. The architecture is

a combination of the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian, there

being separate rows of pillars of each of these orders, one
above the other, along the facade of the palace.
On application to the intendant of the palace, on Wed-

nesday and Saturday, n to 12, an order may be obtained
which will admit a party of six, not only to the Reale, but
also to the Capodimonte, Astroni, and Caserta.
The first part of the palace to which the traveller is

conducted is the garden-terrace, which has a handsome
marble table in its centre

;
this terrace commands a line

view of the harbour and arsenal, etc.

ROOM I. From this may be seen the theatre and dining-
room. A picture of the Holy Family by Spa^nolcllo.
ROOM II. Christ in the Temple . . Caramggio.

John the Baptist .... Carnn-cL
Carita Schidout*.

ROOM III. This is the throne-room, and is upholstered
in crimson and gold, The bas-rclicfo represent, the
different provinces. The broidery was made by the

working people at the poorhouse in 1818,
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ROOM IV. is a gallery, and contains little of interest

expect a few Sevres vases.

ROOM V. contains a writing-table, the gift of the City of
Naples.

There are other chambers, in which see, amongst othe*~
pictures,

Leonardo da Vinci parting with the " The
Last Supper

1 ' Podcsli-
Portrait . VanDyck.
Portrait (of the Netherlands School).
Usurer ...... Onintin Matsys-
Cardinal ...... Domenichino (?) -

Henry VIII Holbein.
Alessandro Titian*

The staircase is perhaps the finest portion ol the building
(constructed 1651), and is about the only part of the original
palace to be seen, the rest having been destroyed by fire in.

1837. The emblematical statues of the rivers Ebro ancl
Tagus at the foot remind one of the recent Spanish rule.

PALAZZO REALE DI CAPODIMONTE,

open Sunday and Thursday, with permit (see p. 279), 10 till

4 ;
Bosco closed April and May, is situated on the most

beautiful and elevated spot in Naples. Begun by Charles
III. in 1738, it was completed by Ferdinand II.

,
in 1834.

Pine park and gardens (3 miles in circumference), witli
charming prospects. Admission to an enclosure called ttie
Bosco, 25 c. Fifty-five spacious rooms. Paintings, chiefly
modern, in the Royal Museum (fee i fr.). Catalogues iii

each room. Fine collection of armour, including helmet
ancl shield of the Norman Roger ;

sword given by Lou.is
XIV, to Philip of Anjou, and that given by Ferdinand I.
to Scanderbeg. Arms of Alexander Farnese, Vietor
Amadeus, etc. One room is decorated with Capodimontes
porcelain (now very rare).

Near the Park Gates is the reservoir of the new water
\vorks

;
and at a short distance is the Observatory, founded

in 1812, and enlarged in 1820.

PRIVATE PALACES.

Of these there are many in Naples, though but
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claim attention, either as regards architecture or objects
of art. The most worthy of note are

Palazzo Arcivescovile, in the Via Duomo facing the

Palazzo Donna Regina, erected in the i3th century, restored

by Cardinal Filomarino in the lyth century.
Palazzo Cuomo, a fine 15th-century building, in the

Via del Duomo
;
was removed and carefully re-erected in

its present site in 1882-86, and presented to the town by
Prince Gaetano Filanzieri as the Museo Civico Filanzieri.

It contains mosaics, antique weapons, enamels, genis,

majolicas, etc., and some 60 pictures in a line hall on the

first floor, Italian and Dutch. Catalogue in the galleries.

Admission, Tuesday and Saturday, rr till 3, free
;
Thurs-

day by permission of the keeper. Catalogue, 2 fr.

Palazzo d'Angri, in the Strada Sant' Anna, built by Luigi

Vanvitelli, 1773, and occupied by Garibaldi when Dictator,
1860.

Palazzo di Donn' Anna, in the Strada Nuova cli

Posilipo, in ruins, having been commenced by Fansaga,
1630, for Anna Carafa, wife of the Viceroy Duke of

Medina, but never completed.
Palazzo di Minister!, or Municipio, in the Piazza del

Municipio, erected in 1820 under the Bourbons, by the

architects Luigi and Stefano Grasse. In the gateway of

this handsome building are the statues of Kings Roger and
Frederick II.

Palazza Fondi, in the Strada Medina, designed by
Luigi Vanvitelli, containing a gallery of pictures. Shown
by special permission of the Prince only.

Palazzo Qravina, Strada Montoliveto, -finest palace in

Naples as a work of art. Erected by the Duca di Gravina,
1500. Designed by Gabriclc cVAgnolo. Marble gateway,
and attic over cornice, modern. Now General Post and
Telegraph Offices.

Palazzo Maddaloni, in the Strada Santa Trinita

Maggiore, designed by Fansaga, 1628, containing hand-
some staircase, fine rooms, and massive gateway.
Palazzo Miranda, built by Burba for Duchess of

Miranda, in 1780. Small picture gallery, (i: fr.)

Palazzo Sant' Angelo, begun from designs of Aldssuccio

/., restored in 1466.

Sculptures of marble doorway .
| Agnolo Aiu'c/lo

Inlaid wooden doors , , ,
) del Fiore,
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Antiquities transferred to National Museum. Paintings
ivma in.

CASTEL CAPUANO

\va* the palace of the Suabian and Angevine monarchs.
Here Covella Ruffo, Duchess of Sessa, came from the

ball-room to trample on the bleeding corpse of her victim,
S. Caracciolo, favourite of Joanna II. In 1540 the law-

courts were established here by Don Pedro. Beneath the
Criminal Court are prisons.

CASTEL DEL CARMINE.

Now barracks and military prison. Founded by
Ferdinand I., 1484; enlarged by Don Pedro. Stronghold
of the people under Masaniello in 1647. The prison of

distinguished patriots under Queen Caroline and Cardinal
Ruffo, in 1796.

CASTEL DELL' OVO.

On a small island reached from the south end of the
Pizzofalcone by an embankment and bridge.
So named from its shape. Founded 1154, by William

I. The frescoes of Giotto have entirely disappeared.
Here the witty painter held frequent conference with
fris patron, Robert the Wise. Noted by Froissart as a
place of remarkable strength. Destroyed 1495, by
Ferdinand II.

; restored 1534, bY D OII Pedro. Now a
barrack and military prison/

CASTEL NUOVO,
in the Strada Medina, was commenced in 1283 by Charles I.

Designed by Giovanni da Pisa. Most of present works date
from 1546, under Don Pedro de Toledo. Charles III. of
Bourbon gave it its present form. Two round towers
capable of threatening the city, pulled down in 186^
Entrance (free) on the N. side.

Triumphal Arch (with bronze ates valued at several
millions of francs), built to celebrate entry of Alphonso
I. (1442).

J *

Bas-rdiefs . . Merliano, Florentine, etc.
Statues of Saints, etc. t , , Giov . da Nola.
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The Armoury, once the Hall of Reception of Kings
of Naples.

Picture of S. Francesca cli Paola . . Spagnoletto.
In the inner court is situate the Church of S. Barbara.

Principal Entrance . . . Ghiliaiio da Majano.
Adoration of the Magi . . . . J. // Eyck.
Statue of Virgin and Child. . . GiuL da Majano.

Ciborium, with reliefs . . . . - Ibid.

Winding; Stairs (158 steps) to summit of the Campanile,
attributed to Giav. da Pisa.

The Dockyard and Arsenal adjoin the Castel Nuovo,

CASTEL SANT' ELMO,

reached from the Corso Yittorio Emanuele by steep
bridle paths, or by the Rione Vomero Cable Tramways
(see p. 222).
Founded 1329, by Robert the Wise. Architect, Giacoino

dc Saudis. What is now seen, probably the work of Don
Pedro. View from the Ramparts very line. Now a

military prison. Admission only by special permission.
Beneath is an enormous cistern, as wide as the Castle,
also a subterranean passage leading direct to the Royal
Palace in Naples. For particulars of the suppressed
Carthusian Monastery S. Marlino, within the fortifications

(sec p. 252).

BRIDGES.

Ponte della Maddalena, over the Sebeto. Built by
Charles III., in place of more ancient one.

Ponte della Sanita, a viaduct, being part of road made
in 1809 by the French, from the Toledo to Capodimonte.
Ponte delP Immacolatella, near the Molo Piccolo.

Erected by Charles III.
;
rebuilt 1843.

Ponte di Chiaia, a viaduct, connecting hills of Pizzo-
falcone and Sant' Elmo. Built 1634 ;

rebuilt 1838.

PORTS.

Porto Grande, N. of the Molo. Constructed 1302, by
Charles II. of Anjou, at the same time as the Molo,
Harbour enlarged 1740. This port presents a very interest-

ing and lively seen. BocXts for excursions on the bay can
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be had here. Previous understanding must be* come to

and enforced.

Porto Militare (1826), 5 fathoms deep, is enclosed by
the old Molo (X.) and a strong breakwater (S.), extending
i, 100 feet into the sea. Vessels of the Italian navy may
often be inspected here. In the S.W. corner are the

Darsena and the Arsenale cli Marina, with dockyards, etc.

Porto Piccolo, last remnant of ancient Palcvpolis. Now
half buried in sand, and used for small boats only. Traces
of an ancient lighthouse exist, whence name of adjacent
street, Lanterna Vecchia. Close by, on the Molo Piccolo,
are the Immacolatella, the Sanita Offices and Custom
House. Adjoining is the quay at which travellers arriving

by sea disembark, and whence steamers for Capri and
Ischia start

GATES.

The mediaeval fortifications of Naples have mostly
disappeared, except the three castles, and some remains
of the wall and ditch, and a few gates modernised.
Porta Alba, near the Via de' Tribunal!, erected in 1632.
Porta Capuana, an old road to Capua. Erected by

Ferdinand I.
;
but the modern ornamented gate dates

from 1535, entry of Charles V. Two ancient towers,
VOnore and La 'Virtu.

Porta del Carmine, on the W. side of the Castel del

Carmine. Of this structure only the two massive round
towers remain.

Porta Nolana opens on the Corso Garibaldi. Two
round towers, Santa Fc and Spcranza. Bas-reliefs of

Ferdinand I.

STREETS AND PUBLIC PLACES.

Qalleria Principe di Napoli. A covered Bazaar,
designed by Alvino. Opposite the Museum.

Qalleria "Umberto Primo. In the Via Roma (Toledo),
a handsome structure in the form of a Latin Cross,
resembling the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele at Milan.

Cafes, concerts, shops. Built in 1887-90.
Largo del Castello, now Piazza, del Municipio.

Largest square in Naples. Gardens, etc. Busy centre of
traffic, Town hall built in 1819-25. Police Offices, Finance
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Offices, fiank of Naples, and Bourse. Equestrian Statue
of Victor Emmanuel II. by Franceschi, 1897.
Largo del Mercato (see p. 228).

Largo di S. Domenico. Several palaces. Obelisk and

statue, Fansaga.
Largo Medina contains the statue of Mercaclante.
Piazza Cavour, on the east side of the Museum, to the

north leads to the Strada Foria and the Stracla del Duomo,
to the Cathedral (p. 237),

Piazza, del Plebiscito, on the right the royal palace,
with colossal bronze statues. Opposite is the Prefecture

;

on the W. side is the handsome church of S. Francesco di

Paola, with dome and arcades, an imitation of the Pantheon
at Rome, erected 1818-31. Statues and pictures by modern
Italian masters. Admission till noon. Band on the Piazza
in summer.

Piazza Dante, near the Porta Alba, formerly the Largo
del Mercatello. Marble monument to Dante, erected in

1872. Liceo Ginuasiah Vittorio Em-amide, built by the City
of Naples in 1757 in honour of Charles 1 1 1., surmounted by
a balustrade with twenty-six statues.

Piazza de' Martiri, near the fine street Via Calabritto,
contains the Colonna de' Martiri, a marble column crowned
with a bronze Victory, erected in 1864 to the memory of

the patriots who fell during the several Neapolitan, revolu-
tions. Several palaces at the sides of the triangular Piazza.

Cook's Office, 52 and 53.
Piazza Umberto, situated at the west end of the Villa

Nazionale, near an open space (La Torretta) of tramway
stations and steam tramways, to Fuorigrotta, Bagnoli, and
Pozzuoli.

Riviera di Chiaia, fashionable quarter, separated from
the Villa gardens by a riding path.
The Corso Vittorio Emanuele surrounds the town on

the heights. .Beautiful views. Streets or steps descend to

the lower roads, notably to the Toledo and the Chiaia.

Tramways from the Piazza Salvator Rosa to Piedigrotta,
2^ miles.

The Marinella, a long beach, from the port to the mouth
of the Sebeto, once the headquarters of the Lazzaroni, a

race now almost extinct.

The Molo, favourite promenade of seafaring people.
Built 1302, by Charles II. Here Padre Rocco, the
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Dominican, delivered his remarkable addresses, and
excited crowds to enthusiasm.
The New Quay Partenope, or Via Caracciolo, the

fashionable drive and promenade, facing the sea.

The Toledo, now Strada di Roma, described on a

previous page {sec p. 229).
Villa Nazionale (formerly Villa Reale), favourite prome-

nade, between the sea and the Riviera di Chiaia. Shrub-

beries, winding paths, grottoes, fountains, statues. Some
cafes near the point where the military bands play, in

winter 2 to 4, in summer 9 to 10 or n. The Aquarium
(p. 287) is situated in the middle of the gardens.

THEATRES.

Teatro di San Carlo, founded by Charles III., 1738,
was built by Angela Carasale. It is one of the finest

theatres in the \vorld. The theatre wTas damaged by
lire in 1816, but was soon restored. This house has

been the scene of the first productions of many of the

finest operatic compositions of the century. Indeed,

Naples may boast of being the mother of modern opera.
She has numbered among her later names those of

Donizetti, Bellini, Rossini, and Mercadante.

Teatro Bellini, close to the Museum
;
modern and

elegant. Opera.
Teatro del Fondo (or Mercadante), 1778, in the

Piazza del Municipio, under the same management as San
Carlo. Opera, ballets, and French dramas.
Teatro della Fenice, Strada Municipio. Opera bouffe

and melodrama
;
twice daily.

Teatro di Fiorentini, Strada Fiorentini. Italian farces

and dramas. Very popular. Oldest theatre in Naples.
Teatro Nuovo, 1724. In a side street of the Toledo,

in the Vico del Teatro Nuovo. Italian and Neapolitan
burlesque.
Teatro Politeama, Strada Monte di Dio. Circus,

musical entertainments.
Teatro Rossini, Strada fuori Porta Medina. Comedy
1^ operetta.
Teatro Sannazaro, Via Chiaia. Drama, comedy, and

music.
In addition to the above are the S. Carlino, Piazza del
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Porto
; Petrella, Stracla Flavia Gioia, where farces and

dialect pieces are performed, and in the Stracla Foria are

two theatres for Pulcinella, the Neapolitan Punch and

Judy, a never-ending attraction. Marionette theatres on
the Marinella and in the Stracla Foria are always popular
with the Neapolitans.
The principal Cafe Chantants, or music halls, are the

Salone Margherita, Galleria Umberto Prime
;

Circo
delle Varieta, Via Chiatamone

;
Grand Eden, Stracla

Guglielmo Sanfclice.

THE BOTANIC GARDEN.

This garden, situated in the fine Stracla Foria, was com-
menced in 1809, completed in 1818

;
laid out by the

late Professor Tenore. The greenhouse and water-supply
arrangements are not first-class, but the outdoor collection

of trees is extensive and interesting. A botanical library
and lecture-room, with instruments for microscopic ob-

servation, and autographs of celebrated botanists. The
four herb gardens are worthy of notice. Open daily,

except from 12 to 2.

THE OBSERVATORY,
on the Capodimonte, 500 feet above sea-level, the horizon
line only broken by the Castle of St. Elmo. A graceful
edifice, with vestibule of marble columns. Here the cele-

brated Piassi discovered Ceres in 1821
;
the late Director,

Comm. de Gasparis, discovered several planetoids. The
present director is Emanuele Fergola.

THE ZOOLOGICAL STATION

is the striking white building in the centre of the Villa
Nazioiiale. It is intended especially for the study of
the marine animals abounding in the Bay of Naples.
It was established in 1874 by Dr. Dohrn, greatly at his
own expense, aided by a contribution from the German
Government. Great Britain, the United States, Germany,
Austria, Italy, Holland, Belgium, Russia, Switzerland,
all pay subsidies 'for the privilege of sending students
to make use of the institution. The lower part is an
Aquarium, second to none for the multitude and variety
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of animals in its tanks, exemplifying the abundant' fauna of

the Mediterranean. In the upper storeys are the labora-

tories, library, and apartments of the resident naturalists.

The laboratories contain twenty tables, mostly taken by
different governments for students of their nationalities.

Admission in winter, 2 fr.
;
in summer, i fr. Catalogue,

i fr.

FETES AND FESTIVALS.

The Neapolitan, like the ancient Greek, festivals display
a marvellous intermixture of religion and pleasure, and are

thoroughly characteristic of the national life and manners.
Festa di Piedigrotta. Once the chief festival of

Naples, on the yth and 8th of September. The royal \

family used to go in procession to the Church of the |
Vergine di Piedigrotta, at Piedigrotta. All the available

troops were drawn out to aid the display, and for the

remainder of the day the most boisterous and unrestrained
merriment prevailed among the thousands of peasantry in

gay local costumes, gathered from all parts of the adjacent
provinces. The day, although shorn of its former glories,
is still observed in a limited degree in and around the

grotto of Posilipo with music, singing, and the celebrated
tarantella dance.

The festival of the Madonna di Monte Vergine takes

place on Whit-Sunday and the two following days. In
vehicles of every kind the Neapolitans flock to the scene of

the fete at the convent church of Monte Vergine, near
Avellino. Here also gather motley crowds from ail

parts of the kingdom, affording a wonderful study of

local costumes, characters, and dialects. The return to

Naples is a Greek Bacchanalian procession with modern
accessories. The vehicles are decorated with boughs of

trees, and drawn by animals of all kinds (horse, bullock,
and ass yoked together), adorned with ribbons and
coloured feathers

;
and crowds of excited men and

women, their heads wreathed with -flowers and fruit,
and in their hands decorated wands and pictures of the I

Virgin, dance round the motley procession. f,

Most of the Neapolitan pilgrims return by way of Nola, il

and spend Whit-Monday at the Shrine of Madonna dell' H
Arco, at the foot of Monte Somma. Hither also come r!

crowds from Naples who cannot undertake the longer
*

. ii
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journey to'Avellino
;
and the day is given to dancing and

singing, etc., around the shrine and along the seven miles

of the road to Naples.
On August 15th the grounds of Capodimonte are thrown

open for a popular fte.

Throughout Italy on the first Sunday in June the

Festival of the Constitution takes place. Parades of

the military and the national guards, etc., mass in front

of S. Francesco di Paola, accompanied by salutes from the

ships of war and harbour batteries
;
concerts at various

places, where the Garibaldi Hymn forms a conspicuous
feature, and elicits enthusiastic applause ;

fireworks at the
Villa Nazionale, etc., form the regular programme.
Christmas brings to Naples the bagpipers of the

Abruzzi (Zampognari) }

who play before the images of the

Virgin. The churches exhibit tableaux of the Nativity
(prescp-i), some of them moving by machinery. At. Easter
there are representations of the Holy Sepulchre. On
Easter Sunday, the populace make holiday at Anlignano
in the morning, and at Poggio Reale in the evening. On
Ascension Day fetes are kept up at Scafati and Carditello.

On the day of Corpus Christi there are special services at

Santa Chiara and parade of troops. The Festa di S.

Antonio Abate (January lyth) is celebrated by the blessing
of domestic animals (gaily decorated) at the church of the
saint. The Festivals of S. Gennaro, in May, September,
and December, have been described in our notice of the
Cathedral (p. 240).
The Tombola, or lottery, attracts large crowds to

witness the drawing every Saturday afternoon.

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS.

There are about sixty hospitals and other charitable
institutions in Naples, witli good endowments. The
following are the principal :

The Santa Casa degl' Incurabili, founded 1521, by
Francesca Maria Longo, sometimes contains as many a*s

2,000 patients of both sexes, arranged in various wards
according to their diseases.

Ospedale de Jesu Maria, the chief Clinical School
of Naples. Medical men should make a point of

visiting this admirable institution.

U
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Ospedaledei Peliigrini, in the Strada Porta Medina, with

a convalescent branch at Torre del Greco. Distinguished
for its good management and order.

Ospedale deila Pace, in the Strada de' Tribunal!,

specially for acute medical cases. Well directed by the

brothers of S. Giovanni di Dio,

Ospedale di S. Eligio, for females, with a Conser-
vatorio of nursing sisters.

Ospedale della Pazienza Csesarea, for infirm females.

Founded 1600, by Annibale Cesareo.

Ospedale de' Ciechi, in the Chiaia. Founded by
Ferdinand I., 1818. Two hundred blind persons taught.
The Albergo dei Poveri, or Reclusorio, a celebrated

Neapolitan institution in the Strada Foria, commenced
from designs of Fuga in 1751. It was founded, like all

other good institutions in Naples, Sicily, and Spain, by
Charles III. He intended it to contain 15,000 poor
persons ! About a third of his plan has been completed ;

but its colossal grandeur shows what a most enlightened

sovereign thought of his Neapolitan subjects. This in-

stitution is said to have given rise to the infant-schools

in England.
Ospedale Internazionale, Via Tasso

7 is, as its name
implies, a hospital for the reception of patients of all

nationalities. It is a well-conducted institution, in a

healthy situation, under the care of Dr. Rossi. Travellers

attacked with illness may with confidence enter this

hospital. The fees are first class, 15 fr.
;
second class,

6-10 fr. per clay.
The Deutsches Krankenhaus, Rione Amadeo, Largo

Terracina a Chiaia, is an excellent hospital, established by
the German community, and somewhat less expensive than
the above-named institution.

The new Casa Paterna of the Duchess Ravaschieri, for

orphans.
Ospedale Lina, for children.

Society for Protection of Animals, 22, Piazza Gari-
baldi.

CEMETERIES.

Campo Santo Vecchio. Old cemetery. Now closed.
There are 366 deep pits.

Campo Santo Nuovo, near Poggio Reale. Begun by

\
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the French ;
remodelled in 1837. It is a handsome

garden, with many fine monuments tastefully placed.
There is a Church, Doric, with a Pieta in the Tribune by
Gennaro CalL More than a hundred proprietary chapels

open into a square, surrounded by a Doric portico. In

the centre is a colossal statue, emblematic of Religion, by
Angclini. C. Poerio, the jurist Nicolini, and other noted

Neapolitans, are buried in the south-west portion reserved
for that class. The views from the cemetery are mag-
nificent

;
tracks of the lava currents of 1850 and 1855

being conspicuous in the landscape. At the adjacent
Capuchin Convent, the bas-reliefs on the altar of the

oratory are by Giovanni da Nola.

Cimitero della Pieta, or burial-ground of the poor, is

situated at a short distance from the Campo Santo Nuovo.
It was opened in 1888, and is laid out in an amphitheatre
of terraces, with a marble Pieta in the centre, and a chapel
on the hill.

Protestant Cemetery. Near the Porta Capuana, now
closed. Well kept. Mrs. Somerville, the mathematician,
buried here, 1872.
The new Protestant Cemetery is further on in the same

road.

SUMMARY OF EXCURSIONS FROM NAPLES.
Posilipo. Vomero and S. Martino. Beautiful carriage

drive of about 2 hours. Walk 3^-4 hours.
Camaldoli. Monastery, splendid view. By carriage in

3 hours, including stay. On foot, 5-6 hours. Donation
expected by monks.

Pozzuoli, Baiae, Misenum, Cumse. By carriage,
electric tramway, or Cumana railway as far as Pozzuoli,
thence railway to Baiae and the Lago del Fusaro, thence
walk (| hour) to Cumze. Two clays should be devoted to
this excursion : first, Naples, Lago d'Agnaiio, Po/zuoli,
6 hours

; second, Naples, Baiaj, Misenum, Lago del

Fusaro, Cuince, Naples, 6-6 hours.
Caserta. -Royal Palace and Park, with line waterworks.

By rail from Central Station in i hour.
Herculaneum. By tramway in i hour, or by carriage

en route for Pompeii or Vesuvius.

Pompeii. Either by train from the Central Station, or

by carriage in 2.V hours.
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Castellammare. By train from Central Station in i

hour.

Sorrento. Either by train to Castellammare (sec above),
and from there by carnage in ij hour, or by steamer' at

9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Capri. Either via Sorrento (see above), or direct by

steamer (touching Sorrento), daily at 9 a.m., weather per-

mitting, in 2| hours.

Procida=Ischia=Casarnicciola. By steamer to Pro
cida in 11 hour

;
to Ischia, 2j hours

;
to Casamicciola in

2f hours, or by train to Torre Gaveta, and then steamer.

For times see time-table, or apply to Cook's Office.

La Cava and Corpo di Cava. By rail in 2 hours from
Central Station.

Salerno, Amalfi and Ravello. By train to La Cava,
and from there in 2 hours by carriage.

Paestum. Temples : direct by rail (change at Batti-

paglia) in about 4 hours from Central Station.

Vesuvius. Daily from Cook's Office, by electric tram-

way to Pugliano, thence by Cook's new Electric Railway
from Pugliano (1904), joining Cook's Funicular Railway to

the summit.

Passengers wishing to visit Pompeii and Vesuvius in one

day can do so by advising Cook's Tourist Office the day
before, or by applying to Cook's Interpreter at Hotel

Suisse, Pompeii. Passengers would have to leave Naples,
Central Station, at 8 a.m. A very fatiguing excursion, not

to be strongly recommended.
A pamphlet, containing particulars of the above ex-

cursionSj can be obtained free, at the Offices of Messrs.

Thomas Cook and Son, Piazza dei Martin, where com-

plete sets of tickets are issued for any of these tours, with
or without Hotel Coupons.

THE ENVIRONS OF NAPLES.

One of the favourite short trips from Naples is to the
Camaldoli. Carriage along the Strada dell' Infrascata,
and Strada S. Genearo to Antignano, on to Cangiani and
Nazaret. Here leave the vehicle and walk to the en-
trance -of the monastery, in which there is little of interest,
bat view from the Belvedere in the garden magnificent.
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Height, 1,488 feet above sea-level. The monastery was

suppressed in 1863, but twenty years later was purchased
and is now inhabited by ten monks. Ladies are not
admitted to the monastery, but an equally line view may
be obtained close by at a spot marked Vcduta PagUana.
Fee 25 c. Pedestrians can take the cable tramway to

Yomero, thence walk to Antignano, and by long, devious

paths to Nazaret, and gradually descend to the monas-
tery.

WESTERN DISTRICT.

West of the Gulf of Naples lies a district which
fascinates by its natural beauty, and attracts notice by
the abundant evidence of powerful volcanic agencies,

whereby wondrous changes have been wrought in the
natural features of the scenery. It is also a district whose
forests and lakes and rivers and mountains are so inti-

mately associated with ancient religion and poetry, as of

necessity to excite absorbing interest so long as Homer
and Virgil continue to be read. And, moreover, this

portion of Italy was so frequented by the wealthier sons
of Imperial Rome, who built their rural villas amongst its

fair scenery, that were we to recount all names of historic

interest connected with it, we should indeed have to

marshal before our readers a goodly array of poets and

philosophers, warriors and heroes, senators and consuls,
and emperors. For visiting Bagnoli, Pozzuoli, Baiae,

Misenum, and Cumas, the traveller can avail himself of

the electric tramway, the Citmana railway, or of a carriage,
as may best suit the length and nature of his tour. Car-

riages leave Cook's Office several times a week, at 9.30 a.m.,
for this interesting excursion.

After leaving the Chiaia by the Strada di Piedigrotta,
and passing the Church of S. Maria (see p. 288), the
Tomb of Virgil is reached. It is situated on a rocky
hillside, and is approached by stone steps. Fee, -J fr. to

the custodian living close by, who conducts to the spot
where stands the ruined tomb of the poet, overshadowed
by trees. The tomb is a small, square building, with a
domed roof, differing little from the ancient edifices of the
same kind that abound in the neighbourhood. The old

entrance has been enlarged, and there is a modem window
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cut through the hall, which admits of a curious view of
the chasm that forms the approach to the tunnel, or, as it

is called in the country, the Grotto of Posilipo. Internally,
this tomb is a vaulted cell, about 15 feet square, having
many columbaria, or small recesses in the side-walls made
to receive urns. No urns, however, nor vestiges of them,
no sarcophagus, nor an}' inscription (really ancient),
remain here

;
nor is the story told of the removal in the

1 6th century of the very urn that contained the great
poet's ashes authenticated. According to one account, the

urn, standing in the middle of the sepulchre, supported by
nine small marble pillars, with an inscription on the frieze,

\vas here as late as 1526, and frequently visited by the
lovers of letters

;
but it is said that, in the course of the

wars and invasions of the kingdom that ensued, the

Neapolitan Government, fearing such precious relics

should be carried off or destroyed, caused them to be
removed from the tomb to the fortress called Castel

Nuovo, where they were lost. Another statement is that,

at the earnest suit of the Cardinal of Mantua, who was
anxious to enrich with the poet's remains his native city,

the Government gave the urn, the pillars, and some small

statues that had stood in the tomb, to the Mantuans
;
and

that the Cardinal, on his way home with them, fell sick,

and died at Genoa, in which town the treasures were
scattered and lost. Another account is, that the monks of

the neighbouring Convent of Mercellina removed the urn

and its accessories from the tomb, and that they, and not

the Government, made a present of them to the Cardinal of

Mantua, on whose sudden death at Genoa they were lost.

TJie epitaph reported to be inscribed on the urn is the

\vell-~known distich

" Mantua me genuit, Calabri rapuere, tenet nunc

Parthenope : cecini pascua, rura, duces."

But not a vestige of this remains. On a marble slab

placed on the side of the rock opposite the entrance of

the tomb is an inscription rudely cut in coarse marble ;

but the words are very different, and much more bar-

barous, being

"Qui Cineres ? Tumuli haec Vestigia Conditur olim.

Ille hie qui cecinit pascua, rura, duces.

C*n t Reg, M,"
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After leaving the Tomb, we come to the long, gas-lit
tunnel (750 yards), called the Grotta Nuova di Posilipo,
bored in 1822-25 ;

the old one being in a dangerous
condition, is now closed. In the middle of the present
tunnel is a lift to the new quarter of Parco Savoia.

Beyond the tunnel, the village of Fuorigrotta is reached.
Church of S. Vitale, with monument to GUIcomo L&opanli,

poet, etc. Road to Bagnoli through the vines and mul-

berry-trees. Electric trams and railway, 2t|- miles.

Bagtioli is a small watering-place much frequented by
Neapolitans in July, August, and September, during which
months the sea-bathing is very enjoyable. There are

several hot springs of sulphur and iron, others of salt and
carbonic acid gas. Numerous baths and lodging-houses.
A mail-boat runs three times a clay to the

Island of Nisida, an extinct crater, with a circular

harbour, situated opposite Capo CorogUo. The fort, once
a Villa of Queen Johanna II., is now a prison for crimi-

nals.

The return from Bagnoli may be effected by another

route, by keeping nearer to the sea-coast. Notice Island
of Nisida, scene of retirement of Brutus, after death of

Caesar
;
ruins of Villa of Vedius Pollio (whence the name

of the promontory, the Posilipo), and various other ruins
;

the lofty Grotto di Sejano (i fr.). By the Strada di

Posilipo and Mergellina back to Naples.

The Lago d j

Agnano (now drained), an old crater, 4
miles in circumference, the
Grotto del Cane, admission 30 c., and i fr. extra for

experiments with dogs (noted for the poisonous gases at

the lower part of the cave, proved by experiments with

dogs, torches, etc.), and
Astroni, i mile from the Lago d j

Agnano, with its large,
walled-in volcanic crater, formerly a royal preserve for
wild boars and deer, etc. (tickets for the Park, which is

sometimes closed on account of the shooting, can be
obtained at the Palazzo Reale

; gratuity expected), may all

be taken in an easy drive from Naples.
From the Lago d' Agnano a pleasant walk over hills

past the Villa Sarno (visitors admitted) and the Capuchin
Monastery of San Gennaro leads in about an hour and n,

quarter to
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POZZUOLL
1

The roacl from Xaples to Pozzuoli has been describe^1

far as Bagnoli (p. 295). It then follows the coast-

and the tourist will note the ancient cliff of volcanic

now separated from the sea by a low strip of land, \\fy

recent volcanic formation is evinced by the quantity
marine deposits which it contains, and by the nume^?,

ls

fragments of mosaics which are buried in the soil.
*

wave-mark on the inner cliff is thirty-two feet above
sea-level. The road near Pozzuoli is cut through
Olibano, which is composed of lava, deposited by a st

from Solfatara. This stream must have been a quarts
1
"

-

a mile broad, and seventy feet thick, when it reached ^
*T

sea. Pozzuoli was originally a Greek colony, called

first Puteoli
; then, in allusion to its government, Dic^f

chia. About 200 B.C., the Romans restored its an

name, and made it the headquarters of their traffic

the East. Cicero calls it
" a little Rome.' 7

It was made
Roman colony by Augustus, and was called by
Puteoli Augusta, to which title the Vespasian added t

word Flavia. Here Sylla revelled, and miserably cli

From the statements of Strabo, corroborated by numei"01-13

inscriptions on the monuments, etc., an extensive cO *"*"*--

merce with Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt w>as maintain.ed,
The town possessed mineral springs, which made it <x

favourite resort of the Roman patricians. With the loss
of its commerce, as the Roman Empire collapsed, tliis

city, once extending almost to the SolfStara, itself declinecl.
From the 5th to the i6th century, Puteoli was involved Im
a long period of disaster. Alaric, Genseric, Totila,

tlio
Dukes of Benevento, the Saracens, the Turks, all in ti-iria

ravished and destroyed. Nature herself seemed to wa.i-
against the doomed city. Solfatara poured forth lava arid
showered ashes ; earthquakes shook down the buildings ;

part of the city even subsided below the sea-level. In tlio
1 6th century, the terrible eruption which formed Mont.cs
Nuovo laid waste the whole district

;
malaria became t

constant summer visitor
;
most of the inhabitants fled from.

the town, and, in spite of spasmodic efforts of the Viceroy,
Don Pedro de Toledo, and his friend, Andrea Doria, artel
others since their time, Puteoli, now Pozzuoli, has nevor
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recovered. Few indications, indeed, remain of its ancient

prosperity.
There "is one circumstance in the history of Puteoii

\vhich must ever render it memorable to the Christian

traveller. It was here that St. Paul, St. Luke, and Aris-

teirchus, when sent to Rome by King Agrippa, completed
their perilous sea voyage, and remained a week with St.

Paul's countrymen in" the Tynan quarter before passing on
to Rome.

Puteoii, from its trade with Alexandria in the East, must

necessarily have contained a colony of Jews, and they
must have had a close connection with the Jews of Rome.
What was true of the Jews would probably find its

parallel in the Christians. St. Paul met with disciples
here

;
and, as soon as he was among them, they were in

prompt communication on the subject with their brethren
in Rome. The Italian Christians had long been looking
for a visit from the famous apostle, though they had not

expected to see him arrive thus, a prisoner in chains,

hardly saved from shipwreck. But these sufferings would

only draw their hearts more closely towards him. They
earnestly besought him to stay some days with them, and

Julius was able to allow this request to be complied
with.

The Cathedral (S. Proculo) has in one of its walls six

Corinthian columns, formerly part of a Roman temple
erected here by L. Capurmus", and dedicated to Augustus.
Relics of S. Proculus are shown here. Monuments to Due
cle Montpensier and Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, composer
of the original

" Stabat Mater."

In the Piazza Maggiore is a statue, discovered in 1704,
of a senator, Q. Flav. Mavortius. The head is a more
recent addition, though antique, the original head of the

statue not having been found. Another statue in the

Piazza, is of Philip III.'s Viceroy, Bishop de Leon y
Cardenas.

In the Via Carlo Rosini, opposite the Church of the

Deipara, genuine antiquities may be purchased of Sig. de
Criscio.

The Temple of Jupiter Serapis, or the Serapeon, is

reached by a narrow road at the west end of the town.

These extensive ruins were lost sight of early in the i6th

century, and remained entombed until they were
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terred by Charles II. in 1750. The edifice consisted of a
circular temple, once surrounded by a peristyle of sixteen

Corinthian pillars of African marble. The' pillars have
been removed to the Theatre of the Palace at Caserta, and

only the bases remain. Between these pedestals are small

tinted vases once used in the sacrificial rites. The temple
is surrounded by a quadrilateral court, 140 feet by 122, to

which a vestibule, supported by six pilasters on the side

nearest the sea, forms the main entrance. Forty-eight
columns, partly of marble and partly of granite, once
formed a portico round the interior of the court. Under
this portico were chambers, sixteen of which could be
entered only from the court, and sixteen only from the
exterior. There are remains of stairs, showing that there
was an upper storey. The two corner chambers on the
north-east side are of double dimensions, with marble
seats and water channels. Between these two chambers
the wall of the court forms a semicircular niche. In front

was once . a pronaos of six Corinthian columns and two
pilasters supporting a richly-decorated frieze, the loftiest

portion of the edifice. Three of the columns still stand,
each cut from a single block 40 feet in height ;

three
others lie in fragments around. Six feet below the marble

pavement of the court, a more ancient mosaic pavement
has been discovered. The arrangements of the whole

building, in all essential particulars, are similar to those
of the Iseon at Pompeii and the Serapeon at Alexandria.
There is authentic evidence that the Egyptian divinity

Serapis was worshipped here as late as the 2nd century.
The ruins of the Serapeon are also intensely interesting

from the evidences they afford of frequent alterations of

level. From the operations of lithodomites on the

columns, and the position of the mosaic and more
recent marble floor, and other circumstances, Professor

Forbes, Mr. Babbage, and Sir Charles Lyell have
demonstrated a series of remarkable changes. Histori-

cal evidence bears out the philosophical argument. There
can be no doubt that the original mosaic floor, with its

water-courses leading to the sea, was above the sea-level,
and that a gradual subsidence necessitated the formation
of the marble floor six feet higher. The building was
probably abandoned at the conversion of Constantine, and
a, gradual subsidence continued, as shown by sea-marks at
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various levels. Then came the fall of scoriae, etc., from
the eruption of Solfatara, in the I2th century, filling up the

courtyard to the height of 12 feet, and preserving a

portion of the columns from marine action. Subsidence,
however, continued until the sea reached a height of nine
feet above this volcanic deposit. For three and a half

centuries no further change took place, and at this level

the lithodomic perforations are most numerous, largest
and deepest, and contain shells. The tremendous earth-

quakes preceding and accompanying the formation of

Monte Nuovo in 1538 (p. 302) raised the ruins above the
sea-level simultaneously with the upheaval of the tract of

land west of Pozzuoli. Since 1780 subsidence has again
set in, and there is now at high tide two feet of water
in the courtyard.
Three mineral springs, supposed to come from Solfa-

tara, appear near the Serapeon. Acqua dell' Antro is hot,
used internally for dyspepsia, gout, etc.

; externally for

rheumatism, scrofula, and skin affections. The Acqua
de Lipposi and Acqua Media are cold : the former is used
in eye affections

;
the latter is something like seltzer. The

springs can be visited gratis.
At the quay may be seen the remains of the
Mole of Pozzuoli, now called the Ponte di Caligola,

from an erroneous idea of its having been connected with
the bridge of boats inaugurated with such drunkenness,
cruelty, and pomp by the insane tyrant, as described by
Suetonius. An inscription over the city gate records the
restoration of the mole by Antoninus Pius, in fulfilment of

a promise made by Hadrian. Twenty-four arches, with
a lighthouse at the extreme end, once formed this pier.

Only sixteen buttresses now remain, three of these being
submerged. They are constructed of brick, cemented
\vith Pozzolana or volcanic earth, and are faced with
stone. These buttresses, like the pillars of the Serapeon,
furnish evidence of alternate subsidence and elevation.

Of the Temple of Neptune, once a goodly edifice, west
of the Serapeon, where Caesar Augustus sacrificed, B.C. 31,
before he sailed to Greece and vanquished Antony and

Cleopatra at Actium, nothing remains but a few pillars

rising from the sea. In the vicinity, but under water,
is the Temple of the Nymphs, so named from conjecture,
as is the case with many baths, temples, villas, etc., hi this
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neighbourhood. Several columns, vases, statues', etc., have
been found here.

A few scanty fragments above the sea-shore are all that
remain of the Villa of Cicero, where the great orator wrote
his "Academicze" and " De Fato." When Hadrian died
at Baiae in A.D. 138, the body was interred in the precincts
of Cicero's Villa till a mausoleum at Rome was prepared.
The road behind the Serapeon passes remains of various

kinds, and the adjacent hills are covered with ruins of

baths and various edifices. A few we may briefly mention-.

A mass of ruins, resembling the hall of a bath, is"callecl the

Temple of Diana. The beauty of the site of the Villa

Cardito is striking ;
its grounds contain baths and warm

springs. The Piscina (erroneously called the Labyrinth),
in the Villa Lusciano, may possibly have held the water
for the Naumachia. The large, solid Piscina Grande,
whose vaulted roof rests on thirty pilasters, is still used
as a reservoir. Hard by are the remains of the Puteoli

branch of the Julian Aqueduct. An ancient tunnel in the

mountain, restored by Don Pedro de Toledo, now supplies
the town with water. Some ruins known as the Temple
of Antinous, are in the Villa Licastro. They were so

named from the discovery of a statue of Antinous, with

fragments of marble arches and beautiful columns, in 1838.
The Amphitheatre is the most perfect of the ruins

in this vicinity. Three series of arches, the lowest of

large stonework, the others of brick, form the walls. Two
minor entrances at the sides lead to the arena and to sub-

terranean works of vast extent, including dens for the

animals, formed of solid masonry, and various other sub-

structions. The two principal entrances were at the ends,
each approached by three marble covered colonnades.

The interior displayed the arena, measuring 336 by 138

feet, and surrounded by four ranges of seats, where the

spectators sat according to their rank. Corinthian columns
of black marble distinguish the seat of the Emperor. On
the left of the principal entrance, a water conduit supplied
the means of flooding the arena, for the representation of

naval combats. It was here that Nero, as Dion Cassius

relates, astonished his guest, Tiridates, King of Armenia,
by stepping down into the arena, and slaying several wild
beasts with his own imperial hands. Here also St. Janua-
rius and his companions are said to have been thrown to
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\vild beasfs before their martyrdom. The chambers under
the -arcade which have been made into a chapel under the
name of the Garceri di S. Gennaro, commemorate this

legend. The visitor must not omit to notice the magnifi-
cent prospect from the upper part of the Amphitheatre.
The adjacent Theatre has been but little excavated.

The ruins are extensive, but little more than a portico
and a few rows of arches are above ground.

There is an extensive ruin on the Via Cutnana, but

antiquaries differ in opinion as to whether it is Cicero's

Villa, a Circus, or the Ancient Stadium. The weight of

evidence seems in favour of the latter theory.
There have been frequent discoveries of ancient tombs

on the old roads the Via Campana leading to Capua, the
Via Puteolana to Naples, and the Via Cumana to Cumas,

by which St. Paul travelled towards Rome. These tombs
are of various forms, some simple columns or towers, some
are temples or chambers, \vith rich interior decorations,
others little else than masses of brickwork. Many are

family columbaria, from which numerous sarcophagi,

cinerary urns, coins, personal ornaments, lamps, etc.,

have been transferred to the Naples Museum.
The Cappuccini is a monastery and church on a hill by

the Via Puteolana, erected in 1580, to commemorate the

martyrdom of St. Januarius on this spot A.D. 305. A stone

is shown on which the saint is said to have been beheaded.
At the moment of the annual liquefaction of the saint's

blood at Naples, blood is said to appear on this stone.

There are fine views from hence across the Gulf of

Pozzuoli.

EXTINCT VOLCANOES: SOLFATARA, ETC.

The Solfatara is situated a short distance beyond the

Cappuccini. The admission fee is i fr. for one person.
Hills of pumice-stone surround an oblong space, the crater

of a semi-extinct volcano, with fissures from which sul-

phurous vapours and gases constantly rise. The only
recorded overflow of lava was in 1198, when the stream

was poured forth which formed Monte GEibono. Above
Solfatara to the east rise the

Colles Leucogaci, white hills, the stone from which was

pulverised by the ancients and used for colouring various
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substances. Here, at the foot of Monte Sicco, are the
sources of several aluiniiious brooks, much in repute for

the cure of cutaneous diseases. These streams, now
know as I. Pisciarelli, and called by Pliny the Fontes

Leucogaci, all fall into the ravine with a noise as if the
hollow caverns of the mountain were full of boiling water.

Two small craters, M. Cigliano and M. Campana, lie

north-west of Solfatara, and beyond these rise

Monte Barbaro, the loftiest of the volcanic mountains
in the district. The floor of the crater, which is 3^- miles

in circumference, is a plain of extraordinary fertility. The
outer slopes of the cone are covered with vineyards. The
first Roman victory over the Samnites, B.C. 340, took place
at the foot of this mountain.

Starting from the west end of Pozzuoli, and proceeding
along the shore, the traveller will see the ancient sea-clh%
now inland, enclosing a tract of land called La Starsa,
12 to 20 feet above the sea-level, which affords abundant

opportunity for studying the submarine deposits of com-

paratively recent times.

From Pozzuoli, a journey of i|- mile brings us to

Monte Nuovo, an obtus"e cone, 440 feet in height, with

walls of pumice-stone, trachyte, and tufa enclosing a

crater 419 feet in depth. During two years frequent earth-

quakes preceded the upheaval of this mountain in Sep-

tember, 1538. In that month the shocks became more

frequent, till, on the 28th, twenty shocks were felt in the

twenty-four hours, elevating the coast from Misenum to

Coroglio to such an extent that the sea retired 200 paces
from its ancient boundary. Of the quantities of dead fish,

etc., left on the strip of land thus formed, the subsidence

of the volcanic rocks, leaving a gulf filled with hot water
the dense volumes of steam, which, combining with ashes,
fell in showers of black mud as far as Naples, the projec-
tion of stones "

larger than an ox," to the height of a mile

and a half, and the fall of ashes over the surrounding
country, even as far as parts of Calabria, 150 miles distant

of all these, and similar startling phenomena, the details

may be found in contemporary accounts. The upheaval
left behind it the mountain we are describing, 1-5 mile in

circumference, completely covering the ancient village of

Tripergola, a villa of the Anjou kings, the baths arid hos-

pital erected- by Charles II., the ruins of Agiippma's Villa,
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more tharr half the Lucrine Lake, and the canal connecting
it with Avernus.

Following the road that leads southward from Monte
Nuovo we reach
Lake Lucrinus, separated from the sea by a narrow

strip of land. This lake was once celebrated for its oysters ;

it is now little better than a marshy swamp ;
beneath the

surface of the water may be seen a portion of the sub-

merged bank once called the Via Herculea, from a tradi-

tion that it was constructed by Hercules when he drove

away the bulls of Geryon. The causeway was strengthened
by Julius -Caesar, and repaired by Agrippa when he formed
the Portus Julius. Considerable remains of the quays of

this harbour still exist. The oysters spoken of by Cicero,
and the mussels in which Horace delighted, are no longer
found here

;
but a profitable fishery of grey mullet and

spigola flourishes instead.

A rough road conducts from Lake Lucrinus to

Lake Avernus. This lake is the central portion of an
extinct volcano, about a mile and a half in circumference
and 250 feet deep, surrounded on three sides by hills

richly covered with the chestnut and the vine. Up to

about the time of Augustus noxious volcanic gases seem to

have risen through the lake, and these vapours were so

confined by the dense surrounding forest that it was said

no bird could fly across it
;

there are, at the present
time, plenty of waterfowl and fish. The Cimerii (sec
u
Odyssey," Book xi.) were said to dwell in the gloomy

ravines and sunless caverns surrounding this lake
;
and

here were the oracles of the infernal regions evoked. By
a cavern near this lake ^Eneas, led by the Sibyl, passed
to the abode of spirits (JE.ii. vi. 237). Hither, B.C. 214,
came Hannibal, avowedly to sacrifice to Pluto

; but, as

Livy asserts, to prepare an attack on Puteoli. But all these

legends and superstitions seem to have been roughly
dispelled by the engineering works of Agrippa, who cut

down the forest, connected both Lucrinus and Avernus
with the sea by a canal, and so formed for the Roman
fleet a harbour extolled as a prodigy by both Horace
and Virgil. The canals and wharves of Agrippa existed

till destroyed by the upheaval of Monte Nuovo. Sub-

sequent attempts to restore the harbour, etc., have
failed.
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There are numerous cuttings and grottoes on the south
of the lake. The most important, called the

Grotta.delia Sibilla, is part of the tunnel formed by
Agrippa to connect the lake with Baiae. Through a brick

gateway the traveller enters a long damp passage, with
the rockwork occasionally strengthened with masonry ;

about midway, a passage on the right leads into a small

square chamber styled the " Entrance to the Infernal

Regions
"

;
near it is a chamber arranged as a bath, and

with the floor covered to the depth of a foot with tepid
water

;
this is called the " Bath of the Sibyl" 'The whole

length of the grotto is 280 feet. Fee for admittance,
'i fr.

;
torches "(which are necessary), i fr. West of

Lake Avernus is the Grotto clella Pace, now closed
;

it

was doubtless Aprippa's tunnel to Cumae. East of the lake

are ruins of some magnificent baths, sometimes called the

Temple of Apollo ;
amidst these extensive remains rises a

mineral spring, the Acqua Capona.
The Bag-ni di Tritoli, mentioned by Pliny, will be found

near the high road a little beyond the Lucrine Lane; only

part of the present eclilice is ancient. At a short distance,
a path on the mountain slope leads to a long, dark, rocky

passage, at the end of which are the

Stufe di Nerone. These are warm springs (the ancient

Thernm Neroniana\ temperature 182 Fahrenheit
; access

to the springs is fr.
;
for cooking eggs, i fr. is charged ;

rheumatic patients and other invalids find the steam from
these springs beneficial.

BAL4E.

Small Inn (Regina). Carnages meet the train. Bargain

necessary, and, to visit Cape Miseno, the Piscina Mirabilis,

Bacoli, and the Lagb del Fusaro, four hours, including

waiting, 6-8 fr. for carnage (one horse), for three persons,
will be expected. A guide can be hired, 2 fr. for the after-

noon.

Carriages leave Thos. Cook & Son's Offices several times

during the week at 9.30 a.m. for this delightful excursion.

The lovely Bay of Baiae, with which Horace declared
u
nothing in the world" could be compared, still charms

by its natural beauty. The approach from the side of the

Lucrine Lake is especially lovely. But the splendour of
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the Roman watering-place is departed ;
the palatial villas

which once covered the surrounding hills are no more.
In their place we have innumerable fragments of masonry
and brickwork, and mosaic pavement ;

ruins of every kind
half-hidden in underwood, -but all helping to prove the

luxury and magnificence so often alluded to by Latin
writers. Baiae is said to have derived its name fromBaius,

pilot
of Ulysses. Of its early history little is known

;
but

in the reign of Tiberius it had become pre-eminent among
Italian cities for fashion and immorality. Although many
of the ruins are named, not one can be really identified.

Pompey, Caesar, Domitian, Crassus, Cato, and a cro\vd of

illustrious Romans all had villas here. In Piso's villa

Seneca and Lucien plotted against Nero. At Baiae

Hadrian wrote the "
Animula, vagula, blandula," and here

he died. Baiae declined as the Roman Emperors fell
;

the Saracens ravaged it in the 8th century, and in the
1 6th it was deserted.

The large ruins known as the Temple of Mercury
(called by the peasants // troglio, the trough), the Temple
of Venus, and the Temple of Diana, are evidently baths.

The Temple of Venus is a public thoroughfare ;
at the

other two from 30 to 50 cents, fee is charged.
A boat excursion to the Cento Camarelle, Piscina Mira-

bilis and Misenum can be conveniently undertaken from
the harbour of Baiae (3 to 4 fr.), or can be made by the

road which skirts the bay and rises slightly. On the left,

Castle or Fort of Baia^, built by Don Pedro.
The following remains of Roman structures will interest

the archaeologist :

Bacoli, one mile from the fort (anc. BaiiU, but site

nearer shore). Tomb of Agrippina, really a small theatre
;

stuccoes, reliefs, etc., damaged by the torches of the

guides. Villa of Hortensius, partly under water
;
here

were the ponds of Murcen&
}
celebrated by Cicero, Pliny,

etc.
;
in this villa Nero planned the murder of his mother

Agrippina, which was effected at her residence by the

Lucrine Lake. The structure called the Cento Camarelle,
Carceri di Nerone, or Labyrinth, is of doubtful origin,
but supposed to have formed part of the Villa of Julius

Caesar, where Octavia mourned the death of the hopeful

young prince, Marcelltis, immortalised by Virgil. The
Cento Camarelle consists of a number of vaulted cham-

X
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bers separated by pilasters, apparently reservoirs for

water.

Between Bacoli and the Mare Morto is seen on the left

the Piscino Mirabilis (fee | fr.). This excavated reser-

voir, 220 feet long by 83 feet broad, formed the end of

the Julian Aqueduct, and supplied water for the Roman
fleet' when off Misenum. Forty-eight massive columns

support a vaulted roof. The whole is in admirable preser-
vation. Forty steps lead to the bottom of the reservoir,
where an arrangement for collecting the sediment from
the water is visible. Vases and other antiquities from the

neighbourhood can be purchased from a dealer on the

right of the approach from Bacoli to the Piscina.

The Punta di Pennata, perforated with two tunnels by
Agrippa, to hinder accumulation of sand, forms the north

boundary of the harbour of Misenum. The remains of

the, piers of a mole are seen under the water. Some ruins

on the Punta are supposed to mark the site of the Villa of

Cornelia, mother of the Gracchi.

MISENUM,
From the reign of Augustus to that of Titus, the Harbour

of Misenum, constructed from Agrippa's plans, was the

station of the Mediterranean fleet. It had three basins
;

the marsh known as the Mare Morto was the inner one.

A causeway now separates the Mare Morto from the
harbour. Beyond the causeway rises abruptly the pyra-
midal Capo Miseno (268 feet), said to have been so named
on account of its being the birthplace of Misccnus, trum-

peter of ^Eneas. The somewhat fatiguing ascent (three-

quarters of an hour from Bacoli) should be undertaken on
account of the line view from the summit. Observe, in

passing, reservoirs for obtaining salt by evaporation. The
village of Miseno, or Casaluce, perhaps marks the ancient

city (never very large) and naval arsenal of Misenum.
Ruins of a Theatre still exist on the promontory called II

Forno. Of the Villa of Lucullus nothing remains but
some scanty ruins on the heights ;

the Grotto Dragonara,
another Roman relic, is a long subterranean passage, with
columns supporting a vaulted roof, whether reservoir or

magazine is uncertain. Near this point two mediaeval
watch-towers are seen. A lighthouse marks the extreme
$ncl of the promontory.
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Westward from C. Miseno lies a strip of beach, separa-
ting the Mare Morto from the sea, once the Militis Schola,
or parade-ground of the Roman soldiers. Modern name
Miliscola. From this beach boats cross the Canale di

Procicla to Procicla or Ischia (ij to 2 fr.). West from this

beach rises the volcanic rock known as Monte di Procida,
covered with vineyards yielding excellent wine

;
numerous

fragments of Roman villas remain. The south-west point
of this promontory is the Punta di Fumo. Off the west

point lies the rock" of S. Martino.
North of the Mare Morto, and stretching to the Lago

del Fusaro, lies a well-cultivated plain, which antiquaries
consider to be the Campi Elyssii of the sixth book of the

^Eneid. Amongst the vineyards and gardens are numerous

tombs, chiefly of sailors from the fleet at Misenum, as the

inscriptions show. The ancient road across these fields to

Cuirue leads by the Lago del Fusaro. (Train from Baias

rather more than half a mile.) This was the Achertisian

Lake of the poets. It was probably once the port of

Cumae. A Roman canal, the Foce del Fusaro, connects it

with the sea. It is still, as of old, famous for its oysters.
Numerous remains of villas, tombs, etc., are in the neigh-
bourhood. In the centre of the lake is a pavilion, built by
Ferdinand I. The lake is supposed to be an extinct

crater. On the north side, on a projecting piece of land

called the Torre Gaveta, are the remains of the villa of

Servilius Vatia, who retired to this place when Nero's

cruelty and folly made life at Rome unbearable. Some
ruined arches on the hills between Fusaro and Avernus
are supposed to mark the site of Cicero's Villa Cumana.
The Naples-Cumana Railway ends at Torregaveta (see

p. 221).

CUM4E. '

Two miles and a half by the Via Domitiana from the

Lago cli Fusaro, brings the traveller to Cum as. The direct

road from Naples and Pozzuoli (the Via Cumana) passes

north of L. Avernus, and by the Arco Felice. .

Cumae stands 'on an isolated hill, forming one of the

ranges of
u
sea-girt cliffs" spoken of by Pindar. It was

the most ancient Greek colony in Italy. Hence the

Romans obtained the Sibylline Books long preserved in

the Capitol After becoming absorbed in the Roman
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dominions, Cunue long remained an important city, till,

under the emperors, it declined. It was restored by the

Goths, burnt by the Saracens in the c;th century/ and

completely destroyed by the inhabitants of Naples, as

being a mere harbour for pirates and robbers. The huge
walls of the lofty

Acropolis afford an extensive prospect of the sea as far

as Gaeta and Ponza, with L. Fugaro and Ischia on the

left. Notice remnants of the ancient fortifications at the

south and west, entrance. Numerous caverns are excavated
in all directions in the rock on which the Acropolis stands.

One of these should be visited, viz., that known as the

Grotto of the Sibyl, from its supposed identity with

that mentioned by Virgil (yEn. vi. 41), which had a

hundred entrances, etc., whence resounded *' as many
voices, echoing the oracles of the prophets." Many of

the passages are blocked up. We find from Justin Martyr
the Sibyl was still consulted in A.n. 150.

Several ruins of interest are found in and near Cunue,
among them the following : -Temple of Apollo, con-

spicuous on highest point of the Acropolis. Only one
Doric column remaining. Temple of the Giants, from
which was taken the colossal Jupiter Stator in the Naples
Museum. Temple of Serapis, where colossal Egyptian
statues were discovered in 1839, Temple of Diana,
excavated by the Count of Syracuse in 1853. Beautiful

Corinthian columns of cipiliuo with cornices, statuary, etc.,

now removed to Naples. The Necropolis of Cunuu has

yielded a vast store of vases, ornaments, etc. (Sec Naples
Museum, ante.)
The traveller may return by the Via Cumana to Pozzuoli

and Naples, or by the Cumana Railway from Torregaveta.

[The niore resolute antiquary, if wjlling to devote a separate day to

the Northern Craters and Cum<c, may continue north to Liternum,
though there is little of general interest. The road follows the Via

Dpmitiana (6 miles), passing numerous tombs, etc, In this direction
will be seen :- -Lake of Licola, a source of malaria on this coast

;

Monte Gamdo, mentioned by Pliny ; Forest of Hanw (Trivaj
Lucus of Virgjl), ; Liternum, ancient Roman colony. Here Scipio
Africanus died in exile. Lago di Patria, River Volturno, etc.]

On leaving Cumae to return to Naples, a long vaulted

tuimel, known as the

Grotta di Pietro della Pace, can be seen from the
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carriage.
*
It is about half a mile in length, lighted by

vertical shafts at intervals, and was probably a portion of

the engineering works of Agrippa. Pedestrians can reach-
the north-west bank of Lake Avernus by this excavation.
About 500 yards past the lava-paved road leading down to

the tunnel is the
Arco Felice, 60 feet high and 18 feet wide, spanning a

deep gulley. It was probably a bridge, and also part of

an aqueduct. The traveller now reaches the road (at the

railway station of Arco Felice) between Baiae and Pozzuoli,

already traversed.

THE ISLANDS OF PROCIDA AND ISCHIA.

This excursion can be made from Naples in two days,
but three or four days may -be well spent by those who
have time to spare.

Those who wish to visit Casamicciola only, can do so from Naples
and return to Naples the same clay by taking the train on the new
Citiiinna Railway <xt Monte Sanlo to Torregaveta, thence by steamer to

I*rocit1a (J hour), Ischia (:| hour), Casamicciola (r hour 10 minutes),

returning by steamer to Torrcgavcta, then train to Naples. In bad
weather the steamer sometimes starts from Po/iaioli instead of from
Torre^aveta.

Steamers. (Bureau, Molo Piccolo.) Start from S.

Lucia and Porta di Massa. From Naples to Procida,
about 1 1 hours

;
to Isehia, 2- hours

;
to Casamicciola, 2f

hours
;

to Forio, $ hours. Return tickets valid for four

days, obtainable at Cook's Office. For particulars, consult

local time-tables.

Some tourists, after visiting Proeida and Ischia, cross to

Miliseola, and, meeting a carriage previously ordered from

Naples, proceed to visit Poz/uoli, Baiie, and the adjacent

country previously described.

The island of 'Procida appears to have been severed

from Ischia by volcanic action. A population of nearly

14,000 live prosperously by supplying the markets of

Naples with fruit, wine, etc., and by shipbuilding. The
most prominent object on approaching the island is the

fort on the north-west extremity (the Punta di Kocciola).
Beneath it lie the Hat-roofed, white houses of the town of

Procida.

After visiting the Castle (now a House of Correction),
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for the sake of the splendid view, travellers can proceed

by the afternoon steamer to Castunu'c/oltij or they can

traverse the main street of Procida as far as the Hay of

Chiaiolella (2 miles), where boats are found for crossing to

Porto tfhchia, then on foot, or by donkey to Casamicciola.

The approach to the island of Ischia affords a scene

truly magnificent. Above the rows of white houses, built

on ancient lava streams by the shore, and the imposing
castle on its precipitous rock, rise picturesque- mountains

clothed with rich vegetation, and capped by the lofty

Epomeo. North-east the mountains of Terracina are

visible
; east, Gaeta

; south-east, Vesuvius.

This scene is familiar to most persons by reason of the

beautiful pictures taken of it by great artists -Turner,
Staniielcl, Roberts, and many others.

The island of Ischia was at one time the chief seat of

volcanic action in South Italy. It is twenty miles in

circumference, having a beach on the north and west,
but on the south and east the land terminates in abrupt

precipices. The population of 20,000 subsist chiefly by
the cultivation of the vine and by the lisheries. The
climate, of the island is delightful, the air being always
live to ten degrees cooler than at Naples. The soil is

exceedingly productive ;
the ilora, especially as regards

ferns and orchids, are interesting. The mineral waters of

Ischia are the strongest in Europe, and should only be
taken under medical superintendence. In all historic

periods, visitors have delighted to sojourn in Ischia, and
have joined in the general chorus of admiration. Bishop
Berkeley, writing to the poet Pope, says the island a

is an

.epitome of the whole earth, containing a wonderful variety
of hills, vales, rugged rocks, fruitful plains, and barren

mountains, all thrown together in. a most romantic con-
fusion." Of the view from Epomeo he says,

u You have
the finest prospect in the world, surveying at one view,
besides several pleasant islands lying at your feet, a tract

of Italy about three hundred miles in length from the

promontory of Antium to the Cape of Palinurus. Amongst
the peaceful and laborious people of this beautiful island,
such a thing as robbery is almost unheard of."

Ischia is the capital of the island
; 6,500 inhabitants.

(No hotel). Permission may be obtained* from the com-
mandant to explore the castle, built by Alfonso V, of
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Arragon. A mole connects the castle with the mainland,
and from this mole the town stretches along the coast to
the Punta Molina, formed by the lava current of 1302 A
good road skirts the north coast of the island, passing
Porto d'lschia and Casamicciola, thence to Fork) on the
west coast, continuing round the south side to the east
coast near Ischia. From Ischia a drive or walk of one
mile brings the visitor to

"

Porto d'lschia (a circular harbour), at one time a crater

and lake ; afterwards connected with the sea, in 1856, to

afford refuge to vessels. There are several warm salt

springs, which are utilised at the bathing establishments,
the most important of these being in the Piazza, close to

the park and small casino. The Hotel Angarella, near
the harbour, is the only one open in winter. The journey,
continued by the Via Quercia, offers beautiful coast and
sea views, and, in about 3 miles, leads to

Casamicciola [Hotel see Appendix], formerly the most

frequented spot in the island
;
and at one time the popula-

tion exceeded 7,000. Destroyed by an earthquake on the

28th of July, 1883. The town has been rebuilt, under

Government supervision, in groups of houses on the

slopes of the Epomeo, and several hotels, well spoken of,

will be found both near the Marina and on the hill.

Many delightful walks and excursions, with beautiful

views. Numerous hot springs and bathing establishments,

the most important being those of Belliazzi and Manzi.

On the Marina are baths for 400 poor persons.
The ascent of Monte Epomeo (2,782 feet) can be made

from here, but is better made from Fontana, about two

hours from Casamicciola via Porto d'lschia, or Bagno

d'lschia, so-called from its many warm salt springs and

bathing establishments. Carriage from Casamicciola and

back, 8 fr.
;
horse or donkey for ascent, 3 hours, 5 fr. and

fee. Notice Monte Rotaro, perfect specimen of extinct

crater, whence issued the eruption which expelled the

first Greek colony in Ischia, and gave rise to the fable of

the imprisoned Typhaeus shaking the island with his

struggles. At the Hermitage of St. Nicola, an anchorite

keeps a visitors' book. The best view of sea, islands, and

distant mountains is from the Belvedere, a rocky platform.

The charge for donkey is 3 to 5 fr.

The tour of the island occupies about eight hours
;
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charge, 12 fr. for carriage with two horses. Lacco,
Forio (the most populous place in the island), Panza,

Moropano, are the chief villages passed. Everywhere the

most charming and diversified scenery meets the eye.
As compared with Capri, comparatively fe\v travellers

visit Ischia. True, it has no famous Blue Grotto like

Capri yet in many ways it is more attractive. It has the

charm of quiet beauty ,"
full of the most exquisite walks

and drives and mountain rambles. Its wines are remark-

; ably good, as are all the fruits of Ischia, and its inhabitants

husbandmen and fish erfoik are courteous and hospit-
;

able.

\ All who have visited the island heard with deep regret
in May, 1904, that the vineyards had been ruined by hail-

storms to the extent of ^"160,000.

NAPLES TO POMPEII.

By Rail.

Tourists who are pressed for time can accomplish the
!

!

'

fourteen miles between Naples and Pompeii in about an

& hour by the railway, which affords fine views of the bay.
The stations passed are Portici, Torre del Greco, Torre

Annunsiata Citta, and Torre Annunsiata Centrale. Here
'

j
the branch to Castellammare (see p. 354) follows the coast,

;

whilst the line to Salerno and Eboli turns inland
; Pompeii

is the next station on the latter. Notice the cuttings

through huge lava streams near Torre del Greco.

By Road.

The road from Naples to Pompeii runs very near the

railway, passing several places of interest as it rounds the
foot of Vesuvius. We first reach Portici, with its palace
beautifully situated. -Its art treasures, etc., have been
removed to Naples. Resina is built on the lava stream
above Herculaneum. Numerous country residences are

situated here
;

notice especially La Favorita, once the

property of the Prince of Salerno, and of H.H. Ismail
Pasha

t
late Khedive of Egypt.

/|
i

Herculanenni lies buried a hundred feet and more

jiV below Resina. The remains of the town were greatly
im\

injured by carelessness in excavating, and there is really
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very little now to see. The Theatre is reached by a
descent of about a hundred steps, and shown by candles,
etc. (Fee, 2 fr.) Herculaneiim is far more interesting to

read about than to see, while Pompeii is a thousand times
more interesting to see than to read about.

Herculaneiim, whose origin the Greeks ascribed to Her-

cules, was successively an Oscan, Tyrrhenian, Pelargian,

Samnite, and Roman city. It was overwhelmed by showers
of volcanic mud, B,C. 79, and subsequent eruptions deposited
thick strata above it,

and the very site was unknown till

accidentally discovered in 1719.
The road skirts the great lava streams of 1794, through

Torre del Greco, in view of the destruction caused by the

eruption of December, 1861, then more lava to Torre An-

nimziata, and, turning to the left, reaches Pompeii (p. 318).

NAPLES TO VESUVIUS.

Of all the interesting and enjoyable excursions to be
made from Naples, the visit to Mount Vesuvius must be
set down as certainly one of the most attractive. And
thanks to the enterprise of THOS: COOK & SON, the visit

is now rendered easy and agreeable, ancfwithin the com-

pass of even delicate persons. The route adopted for this

fascinating experience is explained below, and a perusal of

the details will suffice to show that it is the only one to

commend itself to travellers.

The ascent of Mount Vesuvius is made by means of

the AYw Electric Railway from Pugliano, and the Fitni-

<///<//*, or Wire Rope Railway, from the foot of the cone,
both railways the property of THOS. COOK & SON.

From the centre of Naples to Pugliano passengers can be

conveyed by Electric Tramways, and thus the journey from
the hotel to the summit of Vesuvius is accomplished
rapidly, and with the greatest comfort, by electric power
instead of by the long and fatiguing carriage route of

former arrangements.
The opening of the Wire Rope Railway from the foot

to the summit of the cone, of which THOS. COOK & SON
became the proprietors in 1888, was a great boon to

visitors, and entirely changed the early conditions of the

ascent. Travellers were conveyed in carriages as far as

the Wire Rope Railway, and thence by the railway to the
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upper station of the cone at an inclusive charge.. Still the

long drive from Naples to the foot of the cone remained,
and to remedy this THOS. COOK & SON decided to con-

struct an Electric Railway, starting from Pugliano (between
Portici and Resina), connecting with the existing Funicular

Railway from the foot of the cone to the crater.

The New Railway (which was completed in 1903) has
a total length of 4.7 miles, and is divided into three sec-

tions. The first and third sections are both adhesion
lines ordinary lines on which self-propelling electric

cars run. The maximum incline on both these sections

is only 8 per cent. The second section is a rack railway
with a maximum incline as great as that of the Rigi Rail-

way viz., 25 per cent. The rack rail (at the Central

Station) is constructed on the Strub system, and is similar

to the perfected system adopted on the railway up the

Jungfrau. The generating station is at the foot of Monte
Cateroni. The cars have a seating capacity of twenty-four,
and there are two independent methods of braking, giving
the most powerful braking action attainable.

The Funicular, or Wire Rope Railway, is 896 yards
long. The steepest portion of the gradient is 63 feet per
hundred, the least steep 40 per hundred. The carriages
have seats for twelve persons, and the mechanism is

arranged in such a manner that, in case of accident to

the rope, the carriage can be immediately stopped upon
the line. The Upper Station is about 150 yards from the

crater, and the ascent occupies only about eight minutes.
From the above description it will be seen that the visit

to Vesuvius can now be made as follows :

(1) Electric Tramway from Naples to Pugliano, 5 miles,
in about 50 minutes.

(2) Electric Railway from Pugliano to the foot of the

cone, 4.7 miles, in 42 minutes.

(3) Wire Rope Electric Railway from the foot of the
cone to near the crater, in 8 minutes.

The route from Naples to Pugliano (by the Electric

Tramway) affords animated and diversified scenes of

Neapolitan street life through the Strada di Chiaia,
crowded with people amd, carriages, past the Castel
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Nuovo, iii front of the Harbours, following the broad \

quay and the Strada Nuova, always full of life and bustle
;

i

then^ leaving the town near the Castello del Carmine,
-

!

skirting the Marinella, and continuing along the coast, i

covered with houses and villas, to the village of San i

Giovanni a Teduccio, and so on to Portici, near which !

in the northern quarter of Resina at Pugliano the new !

Electric Railway commences. i

From Pugliano to the generating station at the foot of
:

Monte Cateroni the line runs along vineyards where grow
the grapes from which the famous " Lacrima Christ!

"
is

produced, and by orchards and gardens in which oranges
and lemons flourish in perfection, and roses and camellias :

bloom in profusion. As the line rises the houses along
the route gradually disappear/ and charming views are :

disclosed.
\

From the generating station, by the aid of the electric

locomotive, the train ascends the slope of Monte Cateroni,
:

traversing in its climb lovely chestnut and acacia woods
intersected by deep and romantic ravines such as one rinds
on the Rigi, and affording enchanting views over the Bay
of Naples. At the Hermitage station there is a view so
beautiful and fascinating that it may well be doubted if its

equal exists in the world. At this lovely spot THOS. COOK
& SON have built an Hotel- Restaurant,

" The Hermitage."
It stands in the .centre of extensive park-like grounds
which have been laid out with shady walks and seats so
that passengers may enjoy the unique prospect. From }

this delightful spot the train proceeds past the Royal
Observatory, and in about twelve minutes arrives at the
Funicular Railway Station at the foot of the cone, where
there are rooms in which light refreshments may be
obtained. In this short ride the change is from a garden
to a desert. The line enters the enormous lava and rubble

fields, where lava lies all around in the most wonderful

shapes. The mighty cone of ashes which towers above

!the
broad mountain of lava is an impressive spectacle.

Its column of smoke rises swift and black
;

all around is

i the stillness of death. Only the brilliant sunshine and the

|
azure sky remind the spectator of life. At the foot of the

I cone the passenger changes into the cars of the Funicular,
I and in eight minutes ascends to within two hundred yards ;

I of the crater, which is reached on foot.
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Return tickets are issued at THOS. COOK & Sotf's Offices,

52 and 53, Piazza dei Martin', at the following rates :

Naples Hermitage Station

Vesuvius .

,,
Funicular Station

,, Upper Station

< Eremo "),

Lire 7.00
8.00

21.00

Although an easy footpath leads from the Upper Station

to the Crater, the Government has made the service of a

guide for these hundred and fifty yards compulsory. The
fees of the official guide are : For one person, 4 fr.

;
two

persons, 3.75 fr. each
;
three persons, 3 fr. each

;
four

persons, 2.50 fr. each
;
five persons, 2.40 fr. each. It is

therefore convenient to arrange to leave in parties from
the station. Ladies or delicate passengers requiring

special help can be provided with an extra guide or

with a chaise a poiicur at a fixed moderate price.

The view from the summit of Vesuvius is superb.
" The

graceful curve of the bay, a sheet of soft but intense azure,
clotted with white sails

;
the long winding shore as far as

Naples, gay with suburbs
;
the hills of Pausilipo covered

with villas
;
the distant inlet of Bane

;
the islands of

Ischia and Capri ;
the bold headlands of Sorrento

;
the

far- distant sea extending away towards Mola
;
this un-

equalled combination of objects, so varied in outline, so

exquisite in colour, and o'er-canopied by an atmosphere
so pure, a sky so lucid and transparent, that the lungs
seem to expand with delight in breathing it

;
such is the

view." Of this view Goethe declared that one look west-
ward repaid all the toil of the ascent. Unless the volcano
is actually in eruption, tourists may approach the brink of

the crater without risk, except that of frizzling the soles of

their shoes. The crater changes its form after every great

eruption. The desolate and weird appearance of the
summit is very striking.
The height of Mount Vesuvius varies from time to time,

according as the overflowing lava adds to it or carries

away previous deposits. In 1845 it stood 3,900 feet above
the sea-level

;
in 1868 it had increased more than 350 feet.

The eruption of 1872 somewhat reduced it
;
but since then

small deposits have been added by minor eruptions. .The
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north-eastern mountain is called Monte Somma, or the

highest mountain. Its highest peak is called the Punta
del Nasone, or Nose Point. A deep, curving valley, called
A trio del CavallOj lies between the Somma and the bulk of

the mountain. The latter consists of a cone of ashes, from
whose centre opens the crater. The sides of the inter-

vening valley are very precipitous, but the slope of the
mountain towards the sea is quite gradual.
Ancient Vesuvius. Although this mountain has been

for hundreds of years the only outlet in a district highly
volcanic in all directions, in earlier times it showed little

signs of eruption. Strabo, writing in the time of Augustus,
describes its slopes as covered with beautiful meadows,
the summit alone being barren, and having the appear-
ance of once having burned. In the reign of Nero,
A.D. 63, the volcanic character of the mountain was
indicated by an earthquake, which seriously damaged
Pompeii and Herculaneum. The first recorded outbreak
of lava occurred in A.D. 79, when the country around was

destroyed by showers of ashes and streams of lava, and
the peak now called Vesuvius was first formed. The
entire destruction of Pompeii, Herculaneum, and other

towns near, occurred at this time (sec p. 322). The Elder

Pliny, who commanded a Roman fleet at Misenum, landed
at Castellammare for the purpose of observation, and also

to assist those who were ruined by the eruption, and fell

a victim to his thirst for knowledge. The letters of his

nephew, Pliny the Younger, describing the eruption, are

among the most remarkable examples of Roman litera-

ture.
*

A severe eruption, which occurred in A.D. 222, was
described in similar terms by Diodorus Cassius. Since
then eruptions have taken place more or less down to

the present day.

Up to the year 1500 nine eruptions were recorded
;

since then no less than fifty have taken place. One of

the most important occurred in 1631. Stones of many
tons weight were thrown to a distance of some miles, and
the day, as far as Naples, was darkened by smoke and
showers of ashes. No less than three thousand persons

perished. In 1707 Vesuvius was in eruption from May
until August, to the great alarm of the Neapolitans.
Further outbreaks occurred in 1737, 1760, and 1767; in

1794 a stream of lava ran down to the sea at Torre del
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Greco, making the water hiss. During the last century
the most important outbreak was in December, 1861.

This eruption has been described by Hurnboldt. In 1872
another great eruption occurred, which caused damage
estimated at several million lire, and destroyed many
lives. Since then there have been outbreaks in 1891, 1895,

1900, and in September, 1904, but none of serious im-

portance, although the mountain has on many occasions

given signs of considerable inward commotion.
Tourists who wish to see for themselves the ravages

caused by volcanic agency, should visit San Sebastiano,
which can be done from Portici, in a one-horse carnage,
at a cost of 4 or 5 lire.

Torre del Greco is a town of 25,000 inhabitants,

flourishing, lively, and unconcerned, though the smoke
of Vesuvius daily floats over it. It is built of lava, and

upon the lava stream that in 1631 destroyed two-thirds

of the town. Three times since it has been destroyed by
eruptions ;

once it was rocked and swayed, and broken
and crushed like a toy in the hand of a giant ;

at another
time eleven openings were formed above the town, from
whence a deluge of ashes poured on

it,
and at the same

time the shore in the neighbourhood was upheaved to the

extent of three feet, causing great destruction of life and

property. Traces of similar catastrophes exist all the way
to Torre delP Annunziata. The Monastery of Camaldoli,
on an isolated peak on the slopes of Vesuvius, commands a

fine panorama.
Torre Annunziata (pop. 17,000) has pretty views of the

bay ;
mineral water, macaroni manufactories, etc.

POMPEII.

Its Early History.

Of the early history of Pompeii .but little is known.
Hercules is said to have founded both it and Her-
culaneum. The first direct historical notice of the city
Is B.C. 310 ;

but it must have had an existence long before
that date, and those who have carefully studied its remains
declare their conviction that some of its important build-

Ings date from fee ytk century B.C. Pompeii and Her-
cuianetuia ace sqad by Steito to have been originally
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possessed by the Oscans, then by the Tyrrhenians
(Etrusci) ; they then fell into the hands of the Greek
colonies of Cumae and Parthenope, and finally into those
of the Samnites, who made themselves masters of the
Campagna B.C. 440. Eighty years later the cities of Cam-
pagna threw off the yoke of the Samnites and placed
themselves under the protection of Rome. Nothing of

importance is known of the city until B.C. 90, when in
the Social War it joined the Marsian confederacy. From
this time to the period of its destruction it was, to all

intents and purposes, a Roman city, much visited by
emperors and nobles, and celebrated for its baths, its

gladiatorial displays, and, above all, for its magnificent
situation.

Pompeii before the Eruption.

Looking from the quay of S. Lucia towards Vesuvius,
one would suppose that Naples extended without inter-

ruption the whole length of the coast. Distance alone

produces this illusion. This long line of houses, which
appear only as a suburb of Naples, is composed of a
number of towns and villages, viz. : Portici, Resina, Torre
del Greco, Torre dell' Annunziata, Castellammare, and
Sorrento. During the first century of our era, under the
Roman Emperors, all these same appearances existed.

The coast of Naples offered to the eye the same enchant-

ments, to the mind the same languor, and to maritime
commerce the same advantages. An active and numerous

population, occupied either with business or pleasure,
hurried along this narrow shore. The towns or villages
had not then the same names as now, with the exception
of Naples and Sorrento (Neapolis and Sorrentum) ;

Resina
was called Herculaneum, Torre dell' Annunziata was then

Aplonte, and Castellammare was called Stabise. There
was on the sea-shore another city of great importance,

"

whose name has neither been altered nor preserved, for it

has, during fifteen centuries, been effaced from history
this is Pompeii. Naples was not then, as it is now, a city
of half a million population. It was a city of pleasure
and amusement for the Romans. Its port, not much
frequented, was of less importance than that of Hercu-

laneum, and still less than that of Pompeii, which, accord-

ing to all appearance, was the great commercial port of
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one part of Italy. It served as the entrepot for merchandise
at Nola, Nocera, and Atella. Its port, situated at a short
distance from the town, was very spacious, sufficiently so

to receive a naval army, for it sheltered the entire fleet of

Cornelius. Pompeii was under Roman rule, but was not
much burdened with its yoke. The city only had to pay a

tribute of men in case of war. In consideration of this

service she governed herself, having her own senate and

magistrates. It was through these favourable conditions

that Pompeii enjoyed such great prosperity. The popula-
tion at that time exceeded 40,000.
The appearance of the cities, by the side of the bay, at

the foot of Vesuvius, may have been much the same then
as now. But Vesuvius, as we now know it, with its

immense cone and smoking summit, did not then exist.

There was in its place a mountain called La Somma,
whose height was not much more than half that of the

present Vesuvius. La Somma had not the gloom of the

burning mountain which now seems suspended as an
eternal menace to the inhabitants round Naples. It was
a rural and charming mountain, wooded from its base to

near the top. The merchants of Pompeii, Herciilaiieum,
and Naples used to spend here their leisure time, and

many wealthy Romans from all parts of Italy had country
houses in the neighbourhood of La Somma. Cicero did
not fail to build one there, although he had chateaux at

many other places. Nothing, indeed, forewarned the inhabi-

tants round Naples of the catastrophe which threatened
them. Truly applicable to them were the famous words
of M. Salvandy,

"
They danced over a volcano." It is

true Strabo and other ancient writers hud said that in

times past La Somma had been the theatre of volcanic

eruption. But the Romans held their scholars too much
at a distance to trouble themselves about what the ancient
authors had written

; geology as a science did not then

exist, and the Pompeians would have been much puzzled
to distinguish a volcanic from a calcereous rock.* Although
at the gates of Naples were seen the a

Burning Fields,"
covered with volcanic eruption, and the Solfatara of

Pozxuoli smoking to no small extent, no one had the

least fear. They did not wish to consider La Somma a

volcano. The poet sang of it as the source from whence
the gods made a luscious wine to flow, as a perfumed pre-
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sent to that blessed land. However, in the year A.D. 63
^ne

.
inhabitants of Pompeii received from the mountain

their first warning. In that year Pompeii was fearfully
shaken by an earthquake. The palace of justice, the
colonnade of the forum, the tragic and comic theatres,
with several temples and houses, were overthrown by the
convulsions of the earth. Half the population, struck with
terror, left the city, taking with them their valuables, fur-

niture, and statues. This earthquake was also felt at

Naples and at Nocera. Seneca says that at Nocera
there did not remain a single house standing, and that

nearly all the inhabitants lost their lives or their reason.
At Naples, when this catastrophe happened, the people
were assembled to hear Nero himself execute the famous
cantata which he had composed ;

a choir of five hundred
persons accompanied the voice of the tyrant. As they
admired the grace and ease of the crowned artist, the

building gave way. Nero did not wish the music to be

interrupted for so little. He would not allow the crowd to

go out until the singing was finished. 'Many persons were

consequently buried in the ruins, and the Emperor him-
self was not rescued without considerable trouble. This

warning, notwithstanding its gravity, was lost on the Pom-
peians ;

the Senate, after having hesitated for some time,
decided to order the -reconstruction of the city. They
wished this rebuilding to be thorough. Artists were

brought from every corner of Italy to compete in the

embellishment of the repopulated city. The basilica, the

forum, and the temples were remodelled, and ornamented
with capitals in the new fashion

;
that is to say, in the

Corinthian Roman order. The interiors of the houses
were covered with paintings executed upon excellent

stucco, and represented the best compositions of Greek
and Roman art. Statues of marble and bronze adorned
the atrium, the dining-rooms, and the chambers of each
house. Fountains, ornamented with groups of pure marble,
were placed in the interior courtyards. Luxury and taste

were everywhere exercised to embellish the new city.

With the rebuilding of the temples, work and pleasure

again revived
;
domestic duties resumed their accustomed

course in the houses enlivened with new paintings, until in

the year 79 A.D. came the disastrous eruption which brought

Pompeii to utter ruin. .

Y
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The Eruption.

" On the 231x1 of August, A.D. 79, at about 2 o'clock p.m.,
the inhabitants at the foot of the mountain were alarmed

by terrible sounds from the depth of La Somma. During
the preceding days several shocks of earthquake had
caused some uneasiness over a large expanse of the sur-

rounding country. The sky was serene, the sea calm.
The wind, which blew at first from the north, fixed after-

wards in the east. The noise redoubled in violence
;
and

then an enormous column of watery vapour, which has
been compared by Pliny the Younger to the trunk and
branches of a pine tree, crowned the mountain with its

dismal plume. This formidable cloud, coming from the

bowels of the earth, gradually enlarged. It remained
some time suspended in the air, motionless. Then, still

enlarging, the vapour condensed and fell in boiling rain

on the sides of the mountain, from whence it went to the

sea. Herculaneum, situated at the foot of the mountain,
between it and the sea, came in the way of this terrible

torrent of mud. At the same time the mountain, opening
all its abysses, threw out a frightful mass of burning
stones and earth calcined by the lire. All this beat upon
Herculaneum.

" We will leave to others the task of describing the

scenes of terror, of confusion, and of death which pre-
vailed in the thick darkness which enveloped this city,
whilst the cataracts of earth and sky opened to devour
them. The inhabitants of Herculaneum ilccl, some to

Naples and some to Pompeii. Those who sought the
former place only were rightly inspired, for Naples did
not suffer any harm, but Pompeii shared the fate of

Herculaneum.
" Until the evening it was believed that Pompeii would

be spared, but towards eight o'clock the eruption of La
Somma redoubled in violence. The electric detonations
did not cease to resound in the depths of the mountain, as

the watery vapour escaped. Succeeding the burning
vapours was a fearful mass of pumice-stones, red with lire.

All around, the mountain was covered with the dark cloud
of these stones, which, striking against each other in the

air, caused a fearful noise, This mineral rain beat upon
Pompeii. The hour-glass that was found turned over at
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Pompeii points to two hours after midnight. It was there-

fore in the middle of the night that this disaster fell upon
the unfortunate city. This night seemed eternal. No one
saw the sun rise on the morrow, for the cloud of earth and

lapilli, which fell without ceasing, darkened the sky, and

prevented their knowing the arrival of the day. The town
of Pompeii was a scene of horror, better imagined than
described.

u On the 24th of August, the day after the destruction of

Herculaneum and Pompeii, Stabies was in its turn attacked

by this fearful cloud, which carried with it lire and death.

Vesuvius finished the work which the conqueror Sylla had

commenced, only the volcano went further it effaced

even the situation of the town. The air was so thick, that

at seven leagues from the volcano it was almost stifling.

They say that it extended as far as Africa. At least it

reached Rome, and made it quite dark. The Romans said

to each other,
' The end of the world is come ! the sun is

going to fall to the earth, or the earth mount up and be
set on lire by the heavens.' Pliny wrote,

' What mourn-

fully consoled us was the thought that the whole universe

was perishing with ourselves..'
u
During these two terrible days seven cities or towns

ceased to exist Herculaneum and its port Resina, Aplonte,

Tagianum, Taurania, Pompeii, and Stabies."

It was a wonderful piece of good fortune that the catas-

trophe should have been witnessed by one who had the

power to describe it graphically, and the reader is referred

for further details to the two letters written by Pliny the

Younger to Tacitus, in which he describes the intrepidity
and death of his uncle, who perished in the catastrophe.

How the Cities were Buried.

" We have no positive details of the circumstances which

preceded and accompanied the eruption of La Somma,
and which formed the cone of tufa and pumice-stone com-

posing the present Vesuvius, and buried under stones and

earthy dust these cities of Campania. The houses of

Herculaneum and all objects contained in them are covered

with an earthy crust, hard and compact, which can only
be removed by means of the chisel. There is preserved
in the Museum at Naples, as an instructive curiosity, an
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iron stewpan partly extricated from its earthy Covering.
It can only be removed by means of a hammer and chisel.

This example is sufficient to show the difficulty, or rather

the impossibility, of laying open the whole of Herculaneum
and extricating the objects it contains, the town being now
covered with earth to the depth of 20 metres. It is not

lava, as so many have said, which encrusts Herculaneum,
but an entirely earthy formation mixed with pumice, in

substance like that which forms the cone of Vesuvius. It

must therefore be admitted that Herculaneum was not

destroyed by a stream of volcanic lava, for Vesuvius did

not pour out any lava during the eruption of 79, but it

was drowned in a stream of mud. Vesuvius at first cast

out a watery vapour, and then there mingled with it an
immense mass of earthy matter, sand

;
and pumice-stone.

The water, condensing in the air, fell in the form of boiling
rain on the sides of the mountain, and drew with it great

quantities of earthy materials. It thus formed a torrent

of mud, which beating upon the city submerged it. Of
this mud, dried by the air, and still more condensed by
the weight of the earth and real lava which have been cast

out by other eruptions, has been formed the hard crust

which now envelops Herculaneum. With Pompeii it was
different. On witnessing the marvellous and easy work of

clearing this city, one can understand perfectly well how
it was entombed. Everywhere are seen two layers, one
over the other. One layer of small whitish pumice-stones,
called at Naples lapilli ; they are about the size of a pea ;

and above these is a layer of brown dust, exceedingly fine

and movable. Pompeii was not then either covered with
the lava, as later so many villages situated near the volcano

have been, or drowned by a stream of mud, as Hercu-
laneum. It was buried under enormous masses of lapilh
and the dust of pumice-stones, generally, but very
improperly, called cinders. The intense heat of these

lapilli and dust, coming red hot from the burning crater,
carbonised the roofs of the houses, which were made of

wooden beams, and then forced their way through the

ceilings. The houses were by degrees entirely filled up
by the incessant fall of the volcanic dust."

EXCAVATIONS AT POMPEII.
The city was Completely buried, and lay beneath a mass
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of materials from 10 to 20 feet deep. The face of the

country all around was altered, the shape of the mountain
was changed, but Pompeii was not forgotten. The"
Emperor Titus contemplated its rebuilding, but abandoned
the project. Italian authors, from 1488-1556, referred to

it, and even indicated the supposed site of the city. A
Roman architect, Domenico Fontana, constructed, in 1592,
a subterrannean canal under the very site of Pompeii, from
the Sarno to Torre dell' Annunziata, and met with many
memorials of the ruined city ;

but there was no earnest

spirit of scientific research in those days, and no attempts
were made 'to carry investigation further. It \vas not till

the reign of Charles III. (1748), the first Bourbon king of

Naples, that the work of excavation commenced. Hercu-
laneum had already been identified, and the attention of

scientific men was being directed to the subject of excava-

tions, when a peasant alighted upon a house containing
statues and bronze utensils. Charles III. entrusted one
Don Roca Alcubierre, a Spanish officer of engineers, to

commence the work of disentombment.
He commenced at what is now called the Street of

Fortuna. First a fine fresco was found, then a helmet,
then coins

;
and the work proceeded so rapidly that by

the end of the year the amphitheatre was laid bare. From
that time to the present, with the exception of a few years,
the work has been continued at first slowly so that at

the end of a century only one-third of the city was dis-

closed. And fortunately so, for the spirit in which the

work was done was rather that of the Vandal than the

archaeologist.
With the changes of 1.860 came a change in the manage-

ment of the excavations at Pompeii. The Cavaliere

Giuseppe Fiorelli, a profound scholar and antiquary, was
entrusted with the superintendence of affairs. Since his

appointment, every year has seen most important and

satisfactory results, and now the tourist can walk from one
encl of the city to the other. The picture of an old Roman
town is marvellously vivid

;
and its shops, streets, and

alleys, its forum, baths, and amphitheatre, its costly houses,
works of art, and tombs all are laid bare, and the dead

city lives again.
The traveller will not care for a lengthy history of

Pompeii. Nor in the following description will it be
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desirable to give more than an outline of the 'principal

things to be seen, together with such condensed informa-
tion as may lend an interest to their inspection.

Pompeii, once seen, will never be forgotten by the
tourist

; and, with the buried city in his mind's eye, he
will read the descriptions of standard authors -with a keen

appreciation. Of the many works on the subject, Over-
beck's u

Pompeji," Dr. Dyer's
u Ruins of Pompeii," and Sir

W. Gell's
"
Pompeiana," are the best and most exhaustive.

No book of fiction can interest the tourist who lingers in the

neighbourhood more than Lytton's
" Last Days of Pompeii."

Almost all the antiquities, objects of art, and the most

important frescoes recovered from the excavations have
been transferred to the Museum at Naples (sec p. 259), but
at Pompeii a small Museum has been established near the
Porta delhi Marina, the contents arranged in three rooms.
The following interesting passage from an article in the

Quarterly Review, will,' indicate one aspect in which the
traveller will find special interest in viewing the ruins :

"Nothing conveys a loftier conception of the grandeur,
might, wealth and civilisation of the Roman empire at its

most flourishing period than the remains of its provincial
towns, and especially of its colonial cities. It is not the

public edifices of Rome herself, unequalled as they are for

vastness and magnificence, which impress us most with
her former power. They are such monuments as we might
expect from those who peopled the capital of the world.
But it is the third or fourth class town, such as Pompeii,
with its two theatres, its amphitheatre, its temples, its

basilica, and its forum all upon a scale of singular
splendour, adorned with hundreds of statues in bronze
and marble, with exquisite paintings, and with the most

precious marbles . . . that fills our minds with wonder,
and enables us to form some conception of the greatness
and power of that mighty people."

POMPEII.

[Hotels see Appendix.]
Admission on Thursday gratis other days two francs,

.including services of an official guide.
1

English or French-

,

* The ruins are closed t$ visitors on New Year's Day, Easter Sunday,
t$ first Sunday in Jqjia, ^oj^ite/Oteisti, September 8th, December 8th,
tad Chnstmas

' '
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speaking guides will be appointed to accompany parties
n application. On Thursday no guides are provided.

Visitors are admitted from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. in August, and
in September to 6 p.m., the afternoon being the quietest
time for a comfortable inspection of the ruins.

The quickest and cheapest way to reach Pompeii is by
railway from Naples. Trains run frequently.
The drive from Naples is interesting, but very long and

fatiguing, passing Portici, Resina, Torre del Greco, Her-

culaneum, etc. (p. 312). A bargain should be made with

the driver, who should^also be instructed to set down the

passengers at the Port'* della Marina, and wait for them at

the Amphitheatre, or the Street of the Tombs.
The plan of the following description is arranged to

commence at the Porta della Marina, near the Forum, and
terminate with the Street of the Tombs.

At least three to four hours should be devoted to the

visit, which should be repeated as often as time and

opportunity permit.
Tourists are recommended to visit the National Museum

ut Naples (p. 259) before visiting Pompeii.

Starting from the Porta della Marina, the first visit

is to a small Museum, which contains vases, amphorae in

terra-cotta, bronze vessels, carbonised food, skeletons,

casts of men and women, arranged in three rooms
entrance free then a steep street lends to

The Temple of Venus,

the patron goddess of Pompeii, the largest and finest

Temple in the city, an edifice of early origin, but restored

after the earthquake of A.D. 63. It stands on an elevated

basement, in an open area, and is approached by a flight

of steps. Surrounding it was a peristyle of forty-eight

columns, forming a portico or arcade. These columns

were originally Ionic, but were .badly altered into

Corinthian. In one of them there is a perforation made
to receive a pipe, through which the water for the sacrifices

flowed into a basin placed on a fluted pedestal.
- In front of the steps stands an altar. This altar was not

adapted, some authorities contend, for sacrifices of bloocl,
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but only for the usual offerings to Venus, fruit, incense, and
flowers. On the east and west sides of the altar is an

inscription, recording the fact that the Quatuor Viri erected

it at their own expense. On the walls under the colonnade
were paintings in bright colours of dwarfs, pigmies, dancers,
etc. Within the cellar, the admirable fresco of Bacchus
and Silenus was found. In the vestibule of the temple was
found a much-mutilated statue of Venus, which by some
has been considered to bear a faint resemblance in expres-
sion to the Medicean Venus.

The Forum.

The principal streets of Pompeii (six in number) led up
to the Forum, which was, as in every Roman city, the

centre of all the. life of the place. It .is surrounded on
three sides by Doric columns of limestone, 12 feet high.
Above this colonnade there was formerly a gallery. The
area, 530 feet long by 112 feet broad, is paved with large
slabs of stone. Twenty-two ornamented pedestals for

statues adorned the area, and the effect must have been

imposing. The statues were in honour of Emperors and

Ponipeian citizens, and some still bear dedicatory inscrip-
'

tions. To the north of the Forum is the

Temple of Jupiter,

raised upon a basement 10 feet high, and, like the Temple
of the Capitoline Jove at Rome, it was dominant over the

whole city. The entrance is approached by a flight of

eighteen steps, and the facade is embellished with six

columns in front and t^ree on either side, of fluted

Corinthian pattern. In the interior a row of pillars runs

on each side the/ cella (nave), which was probably open
above. The interior was painted chiefly in black and red

;

a border of black and white mosaic encloses the pavement.
The temple is 123 feet long, including the approach.
Many ^interesting relics were discovered here, particularly
the colossal head of the God whose worship was celebrated
in this place, and the skeleton of a man crushed by the

felling of a column. At the time of the eruption the

temple was being restored.
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The Prison,

adjoining the north-east end of the Forum, is approached
by a low arch of brick. The cells are narrow and dark :

the skeletons of one or two of the prisoners were found

here, the shackles still encircling their leg bones.

Adjoining the prison was the Public Granary, and near

here, under the colonnade of the Forum, were found the

Standard Measures for grain, wine, and oil. The originals
are in the Museum (p. 270), but the copies in the recess are

accurate. The measures for grain are thick horizontal
slabs of stone with a sliding bottom, which, when the
measure was full, could be pulled out, and the contents

dropped into a sack beneath. For the wine and oil, tubes

were provided to draw off the liquids.
Close to the Temple of Jupiter is a Triumphal Arch, or

rather the piers and part of the columns that embellished
them. Statues probably stood in the niches, and some
apparatus was found which suggests that one of them was
used as a fountain.

At the north-east of the Forum is the

Temple of Augustus,

or, as it has been variously called, the Pantheon, and the

House of the Augustales. The use to which this temple
was put is not clear

;
the twelve pedestals round the altar

suggest that it was a Pantheon. It is more probable,

however, that it was used as a college of Augustales (an
order founded by Augustus). Whatever its use, it is

sacred to the memory of those who lived well. The
decorations, the shops, the kitchen, the very names of the

streets surrounding it, all suggest that the sacrifices offered

here were celebrated by banquets. The Pantheon con-

sisted of ail open atrium or court, 120 feet by 90 feet, in

which was the altar, surrounded by the twelve pedestals
. above referred to. Behind the altar was a niche, in which
was placed, perhaps, the image of the presiding deity, to

whom an offering might be made on entering. The

paintings on the walls have been wonderfully preserved ;

the best are Ulysses and Penelope, Theseus and ^Ethra,
and the Muse Thalia. The porticoes were 24 feet in

depth on the west side, and were probably roofed with
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timber. On the south are twelve small chambers painted
in red panel, supposed to have been the Chambers of the

Augustales, and above them there was evidently another
set of rooms. The court is paved with pebbles embedded
in cement. Many curiosities are pointed out in this

temple, such as the gallery used by the orchestra, the
refreshment bar, the porter's ticket-office, etc. One very
curious discovery was made in the sink-hole in the centre
of the court

;
it was found to be choked up with fish-bones

and articles of food !

It should be noted that the statues of Livia and Drusus,
discovered in this temple, were removed to the Museum at

Naples, and are here replaced by copies (p. 266).

Adjoining the building connected \vith the Temple of

Augustus, and called (whether correctly or not is doubtful)
the Senaculum, is the

Temple of Mercury, or, as it is as frequently called, the

Temple of Quirinus ;
the former name is derived solely

from the fact that certain inscriptions discovered in

Pompeii referred to a Temple of Mercury, which it was
thought should be in the Forum. The latter appellation
is derived from an inscription found in the Forum, com-
memorating the achievements of Romulus, and his deifica-

tion under the name of Quirinus. The temple is an
irregular quadrangle, at one end of which is a sanctuary
with a pedestal for the statue of the presiding deity.

Many relics are kept in this temple, as vases, fetters,

wheels, earthenware, etc. Special attention should be
given to the white marble altar in the centre of the court.

The^ bas-reliefs on one side of the altar represent (fore-

ground) the celebration of a sacrifice
;
and in the back-

ground a representation of the temple. On the opposite
side the utensils employed in connection with the sacrifice,
a oirious illustration of the religious rites of antiquity.
The Chalcidicum, or Crypto-Porticus, erected by a

priestess Eumachia at her own expense, is in the form
of a basilica, and was probably used as a cloth-market or
exchange. Over the entrance from the Strada dell'

Abbondanza is an inscription to the following effect :

t

Eumachia, the public priestess, daughter of Lucius, in
her own name and that of her son, M. Numistrus Fronto,
erected this Clialcidacum and Crypto-Portions at her own
espenser

and dedicated the same to Concord and Piety."
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There arfc two entrances : one, as already mentioned,
from the Street of Abundance, and the other from the
forum. The whole building consists of a hyfccthnnn, or

open court
;
a portico adorned with forty-eight marble

columns
;
a chalcidicum, or enclosed apartment, at the

further extremity; a semicircular recess at the end con-

taining a statue of Concord
;
and a crypto-porticus,

which ran round three sides of the building. It was
lighted at intervals by windows, and above it was a
wooden gallery. A cornice projected from trie gallery
into the area, sheltering the tables on which the fullers and
cloth merchants carried on their sales. In a niche at the
back of the semicircular recess is a copy of the Statue of

Eumachia, erected by the fullers in memory of their

benefactor. The original has been removed to Naples.
(See p. 261.)

Several interesting inscriptions were discovered in this

building. One on the outer wall announced,
u The

gladiatorial troupe of Suettius Curius, the sedile, will

light at Pompeii on the last clay of May. There will be
a chase of wild beasts (vcnatio), and awnings (vela) to

protect spectators from the sun."

On the other side of the Street of Abundance is a

corner building, which, in the absence of other informa-

tion, has been called the School of Verna, from the name
of Verna having been found in an inscription supplicating
for himself and his pupils the aid of Ccelius Capella, the

Duumvir of Justice.
At the southern extremity of the Forum are three halls

o nearly equal size, which have been called the Curiae,
or courts where cases of minor importance were decided

by the magistrates. The central hall is called the ^Erarium,
or Treasury, from the fact that many coins were dis-

covered here. Whatever the use of these buildings may
have been, there are traces to show that they must have
been richly decorated. Adjoining these are two houses

which were excavated by General Championnet while in

command of the French troops in occupation of Naples.

They are called the Houses of Championnet, and deserve

inspection on account of the elegance of their decora-

tion.

Close to these houses, on the western side of the

Forum, is
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The Basilica.

It is one of the largest buildings in Pompeii, and is oblong,
as was the invariable rule. It is 220 feet long, 80 feet

broad. It was open to the sky, except the gallery running
round it, which rests on twenty-eight fluted Ionic columns
of brick and tufa covered with stucco. At one end of the

peristyle is the Praetors' Tribunal, a platform six to seven

feet high, ascended by wooden steps. Underneath is a

vault supposed to have been used as a dungeon for the

accused. Here, as elsewhere in Pompeii, the vice of

scribbling upon the walls is traced. In this instance, to

good account, as an inscription shows that the Basilica was

standing in the year that Lepidus and Catulus held the

commanclership (B.C. 79). It was made by one Pumidius

Dipilus, who scratched his name on the wall in that year,
thus :

C, PVMIDIVS DIPILVS HEIC FVIT ADV NONAS
OCTOBREIS M, LEPID Q CATVLCOS.

Having gone round the Forum, let the traveller now cross

from the Basilica to the Chalciclicum, and enter the Strada
dell' Abbondanza (Street of Abundance, so named from
a fountain with head and cornucopia). A short distance

down this street on the right is the

House of the Wild Boar, so named from a mosaic
in the Prothyrum representing a boar attacked by two

dogs. The peristyle is well preserved, and has fourteen

Ionic columns with their capitals. In the atrium is a

mosaic, the border of which represents a walled city

perhaps Pompeii.
Turning to the right, towards the tinexcavated part of

the town the small street or lane is called the Vicolo dei

Doclici Dei is a painting on a wall, representing the twelve

great divinities, and their attributes. It is not in good con-
dition. Returning to the Strada dell' Abbondanza, the

second turning on the right is the Street of the Theatre
at the end of which is the

Triangular Forum,

an irregular triangle, flanked on the east and west sides by
a Doric colonnade, 450 feet long on the eastern side, and
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300 feet on the western, adorned \\ith ninety columns
The third side had no portico, and was probably bordered
with shops. From the eastern side there were three
entrances to the great theatre. Within the area are the
ruins of a sacred edifice, called the
Greek Temple, or the Temple of Hercules, undoubtedly

the oldest building hitherto discovered, by some experts
considered to date as far back as 800 B.C." If so, it must
have been built by the early Greek settlers. Little of the
edifice remains, but it is clear that it stood on a basement.
approached by five steps. It was 120 feet long, and 70
broad. In front of the steps is an enclosure, in which it is

presumed the animals to be offered in sacrifice were kept,
and beside it are three altars. Close by are the remain*, of

a small
Circular Temple, with eight Doric columns covering a

putealj or well. This is generally supposed to be a BidcnUil,
* or locus fulminatus a place struck by lightning, or where

f a thunderbolt had fallen. Such places were sacred to

\ Pluto and infernal deities, and were held in great awe
} by the ancient Romans. To violate its precincts was

] sacrilege of the worst kind. At the south-west angle of the

4 temple is a semicircular seat, so placed as to command a

? 'fine view of the surrounding country.

The Great Theatre,

to which there were three entrances from the eastern side

of the Triangular Forum, is situated on the southern slope

of a hill the large circular corridor surrounding the entire

f cavea being the highest part. The theatre was injured by

? the earthquake A.D. 63, and an inscription shows that it

was restored by M. Artorius, at the cost of M. Holcomus

Rufus. It is curious that Pompeii should have remained

undiscovered so long, for it is certain that the grea
J

watt

i which encloses the theatre was never

i's c
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three doors deeply recessed, and behind them the green-
room. In the wall supporting the front part of the stage
are recesses, which may have been occupied by the

musicians. The wall of the ctrvea still exhibits the lines of

benches, summa, media, and iniima : the first containing
live tiers, occupied by the chairs of the nobility ;

the

second, occupied by the middle classes (who usually

brought their own cushions to sit upon), containing twenty
tiers

;
the third rank contains only four tiers. Staircases,

doors for entrance and exit, and corridors, leading to

various parts of the theatre, may be traced. High above
all is the women's gallery, for in ancient theatres the

women were separated from the men. The seats were
divided into compartments or boxes, the space allotted to

each lady being r foot 3! inches. In the wall enclosing
the theatre are projecting stone rings, which formerly
received the masts of the velarium or awning, used as a

protection from the sun.

From the eastern side of the stage a covered portico led

to the orchestra of the small theatre.

The 5mall Theatre, or Odeum,

although inferior in decoration and construction to that of

the great theatre, is in a better state of preservation. Its

general plan is much the same, although the form of the

building is somewhat different. It is supposed to have
been built soon after the Social War, and the following,

inscription records that it 'was permanently roofed ;

" Cains Quinctius Valgus, son of Caius, and Marcus

Porcius, son of Marcus, Duumviri, by a decree of the

Decurii, let out the covered theatre to be erected by
contract, and the same approved it.

11

The scena, the front wall of the proscenium, and the

pavement of the orchestra, were in various coloured

marbles, and an inscription announces that the latter was
.the gift of M. Oculatius Verus, son of Marcus, Duumvir
for the games. The number of spectators who could be
accommodated with seats is estimated at 1,500. At the
back of the two theatres is a large rectangular enclosure,
which has been variously called the School of the

Gladiators, the Forum Nundinarium, or weekly market,
arid the
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Soldiers' Barracks.

335

It is still doubtful which of these is the correct designa-
tion, but the balance of evidence is in favour of its having
been a Roman garrison. It is 190 feet long by 160 broad,
surrounded by a colonnade of Doric columns. Around
the colonnade are recesses where provisions were sold.

There are also rooms which have been called the soldiers'

mess-room, the guard-room, etc. Four flights of stairs led
to the upper storey, which has been called the officers'

quarters. Among these ruins sixty-three skeletons were
discovered. In the guard-room were four skeletons with
their legs in iron stocks. Under the stairs lay the skeleton

of a man holding a silver cup. At the entrance gate lay

thirty-four skeletons together. When first unearthed the

building contained in every part indications that it was

frequented by gladiators. On one of the columns of the

portico was found the name Valerius, followed by the

figures XX, supposed to represent the number of his

victories. The names of other known gladiators were
also found inscribed on the inner wall. Many valuable

articles, the majority of which were of a military charac-

ter, were also discovered here. A short distance .from

the soldiers' barracks is the Gate of Stabise, built of huge
blocks of stone, put together without mortar. The holes

for the bolts show that it was closed by double doors, and
not by the usual portcullis. A valuable Oscan inscription
was discovered here, which shows that the gate was at a

remote period called the Stabean Gate. It gives also the

names of three streets, which were constructed by the

public slaves of Pompeii, under the direction of the sur-

veyors, and states that one street led to the temple of

Jupiter Meilichius.

Let the traveller now return along the Strada Stabiana,
and after passing the boundary wall of the small theatre,

he will find on the left the

House of the Sculptor, of little interest in itself, but

remarkable for the treasures which were found in it, and
are now in the Museum at Naples (see p. 259). Com-

passes, mallets, levers, saws, unfinished statues, in fact,

all the appliances of the sculptor's art, were found here

just as he had leftthem on the day of doom. A few steps
further on, at the corner of the Street of Isis, is the
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Temple of ^Esculapius. Whether it was dedicated to

^Esculapius or not is uncertain, but in the cella his statue

was discovered, together with that of Hygeia and Priapus.

By some it has been called the Theatre of Jupiter and

Juno. It is a small building the smallest temple, intact,
in Pompeii ;

and the most interesting object it contains is

a large altar, which stands in the open court. It is built

of tufa, and closely resembles the sarcophagus in the

Vatican, known as the Tomb of the Scipios.
Close to this temple may be seen, through an aperture

in the arch, the Aqueduct built by Domenico Fontana in

1592, to supply Torre dell' Annunziata with water from the

Sarno. It must have been evident to him that he was

carrying on his work in the midst of the buried city ;
and

one cannot but wonder at the apathy of the times which
allowed the ruins of Pompeii to be left unrevealed until

1748. (See p. 325.)

The Temple of Isis

was destroyed by the earthquake of A.D. 63, and the

present building had been only just restored at the time
of the great eruption. Over the entrance is the copy of an

inscription discovered there. It runs thus :

u Numerinus

Popidius Celsinus, son of Numerinus, restored from the

foundation, at his own expense, "the ^cles of Isis; over-

thrown by an earthquake. The Decurii, on account of

his liberality, elected him, when sixty years of age, to be
one of their order, without paying fees."

The Temple is on a slightly elevated basement in the
centre of a court surrounded by a portico of painted
Corinthian columns, between which are several altars. In
the inner temple was found an image of Isis, which is

preserved in the Museum, On the south side are the
chambers used by the priests. Several skeletons were
found here, one being that of a man who had endeavoured
to cleave his way through a wall, the door having been
blocked up by the ashes. The axe lay by his side, and
traces of his frantic efforts were seen upon the wall. On
the fireplace remnants of food were discovered. There
are many interesting things to trace in this temple the

Purgatorium, containing the Sacred Well, where the wor-

shippers performed their ablutions
;
the halls, embellished
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with elegant reliefs in stucco
;

an adjoining wall, still

bearing the traces of smoke from the sacrificial fire.

Leaving the Temple of Isis, the building on' the left, just
before reaching the portico of the Triangular Forum,
should next be visited. It has been variously called, the
Curia Isiaca, the School, and the Tribunal

;
but these

are mere conjectures, no satisfactory evidence of its pur-
pose having yet been discovered. It is an oblong court,
80 feet long by 60 feet broad, surrounded with Doric

columns, with two chambers at one end, supposed to be
the crypt, and a pulpitum, raised about seven feet high.
An inscription was found in the Great Theatre, which has
been translated as follows :

" Marcus Holconius Rufus, son
of Marcus, built the Crypt, Tribunal, and Theatre for the
honour of the city (colonia)."
The first building on the right hand, in the Street of the

Holconii, which crosses the Street of the Theatre, is the

House of Holconius, numbered 4. It was an elegant
mansion, with a handsome peristyle, and the embellish-

ments usual in the houses of noble Pompeians. In this

house lived a lover of the fine arts, and a man of good
taste. Paintings may be still traced here, though some
are fading, and the best have vanished. Groups of

Bacchus and Ariadne, Diana and Endymion, Leda and

Children, Silenus supporting a Hermaphrodite, and others

yet remain. The most remarkable, perhaps, is that of

Bacchus and Ariadne, of which Dr. Dyer has given a

lengthened description. Many of the decorations in this

house are very rich. Several skeletons were discovered

here, among them one of a female, in whose hand was
found a casket of treasures, who was arrested by the fatal

vapour while endeavouring to escape.
A short distance further on, in the same street, is the

House of Cornelius Rufus. The spacious atrium con-
tains two handsome pedestals carved in the form of lions,

on which probably stood a table. A marble bust of the

owner of the house, inscribed with his name, was dis-

covered here, and still stands in the atrium.

The tourist who intends to visit the Amphitheatre
(which, although exceedingly interesting, does not mate*

rially differ from other Amphitheatres that he will pro
Z
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bably have already seen in Italy), should now cross the

Stracla Stabiana, and continue for a considerable distance,
as the building is at the extreme south-west of the town,

quite apart from the other ruins.

The Amphitheatre. This building is the last visited,

as a rule, by travellers who have arrived at Pompeii by
carriage ; they usually enter the Ruins at the Porta della

Marina, or the Street of the Tombs, and send the carriage
round to the Amphitheatre to await them there. The
Amphitheatre at Pompeii, although not equal in appear-
ance to the Colosseum at Rome, was large enough to

accommodate 20,000 spectators. Like all similar erec-

tions, it is elliptical in shape, and measures 433 feet by 335.
At either end of the ellipse may be seen the entrances for

the combatants into the arena. The spectators were
admitted by tickets, some of which are preserved in the

Museum
;
and the seats were arranged very much in the

same manner as those in theatres. The first series of

seats, having five tiers, was devoted to the use of the

wealthy, senators, magistrates, etc
;
the second series had

twelve tiers, and the third eighteen ;
and above all ran a

gallery, in which attendants, servants, and a promiscuous
multitude assembled.
The construction of the seats should be observed, as

they are cut with places for the feet, so that the persons in

the tier below should not be inconvenienced. When the

Amphitheatre was first laid bare many interesting frescoes
and inscriptions relating to the usages of the arena were
discovered, but soon perished from exposure to the air.

Several important sketches have, however, been preserved,
and may be found, together with an elaborate account of

amphitheatres in general, and this amphitheatre in par-
ticular, in Dr. Dyer's "Ruins of Pompeii." It will be
remembered that on the day of the eruption, the Pom-
peians had assembled in this building to witness a gladia-
torial show, and to this fact, w^hich Lord Lytton has
worked out with such thrilling interest in his

" Last Days
of Pompeii/' is to be attributed the comparative scarcity
of skeletons discovered in the city, as it is supposed, upon
the first burst of the eruption, the spectators fled into the
open country and so were saved. The Amphitheatre was
built a few years before the birth of Christ

;
it suffered
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from the earthquake of 63, and was not completely
restored at the time of its destruction. In the Street of
the Tombs is a curious inscription, giving the names of
certain combatants who took part in the gladiatorial shows,
and from this source Lord Lytton was able to introduce
the names of actual characters in his fiction.

Returning to the Strada Stabiana, and entering again
the Street of Holconius, the tourist will iincl on his right
hand the principal entrance to the

Stabian Thermae,

so called, to distinguish them from the smaller and less

magnificent baths in the neighbourhood of the Forum.
The Stabian Thermae are entered by a wide portal, open-
ing into a spacious court, or Palaestra, where gymnastic
exercises were performed ;

this court has a portico with
fluted Doric columns and ornamented capitals. On the
walls are stucco ornaments, arabesques, and paintings,
some in good preservation. The court is 44 yards long,
and 27 broad, and in it were found two large stone balls,
which were evidently used in some game of skill or

strength. Opposite the entrance a door opens on a Tepi-
clarium, and a corridor, where single baths are situated.

On the other side is a Spoliatodum, with small dressing
rooms. A passage leads into the Calidarium, and another
to the Tcpidarium, which contained, besides the usual

square marble bath, an elegant fountain.

The side of the Thermae parallel with the Strada
Stabiana is full of various apartments, where may be
traced the places occupied by the furnaces of 'the two

Tepidaria, with hollow walls for circulating the hot

vapour. A magnificent Apodyterium, with circular arches,
surrounded by marble seats, and rich with reliefs in

stucco
;
a richly-decorated atrium, etc.

A short description of the process of bathing may not

be uninteresting. Those who took the cold bath only,
entered the Apodyterium, where they undressed, then
donned a loose robe, and passed to the bath. The pro-
cesses for the hot bath were more complicated, and
resembled in some degree the modern Turkish bath.
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Passing into the Tepidarium, where' they unrobed, they
entered the Sudatorium or vapour bath. Then followed

the use of the strigil, an instrument of bone, iron, or silver,

for scraping the body, and corresponding in its purpose to

the rough glove used in the Turkish bath. Then came the

perfumed hot-water bath, and after this luxury the bathers

returned to the Tepidarium, where their bodies were

anointed with unguents rich and rare, then, after leisurely

dressing, they would enter the Palaestria to engage in

various exercises to create an appetite for the next meal,
or otherwise kill time.

At the back of the baths, in the Stracla del Lupanare,
there is a small lane called Vicolo del Balcone Pensile, on
the right of which is the

House with the Hanging* Balcony (Casa del Balcone

Pensile) (closed). This is the only case in which a success-

ful attempt has been made to restore a house with a

balcony to its pristine state. It is evident that such dwell-

ings were not uncommon in Pompeii. Signor Fiorelli has
succeeded in this instance with great skill

;
three rooms of

the upper floor being preserved, from which the balcony
projects several feet into the street. The tourist will be
invited to ascend.

In the Strada del Lupanare, at the corner of the Vicolo
del Balcone Pensile, is the Lupanar, Pompeian brothel.
This place is kept locked up. The street derives its name
from it. On the other side of the street is the
House of Siricus (closed), so named from an inscription

on the outer wall, containing the name of Siricus, and from
a seal found in one of the rooms with the letters

"
Sirici

"

in relief. On the threshold there is an inscription in
mosaic,

4< Salve Lucru." On the left is a room in which
are symbolical representations of the deities. In an
adjoining apartment there are some good pictures, namely,
Neptune and Apollo presiding at the building of Troy ;

Vulcan presenting the Arms of Achilles to Thetis
; Hercules

Intoxicated, with Bacchus in the background,
"
for grace,

grandeur of composition, and delicacy and freshness of
colouring, among the best discovered at Pompeii.'

7 There
are various other paintings in this house, and traces of
many elegant embellishments. Close to this house were
two taverns, one having the sign of an elephant, and the
other serpents. Above the latter is an inscription,

"
Lingerer
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depart ;
tfiis is no place for idlers," a motto one would like

to see over taverns nowadays.
Entering again the Street of Stabile, and proceeding

north, the tourist will find on the right the
House of Marcus Lucretius (closed), in which was

found a painting and an inscription, indicating that 'the
house belonged to Marcus Lucretius, a Plainen of Mars .

and Decurio of Pompeii. The inscription was as follows :

M. Lncrclio Flam Mart is Dccurioni PonipeL

The construction of this house is very curious
;
the

garden, laid out in terraces, being considerably higher
than the atrium. In it is a fountain and various statues.

Only a few of the paintings are retained here, th6 best

having been removed to the Museum. The fountain
deserves special attention

;
it is elaborately ornamented

with shell-work and mosaics.
In the Street of Stabiae are several shops. The turning

to the right is the street of Nola, and a walk of live to ten

minutes will bring the tourist to the

Gate of Nola, which lies within a passage or covered

way built of stout masonry. An Oscan inscription, stating

by whom the gate was erected, is on the keystone of the

arch. The tourist whose time is limited need not visit this

gate, as he will see others of greater interest. Turning to

the left, he will enter the Street of Fortune, and find on
his right the Casa degli Scienziata, named, as so many of

the houses in Pompeii are, from the presence of those

who witnessed its excavation. On the left hand, just

opposite the narrow lane called Vicolo degla Scienziata,
is the

House of the Chase, so named from a large painting in

the peristyle, of a combat with wild beasts. Adjoining
this house is the

House of Ariadne, which extends from the Street of

Fortune to the Street of the Augustales. The atrium,
entered from the Street of Fortune, is remarkably line,

being 80 feet long by 43 feet broad, and adorned with 24
columns. The peristyle is composed of 16 columns, the

capitals painted with brilliant colours. In the centre was
a fountain. The construction of the house is such that,

from wW.Qhe.ver of the, two streets th$ visitor entered
?
,hQ
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had before him exactly the same view, and around him an

identical arrangement of rooms.

Continuing to explore the Street of Fortune, notice, on

the left, the
'

House of the Grand Duke of Tuscany. It is small

but elegant, and has a mosaic fountain and a representa-
tion of Amphion and Dirce. Close to it is the

House of the Figured Capitals, so named from the

capitals at the entrance doorway being sculptured with

fauns and bacchantes. Next to this is the

House of the Black Walls (Casu delhi Pttrelu Ncni),
in one of the rooms of which are various graceful

representations on a black ground. Adjoining is the

Temple of Fortune. On the architrave of the shrine

is an inscription, which has been translated as follows :

" Marcus Tullius, son of Marcus, three times Duumvir for

the administration of justice, Quiuqueunalis, Augur, and
Tribune of the Soldiers, by election of the people, erected
this temple of Fortuna Augusta on his own ground and at

his own expense.'* It is approached by a (light of steps.
Traces of an iron railing which enclosed the temple are

visible. The building was 80 feet long by 31 feet broad,
and the whole was encased in marble. Two statues were
found here, one of them resembling Cicero, the illustrious

ancestor of the Tullion family.
In the street leading to the Forum is a small

Museum, which contains objects found in a Roman
Villa excavated at Boscoreale, 2^ miles from Pompeii, in

1895, such as the bath with leaden pipes, and taps for

hot and cold water, various earthenware vessels, an olive

press, and a hand-mill. The frescoes and busts are in the

Naples Museum (p. 267).

Ninety silver vessels of Greek and Roman workmanship
found in the Villa are now in the Louvre.

Close to the Temple of Fortune are the

Old Public Baths.

Entering the spacious court, bounded on two sides by a
Doric portico, and on the third by a crypt, there will be
seen arranged round the walls the seats where servants sat

awaiting the pleasure of their masters, who sometimes
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bathed as often as seven times a day. Under the portico
the bathers waited their turn, and here were exposed
public placards of the amusements of the city. It is

curious to read an inscription which was found on a wall,
but has since been effaced, and which has been translated
as follows :

u At the dedication of the Baths, at the expense of

Caucus Alleius Nigidius Mains, there will be a venatio,
athletic contests, sprinkling of perfumes, and awnings.
Prosperity to Mains, chief of the colony."
Beyond this room is the Frigidarium (or cold bath), a

circular chamber, with niches, in which were seats for the
bathers. Two marble steps surround the basin, which is

only 12 feet ro inches in diameter, and about 3 feet deep
rather a poor swimming bath, and one that would find

but little patronage among hardy northerners. However,
in this the Pompeian reposed, and, after strengthening his

frame with cold water, passed through folding doors into

the Tepidarium (or warm bath), a chamber heated by air-

pipes and a brazier of bronze. The embellishments in this

room are of a very rich character, the vaulting being in

stucco relief; the cornice supported by. small figures of

Atlas, made of terra-cotta
;
recesses for the clothes of the

bathers. Beyond this room is the Calidarium (or hot-air

bath), its walls being so constructed that a column of hot
air enclosed it on every side

;
the floor also wras hollow, so

that the steam may be distributed from it. The mouldings
in the vault are very rich. At one end of the room there-

is a semicircular niche, in which is a vase of white marble
for washing the face and hands. An inscription states

that it was made at the public expense, by order of the

Decurions, and cost 750 sestertia (or a sum equal to about

6). Some read the inscription differently, and make the

cost much m&re considerable. At the other end of the

room was the hot sitting-bath. These baths occupied a

considerable space, and contained many other chambers,
now inaccessible to the public. The tourist will get a

better idea of the old Roman baths from the Stabian

Thermaj, described on p. 339, although these are but

insignificant in comparison with the Thermae of Caracalla

at Rome (p. 146).

Returning to the Street of Fortune, and retracing his

steps past the Temple of Fortune, the tourist will find
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on the left the House of the Faun (closed), so named
from an elegant bronze statuette of a dancing faun. This
house occupies an entire insula that is, the \vhole space
between four streets and is one of the largest in Pompeii.
It measures 280 feet long and 120 feet broad. It was dis-

covered in 1830,. in the presence of Goethe's son. On the

pavement in front of the entrance is inscribed the word of

greeting,
a
SALVE," in coloured marble. It has two atria,

a peristyle, with twenty-eight Doric columns, and a large

quadrangular garden with a portico, in which may be seen
a great number of amphone, or wine jars. This has led

to the supposition that the owner was a wine-merchant,
and that the adjacent shops were for his retail trade.

Some of the nnest mosaics were discovered here, amongst
them the Battle of Issus and Acratus on the Panther, both
of which are in the Museum at Naples. In this house was
found the skeleton of a woman, and by her side gold rings,

bracelets, and jewels, which she was endeavouring to carry
off when the roof gave way.
Near here is the

House of the Anchor, so named from a mosaic on the

threshold. It is a large house, but inferior to many already
described. At the top of the Strada di Mercuric is a

Triumphal Arch, once surmounted by a statue of Nero.
The traveller is now in the neighbourhood of some very
remarkable houses, which may be visited in the following
order :

The House of the Tragic Poet (entrance by a side

door), nearly facing the Thermae, is so named from two

pictures discovered in the tablinum, one representing a

poet reading, and another the rehearsal of his tragedy.

Every reader of Bulwer Lytton will take pleasure in

examining the elegant details of this mansion, which,
according to his novel,

u The Last Days of Pompeii,"
was the house of Glaucus. Its chief treasures have been
removed to the Museum at Naples. In the vestibule was
a dog, in mosaic, about to spring upon any intruder

;
and

belo\v the inscription,
" Cave Canem. 7

'

If, as has been

supposed, the proprietor of this house was a jeweller or

goldsmith so many valuable trinkets and other articles

having been found here the two large rooms on either

side the vestibule were probably "his shops. In the

tabliuum are mosaics and remarkable ornaments, The
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peristyle of seven Doric columns encloses a small court,

probably used as a garden. On the left of the peristyle is

the library, and a small chamber, with Venus and Cupid
fishing, and Ariadne Abandoned. In the triclinium (or
chamber of Leda) is a representation of Leda and

Tyndareus. An admirable description of this house and
its valuable contents has been given by Sir W. Gell, in

his "
Pompeiana."

The Fullonica (or establishment of the Fullers) conies
next in order. In it were found, illustrated on the walls,
the various processes in the fuller's trade, which was an

important one, as wool was the only material used for

dresses in those days. The atrium was probably used as

a storehouse, the roof being supported by square pillars.
The process of cleansing the garments was performed by
the feet, the water being mixed with fuller's earth. Four

large square vats or tanks occupy the entire end of the

court, and in these the clothes were cleansed. Near here
are the houses of the Great and Little Fountains, in

both of which are richly-ornamented fountains of variegated
mosaic.

The House of Pansa (so called from the words
" Pansam red," found near the principal entrance) occu-

pies an entire insula in the centre of the city, and probably
belonged to one of the richest and most distinguished resi-

dents in Pompeii. Including the garden, which occupies
a third of the whole length, its area is about 300 feet by
100 feet. Part of this, however, was appropriated for shops,
as was the custom of the place.
No better idea can be obtained of a handsome mansion

of that period than that afforded by the House of Pansa.

It contains a vestibule, an atrium, with impluvium, the

usual wings, open tablinum, peristyle, visitors' rooms on
each side of the atrium, triclinium for winter use, a large
triclinium

; open court, cubicula
;
a large summer tricli-

nium, opening on to the garden ; kitchen, servants' hall,

and two-storeyed portico. The peristyle, spacious and

elegant, had an arcade of sixteen Ionic columns around
it. In the kitchen were found various utensils, including
a frying-pan specially made for cooking eggs. There was
also found a painting illustrating the art of cookery. On the

threshold of this house, as of others, was found a mosaic
with the word "

Salve,"
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At the back of the four insuke in which are the houses
of Pansa and the Faun are four other insuke, which the

traveller should next inspect, and will commence at the

House of the Labyrinth, at the back (N.) of the House
of the Faun, which derives its name from the subject of

a mosaic in one of its rooms. The mosaic represents the

slaughter of the Minotaur by Theseus, in the Cretan

labyrinth. The virgins of Athens, who were about to

become the prey of the monster, are depicted in atti-

tudes expressive of horror and trepidation, while the

ground is strewn with bones, the remnants of the former

ravages of the Minotaur. The house has two atria, one

Tuscan, the other tetrastyle, with columns of the Corinthian
order of architecture. In the corridor which leads to the

peristyle is a window with six small apertures or loop-
holes. It is constructed of terra-cotta. Among the other

objects of interest found in this house may be mentioned
a bronze bath, which as yet stands unique among the

remains of Pompeii ;
also a large bakehouse. In the

garden, the skeleton of a woman with her jewels was
found at a height of six-feet from the original level of

the house.
The Casa Nuova, excavated close to the above-men-

tioned House of the Labyrinth. It is a large private

residence, richly decorated. Beyond the spacious vesti-

bule the beautifully-decorated atrium contains a money
chest, and the adjoining rooms have some remarkable
mural paintings. The peristyle, charmingly painted,
contains marble and bronze figures, and the walls of

some of the adjoining rooms are decorated with skilfully-
drawn Cupids.
The House of Castor and Pollux (closed) is so called

from paintings of the Dioscuri, or Sons of Jupiter, named
Castor and * Pollux, which decorate the vestibule. The
house has also been called the House of the Quaestor, two

large and handsome chests, which were supposed to have
contained the revenues, having been found in it. A peri-

style connects it with the neighbouring house. At its end
are a fountain and garden. The peristyle is adorned

throughout with pictures. The atrium is about 40 feet

square, and painted throughout in red and yellow. Among
the figures on the walls are those of Jupiter, Fortune, and
Bacchus, The Court of the Piscina, which is entered from
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the other 'house, is one of the finest parts of this remark-

ably preserved building. The subjects of the pictures are

Ceres, Apollo, and Saturn. Eight columns of stucco form
the colonnade. In the centre is a piscina, or remains of a
fountain. Two of the most beautiful paintings in Pompeii
Perseus and Andromeda, and Medea meditating the De-
struction of her Children were depicted on the alee.

The triclinium is the only other noteworthy portion of

the house. It opens on the court. The pavements *of

this house consist of a peculiar compound of tile clay and

marble, called opus signinum. The adjoining house is

called the

House of the Centaur. It contains little to attract

the attention, though the paintings of the legends of

Hercules and Meleager were found here, and subsequently
removed to the Museum at Naples. The house itself is in

a very dilapidated condition, owing to the falling in of the

roofs of a number of vaults under the peristyle.
The House of Meleager, or the Nereids (closed), con-

tains one of the finest peristyles in Pompeii. The fresh-

ness of the decorations and the presence of vessels filled

with lime in several of the rooms indicate that the house
was undergoing repairs when it was entombed. It is

paved with opus signinum, and contains twenty-four
line pillars, somewhat of the Doric style of architecture

;

in the centre is a fountain. The apartment is painted red

all round, as are the pillars, to the height of about four feet.

The peristyle is at the side of the atrium, and not, as is

general, at the back. The atrium is also painted red, and.

agrees with the general character of the house, by bearing

upon its red walls a number of designs, of which the prin-

cipal figures are Nereids and sea monsters. Hence one of

the names of the house.

The House of Adonis (closed) contains a representa-
tion of Adonis wounded, and tended by Venus, as also the

Toilet of Hermaphroclitus, attended by two women, one of

whom holds a casket of jewels and the other a mirror

before the face of Hermaphroditus.
The House of Apollo (closed) derives its name from

the numerous representations of that deity found on the

walls and inside the house
;
one in particular, a bronze

statue, has since been removed to the Museum at Naples.
The walls are painte4with Bacchanalian and ottter figures,
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In the cystus is a large painting of Ulysses finding* Achilles

at the court of Lycomedes. This house is remarkable for

its peculiarly formed fountain.

Passing on to the Strada Consolare, we find the

House of Julius Polybius, whose name has been found
in several inscriptions. It is paved with mosaic, and is

supposed to have been very highly decorated, from the

remains of gilt stucco-work found on it. Leaving the

house of Julius Polybius, the traveller will observe a small

building on the opposite side of the Strada Consolare,
which has been called the House of the Musician, or

Academy of Music, so named from a representation
on the walls of musical instruments, including the trumpet,
flute, and various others. There is nothing else of interest

in this house, and adjoining it is the

Baker's Shop and Bakehouse, the most complete of any
of the shops of this description yet discovered in Pompeii.
It contains a mill for grinding the corn, made of rough
stone and of the shape of a dice-box. In one room a

number of bowls were found, which appear to have been
used as kneading-troughs. The oven itself adjoins this

room. On either side of the oven is a hole
;
one was for

placing the dough in the oven, the other for withdrawing
it

;
above is an aperture for the escape of smoke, and

below an ash-pit.
The House of Sallust. The atrium of this house is

curiously painted with different shades of the same
colour

;
the panels are also stuccoed in a curious style.

Passing through the tablinum from the atrium, the cystus,
or garden, is entered. In this there is a summer triclinium

of the kind described by the younger Pliny as being
attached to his villa. Among the other objects of interest

in the house were found a furnace and a machine
for heating water, which latter has been removed to

Naples.
The House of the Female Dancers is very beautifully

painted with female figures in the act of dancing.
The Soap-shop contained beautifully-constructed scales,

and was stored with lime of a very pure consistency, for

the use of the soap manufacturers. The soap vats are

placed in an inner room..
The Custom House adjoins the soap manufactory, and

little of interest to the traveller, except frc-rn the
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fact that in it many curious scales and an ancient steelyard
were discovered
House of the Surgeon. Here were found a* number

of surgical instruments of all kinds, showing that the
former inhabitants of this unfortunate town must have
been well versed in this art, as some of the instruments

the probe and forceps, for instance have not been sur-

passed by the best of modern inventions. The pictures
with which the house is adorned are remarkable for their

generally studious subjects, showing the way by which
their owner had obtained his skill in his profession. One
of these figures is peculiarly interesting, as giving us an
idea of the way in which the papyrus rolls of manuscript
were read that is, from side to side, the columns running
clown the roll from top to bottom of its breadth.
The House of the Vestals is remarkable by reason 6f a

number of cabinets ranged round its atrium
;
these were

used as work-boxes by the occupants.
The House of the Three Floors more nearly resembles

our modern dwellings, except that the top storey is the

ground floor, and on a level with the street, which con-

tains the atrium, peristyle, and triclinium. The lower

storey is reached either by a stair from the peristyle or a

sloping passage from the street, and contains a triclinium

and baths
;
behind is a court, with piscina. -The lowest

floor of all seems, from its wretched architectural arrange-

ments, to have been the apartment of the slaves.

The House of Albino, or of the Musician, is so called

from the numerous paintings of musical instruments on
the walls. It seems to have been a double-storeyecl house,
but is now in a very dilapidated state.

The House of the Vetii is one of the most important
recent discoveries (1898). It is almost unique in me beauty
and variety of its decorations, and the authorities are to

be congratulated on the great cure taken to avoid, any

injury in the process of excavation and in the great
success of restoring the house so as to present to the

visitor a faithful representation of its original condition.

The atrium, the peristyle, the two dining-rooms, the

large room to the right of the peristyle, and the bed-

rooms abound with beautiful paintings, statuettes, marble

tables, and fountain basins. The kitchen and the cooking
utensils are just as they were nearly two thousand years ago.
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The house is closed on Thursdays.
Inside the city, the walls and ramparts were reached

by a staircase, wide enough to admit of several men
ascending abreast. The ramparts are formed by two

walls, the outer from 27 to 34 feet high, and the inner
about 7 feet higher. The space between the two walls is

filled with earth, and formed a plateau whereon the

defenders of the city were marshalled. The wall is 2,925

yards in circumference. One of these staircases is situated

next the Porta di Ercolano, or Gate of Herculaneum,
which was made with a centre and two small side

entrances. The principal entrance had a space between
the portcullis and the inner gate, forming a double
defence

;
if the first were forced by assailants, a second

still remained, and the aperture wras used for throwing
missiles on the heads of the foes. In this manner the

defenders were enabled to do much damage in comparative
safety.

Passing out of the city by the Gate of Herculaneum, we
enter

The Street of the Tombs.

To the left is a recess containing seats. The inscription

proves it to hav.e been the Tomb of Cerinius Restitutus.

Next, and on the same side, is the Tomb of Mamiae, a

public priestess, as the inscription tells us. First, there is

an alcove, which is reached by a step. Behind this is the

actual tomb, which contains niches for cinerary urns.

From this point a lovely view of the surrounding country
may be obtained. Farther to the right is a large square
pedestal, which probably supported a bronze statue, for

pieces of bronze were found at its base. Beyond this, and
still on the same side, is a large semicircular seat, called

an exedra. It is beautifully decorated, and well preserved.
The Tomb of the Gartands, so called from the nature of

its decoration, is the next object of interest, and is close at

hand. On the opposite side of the way a number of

broken columns may be seen. These mark the site of

what is known as the Villa of Cicero. To the right are
some shops. The most pretentious of these is supposed
to have been a hostelry or inn. The tombs on the left

side of the street are those of Serviiia and Scaurus,
which latter had upon it a number of bas-reliefs in stucco

;
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these have now, however, disappeared. Next is the
Round Tomb, so called from its peculiar structure.
The Tomb of Quietus bears an inscription on it telling

that the honour of the bisellium (or seat of honour) was
conferred upon Caius Calventius Quietus for his muni-
licence. The tomb is an extraordinary structure, and one
of the most complete and beautiful in the whole street.

That of Nasvoleia Tyche is adjacent, and presents bas-

reliefs of Naevoleia^ of the dedication of the tomb, and of
a Roman vessel

;
the latter is represented as on a calm

ocean, with all sails set, and is supposed to represent the

journey of the soul. Lastly, the Funeral Triclinium is

reached. This is the place where feasts were given to the
friends of the deceased, on the day of their burial, by
their heirs or survivors. To the right is a cluster of

tombs, none of which have any special interest, except,
perhaps, that of the marble door. It stands at the junc-
tion of two roads, and contains a small apartment, with
numerous niches for the reception of urns.

The Tomb of Lucius Libella has a very pretty

appearance, being built somewhat in the form of an
altar. It has no columbaria, and is rather singular in

this respect.
The inscription tells that the tomb was erected by a

public priestess of the name of ALLEIA-DECIMILLA, on ground
given by the commonwealth, in memory of her husband,
Lucius Libella, and her son Alleius Libella. Alleius seems
to have been a very distinguished young man, as it is

recorded that he was a Decurion of Pompeii at the age of

seventeen years.
The distinction thus conferred on so young a man seems

almost to contradict Cicero's reply to the friend who
solicited his interest to obtain a similar position,

" That it

was easier to become a senator of Rome than a Decurion
of Pompeii," but it was doubtless a tribute of public

gratitude to his family.
The Tomb of Cenis and Labeo shows very little of its

former grandeur, and is, indeed, so very much deteriorated

that very little of the ornamentation is to be seen at all.

The Children's Tombs is a merely complimentary title,

,as no tombs exist. One of the so-called tombs is an urn

bearing an inscription, which informs us that it contained

the ashes of Gratus, who died at the age of twelve, and in
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another place near, one that says Salvius, a boy, died at

The
6

Tombs of the Arria Family record the deaths

and descriptions of Marcus, Arrius, Diomecles, and their

families, Romans, to whom tiie adjoining villa belonged

from time to time.

The Villa of Diomedes (closed) seems to have been the

only dwelling-house of any one of note in the street

devoted -to the emblems and receptacles of the dead.

Diomecles also had his mausoleum very close to him
;
the

tomb on the opposite side of the way bears his name.

Below the villa is a curious vaulted chamber, wherein a

number of dead bodies were found. The ill-fated in-

habitants, in their last extremity, must have rushed below

for protection. But the- openings of the roof admitted

the line dust and cinders, and Diomecles and his family

were overwhelmed with the rest of Pompeii. Eighteen
bodies of women and children who had provided them-

selves with food were found in the vault with their heads

covered up, buried in the ashes.

Gates, Streets, and Walls.

The Gules of Pompeii are eight in number, and some of

them of peculiar construction. The Gate of Hereulaneum,
or Porta di Ercolano, faces the road leading from Pompeii
to Hereulaneum

;
the Porta della Marina, or sea gate/

spans the road which leads to the sea. The others are of

less note, both topographically and architecturally ; they
are the Porta di Nola at the end of the street of Nola, the

Porta di Sarno in the part of the town least touched by
excavators, and the Porta dell Vesuvio, leading in the

direction of Vesuvius, a gate on the way to Capua, and one
towards Stabue, with the gate of the theatres. The gates
which are most pet-feet are the first three, namely, those of

Hereulaneum, Nola, and the Sea
;

all the rest have suffered

more or less from tlie ravages of time.

The Streets of Pompeii are for the most part narrow and

irregular, although there are a few better constructed than
the rest, which form the main arteries for traffic. It would
not be possible for more than one vehicle of the narrowest
kind to drive along them, and this would seem to indicate
that the commercial activity of Pompeii was never very
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great. The marks of chariot wheels are still to be seen on
the rough blocks of lava which form the pavement of the

roadway ;
in some streets there are regular ruts, while in

others the marks cross and recross in various ways. Oil

either side of most of the streets are footways, in some
instances raised so high above the road as almost to suggest
that streets were tised as channels for the rain, etc. But
so far from this being the case, it has been discovered that

the sewage system of Pompeii was perfect, many of its

ramifications under different streets having been unearthed.
The water of Pompeii was brought from the Sarno by an

aqueduct.
Men of ancient times would seem to have been quite as

much moved by public elections as men of the present.
For in many of the streets inscriptions, in the red paint so

common to Pompeii, call upon the citizens to vote for such
and such a person, as ./Edile for his native town, and the

contest seems very often to have been keen, for the inscrip-
tions tabulate all the virtues of the candidate, and the deeds
which should entitle him to the suffrages of the citizens.

In one respect the ancients were superior to the burgesses
of the present day ; they did not think it necessary to call

attention in their election placards to the weaknesses,
fancied or real, of their opponents.
The chief streets are
The Domitiana, or Consolare, leading from the Forum to

the Gate of Herculaneum, receiving smaller streets on either

side.

The Sirada delP Abbondanza, or Street of Abundance,
which leads from the Forum to the Gate of Sarno.
The Street ofNola extends into the Street of Fortune, and

of the Baths, and leads in a direct line from the Gate of

Nola to the Forum.
The Street of the Forum, in a line with the Street of

Mercury, leading from the Forum to the city walls.

The' Walls were the chief fortification of Pompeii, and
were \vell and carefully built

; although the stones were
not cemented in any way. Their construction was peculiar,
and consisted of two parts the outer wall was about 25 feet

high, and the inner about 30 ;
between these two walls ran a

rampart, about 15 feet in width, upon which the defenders
stood. On the city side the wralls were strengthened by an

agger, or inclined buttress, which was carved in some parts
A A
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into steps, wide enough to admit the passage of large

bodies of men. At different stages along the walls are

traces of towers.

In the Museums near the Porta della Marina and near

the Temple of Fortuna will be found a variety of articles

taken from the houses at different times during the excava-

tions. Among them are jewellery, carvings, household

utensils, surgical instruments, tools, vases, cups, masks,

clocks, pastry-moulds, theatre tickets, etc., etc. > A strange
interest will attach to the examination of these articles, as

they bring vividly to mind the dwellers in the houses which
have been examined by the visitors. And a mournful
interest will attach to the few ghastly figures, casts of

skeletons and bodies, found among the ruins.
i'l

BOSCOREALE.

About 2^ miles north of Pompeii is the Roman Villa

referred to on page 342, which can be visited by special

permission of the proprietor, Signor de Prison. Most of

the contents of the Villa have been removed, but it is inte-

resting to see the oil and wine presses, and the large
*

earthenware vessels sunk in the floor into which the wine
flowed direct from the presses. \

POMPEII VALE (OR NUOVA),

Before or after visiting Pompeii the traveller should go
by train or carriage a short distance (^ mile) to see the new
church of the Virgine del Rosario, erected by subscrip-
tions from all parts of the world, within the last few years.
It contains a miraculous image of the Virgin, and is visited

,;

yearly by '100,000 pilgrims. There is a remarkably fine
j

organ, which may be heard every morning after the arrival (

of the first train from Naples., It has 60 stops, and is the 1

first built in South Italy on the German system with latest f

improvements. The organist is blind a pupil of Professor f

Martusciello, of the Naples Blind School. I

CA5TELLAMMARE. !

[Hotels sec Appendix.] i

From Torre Annunziata (see p. 318) a short railway |
innm^xr ,VM-.^!^ *~

Castellammare, crossing the mouth of
''*
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the Sarno, and passing on the right the rocky island of

Revigliano, with its ancient fort.

Castellammare (population about 34,000), a busy trading
and fishing town, is built on a slope of the Monte d'Auro, a

spur of the range known as Monte S. Angelo. It stands on
the site of the ancient Stabise, which was destroyed in the

eruption of 79 A.D., wherein Pliny the Elder was suffocated.

The town offers a cool and delightful retreat in hot
weather

;
it is sheltered from the east winds in winter ;

abounds in mineral waters efficacious in gout, rheumatism,
and paralysis ;

is surrounded with suburbs of unrivalled

beauty, and commands views which generations of artists

have in vain striven to reproduce on canvas.
The town consists of two main streets running parallel

with the coast for about a mile. On a hill to the south is

the ruined castle which gives its name to the town. This

fort, built by the Emperor Frederick II. (i3th cen-

tury), was afterwards strengthened by Charles I. and
Alphonso I. The quay and the port are generally thronged
by busy traders and workmen. The port has an arsenal
and dockyard, where some of the ships of the Italian navy
are built.

Castellammare owes its chief reputation to its chalybeate
springs, which flow from the base of Monte d'Auro, and
have been for centuries regarded as valuable remedies in
cases of gout, rheumatism, and paralysis. Analyses of
twelve different springs have been made, and their various

properties are recorded for the benefit of visitors.

The neighbourhood is extremely beautiful, and affords

delightful excursions either on foot or on donkey-back.
The following are the most interesting :

To the Villa, or Casino Quisisana, which is now the

property of the municipality, was built in the I4th
century by Charles II. of Anjou. The view from the
terrace is line, and the gardens are well worth seeing.
The Bosco, or Park, is open free to the public. Beauti-

ful wooded walk to Monte Coppola (990 feet) and return to
Castellammare by the Monastery of S. Maria a Puzzano,
founded by Gonsalvo de Cordova.
To Qragnano, by train 3 miles, a town of about 12,000

inhabitants, noted for its wine and for its manufactory of
macaroni.
To Lettere, about 3 miles north-east of Gragnano,
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beautifully situated on a slope of the mountains, and

commanding splendid views.

To Monte Faito (3,620 feet). An easy and enjoyable ex-

cursion, part of which can be made by carriage. Extensive
and delightful prospect from the summit.
To Monte S. Angelo, a journey of 4-5 hours. The

highest point, 4,722 feet above the sea, commands magnifi-
cent views of the bays of Naples, Gaeta, and Salerno, and
of the Apennines. A guide is necessary, and can be hired,
with donkey, for 5 fr. The tourist should ask to be
conducted to the peak crowned by the chapel, or he will

be taken to another point where the view is interrupted.
The tariff for carriages with one, two, or three horses, is

reasonable
;
but for long distances definite arrangements

should be made.
The road from Castellammare to Sorrento (10 miles) is

one of the most picturesque in the district. It passes Vico,

Equense, Meta, the village of CarottOj Pozzopiano, sur-

rounded by orange gardens, and S. Agne/Io.

5ORRENTO

[Hotel sec Appendix]

(population, 9,000) has attractions similar to those of Castel-

lammare, and some peculiarly its own. Deep ravines

border it on three sides, and on the fourth a deep precipice

rising out of the sea. The walks in these ravines are

charming, especially in the evening.
Sorrento is a good stopping-place, either in summer or in

winter. In summer it is frequented chiefly by Italians for

the bathing season, and for its cool northern aspect. All

the hotels are situated in gardens, and have private roads
and stairs descending to their bathing establishments. In

winter visitors of every nationality frequent Sorrento,

especially English and Americans. Hotels and lodging-
houses are numerous

; fish, fruit, wine, dairy produce, etc.,

plentiful and good ;
the neighbourhood replete with

delightful excursions. Carriages, horses, donkeys, boats,

etc., are provided for visitors, according to specified
tariffs.

Sorrento possesses in itself few antiquities or objects of

interest. It was the birthplace of the poet Tasso, and the
Hotel Tasso contains the room in which he laboured. His
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statue stands in the Piazza del Castello. The Cathedral
is on the site of an ancient temple, of which two marble

pillars support a canopy in the nave. La Sedile is a

Museum, with Greek -and Roman bas-reliefs, etc.

Amongst the excursions which may be made from
Sorrento may be noted the following : To Capo di

Sorrento (iJ mile), with Roman remains, etc.
;
Deserto,

with monastery (fine views from the roof) ;
5. Agata;

the Telegrafo; Sopra la Vaccina, to the Piccolo 5.

Angelo, descending on the east of Sorrento, six hours in

all. Donkeys, 5 to 6 fr. S. Maria a Castello is visited

by many on August i5th, to see the magical effect of

Positano lit up for its fete. Numerous other walks and
excursions will easily be discovered by inquiry.
The road to Massa Lubrense, beyond the Capo di Sor-

rento, is a favourite evening drive or walk (2-J- miles), com-
manding as it does delightful points of view. From
Massa excursions to Termini and to the Punta di

Campanella.
A new road has been made from Sorrento to Amalfi

(p. 363), passing Meta, Positano [Hotel sec Appendix],
Praiano, and Conca a magnificent drive of 15 miles.

Splendid inland views between Meta and Positano, whence
the beautiful coast is skirted all the way to Amalfi.

In the Hotel Tramontane, from November to May,
Church Service is held by an English chaplain. The
church itself is one of the most comfortable and hand-
somely decorated English churches on the Continent.
The Tarantella, or National Dance, may be seen in the

Hotel Tramontano.
At Sorrento the steamer calls from Naples en route for

Capri and the Blue Grotto about n a.m.
;
in good weather

the voyage occupies about one hour
;
but when there is

any force of wind from the north or east, the Blue Grotto
is not accessible.

CAPRI.

[Hotel see Appendix.]

Weather permitting, steamers leave Naples frequently
for Capri. One steamer leaves the harbour at S. Lucia
and the Castel dell' Ovo daily at 9 a.m. for Sorrento, the
Blue Grotto and Capri returning 3 p.m. same day to
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Naples. The Mail Steamers of the Societa Napoktana di

Navigasione leave the Immacolatella at 2, 3, or 4 p.m.

daily, calling at Vico Eqnensc, Mda, Sorrento, and Capn,

returning early in the morning. A small steamer (Corriere

di Napoli) leaves Naples for Capri, Tuesday and Saturday,

2 p.m. ; Capri for Naples, Monday and Friday, at 10 a.m.

Tariffs for single or return tickets to be obtained at the

Offices, or on Aboard.

The island of Capri consists of little else than a

picturesque and rugged mass of rock standing in the -sea,

of stern and forbidding aspect, containing the two small

towns of Capri and Anacapri. The town of Capri is like

a village of Syria, the roofs of the houses being flat or

domed, and essentially Oriental. The inhabitants wear
the most picturesque of costumes, and are the pleasantest

of village folks. Artists flock here every year, and find

fresh scenes in abundance. The wild, precipitous cliffs

remind one of Norway ;
the village reminds one of Egypt

and Syria ;
the patches of luxuriant vegetation in the

midst of rugged rocks remind one of the Isles of Greece ;

and yet Capri is unlike all other places it is Capri.

The chief landing-place is at the Marina Grande, on
the north side of the island

;
there is another landing-place

at the Marina Piccola on the south side, which is used when
the north wind is blowing hard. The distance to the town.

of Capri is about the same from either Marina, namely
30 minutes.

At the Marina Grande are several hotels and restau-

rants
;
others on the road to Capri ;

and others again in
the towns of Capri and Anacapri. Many of these are full

during the winter and spring, and visitors intending to
make a stay in the island are recommended to secure
rooms in advance. Pensions, and fairly comfortable
furnished apartments can be obtained at reasonable rates.

Physicians speaking a little English will be found at Capri ;

also a British Consular Agent, and an International Clut>
with English newspapers, billiard, and concert rooms.

English Church Service (All Saints) in winter.

The ascent from the landing-places is very steep, and is

generally made in the saddle or in a carriage ; donkeys
and carriages can be obtained on the beach. Fare to Capri
for donkey i fr., or horse ij- fr.

;
for carriage with one

horse, i fr., with two horses, 2 fr.
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Capri" in recent years has become one of the most
favourite spots in the Bay of Naples, frequented by some
^0,000 visitors annually in autumn, winter, and spring,
and by many Italian families during the summer. The
climate is healthy, being sunny and free from moisture,
but inconvenience" is often experienced from the excess of

dust, and the absence of shade. The mean winter tem-

perature is 50 Fahr. The student will be interested in

Capri, from its associations with Augustus and Tiberius.

With the latter, this island was a constant and favourite

retreat; here 'he ruled the great Roman Empire ;

u here
he committed, or ordered, some of the most atrocious of

his cruelties; here he wrote the 'verbose and grand
epistle

'

to the Senate at Rome, immortalised in its infamy
by Juvenal ;

here the arbiter of the fate of millions trem-
bled in his old age at what might' be his own destiny, and
sat on the 'august rock of Capreaj/ with a Chaldean band,
to consult the stars."

From Capri town many interesting walks and excursions,
most of them steep and fatiguing, can be made. The
easiest of all is to the
Punta Tragara (Cafe-Restaurant), a promontory com-

manding a tine view of the south coast and of the pre-
cipitous" cliffs called the Faraglioni. Small path clown to

the sea-shore. Another path .leading at some considerable
distance to the Arco Xaliirale, whence good view of the
east coast.

Another walk of about an hour to the north- east

promontory leads to the ruins of

The Villa di Tiberio, built by Tiberius, and dedicated
to the twelve deities, some of the vaulted rooms being
now used as cow-houses. Tlie visitor will enjoy from
this point the glorious views around, the deep blue
sea .below, the islands hi the distance across the bay,
and the mountains on the right. The return journey
may be made by the Via Matermania to the gorge lead-

ing to the Arco Naturale, turning aside to visit the
Grotto di Matrcmania (Roman remains), and regaining
the road to the Punta Tragara previously mentioned.
The hills commanding Capri, San Michele (804 feet)

with ancient ruins (admission, i
fr.),. including easily

accessible Stalactite Grotto, can be visited
;

also the
Castiglione (820 feet), with a dilapidated castle on
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the top (admission 25 c.").
For any of these excursions

guides may be dispensed with, and boys to show the way
can be had for a franc during a whole morning or

afternoon.

From Capri town a visit may be made to

Anacapri, 2j miles, by a road cut in the rock, com-

manding beautiful views, the second town of the island
;

pop., 2,000. There are Roman ruins in the neighbour-
hood.
From Anacapri good walkers should make the ascent of

Monte Salaro (1,920 feet), on the south side of the

island, rising abruptly from the sea. The view, or, rather,
two views from the summit are superb, taking in the

Bay and suburbs of Naples, with the Apennines, Vesuvius,
Salerno, Paestum, Sorrento, etc., on one side, and the long
land and sea view to Calabria.

The greatest attraction of all is a visit to the Blue
Grotto. This is made from the steamer in small boats,

by travellers who are not making a stay on shore. Fare
to the Grotto and back, if- fr. For resident visitors on the
island a boat may be hired at the Marina Grande, changing
into a smaller boat at the Grotto. Time required, 2 hours

;

official tariff for several persons, i-J- fr. each
;
for one

person, 2j fr. a most delightful excursion along the rocky
shore. This natural curiosity,
The Blue Grotto (Grotla Azzurra), is alone worth the

journey to the island
; but, it can only be entered when

the sea is calm, and even then the adventurer must lie flat

in the boat, or he will get the worst of it as the low rocky
arch is entered. On rising, he finds himself in fairyland. -I

The walls and roof are all radiant with precious stones of |
a clear, rich blue, not seen to perfection until nearly half I

an hour has passed, but every moment becoming more
|/

radiant. The hand, or any object, placed in the water I
seems as.if silvered over. " Throw a stone into the water," I

says a writer, "and a myriad of tiny bubbles that are
created flash out a brilliant glare like blue theatrical fires.

Dip an oar, and its blade turns to a splendid, frosted

silver, tinted with blue. Let a man jump in, and he is

instantly cased in an armour more gorgeous than ever
knightly Crusader wore."
An official tariff fixes the charges for boats and admission

to Grotto, but gratuities are expected.
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On the south side of the island may be seen the
Passagio e Grotta Verde (Green Passage and Grotto),
from, the colour refracted by the sea, but they are greatly
inferior in beauty to the Blue Grotto.

In perfectly calm weather a voyage round the island

may well be made in a boat with four rowers at a cost of

10-12 fr., in about 4 hours ;
or a shorter excursion can be

recommended from the Marina Grande round the east side
of the island, which is the most attractive, passing the
Grotta del Bove Marino, curious-shaped rocks, the Grotta

Bianca, the Faraglioni, and the Grotta del Arsenale to the
Marina Piccola, and return to Capri.
From Capri the traveller can return direct to Naples by

steamer or sailing boat (15 miles), and enjoy the exquisite
panorama of the shores of the bay, or proceed to Sorrento.

NAPLES TO SALERNO, AMALFI (BATTIPAGLIA),
P^ESTUM.

Stations from Naples to Pompeii Portia, Resina, Torre

dd Greco, and Torre Annunziata, Pompeii.
On leaving Pompeii, the line crosses the plain of the

Sarno to Scaftiti (festival of S. Maria del Bagno, August
I5th). Angrf, near which the Goths were finally vanquished
by Narses, 553 A.D. Pagan I

J
with Church of S. Michell,

and body of^S. Alphonso di Liguori (founder of the Re-

demptorists) under a glass case, are passed in succession.

Nocera (population 19,000) was the birthplace of Hugo
d^ Pagani (founder of the Templars) and of the painter
Solimena. The chief feature of interest is the Castello in

Parco, or citadel, where Sybilla, widow of Manfred, and
her son, Manfredetto, died in prison, after the battle of

Benevento. Many historical events are connected with
this edifice. Leaving Nocera, we soon pass on the right
the ancient church of S. Maria Mag-giore, with antique
columns, etc., and 14th-century frescoes. It was originally
a temple. After passing S. Clemenie, we reach

Cava del Tirreni [Hotels see Appendix], a justly cele-

brated summer and autumn retreat, with delightful

neighbourhood, whose charms are said to have often

inspired the pencil of Safcator Rosn. A lovely walk through
the wood, or a drive by the carriage road, conducts to

Corpo di Cava, where may be visited the renowned
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Benedictine Abbey, La Trinit^ della Cava, founded in

1025. The church, the tombs, and the library, especially
the archives, and the small picture gallery, are all worthy
of careful notice. Admission daily, 9-3, except on festi-

vals. The return journey may be made by the G rolla

Bonca.
From La Cava the line passes through a charming

district, of which the author of u Pictures in Italy
1;

says :

" The railroad as far as Vietri winds along a valley, from
which the mountains rise in grand and massive forms. A
rapid stream, having innumerable water-mills, gives viva-

city to the scene. A rich semi-tropical vegetation extends
far up the mountain sides. The inhabitants, as yet little

affected by the tide of tourists which the railway brings,
retain their old usages and old customs almost unchanged.
Here, as throughout the Maremma, labourers from the

Abruzzi may be seen celebrating the ingathering of the

harvest, with songs and dances which have come down
from a remote antiquity, and bear unmistakable traces of

the Pagan festivities in honour of Bacchus and Ceres."
Pleasant walk or carriage chive to Salerno from Vietri

^

^ hour; to Amalfi, 2% hours.

After passing Vietri, a picturesque town, charmingly
situated, the railway descends to

SALERNO.

Population about 40,000. [Hotel sec Appendix.]

Salerno is beautifully situated on a lovely bay, its priw-

cipal streets running parallel to its crescent-shaped beach.
The old town gradually rises on the slopes of a spur of

the Apennines, from the summit of which frown the ruins

of the ancient Citadel, besieged for eight months by
Robert Guiscarcl.

Salerno (anc. Salemuni) was celebrated by the Latin

poets for the charms of its situation. In the Middle Ages
it was an important town, and experienced varied fortunes
as successive Lombard, Norman, Suabian, or other princes
possessed it. Its chief mediaeval fame rests on its noted

university, which for centuries was the headquarters of

the medical knowledge of the period. In Longfellow's
" Golden Legend

" some graphic pictures are given of the
Salermun Schools.
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The Cathedral (S. Matteo) was built by Robert Guiscard
in 1084, and Paestum (sec p. 365.) was rifled of works of
art to embellish it. It was restored in 1768, greatly to
the detriment of its original simple grandeur. The
quadrangle in front contains 28 ancient columns, and 14
tombs, formed of ancient sarcophagi. The Bronze dools
(1099), executed at Constantinople, and presented by
Landolfo Butromile, were originally inlaid with silver.

In the Nave are two ambos or lecterns, an
archbishop's

chair, richly decorated with mosaics. Marble columns
from Paestum. Tomb of Margaret of Anjou (Queen of
Charles Durazzo). In the chapel to the right of the high
altar is the Tomb of Hildebrand (Gregory VII.), who died
in exile at Salerno in 1085. Various Pagan sarcophagi
have been placed in this church and used for Christian
interment. On the altar of the Sacristy is a curious

piece of work, comprising fifty-four Bible subjects, carved
in ivory, about 1200 A.D. The Crypt contains interesting
tombs, and is richly decorated with mosaics, etc. The
Campanile has two storeys left, dating from 1130 A.D., the
rest more modern.

In the churches of San Giorgio and San Lorenzo, are

paintings and frescoes by the celebrated Andrea Sabbatini
of Salerno.

The Corso Garibaldi, on which is the Grand Theatre, is

a delightful promenade of a mile and a half leading to the

harbour.
From Salerno a pleasant carriage drive of 124 miles (2%

to 3 hours) leads to

AMALFI

[Hotel sec Appendix],

a bright busy town of 7,000 inhabitants. It can also be
reached from Sorrento, about 15 miles, in 4 hours, by a new
carriage road

;
from Vietri, 10 miles

;
from Castellammare

6 hours by the little S. Angelo, rough and picturesque ;
and

by Italian S.N. Co. once a week from Naples to Messina.

The most frequented route is by carriage or boat from
Salerno. The cliff-road from Salerno by Maiori, Minori,
and Atrani offers great attractions

;
the landscapes and

the sea views are charming.
Amalfi stands on u rocky eminence, at the entrance of a
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wild ravine, in the midst of the most picturesque" scenery. |

Wild precipices form a striking background to the
[

romantic-looking town. Amalfi is the traditional birth-
[

place of Flavio Gioja, the alleged inventor of the Mariner's

Compass. The town is of mediaeval origin ;
it was long

an independent state tinder its own doge. It now numbers
little more than a tithe of its ancient population. ;

The following are the chief features of interest :

j

CattedraleS. Andrea, nth century. Byzantine bronze
\

doors. Interior, with marble columns, mosaics, etc.
j

Font, an ancient porphyry vase. Ancient columns, sar- ?

cophagi, etc. In the Crypt is the body of S, Andrew, I

from which the celebrated Manna di S. Andrea is said to
|

exude.
\

Bronze doors executed at Constantinople, bearing in-

scriptions in silver letters, elated 1066.
|

Colossal Bronze Statue of S. Andrew
Michael A itgclo Naccarino. }

Altar, designed by ... Domenico Fontaua.
Handsome Bell-tower (1276).

I

Convent of the Cappuccini, now Hotel Cappuecini. i

Cloisters, arcades, and adjacent grotto are interesting. I

Many very pleasant excursions may be made from

Amalii, either with boats or donkeys, or on foot, the most
[

attractive being to
j

Ravello, with its Cathedral, which can be reached by f

carriage in about i-| hour, or donkeys can be hired for
\

2 fr, for the journey. \\

Ravello [Hotel see Appendix], which now contains
j

less than 2,000 inhabitants, was a very prosperous town in
?

the 1 3th century, with a population of 35-40,000, thirty >:

churches, many palaces, and several monasteries. /

The Cathedral (Romanesque) was founded in 1086, \

embellished in 1179 and 1272, is now greatly modernised.
The interior shows a splendid marble pulpit, and a marble

lectern, both inlaid with mosaics, as is also the Episcopal
Throne in the choir. The bronze doors are by Barisanus
of Trani.

Other churches can be visited if time allows, but a
visit should certainly be paid to the
Palazzo Rufolo, one of the most ancient and best
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preserved palaces in Italy, dating from the nth century.
By permission of the proprietress, Mrs. Francis Nevile Reid,
visitors are admitted to the palace, also to the gardens,
from the terrace of which, 1,200 feet above sea-level, there
is a superb view (small fee to the gardener).
From Amalli to Sorrento a new carriage road was

opened in 1895 a lovely coast drive passing Praiano,
Positano and Mela (sec p. 357).

Leaving Salerno by rail, fine sea and mountain views
are seen, and passing stations Pontecagnuno and Mantecor-

wno, visitors to Paestum descend at Battipaglia (buffet),
the junction (45 miles from Naples) to Passtum (see below),
and to Reggio (see p. 382). The train passes through a

marshy uninteresting country (13 miles), in rather less than
an hour, to

P/ESTUM.

(Special excursions are arranged weekly from Cook's

Office, Piazza dei Martin, Naples).
Paestum (anc. Poseidon-id) was founded by the Greeks

about 600 B.C., and became a Roman colony 273 B.C. It

was devastated by the Saracens in the gth century, and

despoiled of its sculptures, etc., by Robert Guiscard, in the
nth. The majestic ruins are now the sole attraction of

the place. Wild vegetation, stagnant water, and malaria

characterise the district, which is, moreover, infested by
snakes and scorpions.
The ruins consist of ancient travertine Town Walls,

three miles in circumference
;
remains of Aqueduct and

Gates ; Tombs, from which many objects have been
transferred to the Naples Museum

;
a Temple of Neptune

(66-J- yards by 26$- yards), with 36 columns
;
the so-called

Basilica, 50 columns
;

a Temple of Ceres, with 34
columns

;
a few fragments of a Theatre, Amphitheatre,

and Roman Temple. A walk along the town walls presents
line views of these imposing ruins. The roses of Psestum,
that flowered twice a year, as Latin poets sing, are no
more

;
in their place a luxuriant growth of fern and

acanthus surrounds these massive 'memorials of Greek art.

Many travellers have written enthusiastically of the ruins

of Paestum, Admission to the temples, i fr.
; Sunday
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"Taking into view their immemorial antiquity, their

astonishing preservation, their grandeur, their bold

columnar elevation, at once massive and open, their severe

simplicity of design their simplicity in which art gene-

rally begins, and to which, after a thousand revolutions of

ornament, it again returns taking, I say, all into one

view, I do not hesitate to call these the most impressive
monuments that I ever beheld on earth.

1 '

Forsyth.

NAPLES TO BRINDISI, VIA POTENZA, META-
PONTO AND TARANTO.

(240 miles. 1 i hours.)

This route, although not described in its entirety, is

given already in sections on pages 361-365 as far as

Baltipaglia. Leaving Battipaglia a fine view of the sea is

soon obtained at

Eboli, charmingly placed on a hill, amidst the oak
forest of Persano. The ruins of P;estum are seen from
the highest points, and a conspicuous object is the

Monte Alburno, to several villages on which diligences
run daily.
The railway next turns due east past the stations of

Persano
} Conttirsi, Sicigiuuw (junction for line to Ldtfonegro,

and to the coast at Castrocucco), Bnccina, Ronnignano }

BalvaiW) Bella Mnro, Piccrno^ 7Y/<>, to

'

POTENZA

(population about 21,000), capital of the province of

Potenza. It lies on the crest of a hill above the river

Basento, which rises in the neighbourhood, and falls into

the Gulf of Taranto. The ancient Potentiaof the Romans,
which gave its name to the town, lay in a plain lower
down until destroyed. Poten/.a suffered severely by the

earthquake of 1857. The greater part of the town was
overthrown, many persons were killed, and it is said that
over 4,000 were so injured as to be forced to submit to

amputation. All along the neighbouring villages similar
disasters occurred. It is said that no less than 32,000 lives
were lost.

The following excursions may be made ;
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From Pofenxa to Melti (9 ;

hours by diligence) and thence to Ascoli
where the train may be taken for Foggia.
From Potenza to Acerenza, by diligence in three hours to Pietra

Gatta, and thence one hour on foot. Acerenza is identical with the
Acherontia of Horace. It is finely situated, and has an interesting
Cathedral.
From Potenza to Grunio, by Montepeloso and Gravina.

Following the picturesque valley of the Basento, the
views of which, however, are interrupted by frequent
tunnels, a number of stations are passed, the towns or

villages after which they are named being in many cases
a long distance from the railway ;

the train arrives at

Metaponto, junction for Reggio (p. 382) ; Taranto, Bari

(p. 372) ;
Brindisi (p. 373). About a mile from the station

are \he ruins of the Doric Temple, and another Greek

Temple, of which many of the columns are still standing,

may be seen some two miles further. Pythagoras died at

Metapontum, B.C. 497, in his goth year, after having been
banished from Cotrone (see p. 381).

The portion of the route from Metaponto to Taranto and
Brindisi is the same, only in the reverse direction, as that

set forth on page 379, Brindisi to Taranto and Metaponto.
For the convenience of reference, we may repeat the

names of the principal stations between Naples and Brindisi,

viz. : Torre Annnnziata, Noccra, Cava, Salerno, Battipagh'a,

Eboli, Campania, Sicignano, Potenza, Metaponto, Taranto^
Brindisi. There are no first-class refreshment rooms or

buffets on this line, and the official advertised time for

stopping at the principal stations, although very short, is

often curtailed, as, being a single line with many tunnels

and stiff gradients, the trains are 'not remarkable for

punctuality. It is therefore advisable to carry refresh-

ments from Naples for the twelve hours' journey, so as to

be independent of the buffets. Wine, fruit, bread, eggs,

etc., can often be purchased at the carriage door.

NAPLES TO BENEVENTO, VIA NOLA AND
AVELLINO.

Naples to Cancello (sec p. 206).

From CanccJlo, a branch conducts to

Nola, noted in history for its successful resistance to

I Hannibal after Cannae (p. 370). The Emperors Octavius

I and Augustus both died here, Tacitus says, in the same

I
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room. Here church bells were invented by Paulinas (poet,

bishop, and saint), in the 5th century. There is an annual
festival in his honour, with games, processions, etc., July
26th. Giordano Bruno (a freethinker, burnt at Rome 1600)
was born at this town

;
also the sculptor, Giovanni da

Nola, A.D. 1478.
Nola will be familiar to visitors to the Naples and other

museums as having furnished a large supply of the beautiful

black glazed vases, ornamented with red figures, known as

Nolano-Egyptian. An immense quantity of Greek coins

have been found here.

The Seminary (with Museum) contains the remarkable
Oscan inscription, known as the Cippus Abellanus, with
other objects of interest. Monte Cicula presents inte-

resting geological features. Cimitile (i mile) has several

churches with tombs, catacombs, crypts, etc.
;
some 8th-

century sculptures and 14th-century paintings in the

Church of S. Felix.

After leaving Nola the following towns are passed :

Palma, in a picturesque situation, with ancient castle
;

Sarno, on the Sarno river; ruined castle, often sketched

by artists
;
the stronghold of Count Francesco Coppola

against Ferdinand of Arragon (1460) ;
Church of S. Maria

della Foce, with tomb of the son-in-law of Tancrecl,
Walter de Brienne.

Passing the stations of Codola and San Giorgio, we reach

Sanseverino Stat. Church of S. Antonio, with tombs of

Tommaso da Sanseverino, High Constable of Naples in

1353, and several princes of Salerno. A road (10 miles)
runs to Salerno, passing Baronisi, the scene of the death
of Fra Diavolo. (Railway to Salerno, n miles.)

Turning to the north, the next stations are Montoro,

Solofm, ScriviOj then
Avellino (anc. Abellinum, with ruins, -2\ miles distant).

(Population, 23,000.) In the vicinity are extensive plan-
tations of hazel and filberts, which are supposed to have

given their name to the town (Latin, Nux Avellana;
French, Aveline).

From Avellino, the celebrated shrine on Monte Vergine (see

p. 288) may be visited. Route, 4$ miles to Mercogliano, thence by a

footpath (iJ hour) to the shrine, or beyond to the summit (4,292 feet),
with splendid views of Bay of Naples, etc. The convent was /bunded
1119, on ruins of a temple of Cybele. Its church of S. Guglielmo
has a miraculous image of the Virgin, also the following interesting
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monuments : Tomb of Catherine of Valois, and her son Louis of
Taranto ;

a Roman sarcophagus supporting the effigies. Chapel and
Tomb erected for himself by King Manfred, given after the battle
of Benevento, by Charles of Anjou, to one of his French followers At
Whitsuntide and on September yth some 80,000 pilgrims visit the
convent. At Loreto, or Ospizio, is the home of the Abbot and older
monks. Here are the Archives, now national property, a lar<*e
collection of Papal bulls, and various MSS. relating to Mediaeval Italy

From Avellino the following unimportant stations are

passed : Praia Praiola
} Tufo, Altavilla, Irpina, Chianchc

Porta Rufina, to Benevento (p. 217).

ANCONA TO FOGGIA, BRINDISI, AND OTRANTO.
(400 miles.)

The route from Ancoiui to Foggia is described on pages
206-216, under the heading

" Ancona to Naples."
From Foggia to BHndisi and Otranto the distance is

about 200 miles. Time occupied, 8 to 10 hours
;
two

trains daily. Trains more frequently to Bari and BrindlsL
After leaving Foggia, we traverse the grassy plain and

Cross the Cervaro. The extinct volcano Monte Vulture

(the Apulian Vultur' of Horace) is visible to the south. Pass
the Church of Madonna clelP Incoronata, with its miraculous

picture of the Virgin, said to have been found in a tree.

Cross the Carapella. Oria Nova station. Town of Orta on
the right. Fine views of Ordona and Ascoli. Cerignola
station. Town of 25,000 inhabitants in the midst of a

highly cultivated but utterly treeless plain. The Spanish
supremacy in South Italy was decisively established in

1503, by a battle fought near Cerignola in which Gonsalvo
de Cordova defeated the Duke de Nemours. Cotton

plantations commence here. We next pass Tn'nftapoli,
near the Lake of Salpi, and cross the Ofanto (anc. Aujidus)
and reach Barletta.

Barletta (population, 42,000) is a picturesquely situated

seaport town, with a harbour and mole, walls and towers,
and many well-built houses and churches. In 1259, in

honour of a visit from the last Latin Emperor of Constan-

tinople, Baldwin II., the first tournament seen in this part
of Europe was held by Tancred. In 1503, during the war
between Ferdinand the Catholic and Louis XII., Barletta

was besieged by the Due de Nemours, and defended by
Gonsalvo cle Cordova. During the siege a combat took

B B
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place (under the conduct of Colonna and Bayard,
" sans

peur et sans reproche") between thirteen knights from
each side. Although six French knights fell at the iirst

charge, the contest, after six hours' conflict, ended in a

drawn battle. The following are the principal buildings
in Barletta :

The Fortress, or Castello, formerly one of the three

strongest in Italy, built in the time of Charles V. The
Cathedral of S. Maria Maggiore, with lofty steeple and

elegant facade, tombs, etc. The Churches of 5. Andrea
and S. Trinita, with several ancient pictures. A Colossal
Bronze Statue of Emperor Heraclius or Theodosius,
found in the sea, stands in the marketplace. The Delia
Marra palace, with line facade, etc.

1.1

From Barletta an excursion can be made to Canosa (population,

16,000) (anc. CamisiiMi)) (tri-weekly diligence, 2 hours, 2 fr.). The
town is 14 miles from the shore, on an eminence commanded by a

ruined castle. At Canusium, Horace found the bread very gritty, from
the use of soft mill-stones a circumstance noticed by travellers to this

day. Church of S. Sabinus, with clusters of mosque-like cupolas.
Ancient pulpit ;

marble chair on roughly-sculptured elephants ; granite
and verd antique columns, etc. In an adjacent court is the white
marble tomb of one of Tasso's heroes, Bohemond, son of Robert

Guiscard, who died mi A.D. Ruins of an amphitheatre ; triumphal
arch, and other Roman relics exist in Canosa. Numerous gold trinkets,

painted vases, etc., have been found in ancient tombs. The visitor will

notice the extensive olive plantations of the surrounding district.

Excellent wine is produced here, and indeed throughout the Apulian
Pensinsula.

The ruins of Cannae are 6 miles north of Canosa. Hard by is the

celebrated battlefield, where Hannibal defeated the Romans in B.e.

216. The Roman army numbered 70,000 infantry and 6,000 cavalry ;

that of the Carthaginians 40,000 and 10,000 respectively. At first the
Roman legions were successful, but Ha^drubal with the Carthaginian
cavalry utterly defeated the Roman cavalry and then attacked and
annihilated the legions in the rear. It is said that 50,000 Romans
were killed, and 10,000 made prisoners, while the Carthaginian loss

was only 6,000. Hannibal then marched into Campania, the most
luxuriant province of Italy, instead of pushing on to Rome as it is

generally thought he should have clone ;
but Hannibal waited for

reinforcements from Spain and from Carthage which never came.
Camiie was subsequently two or three times the scene of media1val

conflicts. The town was destroyed by Robert Guiscard in 1083.
From Barletta to Bari, via Andria, 46 miles steam tramway in 4 hours,

four times daily. Andria, 7j miles (population, 47,000). The town
was a favourite residence of ihe Kmperor Frederick I L His second
wife, Yolanda (who died here in childbed), and his third wife, Isabella
of England, were both buried in the Cathedral, but their monuments
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have long since disappeared. Port^ S, Andrea, with inscription
and Church of S. Agostino, are worthy of notice.

'

Beyond Andria is a monument, VEpitafio, marking the spot of the
knightly combat mentioned above. The next towns are Corato,
30,000 inhabitants ; Ruvo, 17,000 inhabitants, where magnificent vases
have been found in the Aptilian tombs, and deposited in the Museum at

Naples ; Bitono, 26,000 inhabitants, with interesting Cathedral and
large manufactures of salad oil

; Moduguo and Bari (sec pp. 372, 377).
Amongst other places which may be visited by the leisurely tourist"

cither from Barletta, or the immediately succeeding stations, are
Castel del Monte, erected by Robert Guiscard, the favourite huntin^-
seat of Frederick II., and the prison of Manfred's wife and children
after the battle of Benevento, now a splendid ruin, with glorious
prospects of sea and land. Ruvo, noted for its large vases, etc. (sec

Naples Museum, p. 259). The 12th-century Norman Cathedral contains
frescoes, and is covered on the west front with figures of animals. Im-
portant tombs and private collections can be seen here. Terlizzi,
with collections of pictures of the Pan family, contains specimens of

PtniginO) SpagnolcltO) Doiiicnichiiio, Titian, Salvator Rosa, etc. Bi=
tonto, with "handsome church (17th-century tombs), and a Loggia
with busts and sculptures, etc. Also an extensive oil factory. For
these excursions, which can, of course, be combined or varied at the

tourist's convenience, the local sciarriaba (light two-wheeled cars) can
be hired for 6 to 7 fr. per day, or more expensive conveyances if

needed.

From Barletta the train passes through a lovely district,

with the vine, the olive, and the almond tree in rich abun-
dance.
Trani is next reached, a walled town of Venetian origin,

with a harbour now much blocked up with mud (popula-

tion, 26,000). It was at one time a Crusading starting-

point. The Cathedral merits attention ; steeple, 260 feet
;

bronze doors by Barisanus, of Trani
;
beautiful crypt. The

Churches of San Francesco and San Giacomo, the Castello

and the Palace of the Doges of Venice, are also interesting.

Villa, or public garden, on the coast, with pleasant walks.

Excellent olive oil and wine is produced in the neigh-
bourhood.

Bisceglic. (Population, 23,000.) A fortified town with

handsome villas. Produces currants rivalling those of

the Ionian Islands, Ruins of Bohemond's Hospital for

pilgrims to the Holy Land. Church of the 12th century,

cathedral of the i3th century, and ruins of a Norman
fortress.

Molfctta (30,000 inhabitants), once in commercial league

with Amalti. Castle, in which, after death of Joanna I.,

her husband, Otho, was confined till released, in 1384, by
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Charles Durazzo. The Pulo di Molfetta, a remarkable

nitre cavern, is ij mile from the town. Giovinasso, with its

Ospizio, founded "by Ferdinand I., containing 500 children,

who are maintained and educated, and a reformatory for

criminal youths. San Spin'to Bitonto
t
and then Bari.

The station at Bari is at the junction of the branch line

to Taranto (sec p. 377). The town (population, 72,000) is a

thriving seaport on a small peninsula, and enjoys an exten-

sive trade. It is the seat of an archbishop, and of an army
corps, and is the most important commercial town in

u Apulia. An improved harbour has been constructed to

replace the inadequate one between the two moles. There

|

is a handsome Corso, and the new suburb (Borgo)
consists of regularly- built broad streets, with many good,
houses.

Bari, or rather the ancient Barium, was probably a Greek
colony before the Roman conquest of Apulia. It was one
of the first Christian bishoprics. Its strong fortifications

t procured for it great notoriety and a very chequered.
1

history during the troubles of the Middle Ages. Lom-
1 bards, Saracens, Greeks, Normans, Spaniards, etc., etc., all

|
seem to have taken their turn in attacking or defending
Bari. It was for some time an independent Duchy, but

I*,! was ultimately united with the Kingdom of Naples, whose*

,

fortunes it has since shared.

Priory of S. Nicholas, erected to receive the saint's
> relics from Myra in Lycia, in 1087. Romanesque Church,
*

with painted ceiling, etc. Campanile at north-west corner,
j ,

with archway wer street. Inside the church are

Madonna, with four saints . . Bartolommeo VivarinL
I .

}

Painting on gold ground, in Chap. S. Martin

|
,

I
Martyrdom of S. Lorenzo, in Chapel

\

'

; Tomb of Bona Sforza, Dowager Queen of Poland
;
the

, } Queen in prayer, in white marble, on a black marble
*

!

sarcophagus.

| j

Other tombs, saints, coronation-chairs, etc.

V I In the Crypt is the Tomb of S. Nicholas, from which is
>' i said to exude the miraculous Manna cli S. Nicolo di Bari,

HiDch reputed (especially in Russia) as a panacea in sick-
ness. Tte feigh altar shows the saint's history in silver
fas^rdiefa Crowds of pilgrims throng hither at the saint's
forfwa! in *-
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Cathedral of 5. Sabinus (much modernised in.

contains a painting by Tintoretto, another by Paul Veronese
and. two in the apse by Mattia Preli : a silver bust of S*
Sabinus over his remains in the Crypt; also the Madonna
cli Constinopoli, a Byzantine painting. There is a lofty
Campanile, resembling the Moorish tower of Seville
Statue of S. Sabinus on granite column in adjacent
courtyard.
Church of S. Maria del Buon Consiglio ; picture by

Pietro da Cortona. Church of the Capuchins ; the Inven-
tion of the Cross (attributed), Paul Veronese. Church of S.
Giacorno ; S. Benedict and Nativity, by Ludovico Vaccaro,
and Beato Bernardo Tolomei and S. Giacomo, by De
Mattel's.

The Ateneo (Technical School and Museum), contains
Sreek and Apulian vases, coins, and weapons ; terra-cottas,
marble fragments, Norman gold coins, and a remarkable
silver dish inlaid with gold and medallions, said to date
from the 4th century B.C. Catalogue, 30 c.

Tramway from Bari to Barletta. Train to Taranto,
72 miles (p. 377). Steamers of local companies to Genoa
and Marseilles; of the Italian S. N. Co. to Brindisi,
Ancona, Venice, Trieste, and the Piraeus.

British Vice-Consul and United States Consular Agent.
From Bari we proceed by rail to Noicattaro, then to

Mola di Bari, Polignano a Mare (with curious large cavern

by the sea), Monopoli (Cathedral, with a Saint Sebastian,

by Paliua Vecchio), Fasano, Ostirm, Canwigno, S. Vita d j

Otranto, and Brindisi.

BRINDISI.

Population, 23,000. [Hotel see Appendix.]

Cook's 'Office. On the Quay, Stracla Marina.

Post and Telegraph Office. Corso Umberto Primo,
and at the Harbour.

British Consul. Mr. S, G. Cocoto.

English Church Service. In winter.

Steamers to Ancona, Venice, Trieste, Port Said,

Alexandria, Corfu, Syra, and the Piraeus.

Brindisi is a walled town, and was once a populous sea-

ort, the chief point of traffic for Greece and the East, It
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is now the start* ng-place for the mail and other steamers,
all over the Mediterranean, and for India, China, Australia,
etc. In this respect it is an important harbour, but the

commerce and general prosperity of the town have not

increased as expected.
The ancient, colony of Bntnditsiuin (/.., stag's head,

alluding to the form of the harbour) was originally a

Tarentine colony, and became Roman B.C. 245. Soon
afterwards the celebrated Via Appia, commencing at

Capua, was completed to this point, and Brundusium
became the chief Adriatic station of the Roman ileet,

and the point of departure for Greece and the East.

Hither, in B.C. 37, came Horace and Maecenas, etc. (in that

celebrated journey described by the former), to witness a

league between Octavianus and Antony. Here the tragic

poet Pacovius was born
;
and here, on his return from

j

i Greece in B.C. 19, the* poet Virgil died. In Brundusium

Pompey sustained a siege by Julius Caesar, the latter con-

structing dykes which have been obstructions ever since.

In mediaeval times the crusading fleets often assembled in

this harbour, and set sail from hence on their expeditions
to the East. In Brundusium, Tancrecl, with princely
"
pomp and circumstance," married his son Roger to Irene,

daughter of the Greek Emperor. In 1348, Louis, King of

Hungary, sacked and destroyed the city ;
and in 1456 a

fearful earthquake buried most of the inhabitants in heaps
of ruins. For centuries the town became a prey to want
and misery ;

the harbour was choked up, the district

infested by malaria, and various attempts to revive the

place were fruitless, till modern commerce found the place
essential to its needs, and Brindisi> to a certain extent,
resumed its old importance as a Gate of the East.

The harbour of Brindisi is well sheltered, and now
so much improved, that the largest mail steamers can lie

along the quays. A mole, breakwater, new quays, and
various extensive improvements have been effected. The
accumulation of sand has been provided against, and the

I
north arm of the harbour, a muddy source of malaria,

I dried up. From the quays the Peninsular and Oriental
:i' Company's steamers run to Port Said for the East, weekly,
jii by express steamer every Sunday evening, connecting with

ijjji'

the Company's London-Bombay, and London-Australian
it Mail Steamers, The Austrian Lloyd steamers run weekly to
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Alexandria, Corfu, Patras, Piraeus, and Constantinople, and
monthly to India, China, and Japan. The Italian S. N. Co.'s
steamers leave weekly for Egypt, Venice, Corfu, Piraeus,

Constantinople, Syria, etc., also for Trieste and several
Italian ports. The North German Lloyd steamers leave

every alternate Friday for Port Said and Australia, and the
steamers of other companies call in passing. Brindisi is

now within fifty hours' distance of London, being less

than the time in which, by any means at their disposal,
Horace and his friends could have got there from
Home.

Notwithstanding the improvement in the harbour, and
the stream of traffic pouring through it,

the local trade has

scarcely increased in proportion. One or two new streets

have been made.
Brindisi possesses few objects of interest to delay the

tourist. A prominent object is the Marble Column by the

Quay, 50 feet high, with figures of gods, and an nth-

century inscription, probably part of a pagan temple. The
Casteilo, founded by Frederick II., and strengthened by
Charles V., now prison of S. Giovanni. Ruins of Church
of 5. Giovanni, destroyed by earthquakes. Cathedral

(much damaged), where Frederick II. married Yolancla, in

1225. Ruins of house where Virgil died (very doubtful).
Church of Santa Maria del Casale (i-J- mile N.N.W.), in

good condition, architecture peculiar. Public Library,
founded by Archbishop di Leo, including a collection of

coins, bronzes, etc.

Railway to Ban, Otranto, Taranto, Metaponto, Naples,
and Reggio (p. 379).
A charming excursion can be made to Corfu and back

in two or three days, there being frequent communication
with the island, and the voyage requiring 12 to 14 hours

only. Italian steamers leave Brindisi twice a week
;

Austrian Lloyd three times a week
;
and a Greek steamer

once a week.
Corfu is one of the loveliest islands in the Mediter-

ranean, where carriage drives can be made in every

direction, disclosing delightful views along excellent

roads constructed during the English occupation. The
climate is delightful in October and November, also in

April and May, but very wet during the winter months,
and very hot in. summer. The town of Corfu, which is
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the capital of the island, containing about 27,000 inhabi-

tants, including suburbs, has no remarkable monuments or

buildings. The Royal Palace was built for the British

Lord High Commissioner may be visited on application,
fee i fr. The Fortezza Vecctria, now military

hospital and barracks, should be visited for the grand
view obtained of the town and island from the platform
of the ramparts.
Mon Repos, the Villa Reale, with large gardens and

fine points of view, is open on Thursday and Sunday
afternoons, free

;
other days J- fr., or more for a party.

There are good hotels, restaurants, English Church, and*
a Theatre for Italian Opera in winter.

I Good fishing and wilcl-duck shooting can be obtained

I 1 opposite Corfu on the Albanian coast, and a very short

distance inland.

BRINDISI TO OTRANTO.

The railway passes successively Tntnrano, vS\ Piciro Vcrno-

tico, Squinztino, and Trcpnzzi }
to

Lecce (anc.Lupw). (Population, 26,000.) A flourishing

trading town. Several handsome Renaissance buildings.
The Prefetura (once a convent) contains a collection of

vases, coins, terra-cottas, with adjacent interesting church
;

Cathedral of S. Orontius ; Church of SS. Nicola e

Cataldo, built by Tancrecl, i.2th century ;
Botanic

Garden ; Public Promenade (Villa) ; Castello di S.

Cataldo (6 miles), a favourite excursion place, sea baths,

good beach, restaurants
;

electric trams in summer
;

Rugge (r mile), supposed anc. Rutlia*, birthplace of Kunius

(B.C.), the father of Latin poetry.
From Leece train to Zollino, whence railway, 22 miles, to

Qallipoli (the Anxa of Pliny), founded by Lacedemonians, under
Leuejppusj and by Tarentines. It is delightfully situated on a rocky
island in the Gulf of Taranto. connected with the shore by a stone

bridge. It was formerly the depot of the oil trade of the province ;

thousands of tons were collected annually, and stored in subterranean
cisterns hewn in the limestone rock. Castle, built by Charles I. of

Anjou. The Cathedral is a handsome 17th-century building. In
the villa gardens ^ate palms are often seen. Some of the coasting
steamers call here, Population, 13,000.

Proceeding from Zollino by rail, we pass successively
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the comparatively unimportant stations of Congliano,
MagUc, Bagiiolo, Gtinnole, and Giunlignano, to Otranto.

Otranto (anc. Hytlnniluiii), now an insignificant fishing
town, with a population of barely 3,000, was an important
commercial colony in ancient times. It was a prosperous
town in the Middle Ages,' but never recovered from its

invasion by the Turks in 1480, who killed 12,000 inhabi-

tants, sold numbers into slavery, and ruled with violence
and cruelty, till expelled by the Duke of Calabria (after-
wards Alphonso II.) in the following year. The Cathedral
has ancient columns from a Temple of Mercury, and
ancient mosaics, injured by the hoofs of the Turkish horses
that were stabled here. The picturesque Castle, built by
Alphonso of Arragon, has become celebrated on account of

the weird romance by Horace Walpole. Ruins of the
Torre del Serpe, a Venetian lighthouse, near the city. A
submarine telegraph connects Otranto with Vallona, and
another with Corfu. With the latter island small boats
and sailing vessels maintain a communication. The
mountains of Epirus can be seen from the castle ramparts
in clear weather.
From Otranto or Maglie the tourist may, if inclined,

push forward by Castro and Alessano through an agree-

able, well-cultivated district, to the Capo di Leuca, the

first point of Italy beheld by ^Bneas, according to Virgil :

a carriage drive or walk of thirty miles
;
the return can

be effected by Ugento and Gallipoli to Maglie, or on by
Nardo to Lecce.

BARI TO TARANTO.

(Railway, 72 miles, 4 hours.)

On leaving Bari (p. 372), we first pass Modngno, then

Bitetto, and Grumo. From the latter place may be visited

Qravina (population 1.4,000), noted for its fair, April 20th, one of the

most famous in the kingdom, passing through Altamura (population

17,000), birthplace of Mercadante. Roman ruins, etc.

The next station to Grumo is Acqiuwiva. Cassano (3

miles west) has a stalactite cavern
;

fine views from

Capuchin convent.

Oioia (population 14,000). (Junction of the line to

Rocchetta Sant Antonio.) S, Basilio, then Castellaneta,
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with remains of Greek towns, tombs, etc., in the neigh-
bourhood. The railway passes over deep ravines by
means of iron viaducts, affording line views. Palagianello.

Here, as in some other towns of South Italy, many of the

poor live in caves in the soft rocks. Prtlagiano, Massafra.
Church of Madonna clella Scala, reached by long stairs, at

\ the bottom of a deep ravine. The next station is Taranto.

TARANTO

is a place with which the traveller will be considerably

disappointed if he expects to find the town at all com-
mensurate in fame and splendour with ancient Tarcnluni.

"
%

Tarentum. or Taras was the first city in Magna Grecia
I for wealth and power. Already a town when Psalanthos

led the Parthenians here in 707 B.C., it soon rose in

importance, and gradually became celebrated for its

magnificence of Greek decoration, its fine harbour
crowded with the traffic of the known world, its powerful
fleet, and its army of 30,000 infantry and 5,000 horse. Its

wine, arid figs, and salt, its purple dye and fine wool, arid

other merchandise, were renowned far and wide. But as

Tarentum nourished its inhabitants became equally famous
for effeminacy and luxury. For ten years, leagued with

Pyrrhus of Epirus, they contended against the growing
power of Rome, but were subjugated in n.c. 272. As

Macaulay sings

" The ranks of false Tarentum like hunted sheep shall ily,

In vain the bold Epirotes around their standards die."

In the second Punic War the Tarentines fancied they
saw an opportunity to become again independent, and

joined Hannibal. But the city was reconquered by Fabius
Maximus B.C. 209, its art treasures removed to Rome, and
30,000 of its inhabitants sold as slaves. Brundusiimi

(p. 374) was henceforth made the chief port of South

Italy. In 123 the Romans planted a new colony at

Tarentum, and the dye and wool manufactures again
flourished. Horace celebrates the long spring and mild
winters of the district. In the days of its prosperity
Tarentum had schools of philosophy, in which Pythagoras
of Samos taught his system, and which were visited by
Plato, attracted by their fame,
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The modern town of Taranto (f mile from station fare
i

fr.) has 30,000 inhabitants crowded into narrow, insigni-
ficant streets, on an island between the Gulf of Taranto
and inner harbour or Mare Piccolo, the site of the ancient
Acropolis. There is a considerable trade in wheat, oats
oil, honey, fruit and iish. It has a war harbour with
extensive docks, and is the seat of an archbishop and sub-
prefect.
The Cathedral (quite modernised) has important monu-

ments
; Philip of Taranto, etc. Sumptuous chapel of

Saint Catalclus, with silver bust and relics with precious
stones, etc. An early-Christian basilica was excavated
below the cathedral in 1901. Castle and fortifications
built by Charles V, Ruins of Roman Circus, and other
remains. There is a small Museum 'of vases, statues,

glass, ivories, jewels, etc.
;
ancient Tarentine coins remark-

able for line execution. (Open Sunday and Thursday, 9 to
i.)

Aqueduct, ten miles, last three miles on arches, attri-

buted to Emperor Nicephorus I., 803 A.D.

The Mare Piccolo, or inner harbour (not now service-

able), is twelve miles round, a smooth lake surrounded by
olive-clad slopes, and abounding in iish. Th^y enter with
the tide, and are netted at night. A large export trade is

clone in fish, of which it is said there are ninety-three
varieties at Taranto. Shell iish, especially oysters, are

good, plentiful, and cheap.
A good view from the Villa S. Lucca, f mile from

Taranto, is obtained of the Arsenal, Docks, and Naval

buildings, also of the Mare Piccolo. The district round
is noted for its fruit and honey ;

the celebrated tarantula

spider is often seen
;
but its bite, though decidedly a

thing to be avoided, does not seem to have at the present

clay its traditional power of cAusing convulsions, only to

be cured by music and dancing.
From Taranto to Lcc-cc a diligences-tins daily in nine

hours. Railway to Lecce rid Brinclisi.

BRINDISI TO TARANTO, METAPONTO,
AND REGGIO.

(344 miles.)

Brindisi to Taranto, 44 miles, and from Taranto to Rcggio,

300 miles. (Junction at Mctaponto for Naples.)
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On leaving Brindisi the unimportant stations' of Mesagne
and La tin no we passed, then Oria, the ancient Una, finely

situated with several palaces, and a small Museum. The
next stations are Francavilla- Fontana and Monteiasi, then

Taranto. (See p. 377.) The scenery in Calabria is very

lovely, but in some districts malaria prevails, and no part
of Italy is so much behind the times. The coast scenery
between Taranlo and Reggio is without a rival on the

Mediterranean shores.

On leaving Taranto the railway passes over a Hat

country, with distant views of the Calabrian mountains,
etc. Chialona, Gi-nosa.

Metaponto is the junction for Naples, with a second-

class restaurant at the station. Pythagoras died here

B.C. 497, in the ancient Greek City of Metapontum, and
remains of Greek Temples may be visited. One, about
three miles to the north of the station, of which fifteen

columns of the peristyle are still standing ;
another dedi-

cated to Apollo Lyceus, about one mile from the station.

Metapontum sided with Alexander of Epirus B.C. 332, and
in the second Punic war with Hannibal

;
but in A.D. 200

it was a heap of ruins. Excavations have been recently

made, and the result may be seen in the house behind the

railway station.

Continuing the journey to Reggio, the railway crosses

the Basento, skirting the Gulf of Tarentum. We next
arrive at S. Basilio Pislied, then at Scansano Mon/a/hano.
Cross the Agri (anc. Aciris) and reach Policoro (on site of

anc. Hcrackia, birthplace of Zeuxis). Forest abounding
in wild boar. Dense underwood of arbutus, myrtle, etc.

Nova Sin', Rocca Iwpcriale, Nucara, Monte Giordano, Roselo,

Ameiufolara, Trelmacce, cross the Seracino to Torre Cerch/era,
to

Sibari, formerly Buff'aloria, deriving its name from the
ancient and luxurious Sybaris founded B.C. 720 by the
Achceans and Troezenians. Branch line to Cassano (sec

below) and Cosenza (see p. 384).

Cassano (seven miles from last station), with a delightful climate, in

the midst of lovely scenery. Warm baths. Ruins of feudal Castle
with splendid views, crowned by Monte Pollino (7,000 feet). Torre
di Milo, a Roman tower, from whence it is said that the stone was
thrown that killed T. Annius Milo, when besieging Cosa, in the cause
of Pompey. In the vicinity are the Coscile (anc, Sybaris) which was
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said to rentier men vigorous who bathed in it, and the Crati fan -

Crathis), famed for its reputed power of giving the hair of bather^ 1"

yellow colour.
a

The rail next reaches the broad valley of the Crati on
the Corjgliano, on a height formed like a natural amphi-
theatre, with feudal castle on the summit, and orange and
lemon groves round its base, and

Rossano (population 14,000) with marble and alabaster
quarries.

From Rossano can be visited (with introductions) the picturesque
and extensive tract of pine-clad mountains and valleys known as La
Sila, about forty miles long by Uventy broad. The highest summit
commanding both seas, is over 6,000 feet. It is almost unvisited by
travellers, and is in a most primitive condition. Game and fish are
abundant. The scenery is of great beauty and variety. There are
numerous villages on the slopes, and broad table lands, thronged with
cattle in the summer season, lie amongst the heights on which the

'

snow lingers till May or June. Whole families of shepherds, land-
owners, etc., look forward to their migration to La Sila in the summer
months as the event of the year. There are many allusions to this

charming locality in ancient authors, though at the present day it is

perhaps the least known mountain district in S. Europe.

The railway runs from Rossano through a mountainous
district and across the Trionto to Mirto Crosia ; S. Giacojno-

Calopczzati ; Campana to Cariati.

From Cariati to Cotrone the railway follows the shore,
Crncoli and Castle on right, to the Punta deP Alice (anc.

promontory of Crimissa), where Philoctetes hung up the
bow and arrows of Hercules in the temple he had built

after his return from Troy. Strongoli, on the height,
besieged by Hannibal after Cannae. Cross the plain of

the Neto (the Neathus of Theocritus), the scene of the

firing of the Greek ships by the Trojan women, to prevent
further wanderings. Pass several marshes and cross the

muddy Eraso (anc. Acsauras), which it must be inferred, is

not as it was when Theocritus extolled it in his Bucolics.

Cotrone is a small seaport (anc. Crotona) founded
B.C. 710. For a time Pythagoras taught here and founded
his brotherhood, B.C. 540, but was afterwards banished,
and died at Metapontum. Cotrone is a fertile place

producing abundance of oranges, olives, and liquorice ;

and from the highest tower of the Castle, built by
Charles V., a line view of the country and coast is

obtained.
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The Capo delle Colonne, or Cape Nao, six miles vS.E. of Cotrone,
is conspicuously crowned by a single column of the celebrated

temple of Juno Lacinia, once the most sacred edifice on the Gulf

of Tarentum. Near the ancient temple a church dedicated to the

Madonna del Capo is a frequent pilgrimage resort.

From Cotrone to Catanzaro Marina (ii :j- miles) little

of interest presents itself.

Branch line 5$ miles from Catan/aro Marina to Catanzaro (31,900

inhabitants), with velvet and silk factories, and olive plantations.
Castle founded by Robert Guiscard. Cathedral, with chapels, and
two or three good paintings. Many wealthy families reside here.

The climate is cold in winter, cool in summer. Catan/aro suffered

greatly by the earthquake of 1783. Diligence to T/riolo, wilwuy to

S. Eufcmia (sec p. 384). Near the Castle is a small Museum containing
coins* and antiquities recovered from the (keek settlements of the

neighbourhood.

From Catanzaro Marina the railway passes through
Squillacc, Manlanro, Soverato, and Badolato, to Monaslcnicc ;

Stilo, built in terraces, from which point Reggio is reached

by train in four hours. The stations passed are Riace,

Caulonia, Roccclla (situated on a rock overhanging the sea),

Gioiosa, Sidcnio, Gemcc, cathedral with remains of ancient

temples. From Gerace a bridle road through the wild

glen and forest scenery of the Passo del Mercante leads

to Casalnuovo. Splendid views in crossing the heights.
The line continues, by Ardorc ; Bovalhio, wheiice may

be visited S. Maria de' Polsi, a monastery in the midst
of a remarkable mountain amphitheatre, under the

highest peak of the Aspromnonte. (Montalto, 6,079 fcct.)
BhiticonnoTa ; Branealeone, then skirting Cape Spartivento
to Palizzi ; Pietrapennata (r mile east) with famous sea
and mountain scenery ; Boita ; Anicndolea ; Melito ; Saline
di Reggio ; the mountains of Sicily now come grandly into
view

;
Lassaro ; pass Capo dell' Armi, where Cicero

landed in B.C. 44,, after the murder of Ciesar
; IWhtro ;

S. 'Grcgorio ; Reggio.

Reggio (tmc.R/ieginn), founded by Messiniansin 72^ H.C.,
has been several times destroyed by Goths, Saracens,
Turks, etc., etc., or by earthquakes. It was last rebuilt in

1783, and has line streets rising to the hills, sprinkled
with villas. Cathedral with ancient mosaics, etc. Ruined
fortress. The beautiful vegetation of the neighbourhood
is very attractive. Population of Reggio, including
villages adjacent, is 40,000. Garibaldi was wouncIecPanci

I
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taken prisoner, August 29, 1862, in the Aspromonte
mountains, in the rear of the city. (See also p. ^_6.)
The train proceeds from the Reggio station to the port

where the steamer for Messina is waiting.
f

BRINDISI TO NAPLES, VIA TARANTO AND
METAPONTO.

(240 miles. Express train, 11 hours.)

As far as Mdaponto the route is the same as for Brimijsi
to Reggio (see p. 379), and from Mdaponto to Xaph^ the
route is vitz Potcnza, Stagnant), Eboli, Battipaglia, Salcnn\
GZZVT, Xocera, Torre Anminziata^ etc., exactly the reverse
of the route Naples to Brindisi, via Metaponto, described
on page 366.

NAPLES TO REGGIO, VIA METAPONTO.
(Distance, 440 miles, viz. : 170 miles to Metaponto ; and

Metaponto to Reggio, 270 miles. 20-27 hours.)

As far as Metaponto the route is the same as Naples
to Brindisi, p. 366 ;

and from Metaponto to Reggio, the
same as Brindisi, Metaponto, Reggio, p. 379.

NAPLES TO REGGIO, VIA BATTIPAGLIA.

(Along the West Coast.)

From Naples to Battipaglia, see p. 361-365. Naples
to Reggio, 293 miles. Express trains, 13 hours

;
other

trains, 17 hours. The scenery along this route is most
interesting and enjoyable, but by the express trains a

great part of the journey is made during the night.
There are sleeping cars in these trains (extra) ;

and once a

week, during January, February, March, and April, there

is a through train de luxe, with restaurant car, from

Naples to Palermo, 447 miles in 19 hours, leaving Naples
at 11.55 P-m - on Fridays (see time-tables).

The journey from Naples to Reggio (for Messina,

Palermo, etc.) might be made partly by carriage and

partly by train, and thus the tine mountain and sea

views would not all be lost.

Italian steamers calling at several places on the coast
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leave Naples for Messina on Monday, the voyage occupy-
ing about 12 hours.

From Battipaglia, after passing several stations, the

railway reaches the coast at

Agropoli, it then turns inland, in view of Monte

Stella, to Pisciotltt, and passing behind Monte Bulgheria,
arrives at Policastro, from which point the line runs

parallel with the sea all the way to Reggio, sometimes

tunnelling through spurs of the mountains running out

into the sea, at other times crossing ravines or mountain
streams by lofty viaducts.

Many small stations are passed before approaching
the first town of any importance,

Paola, the birthplace of S. Francesco cli Paola, founder
of the Mendicant Order of Minorites. Paola, charmingly
placed in a ravine, with some 9,000 inhabitants, carries on
a large trade, principally in wine and oil. The Naples
and Messina steamers call.

From Paola a diligence runs to the ancient town of Cosenza,
three times a week (43 miles). The town lies on the slope of a hill,

commanded by a castle, and contains 17,000 inhabitants. Once the
chief city of the Brutii, Cosen/.a is now the capital of the province
of the same name. Alaric, King of the Visigoths, died here in 410,
after plundering Rome. Louis III. of Anjou died here in 1435, soon
after his marriage with Margaret of Savoy. His tomb is *in the
Cathedral.
Cbsenza can also be reached by rail from Sihari, on the Metaponlo-

Keggio line (43 miles) in three hours.
From Cosen/a the fertile plains and the wooded ninge of mountains

to Nicastro and S. Giovanni in Fieri (6,325 feet) can be visited.

Leaving Paola, villages and stations are passed, the
most noteworthy object being Monle Coatrzo (5,050 feet).
At Amanica the Naples and Messina steamers calf, as also

twenty miles further on at

S. Eufemia, situated on the gulf of the same name,
celebrated for its Benedictine monastery, founded by
Robert Guiscard, and destroyed by the earthquake of

1638. From S. Eufemia is a branch line (39 miles) to

Nicasiro (sec above), Marcdlituira, and Cataimtro (we p.

382).
The next stations are S. Pielro, Curing Fninctwillti

}
and

Pizzo Maierato, where may be seen the ruins of the
castle where Joachim Murat, King of Naples, was shot
on October 13, 1815, the clay after he landed. The
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town, built on a sandstone rock, contains 8,000 in-

habitants. About two miles beyond Pizza Maierato is

Monlehone-Porto-San Vcncrc, the station for

Monteleone, on the site of the ancient Hipponion, with
a castle erected by Frederick II. Ruins of abbeys and
monasteries may be visited in the neighbourhood.
The next stations are Briatico, Parghelia, Tropea

(steamers call from Naples), loppoh, Nicotera, Rosarno,
Gioia TaitrOj and

Palmi, surrounded by olive and orange plantations ;

population 15,000. From the Public Gardens, or, better

still, from the top of the Monte Elia, on the slopes,
of which the town is built, the most superb views are
obtained of the coast and of the Island of Sicily, with the

imposing Etna as a background.
From this point the scenery is increasingly charming,

and the line skirting Monte Elia to Bctgnara and Favazzina
descends gradually to

Scilla (the ancient Scylla), population 8,000, situated
in the Straits of Messina, producing excellent silk and
wine. The Castle was occupied by the English for eighteen
months after the battle of Maicla in 1806, when Sir John.
Stuart drove the French out of Calabria. The ascent
of the forest- clad Aspromonte (6,420 feet) is best made
from here

;
time required 9-10 hours, with mules and

guide, and better to start in the evening. The rock of

vSVv//V/, depicted in Homer as a roaring sea-monster,

causing a whirlpool, and the opposite rock of Charybd is,

were noted as dangers to mariners in ancient times,
and although of no great moment now, the eddies

and currents in this part of the straits are still very
considerable.

Continuing the journey from Scilla the vegetation
becomes luxuriant, and passing CtumiteUo, Villa S.

Giovanni (steamer to Messina), and Catona (opposite

Messina), amid palm groves, orange gardens, and pome-
granates, the train, making short stays only at Gallico,

Archi Reggio, S. Caterina Rcggio, and Reggie Succursalc,

arrives at

Reggio -Centrale. Through passengers for Messina

proceed to the station called Reggio- Porto, where the

carriages of the express train are run on to the steam

ferry boats,

C C
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Reggie, the capital of the province, is a handsome

town, having been rebuilt after the great earthquake
of 1783, and extends from the sea to the hills, which
are well supplied with villas. It has a population of

45,000. The spacious
Cathedral, dating from the I7th century, is adorned

with coloured marble. At the back of the building is

situated the

Museum, with collections of vases, terra-cottas,

statuettes, lamps, bronzes, coins, mosaics, etc. The
chief promenade runs along the hill, and a military
band plays frequently in the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele.
Steamers ply twice daily to Messina (6J miles), and

the Naples mail steamers, or other large steamers, call

at Reggio daily for Messina.

British Vice-Consul, E. R. Kerrich.

Aspromonte, the famous mountain rising behind the

town, is difficult of ascent, and is best visited from Stilla

or from Villa S. Giovanni (see p. 385). It will be re-

membered that it was on this mountain, in the vicinity
of Reggio, that Garibaldi was wounded and taken prisoner
by the Italian troops under General Pallavicini, on the

2Qth of August, 1862. (See also p. 382.)
American Consular Agent, C. Celesti.

Cabs, per drive, 80 c.
; per hour, i-J fr.

;
at night, i fr.

20 c., and 2 fr. 20. c. Omnibus from the railway or pier
to the hotel, i fr.
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SICILY is by far the most important and the most his-

torically interesting .island in the Mediterranean. The
circumference amounts to 600 miles, and its form is
that of an irregular triangle, for which reason it is also
called Trinacria. Various chains of mountains stretch

along the coast and across the island, in some places,
especially on the northern and eastern coasts, affording
grand and picturesque scenery. In the centre of the east
coast the mighty Etna rises in solitary grandeur to a height
of 10,742 feet.

The climate of Sicily cannot well be over-praised. It is

equal to that of any place on the north shores of the Medi-
terranean, and at Palermo, Catania, or Messina the thermo-
meter seldom falls below 36 in the depth of winter. In
summer the thermometer rises to 92, and the heat is very
great, although generally tempered by a sea breeze. The
mean temperature of the year is about 64 at Palermo and
Messina, 68 at Catania. Heavy rains descend in December,
accompanied by high winds. Frost is almost unknown^
and snow falls only occasionally in the cities on the coast.

The island may be visited either by travellers or by invalids

proposing to winter there from the end of September to

the middle of May, The very best months are October
and part of November, April, and May.

Sicily has few lakes, and the rivers, though numerous, are

small, some of them being completely dried up during the

hot weather. The Lago cli Pergusa, in the middle of the

island, is the renowned Lake of Enna, where Pluto is said

46 have seized Proserpine.
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There is comparatively little level ground in Sicily, hut

there are several tracts of low land of great fertility, such

as the plains of Catania, where large quantities of grain of

good quality are produced. The principal sources of

wealth are sulphur, the vine, the olive, oranges, lemons,
and fruit of various kinds. Sumach, saffron, hemp, ilax,

cotton, liquorice, and silk are also important articles of

commerce. The value of the sulphur exported annually
exceeds one million sterling. Wine is good and moderate
in price, and the well-known u Marsala "

is largely exported
to Italy, France, and England, the quality and strength
of the wine being adapted to the taste of each country.
The cultivation of the olive extends over 130,000 acres

of land, and the annual crop averages 15,000 tons, of which
one-third is exported to France. The principal fruits are

oranges, lemons, and citrons, of which hundreds of

thousands of boxes are exported to Europe, England, and
America. Fruit in bad condition is all turned to account

;

essential oil is obtained from the rind and citric add from
the pulp : dried orange peel is sent to Germany, to be
used in the manufacture of cordials and beer.

On the slopes of the great Mount Etna, 92 miles in

circumference, oranges flourish at a height of nearly 1,000

feet, olives 3,000 feet, and the vine 3,300 feet. Altogether
Sicily contains over ten million orange, lemon, and citron

trees. The cultivation of the soil for the growing of wheat
is sadly neglected, and the implements used are of the
most primitive kind, and thus the wheat crop is only about
one third of the average yield in Europe.
A week or a fortnight, or a much longer period, if

possible, may be well spent in the charming island of

Sicily- The climate is delightful in winter, the scenery
in some parts is lovely, like that of the Riviera

;
in others

k is grand. The hills are crowned with countless
monuments of Greek

1 Roman, and Norman architectural
skill. The ruins at Soluntiim

} vSV^.s/^/, and Sefiinntte, at

Girgenti, Syracuse, and Taormina, are finer than can be
seen in Greece, except at Athens.

Sicily is accessible from all parts of the Mediterranean.
There are steamers from Egypt to Messina, and from Malta
to Syracuse^ twice a week

;
from Constantinople and A I liens

to Messina weekly j
from Marseilles to Messina, touching

at i*$kwH and "Chita Vccchia, weekly ;.. torn Genoa to
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.

Palermo, weekly ;
from Naples to Palermo

Naples to Messina, three times weekly ; and fm
Mo&v/irt, twice daily.

IOm

A steamer from Palermo leaves for Trah
and r///z/s, every Tuesday; another for
there is communication by steamer between
Calania, Syracuse, Girgenti, etc., etc.

The principal railways open in Sicily are :

389

trom
J"> to

to Catania and Messina 213
branches from Roccapalumba to Girtfetiif*

(31 miles)
and from

from / ,

to Yn/>- ~iti

(i)

from Crt/mvi/// to

to S)raa/s<? (54 miles)

(20 miles).

(2) Palermo to Tr^/i/, via Calatafimi, Castelvetrano anrl
Marsala (122 miles).

'

(3) Palermo to Corkonc (43 miles).

(4) Termini to Ccfalu (20 miles).

(5) A more direct line than the one 2>/rf Catania, between
Messina and Palermo, has been constructed along-
the north coast of the island (144 miles), 'con-
cessions have been granted for many branch lines

(6) Ferroria Circumdnea, Giarre to Catania, or vice
versa (68 miles).

Steamer or Railway fares and times, when mentioned, are alvvavs
subject to alteration.

For travellers whose time is limited the most important
places to visit are : Palermo (with tour to Segcsta and
Selinuiite), Girgeiiti, Syracuse, Catania, Taormfna, and.
Messina. Those who wish to explore the island thoroughly
where no railways run, can obtain carriages, mules, and
guides on reasonable terms. Hotels in the above-named.
towns are comfortable, clean, and provide good food. At
Palermo English and foreign pensions are found, and
furnished lodgings may be obtained. At Catania also
furnished apartments can be procured. In the country
districts, where no regular hotels exist, the accommodation
is somewhat primitive.
The following short

HISTORICAL NOTICE

will briefly describe the chief features of the strange and
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romantic history of Sicily. The island had, of course,
its period of fable when "Giants, Cyclops, and Lotophagi.
were the traditional inhabitants, and when Hercules and
other mythic personages came and built temples or

achieved" exploits. As history dawns we find the Sicani,

Siculi, etc., living here, and wandering Trojans, Cretans,
and Phoenicians settling at various points. In B.C. 735
Theocles, with a band of Ruboean emigrants, founded

Naxos, and in less than two centuries the natives were
either reduced to serfdom or driven to the mountain fast-

nesses of the interior, and the island became essentially
Greek. Syracuse and Agrigentum grew to eminent states.

Art and philosophy flourished, and noble temples sprang
up, which still remain to testify of the splendour of this

period. At the court of Hiero of Syracuse, Theocritus,

Bion, Moschus, and Archimedes nourished. Carthaginian
invasions and revolts of the Siculi for a time were success-

fully encountered. But as divisions grew amongst the

Sicilian Greek states, anarchy set in
;
and petty tyrants

ruled in the various cities.

In 264 B.C. Rome became mixed up in Sicilian affairs,

and, as a consequence, in about fifty years, the island was
a Roman province. Under wise care, it was for a time
the granary of Italy. But Verres, and similar rapacious
agents, despoiled the island, and lashed the people into

revolt. The so-called Servile Wars resulting, and other

struggles of which it was the arena, mined the prosperity
of the island. With Rome's decline, Sicily became overrun

by Vandals and Goths. Then came a Saracen epoch (827
to 1061), and this lovely island became as the Moorish
provinces of Spain. Next succeeded the Normans.
Roger, son of Tancrecl, landed in io6i

t
and in ten years

the island was tinder Norman sway. The feudal system
was introduced and a strong government maintained. In
1266 Manfred fell at Bcnevento, and two years later the

young Corradino was executed at Naples* by Charles of

Anjou ;
the Norman-Sicilian line was at an end, and

the island submitted to the French yoke.
In 1.282 Sicily again asserted its independence. The

French were massacred on the occasion known in history
as The Sicilian Vespers, when the house of Anjou was
expelled. But the island, wasted by internal feuds and
incessant struggles with th$ other -powers^ ultimately
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became the prey, in turns, of various states
; an outlvi

province of Spain, France, Austria, and Naples seized I *

conquest, or handed about by diplomacy, to maintain tl
*

u balance of power." Various outbreaks against tvn.ni
diversify the long story of oppression and misrule

~

until
in 1860 the great liberator, Garibaldi, burst upon the'scene
Sicily became part of the united kingdom of Italy, and has
entered on a new era of prosperity, making more 'progress
during the last twenty years than some other portions
of Italy have done in forty years.

PALERMO.

[Hotels sec Appendix.]

Population, with suburbs, 320,000.

May be reached by steamer from Naples daily, 12 to t^
hours. Fare, ist class, 42 fr., including food

; from
Messina by steamer twice weekly ; by rail, via Catannii
twice daily, or by the new coast line, via Cefalii, Ptitti,

Milazzo, twice daily.

Passengers from Naples disembark at the Pier
; passen-

gers by other steamers are landed by boat (i fr. each
person) to the Custom House (Dogana), where luggage
is leniently examined. Omnibuses (from the hotels) and
cabs await the arrival of steamers, the town being about a
mile distant from the Dogana.
Palermo is a line city, and the most important in the

island of Sicily. It is the seat of an archbishopric and of

a university. The approach from the sea is magnificent ;

the situation is charming; the surrounding plain (Conca
cTOro) is exquisitely verdant and fertile

;
two main streets

divide the town into four portions, in which are good
houses and shops ;

the climate is mild and salubrious, so

that in many respects Palermo is a very desirable winter

residence for invalids and others, being sheltered from the

north wind by the Monte Pellegrino. During several

winter months the thermometer seldom varies, and there

are few days when it is not possible to sit in the open air.

Palermo, formerly called Panormus, originallyaPhoenician

colony, has known many masters and vicissitudes. Once

held by the Carthaginians, it was taken by the Romans B.C.

Besieged in vain from Monte Pellegrino by Hamilcar,
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it was colonised by Augustus. Later on it was captured

by the Byz:mtines, in whose occupation it remained until

the Arab invasion in 830, under whose rule the city pros-

pered greatly. In 1072 the Normans, in 1 193 the Germans,
and in 1250 the French house of Anjou ruled, the last

named being expelled and the massacre of the Sicilian

Vespers took place in 1282. A long period of decline and

anarchy ensued until the i^th century. When under

Spanish rule Palermo outwardly recovered and improved.
New streets were made, churches and palaces were built,

but eventually revolts took place ;
the French and Austrians

came on the scene, and the Neapolitan Court took refuge in

Palermo. In 1820 revolt, in 1837 cholera, in 1848 bom-

bardment, and in 1860 the revolt against the Bourbons
caused immense loss and destruction. Then Garibaldi
landed at Marsala on May rr, 1860, with 1,000 men, gained
a battle at Calatafnni (p. 406), stormed Palermo on May
27th, became master of the island in a lew weeks, and on
the 2ist of October Sicily was joined to the new kingdom
of Italy.

PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS AND SIGHTS.

The hotels are good, and reasonable terms can be

arranged for a lengthy stay. Several pensions are well

spoken of, one or two being owned or managed by
English ladies.

Furnished apartments can be easily obtained, but are
somewhat expensive, and not very suitable for invalids in

winter, the question of provisions and servants being a

difficulty. When hiring furnished rooms a contract very
carefully prepared is necessary.

Restaurants, cafes, and confectioners arc to be found in

the principal thoroughfares.
The Casino or Club, in the Palaxzo Gerad (Corso

Vittorio Einaiuiele), to which visitors are admitted by
introduction, is well managed and handsomely furnished.
The Sports Club, in the Via Statite, is also accessible

to visitors provided with an introduction.
The Toledo, or Corso Vittorio Emanuele, which extends

from the Porta Felice on the sea to the Porta Nuova
near the Palace, contains the linest churches and houses.
It is intersected at right angles by the Via* Macqueda,
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*

running* from the Porta S. Antonina to the p
Macqueda. These two main streets are the centre ^
life, pleasure, and traffic, until the approach of sun-t
when the fashionable world may always be seen clriv
in the Via Liberta, or walking in the Qiardino

"

The Museum is open daily from 10 to 3 ; uuunssi-*-
i fr. Sundays n to 3, free.

" "" - n

The First Court contains Renaissance and meclnev I

sculptures and architectural fragments.
The Second Court contains inscriptions and fragments of

ancient sculpture, three large statues, two of Jupiter, and -i

Roman Emperor. Near these statues a glass door leads to
the Terra Colta Hall, containing numerous figures in clav
a Greek sarcophagus, Roman candelabra and statuettes*
Next comes the Sala del Musaici, with a large mosaic
pavement, found in the Piazza clella Vittoria in 1869, ***ncl

on the walls mosaics and paintings from Salinifo' and
Pompeii.

TheSala del Fan no contains statues from Torre tie! Greco,
Girgcnli, and Selinunle.

The Sala di Selinunte^ besides Phoenician sarcophagi,
shows on the walls the ten celebrated Melopcc from the
Doric temple of Selinus, dating from 630 to 450 B.C.

The FJruscan Rooms contain urns, statues, sarcophagi,
some of Oriental alabaster.

Returning to the First Court, a staircase leads to the
Firsl Floor] where is the Medicvval Gallery, containing
ivories, majolica, weapons, armour and, in a room beyond,
Arabian antiquities.

In the Corridojo di Mezzogiorno are portraits of

Sicilian worthies, and a large collection of Greek vases.

In the Corridojo di Tramontana are seen terra-cotta,

glass, and bronzes, and pre-historic antiquities, Etruscan

bronzes, ivories, etc.

The Cabinet of Coins contains Sicilian and Byzantine
coins, rings, precious stones, bracelets in gold, etc., etc.

In the last room and in the cliapel at the end of the

corridor are collections of ecclesiastical objects.

On the Second Floor is the Picture Gallery, with

many specimens of the Sicilian, Flemish, and other

schools, the most remarkable picture being the Virgin

*md Child, with six angels, by Van Eyck (No. 59 in the

Second Room). Catalogues are attached to all the doors,
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The Palazzo Reale stands on the highest part of the

city, in the spacious Piazza del la Vittoria. It was founded

by' the Saracens on the ruins of an ancient Roman palace.
On the First Floor is the Cappella Palatina, built in

j 132 by King Roger II., and embellished by later kings.
It is rich, in mosaics, marbles, and is said to be the finest

castle-chapel in the world. The walls are covered with
Glass Mosaics representing subjects from the Old and
New Testament, those in the choir being the most

antique. The Palace and Chapel are open free Sundays
and Thursdays from 9.30 to sunset, at other times by
permit to be obtained at the office in the arcade. Leaving
the Chapel to ascend the staircase on the west side of

the court, on the second door is reached the

Observatory on the summit of the Norman tower of S.

Ninfa, from which a glorious panorama is displayed. (Fee
\ fr.)

From the passage on the second floor a door leads to

the apartments of the Palace. (Fee fr.) The most

noteworthy rooms are the Shuizd di Rnggero, remarkable
for its Norman mosaics, and a room with portraits of the

Viceroys.
At the opposite corner of the Piazza is

The Archiepiscopal Palace, a 16th-century building,
with 12th-century tower, and some beautiful Gothic
remains of a previous building. The facade is facing
the Piazza del Duoino.

At the corner of the Archiepiscopal Palace is the

Infirmeria du Sacerdoti.

Opposite the Palam > Reale is the Palazzo Sclafani, built

in 1330, now a barrack, with decorated arcades, shown

3 to 4 daily, except Sunday.
The Cathedral (Sta. Rosalia), in the spacious Palazzo del

Duoino, with decorated arcades, shown daily from 3 to 4
except on Sunday, dates from the 12th century. The
West Facade is a line specimen of Sicilian pointed
architecture. The South Porch, opening on the Piazza,
is highly ornamented. The Tombs of the Kin^s in the

chapels on the right of the west door contain tombs of the
Norman and Sicilian sovereigns.
The Choir contains statues

k

of the Apostles by Gagini,
and fine old carved stalls.

. TO the right of the choir ir* the Chapel pf $ta? Rosalm is.
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the sarcophagus of the Saint, a chest of silver weighing i f
i

cwt., exhibited only on nth January, 1 5th-22nd July, and 4th
September. The"Crypt contains the remains of twemv-
four archbishops of Palermo.
The Church of S. Giovanni degli Erimiti, founded

in 1132, is an early specimen of Xorman architecture, and
is best seen from 'the piazza in front of the Palazzo Rcale.
The live Oriental-looking domes are best seen from the

garden in the centre of the cloisters. From this church
were rung the Sicilian Vespers (1282). The church is

closed. Visitors apply at the garden gate. Xo fee. The
large church of

La Martorana, in the Via Macqueda, was built in the

I2th century, and is remarkable for mosaics, precious

stones, lapis-lazuli, porphyry, serpentine, etc. It is now
the depot of the Conservazione dei Monumenti cli Sicilia,

(Admission, Sunday free ;
other days, 9-4, i fr.) Close

by is the University, containing a valuable collection of

mineralogical, geological, and zoological antiquities (1400
Students).

Many other churches may be visited if time permits,

such as the Casa Professa (Jesuits), the Carmine

Maggiore, S. Matteo, S. Francesco d' Assisi, La

Gangia, La Magione, S. Eulalia, S. Domenico, Santa

Cita, San Saivatore, etc., etc.

On the Marina along the coast to the south is a tine

drive and walk, at the end of which is La Flora, a public

garden, also called the Villa Giulia, adorned with semi-

tropical trees and shrubs. Adjoining is the Botanical

Garden, with date-palms, bamboos, Australian trees (small

fee to the gardener). The building at the entrance

contains a library, lecture-room, and directors' residence.

In summer and autumn a band plays on the Manna, which

is the most beautiful and fashionable promenade ot the

city, commanding as it does lovely sea views, with the

isolated Monte Peilegrino to the north, and, in clear

weather, as far as Mt. Etna to the south.

The Theatre Vittorio Emanuele, near the i orta

Macqueda, is a very large building, erected at a great cost,

to hold 3,000 persons.
The Biondo, Via Roma, is a large, handsome, and

newly-installed theatre.

Other theatres are the Bfllini, Piazza defla Martorana ;
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G(in'hn!(fi\ Piaxza Rtiggero Settinio
;
S. Cecilia,

Via Santa Sicilia
; Garibaldi, Via Castrolilippo.

Cook's Correspondent. Mr. Hans von Peniull, Cor.so

Vittorio Emanuele, 93.
British Consul. Mr. S. J. A. Churchill

;
Vice-C >nstil,

Mr. E. M. de Garston, Pala/,/,o cli Martino, Via della

Liberia.

American Consul. Mr. James Johnson, Vi i Kinjrieo
Amari

; Vice-Consul, Sig. G. Palerniti.

The Post Office is in the Piaxxa Bologni. Letters for

England are despatched at 4 p.m. ; postage, 25 c. Open
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The Telegraph Office is in the Via Macqueda, 222, open

day and night.
The English Church is in the Via Stabile. Service on

Sundays at n a.m. in winter.

Presbyterian Service, Via del Bosco.

British Sailors' Home, Via Borgo, 380.

Physicians, English. Dr. Eceles, Hotel de France
;

Dr. Berlin, Via Emerieo Amari.

Chemist, English.- Corso Vittorio Emanuele.
Cabs. One horse, 50 c.

;
two horses, 80 c. per drive

within the town
;
to the harbour or railway station, r fr.

or i J fr.
; by the hour, i fr. 80 c. or 2^ fr.

Tramways run all over the town and into the suburbs.

Hydropathic Establishments in the city, and at

Termini (the ancient Thermo.1

Himerenses), less than one
hour by railway i'i\>m Palermo

; open in winter.
|

ENVIRONS OF PALERMO.
j

Many excursions may be made to points within a few I

miles of the city, the first in importance being to I

Monreale, I

a town on the brow of a hill, possessing a church or
f

cathedral that ranks among the very finest of mediaeval

buildings, and is the most beautiful of all the churches
erected by the Normans in Sicily. Every portion of the

;

interior is covered with mosaics representing scriptural

subjects, apd,
with the exception of St. Mark's at Venice, i,

nothing mat the Middle Ages have produced can bo
f*

compared with the Monreale,
!>

li
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Electric Tramway from the Piazza Bologni, 50 c., ^
miles, passing en route near the Convent de' Cappuccinf,
the Giardino d'Acclimazione, the Villa Tasca \vith its

extensive and beautiful gardens, and the village of La
Rocca. The return journey can be made, time permit-
ting, by the Catacombs and the Giardino Inglese. To
accomplish the excursion comfortably half a clay by
carnage is recommended bargain beforehand.
The following description by Mr. Fergusson is the best

guide our readers can have when visiting this gorgeous
pile :

The Cathedral and Mosaics of Monreale.

"
It is evident," says Mr. Fergusson,

"
that all the archi-

tectural features in the building were subordinate, in the

eyes of the builders, to the mosaic decorations which cover

every part of the interior, and are, in fact, .the glory and
the pride of the ediiice, and alone entitle it to rank among
the finest of mediaeval churches. All the principal person-

ages of the Bible are here represented in the stiff but

grand style of Greek 'art, sometimes with Greek inscrip-

tions, and accompanied by scenes illustrating the Old and
New Testaments. They" are separated and intermixed

with arabesques and ornaments in colour and in gold,

making up a decoration unrivalled in its class by anything
the Middle Ages have produced. The church at Assisi is

neither so rich nor so splendid. The Certosa is infamous

in taste as compared with this Sicilian cathedral. No
specimen of opaque painting of its class, on this side of

the Alps, can compete with it in any way. Perhaps the

painted glass of some of our cathedrals may have- sur-

passed it. but that is gone. In this respect the mosaic

has the advantage. It is to be regretted that we have no

direct means of"comparing the effect of these two modes

of decoration. In both the internal architecture was sub-

ordinate to the colour more so, perhaps, as a general

rule, in these Sicilian examples than in the north In tact

the architecture was merely a vehicle for the display ot

. painting in its highest and most gorgeous forms

The mosaics on the walls of this church, which co\ ei

the enormous space of 80,629 square feet, are all illustra-
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live of Scripture history, and historically may be divided

into three classes. First, those relating to the old dispen-
sation, and which allude to the coming of the Messiah

;

secondly, those illustrative of the life and miracles of

Jesus Christ
;
and thirdly, those which in the lives of the

Apostles set forth the triumph of the Christian faith.

They are arranged on the walls chronologically ;
but to

follow them in this order will involve more running- to and
fro than to take them according to their local arrangement.

''The series may be said to commence with the

representation of the Supreme Wisdom adored by the

Archangels Gabriel and Michael, over the arch of triumph,
which faces the W. door. High above your head, and

just beneath the beams of the roof, a broad border in

the form of a Greek guilloche surrounds the nave, each
circle enclosing one of the heavenly host. Below this the

walls of the nave are divided into two bands, in the upper
of which, on the S. wall, by the choir, the historical series

commences, each subject occupying one of the spaces
between the windows of the clerestory. This band,
which is continuous on the \V. and X. walls, contains

twenty-two subjects of the World before the Flood.
viz. : i. The Creation of Heaven and Earth. 2. Of

Day and Night. 3. Of the Firmament. 4. Separation of

the Land and Water. 5. Creation of the Greater and
Lesser Lights. 6. Of Fish and Birds. 7. Of Beasts and
Man. 8. God Resting from His Labours. 9. Placing
Adam in Paradise. 10. Adam in Paradise, n. The
Birth of Eve. 12. God Conducting her to Adam. 13.
The Temptation of Eve. 14. The Fall. 15. Gocl Calling
Adam in the Garden. 16. The Expulsion from Paradise.

17. The Cultivation of the Ground. 18. The Sacrifices of
Cain and Abel. 19. The Death of Abel. 20. God Cursing
Cain. 28. Lamech Shooting Cain. 22. Noah Commanded
to Build the Ark.
"The knver band, which surmounts the arches of the

nave, and is also continuous on the W. wall, comprises
twenty subjects from the history of the Patriarchs : i.

Noah Constructing the Ark. 2. Taking in the Animals.

3. The Return of the Dove. 4. Noah Leaving the Ark.

5. The Rainbow. 6. Noah's Drunkenness. 7. The Tower
of Babel. 8. Abraham Receiving the

t

Three Angels.
>. Entertaining Them* 10. Lot with the Two Angels.
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li. The 'Destruction of Sodom, and of Lot's Wife
God Commanding the Sacrifice of Isaac. 13. Stayino- th'
Sacrifice. 14. Rebecca at the Well. 15. Rebecca cfoiu
with Abraham's Servant. 16. Isaac Demanding Meat of
Esau. 17. Isaac Blessing Jacob. 18. Jacob's Flight
19. His Dream. 20. His Wrestle with the Angel.

& *

" In the aisles are represented the miracles of *Our Lord
Commencing with the right or S. aisle, over the archway
by the transept we have r. Christ Healing the Woman 'of
Canaan's Daughter. 2. Healing the Dumb Possessed of a
Devil. 3. Healing the Leper. 4. Restoring the Withered
Hand. 5. Walking on the Sea and Saving Peter. 6. Rais-
ing the Widow's Son. 7. Healing the Issue of Blood.
8. Raising the Daughter of Jairus. 9. Healing Simon's
Mother-in-Law. 10. Feeding the Five Thousand. In
the N. aisle are n. The Miracle of the Woman Made
Straight. 12. Christ Healing the Dropsy on the Sabbath.
13. Healing the Ten Lepers, 14. Healing the Blind". -

15. Driving out the Money-Changers. 16. The Woman
taken in Adultery. 17. Christ Restoring the Sick of the

Palsy. 18. Healing the Blind and Lame. 19. Mary
Magdalene Wiping His Feet. 20. Christ Healing the
Centurion's Son.

a
It only remains to mention the mosaics at tbe W. end

of the church. Over the door are the Virgin and Child
between the archangels Michael and Gabriel. The scene
to the right depicts S. Castrense, the tutelar saint of

Monreale, casting out a devil, and walking on the waves
in a storm

;
that to the left, a miracle of the saints, Cassio

and Casto, who, when led out to martyrdom, caused a
heathen temple to fall and crush the idolaters. In the

scene below the window, the same saints are depicted
cast to the lions, which fawn upon them and lick

their feet.
u
Stepping now into the choir, you see on the soffits of

the great arches which surround it half-lengths of Enoch,

Noah, Melchisedec, and twenty-three of the progenitors of

Jesus Christ from Abraham to Achaz, all in circular medal-

lions. The head of Noah is a restoration of 1526. The

royal arms of Sicily next it' were inserted in 1811. Over

the arches which separate the tribune from the chancel-

aisles are the figures of twelve prophets, each \vith a

scroll, containing a prophecy of the coming of the
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Messiah. Between these figures and over the* arch of

the tribune is the Annunciation, the Virgin standing in

one spandril and the archangel in the other.
* The second class of subjects, or those relating to the

life of our Saviour, commences within the choir. In the

upper band, between the windows, are twelve scenes,
viz. : i. Zachariah Struck Dumb. 2. The Jews Amazed
at his Dumbness. 3. The Annunciation. 4. The Visita-

tion. 5. Joseph Reposing. 6, 7. The Nativity^ in two

compartments. 8. The Announcement to .the Shepherds.

9. The Star in the East. 10. The Adoration of the Magi.
ii. Herod's Decree. 12. The Slaughter of the Innocents.

In the lower band are six scenes, one in each spandril,
viz. : i. Joseph's Dream. 2. The Flight into Egypt.

3. The Presentation. 4. The Dispute with the Doctors.

5. The Miracle at Cana in Galilee. 6. The Baptism of

Christ. All the scenes on the N. wall of the choir,
save that last mentioned, are restorations.

* The chronological series is now carried into the S.

aisle, from which it runs into the N. aisle ; then back

again into the S. transept, terminating in the N. transept.
But to finish with the choir, we have over the royal throne.
a curious scene representing William II. crowned by Jesus
Christ, who is seated on His throne with angels hovering
above Him. The Norman prince appears in the same
dahnatica which King Roger wears in the similar mosaic
in the Martorana. These scenes are probably intended to

express that the Sicilian monarchs derived their authority,
not from the Pope, but from God alone. For it is well
known that Sicily was never a lief of the Church, and
it was the proud boast of her sovereigns that Rome
possessed -no temporal authority over the island, though
the pontiffs often endeavoured to exercise such power.
On the wall, above the archbishop's throne, King William
is represented offering his church to the Virgin. It may
be observed that the prince approaches her in an attitude
of profound reverence, while he stands erect before the
Saviour.

" From the vault of the central apse, a colossal half-

length of our Saviour holding an open book, and with
His right hand raised in benediction, dominates the whole
church, riveting the eye at the moment of entering, and
from its vast size and solemn expression, impressing
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the mind with reverential awe. He is styled '<> va^ :

Kparatp. Beneath him, the Virgin, with the Child ^o*"
her lap, sits on a throne between the archangels Gabr

:>

l

and Michael, and full-length figures of the Apostles six
on either hand. In the lowest band are twelve simil/
figures of saints and martyrs ;

and in the soffit of the arc!
above are the four archangels and as many seraphimu In the vault of the apse to the right sits a gigantic
figure of St. Peter blessing the faithful. Over the apse is

represented the delivery of that saint from prison /"and
on the walls of this chancel-aisle are other scenes illustra-
tive of well-known events in his life, including the
traditional fall of Simon Magus from the sky, to which
he had been carried by two devils.

"
Entering the S. transept, you see over the eastern arch

the Martyrdom of St. Peter, crucified with his head down-
wards. This transept contains scenes in the life of our
Saviour

;
His three temptations by the Devil

; the Pool of
Bethesda ; Christ healing the man born blind ; talking
with the Woman of Samaria

;
the Transfiguration ; the

Resurrection of Lazarus
;
the Disciples fetching the Ass ;

.Christ entering Jerusalem on it
;
the Last Supper ; Christ

washing His Disciples' feet
;

the Agony in the Garden ;

the Betrayal ; Jesus led before Pilate
;
and Pilate's wife

warning him not to shed the blood of a just man.
"The N. apse contains a gigantic figure of St. Paul, also

in the attitude of benediction
;
and this chancel-aisle is

covered with scenes from his life, his martyrdom being
pictured above the E. arch in the transept. He is repre-
sented bald, with a black beard, whereas St. Peter is

depicted with a hoary head. The subjects in the X,

transept are the Passion, Death, and Resurrection of

Our Lord, viz. : Christ led to His Cross
;
the Cruci-

fixion
;
the Deposition ;

the Entombment ; the Resur-
rection

;
the Empty Sepulchre ;

Christ and Mary Mag~
dalene in the Garden

;
the Journey to Emmaus ; Christ

eating with the two Disciples ;
the latter recalling His

words, and telling them to the rest
;
the Incredulity of

Thomas ;
the Miraculous Draught of Fish

;
the Ascen-

sion
;
and the Day of Pentecost.

" The spandrils and soffits of the arches, and all spare

spaces on the walls, are covered with angels, saints,

martyrs, prophets, and kings, in full or half-length, too

D n
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numerous to specify. Many of the saints are peculiar to

the Greek calendar. l These figures are always represented
according to a determinate form, motionless, in grave and

majestic attitudes, and arrayed so as to leave no portion of

their body exposed. Their costumes in every case mark
the various rank each held in the world, or in the hierarchy
of saints. The martyrs and confessors, as well as the

virgin-saints, bear tokens of the degree of nobility each had

during life, distinguishable by the borders of their robes,
of gold mixed with colour, like the A///V///; 1

/,
which among

the ancient Romans were indicative of dignity. The
bishops without mitres, a distinction in the Oriental Church

only accorded to the patriarch of Alexandria, and without

rings and gloves, not in use in the East
;
the archangels

arrayed in the dalmatica; the storied pictures without

perspective ;
the dry and inanimate figures ;

the mountains
and trees represented according to the conventional manner
of the Byzantines, are all so many proofs that the mosaics
of this basilica derived their art undoubtedly from the
Greeks of the low empire, and that they worked constantly
according to a conventional and unvarying type,' Sernnfi-

falco. Yet in spite of all the conventionality, stiffness, and

dryness of design in these mosaics, there is often much
dignity and expression, and sometimes even vigorous move-
ment in the figures ;

and how much they are in advance of

Italian art, not only of the same age, but even of the follow-

ing century, is proved by a comparison of them with the

paintings of those periods."

Adjoining the Cathedral of Monrcalc is the
Benedictine Monastery. The present building is

modern, but the Cloister,, which dates from the I2th

century, is almost perfect. The columns of the arcades are
decorated and plain alternately, the capitals being splen-
didly carved, and out of two hundred no two alike.

From Monreale a steep bridle path leads to San Mar-
tino (3^ miles), the suppressed Benedictine Monastery
founded by Gregory the Great in the 6th century. The
handsome entrance hall, the church refectory containing
a few paintings and frescoes, together with the superb
views well repay a visit. The descent to Palermo is made
by the valley of Boccadifalco to La Rocca, thence by train
or other conveyance to town.
Another excursion to be undertaken is to
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Monte Peiiegrino (2,065 feet)j
a fin<e nss of rock onlv

accessible on the side facing Palermo. In a cavern' were
discovered, in 1624, the bones of Sta. Rosalia

; the cavern
is now a chapel. Fine views are obtained from the sum
mit, and the return to Palermo may be made by
La Favorita, a Royal Villa in the Chinese style, the

grounds and park being open to the public, free on Sunday
and Thursday, other days by permission. Acquasanta
(large handsome hotel), a village frequented for sea bath-
ing, and the beautiful Villa Belmonte, on the slopes of
Monte Pellegrino, can be reached by tramway from, the
Piazza Marina, leaving Palermo every ten minutes.

hi- Santa Fhnia, a station ten miles on the main line to
Catania, an interesting excursion may be made to

Solento, or Soluntum, a ruined city dating from 600 B.C.
Leaving the station and crossing the line to the right will
be seen a red house containing some antiquities, where
a guide to the ruins of Soluntum may be obtained. The
original town was a Phoenician colony, and near the station
of Santa Flavia Phoenician tombs were discovered in 1864,
but the ruins at Soluntum are of the Roman period. The
ancient paved causeway and the internal plans of some of
the houses of the streets built at right angles are worthy of
notice. In 1825 the peasantry at work brought to light the
colossal statue of Jupiter, and other antiquities. On the
east slope of the hill, Greek vases and coins have been dis-

covered, and although there is not much to be seen to

repay antiquarian research, the visit is to be recommended.
From Soluntum a walk of about 3 miles leads to the Villa

Valguaniera at Bagheria, where train can be taken for
Palermo.

EXCURSION TO THE RUINS OF SEGESTA
AND SELINUNTE.

Mr. Hans von Penuitl, Corso Vittorio Emannelc, 95, Palermo (Cook's

correspondent), organises weekly excursions to Segesta, Sdiinnite (and on
to Trapain) by special trains, including lectures in situ, return tickets,

carriage hire,'and hotel accommodation. During the season Conducted
Tours are organised to Cefatti, Girgenti, etc., also Circular Tours to suit

the convenience of travellers, to all parts of the Island, at greatly re-

duced rates.

To make this excursion requires an absence of one night
and two clays

from Palermo, but the visitor will be well
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repaid by seeing some of the grandest and most remark-

able ruins of Europe.
It is necessary to take the early train from the Central

Station, which runs from Palermo to Trapcini, stopping at

the station of Castdlammarc del Golfo, 45J miles from

Palermo, where carriages, horses or mules can be obtained

for the ride to Scgesta, about 5 miles.

5egesta is one of the oldest towns in Sicily, and
hundreds of years before it became a Greek settlement was
an Elymian colony. After undergoing numerous disasters

at the hands of the Carthaginians and of the tyrant

Agathocles, who massacred the inhabitants and carried off

their treasures, the town invited the Romans to their aid,

and the original name of Egesta was changed to Segesta.
The Temple, situated on a hill, is a well-preserved

specimen of Doric architecture, but was never finished.

.The thirty-six columns are un fluted.

The Theatre in the Acropolis, which is hewn in the rock,
is 600 feet in circumference, the diameter of the stage

being 90 feet, and of the orchestra, 53 feet. Some of the

seats are furnished with backs. The mountain and sea-

view from the temple is superb.
After visiting the magnificent ruins of the Temple, the

Theatre, etc., return to Castellammare or to Alcano-Cnlata-

fi-wi, and proceed by train to Castdvdrano (23 miles) to

sleep. Next morning proceed by carriage (8 miles) to

Selinunte. Differing from the ruins of Segesla, those of

Sdimtnlc, because hardly a column is standing, lie in vast

heaps on either side of a stream ((/o/#o <// (<>/<>//<). Nine
ruined Temples may be visited, and returning to Casldve-

//v///o, the journey back to Palermo can be accomplished
by about 4 p.m. It is advisable to make all necessary
arrangements for food and carriages at hotels for this

excursion before leaving Palermo.
Selinunte was founded as Selinus in 628 by colonists

from Mcgara Hyblcca under Pammilus, The Acropolis was
built on a hill near the sea, and on the opposite hill the
construction of temples was not completed when Hannibal

Gigson in 409 destroyed the town. No grander ruins of

Greek temples can be seen anywhere in Europe. On the
E. hill there are no remains of any kind, except those
of three large temples, the last of which being 370 feet

long, 176 feet wide, with columns 53 feet high. This, one
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of the largest Grecian Temples, was left unfinished. Sowi
of the antiquities found at Selmus, including the "famous
Metopes of the 5th and 6th centuries B.C., are on view
in the Museum in Palermo (Sala di Selinunte). There is a
small Museum at the Grammar School, Castelvetrano
A visit to the quarries of Selinus (Selinunte) can be made

by carriage from Castelvetrano in 3 hours. Here may he
traced the various processes of quarrying the stone em-
ployed in the building of the great temples alluded to
above.

PALERMO OR CASTELVETRANO TO
TRAPANL

After visiting Segesta and Selinunte, the traveller who is
not returning to Palermo before seeing the Western part
of the Island will take train at Castelvetrano for Mazzara,
Marsala, and Trapani.
Near the first station, Campobelh, are the ancient quarries

whence the stone was taken for the building of the
temples, and which are in the same state now as when the
work was interrupted B.C. 409. Passings. Xicola, the river
Delia is crossed to Mazzara, a town of 13,000 inhabitants,
surrounded by a quadrangular wall 30 feet high, defendec!
at intervals by square towers. The ancient Mazzara, like

Selinus, was also destroyed by Hannibal, B.C. 409. To the
S. of Mazzara the Arabs landed in 827, but did not succeed
in their intention of conquering the island. In the Archi-

episcopal Palace, and in the house of Conte Burgio are
some large Arabic majolica vases. The Cathedral con-
tains three ancient sarcophagi.

Traversing a wide moor, the train enters a district richly
cultivated, especially with the vine, to Bainbuia, and so on
in a few miles to the important commercial town of

Marsala, 38,000 inhabitants, with a world-wide repu-
tation for its excellent Marsala wine, of which several

qualities are made to suit the taste and consumption of the
various nationalities to which it is exported. The principal
firms are Ingham, Woodhouse, Florio, who kindly admit
visitors to their interesting establishments on the shore.

The present town is modern, containing little of interest.

Outside the town, near the Porta AT
zunv7,abustof Garibaldi

marks the spot where he landed on May n, 1860, with his
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famous thousand volunteers, who, after a victory at Calata-

fimi, stormed Palermo on May 27th. In a few weeks he

conquered the entire island, and on October 21, 1860, Sicily

joined the new kingdom of Italy.

Marsala occupies the site of the ancient /,/Vv />// ///, the

principal fortress of the Carthaginians in Sicily, which

successfully resisted the siege by Pyrrhus in 279 B.C. Later

under the Romans Lilyhoeum became a very fine city and
the seat of government for a large part of Sicily. Tombs
and burial caves are found of Phoenician, Byzantine and
Christian origin, and near the Porta cli Trapani is a portion
of the ancient wall.

From Marsala to Trapani the railway passes along the

sea coast in sight of the islands of S. Panla r

co, the ancient

Phoenician emporium of Motye, destroyed in n.c. 397 by
Dionysius with 80,000 men and 700 vessels, holn Grande,
and others. After stations Spagnnola, Ragallisi, and Marausa,
the Birgi is crossed, to the spot where, on December i,

1299, was fought one of the great battles arising out of the

wars after the Sicilian Vespers, when Philip of Aujou was
made prisoner. Beyond Paccco, through vegetable gardens
and near extensive salt works, the train skirts the Monte
S. Guiliano to

Trapani, the ancient Drcpaua, a prosperous town, with

good harbour, some handsome buildings, and a population
of 38,000. As the ancient seaport of Er\\v

} Drepana was
the scene of conflicts and sieges between the Cartha-

ginians and Romans. Anchises is represented by Virgil
as having died here, and /Eneas as establishing games to

the memory of his father.

The Lyceum contains a picture gallery and a natural

history collection. Admission, fr., Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday, 1-2 p.m.
The Cathedral, besides some line choir stalls, carved,

and a crucifixion by Van Dyek, has no particular feature.

The Church of vS. Agostino, of St Maria di Gen
ft,

and the
Madonna dclla Luce, may be visited if time permits.
An omnibus rims from the harbour to the centre of the

town every 10 minutes, and carnages are to be found at

the station. Agreeable walks may be taken, but the

principal excursion, which should on no account be

omitted, is to
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Monte San Giuliano, which can be easily accomplished, riding
and walking, there and back in a good half-day. This isolated moun-
tain (2,465 feet) was in ancient times the Ervx of antiquity, a sister

colony of Segesta. On its summit is a small town, gradually decreas-
ing in population, whose women are noted for their beauty. The
Cathedral was substantially restored in 1865, and from the Castle,
now used as a prison, a splendid panoramic view is unfolded. The
towers, converted into a residence by Baron Agostino Pepopli, con-
tain a good collection of antiquities. On the summit was formerly a
shrine of Venus Erycina, a deity worshipped by all the people of the
Mediterranean

; but few remains of the temple of Venus exist.

From Trapani it is necessary for the traveller to retrace
his steps by the same railway route, if returning to

Palermo
;
but if so minded he can leave the train at

Castelvetrano (sec p. 405), and proceed by diligence
along a new road, in 19 hours to Girgenti, or by carriage
(two days) by previous arrangement with Mr. Hans
voii Pernull, Palermo. Leaving Castelvetrano, the route
lies through badly cultivated district, 24 miles, to Sciacca,
a large town of 24,000 inhabitants on the coast, near
which is the isolated chalk cone of Monte S. Calogero
(hot sulphur and salt springs, and vapour baths). From
Sciacca to Girgenti, 40 miles, the principal places are

Caltcibdlotla (splendid views). Ribera (where Crispi was
born, 1819), Monttillegro, to Porto Empedocle, thence
live miles by train to Girgenti. The journey is very

fatiguing, but it affords an opportunity of visiting a little-

frequented part of Sicily, and in quiet times, when no

brigands are about, is a very interesting drive.

PALMERO TO GIRGENTI AND PORTO
EMPEDOCLE

(90 miles).

Proceeding from, the Central Station at Palmero by the

main line, the train runs to Bagheria, S. Fhwia (p. 403),

AUewtlla, S. Nicola, Tcnnini Imcrese.

Every Wednesday }
at 9.55 a.m.^ an express train with restaurant car

runs from Palermo to Girgciiti, 4j//o//rs; and from Girgenti to Palermo,

every Friday at 7 />.///.
Other facilities are contemplated.

Termini, founded in 407 by the Carthaginians, after-

wards became a flourishing city under the Romans. It

is now one of the most prosperous small towns in Sicily,
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with a population of 23,000. The ruins of a Roman
basilica and of an amphitheatre have been excavated

;
and

the remains of a Roman aqueduct are worthy of being'

visited. There are hot mineral springs at Termini, con-

taining Epsom salts and iron, a well-conducted bathing

establishment, and a good hotel. The Museum contains

Greek and Roman antiquities, vases, sculptures, and old

Sicilian paintings. Several excursions can be made in the

district, notably to Cacainw and Monte San Calogcra

(4,085 feet). From Termini the line continues near the

coast until, crossing the Finnic Torlo, it turns inland to

Corda and Montemaggiore to

Roccapalumba, junction for Catania. Crossing the

watershed, and through tunnels, the train proceeds to

Lercara, Castronuovo (ruins of an ancient town), Cam-
marata (ascent of Monte Gemini (5,200 feet, one of the

highest mountains in Sicily), Aqiuwirti-PIatani, Snlcra,

Cftinpofmnco, and then through a rocky defile ascends the

valley to Comitini to Aragona Caldare, junction for Cat-

ania, and near the mud-volcano of Maccalubi (4 miles),

guides at the station. The next station is

Girgenti (Hotel cles Temples) (population, 25,000) ;

the seat of a Bishop, Prefecture, and carries on a large
trade in sulphur. The ancient city was 10 miles in cir-

cumference, with a population of 200,000. It was called

Acmgas by the Greeks, and Agrigenlnin by the Romans.
It was the last city of importance built by the Greeks in

Sicily, 582 B.C. It became the principal seat of trade with
the Carthaginians and, becoming immensely rich, was
captured by Hannibal and Himilco, and by the latter of

these generals the temples were burnt clown and the
treasures of the city carried off to Carthage. In the first

Punic War the city was besieged by the Romans and

eventually taken, falling finally into their hands during the
second Punic War, from which time ft gradually sank into

insignificance.
Visitors wishing to explore the city minutely must spenct

two or three days in doing so
;
those who are satisfied

with seeing the principal ruins in one clay must drive to

them as follows :

(1) The Convent of San Nicola.

(2) The Temple of Concord, the most complete Doric

temple extant, except it may be the Theseum at Athens. !
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(3) The Temple of Juno Lacinia, 480 B.C.^ situated on
the verge of a precipice.

(4) The Temple of Hercules, opposite the Temple of
Jupiter.

(5) The Temple of Jupiter, 480 B.C.

In the modern town the Cathedral (completely modern-
ised), with its wonderful acoustic properties, the*Museum
the Biblioteca Lucchesiana, the Catacombs, and other
buildings may be visited if time permits.
From the public garden called the Villa Garibaldi, past

the prison (formerly a Capuchin monastery), a road 'leads
to the

Rupe Atenea (Rock of Athena), where excavations have
been made, without success, in search of a Temple* of"
Athena. Admission to the summit (1,150 feet) ^o c
Below the rock a band plays frequently in the Passer-
giata.
Post and Telegraph Office, Via Atenea.
British Vice-Consul, Mr. E. A. Gates.

American Consular Agent, Sig. Ciotta.

Carriages. From the station to the Via Atenea, ^ or
4 persons, 2 fr.

;
to the Hotel des Temples, 3 fr. ; tcT the

ruins, 3-4 hours, 5-7 fr. Guide, 5 fr. a day.
Porto Empedocle, the seaport of Girgeiiti, is a busy

little place of 10,500 inhabitants, five miles from Girgenti,
doing a large business in the export of sulphur.

From Girgenti the traveller can proceed by train to Syracuse (p. 4 i

~
|,

going as far as Canicatti junction, thence turning to the south t

Licata, and along the south coast to Terranova, Vittoria, Ragusa,
Modica, Spacceaforno, Noto, Siracusa. A special train \vith restaurant
car runs between Girgenti and Siracusa in ten hours, leaving Girgenti
at 9.52 a.m. Thursdays, and Syracuse at 845 a.m. Fridays.

Catania. If after visiting Girgenti the traveller pro-
ceeds to Catania, he will go by rail to Canicatti, junction
for Licata and Syracuse, thence to

Caltanissetta, a town of 40,000 inhabitants, on a hill ;

Monastery of Badia di Spirito, and mud volcano, near
which are some of the largest sulphur mines in Sicily,
Caltanissetta being the centre of the valuable sulphur in-

dustry. The next station is

S. Caterina, where the line from Girgenti joins the

line from Palermo, the station being six miles from the
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town at Xirbi. Passing Imcra and Villarosa, the train

rises over a mountainous district by tunnels and via-

ducts to

Castrogiovanni, a fortified town of 25,000 inhabitants

on the plain of a hill. This, the ancient Enna, or Henna,
was founded by Syracuse, B.C. 664, and during centuries

was subject to fierce struggles with the Carthaginians,
Romans, Saracens, Arabs, and Normans.
The view from the old citadel (La Kocca) is one of the

grandest and most extensive in Sicily. There is little else

to attract the visitor. The Cathedral, founded in 1307,
contains valuable antiquities in the treasury ;

the Castle

was built by Frederick II. of Aragon.
A carnage chive of about two hours leads to the Lago

Pergusa, whence Pluto is said to have carried away
Proserpine.

Leaving Castrogiovanni, the journey is continued to

Leonforte, CaUniiniiova-Ccnliiripi (7 miles from the station),

Gcrbini, Bicocca (junction for Syracuse and Palermo), and
Catania.

CATANIA

[Hotel sec Appendix]

(population 146,000) is a town of broad and open streets,
four of which join at the Piazza, del Duomo. The houses
are spacious, the hotels large and good ;

furnished apart-
ments may be procured at moderate rents

;
the restaurants

are fairly good ;
the inhabitants generally are civil and

affable
;
the climate in winter is affected by the snow-

fields of Mount Etna, and by frequent N.I. winds, but on
the whole is a favourite winter resort for invalids, while
the sanitary condition of the town is excellent and the

drinking water good. The summer heat is very great, and
thus, although the winter temperature is lower, its average
annual temperature is 4 higher than that of Palermo.
The town is about 5 miles in circumference, the newer
part having an air of commercial prosperity. The chief

exports are sulphur, wheat, wine, oranges, lemons, almonds,
oil, linseed, cotton, and skins. Several millions of francs
have been expended in constructing a new harbour, which
is now convenient, safe, and one of the most commercial
harbours in Sicily, There is much wealth amongst the
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nobility, the palaces destroyed by earthquakes, etc.,

having been frequently re-erected. There are no ancient
edifices above ground, but many Greek or Roman remains
have been partially disinterred from the accumulation of

lava. Amongst these may be noticed the Graeco-Roman
Theatre, Roman Odeum, Amphitheatre, Baths,
Tombs, etc. The best relics found in these excavations

are, with other curiosities, in the Biscari Museum, but
it is difficult to obtain permission to see them.

The ancient Catana was founded about 729 by Chalcidians, and
became very flourishing. Later on, in 408, Dionysius conquered the
town and made slaves of its inhabitants. In 396 Catana was taken

by the Carthaginians, and soon after came into the possession of the

Romans, becoming very populous and prosperous. After being plun-
dered by the Saracens, it was conquered by the Normans, and in 1169

destroyed by an earthquake. Restored in the next century, it again
flourished imder the Aragon dynasty, and in 1448 the first Sicilian

university was 'founded. On 8th March, 1669, a terrible eruption of

Mount Etna occurred, when a stream of lava, 14 miles long and

30 feet broad, flowed past the town into the sea, rilling up the harbour.
In 1693 a destructive earthquake again destroyed the district, and the

present town has been completed since that date.

PRINCIPAL SIGHTS.

The Cathedral (of which, owing to earthquakes, etc.,

only the apses and east transept remain ei the original

edifice, commenced by Roger I, in 1091) contains

monuments of the Aragonese Princes, and the Relics

of Sant' Agatha, martyred A.D. 252. These relics are

carried in procession on the occasion of the saint's festival,

in February. A Statue of Sant' Agatha, in silver, is

covered with jewels and precious stones given by wealthy
families. The Golden Crown is said to have been pre-
sented by Richard Coeur cte Lion, on his way to the

Holy Land.
Near the second pillar to the right is the Tomb of

Bellini, who was born in Catania.

In the Sacristy is a line fresco, The Eruption of 1669, by
Migncnii.

Fountain of the Elephant. From a large basin rises

a square pedestal, with reliefs representing the streams

Simeto and Amenano as river-gods. On this stands an

elephant of lava, smaller than life, with tusks of white
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marble, bearing an octagonal obelisk of red granite, nearly
12 feet high, covered with hieroglyphics. The obelisk is

undoubtedly Egyptian.
In the Via del" Teatro is the

Greco-Roman Theatre, mostly underground. The
Roman portion, stage, orchestra, etc., was erected on the

Greek foundations." The adjoining Odeum, ^vhich was
used for musical performances, is of Roman origin.

The University, founded by Alfonso of Aragon, 1445,
is the most celebrated in Sicily. It has 1,000 students, a
valuable library of 8o

?
ooo volumes, and a large collection

of shells. Men of great learning and eminence have passed

through the University.
The suppressed Benedictine Monastery of 5. Nicola,

on high ground in the upper part of the city, is a splendid
and extensive edifice, with a line, spacious church, remark-

ably powerful organ. Here is the Museo Comunale,
open daily, 9-4 ; small fee. The rooms contain collections

of bronzes, antiquities, vases, arms, and marble works. The
Library contains 50,000 volumes and a few hundred manu-

scripts". The garden is a delightful spot, with superb
views of Etna, etc. The Observatory is under the charge
of the director of the observatory on Mount Etna.

The Church of Santo Carcere, with its line Greek-
Xorman portal ;

the Amenanus, flowing under the lava

of 1669, which may be reached from the Strada delle Botte

d'Acqua.
Xear the railway is the

Carmelite Church, underneath which is a Roman Bath
in a good state of preservation, showing the heating
apparatus, a warm bath, a steam bath, a tepid bath, and
dressing rooms. Close by, between the beds of lava, a

spring of water rises from a subterranean river.

The best views of Mount Etna and the district are from
the tower of S. Nicola and from the Giardino Publico

(Bellini Gardens),, a well-laid-out and carefully kept open
space, where frequent concerts are given in the afternoons
or evenings according to the season.

In the Piazza Bellini is the Bellini Theatre, the largest
in Sicily, with accommodation for 3,000 spectators.

Near the harbour is a pleasant public garden called the
Flora della Marina, or Villa Pacini.

Railways. Central Station, near the Via. Messina.
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Three stations of the Etna Circular Line, viz., Sicula, Porto,
and Borgo-Catania.

Post and Telegraph Office. Via Manzoni, near the

University.
British Vice- Consul. Mr. A. W. ElforcL
American Consul. Mr. A. Heingartner.
American ViceConsuI. Mr. Jacob Ritter.

Electric Tramway. Through the principal thorough-
fares.

Cabs. One horse, 40 c. a simple course, one to three

persons, luggage extra
; per hour, i fr. 30 c.

;
with two

horses, 2 fr. 30 c. per hour.

Excursion. Sec p. 415.
Steamers. Once a week to Syracuse ; four times a

week to Messina ; once a week to Athens. (Sec time-

tables.)

ETNA.

As a matter of course, the mighty Etna is an all-absorb-

ing topic in Catania, and from hence the ascent is effected.

A moonlight night in the autumn (July to September) is the
best time.

The excursion may be performed in about twenty hours.

Information respecting guides, mules, provisions, etc., may
be obtained at the office of the Italian Alpine Club at

Catania, Via Lincoln, 197 ;
or of the superintendent of

Guides
;
or of the director of the Alpine Club.

From Catania to Nicolosi is a drive of 2\ hours. It

is usual to leave Nicolosi about 7.30 p.m., and proceed
by mules (with provisions, etc.) to the Osservatorio (9,650

feet), on the site of the former Casa Inglese, where rooms
are reserved for tourists, and thence in the morning on
foot to the summit to see the sun rise, getting back to

Nicolosi about noon next day. It is easier, but, of course,
more expensive, to leave Catania very early, and Nicolosi

about 9 a.m., reaching the summit in time to view the sun

set, and then return to the Casa Inglese and spend the

night. The cone is again ascended in the morning, to see

the sun rise, and the return journey to Catania is accom-

plished by the evening.
Mount Etna covers a nearly circular district, about 100

miles in circumference. It is 10,742 feet high, but does
not appear so, the slope being so gradual. All this region
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is volcanic, interspersed with lava streams, the more recent

black and rugged, the ancient ones decomposing and more
or less covered with vegetation. The traveller to the

summit must be prepared to meet a torrid; temperate, and

frigid temperature on his journey, and he will also pass

through three distinct zones as regards vegetation, etc.

The other district, rising from the sea to the base of the

mountain, is very fertile
;
then comes the Bosco, or wooded

j
region, with dense forests or scattered groups of chestnuts,
itex, oak, or sometimes pine, many of the trees attaining an
enormous growth. Just below the Bosco are 180 small

cones, which anywhere else would be themselves respect-
able mountains

; note, for instance, Monte Rosso, above
Nicolosi. Above the Bosco comes a third region of dreary

! desolation, consisting of scoriae and ashes, and for a con-
! siderable period of the year covered with snow.
1 The view from the summit is of vast extent, and has
I been the theme of descriptions innumerable. 50,000 square
1

miles of land and sea form the vast encircling prospect,
i and the effects of light and shade at sunrise and sunset are

1

truly marvellous.

The cold on the summit is at all seasons intense. In

the height of summer, when the thermometer stands at

90 or higher at Catania, it will fall to 35 at the Casa
*

Inglese, and to 28 on the summit. Such sudden variations
^ of temperature cannot but be trying ;

and travellers will

act wisely in providing themselves with an extra scarf or
shawl.

On returning from the summit, after remounting at the
1 Casa Inglese it is usual to make a detour to visit the black

I

rock-bound gulf, 4! miles wide, called the Val di Bove,
with two cones of the 1852 eruption, and the Torre del

i Filosofo, said to have been the observatory of Empedocles,
; probably an erection of Hadrian's.

There are authentic records of 79 eruptions ;
the first

* occurred in the time of Pythagoras, but there are no

\
details of its effects

;
the second is mentioned by Thucy-

<\
, dides, in 477 B.C.

;
the most noted wrere in B.C. 396, 126

||
112

;
A.D. 1169, 1329, 1537, 1669, and 1693.

j'' The eruption of 1693 was most disastrous. On 9th Janu-
$ I ary, Etna began to vomit smoke and flames. In the night
I |

a violent earthquake did much damage to Catania, killing
rl I some of the citizens. The next clay, after fearful subterra-

&,
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nean rumblings, came another terrific shock, accornna
"

by an explosion and an oscillation so violent that
*

could keep his feet. In an instant Catania was a
ruins, beneath which la}^ buried 18,020 of its inhauiiant
The same shock destroyed in a moment

fifty cities' a
S

J

towns, and shattered many others in various parts of Sicilv
and no less than 60,000 persons lost their lives.

~ '

During the last century some twenty eruptions have
taken place, the most important and violent being; those rvf

1812, 1819, 1840, 1852, 1865, 1868, 1869, 1874, I87Q
1886, 1891, 1892.
An important eruption took place on the 26th May, _

It began suddenly with unusual violence and noise* "but
was of short duration, for on the yth June the volcano
had returned to its usual state.

.
It occurred

simultaneously
on- opposite sides of the mountains, S.S.W. above Bianca-
villa, and N.N.E. above Randozzo and Castiglione, in the
direction of Mojo.
On the Biancavilla side the length of the lava stream

did not exceed i mile, and the damage was inconsider-
able

;
but towards Moja the lava spread for a distance of

7 miles.

In March, 1883, there was a severe shock of earthquake,
which left a wide fissure on the S. side of the mountain!,
Much consternation was felt in the villages round Etna,
but the volcano showed no further signs of eruption.

In May, 1886, showers of ashes and dense clouds of
steam were emitted from the central cone, and after a
violent earthquake a new crater was formed, about 4^
miles north of Nicolosi, to which village the lava flowed to

within a few hundred yards.
The eruption of 1891 was very violent, but not so disas-

trous to property as the eruption of July 9, 1893, as in

the former case the lava flowed over the district that had
been destroyed on former occasions.

Travellers who do not ascend Mount Etna are recom-
mended to make an excursion to Monte Rosso (3,140 feet),

about 3 hours there and back, from Nicolosi, where ar-

rangements can be made with the Capo Guida for guides
and mules.

From Catania an interesting Tour of the Mountain may
be made, either by road or rail, as follows ;
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To Paterno, through Misterbianco, and past the feudal

towers of Motta, the road gradually ascends amidst luxu-

riant vegetation ; groves of orange, olive, almond, citron,

etc., are continuous. At Paterno, the castle with its

Norman keep is conspicuous. Another similar keep is

seen at Aderno, where also is the immense nunnery of

S. Lucia, founded by Roger in 1 157. Hence to Bronte, a

desolate road, through volcanic surroundings (crossing the

streams of six dated eruptions), skirls the more abrupt
western slopes of Etna. Some estates here belong to the

descendants of Lord Nelson and Bronte, whose Italian

title is now little remembered. From Bronte the road

along the N. side of Etna passes through extensive oak
and chestnut forests to Randazzo, The churches, ducal

palace, town hall, and some other buildings in this town

may be noticed in passing. The next stage is Lingua-
glossa, from whence, in 3^ hours, the craters of 1865 may
be visited (mule 7^ to cS fr., attendant i-| fr.). From

Linguaglossa, through Piedimonte to Oiarre by train to

join the main line, or if by carriage to Giardini, the road
is the old military way traversed by Himilco, 396, Timo-

leon, 344, and Charles V., 1534. The route by road and

by the Ferrovia Circumetn^a is precisely the same,

CATANIA TO SYRACUSE.

By rail, 54 miles, 3 hours
; by steamboat, twice weekly,

4 hours. Through the rich and fertile Piano di Catania,
the principal grain and cotton district of Sicily, the rail-

way passes to Kicotra (junction for Girgenti and Palermo) ;

thence to Passo Marlino ; cross the Siineto and Gurnalunga,
which unite to form the Giarretta. Station, Vahavoin, The
largest lake in Sicily (loto 14 miles circumference, accord-

ing to the season) is next approached. This is the

Biviere di Lentini, in winter the resort of water-fowl, and

consequently of sportsmen ;
in summer a fertile source of

malaria. Lentini, a town of 11,000 inhabitants, near the
site of the ancient Lconlinoi, of Greek, Roman, and
Saracenic fame. Cross the Lionarclo and reach Agnonc }

and afterwards Brucoli. Following the coast, we next
arrive at Augusta, till lately Agosta, which was built by
Frederick II. on site of ancient Xiphonia. It is a fortified

town with a good harbour. Here De Kuyler was defeated
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by Duquesne in 1676, and died at Syracuse of his woundsWe now skirt the Megarean Bay, anciently bordered with
towns. To the west lies Mellili, once famous for the
Hyblean honey praised in classic poetry* At this town
the festival of St. Sebastian, on May ist and 2nd, attracts
vast numbers. The next station is PrioJo. Torre *clel
Marcello, of doubtful origin, is

i-J-
mile distant. Skirtino'the

Trogilus (the Bay occupied by the iieet of Marcellusf we
arrive at the station of Siracnsa, -J mile from the town.

'

SYRACUSE

[Hotel see Appendix].

This city was, at the period of its greatest prosperity, 2 1

miles in circumference, with a population of 500,000". It
is now a town of about 32,000 inhabitants, confined to its

earliest limits on the island Ortygia. It was founded by
Corinthians in 734 B.C. under Archias, probably on the
site of an earlier Phoenician colony. Its Greek" Cartha-
ginian, Roman, and Mediaeval history are replete with
stirring details. Here Archimedes \Vas killed by a Roman
soldier, and here St. Paul spent three days during his

journey to Rome.
In Modern Syracuse the Cathedral is partly formed

from an ancient Doric temple, probably of Diana.
The Museum, opposite the entrance to the Cathedral

(open daily 9 to 3, admission i fr.), contains a valuable
collection recently enlarged and arranged, including
sarcophagi, reliefs, Greek sculptures, vases, bronze, bone,
coral, and glass objects, a marble Venus, a colossal. Head
of Zeno, an Esculapius, etc., amongst the sculptures.
There are also various vases and terra-cottas, a bronze
head of Medusa, etc., etc. One room (usually locked)
contains a valuable collection of Greek coins and some

pictures. Catalogue i fr. 25 c. The Library, to the

north of the Cathedral (9,000 vols. and *a few MSS.), is

open daily from ro to 12.

The Fountain of Arethusa (the reputed scene of the

celebrated metamorphosis), the ruins of the Temple of

Diana, and various other relics must also be seen.

The Harbour is very spacious, but there is little

commerce. Steamers run to CaUinia and Mcssi/ui on
K K
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Wednesday, 2 p.m. ;
to Mulla daily (except Monday) at

4.30 p.m., 8 hours
; returning from Mallet 4.30 a.m. To

Tripoli, calling at Malta, Monday evening ;
to Girgcnli,

Trapani, and Palermo on Sunday midnight. Almost all

the foreign trade is with MaiId.

RAILWAY.- Station one mile from the town.

CABS. From railway to the town, one horse, 75 c.
;
two

horses, i fr. 10 c. Hotel omnibus i fr., luggage extra.

Cabs per course in town, 40 c. with one horse, 70 c. two
horses. Per hour, i fr. or 2 fr.

; per clay, 7 fr. or u fr.
;

more at the hotels.

BOATS, Various, consult tariff.

GUIDES. 5 fr. per clay.

BRITISH VICE-CONSUL. Mr. Joseph Lobb.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE. Via Roma.
The dimale is as mild and delightful as that of any town

in Sicily.

Syracuse is noted for its wine, Muscato and Isola Bianco ;

also for its lish, Palotnito
} Rivdlo, etc.

To make the entire tour of Syracuse would require two
or three days, but the principal sights can be visited by
carriage in one day, with a good guide.

ANCIENT SYRACUSE

was situated on the mainland north of the modern town,
and consisted of live distinct parts, four of these being
surrounded by a wall constructed of immense blocks of

stone, aixcl completed about the year 380. No traces of

houses remain, but numerous wells exist, and the city was

provided with two aqueducts, starting from the mountains.
In the western portion it contains an

Amphitheatre (closed), a Roman structure of the time
of Augustus, measuring 230 feet by 130 feet.

The Latomia del Paradise, an ancient quarry, one of

many from the .stone of which the city was built
;
also the

celebrated Ear of Dionysius, a tapering grotto, shaped
like an S, with remarkable echoes, said to have been
constructed by the tyrant whose name it bears, in order
to. listen to his prisoners' conversation.

The Ara (649 feet by 75 feet) is probably the noted
Altar of Hiero II., where the annual sacrifice of 450 oxen
took place in memory of the expulsion of Thrasybulus,
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The Greek Theatre is the third largest known, erected
in the 5th century B.C. It is 492 feet in

diameter, and
has numerous interesting inscriptions. The hill on which
the theatre stands commands a remarkable sea and land
view. A Nymphaeum is close by, and divergent from it

is the Street of Tombs, rock-hewn, like the theatre.

The Fort of Euryalus, with its four massive towers
and deep fosses, etc., is at the west extremity of the city,
at the highest point of the ancient Epipoke, Many other

objects of antiquarian interest are pointed out by the guides,
The eastern portion of the ancient city is chiefly the

Achradina; it is best approached by boat across the
small harbour. The caverns on the coast of the Achradina
are visited by boat in calm weather (1^-2 fr.). Fragments
of the ancient fortifications are numerous.

Santa Lucia is a church, marking the site of the saint's

martyrdom.
S. Giovanni, founded 1182, has a crypt, in which it is

said St. Paul preached. In the adjacent extensive Cata-
combs were found many Christian frescoes and inscriptions.
The Latomia Casale contains a flower-garden, laid out

by order of the Marchese Casale.

The Latornia de' Cappucini, so named from the

adjacent monastery, is the most remarkable of the huge
quarries alluded to above

;
here thousands of Athenians

toiled in dreary captivity.
The Vale of the Anapo, with its papyrus plants 20 feet

iu height, and its innumerable water-fowl, forms a pleasant
excursion. From the Marina at Syracuse to the mouth of

the Anapo by boat (i fr.), to the Fountain of Cyane (5 fr.)

(4 hours). This is the source of one branch of the Aiiapo,
and is the traditionary site of the Metamorphose of the

Nymph whose name it bears. Not far from the river is

seen a hill on which are the shafts of two columns all

that now remains of the celebrated temple of Zeus

Olympius. Here was a statue of the gocl (by GeJon),

stolen by the rapacious VerreSj having been previously

deprived of its robe of gold by Dionysius.

CATANIA TO TAORMINA AND MESSINA.

From Catania the traveller to Tuormina proceeds by the

main Palermo Catania to Messina railway as far as
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Qiardini, 29 miles, through lava fields on one side,

and the blue Mediterranean on the other. Two or three

considerable towns are passed. Near station Aci Caslcl/o

are the seven huge masses of basalt and limestone, called

the Scogli de' Ciclopi, or Faniglioni, being the rocks

which blind Polyphemus hurled at Ulysses, projecting

wildly from the sea, and overlooked by the Castle of Aci,
on a huge volcanic cliff.

Aci Reale stands in a commanding position on seven I

streams of lava, 550 feet above the sea. The locality is

the scene of the stories of Acis, Galatea, and Polyphemus.
Aci Reale has a population of 34,000 souls, and has become 'j

a very favourite health resort since the Grand Hotel has

been constructed. The climate is very mild. A large i

and elegant Thermal establishment is connected with the

hotel, from the garden of which there are good views of i

Mount Etna and the coast. Pleasant excursions can be
undertaken in every direction,'and the district is full of

geological interest.

Qiarre (f mile from the station) has nearly 26,000

inhabitants, and the streets are paved with lava. The
remains of the celebrated chestnut-tree,

u
cli Cento

Cavalli," are at S. Alfio, live miles up the Etna slopes. i

The 1865 craters may be visited from hence in live hours, J

but it is easier from Linguaglossa.

Circular railway round the west side of Mount Ktna to Catania, 68

miles, 6-7 hours, an interesting excursion for those who do not make
|

the ascent of Mount Etna, the line passing over the highest cultivated
]

districts of the mountain (sec p. 416).
J

Masaili is in a district of great richness, producing fruit,
l

grain, and wine in abundance. On the promontory to the
east the first Greek settlement in Italy, Ntixos, was built,
in 735 B.C., one year before Syracuse.
At station Calatabiano we encounter the steam of lava

that broke forth in B.C. 396, and forced Himileo and his

army to round Mount Etna on their way to Syracuse.
Qiardini, a small fishing village, where Garibaldi

embarked for Calabria in 1860, is the station for

TAORMINA

[Hotels sec Appendix],

a small town standing on an abrupt hill 650 feet above the
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railway. It may be reached by a good winding road

(3 miles) by carriage, for which the price should be settled

in advance, and should not exceed 2 or 3 fr. for two or
three persons each way, or by the post omnibus, i fr.

each way. Luggage can be left at the station, if the

traveller is not remaining at Taormina.
In and about Taormina (ancient Tauromenium), once

one of the most celebrated of Sicilian cities, are many
ancient and mediaeval remains, and much charming
scenery. It is surrounded by a Saracenic wall, has
numerous churches and many mansions of feudal times.

But the great attraction of Taormina is the magnificent
ruined

Theatre, the largest in Sicily, and the only one in

Europe that retains its
u scena "

in any state of preserva-
tion. Fee to the custodian, i fr. The Theatre, situated

in the east of the town on a plateau 700 feet above the

sea-level, which is of Greek origin, shows signs of Roman
modification, and has been partially restored at various

times, but it is still one of the best existing examples of

a Greek theatre. The plan is a semicircle
;
the external

diameter is 357 feet, the orchestra is 126 feet long by
54 deep. But the great feature is the "

scena," which, as

regards its state of preservation, is unsurpassed by any
ancient theatre in Europe. It is a thick wall of brick-

work, with three gates, the central, or u
royal gate," being

much larger than the side, or u
stranger gates."

There is a small collection of antiquities on the upper
storey, for visiting which and the theatre there is no fixed

charge, but the guardian is satisfied with a moderate

gratuity.
The "view from the Theatre is the finest in Sicily.

" No
one who has seen the sun rise from this glorious spot can
ever forget it. Almost at our feet was the immense

expanse of murmuring sea
; below, the beautiful sweep of

the theatre, and the broken arches of the proscenium,
overhung by tremendous rocks, half covered with tufts of

cactus, the town upon its beetling precipice, the winding
shore all the way from Syracuse to Messina, with the

stupendous mass of Etna towering above everything
besides/' Pictures of Sicily.

a
It is certainly one of the finest views in the world, and

of which words, and $ven the pencil, can impart but a
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faint idea. The ruins of a Greek theatre, with a sea

amethyst seen through its broken arches, might suffice _
*

itself ;*but then comes Etna beyond, displaying the wh^
f

of its magnificent Hank, and sweeping down to the oce^
^

Bits of the town, an old fortress above, a sugarloaf vill^
beyond, with various peaks and heights more or 1^
distant, fill up a scene which is rendered doubly ei

by the atmosphere, and the sun that reveals it so

aiid so brilliantly. Turn round, as you stand in the

row of seats, and you have the mountains and the coast ^j
the way to Messina a combination sufficient of itself *

make the reputation of any other place. Nothing e^
surpass Taormina." G. Knighl.

Visitors not pressed for time should visit the Goth^
Palace Corvaia in the Piazza V. Emanuele

;
the Churci

of S. Caterina; a small Theatre excavated in 1894; ^
Roman Naumachia, and the Cathedral. An exeursio^
without guide, may be recommended to

'

Mola, a village commanding superb views, 2,030 fe^
above the sea. Time required, three hours. With tl^
may be combined the ascent of Monte Venere (2,8^
feet).

Returning from Taormina to the railway station (Gia r ^

</////) the express train proceeds in about an hour to

MESSINA

[Hotel .w Appendix],

which can also be reached by train from Naples to Heggio
via Hattipaglia, etc., 13 20 hours (sec p. 3^3); or by
steamer in about 17 hours from Naples, and in 13 hours
from Palermo. Passing the volcanic cone (if Stromboli^
we round the once dreaded Faro, with whirling Charybdis
and frowning Scylla, anchor in the middle of the busiest
harbour in ltsily,"and land in small boats (J-i fr.) at the
Sanita. Porter thence to the Dogana and hotel (i fr,).

The spacious harbour is surrounded by the well-built

town
;

four principal streets running parallel to the

Marina, with other streets crossing them. Earthquake,
war, plague, and cholera, etc., have often ravaged
Messina, but it is now a flourishing town of over 80,000
inhabitants, or 140,000, including the 48 suburban villages.
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The principal exports are oranges and lemons (100,000
tons yearly), wine, olive oil, and silk.

These calamities, however, have rendered the town
signally devoid of relics of antiquity. Nothing Greek or
Saracenic remains.

Steamers run between Messina and Reggio twice each
way daily, morning and afternoon

;
to Alexandria, to

Naples, Genoa, Marseilles, to Brindisi and Venice, to the
Pirausj to Palermo, Catania, Syracuse, and Malta at fixed

times, as advertised.

By the railway from Messina to Catania and Palermo, or

by the coast railway from Messina to Palermo, and the
various branch lines, there is frequent communication with
Messina and all parts of the island of Sicily.

Messina is the seat of an Archbishop and of a
University,

is admirably situated just within the Straits, and. is sur-

rounded with vineyards, olive groves, orchards, and
gardens. Part of the coast between Messina and Catania
is exceedingly beautiful, and is thought to rival the famous
Genoese Riviera. Lofty mountains descend to the sea,

leaving a narrow1 rim of richly-cultivated plain, sprinkled
with towns and villages ;

while a broad margin of white
sand runs along the shore, and masses of rock have fallen

into the transparent water.

The climate of Messina is healthy, the constant move-
ment of the air bringing coolness in summer

;
it is also

temperate in winter, but the cold wind blowing through
the straits must be guarded against, and it is not to be
recommended for consumptive or rheumatic patients.
The mean temperature in spring is about 60 Fahr.

;
in

summer, 80
;
in autumn, 70 ;

and in winter, 55.
Messina is a very agreeable place of residence for a few

weeks handsome streets, good hotels with moderate

charges, theatre, clubs, tramways, English church, fine

points of view, and a civil population. In addition to the

excursions mentioned below a visit to Taormina, returning
to Messina the same day, can very conveniently be made
by travellers who are not intending to stay more than a

night or two in Taormina, and who have not secured

rooms there. In this way travellers make sure of their

own comfortable rooms in Messina, instead of having to

put up with anything that may offer during the crowded
season at Taormina, An express train leaves Messina at
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9.45 a.m., clue at Giarclini, the station for Taormina, at

10.50 a.m.; returning from Giarclini at 4.45 p.m., due at

Messina at 5.43 p.m.

'

(Tunc-lahlc subject to alteration.)

Messina was^ founded in B.C. 730 by Cimuean pirates, and

in 493 was taken by the Greeks and called Messana. The
town was destroyed by the Carthaginians in 396, and

rebuilt by Dionysius. Timoleon defeated the Carthagi-

nians, but later the victory of Hannibal, about 269, led to

the Romans being applied to, and hence arose the First

Punic War. Augustus established a colony in 36, and

Messina became "second only in importance to Syracuse.
The town was taken by the Saracens in A.I). 843, by the

Normans in 1090, was besieged by Richard Coeur cic
k Lion

in 1189, and by Charles of Anjou in 1282, but retained its

independence for several centuries. The Emperor
Charles V. and his son, Don John of Austria, protected
the town 1550-72. Q liarrc ^s arose, French aid was
asked and given, but did not succeed ; disaster upon
disaster ensued. Wars, plagues, earthquake, cholera,
carried off a large proportion of the population, and
caused the ruin of Messina, from which it has steadily
recovered since the advent of Garabaldi in 1860.

PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS AND SIGHTS.

The Cathedral," or la Matriee, is of mixed style ;
it was

commenced in 1098, completed by Roger IL, and damaged
by lire and earthquake at various times. The interior was
modernised in 1682, and in 1783 an earthquake destroyed
the Campanile, and in 1863 the Choir was rebuilt, so that
there remains little of the original building. Twenty-six
granite columns from a Temple of Neptune adorn* the

'

carious and picturesque west front.

The High Altar has cost millions of francs
;

it is very
rich, but not in good, taste. It holds the celebrated letter
from the Virgin Mary to the Messinese, since proved a

16th-century forgery of Constantine Lascaris, There are
some pictures and monuments, not of great importance,
and sarcophagi. The mosaics in* the Apses date from
1333. The Treasury is rich in goldsmith's work. The
fountain of Montorsoli (1647-51) in front of the Cathedral
is very graceful ;

it has statues of the Nile, Tiber, etc., and
bas-reliefs.
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S. Maria del Catalani is the oldest Norman church in
Messina. It was preceded by a mosque, and before that
by a Greek temple on the same site.

S. Francesco (T Assisi, founded in 1251, burnt clown
in 1854, now restored. Behind the High Altar is an
ancient Sarcophagus of interest, and a few good sculp-
tures.

The Monastery of S. Gregorio has a church notice-
able for its gorgeous decorations and line pictures by
AntoncUo da Messina, Guercino, Ricdo

}
and others.

S. Maddalena is historically noteworthy as the scene
of a fearful conflict between the Messinians and the
soldiers of the King of Naples after his paternal bom-
bardment of the town in 1848.
The Palazzo Municipale (Town Hall) is modern, bv

Giacomo Minitloli. Opposite are the Exchange and Post
Office.

Teatro Vittorio Emariuele, with handsome sculptures
by RosaHo ZagarL
"The University, in the street opposite the Cathedral,

contains a Library of 35,000 volumes, with some 800
valuable MSB., and a Natural History Collection.

The Museum (-! fr.), containing Greek inscriptions,

sarcophagi, vases from Urbino, and a small picture

gallery. These collections are open daily from 9 to 3
*

o'clock.

The Campo Santo is alone worth a visit to Messina
;

it is one of the finest in Italy, situate on a hill, with

striking view. (Steam Tramway 5 times daily.)

The~forts of Castellacio (N.) and Gonzaga (S.) date
from 1540, but are now dismantled, and situated as they
are, high above the town, afford line points of view.

Splendid views of Messina, Calabria, etc., can also be
obtained from various points near the town, such as from
the Villa Rocca Guelfonia, the Monte dei Cappuccini,
or the Eremitagio di Trapani ; and a very interesting
drive may be taken on the Strada Militare encircling the

town, connecting the new fortifications. The highest

peaks in the neighbourhood are Monte Cicci (1,995 feet),

Dinnamari (3,707 feet), and the Monte Antennamare
(3,705 feet).

Several agreeable short excursions can be made to the

Faro (steam tramway six times a clay), by carriage to the
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Telegrafo, and other places in the neighbourhood, as

well as to Reggio, Palmi, Monte S. Elia, etc., on the oppo-
site eoast.

English Church.- ii, Via Seeoncla del Gran Priorato.

Sailors' Room. 165, Corso Vittorio Emanuele.
British Consul.---Mr. G. C. Laseelles, Via Porta Real-

busso.

American Consul. Mr. C. M. Caughv, on the Marina.

Physicians. Dr. Cammareri, Dr. Gabbi, both speak
English.
Clubs and Reading: Rooms. Casino della Borsa and

Circolo Nuovo.

Tefegmph'office. 1
Near the ****** del Municipio.

Cab. Within the town, one horse, 50 c. ;
two horses,

i fr. To the station, 75 e. and i fr. 50 c. By the hour,
i fr, 80 c., and i fr. 10 c. each succeeding hour.

Steam Tramway to Faro
;
to Barcelona

;
the Campo

Santo, and Giampilieri.
Omnibuses traverse the town, and run to the station

;

fares 15 c. and 20 c.

Theatres. Teatro Vittorio Emanuele. Tealro della

Muni/done.

PALERMO TO MESSINA BY THE COAST.

(144 miles Railway, in 5^ to 8 hours.)

/// ///<.' express train tlicrc is a tlrawing-rooni cur ; supplement, 6 //.

4(> c. Train tic Iii.ve once a week toMesshni anil Naples, lawing Palermo
at 10.20 a.m., on Tuesdays ; supple-well^ 8

,//*. 20 r. to Messhttt, 24 fr. io

Naples (Restaurant car}. Steamers from Palermo to Messina three or

four times n week. (Time tables and fares subject to alteration.)

From Palermo to Termini, see p. 407.
For some distance after leaving Termini the route is

dreary and uninteresting until arriving at Hiton/onie/Io,
where are the ruins of a Doric Temple, Then crossing
the Finnic, along the valley to Campo/clicc and Roccclla

}
the

view is bounded by lofty mountains, S. Salvatore (6,265
feet), the Pizzo Antenna (6,480 feet), as far as Lusctiri,
where the district is more cultivated, to

Cefalu, a thriving, dirty town of 14,000 inhabitants,

chiefly engaged in the sardine and other tishing industries,
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From the Norman Castle a grand view of the coast and
mountains will repay a visit. The Cathedral, \vith Its

massive facade and two large towers of four storeys, is a

splendid specimen of Norman architecture. Fine cloisters

adjoin the church.
Then a number of unimportant stations are passed

Caste!buono, Polllna, Tnsa, S. Stcfano di Camastra
J Caronin

(surrounded by the largest underwood forest in
Sicily),

through groves of oleander, to S. FrateUo Acqucdolci, "s.

Agata di Militcllo, S. Marco d'Alunzio, Zapulla (ruins of a
mediaeval palace), Nnso Capo d'Orlando (great naval battle,

July, 1299), Brolo-Ficarra, Piraino S.AngcIo,Gioiosa Mtirea,
S, Georgia, Pattl Marina, and

Patti, finely situated on a hill, population 10,000.
Modernised Cathedral, where Adelasia, mother of King
Roger, is interred. Large monasteries. Lovely chateau
on the Scahi belonging to the wealthy barons of Sciacca.

Crossing rivers, and passing through the Capo Tindaro
(ancient Tyndaris, founded by Dionysius I. in 396, remains
of a theatre, and other ruins, mosaic pavements, stalactite

grotto), the railway traverses a fertile plain to liven,

Falcone, Castroreak, Castrorcalc Bagui (sulphur and chaly-
beate baths) over numerous torrents to

Barcellona, a prosperous town with sulphur baths,
much frequented from May to September. Pretty
suburb of Pozzo di Gotto. Population 21,000. Through
valuable vineyards, the next station is

Milazzo (ancient Mylas, founded B.C. 716), an important
little town, with a good harbour, and extensive tunny
fisheries. British and American Consular Agents. Charm-

ing drive 4^ miles to the Capo di Milazzo. Mail steamer

daily at 7.30 a.m. to Lipari.
The line still continues for some miles along the coast,

past several small stations to Saponara, where it turns to

the right up the Gullo valley to

Gesso, a small town long held by the Saracens. From
Gessq a delightful walk or drive of about twelve miles can
be taken to Messina, crossing the Neptunian Mountains,
with superb views from the summit (1,750 feet). Travellers

preferring to remain in the train pass through a long
tunnel. in the mountain and soon arrive at

Messina (see p. 422).

Lipari Islands (see p. 428).
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THE LIPARI ISLANDS.

A visit to the Lipari Islands can be made from Messina

in three days. The entire group is composed of seven

islands and ten small islands of submarine mountains,

their entire population numbering about 18,000. These

islands were said by the Greeks to be the abode of u-Kolus,

ruler of the winds. They were inhabited in turn by the

Athenians. Carthaginians, Romans, Saracens, Normans,

Sicilians, and Neapolitans.

Lipari is the largest island of the group, over thirty

miles in circumference, and very fertile; population of

the chief town 4,000, of the whole island 5,500. The

principal exports are wine, sulphur, oil, figs, capers, and
currants. In the Cathedral and Church of Addolorata
are paintings by Alibnindo. The hot springs at San

Calogero, temperature 126 Fahr., six miles from the

landing-place, are noted.

Vulcano, with a huge smoking crater, formed by the

volcanic cone of Monte Aria, 1,640 feet, can be visited by
boat from Lipari.

Isola della Saline (boat from Lipari) is the chief source
of Malmsey wine. Two volcanic cones rise to the height
of about 3,000 feet. Filicuri, Alicuri, and the Panaria

group offer no particular attractions. They are inhabited

by a few fishermen and shepherds, and are almost entirely
uncultivated.

Stromboli, the fabled seat of /Eolus, was in the Middle

Ages the supposed entrance to Purgatory. The volcano

(3,022) is constantly active
;

the ejected stones, etc,,

mostly falling back into the crater.

Steamer to Lipari from Milaxxo (sec p. 427). There is

only one tolerable inn at Lipari, and on the other islands
the accommodation is of the scantiest. No food is pro-
vided on the steamers.
Steamer from Messina Sunday and Wednesday, i a.m.,

due at Lipari 6 a.m., and continuing to Isola della Saline,

Panaria, and Stromboli.
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TOURS IN SICILY, CONDUCTED OR
INDEPENDENT,
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Organised by Mr. Hans von Pernull, 93, Corso Vittorio
Emanuele, Palermo. (Cook's Correspondent.)

Conducted Tour. Visiting Palermo, Girgenti, Syracuse,
Catania, Taormina, Messina, Palermo. First-class railway,
ten days first-class hotels, and services of conductor, 240 fr.

Second-class railway, first-class hotels, 220 fr. If the tour
ends at Messina, 20 fr. less.

The same tour can be made by independent travellers,

passengers being met at every town by Mr. Hans von Per-
nnil's representative.

Guides, 18 fr. a clay.

Independent Tours*

Palermo to Segesta and Return (one day). First-class

rail, small one-horse vehicle, 19 fr.
;

iirst-class rail,
landau and two horses, 32 fr.

;
second-class rail, landau

and two horses, 28 fr.
;

second-class rail, one horse

vehicle, 15 fr.

Fares for two, three, or four passengers travelling

together to be obtained on application.

On Thursdays, special Iirst-class only, with archaeological
lecture in situ by Mr. Pernull, 28 fr.

Palermo, Segesta, Selinunte, Palermo (two days).
First-class railway, carriages, one day hotel, 5 1 fr.

;
second-

class railway, carriages, one day hotel, 46 fr.

Fares for two and more passengers on application.
Guide advisable, 16 fr. per day, plus second-class railway,

Palermo, Girgenti (Ancient Aeragas), Palermo (two

days). First-class railway, one day hotel, 57 fr.
;
second-

class railway, iirst-class hotel, 50 fr.

Fares for two or more passengers on application.

Courier, 16 fr. per day, plus second-class railway.
Excursions to Selinunte every Friday.

do. Cefalu, Tuesdays and Saturdays,
do. Trepuni, Mount Etna, Lipad Islands, by

arrangement,
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FESTIVALS, PARDONS,

[Some time since, a good article in Macniillau'& Magazine, called
attention to the want of ;i Traveller's Calendar, which should
indicate the principal Festivals, etc., on the Continent of Europe
The present list is founded upon the data given in that article, and it
is hoped it will he found useful. The Editor will feel much indebted
to travellers who will kindly favour him with information of other
events to add to the list.

Visitors to Brittany are recommended to arrive at the place, to
secure accommodation, a clay or two before the date of the Pardon,
or Festival, as the pilgrims arrive the day before, and the ceremonies
commence at daybreak.]

Pl,ACK. DESCRIPTION.

Adelsberg Whit- Monday Peasants' Ball in the Caverns. Il-

luminated.
Aixla-Cha- July 10-24 Exhibition of Relics in Cathedral

pelle every 7 years. Next Exhibition,
1909.

Alen^on Feh. 2 Great Horse Fair.

Whitsun - week The u Niederrheinische Musikfest."
Amsterdam ... 2nd Monday in Festivities of the Kermesse com-

vSept. mence, and continue for a fort-

night.

Annecy (Savoy) Jan. 29 Festival of St. Francis de Sales.

Antwerp Sunday follow- Kermesse, Procession of Giant in

iug Aug. 15 Rubens* Car.
Carnival for three days preceding*
Ash-Wednesday.

Assist Aug. i and 2... Grand Festivals.

Oct. 14 Festival of St. Francis.

Audierne 3rd Sunday Pardon,
after Easter

Augsburg April 10 Commencement of Fair, which
continues for a fortnight.

Auray Whitsuntide... Pardon.

|nly 20 Pardon of Ste. Anne.

Avellino \Vhil-8iuiday Pilgrimage to Monte Vergine.
and Sept. 7 Popular Fetes. At Merco^liano,

dances of peasants (5 days).

Ste. Aline July 26 Pardon of Ste. Anne.

d*Auray
Bar! (S, Italy)... May S. Xfcltolas. Pilgrimage to shrine.

Miraculous manna exuded.

Basle Aug. 25 Commemoration of battle of St.

Jacques.
Mi
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PLACK, DATK. DKSCUIPTIOX.

Batersalp July 25111 or \V resiling Matches.

(Swit/crland) Sunday fol-

lowing
Beaucaire July Great Fair. Is near Tarascon.

Be Ion (Pont "Sept. 3 Procession.

Aven)
Benodet Trinity Sunday Pardon.

Bergamo Middle Aug. to Fair.

middle Sept,

Bernay Passion Week Horse Fair.

July 8 Wool Fair.
J

BeuzecCap 5th Sun. after Pardon.
j

Sizun
*

Easter i

Beuzee Conq Last Sunday in Pardon.

Sept. ,. , J

Binic August 15 /v/<', Notre Dame de hi Conr.
\

Black Forest .. End Aug., be- ."Haft Parties" at Wildbad and
(j

ginning Sept. elsewhere.

Bodilis Ascension Day Pardon.

Bologna Dee. 3 SV. Fmncis Xaricr. Fete.

Sat. before As- Picture of the Madonna di San
eension Day. Luea. Procession to Hie Cathe-

dral.

2nd, 3rd, 4th Fcsla dell' Acldobbo. Procession
Sun. of June of children.

Bordeaux March and Oc- Fairs, lasting lifteen days.
tober

Bra Sept, 8 Pilgrimage to Sanctuary of Ma-
donna dei Fiore.

Bremen Nov. 6 Festival.

Bruges ist Sun. in Lent Great day of the Carnival.

ist Sun. in May Festival.

Brussels fan. 8 Slc.tiiutn/c. Festival at Sle. Gncluk 1

.

July 13 or Sun- Procession of miraculous wafers in

dayfollowing Sic. Gudulc.

Sept. 23 Requiem Mass in Sic. Guclule.
/'Y/t'.s- de Septembre from 23 J6.

Bulat * Pesti - Sept. 3 Pardon.
viln (near Sept. 8 Pardon

Guingamp)
Caen 2nd Sun. afler Great Fiir, lasting a forlnighl.

Kaster

Camaret ...... ist Sun. after Benediction of the Sea.

Trinity
Cancello (S. July 26

*

Annual Festival in honour of S,

Italy) Paulinus, who invented church
bells. Games, processions, etc.

Capri May 14 Festival San Costan/o.

Sept. 7 an^l 8
,, Virgin Mary.

Sept. 15 Madonna dellu Libera.

Carantec Whit Monday Pardon.
Carhaix ., Nov. 2 .....*. Fair and Cattle Market.
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PLACE.

Carnac

DATE. DESCRIPTION*.

Fete and Benediction of Cattle.

Pardon of St. Cornelv.
Sept. 13
2nd Sunday in

September
Carnoet (near Whit - Monday Pardon des Oiseaux.

Quimperle) Aug. 15 ~. Pardon.
Catania (Sicily) Feb. 3-5 Festival of Sta. Agata. .

Aug/i8-2i ... ,/
Chateauneuf Last Sunday in Pardon.

July
Clohars The Assump- Pardon.

tion, Aug. 15,

andfollowing
Sunday

Coadry 1st Sun. after Pardon.

Trinity
Coadut 1st Sunday in " Pardon des Coq?."

Advent
Coat-e=Mai ... 3rd Sunday in Pardon.

August
Coire (Chur) ... Ascension Day Popular Fries.

Cologne Carnival for three days before Ash-

Wednesday.
Whitsun-\vek The "Xiederrheinische Musikfest."

Combrit 2nd Sunday in Pardon.

September
Concarneau ... Whit - Monday Pardon of St. Anne and Procession

of Boats.

Coray Whit- Sunday Pardon.
Courtrai (Bel- v Carnival for three days before Ash-

gium)
"

Wednesday.
Dinan 2nd Thursday Great Fair, lasting fifteen days.

in Lent
Dirinon 2nd Sun. after Pardon.

Trinity
Last Sun.in July Pardon.

Douarnenez ... June 20 Procession. Fishing Fleets M and
Sea blessed by the Clergy.

Echternach ... Whit-Tuesday Dancing and Jumping Procession
to propitiate St. Vitus.

Einsiedeln Jan. 21 Festival of St. Meinrad.

(Switzerland) Sept. 14 Festival of the Engel Weihe. Mass
out of doors. Illuminations.

Engstlenalp July 26 or Sun- Wrestling Matches.

(nr. Meiringen) day following

Ennetegg (in Last Sunday in Wrestling Match,
the Entlebuch) Aug., 1st Sun-

day in Sept.

Etretat Ascension Day After High Mass procession and
Priests bless the Sea.

Falaise Aug. 10-25 Horse Fair.

Florence Easter Eve ... Fireworks in Piazza del Duomo,
" Lo scoppio del Carro,"

FF
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Florence March 25 Annunciation. Festival at Annun-
/iata Church.

June 23 Ei 'c o/ St. Joh n . Races and Fire-

works.

24 St. John Baptist. High Mass in

Duomo. Races. Illuminations.

Aug. 10 St. Lorenzo. Festival in nil Churches
in Italy hearing his name.

15 -Issitniption of Virgin. Musical
Services. Decorations.

Sept. tS Nativity of Virgin.
"
Riiicolone,"

and decoration of street altars.

Carnival preceding; Lent.

Folgoet, Le ... The Assump- Pardons, August 15 and ist Sun-
tion day in September.

Gaberic 2nd Sunday in Pardon.

Sept.
Genazzano April 26 Pilgrimages.

(Sabine Hills)

Genoa June 24 St. John Baptist. Relics carried in

procession in Cathedral.

Genzano (near Corpus Christi Floral Festivalvery picturesque.
Albano)

Ghent 2nd Sun. in July Festival. Kerrnesse.

Gouesnach ... Sept. 25 ......... Pardon of St. Caclou.

Gouezec Whit-Thursday Pardon,
Goulien ist Sun. in July Pardon.
Gourin Last Sun. in Pardon of St. Jlerve. Offerings

Sept. of Sheep.
Gratz Aug. 12 Pilgrimage to Maria/ell.

Gravina (S. April 20 Great Fair.

Italy)

Gueriescin ... 4th Sun. in July Pardon.
Guern Aug. 15 ......... Pardon.
Guidel ist Sun. in Oct. Pardon.
Guiler 2nd Sun. in Aug. Pardon.

Guingamp Sat. before and Procession at night.

ist.Sun.inJuly Pardon of Notre Dame de Bon
Seeours,

Guipavas ist Sun. in May Pardon.

Aug. 15 Pardon,

Guisseny 3rd Sunday in Pardon.

Sept.
Hal (Belgium)... Whit- Monday Pilgrimages,
Hasselt Aug., 1898, and Remarkable Fete.

"
Yirga Jesse,"

every 7 years
Kailbad Aug. 10 ..'....... Festival.

La Foret The two Sun- Pardon.

days follow-

ing the Fete
of Ste. Anne.

..,,,, 2nd Sunday in Pardon,

Sept.
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Loreto Dec, 10 Great Festival at the '*

Holy
House."

Lorient (He cle June 29 St. Peter. Blessing the Sardine

Croix)
"

Fishermen's Meet.

Louvain Feb. g St. Apollouln. Festival.

May 26 Pilgrimages.
2nd Sun. in July Festival.

Lucerne Sunday after Festival at Tcll's Chapel, Crowds
Ascension in boats.

Thurs. before Quaint and curious procession,
Ash-Wed.

Lugano June and Sept. Fair.

Lugo (near Ra- Sept. 1-19 Fair.

venna)
Malines July Festival of the Guilds every five

years. Next in 1909.
1st Sun. in July St. Rombauld. Festival.

Manfredonia May 8 .*. Pilgrimage to Church of St.

(near Foggia)
*

Michael.
Mantua Aug. 15 Assumption of Virgin. Pilgrimage

to Sta. Maria delle Gra/ie.
'

Vlarsala Maundy Thurs. Procession.
Marseilles June 16 Festival of Sacred Heart, com-

memorating the staying of the

plague, 1720.

Aug. 15 Assumption of the Virgin. Proees ^
sion of the silver statue.

Meilars ist Sunday in Pardon.

July
Meiringen ist Sunday in Wrestling Matches at the Sladtalp,

Aug. and on Aug. 10 at the Tannalp,
Mellili (Sicily) istand2nclMay Processions. Festival of St. Se *'

bastian. >

!

Mespaul June 24 and fol- Pardon.

lowing Sun.
Messina fune 3 Festival of the Madonna della

Lettera. %

Aug. 15 -J.s-.s7/ nipt/on <>/ Virgin. Festival of
'

f
.

;

" La Vara."
Milan May 3 Invention of the Cross, Procession

through the city. '&.

Nov. 4 Sdti Cnrlo /&>//<>///<<>. Grand /<V/<'. <!

Carnival. Preceding Lent. \

Moncalierl Oct. 29. Nov. Cattle Fair. I

(near Turin) 14 ]

Montcontour Whit - Monday Pardon and Pilgrimage of St.

Mallwrin. Cattle touched by the (!

reliquary of the Saint. Dancing , \

during four days.
*

,f

MonteSantan- May 18 Festival of St. Michael. I
gelo (near 4
Manfredonia) |*

Morlaix June. Oct. . Raccn. Horse Fairs, I*
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PLACE. DATE. DESCRIPTION.

Munich Monday before The "
Metzersprung

"
a curious

Ash-Wed. performance.
Good Friday... Pergolesi's Stabat Mater at Jesuits'

Church.

Corpus Christ! Procession of Guilds. Open-air
t services.

Naples ist Sun. in May Liquefaction of Blood of St. Janu-
arius.

Sept. 19-26 ... Liquefaction of Blood of St. Janu-
arius. Great Festival.

Dec. 16 Liquefaction of Blood of St. Janu-
arius. Feast of his "Patrocinio."

ist Sunday in Festival of the Constitution. Fire-

June works at Villa Nazionale.

Aug. 15 Assumption of Virgin. Festival at

Capodirnonte.
Assumption of Virgin. Pilgrimage

to Massa Lubreuse, nearSorrento.
Ascension Day. Fetes at Scarfati and Carditello.

Corpus Chrisli Festival at Sta. Chiara. Parade of

troops.

Jan. 17 Feste di St. Antonio Abate. Bles-

sing of domestic animals.

Sept. 7,8 Xativity of Virgin. Festival of the

Verginede Piedegrotta. A variety
of curious entertainments, mclud"-

ing the Tarantella dance.
Dec. 24 .........

"
Presepe

"
(/.., manger) in all

churches and houses.

Whit - Sunday Festival of the Madonna on Monte
Virgine near Avellino. Return
of the Pilgrims on Whit-Monday.

Whit - Monday Festival at Shrine of Madonna
dell

1

Arco.

Easter Sunday Pilgrimage to Antignano and Pog-
gio Reale.

Nepomuk May 16 Pilgrimage to birthplace of St.

John Nepomuk (between Prague
and Nuremberg).

Procession. . . ,Nivello (Bel- Whit -Monday
gium)

Nola
Ober Ammer
gau

July 26 Festival St. Paulinus. Procession.

ist "Sunday in And each succeeding Sunday till

June

Ostend .

Padua ....

Palermo .

Paris

end of September. .Passion

Play. Every 10 years. Repre-
sentation in 1910.

Blessing the sea.

Jan." 17 St. Anthony. Festival.

July ii-iS Festival of Sta. Rosalia. Cathedral

illuminated on last day of festival.

Sept. 4 Pilgrimage to Monte Pellegrino.

Jan. T Circumcision.
f

General ^~1l'^'J

Display of etrennes.

Corpus Christi

Jan. 17

July 11-15

holiday.
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July 14
Nov. 2..

Penhars
Penmarch
Penze (near St.

Pol de Leon)
Pesth
Pisa

Ascension Day
1st Sun. in July
Michaelmas ...

Aug. 20 .........

June 16 .........

Plebannalec .

Pleyben

Ploermel ...

Plomodiern

Ploneis ..

Ploneour

Plon6vez Por-
zay

Ploudal me
zeau

Plouedern

Plouescat

Plougasnou ...

(Sec St. Jean
clu Doigt)

Plougastel

Plougastel -

Daouias
Plougastel St.
Germain

Plougonnec ...

Plougoumelen
Plougrescant

(near Treguier)
Plouider ......

Ploujean
Ploumelin

Ploumodiern

Ploun evez
Loch rist

Plourhan

i st Sun. in Aug.
Trinity Sunday
j st Sun. in Aug.
Whit -Tuesday
and Sept. 8

Last Sunday in

July
Whit - Monday
ist Sun, in July
Aug. 15 .........

2nd Sun. after

Easter
Last Sunday in

July
ist Sun. in July

ist Sun. after

Trinity
2nd Sunday in

Sept.

National /*'<
:
/<'.

I// Souls. Crowds visit Pcrc la

Chaise.
Pardon.
Pardon of Ste. Nonna.

Marriage Fair.

Festival of St. Stephen of Hungary.
Festival of

" La Luniinara." Once
in three years.

Pardon.
Pardon.
Horse Races.
Pardon and Pilgrimage ot Notre
Dame.

Pardon.

Pardon.
Pardon.
Pardon.
Pardon,

Pardon.

Pardon.

Pardon.

Pardon.

June 24, Aug. Pardon of St. John. Fair <>! Sing-
15 ing Hirds.

Kaster Monday Pardon.

ist Sun. in July Pardon.

Ascension Day
ist Sun. in Aug.
July 23 .........

Whit - Sunday
ist Sun. in June
Sunday after

SepL 16

Last Sunday in

Aug.
Sept. 14 and

following Sun.

Monday of Pen-
tecost

Pardon.
Pardon,
Tomb of St. Gonery, Pardon and

Procession.
Pardon.
Pardon.
Pardon.

Pardon.

Pardon.

Pardon of St. Barnabe and Fair of

Birds,
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Plouzane

Plozevet..

Plozevit
Plumeliau

Pointe du Van
(near Troguer)

Pont 1'Abbe,..

Porzay

Pouldergat ...

Pouldreuzic ...

Prague

FETES, FAIRS, ETC.

DATE.

ist Sun. after Pardon.

Trinity
2nd Sunday in Pardon.

Sept.

Trinity Sunday
ist Sunday in

Aug.
1st Sun. in July

439

DESCRIPTION.

Pardon.
Pardon.

Fair.

Pardon of St. They.

Cattle blessed Horse

Whit - Monday
2nd Sunday in

Sept.

4th Sun. in Aug.
1st Sun. in Aug.
May 16-24

Pardon des Enfants.
Pardon.

Pardon.
Pardon.

StJohnNepoimik. Grand Festival
Pilgrimages. Mass on great bridge"

Festival of St. Wenceslaus.
"

Pardon of St. Eugene.
Sept. 28 ....

Primelin Sun. before Mid-
summer day

Quern eneven ist Sun. after Pardon.

Easter

Aug. 15 Pardon.

Quimperle (sec Whit - Monday Pardon des Oiseanx.

Toulfouen)

Rapallo July 2-4 Festival of Madonna dell' Orto.
Illumination of the coast.

Rigi ,,"
22 Pilgrimage to church on Rigi.

Wrestling Matches.

Aug. 5 Pilgrimage to Chapel Maria Zum
Schnee, Klosterli.

Sept. 6

Aug.ro Wrestling Matches at Kaltbad.

Rome ..-. [NOTE. Many of the festivals have been altered,
abandoned, or become irregular, since Rome
has become the capital of Italy. Those marked
with an asterisk are still observed with great
pomp.]

Jan. i Circumcision. "Papal Chapel"
(/.., service at which the Pope
is present) at the Sistine.
Curious ceremony at Sta. Maria
in Campitelli drawing for

patron saints.

5 Fair of the Befano. St. Eustachio.
6 Epipha ny. Ara Coeli Church ; pro-

cession. Benediction with the
Sante Bambino from top of steps.
Services in various churches

throughout octave.

n 17 St. Anthony's Day. Blessing the
beasts.

18 Chair of St. Peter. Procession
with Pope, in St. Peter's.
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Rome

FESTIVALS, PARDONS,

DATE. DESCRIPTION.

Jan. 20 St. Sebastian. Festival at Sant'

Andrea della Valle.

21 *St. Agnes. Blessing the lambs, at

Sta. Agnese fuori Mura.

,,25
*Conversion of St. Paul. Exhibition

of his chains at San Paolo.

Feb. i *St. Ignatius. The interesting sub-

terranean Church of San Cle-

mente illuminated.

2 Purification. Procession with can-

dles in St. Peter's.

March 9 Sta. Francesca Romana. Fete at

the Tor de' Specchi.
12 St. Gregory. Festival at S. Gregorio.

19 St. Joseph. Festival of S.Giuseppe.
,, 25

*Annunciation. Papal Chapel. Pro-

cession of white mule. Sta. Maria

sopra Minerva.

April 23 St. George. Exhibition of relics.

S. Giorgio in Velabro.

25 *St. Mark. Procession from St.

Mark's to St. Paul's.

30 St. Catherine. Festival at the

Minerva.

May 3
*Invention of the Cross. Exhibition

of relics "at Sante Croce.
26 *St. Filippo Sen. Papal Chapel,

Chiesa Nuova. (The rooms oc-

cupied by the saint are open on
this day.)

June 24 *St. John 'Baptist. Papal Chapel at

the Lateran. Fine musical ser-

vice, and on previous evening.
28 Eve of St. Peter. Papal Chapel,

St. Peter's. Dome illuminated.

29 *$/. Peter. The Pope performs
High Mass in St. Peter's. At
Lateran exhibition of relics.

Fireworks on Monte Pincio, etc.

Throughout the octave the Mamer-
tine Prisons are illuminated.

30 Sf. Ignatius Loyola. Festival at

the Gesu.

Aug. i *St. Peter's Chains. Festival at S.

Pietro in Vinculi.

,, 4 St. Dominic. Fete at the Minerva.

5 Sta. Maria ad Nives. Cardinal's

Chapel (i.e., service at which the
Cardinal is present) at Sta.

Maria Maggiore. During the
function white flowers are
showered from the roof of the

Borghese Chapel.
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PLACE.
'

DATE. DESCRIPTION.

tome Aug. 15
*
Assumption of the Virgin, sta

Maria Maggiore. High Mass,
in presence of the Pope. Bene-
diction from balcony.

Sept. 8 ......... ^Nativity of Virgin. Papal Chapel
at Sta. Maria del Popolo.

ist Sunday in Rosary Sunday. Procession from
October the Minerva. Fetes, etc., through-

out the month on Sundays and
Thursdays at Monte Testaccio.

Nov. I *Att Saints. Feast at S. Lorenzo.
Curious scenes in the cemeteries
throughout the octave.

4
*San Carlo Borromeo. Papal Chapel

at San Carlo in Corso.

22 Sta. Cecilia. Festival at Sta.
Cecilia. Illumination of Cata-
comb of. St. Calixtus, where St.
Cecilia was buried.

J} 23 *St. Clemenie. Festival and illu-

minations. Subterranean Church
of S. Clemente.

Dec. 3 St.FrancisXavier. Fete at the Gesu.
4 Military Mass at Sta. Maria Trans-

pontina. Fete of artillerymen.
8 Immaculate Conception. Papal

Chapel in the Sistine.

}) 24 Christmas Eve. Procession of Holy
crib in Sta. Maria Maggiore.
Night services at Sistine, Vati-

can, etc.

25 Christmas Day. Pope performs
High Mass at Si Peter's. Festi-
val of the "

Presepe
'*

at the Ara
Cceli. Sermons by boys for ten

subsequent days.

26 St. Stephen. Fete, San Stefano Ro-
tondo. "Te Deum "

at the Gesu.

Pope and Cardinals present.

27 St. John the Evangelist St. John
Lateran.

J} 31 St. Sylvester. At his church, and
" Te Deum "

at the Gesu.

Holy Week ... Noble ladies wash the feet of pil-

grims each evening at the Trinita

dei Pellegrini.

Wednesday. The " Tenebrze
" an

interesting service, at which the

lights are gradually extinguished
while the story of the Passion is

rehearsed.
"Miserere" sung in the Sistine

Chapel. Pope present.
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PLACE.

Rome . ..........

DATE. DKSCRIPTION.

Holy Week ... Tlntrstltty. Sistine Chapel, High
Mass. Procession of the Pope
to the Pauline Chapel, which is

illuminated. St. Peter's the

Pope blesses the people from the

balcony ; washes the feet of

thirteen priests ;
serves thirteen

priests at table,
" Tenebne "

and u Miserere "
in Sistine. Illu-

mination of the various chapels.
Good Friday. "Tenebne" and

" Miserere?' Adoration of relics

in St. Peter's by the Pope.
Satnnhiy. Jews baptised in bap-

tistery of Constantino. In the

evening, service at St. Peter's.

Easter Sunday Pope borne to St. Peter's., where
he" celebrates Mass. Blowing of

the silver trumpets. Benediction
from balcony. Illumination of

dome.
Easter Monday Fetes, fireworks, etc.

Carnival Begins Saturday-week before Ash

, Wednesday, and continues till

Shrove Tuesday. Masquerades
and horse-racing daily. On the

last evening, lighting and blow-

ing out tapers.
Ash Wednesday Ashes are sprinkled on the heads

of the Cardinals in St. Peter's.

High Mass.

3rd Sun. in Lent Exhibition of relics at San Lorenxo.

4th Monday in Feast of the Santa <J|uattro Ineoro-
Lent

*

nati at their Basilica.

Palm Sunday... The Pope carried round St. Peter's,

Consecration of Palms.

Rogation Days Processions.

Ascension Day Papal Chapel at Lateran. Bene-
diction by the Pope from the

balcony.
[The GKKAT NATIONAL FKSTAS, celebrated with

music, illuminations, etc., etc., are
ist Sun. in June Celebration ol the Constitution.

Sept. 20 Anniversary of the Liberation of

Rome. Processions, etc.

Oct. 2 Anniversary of the Plebiscite.

Ktc., etc., etc.

[Every visitor should consult the Calendar, and also local

authorities, as there is scarcely a day when there is not

some ecclesiastical celebration of interest going forward
somewhere in Rome.]

Roscoff Aug. 15 Pardon.
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PLACE. DATK. I)KSCKIITIOX.

Seealp (near July 6 Or Sunday following that date.

Appenxel)

"

Wrestling Matches.

Sempach (near 8 Commemoration of victory on

Lucerne) battle-field.
|

Siena April 30 St. Catherine. Festival.

July 2 and Aug. Processions and Horse Races (II
I

"16 Palio). !

Sinigaglia (S. July Great Fair.

Italy)
Sizun (near Last Sun. in Pardon o! St. They.

Landerneau) July
Sorrento Good Friday... Procession.

Aug. 15 ......... Fete at S. Maria a Castello. Illu-

mination of Positano.

Fete at Massa Lubrense.

Spezet Whit - Sunday Pardon.
[

Spezia Aug. 15 Assumption of Virgin. Festival at I

the Church of the Madonna di \

Soviore.
j,

Stadtalp (near istSun.in Aug. Wrestling Match. I

Meiringen) *

Stuttgart Sept. 28 Volksfest at Cannstadt. I

Tannalp (near Aug. 10 Wrestling Match.
(

Meiringen)
Taule Sept. * Pardon.

Tivoli May 8 S. Michelc. Festival *

Torre del June Festival Dei Quattro Altari. , :

Greco Corpus Christ! Festival.

Day
Toulfouen Whit.- Monday Pardon des Oiseaux. Dances in

(near Quim- the Forest,

perle)
Trebabu 2nd Sun. after Pardon.

Trinity
Treglonon 2nclSun."in July Pardon.

Tregoat Sun. after "As- Pardon.
cension Day

Treguennec ist Sun. after Pardon.
|

Trinity
j

Tregunc 3rdSun."inSept. Pardon. i

Tremeoc 1st Sun. after Pardon of Notre Dame de. Ker- 1

Easter g *^.

Tremorvezen 2nd Sunday in Pardon.
*

\

in Nevez Sept. I

Trent (Trento) June 26 Festival of S. Vigilius. 1

Trieste Corpus Christ! Processions, Festivals.

Turin Sept. 8 Nativity of Virgin. Festival on
the Superga.

Uetliberg (2tt- Ascension Day Children's Fete.

rich)
Vannes istSun.in Sept. Pardon of St. Vincent Ferrier.

Varallo (Lake Aug. 15 Assumption of Virgin. Pilgrimage
of Orta) to the Sacro Monte.
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FLACK. DATE, DESCRIPTION*.

Venice April 25 St. Mark's. Grand Festival.

[Festivals on all the Saints' Days,
and a variety of Feics of local

interest.]
Vernon Sept. 8 Fair.

Vevey August Fete des Vignerons occasionally.
Vienna May i Popular Fete in the Augarten.

June 28 Pilgrims leave for Mariaxell

(reached from Briick on the

Semmering Railway).
July 6 Pilgrims return from Mariazell

Sept. 4 Sta. Rosalia. Pilgrimage to Rosa-
lien Chapel.

,,
8 Public Holiday at Mariabrunn, a

short distance from Vienna.
Good Friday . . , Holy Sepulchre in all the Churches.
ICaster Eve Great Procession of the Court in

Imperial Palace.

Easter Monday Pilgrimage to Antignano.
Corpus Christ'i Processions, Festivals, etc.

Vire(Normandy) Aug. 10 Fftcs des Drapiers.

Vlaardingen June 14 Prayers for success of the herring
(Holland) fishery.

,, 15 General Holiday. Fleet of herring
boats sets sail.

Wengern Alp ist Sun. in Aug. Wrestling Match.
Y p r e 5 (Hel- ist Sun. in Aug. Festival,

gium)
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PAGE
Eholi 366
Elba, Island of 29
Ellera 54
Elsa, The 67
Emissarius of Lake Albano... 191

Empoli ... 67
English Churches 6

Eryx 406
Esino River 47

Valley 4cS

Etna 387.413* 4^9
Railway 416

Etruscan Towns 196
Extinct Volcanoes ... ... 301

Fabnano 48
Faen/a 38

Fagnano-Campagna 211

Falconara 45? 47
Falcone 427
Faleria, Ruins of ... 66, 196
Falls of the Liris 200
Fano 45
Fara Sabina ... ... ... 66
Fasano 373
Fauglia 29
Fava/zina 385
Faventia 38
Fees 4
Ferefitino 199
Fenno 208
Ficulle 78

Fiesple 49
Figline 49
Filicuri 428
Fiume, The 426
Fiume Torto, The 408
Florence to Rome-

By Are/zo 49
By Siena 67

Foce del Fusaro 307

Foggia 216, 369
to Benevento and Naples 216

to Brindisi and Otranto 369
Foglio, The 42

Foligno 48*64
Follonica 29
Fontana 3U
Fontecchio 211

Forest of Hamas 308

Forio
Forli

Forlhnpopoli
Fonnia
Fortore, The
Fossato
Fossombrone ...

Framura
Francavilla

Francavilla-Fontana . . .

I'AGE

309, 312
39
39

-03, 206
... 215

45, 48, 52
45
12

215, 384

- !9o, 193
52

... 2H)
215

... 200

^ ^ 3I >
l $>6 > 197Funicular Railway

(Cook's), Vesuvius ...314
Fuorigrotta 2g^
Furbara ... ... ... ^Q
Furlo Pass

^_-

Gaeta ......... 203
Galera ......... '

... 196

Frasmetto
Fratta-Grumo '.

Frento, The
Frosinone
Fuimicino

Gallico

Gallipoli
Gavorauno
Genoa to Rome
Genzano

376, 377
29

... n
192

Gerace ............ 382
Gerbini............ 410
Gesso ... ... ... ... 427
Giardinetto ... ... ... 216
Giardini ... 416, 420, 424
Giarre ...... 389, 416, 420
Giarretta, The......... 416
Ginosa ............ 380
Gioia ............ 377
Gioia Tauro ....... .. 385
Gioiosa"

1............ 382
Gioiosa Marea ...... 427
Giovinasso ... ... ... 372
Girgenti 388, 407, 408, 429
Giulia Nuova ......... 209
Giurdignano ......... 377
Gizio, the ........ . 211
Godo ............ 33
Gonibo... ... ... ... 22
Gonfolina Valley ...... 67

Gragnano ......... 355
Gran Sasso, The ... 209, 213
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PAGE
Lascari 426
Ln Starsa 302
La Storta Formella \Si
Laterina 49
Latiano 380
Latium, Coast of 196
Laura 206

Lavagna ... 12

Lavezzola ... ... ... 33
Lazzaro 382
Lecce 37<5, 377, 379
Leghorn 27

to Civita Vecchia, etc.,

by $ea
'

... 28
Le Marmore 214
Lentini 416
Leonforte 410
Lercara 408
Lerici, Bay of 13
Lettere 355
Letters of Credit 2
Levanto 12

Licata 389,409
Lilyboeum 406
Liiiguaglossa 416
Lionardo, The 416
Lipari 427,428

Islands 428, 429
Liris, Falls of the 200
Liternum ... 308
Lonino 200
Loreto ... 47, 207, 369
Lucca 24

Bagni Caldi 25
Bagni di Nerone ... 25
Churches at 24
Galleria Mansi 2=5

La Villa 25
Palaces at 24
to Monsummano ... 26
to Montecatini 26
Villa di Marlia 25

Lucera 216

Lucignani 77
Luggage i

Forwarding 2
Insurance 2

Lugo 33

M

Maddaloni
PAGE

.. ...
2 5, 206, 219Madonna di Montalle*ro

Church ... ... **...'

Maccalubi

Maccaresc?
408
3 1

Magione
Magliana ...

Maglie
Maiella Mountains
Maiori
Maleventurn
Manfredonia

Manoppello ...

Mantauro

Marano, The
Marausa ...

Marcellinara
Marcianise ...

Maremme, The
Mare Morto
Marino
Marithima

Marmoraja
Marmore
Marmore, Le
Marotta
Marsala
Mascali
Massa
Massafra ...

Massa^ Lubrense
Matelica
Mazzara ...

Megarean Bay
Melii
MelitC) ............ 382
Mellili ............ 417
Mentana ......... 67
Mercogliano ......... 368
Mesagne ......... 380
Messina 387, 388, 422, 429

to Catania ...... 422
Meta ... 356, 357, 358, 3^5
Metaponto ... 307, 375, 380
Metaurus, The ...... 45
Mignano ......... 203
Milaxzo............ 427
Miliscola ... -.307, 309
Militis Schola ......... 307
Minori ....... ...

... 363
Mirandola ...... ... 32

Mirto Crosia ......... 381
Miscana Ravine ...... 217
Miseno ... ... ... ... 306
Misenurn ... 291, 293,

~

... 210

.."" 35^
217
2i6

... 210
383

4I> 209

... 219
09
306
IQJ

... 29
75
66

214
4^

389, 405*

... 420
.13, 14, 29

378
3^7
'48

... 405
417
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Monti Sibillini

Mont Miletto ...

Montone River
Montoro
Morolo

Moropano
Mosquitoes
Motta
Motta Towers
Museums (Visiting)

N

PA(1E
|

. 209
|

. 218 !

39 i

. 368

. 199
,. 312

,. 215

6

Naples 220
Accademia Pontaniana ... 278

Albergo dei Poveri 225, 290
Apartments 223

Aquarium ... 225, 233, 287
Archives 225, 279
Arrival at Naples 224
Bagni di Tritoli 304
Biblioteca Brancac-

ciana... ... 226,278
dei Gerolomini 226, 278
del Municipio ... 226, 278
dell' Universita 226, 278

Boarding Houses 223
Boats 221

Botanic Gardens' ... 234, 287
Bridges

Pontedeir Immacolatella 283
della Maddalena ... 283
della Sanita 283
di Chiaia 283

Cab Fares 223
Cafe Chantants 287
Cafes 222

Campo di Marte 234
Campo Santo Nuovo ... 290
Campo Santo Vecchio ... 290
Capodimonte 234
Cariati District 234
Carriage Drives 224, 291, 293
Castles

Capuano 230, 282
del Carmine ... ... 282
dell' Ovo 282
Nuovo ... 225,228,282
Sam? Elmo ,.. 225, 283

Catacombs ,.. ,,. 225, 257
Cemeteries 225, 290
Charitable Institutions ... 289
Chinese College , ,..278

NAPLES (continued}
PA(iE

Churches ... ... ,,,..

S. Agnello Maggiore
""

~->~

S. Angelo a Nilo... ." V-i
S. Anna dei Lombard!

~*'

ss. Apostoii ...

23
!.'.

2
212

L'Ascencione . ^-^
s. Brigida ... ;;; -?$
S. Carlo All' Arena ... 258
S. Caterina a Formello.. ^58
S. Chiara

2^1,' 241
Crocelle, The ... \.. 2

t
8

S. Domenico Maggiore

Duomo, The ... 225^ 237
S. Filippo Neri ... ..'. 246
S. Francesco di Paola ... 257
S. Gennaro 257
S. Gesu Nuovo ... 2^1, 257
S. Giacomo degli Spag-

nuoli !.. 257
S. Giovanni a Carbonara 247
S.Giovanni da Pappacoda 258
S. Giovanni Evangelista 2^8
S. Giovanni Maggiore ... 2=58
S. Giuseppe a Chiaia ... 258
S. Gregorio Armeno ... 258
L'Incoronata ... 231, 249
S. Lorenzo ... ... 250
S. Maria degli Angeli ... 258
S. Maria del Carmine ... 257
S. Maria della Catena ... 258
S. Maria della Grazie ... 258
S. Maria dell' Annunziata 251
S. Maria della Pieta dei

Sangri
^

... 258
S. Maria della Sanita ... 258
S. Maria dell Pianta ... 258
S. Maria di Piedigrotta... 258
S. Maria donna Regina 258
S. Maria La Nuova ... 252
S. Martino ... 225, 252
Monte della Misericordia 258
Monte Oliveto 249
S. Paolo Maggiore ... 257
S. Pietro ad Aram .-- 258
S. Pietro a Mai el la ... 257
SS. Pietro e Paolo ... 258
S. Pietro Martire ... 258
del Sannazaro 256
S, Severino e Sosio 225,

S.Teresa,
'
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NAVLKS (con tinned)--
Circo della Varieta ... 287
Climate ... 235

College of Music 277

Colleges 277
Conducted Tours to

Sicily 224
Consulates ... ... ... 220

Cook's Offices ... 220, 232
Carnage Drives 224, 2^3

Interpreters 225
Corso Garibaldi 227
Corso Vittorio Emiinuelc

233, 285
Ctvmana Railway ... 233,^09
Custom House 284
Environs of Naples ... 292
ExcursioiivS from Naples ... 291
Festivals and Fetes ... 288

Filanxieri Museum 226, 281
Galleria Principe cli Napoli

230, 284
Galleria Umberto ... 220., 284
Grand Eden ... ... 287
Grotta Nuova di Posilipo... 295

History of Naples 23?)

Hospitals 28(>

Immacolatella ... 228, 284
Infrascata 234
Interpreters (Cook's) ...225
Largo del Castello 284

clella Carita 229
cli S. Domenieo ... 285
Medina 285

Lava Ornaments ... ... 223
La/xarone, The 231
Libraries ... ... ... 278
Libraries, Private 271)

Liceo Vittorio Kmanuele... 230
Life of S. Januarius ,.. 241

Lighthouse on Molo ... 22(>

Macaroni 223
Marine I la, The 285

Medico-Chirurgieal College 278
Mercadante Theatre ... 22g
Molo Lighthouse
Molo, The ...

Monte di Dio
Monte Santo
Museums

Fihmy.ieri

National

San Martinc]

... 220

... 285

... 232

... 233

226, 281
226, 359
226, 255

I\\CiK

NAPLES (coti tinned]
National Archives... ... 27*)

Library, The ... 226, 260
Museum, The ... 226, 259

Observatory ... 280,287
Omnibuses 224

Oysters 223
Palaces

Angri 281

Arcivescovile 281

Cupodimonte 22(>, 280, 28g
Cuomo 281

Bonn' Anna ... ... 281

Fondi 226, 281
Gravinu 281

Maddaloni 281

Miranda 227, 281
Municipio ... ... 281

Reale ... ... 220,279
Sant'Angelo ... 226,281

Pareo Savoia 20.5

Piax/.a Cavour ... 230, 285
Dante 230, 285
(lei Martin ... 232, 285
del Municipio

228, 231, 284
del Plcbiseilo ... 235, 285
Medina 22g, 231
Salvator Rosa 234
S. Ferdinand* > ... 220
Vittom ... 232, 235
Unihcrto Priuio 233, 285

Picture Gallery iti the

National Museum ... 272

Piedigroltu 233
Pignaseeca, The 22<)

Piliero 228
Porta Alba 230, 284

Capuana ... 230, 284
del Carmine ... 228, 284
Molana 284
S. Gcnnaro 230

Porto Grande ... ,.. 283
Militaire 284
Piccolo' 284

Posilipo 233
Post Oilices 220,381
Po/zuoli ... ... ... 233
Principal Sights and Times

for Seeing them 225
Private PartieH ... ... 224
Protestant Cemeteries ... 2Qt
Protestant Churches ,., 221
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PISA (continued}
S. Pietro in Grado 22

St. Giuliano 22

Telegraph Office 15
Theatres 15

Tramways (steam) 15

University ... 20

Valle dei Calci 23

Viarregio 22

Pisa to Rome (by rail) ... 28

Pisciatello River 40
Piscina Mirabilis ... 304, 306
Pisciotta 384
Pizzo Antenna 426
Pizzo di Sevo 209
Piz/.o Maierato 384
Plan of Tour 6

Pon Castro 200

Poggibonsi 67

Poggio 66

Poggio Imperiale 215
Policoro

Polignano a Mare
Poliscastro

Polla, The
Pollina

Pompeii ... 291,312
Academy of Music
Admission

380
373
384
12

427
318

... 348

... 326
- 331

327, 338Amphitheatre
Aqueduct of Fontana ... 330
Bakehouse 348
Baker's Shop 348
Basilica, The 332

Baths, Old Public 342
Stabian 339

Before the Eruption ...319
Bidental 333
Casa del Balcone Pensile... 340
Casa Nuova 346
Ghalcidicum ... ... 330
Children's Tombs 351
Church of the Virgine del

Rosario 354
Circular Temple 333

City Walls 353

Crypto Porticus, The ... 330
Curise 331
Curia Isiaca 337
Custom House 348

Early History of 318

Eruption, The , 322

PAGF

V2 <

*

345

POMPEII (continued)
Eumachia
Excavations at

Forum Nundinarium
Forum, The
Fullonica, The
Funeral Triclinium
Gate of Herculaneum 350, '352

te 341,352
Stabue ... ^3-

Gates 352
Granary, Public ... ... ^29
Great Theatre 3^3
Greek Temple 3^
Guides 327
House of Adonis

34/7
Albino ... 349
Apollo ... ... ... 347
Ariadne ... ... 341
Castor and Pollux ... 346
Championnet 331
Cornelius Rufus ... 337
Glaucus 344
Holconius 337
Julius Polybius ... 348
Marcus Lucretius ... 341
Meleager 347
Pansa 345
Sallust 348
Siricus ... 340
the Anchor 344
the Augustales ... 320
the Black Walls ... 342
the Centaur 347
the Chase 341
the Faun 344
the Female Dancers ... 348
the Figured Capitals... 342
the Grand Duke of

Tuscany 342
the Great Fountain . . . 345
the Labyrinth 346
the Little Fountain ... 345
the Musician 348
the Nereids 347
the Sculptor 335
the Surgeon 349
the Three Floors ... 349
the Tragic Poet ... 344
the Vestals 349
the Vetii 349
the Wild Boar... 1

... 332
with theHangingBalcony 340
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POMPKII (continued]

-

How the Cities were Buried 323

Lupanar, The ... ... ,040

Measures, Standard ... 32g
Museums ... 327, 342, 354
Odeum 334
Old Public Baths 342
Pantheon 329
Plan of Description ... 327
Pompeii Vale 354
Porta della Marina 326, 327, 352
Porta cli Ercolano ... 350, 352
Prison, The 32(>

Public Granary 320
Ramparts 350
Round Tomb 351
School of the Gladiators ... 334
School of Verna 331
Senaculum 330
Small Theatre, or Odeum... 334
Soap Shop 348
Soldiers' Barracks 335
Somma, La 320
Stabian Thermzc 330
Strada dell' Abbondanxa

330, 332 353
Consolare ... 348, 353
Lupanare 340
Mercurio ... 344
Nola 341, 353
Stabiana ... 335, 338

Street of the Forum ... 353
Hoicom' i 337
Theatre 332, 337
Tombs 327, 350

Streets 352
Temple of /Kseulapius ... 330

Augustus ... ... 321)
Fortune 342
Hercules ... ... 333
Isis ,. 330
Jupiter t

... 328
Mercury 330
QiiiriniiH ... ... 330
Venus 327

Theatre, Great 333
Small 334
of Jupiter and Juno ... 336

Treasury, The 331
Triangular Forum 332
Triumphal Arch ... 329, 344
Thermae Stabian 339
Tomb of the Arria Family 352

! POMPKII (u>////////<W)
i Tomb of Cenis and Labeo . 351

I

Cerinius Restitutus ... 350
I

Dionieck's 352
i Lucius Libella ... 351

Mamiie... ... ... 35
N;evoleia Tyche ... 351

Quietus...

'

351
Scaurus ... ... 350
Servilia 350
The Children 351
The Garlands 350

Vicolo del Balconc Pensile 340
dei Dodiei Dei ... 332

Villa of Cicero 350
Diomcdes ... ... 352

Virgine del Rosario Church ^54
Walls 352

Pompeii Vale 354
Pontassieve ... ... ... 40,

Ponte a Klsa 07
PonU'cagnano 365
Poute Casalcluni 218

Galent 31, 196
8. Giovanni ... ... oo
Valentino 217

Pontecorvo ... .,. ... 201

Ponte della Vallo ... 205,210
Pontedera 22

Ponticino ... ... ... 4<)

Popoli 211

Populonia 2<)

Porta Aurea 2tH

Rufimi ... 369
S. Croce, Florence ... 49

Portici 312
Porto 31, 197
Porto Civitanova, ... ... 4^

d'lsehia 310, 31 1

Kmpedoele ... 407, 409
S. Giorgio 208
Ven ere ta, 13

Posilipo 2Qi
Positano 337, 305
Postage to Italy ... ... 6
Post Cards ... 6
Potenxa ... ,., ,. 366
Poten/a Picena 208
Poxxo d! An tul lo .. ... 199
Pom) cli Gotto 427
PoKxopianu ., 356
Pozxuol 1 ... 2() i

, 203 , 396
.., 1, 300
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POZZUOLI (continued)

Cappuccini, The 301
Cathedral 297

History 296
Mineral Springs 299

Mole, The .... 299
Piscina Grande 300
S. Paul's Visit 297
Stadium 301

Temple of Antinous ...300
Diana 300

Jupiter Serapis ... 297

Neptune 299
Nymphs 299

Theatre 301
Tombs ... , 301
Villa Cardito 300

Cicero 300
Licastro 300

Praiano 357, 365
Prata Pratola 369
Pratola 211

Presenzano 203
Prima Porta 190
Priolo ... 417
Procida ... 292, 307, 309
Programme of Routes ... 7
PugHano ... ... 292, 313
Pulo di Molfetta 372
Punta del' Alice 381

del Nasone ... ... 317
di Campanella ... ... 357
di Fumo 307
di Pennata 306
di Rocciola. 309
Molina ..." 31 1

Tragara 359
Purchases in Italy ... ... 4
Puteoli 296

Juaderna 32

Quarto .11

Juerceta 14
Juinto ii

R
Ragattisi

Ragusa
Raiano ...

Randozzo
Rapallo

... 409

... 409

... 21 I

4J5, 416
... I J

43

293/364

Raphael's House
Rapolano
Ravello

Ravenna
Accademia delle Belle Art! -

Archiepiscopal Palace ... ^i
Baptistery ... ... ... ^,
Byron's House ... Ci
Cathedral [. ^
Dante's Tomb .,. ... ^
Mausoleum of Theodoric... 37
Monastery in Classe ... ^7
S. Apollinare in Classe ... 3$
S. Apollinare Nuovo ... 35
S. Maria in Cosmedin ... 35
S. Maria in Porto Fuori ... 3$
S. Nazario e Celso X-
S.Vitale ..." 3^
to

Fprli ... 38
to Rimini ... 3^

Recanati ... 208
Recco ... 1 1

Reggie 375, 379, 382, 386
Resina ... 312
Revigliano, Island of 355
Riace 382
Riardo... 203
Ribera ... ... ... ... 407
Riccione 41
Rieti ... 214
Rignano ... ... ... 49
Rimini 40
Riomaggiore... ... ... 12

Ripalta 215
Ripatrasone 209
RivaTrigoso 12
Rocca di Corno ... ... 214

d
1 Evandro 202

di Fondi ... ... ... 214
di Papa 191
Imperiale 380
Secca 200
Strada 77

Roccapalumba ... 389, 408
Roccarnonnna... ... ... 203
Roccella 382, 426
Rocchetta Sant Antonio ... 377
Romagnano ... ... ... 366
Roma San Pietro ... ... Si
Roma-Trastevere 81

Rome 82
Abbey of St. Paolo alle Tre
Fontane ... ... ... 1 59
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KOMK (t'

Academy of St. Luke

Acqua Aectosa
Felice ... "

Alban Mountains, The
Albano

Amphitheatrum Castrense

Anio, The ...

An/io

Apartments (Furnished)
...

Arch of Antoninus Pius ...

Constantino ...

Dolabello
Drusus ...

Septimius Severus ...

Silversmiths
Tiberius

Titus

Arches of Nero
Ariccia
Astura
Atrium of Gains

Atrium Vesta:

Bagni di Diana
Barbedni Palace
Basilica Nova et Pauli ...

Basilica of Constantino ...

S. Clement
Santa Croce in Geru-
salemme

St. John Lateran

Julia
S. Marco
Santa Maria Manure
San Paol< > Fuori lo Mura
St. Peter
Santa Pelronilla

the Apostles
Baths of Caracal hi... 125,

Constantino
Diocletian
Gallienus

Nero and Alexander
Severus

Titus and Hadrian ..

Trajan
Bracciano ...

Braccio Nuovo, Vatican ...

t Bridge of St. Angclo 160,

British Consulate

Embassy
Cabinet of Masks, Vatican
Caere

187

143
1 88

107

84
100

134

145

140

127

157

129

33
142
102

it)8

129
128

K)2

143

137
120

rr4

15-

158
162

147

113

146
150
93
92

155

'35

154
196
1 80

1 63
82
82

J70
1 96

184
5

188

187

ROM I-. u o it (ilined]

Cafes - \>

Cafes Chantants ... 8}

Campagna, The '<S5

Campo d'Annihale... l oi

Campo dei Fiori ... ... 15^

Capitol, The ... ... 114

Capitol Museums ... 114

CarriageDrives(Cook '5)

Fares
Casale dei Pa//i

Casale Rotondo
Casino, The ... ... 07
Castor and Pollux (Statuary) 14*)

Castle Fusano ... * 100

Gandolfo ... ... i<)i

of S. Antfelo ... ... K>o

Catacombs of St. Calixlus

S. Generosa 100

Jewish 147

St. Pretextatus ... 187
S. Priseilla 189
St. Sebastian 147

, Cemetery, Protestant ... 157

Centum Gradus ... .,. 122

Chamber of Deputies ... 107

Chapel of S. Nilus, Grotto
Ferrata KM

the Madonna del Tui'o 191

Chiaramonti Gallery, Vati-

can ... I No

Christian Museum 141

Churches
S. Adriano ... ... 127
S. Agucsc Fuori la Mura, 188

S. Alessio ... ... 157
S. Andrea 150
S. Andrew della Valle ... 155
S. Angelo in Pcschcrhi... 150
S. Bartolommeo de Ber-

^amaschi \o(>

S. Ciesaro in Palatio ... 146
S. Carlo ... .,, 1051 150
S. Constan/a ... ... 188

S. Clement 136
SS, Costna and Datmano u.^
S. Croec in Gcrusalcmmc 143
Domine quo VadiH ... 187
S. Francesca Koinanu ... 133
Franciscans ... ... 152
S. George 157
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KOMB (con tinned)
Churches, (continued)
Gesu e Maria ... ... 105
S. Giacomo degl' Ineura-

bili 105
vS. Giovanni a Porta La-

tina 146
S. Giovanni e Paolo ... 145
S. Giovanni in Olio ... 146
S. Giuseppe de' Faleg-
muni 127

S. Gregorio 145
S. John Lateran 137
S. Lorenzo in Lucina ... 106

S. Lorenzo in Miranda... 127
S. Marcellus 107

S. Maria Antica 129
vS. Maria Aventina ... 157

S. Maria degli Angeli ... 0.3

S. Maria della Gloria ... 187

S. Maria della Navicella 144
S. Maria della Pace ... 156
S. Maria del Popolo ... 104
S. Maria de Miracoli ... 105
S. Maria di Loreto ... 113
S. Maria di Montesanto 105
S. Maria Egi/.iaca ... 157
S. Maria in Aracceli 1 14, 12 1

S. Maria in Cosmedin ... 157
vS. Maria in Domenico ... 144
S. Maria in Trastavere... 184
S. Maria in Via Lata ... 108

S. Maria Maggiore ... 152
S. Maria Scala Cceli ... 159
S. Maria vSopra Minerva 155
88. Martina e Luca ... 127
8. Martino ai Monti ... 153
SS.Nereus and Achi Ileus 146
8. -Nicolo in Carcere ... 157
8. Nome di Maria ... 1.13

8. Onofrio ... 160, 182
8. Paolo alle Tre Fon-

tane 159
8. Paolo Fuori le Mura... 158
St. Peter's 162
8. Petronilla 147
8. Pietro in Montorio ... 160

8. Pietro in Vincoli ... 153
8. Prassede 1.53

8. Prisca ... 157
8. Prudentiana 152
8 . Quattro Coronati ... 1 44
8. Sabimi 157

I87
146
144
145
H7

160
191

195

187
H7
102
K)2
157
196
144

ROME (continued)
Churches (continued}

Santissima Trinita de
Monti ...

vS. Sebastiano
S. vSisto Vecchio
S. Stefano Rotpndo
vS. Tommaso in Formis
S. Urbano
SS. Vincenxo e Anastasio

Cicero's Villa, Tusculum ...

Cineto Romano
Circo Agonali
Circus of Maxentius

Romulus
Civita Castellana
Civita Lavinia
Cloaca Maxima ... 127,
Coast of Latium
Ccelian Hill

Colonna Garden
Colosseum, The 134
Column of Marcus Anrelius 106

Phocas 130
Trajan 1*13

Convent of Franciscans ... 152
St. Carlo 150

Cook's Excursions ... 90
Offices 82, 93, 96

Cori 196
Corsini Palace 182

Corso, The ... 92, 104, 105
Curtian Lake, The 129
Drives in Rome (Cook's) 184
Egyptian Museum, Vatican 182
Emissarius of Lake Albano 192
Environs of Rome 185
Etruscan Museum, Vatican 182
Etruscan Towns ... ... 196
Excavations 89
Excursions (Cook's) ... 90
Faleria 101, 196
Falls of Tivoli 194
Farnese Palace 156
Farnesina 183
Fates and Festivals 89, 439
Field of Mars 147
Fornix Fabius 128
Forum of Augustus ... 123

Romanian ... ... 126

Trajan 1 13
Transitorium ... ... 123
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ROME (continued]
-

Fountain of the Acqua
Marcia

Acqua Felice .

Trevi
Frascati
Fuimicino
Galera
Galleria Nazionale
Moderna

Gallery of I n s c r i p t i o n s,

Vatican

Statues, Vatican

Garibaldi, Monument to

General Information
Gen/ano
Ghetto, The
Golden Palace of Nero
Grotto Ferrata
Grove of the Arvales

. Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli

Hall of Animals, Vatican

Busts, Vatican
Constaiitine
the Biga, Vatican
the Candelabra,Vatican 1 78
the Greek Cross,
Vatican ,,, ... 177

the Muses, Vatican ... 179
Health of Rome - 86
Historical Notice 87
House ofAugustus andLivia 1 24

Germanicus 125
Gibson ... ... ... 105
Goethe 105
Lucretia Borgia .., 153
Rienxi ... 157

Imperial Mausoleum ... 160
Island of vS. Bartholomew 156

Janus Quadnfons, The ... 157

Lago di Albano ... ... 191
Lake of Nemi 192

Lararium, The 124
Lateran Museums ... 140

Palace 137, 140
Latium, Coast of u)6
Libraries

Alexandria 84
Angelica 84
Barberini... ... ... 132
Biblioteca Sarti 12}
Vatican 18*1

Loggie of Raphael ,,. 174

I v 1 1 ,

ROM (. {anitiinu'tt}

Madonna del Tuio... ... KH
Mamertine Prison, The ... i .?o

Marino 101

Mausoleum ol Augustus ... 105
MeU vSuclans, The 134
Millarium Aureum 130
Minerva. The ... ... ucj

Monastery ol Pala//uolo ... KM
Money 86
Mons Sacer... ... ... 188

Monte Cavo ... ... jgi
(Jrnnaro ... ,,, i<x>

(Jianietilo 182
Mario ... ... ... 188
Testate!o ... ... 158

Monument to Marcus
Aurelius .,, .., ... i \j>

Mosaic Manufactory, Vati-

can ... ... ... 182

Mundus, The 130
Museo Profano ... ... j^t

Museums, Lateran ... 140
the Capitol 1 15
the Christian ... ... 141
the National 03
Vatican... ... ... 177

National Gallery 182

National Monument to

Garibaldi i(>o

Menu", Lake of ... ,,. HJJ
Neituno 108
Obelisk from Theben ,,, $37
Olcvano dx
Omnibuses 84
Orders required, and where
obtainable ij

Orsini Palace
Ostla
Palatine Hill, The ...

Pala//o Barberini ...

Chigi ... ,,.

Colon na
Consulta
Corea ,.,

clei Connervatori
dei IJneei
clei Senator! ,,,

di Monte Citorio
di Venc/iu
Doriu
Farnese

106,

156

197
124

151
I O6
IOJ

i t !

107, 114

t4

i to

108
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202, 362, ,}68

20|

368
3 '5

32
... 41
... 42
... 35<)

... 215

... 372

... 210

... 2I 4

... 206

... 3^8

4<>3 407

S. Vito Lanciano
S. Vittore

S. Vittorino

Salcini

Salerno
Saline di Reggio
San Calogero

Germano ...

Giorgio
Giovanni a Teduccio

Lazzaro
Marino *..

Martino
Michele
Sebastiano
Severo

Spirito Bitonto ...

Valentino...

Sangro, The
Sansevenn
Sanseverino
Santa Flavia .

Santa Luce
Santa Maria di Capua Vetere 204
Santa Maria Maggiore ... 204
Saponara 427
Sarno 368
Sarteano 78
Sarzana 13
Sassa Tornimpartc 214
Sassoferrato ... ... ... 4<S

Saticola 2i<)

Savignano ... ... ... 40
Savignano-Greci ... ... 217
Savio River 39
Scafati 361
Scanno ... ... ... ...211
Scanzano Montalbano ... 380
Sciacea... ... ... ... 407
Scilla 38=;

Schola Xantha '120

Scogli de' Ciclopi, The ... 420
Scrivio ^>8
Segesta ... 388, 404, 420
Segni i ()6, 199
Selinunte ... 388, 404, 420
Selinus, Quarries of 405
Sella di|Corno ... ,., 214
Senigaglia

"

t 45
38

Sestri I A'van to

Sgurgolji
Si ban'

Senio River
Sentinum
Serra S. Quirico
Serravezza

48
48
14

Sieignano ...

SiotiiJin Vespers
Sicily ......

Aci C'astello...

Aei Reale ...

Aeragns ...

Aderno

380, 3X4
... 36^

, ^<)2, V) 5
!

'...387
... 403
... 420
... 420

408
416

408
404
428

. 407
... 408

408

Alcano-Calalnfuni
Alicuri

Altavillii

Aquaviva-Phituni .

Arugona Caldare

Augusta
Hagheria ...... 403, 407
Bambina ......... 405
Barecllona ... ... ,,. 427
BiaiiCiivilla ......... 415
Hicoeca ... ... 410, 416
Birgi, The ......... 406
Btviere di Lcntini, The ... 4tf>

Boccadifulco, Valley of ... 402
Brolo Fiearni ...... 427
Bnmte ......... 4tf
Brucoli ......... 416
Buonfornello ,,, ... 420
Caceanio ......... 408
Calatahiano ......... 420
Calataiimi ... 389, 393, 406
Caltahcllotta ... ... 407
Callanissclta ...... 4cx;
Cannnarata ......... 408
Cainpobcllo......... 405
Campofeliee ...... 426
Cainpofranco ...... 408
Cannicatti ...... 38<j, 409
Capo di Mila//o ... .,, 427
Capo Tiitdaro . ..... 427
Caruuia ,., ,,. ti , 427
Casa Inglese ...... 4^
CuHtelbuoiK) ,.. ...427
CuRtcllaminarc del Golfn... 404
Castelvetrano 380, 404, 405
Castiglionc ... \..' ... 415
Castle of Aci ...... 420
Castrogiovanni ...... 410
Caatronuovo ... ... 408
Castroreale ... , M ,.,4*27
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SICILY (continued}
Catania 387, 409, 410, 429

to Syracuse 416
to Taormina and
Messina 419

Catenanuova-Centuripi ... 410
Cefalu ... 389,426,429
Climate 387
Comitini 408
Conducted Tours in

Sicily ...429
Corda ... ..." ... 408
Corleone ... ... ... 389
Delia River 405,

Description of ... ... 387

Drepana 406
Eryx 406
Etna 387,413,429
Etna Railway 416
Falcone 427
Filicuri ... ... ... 428
Fiume, The...

. 426
Fiume Torto, The 408
Gerbini 410
Gesso ,., 427
Giardini ... 416, 420, 424
Giarre ... 389,416,420
Giarretta, The 416
Gioioso Marea 427
Girgenti 388, 407, 408, 429
Gullo Valley 427
Gurnalunga, The 416
Historical Notice 389
Imera 410
Independent Tours in

Sicily 429
Isola della Saline 428
I sola Grande ... ... 406
La

Favprita 403

Lago di Pergusa ... 387, 410
Lake of Enna 387
La Rocca 397, 402
Lascari 426
Lentini 416
Leonforte 410
Lercara ... ... ... 408
Licata ...

*
... 389,409

Lilyboeum 406
Linguaglossa 416
Lionardo, The 416
Lipari 427, 428
Lipari Islands ... 428, 429
Maccalubi ... ... ... 408

... 406
3*9,405

... 420

... 405

... 417

SICILY (continued}
Marausa
Marsala ...

Mascali
Mazzara ...

Megarean Bay
Mellili

Messina 387, 388, 422, 420
Campo Santo ... - 425
Cathedral ^>
Churches ^>~
Climate _^2
Description of ^33
Environs of 43^
Excursions from... ... _2$
Harbour 433
History of 43^
Principal Buildings and

Sights 434
Steamers 433
to Catania 433

Milazzo ... 427
Misterbianco ... ... 416
Modica 409
Moja 415
Mola ... ... ... ... 422
Monreale 396, 397

Benedictine Monastery
at 402

Cathedral and Mosaics
of 397

Montallegro 407
Monte Antennamare ... 425

Aria 428
Cicci ... . 425
Dinnamari ... ... 425
'Gemini 408
Pellegrino ... 391, 403
Rosso 414,415
S. Guiliano ... 406, 407
S. Salvatore 426
San Calogero ... 407, 408
Venere 422

Montemaggiore 408
Naso Capo d' Orlando ... 427
Naxos 420
Nicolosi 4*3 415
Noto 389, 409
Oliveri 427
Osservatorio, The ... ... 413
Paceco 406
Palermo 387. 3^9, 39 * 4^9

Archiepiseopiil Palace ... 394
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... 409
... 218
..... 196
29, 67

203, 308
... 219
... 210
... 428

410

.198

427
376
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APPKNDIX.
* HOTEL ACCOMMODATION COUPONS.

Originated and issued by THOS. COOK & SON.
THE HOTEL COUPONS now in operation on the Continent of Europe consist of

FOUR DISTINCT SERIES, and are specially arranged for the double object of meet-

ing the requirements of travellers of various nationalities, and in accordance -with

the system of Hotel management, which varies in different parts of the Continent.

SEMES A provides for Bedroom, Lights, and Ser vice (as charged), Plain Breakfast

or Tea, Dinnc-t at Table d'Hote, at the uniform rate of 8s.. or 10 francs, per day.

SERIES B provides for lit at Breakfast, Dinner at Table d'Hote, Bedroom, Lights,

ninl Xrrricc (as oharsred), at the rate of Ss. 9d., or 11 franco, per day.

SERIES C provides for nedrncnn. Light*, and SVvnVt' tas Charged), Plain Breakfast

or Tea, Table d'Hote. Lunch, and Dinner at Table d'&nt?, at the rate of 10s. 6d., or

13 francs, per day.

MEAT BREAKFAST COUPON. This Coupon provides for the meal specified on it,

and not for a table d'hote lunch.

These are the ordinary features of Continental Hotel life, all else being regarded

as extras, and as such they are left to be paid for by Cash.

The Coupons are accepted at full value at one or more of the. principal Hotels in

each of the chief cities, towns, and places of Tourist resort in Switzerland, Italy,

on the banks of the Rhine, and at a great many places in France, Germany,

Holland, Belgium, Austria, etc., in accordance with the conditions printed on the

coupon cover, and are so arranged that passengers can. if they wish, breakfast in

one hotel, dine in another, and sleep in a third ; the breakfast coupons will, how-

ever, only be accepted separately with a small supplement.

Extra charges will be made at some of the hotels during Carnivals or special

festivities.

N.B. ALL the Continental Hotels in the following list accept Coupons of Series

A, and also, with but few exceptions, Series B and C. Those Hotels which do not

accept the meat breakfast Coupon (green) are not mentioned in the list of Hotels

:;ssued with Scries B and C.

Hotel CouponsA, B, and C are accepted at the London and Paris Hotel and Refresh-

ment Eooms, NEWHAVEN WHARF. Coupons A, B, and C are accepted for meals

en board the GREAT EASTERN CHANNEL STEAMERS (on payment of 3d. on each

dinner coupon), and on the RHINE STEAMERS; on the LAKE OF LUCERNE,

LAKE THUN, LAKE COMO, LAGO MAGGIORE. and DANUBE STEAMERS: on the

AUSTRIAN STATE RAIL-WAY STEAMERS on the Lake of Constance ;

also^
on the

AUSTRIAN LLOYD'S STEAMERS running between Trieste and seaports in Dal-

inatia, Bosnia, and Herzegovina.

SERIES R provides for similar accommodation to that described above as apply-

ing to Series C, but at Hotels of the second class. These Coupons are issued at

7s. 6d., or francs 9.25, per day, and particulars, together with the separate list of

Hotels at which they are available, are given on pages 15 to 22,

1904. 4

A.



LIST OF HOTELS IN EUROPE
where Cook's Coupons will be accepted.

This list is liable to alteration from time to time, and passengers

are referred to the most recent is3U3 of the Hotel List, which may

be obtained at any of our Offices, and which contains the latest

corrections, and also full information as to the supplemental charges

at the different Hotels.

EXCEPTIONAL ARRANGE1YIENT5*

The following hotels require u,

settlement of accounts :

supplement to be paid upon the Coupons in

.

Ai-(iI'H'!UAS. ....... Hotel An^lo Hispjino. At this hotel a

., ,.
to day ooupoiiH only nuM^lved.
N. Clrand Hotel Baden. A, H\ipplenHi\t is required <f I i'r, on the bed-

room tioupun. and 1 fr. on the <linner coupon.
BAi>KN-B\i)'KN. -Hotel HulhiiKlc, 2 fr. on tlie he<Irooni eoupon during th

lUl:'CH.

BALE. -Hotel Trois Iloin. The following HiipplementM will Iw ohawd at thin
hotel : Dinner 1 i'r., bedroom 1 fr. A Kupphnnent, ol' W centime!^ is also ehargod on
the meat breakfast ('oupoiiH iHHue<l with SoriU'H B.
BAYRKUTU, -Llotoldu la PoHte. PiiHwrnuforH who eontumplate Ktaylnn at thin

hotel should write an long an pnHHlblo in advance for roomn.
BKlUJN. .......Kttinorhof llotol. This hotel willaectpt a Special Herio,H of otuijionn

at 16. per day.
BBHAN<;ON. -(Jrand Htl doH Bahw Kalinw, This hotel will not accept l,ho now

table d'hoto luntsli coupon iHHutnl with Boritw Q coupons.
BJAJtuiTX.-Grund Hotel. Between AuuftiHt 16th and S(jttmihor20th a Hunnlos

xnent of 2 Ir. 60, extra may bo charged, lu-oordlnir to tho ruom oceupUui.
BOBA.D1LLA. Bobadilla Buffet, At thiH bulM. the oouponH for <WJounor at.

tablo d'hoto and dinner only (SorioH (J) will bo available,
BOLOGNA.- Hotel Brun. During winter HoiiHim I fr. extra IH charged forroomn

on first floor, or for UHO of heating ai>paratuH it paHHontforHdoHiro it. At tiutrlionl'H
Grand Hotel d'ltalio 1 fr. extra is charged for UHO of lumting apparatus durinir
winter months.

.

* M

BOULOGNE. Gnmd ITotol OhriHtol and BrlBtal, 3 fr, per day extra durintf
July and AuguHt.

H

BBiDB8-L3B8-PAms.--B:otel des Thono8, T1ai hotel in clow4 Xrom October ivt
to April ovtu,



HOTELS. *

BRUSSELS. Hotel Belle Vue. 1 franc on the bedroom coupon. Passengers-
sleeping in the hotel are expected also to take their meals there. An extra charge
of 2 francs 50 centimes is made on the dinner coupon if visitors do not sleep at the
hotel. This hotel will not accept the new table d'hote lunch coupon issued with.
vSeries G coupons. At the Hotel Metropole supplements of 50 centimes on the
dinner coupon and 1 franc on the "bedroom coupon are required. At the Grand
Holtel a supplement of 1 franc will be charged on the bedroom coupon . Passengers
sleeping in the hotel are also expected to take their meals there, and an extra
charge of 2.50 francs will be charged on the dinner coupon if passengers do not
sleep in the hotel, At the Hotel de Flandre the new table d'hote lunch coupon
issued with Series G coupons will not be accepted.
CANARY ISLANDS. Hotel Santa Catalina, Las Palmas. Special coupons at 9s.

a day will be accepted at this hotel when passengers are booked by Messrs.
Forwood's steamers.
CANNES. Hotel Gray et d' Albion. 1 fr. 50 c per day. The Hotel de la Plage

and the Hotel de Hollande et de Russia are closed during the summer season.
CARLSBAD. Hotel Hannover. 2 francs on the "bedroom coupon and 50 centimes

on the dinner coupon between May 15th and August 15th. At the Savoy "Westend
Hotel, from May 1st to June 16th and from September 1st to October 1st a supple-
ment will be required on each bedroom, lunch, and dinner coupon, and from
June 16th to August 31st a supplement according to room and meal.
CAUTERETS. Hotel d'Angleterre. 1 franc on lunch coupons, and 1 franc on the

dinner coupons.
CIIRISTIANIA. Grand Hotel. 2 kroners per day on bedroom coupons between

June 15th and September loth. The Hotel Continental accepts A, B, and C
coupons during the summer.
CORDOVA. Grand Hotel Suisse. This hotel will only accept coupons Series C.
CORFU.' Hotel St. George. Visitors occupying their rooms after 6 p.m. without

sleeping that night, a charge of 1 fr. 50 c. will be made.
CRACOW. Grand Hotel. A supplement of fr. 1.93 on each bed and dinner

coupon.
DINARD. Hotel de la Plage. This hotel is only open during the season com-

mencing July 1st, a supplement of 1 franc 50 c. per day being charged from July
1st to September 15th.
DUSSELDOEF. Hotel Heck. This hotel will require a supplement of 1 mark on

each bedroom coupon during the Arts and Horticultural Exhibition, from
May 1st to October 20th.

ENGELBERfi. Hotel Titlis. At this hotel the lunch coupons will be accepted"
for supper. Passengers should advise the hotel a day before of their arrival.
EVIAN. Hotel Splendide et des Bains. 4 francs per day during July and

August.
FECAMP. Grand Hotel des Bains et de Londres. Open from Jrne 15th until

October 1st only.
FLORENCE. Hotel Grand Bretagne. A supplement of 4 lire between March 1st

and May 15th.
GENEVA. Hotel National. A supplement of 50 centimes will be charged on

each bedroom coupon during July, August, and September.
GENOA.- Grand Hotel Isotta. "A supplement of 1 lire is charged at this hotel

during the months of February, March, and April.
GERARDMER. H6tel du Lac. 1 fr. 75 c. for lights and service is charged en the

bedroom coupon from July 15th to September 15th.
GIBRALTAR. At the Hotel Cecil a supplement of 2s. is charged during- the

months of February, March, April, and May. At the Hotel Bristol a supplement
of 2s. a day will be charged during March, April, and May.
GlESSBACH. Hotel Giessbaeh. The dinner coupons are only accepted when

passengers remain for the night. Holders of Cook's Coupons have the privilege of
witnessing the grand illumination of the falls free of any charge.
, GlRGENTL Hotel des Temples. A supplement of 1 franc per day is charged
between Jan, 15th and April 30th. This hotel is closed during the summer
months-
GMCNDEN. Hotel Belleville. A supplement of fr. 1.50 is charged on each

bedroom coupon and 50 centimes on each dinner coupon between July 15th and
September 15th.

GOTHENBURG-. Grand Hotel. This hotel accepts A, B, and C Series. At both
the Grand Hotel and Hotel Gota Kallare a supplement of 50 ore per day will be
charged.
, GRANADA. Hotel Washington Irving. Duly Series C coupons in entire days
are accepted at this hotel,
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dnn -in coupon from

during the "Killer

GUERNSEY. Gardner's Iloyn.1 Hotel. A supplement oi' Is. j< charged on each
bedroom coupon.
HAnUE.-~Hotel Vioux Boelen, "Pn.ssonj.riMs not dining in the hmol will be

charged a supplement on (lie bedroom coupon.
HOMiunm.- --Hotel "Belle Vuo. From July liith io September 1st a supplement of

mk. 1.50 is charged on the bedroom coupon; and durins 1

: tin- Motor Car Races which
take place from Juno 1Mb to 21st inclusive a supplement, \vill also 1m charged,
the amount, depend ins upon the room provided.
HYKUHS. -Hotel (.osiebcllo. A. supplement of fr. 1.50 is m;if!o on each bedroom

coupon from January 1st to March 31st.

iNNSUUUCMv. .Hotel Tyrol. A supplement is charged for rooms at Ibis botel

except for the fourth Hoorand in the dopendanee.
iNTEULAKKN.At the Hotel Victoria. a supplement < >f L fr. on dinner coupon

during August.
JERSEY. Hotel do la. 'I 'online d'Or. Series A presented in entire days provides

for full board. Gra.nd Hotel. A supplement of K is charged on each bedroom
coupon during Juno, July, August, and September.
KAHERSEE, .......Hotel Ka.rersoe. 2 francs bO centime*, on bt

July 15th to September 1st.

KIEL. Hotel Continental. A. supplement will be payable
Wocbe" from .June 23rd to June ,-?Otb.

KISSING EN. Hotel Victoria, S: Kaiserhof. A supplonuMit oi' ml;. l.f'o is n'tjuired
upon osieli bod room eoujion flurinj^ tbe montb-i oi' June, July, and Aurust.
"ICTT/JUTHKL.-.....Hotel Kitxbuhel. A supplement of 1 franc hCc. will be required

on the bedroom eoupon from July 1st to September IMh.
LA BOIIRUOULE. -Hotel Heausf'jour. 1 to 5 francs per day, according to riMuns

from July 1st to August, 31st.

LBTPZlf-i. ITotcl HaufTe. An extra, (Hiar^e of 1 mark is made on tbe bedroom
eoupon. At the Hotel do Prusso an extra ehariro will be. made on tbe Isedrcjom
eoupon during tlio Annun.1 Kairs.

LlTSOB, Ilotd de Suede. Durinir tbe Inhibition at Lies'e from Aju-il to Kovem-
bqr, 1JJ05, a supplement of 2 IV. fiO e. per day per person will bn ehttrged.
TJSBON.Hotel Contra,!. Ooupons must be presented entire, otherwis-o a.n e.vtra

charge will lie made.
MADEIRA. .....-Reid's Carnio Hotel, (\mpons Stories C.J a,re accept el when pre-

sented entire, but not series A and B.
MADRID. -Hotel dos Ambassadeurs n,nd Hotel Ituin* 1

, I'bc'se hotels will only"

accept Series coupons and in entire dnys.
MALTA. Hotel Royal. From Juno 1st to Sept. /.Ot-h coupons Series A nnd H if

prortonted entire provide for 'A full meals with bedroom and lights, but 9d.por
day must be paid for jitt'o.ndanoo.
M'AUrENliAt). ....... Hotel (Jasino. A supitlement of ;: lunnen is required on eacli

bedroom coupon during July and August.
MlLAN.---"(!rand Hotel de. 'Mila.n. An extra, charge of }0 (eutiuuM is made at this

hot.ol on tbe bedroom coupon during the winter months.
MONT DORK.- -Non vel Hotel and Hotel do 1 I'< ^te. J-'mm July 1st to \gust

31st 1 to 5 fnines aecordin^ to rooms.
MONTK CARLO. Hotel dos Anglais. 1 franc <n dinner coupon.MOSCOW. Hotel Horlin. A sup]ih'nient of 75 kopeks is charged on the bedroom

eoupon.
AUTNicw ~ ITotol Ba,yerisclu!hof. A Hupidenient of KfraucH CO centimes is ro.iuiriMl

on tlio bedroom coupon between Juno Ihth and October 1st.

MtTHHTSN.- f I rund Hotel and Kurhaus. A HUpphMtient of 2 trains in eharg kd
during Juno, July, and September, and 3 franc* {>u centimes during August. At
tlio Hotol des Alpes a, supplement of 1 fra.no in roquiro<i between Julv lUtlt and
^optember 10th on each bedroom, dinner, and d<-jeun<n- 11 table d'huto eoupon.
TliiH hotel IH open during the winter months.
NA t>LKH.~-Q juml I lotol n,nd Hot<a Jfoyal doH KtntngorH. At both t hiK holels a

flupploment of 1.50 lirun IH charged on the bedroom eoupon from Mav iHt, to
December 31st, and 3.50 linin IVorn January 1st to April 30th. Tim ( Jrand 'I lotol in
clOHod during July and August. At UeHolini's lalafi Hotel a supplement, of 3 lire
will bo eharged on the bedroom eoupon during the months of January, February,

round
' ^ KUWlomont ot< 1 liro n eat 'h dinner <5oupon all the yeir

n xlra "llrtrK IH mado on

' Mmm ^n oxira

coupon

bo made during the



HOTELS. 5

PALBIIMO. Hotel des Palmes. This hotel is closed in summer.
l A IT.-Grand Hotel G-assion. 1 franc on the dejeuner a la fourchette coupon,and 1 franc for the dinner at table d'hote.
.PiLATUS. Hotel Pilatus-Kulm. 1 franc on "bedroom coupon, 1 franc on dinner

coupon for the evening tabled'hote, and_ 1 franc on new table d'hote lunch coupon.

V

oupons will be accepted without supplement for table 'd'hote lunch 'at these
hotels.
ROME. -Hotel Continental. 3 lire on bedroom coupon from December 1st to

April 30th. The Hotel Marini, during March, April, and May, will only accept
coupons Series C presented entire, and not Series A or B. A special series of hotel
coupons is issued for use at the Hotel Quirinale at 12s. per day full board ; a supple-
ment of 2 lire on each bedroom coupon and 1 lira on each dinner coupon will be
required From February 15th to April 30th.

ST. JEAN DE Luz. Hotel de la Plage. Coupons are only received in entire clays,
ST. MALO.Hotel Franklin. This hotel is open each sear from April 1st to

September 30th.
si\ PETERSBURG. Grand Hotel d'Europe. A supplement of rbls. 1.50 per day

is charged at this hotel. Coupons available May to October, At the Hotel de
Franco a, supplement of 50 kopeks is charged on the bedroom coupon. At the
(j rand Hotel a supplement of 1 rouble per person per day is required.
SALSOMAGO IORE. Hotel des Thermes. A supplement of 2 lire per day is

required at this hotel.
SAL'/iuniG. Hotel d'Europc. A supplement of 2 francs 50 centimes on each

bedroom coupon is charged at this hotel. At the Hotel Bristol an extra charge
of 1 franc is payable on each dinner and table d'hote lunch coupon.

'ENlNGEN.--Hotel Kurhaus. A supplement is charged on bedroom
ccording to price of room, and 1 franc on dinner coupon.

.RINU. Hotel Panhans. A supplement of 1 franc is required from
September to June and 2 francs from July to August.
SEVILLE. At the hotels in Seville during Holy Week and Seville Fair the rates

tiro double, and two sets of coupons are required for each day.
SrA.~-l lotel do I Europe. 50 c. on lunch cpupon.
STOCKHOLM. Grand Hotel. The following supplements will be charged at

this hotel: Bedroom coupon, kr. 1,50; dinner coupon, ore 75. At the Hotel
Continental the following supplemental charges will be required in settlement of
accounts : Plain breakfast, 50 ore ; dinner, 65 ore to 1 kr. ; bedroom, 65 ore to Ikr.
SPLDION (Tyrol). -Sulden Hotel. A supplement of 2 francs 50 centimes is

charged on tlio bedroom coupon from July 15th to September 1st.

TANdJKit. Hotol Continental. 3 francs per day during February, March,
April, and May,
TA.OKMINA.~~Grand Hotel San Domenico. A supplement of lire 1.50 is charged

at this hotel from February to May 1st. The Hotel Castello a Mare is open from
September 15th to June 15th. The hotels at Taormina are closed during the
Hummer months.
TOLEDO. Grand Hotel de Castilla. This hotel will only accept coupons

Scries C.

TllAFOL Hotel Trafoi. 2 francs 50 centimes on bedroom coupon from July 15th

to September 1st.

TiiBi/io AHBRKS. Station Buffet. Dinner coupons only accepted.
VKNIOB. Hoyal Hotel Danieli. A supplement of 2 lire will be charged on the

bedroom (.-oupons in April. May, September, and October. At the Hotel Britannia
1 franc extra will be charged on the bedroom coupon, and 50 centimes extra per
day for Htoani heating.
V.IKNN A.- Hotels Metropole 75 centimes on table d'hote lunch. 1 franc 25 cen-

times on dinner, and 1 franc 25 centimes on bedroom coupons. The green meat-
breakfast coupons included in Series B are not available at this hotel. The Hotel

Krxherzog Carl requires a supplement on each bedroom, lunch, and dinner

coupon. For the Hotels Bristol and Imperial a special series of coupons at

la francs per day full board is issued. At these hotels the dejeuner is provided
between 12.0 noon and 2.0 p.m., and the dinner between 6.30 and 8.0 p m. At the

Hotel Matsi'liakcrhof a supplement of 75 centimes is required on the table d note

lunch coupon. *

WARSAW, Hotel Bristol. Supplements of fr. 1.50 on the bedroom coupon and
50 contimcH on the dinner coupon are required at this hotel.

ZANDVOO LIT. Hotel d'Orange. A supplement of 50 cents is charged on the

dinner coupon as well uu on the bedroom coupon,

Li



LI5T OF HOTELS
accepting Series A, B, and C.

HOTELS IN THE KIVIEKA, All the lintels in Hie Uiviera ,.n tin,

dosed, during the summer months, cserpi t lie i.ea u MS ap- -it > ;

FRANCE AND FRENCH SAYOY.

Aix-lcs-Bains International Palace rlintwx ^in'-.Mm'.tt H<te! de

GrandSlotel Louvn^ lining Vir:,,i,MM,l
;

l, |,>!m ,,.

!, Chalet Hotel [Reva.nl /.Y,/M*..*/i//r flue d An rle erre

Kestaurant an Mont n e d.- ,,,iidiv-,

-^./accfo Grand Hotel d'Ajaeeio el Con-
: ",/'' , ,

..H 1" 1 '*

tinental : - '"'
J,"

11
;

1

'!',

1

;

11 H M<>lr""

Grand Hotel de France |"tel > nut hhme
Allwrtville. (Savoy)-Hotel Million

, ,. "."'A
1 ' 11

i ,

-*llc.vard-le.8-Kain8~-QriiXi& Hotel des rhnrlr**' Hotel Hue ! <Mmrlvs (tern*

Bains riicrfami'H lintel de 1 Airle et d' Anrle
~A.mi&M -Hotel del' Univers [des Pa,ins .

,,
ll "to

,

u
,'t 4 ,V

A
, ,

-d.mphion (Lake of Gcmmt) Grand Hotel < In-ntnut- !*
'

rrtt "< r
.- Hntel de n Pnhte

-d'/^/ers Hotel d'Anjou ( "mint-tint'- jo'tei
ue la t SneH<'

-4wflro-M?cw Grand Hotel du Palais Owm/,- ^Hote
du (turs.-hn

-dTMicc?/ Grand Hotel d'Angleterro ot l)nw urand n otel

Grand Hotel
t

\\lJMrtHunet

Arcadian Hotel des Pins et Continental ///</'
J J'te

J ura,

Grand Hotel < 1

;'tel
de la I .lneh<-

Grand Hotel Victoria lUinin Hntel d*- lirelarne

^rycles-dc-Jtifjorrc Hotel de Franee />/)/ Hntei < e la rlajfetsee untes

-4rfcjjHotel du Forum />//.// * lint <! I m ra nd

^li%)ioH.~Grand Hotel do VEuropo Kjut-tun/ H -t el d< ! httr
i

-1 i'-mwc/ipa Hotel do France AY/V,'*;/ Hotel des Unehe^ Illunehes

Jtaijut'.rex de. fiiynrrc Grand Hotel Ki-ntn Hntei J-plendide and <les Hani-t

Ueau Sejour" Hotel du Holder i JMH- unte)
J^tiifitti-sur-McrGYimd Hotel /'Vrm/;/ Urand Hotel de^ Hnius ef d<

-Wf*2/f>w/?rt Hotol du Commerce
.

l.nndrs <Hee nte i

jBt'au#eu--!Iotol den Anglais I'onhtintittfnit -Hotel de hoinlres

Hotel Victoria ''"/ Hotel du Nord
Me.anvau -Hotel Oontincntal [ruste (l<n'<n-nk ( thmtt* r>in nran Hniel du
Kel.fort -Grand Ilotel tie I'Aneienne

>

( 'irqtie et de la ('am>Mitit

/^,wJ/^m-Gra,nd Hotei des Haiiis Salins (inutvilb ( ,'raud I Intel

JMarrits Grand Hotel (Kee'noto) |l'lajrc (,'/r//nW <ira?i<i Hntel
Hotol Victoria tit, de lad ramie ,. tiraud Hnte! iMndorne et de,

MortlMiur. Hotel de Franeo Trnis Uauphnr-
/inuffir/ni'GrniiCL Hotel Uhnnlol and Unri'n#f*i {iardner-', U'<.\a! Hutel MM-

'Bristol (.see note) Htnn -lintel < 'mit mental Jnntei
./t<)-n.rbnnn(:-l(!x-Ji<iiiiK Hok'l des Mains Hntel Fin- -a t j

Jttniry d'Oiswis (Iscrtfy Jlotol de VOber- Ui-<t<ltt' i tt<i>$t u l'itr> j/o*t Grand Hntel
land Fra-nvais ., ilnt.-i'de IT.IU.V ei il'\n }de

JRoitrfl f.ii-JIreiwe (AJn^Gnrnd Hotel de
;

Ifinrt HntehJes Ih-s l't >r iterre
Hotel don Voyagours [.France ,. Hnlel de-* I ainnei''-;

Thermos (nee noio) Jfrwi/- Grand Iltttei {see jmte> |note>
ien Ilotel d'Angletorro Hotel de la 1'omiue d'ur {-oe

Calais Hotel Victoria
'

,/WH- ?**"/'/* Gmtid Hotel
Grand Hotel /.ft fln.itir -Hotel Royal Utniej

Cannes Hotel de la Plago (SOD note) /. /fowr/*/r Hotel i1rn.u^ ;iuur <M-

,, Hotel Gray ot'd'Alhion (see , Hoti'l de* I'KtJiiiiis^eHient
Hotel Splendid [note) , ciruml Hitel
Hotel de Hollandeetde Kuswie

'.

La ./-VMV tit* I '/,",: HUM (t'nrm'rtt) Hnte!
(see note )

;
///; Grvtvif. Ho^inu Hotel I Monte d'Oro

Hotel Grando Brotagno Is Fui/tt-Nt. (frrt'ttl* ( tlitntr t-nmjf")
Carcatsmmc Hotel Bt. Jean Ba,ptisii^ 'rerndnuH Hotel

1 ' " " " '

l,<\ Man* Ilotel HciulturOr
.

Grand Hotel d'Ahjjrlotorre
Hotol Continental [(Hoe note) Is. /*.// -Hotel <Uw AnihiWHiw

Ccrftcrc Buffet do la Gare ///*'-HijtM de T Kimmo
C'ctle--Grand Hotel Linn-tut r-Mcr (Jrund Hotel



France and French Savoy
Lotirdes (Haiitcs Pyrenees) Grand Hotel

Heins
,. Grand Hotel du Boulevard

Hotel de la Grotte
Hotel Royal

Lovq0ny Hotel des Gorges du Fier
Luchon Grand Hotel

Grand Hotel des Bains
LILZ (Hautes Pyrenees) Grand Hotel de

1' Cnivers
Lyons Hotel Europe et Metropole
Lyons Perrache Station Buffet
Ma>;on Grand Hotel de 1'Europe et

dAngleterre
Marseilles Hotel du Louvre et de la
Mentone Hotel des Anglais rPaix

., Hotel de Zltlenton
Hotel d'ltalie (E. Bav)

Mers Hotel du Casino
Modane Hotel International
"

Station Buffet
Mont Dare Nouvel Hotel and Hotel de

la Poste (see note >

Monte Carlo Hotel desAnglais see note
Hotel Beau Eivage
Hotel Savoie

Montpellier Grand Hotel
Xantes Hotel de France
Sice Grand Hotel (see note >

Hotel Metropole (see note)
Hotel Beau liivage (see note)

.., Queen's Hotel rVictoria
Mce (Cimiez), France Hotel Pavilion
Xismes Grand Hotel de Luxemburg
Orleans Hotel St. Aignan i see note i

Pa / we Grand Hotel
Hotel Bristol

Pam Hotel Meyerbeer* .

Grand Hotel Terminus *

Grand Hotel *

Hotel Bedford *

Hotel du Palais d'Orsay
*

Hotel Continental *

Hotel St. Petersbourg
Hotel Dominioi
Hotel du Louvre
Hotel Londres et New York
Hotel Magenta
Hotel de Calais

'

Hotel Lord Byron
,. Hotel de la Tremoille

Hotel Malesherbes
., Hotel d'Autriehe
., Hotel Burgundy* For PARIS, Hotel Coupons at special

rates are issued as follows : Hotel
Terminus and Hotel du Palais d*Or>ay

14s. 5d. and 12s. lOd. per day. Hotel

Meyerbeer, 2, Rue Montaigne~12s, per
day. Hotel Bedford, 17, Rue de l'A_rcade

12s. per day. The Grand Hotel at
20 francs (16s.) per day, full board ;

14s. per day, including bedroom, meat
breakfast, and dinner. The Hotel Con-
tinental at 20 francs (16s). With the ex-
ception of the Hotel Londres et New
York, the hotels in Paris require a
supplement if passengers present cou-
pons for meals apart from those for bed.

Pan Grand Hotel Gassion (see note)
Hotel du Palais and Beau Sejour

Perpiffnan Grand Hotel de Perpignan
Pontarlier Hotel de la Poste
Port V-ndre* Grand Hotel Durand
Quimperle Hotel du Lion d'Or et des
Reimes Hotel de France [Yoyageurs
JSeittis Grand Hotel

Grand Hotel du Lion d'Or
Rfltcoff Hotel des Bains
Rouen Hotel d'Angleterre

Grand Hotel d'Albion
Rfjtjan-les-Bains Grand Hotel du Pare
Royat-les-Bains Hotel Splendide

Grand Hotel du Pare
et Metropole

Grand Hotel de Lyon
Salies de Beam (Pyrenees) Grand Hotel

chi Pare
Sah'n*- Grand Hotel des Bains
&.mos Alps Chalet Hotel de Semnoz
>7. Brieuc Hotel Croix Blanche
St. Gcrvais-Fayrt'Bu&et de la Gare
St. Gfrmi*-le-\'illafjc (,sYi/v>v> Hotel*

Mont Blanc*
-Sf. Htnittrc-les-Balns'B.Gtel Vaux

-VTartin [note )

St. Jean de Lus Hotel de la Plage (see
St. Lo Hotel de TUnivers
.b'f. Malo Grand Hotel de France et

Chateaubriand
Hotel Franklin < see note >

Sf. Raphael Hotel des Bain?
.Sf. Xanvfiir-les-BaiiisGrsuHl Hotel de

France
TfionQn-le-s-Bains Grand Hotel de?i
Toulon Grand Hotel [Bains
T'jitloust Grand Hotel de TEnrop^e et

du Midi Reunis [Reunls
Hotel Capoul et Souvi le

Toare Grand Hotel cle Bordeaux
Treizc Arbns {Saroy} Station Buffet

(see note*
Van>if$Grim& Hotel de France
Vt:met-lf!-Bain$ Hotel du Portugal
Vichy Grand Hotel des Bains

ALGERIA AND TUNIS.
A in TemoucJtent Hotel de Londres
-!Zf//cr Hotel Kirsch (Mustapha

Superieur)
Hotel St. George Olusrapha

Superieur)
Hotel Continental (ilustapha

Superieur)

Algiers Mustapha Palace Hotel (Mus-
tapha Superieur)

,. Hotel de la Regence (in T
,. Hotel des Etrangers (in T

Hotel de VOasis
Batna Hotel des Etrangers
Bd Abbes Hotel Orient



APPENDIX.

Algeria and Tunis

Jfinkm 1loy ; il Hi te 1

Hotel Vietoria,

Grand Hotel Dar Dial"

Jlizr.rlc (Timix') Grand Hotel d'Kurope
Midah Hotel d'Orient
Jlnun.II ot.el d'Orient
Jlit</i('-~-Grand Motel de Franee

!, Hotel d'Orient,
Constantino -Grand Hotel

Hotel St. George's et

d'Orient
Hotel de Paris

7^A'</Hfc/.w
Hotel Bertram!

(idflma -Hotel d'Orient
Hawmamtflrha -Hotel des Bains
Haw inn lit, Mcxkini.ljnr -Kta.blisseiiiont

AYr/rfm<w~-l.Iotel Splendid [des Ba,ins

AVwf/ Hotel du Ohabcf
KrnulM -Hotel d'Orient,

LntjIniiHtf Gra.nd Hotel <lu Sud
Mt :

th-<t -Hotel d'Orient.
MiUnint -I Intel du ( 'mnmerve
Ortni 11 otrl Continental *

Hotel Motropole
Grand Hotel

I't/h'slm Hotel du (ornineree
riiilliwH'i'ilh' (Jra.nd Httol d'Orient:
,SV7//' Hotel de Franee

Hotel d'Orient
,s'//Avr/m/*r Gra,nd Hotel
7V///V/ c

1

/ Ifttatl Hotel du (Ynnmeree.
Tlt'nwn Hotel de I'

1

ranee
Tunis lintel de Paris

Grand Hotel
., Grand Hotel de F ranee

SPAIN, PORTUGAL, &c.

Only SV'r/(!x f roniwnR (trc <

>-l//C(!ira -Hotol Anjrlo Ilispano (KO
Itnrtajon IlalKvjiy 'Hultc.t. [note)
Jt(trfic.lnmi -Clrand Hot.e.l

TTotcHinind Oont intent ;il

JtolxtdWn. - BobadilU Buirct (seo note)
JiH-riftM Grand Hotel <Te Pa,ris
Cadiz -Ilotnl de 'Pn,ris

,, Hotel de Fnineo
(.-infra (I'nrtHtfd!,)

.......Law renee's 1 It t el

(Inrdtnw -Oni.nd H'otcVl Stiisse (st^o note)
Kw.tirit tl Hotel Mi nm< la

,. Now Hotel
Fi<jnt~r(t$ -Hotel de (Jonunereo
Fitrnlcrntbid -Hotel Palais Miramir
Gibraltar ......(Jriind Hotel

Hot.ol Oee.il (see. note)
TIotel Bristol ( H;;O noi.e )

Cfranada Hotel Washing! on Irving (see
note )

La (fninja Hotel do rKurope.

Madrid. Hotel des Amk-issudeui':-; (.(
,, Hotel Home (see note) [notei

Malaya (Irand Hotel do Home
Hotel Ooton

Mont Kutnril -(Jrand Hotel Monl Kstoril

Oltnrtn- (Irand Hotel de Paris I Hotel
I 'aim a ( il/W/'< >'<?/, Hnlctirii' Ixh'u) -< Irand

LMnm
note)

- Hotcil {ieiitr.'il (see

Hotel del Ksta.bloeimonto Mendarix
l{mnla- Hotel Gibralta.r

R..oyal Hotel (I'niverM
tfarautmmt Hotel Quatre Nations et
,SV '/// Hotel de Ma.drid (see note)

., (Jrand Ihttel de Paris (see note)
,. Hotel d'AiHrleiorre tse< 1 note"

,SY. t4t>hnxt.ian 'Hotel <!(ntinontnl
Ttni<jicr( Mttrtwo) HoteK'ontinentahsee

HoteHJeeil (not<->

Titrrauniia Hot<l de Paris
Tott'tto Grant! Hnte] d< v Cnstilla <see
rntt'iH'ia Grand Hotel do KViuo inotet
I '/> Hotel Continental

CANARY ISLANDS AND MADEIRA.
CANARY ISLANDS,

(irtind, Can tt
i'!f

Lai* l^ttnntx i^uinney's Mnj^liwh Hot-el "

Hotel M'etropole
;

,, Hotel Sa.nta Catalina (see note)
Mnnl.,'- 'Hotel Santa, Brip'ida'

:

Tt\nr riffs
!,a !.<{<! urn, Hotel A^uoro :

I'm'itn Orntam Hotel Marlianox ;

Ktvnta r'r/r:- Hotel Pino de On,"
Caanaeho's English Hotel -

MADK1HA.
Jfiinchnl '-Roid'n Carino Hotel :i (voo nott

Cornoll M Kmrl'Mh Hotel
Hotel IU41a, Vlnta

f;
'

At thi5 liotel niarktMl UIUH "
Hpeeial coupoitH at I)/- ptr da.y ar<s ae.iH^itetl,

SICILY, MALTA,
yldmti!tf--Grand Hotol des 'Bains
yU/ie/18Hotol d'An^lotcrrc (Hot! noi,(0
G'atante Hotel (Jrundo Bretu^iKi
Cor/tt Grand Hotol St, Clcorgo ( HOQ not o >

Hotel do la Orundtt Bn'tnirne
ittrtjc.nU- Hotol don TetujjleH (see note)
Malta- Hotel Hoyal (Htn 1

! note)
MiMlna Hotel Victoria



HOTELS,

Sicily, Malta, &e.-~continued.

{(')' nio Hotel cle Franco
Hotel ties Palmos (see note)

r.nia (Malta)- Modern Imperial Hotel
m<;(w: Hotel des Etrangers

Grand Hotel Viftoria

Taormina Grand Hotel San Domenieo
(see note)

Hotel Tinieo ('see note)
Hotel Castello a Mare (see

note)

SWITZERLAND AND THE ALPINE DISTRICTS.
.h/f.Mof/rHGrand Hotel Kurliaus
A-iiilc -Grand Hotel

Hotel Victoria
-HwJoHotol Motta
AlimrtGh-titatlt Hotel Pilatus
JM//.w/--Hotel de la Clef d'Or
AiiwlqillotQl de la, Croix Blanche
.Andmiiatt Grand Hotel Bellevue
, 1 wf/fW!r -Hotel Woiashorn
ApiH'.nzdlllQfal and Kurliaus Weiss-
Arolla-Hotel Mont Collon [bad
- 1 -jMnful* Grand Hotel
. 1 M'.nrtc In Hotel Axenstoin
.Hwleii ( Switzerland) Hotel Hintcrliof

Hotel Staadhof
Grand Hotel
Baden (see note)

little Hotel Trois Rois (see note)
Central Station BufL'et

,, Hotel Knlor
Hotel Continental [Sehweizeiiiof

.Hrtlin'wiHi -Hotel do la Poste ct

Ilc.riiun- -Hotel 1'iz Aela
./fmifcHotol Bellovuo

Station BuIVot
/ir.r. Grand Hotel des Salines

,, Grand Hotel des Bains
/J/Ywwtf -Hotel Maoolin
lirfc.nr: Hot ol do la Croix Blanche
Hrif/iti',} iotcl do la Couronnes et de la

Station Bullet [Poste
limn in- Hotel Kurliaus
llriinfjj 7taf//iw?/ Stat-ion Buffet
Hrun n MI - -Hotel A dler

Hotel Waldstatterhof
Kden Hotel and Pension

/M/r Hot oldel' Hn ion
/^//V/<

i

s/oc/;--ITott i

l Burprenstock
('<iu.r. -Ura.nd Hotel du Caux

Tahu-o Hotel [.in France"
< 'fntni<ni.nix ((Sarov/)-- See under "Hotels
Cltatcniu' t/.'f J/:j:~-Hotel Berthod
C.7i(^-/^(i/)~-Grand Hotel et EtaTjlissc-

tncnt do St., Vineent
('Intiix <!<', Funds--Hotel do laFleur-dc-Lis
Clit\fhrt'n (ncttr rcw-ii) Belle Vue
(Hittnrntd.riiUutvl Krone and Kurliaus
r/f//rw Hotel Koy
f .Vj/;v: Nones Hotel Steinnock

Hotel Lulunanier
Dawn J)<'Jli~Qr<in<l Hotel Soeliof

Fluola Post Hotel
/)ru)K jfVafo' Grand Hotel Belvedere

Grand Hotel Kurliaus
liiw.tt tin "DiHontiR Hof
Dnlile.r (war ttn.nah) Grand Hotel

.KgcjfnhnrH --Hotel .Tunpi'rau

.tfiitriMtcln.TLQtQl du Paon
;;///'/7)e/Y/ Hotel Titli (see note)

KwUn ti
- Hotel d'Evolene

Fatdo Hotel Suisse
Falls of the Rhine (Neuhause)i)

Sch-weizerliof
Faulensee-Bad Hotel Victoria
Fins Haute Hotel Bel Oiseau
Flu,elen Hotel Croix Blanche et Poste

Hotel de la Gare
Hotel Bellevue

Furta Hotel Furka
Hotel Furkablich

Gcmmi Pass- Hotel Wildstrubel
Geneva Hotel de la Paix

Hotel de Russie
Hotel du Lac
Hotel Metropole
Hotel National (see note)
Hotel Bergues

Gersan Hotel Muller
Giessbach Hotel Giessbach (see note)
Glacier du Rhone Hotel Glaeier du

Bhone
Gocsche.nen Grand Hotel, Goeschenen
(irindelwaldHotQl Baer

Hotel Grand Eiger
fiiirten- Ktilin (near Berne) Hotel Gurten
Heidcn Hotel Freihof [Kulua

Hotel Schveizerhof
Jfospcn thai Hotel Meyerhof
Tl-ans Hotel Oberalp
Intcrfakcn Hotel Victoria (see note)

Hotel Metropole
Grand Hotel (formerly Bean
Hotel Jungfrau [Rivage

JfeeZte Hotel de la Poate
Jongny sur Vevey -Hotel du Pare
KcmdcrstcgHQiQl Victoria
Laax Hotel Seeliof [Lac Noir
Lac Noir (Fribourg)--Hotel des Bains du
Landqmrt Hotel Landquart et de la

Hotel Davoserhof [Poste
L<Lti$anne Hotel Gibbon

Hotel Beau Rivage. Oucby
La nterbrunnen Hotel Steinbock
Leitkcrbad Hotel des Alpes

Hotel de France
L'U'KtalILQtQl des Salines
LitUc. SchcidegcfBuffet Restaurant
Locarno Grand Hotel

., Hotel du Pare
Hotel Metropole

Lode Hotel Jura
Lucerne Hotel du Cygne (S\van)

Hotel Victoria
Hotel du Lac [(meals only )

Lake of Lucerne Steamers
Lufiano(Pamdiso Pier) Station Buffet

Hotel Splendide
Hotel de 1'Europe
Hotel St. Gotthard
Hotel Bristol
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Switzerland and the Alpine District*-*

-wow Hotel de Sion and Terminu *

v Icure Hotel de la Couronnc

si if* Hotel Spiezerhof
Jffim^-Hotel Bodenhaus
'

'-Hotel Stachelberg Bad
si Stalden [sqjrhorn

Tent
H VI

'

ij.
-

:.<" . - --

>JYr//,vf;/"/i'-'/ \ -*-"-*"-_-
' ,

? II % . ^e r> J.fjifarf Hotel Burgenstcck
,Vf. Jieaieiibury Curhaus .

[Poste

"
Hotel Beau-Sejour
Grand Hotel Victoria

s
. 4 j3^Jiard*"0 Hotel Victoria

Is/ Cergues sitr Xyon Hotel de 1'Obser-

vatoire r ,, .,

s^ Gatlcn Hotel WalhaUa
S'f. Xieholas Grand Hotel
*u*ten (near Leuk) Hotel de la Souste

''Tae*ch sous Zermatt Grand Hotel
Taeschhorn

TelUplatte Hotel et Pension Tellsplatte

Terr ftef Grand Hotel
Territet-Chillon Hotel d Angleterre

Hotel Bonivard
Tete-Noire Hotel de Tete-Noire
T/IOW726 (2%w) Hotel Bellevue

Grand Llotel Thunerhof
TO jw/* Hotel Post
Tiefenkastcii Hotel Julier Post

Torrentalp ($.
:Leukerbad) Hotel Torrent-

Trient Grand Hotel de Trient [alp
Tnnnmelbach Hotel Trummelbach
I '(.-tliberfi Hotel Uetliberg
Utitri^chaken Hotel Klausen
Urine ii Hotel Urigen
raZk'e des Onnonts Hotel des Diableret

Vcrnayaz Grand Hotel des Gorges du
Trient

rci-ew Hotel des Trois Couronnes
Grand Hotel Vevoy

I'iesch (E(?ffi8chorH)Hoiul des Alpes
I 'illcncti ve Hotel Byron
\'i*l> Hotel de la Poste
\ 'itznrut Hotel Vitznamsrhul

Park Hotel
tt'eesen (Lac de H'alleiwfadl) Hotel Speer
H'e.(7</j's-~Hotel Schloss Hertenstein
il'etesenstetn (SoZoWiMrn) Kurhaus

Weissenstein
Wengen Grand Hotel and National
Ycerdon Hotel des Bains
Zermatt Hotel du Mont Cervin

Hotel Mont Eose
., Hotel Zermatt

Zug Hotel du Cerf
'

Hotel Bahnhof
Zag (Mountain') Hotel Schonfels
Ziioz Hotel Coneordia

'

Zurich Hotel Belle Vue au Lae

BELGIUM, HOLLAND, THE RHINE, GERMANY, AUSTRIA,
RUSSIA, &c.

.-1 ix-la-Chapelle Corneliusbad Hotel
Hotel du Dragon d'Or

.4 Ibruck (Black forest) Hotel Albthal
Amsterdam Hotel Pays Bas

Hem-ion's Grand Hotel I , Hotel -Ajiistel (see note)

J/ r r*_^ ? n r , t r_ i j -T* ^1 and Kurliau= -ee

- H *! -I*.-, A"* e * *ee n'te*
Aruehriit:? G'-ind Hctel lu Lac
.. H-:el Belle Vue
-Ntftt/<a//- ? H tc^l S.'hvrei.erhof
Ubcrulp n. rel O^eralpsee
Ormnttts-Sn,* Hotel de la Couronne ;i

%
la Coniballaz

Ouchy Hotel Beau Rivage
Pfae.fersl3Ltte\ et Bains
JPitatus Hotel Klimsenhorn

Hou-1 Hlatu* Kulm :see note.'!

JPontre.#iHiH;-^el Kronenhof
Hugatz Hotel Qnellenb-?!

JRe/c/i^rtMi'^'ii^-^Hirand Hotel de? Alpes
Jiffff-fCn? :.>f-~ II. :<t el 'Rigi-Kiilui t>ee note]

ii.3
4

-rl ?.'hreiber (see note
IZtgi-Xfnr rfV-'Hotel Riai-Staffel
Jiiyi-Fiw t IIo tel Ri gi-Fi rst
Jioehen* <Je jv .;/*: Hctel Roeliers deNaye

ach Hotel Anker
fini \~ncnr Mcirittfien') Kurhaus
"ee Hotel Belle^iie [Rosenlaui

'Ho el I'ellevue
T Berninn D-lirs

/ II-i rnbueiier' s K
'

H otel Bel vedere
- I'd >erwald

UuS'
N* r /if, 3/f /-/' ; /; /

.S Jf . M*//r -I?.)/

N I-M /;/* Hot -.' 1

S*a cafttfitt' > Il.jtel Pianta
Saxttn '.iran.l Hotel les Baln>

Hotel de la Pierre a Voir
i-V/z t: ic??i ?; ? H c- rel Eelle vue
Xchinsitti<:h -Baths of Sehinznac-h
Sch rim* i'l "o '*.i ri6* r*; i Hotel zur Taube
Scfiul* Hotel de la Po>ie
Schvcels Hotel Ro^.-li

Sch-ynif?e Plait? intnr Ititerlakeu) Hotel
Scnynige Plane

Ta'iii'?} -Hotel Edelweiss [Mann
/ta tEngnti inei Hotel et Wilden
-Kulnt Hotel Belle Vue

I'illttfie Hotel le la Poste

-.4 56ozfaHotel Curanstalten (see note)
{Black Farmtjr-llotel de la Poste



HOTELS.

Belgium/Holland, The Bhine, Germany, .Austria, Russia, &e. continued.

11

-4msterdam Brack's Doelen Hotel (see
note) [note)

Hotel de 1'Europe (see
Bible Hotel (see note)

~A.iitiverp Grand Hotel :

> Hotel de TEurope
Hotel de la Paix
Queen's Hotel

-.4. rco Hotel Arco
-4 r Am Grand Hotel du Soleil

Jiugsburg Hotel des Trois Maures
-.-1-ussee Hotel Erzherzog Franz Carl
JBaden-Baden Hotel de Holland (see

note) [Karlsruhe
JBadcnweilcr (Black Forest) Hotel
HaclNeuenahr (German t/) The Curhotel
JSayreutli {Germany} Hotel de la Poste

(see note)
Eclchm (High Mountain. Station) (Black

Forest) Kasthaus Belchen
Belgrade (Servia*) Grand Hotel
JBerchtesgaden Hotel Bellevue
JBerlin Hotel Prinz Albrecht

., Grand Hotel Bellevue
Hotel du Pare
Kaiserhof Hotel (see note) ;

JBingen Hotel Victoria
JBlankenberghe Hotel du Ehin

Hotel Trogh
JBoll (Black Forest) Hotel Curhaus
JBonn Grand Hotel Royal
JfopparfJ Hotel Spiegel
JBfiscii (Tyrol) Hotel Kaiserkrone

., Hotel Victoria-
Jiredrt Hotel Swan
Hregens Hotel de la Crois Blanche

Station Buffet
Hotel Montfort

Jfremen Hotel de 1'Europe
Brixcn Elephant Hotel
Jirousm (Turkey in. Asia) Hotel
Jiruqcs Hotel de FUindre [cl'Anatolie

Grand Hotel
J3runswick Schrader's Hotel
JJruFsctf Hotel de la Poste

, ;
Hotel du Grand Miroir

,, Hotel de Flandre ( see note)
Hotel Belle Vue (see note)
Hotel Mengelle
Hotel de France
Cafe Restaurant des Musees
Hotel Metropole (see note)
Grand Hotel (see note)

Bucharest (Rounwnia) Hotel Splendid
J3udap8t Hotel Hungaria [terre

Hotel de la Reine d'Angle-
Grand Hotel Royal

Jiudweis Hotel Kaiser von Oesterreieh

Capellen-Stoteenfeti Hotel Bellevue
Carlsbad Hotel Hannover (see note)

Savoy Westend Hotel (see note)
Hotel "Wurttemberger Hof

<Ca rlsnthc Hotel Germania
Casscl Hotel Hoyal
Cleve BTotel Prinzenhof
CvUence Grand Hotel Belle Vue
Cologne Hotel Disch

Cologne Hotel du Nord
Constance Hotel and Pension Jnsel

Hotel Heeht
Cortina Hotel Aquila Nera

Hotel Cristalio
Craco it1 Grand Hotel (see note)
CreusnachSee ELreuznaeh
Dinant Hotel des Postes [Schuetzen
Donauezchingen (Black Forest] Hotel
JJordrecht -Hotel Orange [Station)
Dresden Grand Union Hotel (near Alt
Dasseldorf Hotel Heck (see note)

Hotel Monopol-Metropole
EcJitemach Hotel du Cerf
Eger Hotel Kaiser Wilhelm
Eisenach Hotel Kaiserhof
JEms Hotel Four Seasons

Hotel de 1'Europe
Feldberg (High Mountain, Station) (Black

Forest) Hotel Feldbergerhof
Field oj Waterloo Museum Hotel
Flushing Hotel Zealand
Fondo Ronsberg (Austrian Tyrol) Hotel
Frankfort Hotel S\ran [alia Posta

Hotel de Russie
Freiburg (Baden} Rotel Treseher
Freuclenstadt (Slack Forest) Hotel

Schwarzvald
Fitrtwangen (Black Forest-) Sun Hotel
Gtrnsbach (Black /V^w^H-Bath Hotel
Ghen t -Hotel de la Poste
Giinmden Hotel Bellevue
(.foerlitz Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten
GollinaHotel zur Alten Post
Gorz Hotel Sudbahn
Gossenaass ( Tyrol) Hotel Grobner
Gotha Hotel Wuenseher
Graz Hotel Elephant
GHes (Tyrol} Hotel Grieserhof
Haarlem Hotel Funekler
Hague Hotel Bellevue

Hotel Paulez [note;
Hotel du Vieux Doelen ( see

Halle Hotel Preussiselu r Hof
Hamburij Hotel Streit
Hano ver Hotel Continental
Heidtlbc /y/ HoteldeVEurope

Grand Hotel [Maier
Hutchensehicand (BL Forest) Hotel

., Hotel Sehwansee
Hnchfinstcrmun z Hotel Hoehfinster-

munz
Hohenschwangau Hotel Alpenrose

Hotel Schwannsee
Holsteig (Hollenthal) (Black Forest)

Golden Star Hotel
Homburg Hotel Belle Vue (see note)
Hornberg (Black Forest") Sebloss Hotel

., Hotel Baeren
Illla (Tyrol) Hotel Iglerhof [Forellen

; liseriburg-a-Bars Hotel zu den rothen
Innsbruck Hotel Tyrol (see note)
Ischl Hotel a la Croix d'Or

Hotel Kaiserki*one
Jena Hotel Schwarzen Baeren
Jtarersee (Tiimiy Hotel Karersee (see

Hcinpten Hotel Krone [note;
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Italy continue*]

Let/horn Hotel Angletorre ct Campari
Lew Hotel Leva
Loreto Hotel Pace e Gemelli
Lucca Hotel de 1'Univers
Liriiio Hotel Siniplon

Terminus Hotel
Sta lion Buffet

kindestmo Hotel de Giaeoini
Mantua Grand Hotel Aequila d'Or
Meiuifiyio Hotel Menasrgio

Hotel Victoria
3filnn Grand Hotel de Milan (see note)

,, Hotel de 1'Europe
., Hotel Continental

Hotel Manin
3fon8itmmano Hotel Royal
Jlontccatini (near F/o/v/jer) Grand

Hotel dc la Paix
Faults Grand Hotel (see note)

Parker s Hotel
Hotel de Londres
Grand Hot6l du Yesuve

t , Hotel Continental [note)
Bertolini's Palace Hotel (see
Hotel Royal des Etrangers (see

note) [lais .

Xervi Grand Hotel et Pension Ang-
OrbiAello Station Buffet
Orrieto Grand Hotel Delle Belle Art!
Padua Grand Hotel Fanti
Pallanza Grand Hotel Pallanza

Hotel Eden
Ptfflfo'^Grand Hotel de la Mediterranee
Perugia Grand Hotel Brul'ani

Palace Hotel
Pisa Hotel Victoria

Station Buffet
Hotel Restaurant Nettuno ( meals

Pistqja Hotel du Globe [only)
Station Buffet

Pompeii Hote\ Suisso
Portoftno Grand Hotel Splenclide

Posita no Hotel Marguerite
Jtftpalln Grand Hotjl aud d' Europe
RnpaHo Hotel Royal
R<tt:eiina Hotel Byron
.RomeContinental Hotel < see note)

,. Hotel Marini (see note)
Hotel Quirinalet special coupons)
Station Buffet

Su le HI o Hotel d' An gleterre
Sal ice Grand Hotel
Salsomagg-ioreGrtLnCL Hotel Milan

Hotel Central Basrni
Grand Hotel des
Thermes ( see note )

Saw Jtemo Continental Palace Hotel
Grand Hotel de Nice
Hotel Victoria
Hotel de 1'Europe et de la
Paix

Sienna Grand Hotel
Sondr-io ( Valtelma}'E.o\Q\ de la Poste
SorrentoHotol Tramontane
Spezia Hotel d'Jtalie

Station Buffet
fttrtm Hotel des Isles Borromees

Hotel Milan
Tirana '"'rand Hotel Tirano
Turin Hotel Trombetta

Hotel d'Angleterre
Station Buffet

Varatto Etablissement Hydrothero-
pique and Grand Hotel

Varese Grand Hotel Varese
Venice Hotel Victoria

Hotel Britannia (see note)
Royal Hotel Danieli 6-ee note)
Grand Htl. des Bains (

I'he Lido)
VernnaHotel Colombe d'Or

Grand Hotel Londres & Royal
Deux Tours

Viareggio Hotel de Russie
Viii timilleSto,\ ion Buffet

Lunch and Dinner Coupons Series C will be accepted in the restaurant car on
the Sicilian Bailways.

Coupons Series C for plain breakfast, lunch, and dinner at table d'hote, will he
accepted on the steamers on Lakes Coino, Lugano, and Maggiore.

EASTERN AND EGYPTIAN HOTELS (SPECIAL COUPONS.)
10s. per day (blue).

Bagdad Hotel d'Europe
Brqussa Hotel d'Anatolie
Cairo Hotel du Nil and Hotel Metro-

pole (except in January, February,
and March).

Corinth Hotel de la Gare
Huffa Hotel Carniel

Jaffa Hotel Jerusalem
Jericho Hotel Bellevue
Jerusalem Hotel Kamiritz
Nauplia (Greece) Hotel Mycenae
Nazareth Hotel Germania
Patras Hotel Patras
Port Said Hotel Continental

Eastern Exchange Hotel

Therapia (Bosphorus) Hotel d'Angle-
Tiberias Hotel Tiberias

^ [terre

12s- p3r day (pink).

Alexandria Hotel Abbat
JBaalbec Grand New Hotel
Beyrout- Hotel d'Orient
BromsoL Hotel Belle Vue
Bulktlty-R>mleh (near Alexandria.}

Carlton Hotel
Cairo Hotel Bristol (from April -1st to

December 31st).
Hotel Royal
Villa Victoria
Hotel Metropole (during Jan-
uary, February, and March),



HOTELa

Eastern and Egyptian Hotels (Special Coupons) emj

12s. per day (pink icimtinHnL
ConstfuitinopJfHoiel Royal d'Anele-

terre
Hotel de Londres ( from

Jgne 15th to August 31st.' and
from December 1st to end of Feb-
ruary).

Damascus New Hotel Victoria
Heloiian Grand Hotel des Bains
Jerusalem Grand Xew Hotel
Port Said Savoy Hotel
Prinltipo {near

*

Coriftantinojle t Hotel
Giaeorco

13s. per day (burf).
Alexandria New Kliedivial Hotel i ex-

cept January. February, and
March*.

Assouan Grand Assouan Hotel {from
beginning of season until December
31st).

Athens Hotel d'Angleterre (February
1st to May 31st.). tComjjlete days
coupons only received.?.

Cairo Shepheard's Hotel, Ghezireli
Palace Hotel, Savoy Hotel, and
Grand Continental Hotel I'exeept
January, February and March >.

Cairo Hotel Bristol (during January.
February, and MarchX

Cttiro Hotel d'Angleterre except Jan-
uary. February, and March).

Cairo Mena House Hotel (Pyramids*.
(during October, November. Decem-
ber, and Aprils

Ca/ro Hotel du Nil (during January.
February, and March .

Constantinople Pera, Palace Hotel t.ex-

eept. April and May, and from Sep-
tember 15th to November loth).

Con*tantinopl-H.Qtel Bristol t fromJune
15th to August 31st. and from
December 1st to end of February .

Constantinople Hotel de Londres (from
March 1st to June 15th, and from
September 1st to November 30th >.

IJtlouattTe^, fik Palace Hotel
Ismailia Hotel Victoria

JTorHotel Luxor Cexeept in Januaryand February, and from March 1st
to 15th . Hotel Karonk <a supple-ment of Is. per day will be required
during February?.

inUj.,* iPrim*** j*Mrt-7.o-Hotel Gia-
;iW7 Hotel Huok [eomo

15s. per day.wwu Cataraet ILztel < from K?-
grlnniEs? of season up to De- -ember
31?t. and^frorn Mar-h :6th t- end' -=f

se:is'-Ti. 1:~. ;.or dav I:r :nple or
double r.-.jm

15s. per day . white .
'

t.. ,..
Mar oil'.

' "

.1^.?. ,'/:.-.' Grand Aou:in 11-.:^

Oi !rK Sbe::lie'ir,i - If :%?'.. Glie^ireli
Pa:;iee Here:. >av:v Hote*.. Gran*l
Continent:i: Hctel. Mt.T.a !I-i;-v*
Hotel t.Pyr.iTnia- 1 .in-". Ifote". a* Vn-
trle;erre *.diir:niT Jiinii;kr\- r^br:.;:\r y,
and 3Iaivli ,

f.'V'yw^fm* >>/' Pern P:iVn.-' ir.:.-:e". iilnr-
ing April and M:iy. ar.-l frrrn N?>.-
teniber loth : ..: N :.- v e r.: In.- r I

-
: 1: .

i/'+'/tfauiini'iit''' Hotel Bri-tv"; > ir-: ni
March -Isr to Jiine 15th. and :Yom
September l~r to N-'-verri^t-r 30*h '.

J7/ fV?~Haifa Hotel
J/d^^f^ Helounn H,-te:
L>!x-r Hotel Luxor t'l^riC^ J;i'n:i.jrv.

ami :'ro:i: Mnr-h 1-t v;> 15th. Dv.f-
inj? FelTi;:;ry a

-.-.;'. ; '.'.-ni'-nt ,f 1>,

per day will h*.- re.i
;
;:'!i'.l >.

18s aid 20s. per day.
At*-tu-iK--Cat'-irM-jtllotel -. :'rom January

1st to Mar ;Ii Irrh. :-.-. *\r d.-iy :-/r

iioi;ljle rj-r-ni. und 2^-, i_-r aingle
room i.

20s. per day.
Kha rtoiiin Grand Hotel

SPECIAL NEW SERIES OF HOTEL COUPONS,
At 7s. 6d. per Day. Providing for Bedroom. Lijzhrs. and
Breakfast or Tea, Meat BreaMast or Luneb, ani Dinner itt

.-e. Flam
u'H ,u*.

LIST OP HOTELS ACCEPTING THE ABOYE.

>M'/?r-"f

-France) Hotel 4e France
Abries (France} Grapd Hotel
14 We/*att(.l*fria) Hotel Qasthorpzum

rothen Ochsen
Adelbodm (Switzerland} Hotel Belle

"Vue
^dmoai (Siypia) Hotel aa

Post

II

H ,.-.. ..
x-t'-'i

- Pfi-*HC<> i -'"' .- .V-r

(Frawiv*-Hn-rel Xe.irr.: C -te

/ Za Chahfll^ itr'i'r-i^.-.y.- IJ-.t

of Spain

at- la I'O^T e



APPENDIX.

Special New Ser.'es /

PensionAix la Ohapelle ^Ge
Villa Louise

Aix-les-Bains(Francc) Hotels dela Paix.
et Derouge

Hotel de Geneve
., Hotel de Russie

et des Colonies
Alassio (Italy) Hotel Victoria
Albcrtvillc (France} Hotel de la Balance
Alessandria (ItalicHotel Grand Mogol

et des Strangers
Algiers (Algeria)- Hotel Beau Sejour

(Mustapha Superieur)
Hotel Oriental
(Mustapha) (25)

., ,. Pension Victoria

Alpnach-Stad ( Switzerland) Hotel
Pilatus Dependsnee

Station Buffet [Noir
Altdorf (Switzerland) Hotel clu Lion
Amalji (Italy) Hotel de la Lime

Hotel Marine Riviere
Amiens (France) Hotel de France et

d'Angleterre [Wittdun
Amrum (Germany) Hotel ELurliaus
Amsterdam (Holland) Hotel Rembrandt

'

Hotel Neuf
Hotel Prinz Hendrik

Anaeapri (Italy) Hotel Victoria
Andermait (Switzerland) Hotel Touriste

Hotel Pension
Krone

Andernach (Germany) Hotel Schaefer
Annecy (France) Hotel de 1'Aigle (1)

Annenheim a/Ossiachersee (Austria)
Hotel Annenheim

Antfiolzerwildsee ( Tyrol} Hotel and Pen-
sion Antholzerwildsee

An tibes Hotel Terminus
Antwerp (Belgium) Hotel Central
Aoda (Italy} Hotel Corona
Aquarossa (Switzerland) Hotel Aqua-.

rossa [et d'Angleterre
Arcachon (France') Hotel de la Foret
Argeles-Gazost (France.') Hotel Beau

Sejour
Argentiere.8 (near Chfimounix, France)

Hotel de la Couronne [Pinus
Aries (France) Gmnd Hotel du Nord-
Antsa (Switzerland) Hotel and Pension

Rhatia and Ger-mania (23)
Hotel Bristol and Schweizerhaus

Arromanches (Normandy) Grand Hotel
du Chemin de Fer

Asnelle.s (France) Hotel "Belle Plage
Athens (Greece) Hotel Panghion

Royal Hotel
A uffsburg (Germany') HotelWhiteLamb
Auray (Brittany) Hotel du Pavilion
A v-ignon (France) Grand Hotel du

Lou\Te [terre
.4 tranches (Normandy') Hotel d'Angle-
Azazga (Algeria) Hotel Vayssieres

Hotel Gebhard
Kaden (Switzerland) Hotel Verenahof,

Baden
Hotel Waage

For references seepage 22,

Baclfn-Batlen (Germany) Hotel and
Pension Villa Blueher

Baden-JBadcn (Germany)- -Hotel zum
Goldenen Stern

Bad Harzbarg (Germany*. Hotel Belle
^ue [d' Qtigny

Bafjneres de Luchon (France) Hotel
Bale (Switzerland) Hotel St. Gothard

Hotel Bauer au Shin
Barcelona (Spain) Hotel Falcon

i* Hotel Suizo
Gran Hotel Amtos
Mundos

Batna (Algeria) Hotel Continental
Battaglia (Italy) Hotel Italy
Ba veno (Lake Maggiore) Hotel Simplon
Bayeux Hotel de Luxembourg
Bayonne (France) Hotel d'Europe and

Guipuzcoana [horn
Bcafenberg (Switzerland) Hotel Silber-
Beaitrais (France) Grand Hotel de

France et d'Angleterre
Beek (near Xymegen) (Ifoiland) Hotel

Pension Elsbeek [zini
Bellagio (Italy)-Hotel Pension Genez-

M Hotel des Strangers
'

JBellinsona (S'Witzerland) Hotel du Cerf
Berchtesgaden (Bavaria) Hotel vier

Jahreszeiten
Bergamo (Italy) Hotel Ohapeau d'Or
.Bergun(Switzerland) Hotel White Cross
Berlin (Germany) Beyer's Hotel
Berne (Switzerland) Hotel du Faucon
Bex (Switzerland) Hotel des Alpes
Biarritz (France) Hotel de Bayonne et

Metropole
Hotel Pension, St.

Oulienet duMidi
Hotel du Chateau

des Falaises
Bicnne (Switzerland) Hotel Suisse

Hotel de la Gare
Bingen (Germany} Hotel Starken-
Biskra Hotel de T Oasis [burger Hof
Bizerte (Tunis) Hotel Metropole (8, 12)

Blaaflaten (Norway) Hotel Blaaflaten
Blankenburg (Germany) -Hotel Kaiser

Wilhelm
Blois (France) Hotel du Chateau
Blonnllc. S/M (France) Hotel de la

Terrasse
Normandy Hotel [Rive

Boenigen (Lac de Brienz) Hotel Belle
Bologna (Italy) Hotel Stefta d'ltalia

and Aigle Noir
Hotel du Pare

Bona (Algeria) Hotel du Commerce
Bonn (Germany) Hotel du Nord

Hotel Rheineck (30)
Bordeaux (France) Hotel Restaurant

Beeli [Soeurs (24)
Hotel des Quatre

Bordigkera (Italy) Grand Hotel des
lies Britanniques

Bordj-Souira (Algeria) Hotel de la

[Colonie
Botzen (A ustrict) Hotel de 1'Europe



Special New Series continued.

Boulogne (France')~ReYry's Hotel
Grand Hotel du

Louvre
Hotel d'Europe and

Continental . .. ,.. _,

Boulouris (near St-. Ra.phu.tL, France) Champery
Grand Hotel [and Terminus Chateau, d'Oex (Switzerland) Hotel and

JBourfi (France') Grand Hotel de la Paix !>.-,; ^ vr.,,.., rr ,-i~,.

Chamounix (France) Hotel Beau Site
and Continental

Chamountx (France) Hotel de la Croix
Blanche

Chanter i/
< Switzerland) Hotel de

Bremen (Germany} Hotel Central
Brescia (Italy) Hotel d'ltalie

Hotel Brescia
J3ro? (JPrflHCe) Grand Hotel

Hotel Moderne i 21 >

Bricnz (Switzerland) Hotel de 1'Ours
Brigite(Switzerland) Hotel Terminus 14)

Brindfsi (ltal>n Hotel de FEurope
Brissago (Stritmlawl) Hotel Pension

Beau Sejour
Bruges (Belgium') Hotel du Panier d'Or

,. Hotel Windsor
Bninnen (Switzerland} Hotel Rossli
Bruseclf (Belgium) llotel de Bordeaux

Hotel de la Providence
Mowbray House Pension
Hotel Cour du Mexique
Grand Hotel de la Marine

Biibcnbery (Spicz, Switzerland) Park
Hotel

Bucks (Switzerland} Hotel Arlberg
Budapest (Hungary} Hotel Continental

., Pension Internationale
Bulle ('Switzerland') Hotel des Alpes
Cabuurff (France) Hotel du Casino
Cadendtibia (Italy) Hotel Belle Hes
Cadiz (Spain) Hotel Oriente
Caen (Normandy) Hotel d'Espagne et

des Negoeiants
M Hotel de la ilarine

Caimcro (Lake MHjgiore, Italy) Hotel
Italia [Victor

Cannes (France} Hotel de Paris et de
Hotel de France (32)

CannoMo (Italy) Hotel Cannobio et

Savoie
Capolago (Switzerland) Hotel du Lac
Capri (Italy) Hotel Eoyal

Hotel Bristol

Caprtte (Italy) Hotel deHe Alpi
Hotel Belvedere

Carhaix (France) Hotel de France
Camac-Plage (France) Grand Hotel
Carttret (.France) Grand Hotel de la

Cassel (Genmny\$tuck's Hotel [Mer
Castagnola (near Lugano, Switzerland)

Hotel Pension Villa Castagnola
Castettamare (Italy) Station Buffet
Catania ('Sicily s Grand Hotel Bristol

et du Globe [du Ha v re

Caudebee-ai-Caux (Sormandy ) Hotel
Cauteret* (France) Hotel de Londres
Cam dei Tirreni (near Salerno, Italyjr-

Hotel Victoria
Hotel Savoie [Olga

Cemo&Mo (Italy) Hotel Pension Heine
Certom di Pari&i Italy) Hotel de la

" ' '-'- J -- --'

Pension dc 1'Ours
"

[Londres
Ch'itilliw (near Ao.^n, lf.iltj\~Hotel de
ishand-Fnntuine ( Hdginni i Grand

Hotel des Bains
"

Ciiia reinta ilttif.ii) Hotel rle la Po.ste
.. Hotel Helvetia and

Speeola
ChiU.ni ( &i'itwl<tii:i i-Hotel Chillon
Chriffiaina < JV"r?rrt//> Hotel Con-

tinental 29 1

Ckriiiijnt Fcrrand (France) Grand
Hotel de la Paix

Cf'av ( iienuxniD -Hotel Mtiywald
Ulutes (France) Hotel National
L''jblenec (Genwiny> Hotel zur Traube
Cognac (France) Grand Hotel de

Londres (12)
aMM (Italy) Grand Hotel Mella D. 31.)

Cvfogne (Germany) Hotel Continental
Hotel Pteiebshof
Hotel 3Iinerva

Co-u'j (Italy') Hotel d'ltalie
Hotel Metropole
Hotel Pension Bellevuc
Grand Hotel Volta

Cowpicutie (.Fra nCf')~Grand Hotel de
France

Constance < German)!) Hotel Krone
Conta iti ciUe-tes-B-JLins (Xvnnandy )

~
Grand Hotel

Copenhagen iDenmark) Sorensen
Grand Hotel [Franeia

Cordova ^Spaiin Hotel Espanola y
Cvurseulles-sur-Jfer-Hotel des Etrangers
C'jutancea i France) Hotel Angleterre (1)
Crefold ( German if)-~HoiGl Beltz
Uach*en'(Fall9 of the Rhine* Switzerland)

Hotel Schioss Laufen Ddu Lac
Darligcn i Switzerland) Hotel Pension
Da vos Plats (Switzerland) Pension Hoh~

wald
Hotel and Pension Strela

Delemont (Switzerland) Hoteldu Faueon
Diekirch (Luxemburg) Hotel de la

Maison Bouge
Dieppe (France) Hotel du Globe du

Nord and Victoria
Hotel des Voyageurs

JDfj'jn {France} Grand Hotel "de Bour-
gogne 1 17 1

Diiiant^Btfijiumi Hotel Famille
Dfnurd* Brittany * Hotel des Bains

Hotel BeUe-Vue
Uol de Mrdaytit iFraiice) Hotel Grand

Haispn
D'tfiio d'Ostvlti (Italy) Hotel 3Ianini
Dordrecht .Jlollaitd} Hendrtk's Hotel
Drevdeu (Germ my Hotel Kaiserhof

[poste"et"Metropole (2; Daixber$ ( Germany t Hotel Berliner Hof
Chambery (France} Grand Hotel de la Edam (Holland) Dam Hotel

For refernc$ see page 22. B
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Special New Series continued.

Jc/en (Holland) Hotel Rynland
^6ic(G'e?wm&0Htl. zum Palmbaum

Pension Mueller, 14,

Querstr
., Hotel Sachsenhof
Lavandon-s i(.r~Mer ( Var. France)
Grand Hotel de la M<diterranee
Mam (Nnrmd ndy) Grand Hotel
Men (Austria) HotGl Suclbahnliof
Pont (Lac de Jotcx, Switzerland)
Grand Hotel du Lac de Joux

'ti-sur-Mer (Calvados, France) Grand
Hotel de la Plage
ieux (France) Hotel de France et

d'Espagne
iirno(Switeerland} Htl. lleber au Lac

Hotel Beau Eivage
et d'Angleterre

do (Ttaf//) Grand Hotel Campania
and Pos'ta [Madrid
wdes (Fiance) Hotel Beige et de

Hotel Bellevue
Hotel Notre Dame

'erne (Switzerland ) -Hotel de VAnge
Hotel Rutli

'-iwr-Mer (France} Htl. cles Families
rano (Switzerland) Hotel Lugano ...

Hotel Beau Rivage
no (Italy') Hotel Poste and Pension
Suisse [sion Kurhaus
.gem (8ivitzerland)~-IlQtel and Pen-
surpiccolo(Qaamcro, Austro 'Hungary}

Hotel Pension Fritzi

cmburg (Li(,x) Hotel Clesse
)IK (France) Grand Hotel de Eussie
Hignaga (Italy) Hotel Belvedere
Irid (Spain) Hotel Peninsular
rgianico (Italy) Hotel Glimatique
ines (Belgium) Hotel Buda
engo (Algeria) Hotel d1

Orient
sciUes (France) Hotel de Geneve
tiyny (Switzerland) Hotel National
a (itafy)--Hotel Massa [Poste

'.terndurj (Austria.') Gastliof zur
ens de 'ftton (Rhone Valley, Switzcr-

Irt?Z) Hotel de la Rosa Blanche
niujen (Switzerland) Hotel Brunig
., ,, Hotel Meiringerhof
Mhal (Switzerland') Hotel and Pen-

sion Alpenhof
Hotel and Pen-
sion Melchtlial

lone (Frtmce) Hotel de Turin
,

Hotel Britannia
,

Hotel Savoy et Pen-
sion St. Georges

senschwand (Black Forest) Hotel
in (Austria) Hotel Europe [Eagle
,

Hotel and Pension Windsor
Hotel de TEurope

f (France) Hotel de la Plage
t (Qise, France) Hotel duLyon d'Or
.elet (Algeria) Hotel des Tpuristes
ielkerke Lez (Ostend, JBeZ^ium)--Yilla
les Roseraies
n (Italy) Hotel Victoria

'

Hotel duNord

Milan. (Italy) Hole! de France
Hotel de Rome
Hotel National
Hotel Central Pozzo

Monaco (France) Hotel de Nice
Monnetier (Saleve, near Geneva) Grand

Hotel du Pare
,. Hotel du Cnateau

Monte Carlo (France) Hotel National
Mont Dore( France) Hotel Tournaire
Montrcux (Switzerland) Hotel Beau

Rivage
Hotel Hollande

Montrcuil-sur-Mcr (France) Hotel de
France et d'Europe

Mont St. Michel (France) Hotel Poulard
Aine

Morgins-les-Saws( Valais, Switzerland)'
Hotel Pension de la Eoret

. Mori (Austria} Hotel dela Gare
Morlaix (Brittany} Hotel de Provence
Munich (Germany)~Hotel MasEmanuel

Hotel del'Europe
Murren(SwitzerVnd) Htl.&PensionEiger
Naefcls (Switzerland) Htl zum Scliwert
Nantes (France) Hotel du Commerce et

des Colonies
'

[Rivera
Naples (Italy} Hotel and Pension de la

Hotel de Naples
Nattrs-Briguc, (Switzerland)J:I.Qtel des

Alpes
Nauheim (Germany} Hotel Horstmaun

and -Villa Bismark [Berger
Neris-lea-Ba-inis (France} Grand. Hotel.
Nervi (/trtZ?/) Schiekert's Pare Hotel
Neuchatel (Switzerland) Hotel du Soleil
Neuha-usen (S-idteerland}HiiL. Belle "\

rue
Neustadt (Germany) Htl- CroTrn [Htl.
Neuwied (Rhine, Germany) Moravian
Nice (France) Grand Hotel St. Barthe-

lemy
Hotel de Berne (11)

(Cimiez, France) Hotel Pension
Thomson

Hotel des Princes
Nimes (P-miice} Hotel d'Europe et de

Provence [kron
Nordhausen (Germany) Htl. Friedrieks-

Nyon (Switzerland) Hotel de 1'Ange
Oberammeryau (Bavaria ) Anton Lang's

Pension, No. 19

Oberhofen (Switzerlaiid)-"Ku'r'ha.iis Hotel
Victoria [Lahneck

Oberlalmstein ( Germany)~Vv^eller's Hotel
Olten (Switzerland) Hotel Suisse
Oostduinkeike-Bains (Belgium) Grand

Hotel des Dunes
Orleansvilk(Algeria) Htl.desVoyageurs
Ostend (Belgium) Hotel de Gaiid et

d'Albion (22)
Hotel Royal de Priisse and
Gde. Bretagne (22)

Htl.Av.enue(closetoKursaal
St. James' Hotel

Oucliy (Switzerland) Hotel d'Angleterre
Quistreham (Itiva Bella} Hotel du

Chalet

id

'*,

For references see page 22.
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Pallanza (Italy*) motelMilan Kestaur-
ant Morisetti

Hotel S. Gothard Pen-
sion Suisse

Hotel Metropole
Parame (Brittany) Hotel de la Plage
Parts (France} Hotel Prince de Galles

Hotel Londres et Milan
Hotel du Pas de Calais

., Hotel des Tuileries
., Hotel de Dijun

Pastau (German i/) Hotel zum Mohren
Pan (France) Hotel de la Poste
Peglt (Italy) Hotel de la Ville [Poste
Piedimulera (Italy) Hotel Conronne and
Pilseit (Austria} Hotel Golden Eagle
Pisa iJfa?y) Grand Hotel etde Londres

Hotel Nettuno
Hotel Minerva et Ville

Plamee (Tyrol, Austria t Hotel Seespiiz
Pont Audemer (Normandy} Hotel du

Lion d'Or, Hue Ga.mbet.ta
Pont du, Ga rd (France > Hotel de la G are
Pontresiiia (>S'u'ftzc rland) Hotel and

Pension Bernina [Porniehet
Pornicket ( France) Grand Hotel cle

Port Orotara ( Canary Islands) Hotel
Buena Vista

'

[berg
Potsdam (Prussia) Hotel Stadt Konigs-
Prague (Austria) Hotel d'Angleterre
Promonhgno (Switeerl'd)Htl. Bregaglia
Quimper ( Brittany) Hotel de 1'Epee
Quinto-al-Xare (Italy) Hotel Quinto
Jtagaz (Sicitzerland'\ Hotel Scholl

JKapallo (Italy) Hotel Beau-Rivage
Verdi's Hotel

Rapperswyt (Switzerland) Hotel et Pen-
sion du Lac [Tpro

Ravello (Italy} Hotel and Pension "del

JKeichenhall (Germany) Hotel German
King

Rcnnes (France) Grand Hotel Julien
JKkeinfeMen (Switzerland) Hotel Diet-

sehy am Rhein [Bellevuc
Rigi Xaltbad (Sivifzerland Hotel
Rfgi-Elosterli (Switzerland) Hotel and

Pension de 1'Epee
Riva (Austria) Hotel Eiva
Rochefort (Belgium) Hotel Biron
Rolandseck (Germany) Hotel Decter

.. Zur Bheinschiffahrt
RoUe (Switzerland)-Hotel Tte Noir
Home (Italy) Hotel Campidoglio

Fisher's Hotel Alibert
Hotel d'Allemagne
Hotel Anglo-American

Rorschach (Switzerland} Hotel Bodan
Rosetto (jBtllinzona, Switzerland) Hotel

Pension du Cerf
Rothenbvrg (Bavana) Hotel Hirsch
Rotterdam (Holla,nd)~-Hotel de France
JBoiten (France) Hotel Victoria

Restaurant de Paris,
Rne de la Grosso Horloge (14)

Ruta {Italyy-Hotel d'ltalie (18)
pans Fee ( Folais) Hotel dn Glacier
Sabte-ftur Sartkt fFrance} Htl. St.3Cartin

Sackingcn (Germany) Bad Hotel zum
malice (Italy) Hotel Milan [Lowen
1S'a^o??n<7%'7^ ?'?-"Hotel Cavour [Salvan
Salvan (Valais, Switzerland) Hotel de
Salzburg (Austria) Htl. Goldenes Schiff
San Gimiguano (Italy) Hotel Centrale

Vittoria
San Itemo (Italy) Hotel Metropole

Cosmopolitan Hotel
Xanta Cruz (TencH/e) Hotel Britaa-

nique i3)

Santa Maria dcgli Angtli (near Assini,

Italy} Hotel Porziuncola
S:trfij?.M (Bosnia ) Hotel Central
Savo'na (Italy) Hotel Koine
RehajfltfiHuen (Switzerland) Hotel Riesen
Sche'vcniHfJcn (Holland\ Grand IHotel

Royal (16)

Hotel Zeern^t
Schierke ( Germany) Hotel Furst Stol-

berg
Schoenwald (Baden, Gennany)H(}tel

Siedle zum Hirschen
SohmncHld ( Black forest) Kur Hotel
Schulx-Tarasp (Switzerland) Hotel du

Pare
Schwalbach (Germany) Htl. Continental
ifcliwerin (Mecklenburg, Germany) Hotel

Niendorff [Blanc
Schieyz (Switzerland) Hotel du Clieval
Sedan (France) Grand. Hotel de la

Crois d'Or
Sel~ach (Switzerland') Hotel zum Kreuz
&epey(ValUe des Ormonts, Switzerland)

Hotel du Mont d'Or .

Saflri-Levante (Italy) Hotel d'Europe
Seville {Spain") Hotel and Pension

Anglo-American
Hotel de Rome (9)
Hotel La Peninsular

Siotj (Switzerland) Hotel de la Gare
Slrmione ( Italy) Grand Htl. des Termes
Sixt (Haute Savoie, France) Hotel Fer

a Cheval
:

> Soden ( German y} Hotel Kurhaus
i Soglis (Switzerland^ Pension Willy
i Soleure (Switzerland) Htl. de la Cigogne

Hotel Kufhaus "Weissenstein
Hotel Hirseh.

Sophia (Bulgaria) Hotel Royal
Sorrento (Italy) Hotel Grande Bretagne

Hotel de la Syrene
Koitssa (Turns) Grand Hote?- (12, 13)

Spies (Switzerland} Hotel Restaurant
de la Gare

I
Park Htl., Bubenberg

i Splugen (Switzerland) Htl. Bodenhaus
i Hotel Post
! Stannstad (Sintzerland) Hotel
: Winkelried

Steinach-Irdning (Austria) Station Htl.
i StBeatenberp( SwitzerVd} Htl.Alpenrose
i

St Btasien (Germany} Hotel Hirscnen
fit Brieuc Hotel d'Angleterre
St Georgf.n (Black Forest, Germany}

Hotel Hirseh [bonrg
St. Hubert (Belgium} Hotel du Luxem-

For references see page 22.
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. Luz (France) Hotel Villa de
TOcean

5t. Jean Pied de Port, Baste* Pyrenees
(France) Hotel Central

&t.Johann amPonqan (A ustria) HtLzur
P6*st

St. Laurent du P<mt(Fr.) Htl.des Princes
SV.Z-o (Xoniiaiidit J Hotel de Normandie

<iifttc Marguerite (nearPornichct,Loire In-
ferieure, France') Htl. de la Plage * 5 )

&l. Maria rX(Sicitzerland) Hotel
vSeh-weizerhof

,S*/. Maria Maggiore (near Doom d'Qwla,
Italy) Hotel des Alpes

&f . Malo (France} Hotel Central
Pension Suisse [Benoit (15'&. Mnritz (Switzerland* Hotel Albula

,, .. Hotel Rosatseh
, Hotel National

jSciin-t Xazaire( France) Htl.de Bretagne&. Pollen (Austria)-Hotel Pittner
St. Qitentin(France)~^Hotel du Commei ce
,S*i. tfaureur-les-Bains (France) Grand

Hotel des Bains et des Princes Beunis
>t. \'alery-en-Caux (France)- -Hotel de

1'Aigle d'Or
&. Wolfgang (Austria) Hotel and Pen-

sion Peter zur Schafbergbahn
Hotel zum Weissen Rossel (26)

Stockholm (Sweden) Hotel Belfrage
., Pension Conti-

nentale
j&'trtisiburg (A Isace) Pension Inter-

nationale, Universitiitsstrasse 26

&tra88burff(Al*ace)'B.tl d'Angleterre t.10)

Str&a (Lake Maggiore, Italy) Hotel
Pension Beau Sejour

St tittgart (Germany) "Hotel Dierlamm
ffttna (Lake Magrriore, Italy) Hotel Suna
Tcti di Cadore (Italy) Hotel Cadore
T'ctngier (Morocco) Hotel Bristol
T'fionon-les-Bains (France) Hotel

Pension du Lac
T'Jiun (Sicitzerland') Hotel Falken
T-leJenbacti (Furka Pass. Switzerland)

Hotel Tiefengletsch
3T-1 volt (Italy) Hotel Sirena and Regina
T-i&i Ouzou (Algeria) Hotel Lagarde

Hotel des Postes
T'o'blo.ch ( A ustria) Hotel Gerrnania
T'oulouse (France) Hotel de Paris

? (France) Hotel de 1'Europe
'tan (Kaly) Hotel Bazzoni
5 (Germany) Hotel Venedig

ZT-r-iberg (Germany) Hotel Eng-el
ZT-rtent (A ustria) Hotel de 1'Europe
Trieste (Austria) Hotel Buon Pastore

"

iK (^arfrory) Hotel Venezia
'"

yonnandy) Htl. du Chalet (28)

Hotel du LouvreU.9)
!rf

^^722S~Imperial Hotel (12, 13)

Tarin (Italy} Hotel Suisse-Terminns
.T Hotel Boma and Rocca

Cavour CSeehof
Tutting (near Munich, Bavaria) Hotel
Utrecht (Hollands-Hotel Central [aire
Valle di Pompei (Ifaly)-Htl. du Sanctu-
I'annff (FranceyHotel du Dauphin
rarcfe (Italy) Hotel Europe
reldesain I'eldertee (Austria) Hotel and

Pension Malbner [31onaco
Venice (Italy) Hotel Grand Canal and

Hotel 3Ietropole
,, ,. Hotel d'Angleterre

Yc.rnaiiaz {Switzerland} Hotel Victoria
et des Alpes

T>rw/jn (Sormajidy'} Hotel d'Evreux
Verniin (Italy i Hotel Europe
I"tfry ( $wttzf.rland .) Hotel d'Angleterre
I'tareggio {Italy} Hotel d'ltalie

Vichy i Fra nee y Hotel Bellevue
Grand Hotel de Melan

Viege (Stfttzf.rlrinn''> Hotel du Soleil
Vieitiw ^-lMsfr/; Hotel Victoria

Hotel Po-te
ViUard-de-Lfin* (Prance) Hotel de Paris
ri'lediFu-lfp-Pnetes (Fehncri Hotel du

Louvre
ViUeiieitrc (Switzerland) Hotel du Port
Villeneuee-&ur-Li.>t( Fr,y Hotel de France
ViUinfjen (Germany') Hotel Blume
I'ire ('France') Hotel St. Pierre
Vitre (France") Hotel de France
Vitsnau (Switzerland) Hotel Rigi
Vlaardinrien tfcTof?a*d> Hotel Bellevue
Wntfenweil ( Xiritzerlana") Hotel Engel
W'ablkirch (Baden, Germany) Hotel

Lo-wen-Post [flrsten
WaUenstadt (Siritzfrland't Hotel Clmr-
We.fjgis (Siritzerhind') Hotel du Lion

'd'Or
Weimar (Germany) Hotel Elephant

Hotel Goldner Adler
Wcifseriberg (Switzerland) Hotel Weisse

Burg
Wenfffn (Switzerland'} Htl. and Pension

Bluralisalp
Wtefbaden (Germany) Taunus Hotel
Witdbad < O'enny ,

Htl zum gold Oehsen
Wolfaeh in Kinsigthal (Germany) Hotel

zum Sahnen [Kaiserhof
Wnrm* aiRhine (Germany) Hotel
Wurzburg(Bavaria) Hotel zum Sehvan
Yi:oir'(Belgium} Hotel Boq
Zandroftrt V Htdla nd > Hotel Kie^-its

Zdl am tiee(A utria\ Htl. Pinzgauerhof
Zermatt (Switzerland* Hotel de la Po-ste

Hotel Victoria
Zrieft (.?jrrerZa.nd) Htl Schweizerhof

Hotel Schu-ert
Zirtteimmcn (Switzerland) Hotel et Pen-

sion de la Couronne

Hotel coupons for luncli ^will only be accepted at the restaurant on 3Iotmt

"Vesuvius on payment of the difference between the value of the coupon and the

%-Llue of the lunch, according to the printed tariff accepted in the restaurant.

. For references see %age 22,
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REFERENCES.
1) 50 c. on lunch coupon. (2) 1 fr. on lunch coupon. (3) Between October 1st

and May 31st 9s. per day is charged at this hotel conditionally on passengers
staying a minimum of three days. (4) 50 c. on the lunch coupon -when presented
alone. (5) During August a supplement of 1 to 3 fr. will he charged on bedroom
coupons according to the floor. (6) A supplement of 2 mks. per day required
during July and August. (7) A supplement of 1 fr. 25 c. per day is required at
this hotel.

*

(8) 1 fr. on dejeuner coupon. (9') During the Holy Week and Fair a
double set of coupons, plus a supplement of 6 pesetas, will be required to cover a
full day's boarding and lodging at this hotel. (10) A supplement of 50 pfennig
is required on the dinner coupon at this hotel. (11) Extra charge on bedroom
coupon during Carnival. (12) 50 o. on dinner coupon. (13) 50 c. on bedroom
coupon. ("14) The luncheon coupon is accepted at this restaurant. (15) Open
from April 1st to October 1st only. (16.) This hotel is only open during the season.

(17) If coupons are not given up in their entirety a supplement of 1 fr. will be
charged on the lunch coupon. (18.) A supplement of 1 lire will be charged to

passengers using the lunch coupon only. (19) The following supplements are

charged at tbii hotel during August:! fr. dinner, I fr. Iunche9n, 25 c. plain
breakfast, and 1 fr. bedroom cDupon. (.20) A supplement of 50 c. on dinner coupons.
Passengers are requested to advise hotel proprietor a day in advance of their

arrival. (21) A supplement of 50 c. will be charged if coupons are not given up in

entire days. (22) The hotels at Ostend are closed from October 15th to May 15th.

(23) 1 fr. extra payable for bedrooms having a balcony. (24) A supplement ot"

50 c. is required on the meat breakfast coupon. (.25) 75 c. on meat breakfast

coupon. (26) 1 fr. on dinner coupon. (27) This hotel is only open from
July 1st until October 1st. (28) At the time of the Races which take place in

August a supplement of 2 fr. per day is charged at this hotel on each bedroom
coupon. (29) Series R coupons accepted during the winter season. (30) A supple-
ment of 50 pfennigs is payable on the bedroom coupon at this hotel. (31) 1 mk, on
bedroom coupon. (32 j A supplement of 1 fr. per day during January, February
and March.

For Hotels in GREAT BRITAIN", UNITED STATES, INDIA, and AUSTRALASIA,
&c,, see

"
Cook's Hotel Coupon List," free on application.

CONDITIONS and terms of REPAYMENT for unused coupons are printed in the

Coupon Books.
ANY COMPLAINTS which parties haveto make as to the use of the Coupons, or the

conduct of Hotel Proprietors or Servants, to be 'addressed, in writing, to Messrs.

THUS, COOK & SON, Ludgate Circus, Fleet Street, London.
REPAYMENTS FOE UNUSED HOTEL COUPONS, less 10 per cent., can only be made

at the Chief Office, Ludgate Circus, Fleet Street, London, and no agents are

authorised to repay for any not used.

Hotel Coupons can be obtained at any of the Offices of

THOS. COOK & SON,
Chief Office, Ludgate Circus, LQndon.



COOK'S EXCURSIONS, etc.

COOK'S EXCURSIONS, TOURS, AND
GENERAL TRAVELLING ARRANGEMENTS-

THOS, COOK SON,
PIONEERS,

Inaugurators, and Promoters of the principal systems of Tonrs.
established in 1811 in Great Britain and Ireland, and on the Continent

of Europe.

+ n J!C
,

K
P.
TS BY MIDI-AND ROUTE issued by Thos. Cook & Son,to Deibysmre, Yorkshire, Lancashire, Moreearnbe Bay. Isle of Man, Scotland, Ireland,

etc. ; also Cheap Excursion Ticket* to and from London.
COOK'S ENGLISH LAKE AND ISLE OF MAN TOURS cover all points of

interest, including Wmderniere, Coniston, Illswater, Derwentwater, RvduL Grasmere
.Lakes, Douglas Peel, Ramsey, etc. Also Coaches and Carriage Ex.'Uixir.ns to viMt all
principal places.

COOK'S WEST OF ENGLAND TOURS, combining- Railwav, Coach, and Steamer
to every point of interest in the West of England.

COOK'S SCOTCH AND IRISH TOURS cover all points of Tourist interest in
Scotland and Ireland,

COOK'S TICKETS TO PARIS are available by the Shortest and Cheapest
ttoutes, and by Folkestone and Boulogne and Dover and Calais.

COOK'S TOURS TO HOLLAND, BELGIUM, AND THE RHINE are arranged.
upon a very comprehensive basis, for single and return journeys, and for Chvular Tour*.

COOK'S SWISS AND ITALIAN TICKETS provide "for every Route to ami
through Italy and Switzerland, at great Reduction in Fares.

THE STEAM NAVIGATION OF THE NILE is conducted by means of the New
Tourist Steamers, specially constructed "by Thos. Cook & Son i. Egypt i. Limited.

TOURS IN PALESTINE AND THE HOLY LAND are rendered easy, sale, and
economical by the superior arrangements 01 Thos. Cook & Son .

NORWAY, SWEDEN, AND DENMARK. Tourist Tiekets issued for all principal
parts of these Countries. Cook's own Carriages run on the chief routes in Norway.

ALGERIA AND MOROCCO. Tourist Tiekets available over all the Algerian
Bailways and Coach Routes. Conducted Tours throughout 3Iorocco.

TURKEY, GREECE, INDIA, CHINA, AND ROUND THE WORLD.-Thos.
Cook & Son issue Tickets for these Countries, by all principal Lines, and also a
Direct Travelling Ticket for a Journey Round the World.

COOK'S TOURS IN INDIA, AUSTRALIA, AND NEW ZEALAND. Under
special arrangements with the Government of India, and with the Indian and.
Australasian Railway Administrations, Thos. Cook & Son i-^ue Ti-'.-lcets to and
through all parts of these Countries.

PASSAGES TO AMERICA AND CANADA are secured Ly Thos. Cook & Son
for all the chief Lines of Steamers, and, in connection with the<e,"Tiekets r-;m be issued
for Tours to all principal parts of the United States.

CONDUCTED PARTIES leave London and Paris regularly during the season for.
Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, the Rhine, Germany, Norway, Sweden, etc.. etc. Pro-
grammes free on application.

COOK'S. HOTEL COUPONS are available at about 2,000 Hotels, guaranteeing
first-class accommodation at fixed prices.

BAGGAGE INSURANCE. Special advantages to holders of Cook's Tickets foar
insuring Baggage against loss. Packages stored and Baggage and Goods forwarded.
to any part of the globe at lowest rates. Full particulars can be obtained at any of
the Offices of Thos. Cook & Son in Great Britain.

BANKING AND EXCHANGE. Foreign Moneys Exchanged at most advan-
tageous rates. Drafts and Circular Notes issued and cashed.

POLICIES OF INSURANCE against Accidents of all kinds issned by Th<*s.
Cook & Son.

PROGRAMMES of all the above arrangements can be bad gratuitously at any
of the Offices of Thos. Cook & Son.

CHIEF OFFICE: MJDGA.TE CIHCUS, LONDON, E.G.
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OFFICES AND AGENCIES OF THOS. COOK & SON,
ORIGINATORS OF THE EUROPEAN EXCURSION AND TOURIST SYSTEM.

ESTABLISHED 1841.

(Telegraphic Addresses shown in Brackets.)

CHIEF OFFICE Ludgate Circus, London, E.C. (Coupon)

LONDON BRANCH OFFICES:

CITY: f 99, Gracechureh Street, E.C.

\ 81 , Cheapside, E.G. (Cookbook)
/ 38 & 39, Piccadilly, W.
21, High Street, Kensington, W. (Viandante)

WEST END: { 13, Coekspur Street, Pall Mall, S.W. (Allotments)
82, Oxford Street. W.
l*Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., Westbourne Grove, W.

STRAND Forecourt, Charing Cross Terminus.
EUSTON ROAD In front of St. Pancras Station, N.W.
HOTELS First Avenue, De Keyser's Royal, Carlton, Langham,

Metropole, Victoria, and Russell.

PROVINCIAL OFFICES:
BELFAST 27, Royal Avenue- (Coupon)

( StephensonPl. (Coupon)
BIRMINGHAM {64, Corporation Streetis,., c

' (Emigration)
BLACKBURN 5, Railway Rd. (Coupon)
T>ATTAXT /68, Deansgate. (Coupon)BOLTOL

1 140? Newport street.

BRADFORD 8, Exchange, Market Street.

(Coupon)
BRIGHTON 50, King's Road. (Coupon)
BRISTOL 49, Corn Street. (Coupon)
BURNLEY 92, St. James St. (Coupon)
DUBLIN 117, Grafton Street. (Coupon)
EDINBURGH Princes Street. (Coupon)
GLASGOW 83, Buchanan St. (Coupon)
GLOUCESTER The Cross. (Coupon)
HULL 5, Carr Lane. (Coupon)
KILLARNEY Main Street. Sum. only.
LARNE Main Street. Summer only
LEEDS 4, Royal Exchange. (Coupon)

FOREIGN
ALGIERS 3, Boulevard de la Republique.

(Cook)
AMSTERDAM 83, Damrak. (Cook)
BERGEN (Norway) (Cook) Sumr. only.
BRINDISI Strada Marina. (Cook)
BRUSSELS 41, Rue de la Madeleine.
. (Cook)
CANNES 3, Rue de la Gare. (Coupon)

Closed from May to November.
CARLSBAD Markt. (Cook) Sum. only.
CHRISTIANIA 20, Akersgaden. (Cook)
COLOGNE l, Domhof. (Cook)
FLORENCE 10, ViaTornabuoni. (Cook)
GENEVA 90. Rue du Rhone. (Cook)
GENOA 17, 19, 21, Piazza della Meridiana,

YiaCairoli. (Cook)
GIBRALTAR Waterport Street. (Cook)
HAMBURG 39, Alsterdamm. (Coupon)
INNSBRUCK 14, Meinhardstrasse, (Cook)

Summer only.
INTERLAKEN 1, Chalet Jungfrau. (Cook)

Summer only.
LAUSANNE 16,Place St. Francois. (Cook)
LUCERNE Schwanenplatz. (Cook)
MADRID 5, Carrera de San Geronimo

(Cook)

LEICESTER Gallowtree Gate. (Coupon)
LIVERPOOL 51, Lord Street. (Coupon)

/ Victoria Bdge. (opposite
\ the Cathedral).

MANCHESTER-/ (Emigration)
61, Market St. (Coupon)

V Midland Hotel.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE 109, Grey Street.

(Tourist)

-^ u .

j 16, Clumber St. (Coupon)NOTTINGHAM
j ^ Derby Road

OLDHAM 110, Yorkshire St. (Coupon)
ROCHDALE 82, Drake Street. (Coupon)
SHEFFIELD Market Place. (Coupon)
SOUTHAMPTON 31, High St. (Coupon)
SUNDERLAND 269, High Street West.

(Coupon)
WALSALL Park Street. (Coupon)
WOLVERHAMPTON Lichfleld Street.

(Coupon)

OFFICES:
MALTA 308, Strada Reale, Valetta

(Cook) [(Coupon^
MARSEILLES 11B, Rue Noailles.
MENTONE 10, Avenue Felix Faure.

(Coupon) Closed from May to Nov.
MILAN 7, Via A. Manzoni. (Cook)
MONTE CARLO Credit Lyonnais

(Coupon) Winter only.
MONTREUX Arcades du National, Bon

Port. (Cook) Open 9 to 6 Summer,
9 to 7 Winter.

NAPLES Piazza dei Martiri. (Cook)
NICE 16, Avenue Massena. (Coupon)
o A T>TC i li Place de 1'Opera. (Coupon)PARIS-

-j 25Q) hue de EivolL
/54, Piazza Esedra di Termini

ROME-', IB, Piazza di Spagna. (Cook).
I Winter only.

SAN REMO Via Vittorio Emanuele
(Coupon)

* TURIN 31, Via Roma. (Cook)
VENICE Piazza dei Leoncini, Piazza San

Marco. (Cook)
VIENNA 2, Stefansplatz. (Cook)
ZURICH 2, Fraumiinsterstrasse, Stadt-

hausplatz. (Cook)
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OFFICES AMD AGENCIES OF THOS. COOK & SON-"**""*
SOUTH AFRICAN OFFICES:

CAPE TOTFN-146, St. George's St. (Coupon) |
DURBAN Smith Street. (Coupon)

ORIENTAL OFFICES:
ATHENS Place de 3a Constitution. (Cook" CONSTANTINOPLE 12: Rue Cabristan, (Cook)
BETROCT Near Hotel d'Orient. I'Cook:

'

HAIFA Near Hotel Carmel. (Cook)
BoMBAT-13, Esplanade Rd. Open 9 to G. "Coupon} JAFFA German Colony. (Cook)
CALCUTTA 9, Old Court House Street. 'Coupon;

! JBRCSALEM David Street. fCook)
COLOMBO Victoria Arcade, York St. fC'oupon: ;

RANGOON 71, Merchant St. i Coupon)

AMERICAN .OFFICES:
CHIEF OFFICE, XEW YOKE 261. 262. Broadway. [Coupon].

* 1185, Broad-way.T,BRA:NCE OFFICE^, "

f 649,
*
BALTIMORE 'Md.' 11, West Centre Street.

BOSTON 3J2. Washington Street. Coupon* BCTFALO (N.Y.. 308, Main Street.
CHICAGO 234. South Clark Street. Coupon*
CINCINNATI O. S. Kuhn & Sons, 24. East Third

Street.
CLETELAXD189, Superior Street.

COLCXECS_ .O.; \\\, North Hiah Street.
'Colo. 17th and Curtis Streets.

DETRoiT-323. Hammond Building.
GALYTBSTOX (Tex.'; Mr. W. A Hudson.
HAMILTON ''Out.; II. James Street.
HABTTOB.D Mechanics' Savinsrs Bank.
Los ANGELES ,'CmI.! 2lss. West Third Street.
LOUISVILLE 3)7, West Main ,-trrt-t.

MIXNSAPOLIS 121, South 'I hird Street.
MONTREAL 137, St. James Street.
MOKRISTOWS ,'X.JF. Morristown Trust Co.
NEWARK (N.J. ; 600, Broad Street.
Niw SAVES 703-7<.i5, Chapel Street.

AUSTRALASIAN OFFICES:

Avenue.
* NEW Oni.rANs 2l!>, St. Charles Street.
* OTT^TA Ont/ Mr. C. J. Smith, Russell House
* PATHU>i'N X. J. Corner of Ward and Main Sts.
PHILADELPHIA &3U, Chestnut Street. CCouponj
" PrrrsEt-B&H Pa.; 510. Simthfleld Street.
" PROVIDENCE .R.I.l, Weybosset Street.
* QUEBEC *-, St. Louis Street.
' ROCHESTER ;X.Y. 20, State1 Street.
* ST. JOHN N.B. 97, Prince William Street-
' ST. JosF.ru Mo. Comer fith.and Edmoml .Streets
*

ST. Louis Centurv Building.
* ST. PAUI. -Minn. 373 and 37.5. 'Robert Street-
SAN FttA.sr.isco iTJl, Market Street. CCouponj
* StrncL-sE ' N.Y. 127, East Washington Street.
* TuaoNTo Comer of Jiing and Yonge Streets; also

41, Kin? Street, E.
* WisHixuTON ; I). C.'13CC,P Street. X.W
* WORCESTER {Mass., 396, Main Street.

1 ADELAIDE A ' BRISBANE" DCKEDIN * HOBART MELEOCRSE TLoTORrA S
WELLINGTON.

With *Corresp indents at BALLASAT, BENDIGO, GEILONO, BROKEN- HILL, LACXCESTOX, DEVONFORT, PtRTK
AF.BANT, FREMAXTLE, KAI.QOORLIE, CHRISTCHCBCH, NAPIER. GI&L-:SRSE, XE\V PLTMOCTH, WANOASTI,

* BARNSLBT Mr. E. Cheesman, 3, Market Hill.
* BLACXBCRN Mr. Henry Carr, 114. Darwen Street.

Bocks.
* CORK Messrs. Barter & Sons, 92, Patrick Street.
* DERBT Mr. Clulov, Bookseller, Victoria Street.
* DtrjtiNKZLD 'Cheshire; Mr. Sadler, King Strett.
* HALITAS Mr. I.. Holt, 35. Union Street
* KEIGHLEI Mr. E.. Singleton, 4, North Street.

/Mr. Jepson, 85, Stretford Head.

Australian Offices open 9 to 5.30 Slimmer 9 to 5 Winter ; New Zealand Offices open 9 to 5.

Letters, Orders for Tickets, etc., to be addressed to THUS. COOK & Sox. at the above Offices.

CORRESPONDENTS :

* WORCESTER Mr. J. P. Santonna, 34, Sidlmry.
* ALi^io 'lcaly^~ Mfssrs. Congreve & Co.
* BALE Messrs. De Sppjr &. Co.
* BULBam -Messrs. H. Bellairs & Co., British, and

International Bank.
* BORDIGHERA Mr. E. Berry, The English Agency

and Bank.
* CHRISTIAMA Mr.P.C P.Helsvig:,"Ovre Slotsgade

October 1 to May 15:. [34
* COPES H VGEN Mr.Joachim Prahl,K.ongensXytorv
* HYE&E^ >Ir. J. Hook, 26, Place de> Palmiers.
* INTERL*. KEN Messrs. Sommer & Walthard. tWin-

ter on!v. :

* LjEROiLsuEEN Mr. J. LlndstTom.
* ME.XAGGIO Banca di Leceo.
* ^IEBAN Jlessrs. D. & J. Hiedermaiui.
MuMEv-i Mr-ssrs. W. H. Tiller & Son -'for inquiries

only-..
NA.ES* ROM^D.IL': Mr. Arne Mjelva.

* OSSJES Mr. Aadnaes.
PALFBMO Mr. Hans von Pern nil, 93, Corso Vittorio

Emanuc-ie 'for ijiqnirie? cnlrj.
* PALLVSZA 'Italy Messrs. Tiani & Co.
" PORT SAiD-Mf.G. Royle.
* ST. XORITZ Mr. Bavier, St. Moritz Bunk.
* ST KiPU.iEL Mr. H.Fou^t'iret Fis, Banker.
* Svi.soAr,;,:oRE -Messrs. Hessi & Co.
* SAND Mr. I. Nielsen.
* STOCKHOLM Mr. Adolf Ailing, Stoeliliolra's Rese-

huroau.
* STORES Mr. C. Brenjord.
* TEOSDHJEM >fr. O. W. Knudsen.

C'horlton Hoad ; 49, Hwhdak
\ Rond, Harpurhey ; A; II, Ch-c-t-
I ham Hill Road, i hettham Hiil.
VMr. Thurp, 435, oldham Road.
T-SNE Mr. Pranklin t Btiokseller,

* NEWCASTLE-
Mosley Stf . . .

* OBAX The Esplanade.* PLYMOUTH Midland Railway Office. 3, Russell St.;
Messrs. Spearman & Spearman, 19. George St.

* PBESTOX Mr. J. J. Dawson,83. Fisherffate.
* QUEENSTOWN Mr McHu^h,7, Bellvuo.
* SOUTEPOax Messrs- J. Sergeant & Son, 10

London Street.
* STALYBRIDGE Mr. Wilson. 87i, Market Street
* STOCKPOKT Mr R.. E. Buckley, 28, Heatori JLane.
* WIGAN Mr. J. Davenport, 36, VTallgate.

OFFICES OF THOS. COOK & SON (EGYPT), LIMITED.
JN Ludgate Circus (Nepthia.

1 ISMAILIA Avenue de I'Appontement.
soaiA -Rne CherifPacha. fCook^ PORT SAIB Q.uai Francois Joseph. 1'Cook)

CAIRO Near Shepheard's Hotel. (Cook;
* SCJEZ Mr. A. W. Haydn.

LOHIMJN

* Those marked with *n asterisk are Omspondeaw atfaised only fs tb* issue of Travelling Tickets and Hot*! Coupon*,

For Office hours see
<: The Traveller's Gazette."



COOK'S SECTIONAL MAPS
With Tourist Routes Clearly Marked,

Pr/ce d. eacft on Stout Paper,
*

KN<;LANI> AND WALKS.
| SWITXKHLAND, SAVOY &

KM (ILLS II LAKKS. I ITALIAN LAKKS.
fHKLAND. <IKRMANY, AUSTRIA, AND
SCOTLAND. HAY AIM A.

HOLLAND, UKLOIUM, AND ; ITALIAN 'FOURS,
I50IIDKIJS <K THK Hli INK. SPAIN, PORTUUAL, AND

C 1 1 \ C T LA 1 1 T< > \ K S T I! K A L(M \ {} A .

IUMNK, SWITXKHLANI), NORWAY, SWKDKN, AND
AND PARIS. ; DENMARK.

'U* SWITZERLAND, i KUYPT, THK Is
1

ILK, &,.

PALMST1NM.

ENLARGED MAP OF NORWAY, Is-

Tin* abnvt* Maps un* sppi'iallv prepared .and print.nd in folouivs, and <*an be
obhum't! al- any of fhc <HlirM iH of

T1IOS, COOK & BON, Chiof omoo Ludgate Circus.

Cook's Handbook for London.
WITH TWO MAPS. Price 6dL ; cloth ^ilt, Is-

Contains PARTICULARS of CONVI;YANCI:S, PUBLIC INSTITU-
TIONS, CHURCHHS, CHAPKLS, and all Places of Interest

To Ixi nbtain<'<! uf any of iln* <>ni<*,s and A^c'iicicK <if THOS. COOK ^ RON, or

Hen! ly post for 7(1. r Is.

THOS, COOK & SON, Lxidgato Circus, London.

COOK'S
GUIDE TO PARIS,

WITH MAP AND VOCABULARY.
PRICE ONE SHILLING,

To be obtaind at any of the Offices of TH08, OOOK & SON.
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miDLAND
OF

RAILWAY
_ ^ ENGLAND.

St Pancras
Station, London.

MOST CONVENIENT FOR EXPRESS TRAINS TO AND FROM

SEBVEsG ALL PARTS OF

.- "3? EC JEfcO "IT 3- KC T !H C3 3BC 3ES *3CS
between principal HIDLAND STATIONS and the CONTINENT are i^uel TJV

,
. _ any of the following routes :

(1) PARIS : r/ London (S.E. & C. Ely.), Dover and Calais, or Folkestone and Boulogne.
(L.B. A S.O. Rly.). Newhaven and Dieppe.

(2) BRUSSELS, ANTWERP^ GHENT/ic.:
U
J//^don?Dover? and Ostend.

(3) NORTH GERMANY, BELGIUM. THE RHINE. SWITZERLAND, &.\ :

rid Queenboro' and Flushing, in connection \rith the Zeeland SS. Co.
(4) HAMBURG, ANTWERP, ROTTERDAM. &c.: r/d Grinisby, and r/ Hull.

"

Tickets obtainable in Paris at the stations of the Cheniin de fer du Nbrd and
Chemin de fer de 1'Ouest ; and at the offices of Messrs. THOS. COOK & Sox, 1, Place
de VOpera, and 250, Rue de Rivoli, Paris.

MIDLAND OMNIBUSES between CHARING CROSS <South Eastern) WATER-
LOO (L. & S. W. Railway), and ST. PANCRAS (Midland) STATIONS. Paasengei-*
holding THROUGH TICKETS (other than excursion tickets) between the two system K
are conveyed across London, with a reasonable amount of personal Iiiirirajre. 'free o f

charge. *
LUGGAGE CONVEYED IN ADVANCE.

Passengers' Luggage collected, conveyed in advance, and delivered to hotel 01*
residence in all principal towns on the Midland system, at Is. per package.

POCKET TIME TABLES, ILLUSTRATED GUIDES. &c..

may be had on application to the Midland Railway Company, St. Pancras Station,
London ; or from any Midland Agent.

Time Tables, Illustrated Guides, and other information can also be obtained on
application to the Company's Passenger Agent in PARIS, M. ALFRED BAI^BEIDG-E,
1, Place de 1'Opera, and at Messrs. THOS. COOK & SON'S Offices: viz., LONDOIST,
Ludgate Circus: PARIS, 1, Place de 1'Opera, and 250, Eue*de Eivoli; COLOG2STE,
1, Domhof; NICE, 16, Avenue Hassena: BOMB, 54, Piazza Bsedra di Termini; lV
Piazza di Spagna : NAPLES, Piazza dei Martiri ; and other Continental cities.

DBEBY, March, 1904. JOHN MATHIESON, General Manager.



AD VERTISEXENTS

SOUTH-EASTERN AND CHATHAM RAILWAY.

ROYAL MAIL ROUTE
AND

SHORTEST SEASSAG
FOUR CONTINENTAL ROUTES:

DGtfER AND CALMS, FOLKESTONE AND BOULOGNE, DOYER AND
OSTEND, AND QUEENBORO' AND FLUSHING.

London Stations: VICTQR!/Tand CHARING CROSS (West End); CAHHQN STREET
HOLBORK, and ST. PAUL'S (City) ; HERHE HILL (South London).

LONDON & PARIS in less than 7 Hours
BY SPECIAL EXPRESSES.

FIVE SERVICES DAILY IN EACH DIRECTION.
New Turbine Steamer Services now leaves VICTORIA at 110 a.m. Daily, rid

Dover and Calais.

BRUSSELS IN 8 HOURS,
rid Dover and Calais, Folkestone and Boulogne, and Dover and Ostend.

SWITZERLAND AND ITALY.
Services daily rid Laon and the St. Gothard Tunnel, or via Paris and Mont Cenis

Tunnel. Through Carriages and Sleeping Cars by either route.

QUEENBORO" AND FLUSHING WAIL
Route to GERMANY, AUSTRIA, etc., from Victoria and Holborn Stations.

ACCELERJLTED SERVICES.
Two Express Services, leaving HOLBORN and ST. PAUL'S at 9.25 a.m. and 8.45pm,

and VICTORIA 9.28 a.m. and 8.25 p.m. (Sundays inclusive.)

MAGNIFICENT NEW PADDLE STEAMERS performing the passage in SIX HOURS
QUICKEST COMMUNICATION with BERLIN and NORTHERN GERMAN TOWNS!

All the Steamers plying between Dover and Calais, and Folkestone and Boulogne, run
in connection with the Trains to and from the South-Eastern and Chatham Com-
pany's London Stations. The Fleet include the magnificent Turbine Steamer
"THE QUEEN." and the SS. "EMPRESS," "VICTORIA," "DOVER," "CALAIS"
"LORD WARDEN," "MABEL GRACE,""PRINCESS OF WALES," "DUCHESS
OF YORK," "LE NORD," and"LE PAS DE CALAIS."

Average Sea Passage, "between Dover and Calais, 60 to 70 minutes ; between^olkestone
and Boulogne, 80 to 100 minutes.

FOR FULK DETAILS of the various Services to the Continent, see the Com-
pany's Continental Time Tables, to be obtained i'or three stamps, on application at the
Enquiry Offices at Victoria Station (S.E. & C.) London, S.W., or Charing Cross Station,
London, W.C.

CHIEF CONTINENTAL AGENTS-
PARIS. Capt. A. W. CHURCHWARD, 30, Boulevard des Italiens.
BRUSSELS. M. UYTBORCE, 19, Rue de la Regence.

"

COLOGNE. M. OH. NIESSEN; a Domhof.
CALAIS. Capt. BLOMEFIELD, Gare Maritime.
BOULOGNE.-Capt. STEVENS, Quai Chanzy.
Also the various Tourist Offices of THOS. COOK & SON.

VINCENT W. HILL, Gtneral
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GENERAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, Ltd.,
55, Great Tower Street, B.C.

TOURS via BORDEAUX to the PYRENEES, ALGERIA, &c.
Including the passage, 1st class, to Bordeaux, with all meals on steamers,

carriage of bicycle, and hotel accommodation with full hoard, light, and attendance,
Dinner and luncheon include wine.

11-12-day Tour 750 I 25-26-dav Tour 14 11
18-19. ., 10 18 6

I 32-33 ,."

"

18 7
RIVIERA TOUR-SEJOURS.

Out by rail nil Paris and Marseilles to destination, and back I'M Marseilles by rail to
Bordeaux, then riti G. S. N. Steamer to Southampton or London (or ^Yr rtn*'i i

Place. 16 days. 23 days. 33 day.-. 60 day*.
Cannes, Nice, Monaco, or Monte Carlo ...19 19 ... 2312 6 ... 2? 6* ... 43 C

Byeres orMentone 080 ... 24 3 6 ... 28 9 ... 45 14

IDEAL 19 DAYS' ALGERIAN TOUR, 1st Class throughout-20 Guineas,
1st day, Saturday Leave London by General Steam IS'aviiiaiion Co,"- Steamer.
2nd & 3rd days. Sunday & Monday At Sea. All meal^ on board.
4th day. Tuesday Arrive early at Bordeaux. Terminus- Hotel. Hotel Metro j oTo.

Hotel de la Pais, &c. See Bordeaux and leave, after dinner, about 6.45 ].m.
for Marseilles.

Wednesday Arrive ab.out 7 a.m. u: iliiiveillo.-. See Marseilles Hotels-
Grand Hotel de Castille et Luxembourg, Grand Hotel tin Petit Louvre, and
Grand Hotel de Bordeaux.
Thursday At Marseilles, and leave about 4 p.m. for Al crier-.

Friday Arrive Algiers about midnight, Hotel de l:i Hejrenje, PaUice
Hotel Mustapha.
Saturday \ Breakfast on board.
Sunday I In Algeria. Excursion to Blida. 1st Class railway return fare

Monday (
included in price oi' tour. Blida -Grand Hotel d'Orient

Tuesday / and Hotel Geronde.
Wednesday Leave Algiers for Port Vendre.-. Grand Hotel du Commorce.
Thursday Arrive Port Vendres about 2 p.m. Leave for Bordeaux.
Friday Arrive Bordeaux 7 or 8 a.m. See Bordeaux. Hotels: us above.

, Saturday Complete seeing Bordeaux and embark at nijrlit for London.
16th & 17th days, Sunday and Monday At Sea, All meals on board.
18th day. Tuesday Arrive Southampton ; 19th day. Wednesday Arrive London.

TOURS IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND, via EDINBURGH
Including 1st Class passage to Edinburgh and back, carriage of bicycle, full table

d'hote meals on board steamer, hotel aeeommodation (vrith board* in the Highlands.
5-day Tour 2 11 i 9-day Tour 4 11 01 13-day Tour 5 19 * 9.- extra June to
6 ,. 2 19 6

1
12 5 10 6 1 16 .. 746 j" Sept. inclusive.

WF" Also magnificent steamer, rail, and coaching tours in combination with
Maebrayne's famous "Columba,'

5 %1

lona." and other steamers at inclusive popular fares.

OSTEND AND ARDENNES TOURS.
Including all meals on steamer and complete hotel COUPONS AVAILABLE at
aeeommodation with full table d'hote, board, light,

'* B " HOTELS " A& B "

and attendance. only. HOTELS.
2-day Tour, \rith Hotel accommodation, &c., as above ... 139 ... 156
4 ., ... 2 ... 266
6 ... 2 IS ... 376
10 ., ... 4 8 ... 596
6-DAY fiAMBURG via HARWiCH. Rail, Steamer, and Hotel, 1st Class, J5 9s.

Saturday Leave London (Liverpool Street) for Harwich 8.40 p.m. Embark on
(j.S.N.0. Steamer.

Sunday At Sea. All meals on the passage.
Monday Arrive, breakfast on board, and proceed to see Hamburg (Guide Book.

page 75). Luncheon, dinner, and bedroom at Mosers, St. Petersburg, or
Streits Hotel.

Tuesday See Hamburg- and environs. Breakfast, luncheon, dinner, and bedroom
as above.

"Wednesday- Complete seeing Hamburg. Breakfast, luncheon, and dinner as above,
and embark for London by G.S.N. Steamer, leaving Dalmann Quay at 11.30 p.m.

Thursday At Sea. All meals on the passage. Arrive London (Liverpool Street)
about 9 a.m. Friday.

MIDNIGHT SUN TOURS to the "Dundrct" Mountain, inside the Polar Circle, the
best position from which to view this interesting phenomenon.

Company's Illustrated Guide, with splendid road, rail, and route map, Id, By post, 2d.

5th

6th
7th

8th
9th
10th
llth
12th
13th
14th
15th

i

t
"

I

i
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Under Contract wijfr_jfcjf^

PENINSULAR* ORIENTAL
Steam Wavt0atfon Company.

FROM LONDON.
Weekly to GIBRALTAR, MARSEILLES, KCJY1T, ADEN, JJOMJJAV,

and COLOMBO.
Fortnightly to CALCUTTA, TJ I Ifi STU A ITS, (.! I [ I N A, J APAN,

AUSTRALASIA, ami NEW ZEALAND.
To MALTA on March 12, 2(>

; April !>, 0, 3<>; May 7, 2S
; June 4, 11, 18,

25
; July 2, 9.

F/?O^i MARSEILLES.
Weekly to PORT SAID, ADEN, and BOMBAY.
Fortnightly to COLOMBO, A IIST1J A LASI A, NKW XKALAND, TII.K

SniAITS, CHINA, and JAPAN.

FROM BRINDISI.
Weekly to POUT SAID, ADEN, and .ISO Ml JAY.

Fortnightly to COLOMBO, AI TSTRA LAS1A, NKW XKALAND, THE
STRAITS, CHINA, and JAPAN.

London-Calcutta, and London -Siraits, China and
Japan Direct Intermediate Services.

"P. & O. BBI3STDISI EXPKESS," from CALAIS to BUINDIsr, in connoolion with
Train from CHARING GROSS (8.K A U.K.). at 9 p.m. cvory Friday.

"P.&O. MARSEILLES EXPKESS," from CALAIS to MARSEILLES DOCK in
connection with trains from VICTORIA. (S.K. A (.J.R.), at 11 n.m. cvory
Thursday.

CHEAP RETURN TICKETS,
Available for 2 years to all ports oast of SUCH, and for months to IWoditerramunn ports.

AND ROUND THE WORLD TOURS,
For Rates of Passage Money and Freight, and all other informa-

tion, apply at the Company's Offices,

122, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C,
NORTHUMBERLAND AVENUE, LONDON, W.C

/HEENTT PEBON & CO,, 95, Eue des Marais-St. Martin, and
PflRRJ ^i Boulevard Haussmann,
riini&

}
THOS. COOK & SOK, X, Place d 1'Opfcra,

VCapt, A, W, CHTTECHWABB, SO, Boulevard des Italieas;

MARSEILLES-ESTRINE & CO,, 7, RUE NOAILLES,

BRIHDISI A, D, ULOTH,

Passengers can be booked at any of the OiBees of THOS. COOK & BOH,
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JOHN PIGGOTT,"-
OUTFITS FOR ALL

PARTS OF THE WORLD.

CQLOMAL OUTFITS a SPECIALITY,

FLANNEL SUITS
TO ORDER,

30/- to 70/-

READY-MADE,
1 0/p to 257-

.
NORFOLK SUITS

TO ORDEP,
a8/-to'70/-

READY-MADE,
1 1/6 to33/-

LOUNGE SUITS
to measure, 37/6 to 707-

PATTEKNS
post free.

STOCK of READY
CLOTHING in London MORNING CflATS

AND VESTS.

337- to 6o/-

TROUSERS.
10/6 t0 |8I/-
per pair.

AH sizes in stock. GLADSTONE BAGS,

Min. IGIn. I8in. 20 in. All sizes in stock.

3/6 15/6 17/3 a if- 15/9 '7/9 a/- 27/6

HATS,
BOOTS,
SHOES,
SHIRTS,

RUGS,
, WATERPROOFS^

ETC,

OUR LIST SENPOST FREE
To any part of the world.

a"/- to 7o/- AND MILK STREET, LONDON. RAINCOHTS. /-to ?o/-



BOOKS.
BOOKS can be obtained at any of the Offices

..,,7 A'Kiid oj THOS. COOK & SON.

Cook's Handbook to 'Northern Italy. Price 4s. With Maps.

Sok's Handbook to Southern Italy and Rome. Price is. With

Cook's Handbook to Venice. Price Is. With Plan.

Cook's Handbook to Florence. Price Is. With Flan.

Cook's Handbook to the Health Resorts of the South of France
'

and 'the Mediterranean. With Two Maps. Price 2s 6d.

Cook*s Handbook for Normandy and Brittany. Price os. With

e> and Black

Cook's Handbook to Belgium and the Ardennes. With Map and Plans.

Cook's Handbook to Switzerland, showing all the principal
routes to Paris, with descriptions of the places of interest. Price 3s. 6d. With
M .:*:* and Kan-.

Cook's Handbook to Scandinavia. Price Is. 6d. With Maps.

Cook's Handbook for Egypt, the Nile, and the Desert. With
:*ii>. rn.-tr-e*.

Cook's Guide to Algeria and Tunisia. With Maps. Plans, and Hlus-
trati,.r>, PrivfS.

Cook's Handbook for Palestine and Syria. With Maps. Price 7s. 6d.

Cook's Guide to Burma. "With Map and Illustrations. Price Is.

Cook's Guide to Paris. With Vocabulary and Plan- of Paris. Price Is.

Cook's Handbook for London. Full particulars of all places of interest,
'; ,/M i- - <> .n, 1,-e-s Tramways. Steamers, Cab Fares, Churches, Chapels, Public
H , I TV-. X iti c / Ir-ritutions. Museums, Theatres, Clu"bs, Banks, and Bankers in
I'll n. K.\- u>i.r.- in the Suburbs, <c., &c. With Two Maps. Price 6d.

; clotli
ml* L-. Py j !.>,., 7'1. and Is.

Cook's Traveller's Gazette. An Illustrated Journal devoted to Travel.
1^ I;-li* <i 3i3rrbly in London, Piice 3d., by post 5d.

La Revue des Voyages. Published Monthly in Paris. Specimen Tours
and Time Tables in. French. Price 25 centimes.

'

Cook's American Traveller's Gazette. Published monthly in New York.
Vriee 10 cents. Specimen Tours in America, Canada, California, &c.

Cook's Oriental Traveller's Gazette. Published monthly in^Bombay.
Specimen Tours in India, and from India to all parts of Europe. Price 4 annas..

Cook's Australasian Traveller's Gazette. Published Monthly in Mel-
boumf . Contains particulars of Excursions and Tours in Australia, New Zealand
Ac. Pn.t.41.

Cook's Welt-Reise Zeitun^. Specimen Tours in Germany. Published
monthly in \ icnna. I^riee 15 kr.

*s Comtinental Time Tables and Tourist's Handbook. Contains
. Tables of the principal Continental Railwa-

Companies and includes Nine sectional Maps, special, * w ,^ VU*WWUJL*m to Joreiga Currency, <&c. 410 pages. Compiled and arranged under
tiie superrision of THOS. COOK & SON. Price Is.

"
uu.ox

.ental Railway, Steamboat, and Diligence
Maps, specially engraved ; full directions
10 pages. Compiled and arranged under
3QN. Price Is.

French, German, and Italian.



PHRASE-BOOKS for TRAVELLERS.
MARLBOROUQH'S "SELF-TAUGHT" SERIES

of EUROPEAN and ORIENTAL LANGUAGES
contain Travel-Talk for Railway, Steamboat. Customs, Hote1

, Cycling. Terms, <o.
.Vocabularies and Grammar, Ac, All with ENGLISH PHONETIC PRONUNCIATION-

-CERMAM }se:f--T
au*ht.

|
JJJJjJJJ,}

Self-Taught.

LAHGUE ANCLAISE SANS MAITRE (English Self-Taught for the French),
DER ENGUSSHE D3LMETSCBER (English Self-Taught for Germans*,

*Motoring Terms Wrapper, I/- each ; Cloth, 1/6 each.

PRACTICAL HINTS for TRAVELLERS inthe NEAR EAST.
A. Companion to the Guide Books. By E A. REYNOLDS- B.vw,, P.R.G S. 8vo 2s., cloth 2s 6d. Contains

O-eaneral Hints, Hints forExplorcrs, Medical Hints, Shifts aad Dodges for Sportsmen, Campers Out, &c., &c.

Of all THOS, COOK'S Tourist Offices, & English and Forei
London ; E. MARLBOROUGH & CO,, Publishers, 51, Old

Booksellers;
alley. E.C.

HlCHWNDS

nrristProiranimefreebypostfroffiDAYID WACBRATNLIS HopeS
1
GLASGOW.

C^ojccul^ Tourist Tickets in connection with the various Hallways are issued
onboard, and by Messrs. THOS. COOK & SO3ST, at their various Office- ,^l^6^^03 8̂ descriptive of the Koute may he had.

Official Guide Book, 6d. Tourist Programme free, at the various Offices of THOS.COOK & Sox, or free by post on application to the Proprietor.

c



COOK'S OCEAN SAILING LIST,
WITH

HINTS TO INTENDING TRAVELLERS BY SEA.
r

PUBLISHED QUARTERLY.

To be obtained free at any of the Offices of THOS. COOK & SON.

PASSENGERS' BAGGAGE INSURANCE.
Travellers are strongly recommended to have their baggage insured, This

may be done iu conjunction with tickets issued by THOK, COOK & SON lit

the time of "booking. Full particulars on application.

PASSPORTS,
Although British subjects arc now permitted loonier must, Foreign Countries

without .Passports, and the rules rjspeeting I'jtflBporis hnvo b<*n .^(Mic.nUly

relaxed, nevertheless, British subjects travllii^ abroad are ivcommiuided io

furnish themselves with Passports, for ovtJii in thosn coiULtriftH where tluiy

are no longer obligatory, they arc found to be useful us afTonlin^ a ready
means of identification, e.g., in claiming lol.tcrs at a j.ion/r rcatantc. T\n\

necessary forms of application 'can he obtained from any of the oHiees of

THOS. COOK & SON.

CONTINENTAL TIME TABLES and

TOURIST'S HANDBOOK.
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

With Nine Sectional Maps. Price Is.

Can be obtained at any of the Offices and Agencies of
THOS. COOK & SON.



AD VERTISEMENTS.

tfOTEIi,
i jc-irj-fCK.AI^C'C.

6 ? 7. e, 9, Bridgewater Square, Barbican, London.
YISITOHS TO LONDON will find many

TEMPERANCE.

TO LONDON will find many
Sbvaages by staying at this quiet, h.ome-

**? * ?atll's Cathedral, G.P.O.T and all

-places of interest ; two minutes' walk from
.AJaersgate St., and five from Moorgate St.,

ft etropolit Termini of
., .,

Railway Stations, Termini of
- G,W., G-.jq- Q-E Midland, and in con-
ttiection witli jfcLL Railways. Trains, Cars,
'13-uses every three minutes to all" parts
of Condon and Suburbs. Highly reeom-
xnenaed. Established 1859. Perfect Sani-
-fcary Arrangements. NIGHT PORTER.
lEJlectnc Light in Public Rooms and Bed-

Christian Htrald says :
" We can recommend Tranter's Temperance Hotel as a

aaciost comfortable place."Terms Single Bedroom, as., ss. 6d., to js.; Double, 35. 6d. to 55., with use of
bitting-, Smokinsr, and Coffee Rooms. Breakfast or Tea from is. to is. od.*' CHARGE FOR ATTENDANCE._ _

1
Special Inclusive Terms to Colonists, Americans, and others, 6s. per day, I

includes Good Bedroom, Meat Breakfast&Meat Tea, Light& Service), 2 Persons, 11s.
(

Write for " How to Spend a Week (or longer) in London," with Tariff and
Testimonials, post free, to G. T. S. TRANTER, Proprietor.

________ Telegraphic A ddress ' * HEALTH IBST, LONDON. ' *

THOS. COOK & SON'S
FOREIGN BANKING and MONEY EXCHANGE

DEPARTMENT.

CHIEF OFFICE-

LUDGATE CIRCUS. LONDON. E.G.
f f

And at British and Foreign Branch Offices.

FOREIGN MONIES EXCHANGED AT MOST
ADVANTAGEOUS RATES.

DRAFTS AND CIRCULAR NOTES ISSUED AND CASHED,



J.D VERTrSEMENTS.

WILD'S TEMPERANCE HOTELS, LTD.
30 to 40,

,udgate Hill, E,C.

ALSO AT

7O and 71,

Central for Charing Cross,

wnon Street, and Ho/born Viaduct

Stations for the Continent

BOSTON SQUARE,
Close to Euston, Midland, and

Great Northern Stations,

HOME COMFORTS. CLEANLINESS & QUIET.

Central for Business or Pleasure.

DEVONSHIRE HOUSE HOTEL,
12, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT,

LONDON, E.G.

THIS FIRST-CLASS

TEMPERANCE AND FAMILY MOTEL
ccupies a very central position for business and pleasure, being situated in

le heart of the City, close to the Great Eastern, Metropolitan, North

ondon, and London and North-Western Railway Stations in Liverpool
treet. Cab fare from Hotel to Holborn Viaduct. Cannon Street, or London

ridge, 1$.

Tourists and others visiting the Continent will rind this Hotel exceptionally
mveaient, from its close proximity to the above stations and the London
>ocks. Passenger lift to each floor. Electric Light.

TARIFF SEKT ON APPLICATION. NIGHT POBTER,

Telegraphic Address *'
Htxterior, London.^ Telephone 9215; London Wall*

COOK'S HOTEL COUPONS ACCEPTED.

H. G. CHALKLEY & SONS, Proprietors.
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AXX-LES-BAINS.

HOTEL DU LOUVEE AND SAVOY-
T3ais first-class Hotel. 150 rooms and sitting rooms, "beautifully situated near tlie

HatliiB- and immediately opposite the Gardens of the Casinos, commands splenetic*.
vie"vtrs of the Lake and Mountains. Care and cuisine, first-class, with open-air Restau-
rant in the Garden of the Hotel. Complete sanitary arrangements. Highly
reconatnended. Lift. Electric Light in all the rooms. Bathroom.

The Hotel Coupons of Messrs. Cook & Son accepted.

ROBERT TRAMU, Director and Manager.

AIX-LES-BAIN"S (Savoie).

INTERNATIONAL PALACE HOTEL.
First-class Family Hotel. Opposite the two Casinos and Station. Near the

Xdft. Electric Light throughout. Open all the Year round.

Moderate Charges.

ALG-IEBS.

HOTEL ST. GEOEGE (MUSTAPHA SUPERIEUR).

Hotel de Luxe. Electric Tram connection with the Town.

ALG-IERS.
For the summer season, under the same management.

HOTEL PRINCE OF WALES,
BAD TSTAUHEIM.

Lift. Telephone.
Proprietor-J. KIRSCH.

For the winter season, under the same management,

HOTEL KIRSCH (Mustapha Superieur).
Splendid situation. Every modern comfort.

AMSTERDAM.

HOTEL BRACKS DOELEN,

HOTEL DE L'EUROPE,
Modern Hotels, entirely up-to-date. Moderate prices.

On the AMSTETu

PJVERSIGHT,



CONTINENTAL HOTELS.
...

A3STTWERP.

QUEEN'S HOTEL.
-n-., ^_ . Centre of sights and business. Every comfort. Perfect sanifetion.

ar1 ^in-*
C

moderate. Omnibus meets trains and boats. Interpreter kept for

isors. "Kanof
citygratis^^ ^^^^

M̂rs. HOSKIN, Proprietress.

A3STTWEBP (Belgium).

THE GRAND HOTEL, RUE GERARD.
(With Garden.)

HOTEL DE L'EUKOPE, PLACE VEKTE.

Both First class modern, and centrally situated. Coot's Tickets accepted.

ABCACHOiN".
Two first-rate Hotels surrounded by lovely gardens. The only ones possessing lifts

and electric light.

THE GRAND HOTEL,
Facing the sea Restaurant, Terrace, and Galleryabove the shore, "beautifully fitted up.

THE HOTEL DBS PINS ET CONTINENTAL,
In one of the finest situations in the forest.

These t wo hotels, under one direction, afford the best comfort. The charges are

moderate. During the stay, the meals can be taken in turns, at leisure, either in one
or tlae other hotel, so as to enjoy fully every advantage of Arcaehon's climate.

Omnibus meets every train. Telephones.
...

ALAIS (Altitude, 2000 meter).

HOTEL DU MONT - COLLON.
Very comfortable Hotel in magnificent situation, visited by the best English

families and the climbers. Well known to Club Members. Dry and salubrious climate,

recommended bv English Physicians. Principal ascensions : Mont-Collon, Dents
des Bouguetins, Teisivi, Dent Blanche, Aiguilles Eouges, La Za, etc. Passage to Zer-

raatt, via "la Cabane de Bertol." and to Italy, via tk Col Collon." 100 rooms. Large
glass verandah. Baths. Douches, Camera obscura, English Chapel, Catholic Church.
r,awn Tennis. Post and Telegraph. Pension, from 8 frs. Bailway Station, SIGN. Pri-
vate carriap-es. and two stage coach services daily. SAME HOUSE, GEAND HOTEL
AT EYOLEKE. Cook's Coupons. J. ANZEVUI, Proprietor^

and Manager.

HOLLAND HOTEL AND DEPENDANCE,
" BBAU-SBJOUE."

Proprietor, A. ROSSLER.
Pirst-class establishment, next "Conversation House" and "Frederic's Baths."

Large Park with Terraces. Hydraulic Lifts in both houses. Electric Light in all the
rooms. Enlarged by 40 beautiful, sunny, and quiet rooms overlooking Park.

Conk's Coupons accepted.
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BALE.
HOTEL TROIS ROIS

(THREE KINGS).
Largest first-class Family Hotel at Bale, in a

quiet, healthy, and magnificent situation on the
hanks of the Rhine, and in the centre of the
town. It has recently heen completely re-fitted
and embellished in a manner -which entitles it

j
to he included amongst the leading Continental

* "Hotels. Baths on each floor. Hydraulic Lift.
Electric Light in every room. Central steam

Heating. English Church service held in the Hotel during the season. Omnihus in
fiitendaneeatboth the German and Swiss Central Station. Proprietor HO PER BROS.

BALE.

HOTEL EULER.
Very first-class family house. Opposite the Central Railway Station, in the best

and quietest position. Electric light. Steam heading. Lift.

Branch Houses The Quirinal, ROME ; Palace Hotel, MILAN ; The Burgenstock and
Stranserhorn Hotels, near LtJCEllNE

; The Hotel Europe, LUCERNE : and The Grand
Mediterranean Hotel in PEGLT.

RUCHER DURRER, Proprietor.

CENTRAL
BALE.

STATION BUFFET.V.V JLJi.> JL JLVXJLJLJ kJ JL. JTJL JL JL.V/ JL^ JLJ \J JL
1

JL. JLJ JL .

First-rate Cooking and Cellar: highly recommended. CooVs Coupons. Linu-hcons
and Dinners at any time. Table cl'Bftte Dinner, 12 to 2 o'clock. Restaurant it la
Carte. Dinner Baskets, Money Exchange.

Cook's TnterDreter in the Station.Cook's Interpreter in the Station.

E. KOHL*R t Proprietor.

GRAN

BARCELONA.
RONDA SAN PEDRO. 35 BIS.

HOTEL RESTAURANT
MONDES.

DEUX

(AMBOS MUNDOfi.)

First-class Establishment at the centre of the town. Specially built and furnished

for Hotel, all the rooms being situated wilh view on the street ; have all the

comfort of a Grand Hotel for moderate charges. Apartments with Bath Booms,

Electric Light and Lift. Telephone in all rooms. Interpreters at the disposal of

Tourists, Omnibuses at the arrival of trains and steamers.

CooA'is- C'0"ip ns accepter
7

.
^

VINCENTS SAURI, Proprietor.
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ORAND HOTEL AND HOTEL DU COMMERCE.
First-class Establishment. English and Spanish spoken.

Proprietor

BD. IRIBARNEGARAY, Director of the' Grands Magasins du Printemps.

Table d'H6te. Eooms for Families.

BELLAG-IO (Lake, of Como).

HOTEL GRAND BRETAGNE.
Proprietor, AUGUSTUS MEYER.

This first-class Hotel is most splendidly situated in the Italian Lake district Evarr
*modern comfort. Large Garden and Park. Electric Light. Lift. Lawn Tennis
O?vmera Obseura. Water from the St. Primo Springs.

"UitX

Conk's Coupon*.

BERLIN".

G-RAND HOTEL BELLE VUE, AND
THIERGARTEN HOTEL (PARK HOTEL).

IFIRST CLASS. POTSDAMEa PLATO*.
MTu-ch enlarged by New Building, provided with every modern comfoit. Lift Electric

Light, Smoking and Eeading Boom.
' c

Small and large Apartments in connection with Bath and Toilette. Opposite Potsdam' " "
fc far from Anhalt Station. In proximate vicinity of the Thiergarten.

Proprietor EMIL METZGER.

HOTEL PEINZ ALBEECHT.
(FORMERLY HOTEL OF THE FOUR SEASONS.)

Entir. ly renewed. Modern Hotel, Rooms from 2*50 Mk.
Lift - Baths. Electric Light.

BEYER'S HOTEL.
la, Sehadow Strasse, la. Opposite the Aquarium.

Three minutes from Bahnhof, Friedrich Strasse.
"Bighly recommended. Homelike and comfortable. Central for business and

Situated close to the Royal Theatres, and first house from TJnter den Linden
INo charge for light and attendance. English spoken. Tariff most moderate
>jcial arrangements for a family. On parle Francis. Electric Light.

Cook's Coupons,
*



CONTINENTAL HOTELS.

BEX LES BATH'S (Rhone Valley,
Salt and Mineral Water Baths. Hydrotherapeuti"s.

"
F&ngo e Battagilo*-

Baths). Acide Carbonic Bathg, as Nauheim. are to be found at the

GRAND HOTEL DES SALINES.
,

Hi*h class order. Very spacious Dining Room, with newly built Hall. lift
trie Light. Large shady park. Lawn Tennis. Excellent road for bicycles and moto r
c>ari, Shed for bicycles.

Cook's Coupon*.
Physician of the Establishment-Dp. E. de la HARPE. Manager-F. KOSSLBR,

BIAHBITZ.

HOTEL VICTORIA.
First-class Hotel (150 rooms). Facing South and overlooking the Sea.

Electric Light and Lift. Convenient for the Bathing Establishment.

The finest situation opposite the British Club le Nouveau Casino.

Proprietor -J. FOURNEAU.

HOTEL VICTORIA.
GEBR. SOHERR, Proprietress.

This favourite first-class Hotel, with a large Garden and Terrace, situated.
opposite the Landing Station of the Steamers, and close to the Railway Station,
has an excellent reputation for its general comfort. Table d'H&te at One o'cloalt.
Private Dinner any time. Owner of the best Vineyards. Hot and cold Rhine Batbs
in the Hotel. Carriages for excursions.

The Hotel Coupons of Messrs. Cook d- Son are accepted here.

BOLOGKBTA.
GRAND HOTEL DTTALIE BAGLIONI.

First-class Hotel, highly patronised. Central, Beaming and Smoking Rooms wStlt
English Newspapers. Baths. Douches. Elevator (Lift). Electric Light in every room .

Central Heating. Perfect Sanitation. Omnibuses meet all trains night and day.
Choice Cuisine. Moderate Pension charges. The meals are served at separate tables.
Reliable information given to Cyclists, etc., as to roads and distances. Auto Garage
and Benzine. Cook's Coupons accepted, GUIDO BAGLIONI, Proprietor.

Gd. Hotel Trombetta, Angleterre, Tarin, and Grand Hotel
Branch Houses

j
at Ceresole, Reale.

(. Baglioni, Florence.

GRAND HOTEL ROYAL,
ON THE BANKS OF THE RHINE.

(ERMEKEIL). Managep-L. VOGELER.
First-class Hotel of European repute ; largely patronised by English and American

families. Situation unequalled facing the Rhine, Seven Mountains, and Park, near
Landing Place and Railway Station. Beautiful Gardens, Ladies' Saloons, Reading,
Smoking, and Billiard Rooms. "Warm and cold Baths. Highly recommended, lift.

CooWs Hotel Coupons accepted.
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BORDEAUX.
H O T E L 1) E F R A N C E.

(GRAND IIOTKL AND HOTKL DK NAXTI'JS UNITED.)
Proprietress, Vva. LOUIS PETER.

First-class Hotel .situated full south, opposite the Grand Theatre, the Profeetifre, the

Bourse, the CiiHtom HOUHO, and the Port. Every modern comfort. Telephone. Lift;

Electric Li nrhfc. Caloriftro. Baths and Smoking-room-*. Ninety rooms, from 3 francs.

Pension from 11 franes per day. MjiKnilieent cellars. eonta,iniiif 80,000 bottkn. may be
aeen at iiny time.

BRIG US.

GRAND HO rFEL (^OUIJONXK ET IHJSTK.
First-el'iss house. Kntiroly rcnovntod. U.10SJ. T.ntest sanitary pert'eetions, Hnths,

Elcctrie bight. Near Station n,nd Post Oflico. Lift, Optus all tho year.

JOSEPH &SCKER, Proprietor,
<'ook's Private (.arriagcK for all destinations,

BRUGES.

HO TEL J) E FLA N 1) R E,
HUE Noun nu

Ttiin unrivalled KBtabljHhmont has been considerably enhuwd and <MnhelHHh<*<l by
tho present Proprietor, K IT. HENSKL. I*u>^lieSnlootiN. Heading nml Smoking? UOOIDK.
Also a spaeiouH Garden. (Not to be (umfound^i' withCoMTH DK FLANDIU-;, opponito
tho Station.)

BBUS3ELS

(1 R AND HO T E L.

CKmveniont for Nord an<l Midi Station. <}rand CatV-. (irlll Itontn. Wanned
throujzhout by St-oam.

Cook'it raujwua (t<'(V'/>if'/.

BRtJSSEIiS.

HOTEL I)U (IRANI) MI.ROI R.
PropHetor, Mr, JULES DOURIN,

A well-eonduetod and old-OBtahliuhed HoteL situaUul Hue <l< la Munta^tie, 2H \nw an
excellent reputation for itH general comfort, uhuinlintwH, Huperior ac4'animo<lH.tion, and
very moderate ehariced. Tlw landlord Hpcakn KntrliHb. Prtuuih, Ihtteh, and Uermun,
OmnibUBew meet the trainw at the Northom and Midi Station**. Kloetrie LJirht
In all the roomH,

Tke Ifotel Coupon* of Afwr*. Cook iC- Son are acctjitetl here*
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BRUSSELS.
EOYAL LACE MANUFACTORY,

BRUSSELS INDUSTRY.BERTINE LEEFSON,
2, HUE BE LA C ECA W CE L L E B I E.

(Opposite Branch Post Office.)We recommend visitors not to leave Brussels without seeing the interesting process
of our Lace-making. Entrance Free.

Any visitors wishing to buy will find our prices most reasonable. All newest
designs.

H OTEL
BRUSSELS.
DE LA PO STK

Proprietor, H. TILMANS.
This excellent Establishment, situated Rue Fosse aux Loups, will be found very

convenient for visitors who prize cleanliness and comfort. It is very substantially
furnished, has an excellent cuisine, and displays every attention to visitors, the charges
being moderate. It is well situated for tourists desirous of rendering themselves
familiar with the principal objects of interest in the Belgian capital, and the landlord
will be found willing to afford every information in his power. Proprietor speaks
English, French, German, Dutch, and Italian. Omnibus to and from the station.
Telephone. Smoking and Sitting Rooms. Electric Light in all the Booms. Telephone
No. 392. Coot's Coupons.

BRUSSELS.

HOTEL DE, L'UNIVEES AND HOTEL
DE SUEDE.

48, RUE 3STEDVE, and BOULEVARD BU 3SFORB, 0.

Proprietress-Mad. SCHJEFFTER WIERTZ.
First-class. Electric Light. Cook's Coupons. Omnibus.

HOTEL DE
BKtTSSELS.

BELLE VUE
FLANDRE.

& HOTEL DE

Both first-class Hotels, in the best and healthiest situation of the town ; near the
King's Palace, overlooking the Parkand the Place Eoyale. Every desirable accommoda-
tion. Electric Light. Batn Booms. Lift in both of the Hotels. Ticket and Booking Office
for luggage. E> DREMELj Proprietor.

Address letters or telegrams Hotel Belle Vue or Hotel Flandre, Brussels.
. Cook's Coupons.

. +._____T___~

BBITSSELS.

THE ORIGINAL EOYAL BELGIAN
LACE FACTOEY.

T. DBS MARES (Georges Moens & Co, Successors), House Founded 1781,
19 and 21, Rue de la Chancellerie.

Strangers are invited to visit the great central WORK BOOMS, where every kind
of LA.CE is made. ENTRANCE FREE. Please to notice that the only -entrance to
our Manufactory is No. 19. the fifth house in the street, A great choice of .all kinds
of Lace for Visitors wiwhing to purchase, at most reasonable prices. Every article

marked in plain figures
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BRUSSELS.

GRAND HOTEL BE LA MARINE.
(MARINE HOTEL.)

Bd. du JARDIN BOTANIQUE.

Tli- TT * " cirnntPd<?lo<seto the North Station, in .the finest and healthiest part
of t* -

e *

FiiS *iss cooking. Wines and Beer. English comfort. Reeding,
ti 'arn - * --*

saloons. Baths. English, German, Dutch, and French*

Cook's Coupons accepted.

GR 1NT> HOTEL DE LA PROVIDENCE,*
16-18, PLACE PE LA CONSTITUTION, 16-18.

t BarXSELS SOUTH STATION.) Proprietor A D. S E RM E U S.

Terr-ipe "%3 feet from the ground; The Finest Panorama of Brussels,

A Bar-Restaurant adjoins the Hotel. This Hotel being advantageously situated at

the denartr re station for Waterloo, as Bellas for Pans and London rid Calais, is re-

commendable on account of its good cooking, cleanliness, great comfort, and moderate
ohanres The tramways start from here in connection with routes to all parts of the
town "fenff'ish German. French, etc., spoken. Reading Room. Telephone No. 2364.

Bath*. Elevator. Cook's Coupons accepted. Electric Light.

CAIBO
BRISTOL HOTEL.

Thoroughly renovated and newly furnished. This first-class house is situated

opposite the Esbekieh Gardens and within a few minutes' walk of the Opera House,
the Telegraph and Post Offices, the principal Banks and Railway Stations. Perfect

sanitary arrangements. Electric Light. Excellent Table and Wines. Personally
managed by the Proprietor himself, who spares neither pains nor trouble to secure
the eomfort of his clients. 'Omnibus meets all trains, and representatives are
stationed at Alexandria and Port Said for the convenience of clients.

CHARGES*: From 10-, with special deductions for a long stay for Families,
Residents, and Officers of the Army of Occupation. CH. BAUER, Proprietor.

G-BAKD CATtfAKY (Canary Islands).

THE ENGLISH AND CONTINENTAL HOTEL.
Old-established Hotel, in Plaza de San Bernardo, Las Palmas, five minutes" walk of

9 First-class accommodation for visitors. Spacious Dining Room, Drawing Boom,
Billiard Room, Library. Bedrooms light, well ventilated, comfortably furnished. Cui-
sine excellent. Established 1884. Moderate terms. English management. Electric light.

THE BELLA VISTA HOTEL.
This Hotel, established 1892, is 1,200 feet above sea level, seven miles from Las Palmas,

in the Monte District recognised as the healthiest and loveliest in the Island. Beauti-
ful wmiks and drives in every direction. Large Reception, Reading, Ladies' Rooms.
HAWS Tennis Ground, extensive Gardens. Terms from 6/- per day. Sanitary
axmsg^naenta in Jboth Hotels are excellent. Splendid view of sea and mountains.

CAKJtfAC-PLAGKE (Morbihan).

GRAND HOTEL.
(Five hours from St. Halo, ten hours from Paris.)

Mmipaifieent Beach. Splendidly situated amidst Druidieal, Gallic and Roman
McmiraiefitB. Known throughout the World. Charming Walks. Entirely New.
Oouadcsrt and modern hygienic arrangements. Hot and Douche Baths. Dark Room.
nfttfcs O&dTamt Club. _Lawn Tennis. Carriages for Excursions. Moderate Prices,
Irtewwfewi TtariaB on application.

~ Xondon Newspapers. English spoken.
Otatete, YiXU and Land to be Let or For. Sale. M&I Manager, G. HUPENOIR.KA_I~

joy pijms g^ particulars to 1'Administrateur, Carnac-Plage, Carnac.
iwaj between Auray Station and Carnac.
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s. MAH3STE (France).

HOTEL DE LA HAUTE MERE DIETJ.
Chalons s. Marne is just halfway between London and Basle, and the Hotel de l^1

Haute Mere Dieu is the best and most convenient place for travellers wanting &*

good rest after a long journey. They will find there very comfortable rooms, witx*
fireplaces, excellent cooking, and one of the finest cellars. Reading and Smoking Booms -

trardens. Modern sanitary arrangements. Omnibus at the station day and nigi**-
Moderate prices. English spoken. Table d'Hote at 11 and 7 o'clock. Five very"
fine and very old churches to be seen in Chalons. Five miles from Chalons, Notrfi*
Dame de 1'Epine. beautiful Abbey Church, built by the English in the 16th century. :

Telegraphic Address : HOTEL MEUNIER. MEUNIER, Proprietor.
- ~

HOTEL DE LONDRES, D'ANGLETERRE AN:D
GRAND HOTEL.

ALL FIRST CLASS.

Large Garden. Splendidly situated.

Cook's Coupons accepted.
------ ~- PROP., CREPAUX-TAIRRAZ.

CEEAMOtnNTX.

HOTELS BEAU-SITE AND CONTINENTAL.
Excellent second-class Hotel, recommended to families for great comfort. Beauti-

fully situated in a large garden facing Mont Blanc and its Glaciers. Good sanitetry
conditions. First-rate cooking. Most moderate terms. Bath Rooms. Smoking ana.
Reading Rooms, Dark Room. Electric light throughout. Telephone. Omnibus.
Winter season.

Patronised by English families. CooKe Coupims accepted.

___ ____ Ppoprietop-J. CURRAL-COUTTET.

CHAMOITDnX.

GRAND HOTEL ROYAL AND DE
SAUSSURE.

First-class English family Hotel. Delightful free situation with a large sheltered
Park and Garden. Magnificent view of the Mont Blane* Glacier de Bosson,. and. -.

Aiguilles Rouges. High Class Cuisine. Restaurant, Smoking and Reading rooms. -

Baths. Excellent Telescope for free use of visitors. Electric Light throughout.
Moderate charges. Special arrangements for families. Mrs. Exneris English. Cootfs
Coupons. During Winter, Empress Hotel, Beatdieu. Proprietor, EMIL EXNER.

COLOGITE.

HOTEL DISCH.

First-class. Old-renowned. With every modern comfort

Omnibus at the Steamboats and the Station.
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COMO.

44 PLINIUS
" G E A N D II T EL,

Magnificent Palace built for the purpose, with the most
Complete

modern comforts.

Open position on the border of the.Lako, with Garden. Opened April, 1899. Reason- '

able prices English Church.*
Proprietor -V. COLLEORF,

CO1STSTAWCE (Germany).

INSEL HOTEL,
ON THE LAKE.

One of the most curious Hotel* in Europe. Ancient Dominican Convent, with

beautiful frescoes from the 12th and 13th centuries, and hiHtorwal KmiiniwwnccH, now
converted, into a large first-class Hotel, 300 Bodw, with every com tort. Electric Litfit.

Lift. Shady Garden. Baths. Finhing. Rowing. Launch Steamer.
y

M, BRUNNEF, Manager.

HOTEL B R I S T () L.

House of the first class, newly and oxprosHly coiiHtrucied for a Family Hotel,

luxuriously furnished, and ottering the roatoHt comfort at a very moderate priw.
Situated in the centre of Peru, opponitc the Municipal Garden. Splendid view of tho

Bospjior.us and the Golden Horn. American Elevator. Bathn in every apartment.
Rooms for reception, reading, smoking, Ac. French and KngliMh cuisine,

Proprietor ADAMOPOULOS.
Cook's Coitponn.

FEBA.

GRAND HOTEL I) E L O N I ) K E 8.

First-clasa Hotel, newly built, with the latent improvement H. riehly rurninhod, with
taste and comfort, Situated full HOilth, in the centre an<l healthy quarter of 1,'era,

opposite the Public Garden and French Theatre, Splendid view of tho BoHphoruM,
tne Golden Horn, and Stardboul, French Elevator, Bathn, PuHt-Offlce, Telephone, Ac.,
in the Hotel.

Proprietor ADAMOPOULOS.

COKDOVA.

H O TE L SUI S 8 K.

The best and most comfortable Hotel in Cordova. 'Pleasantly Hituated, convenient

for tlie Cathedral, Eoman Bridge, &c. Ac, Omnibun meet* trainn. Interpreter at

Hallway Station.
Cook's Coupowt accepted.
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COPENHAGEN.

HOTEL KINO OF DENMARK.
Entirely renovated and refurnished. Electric light. Central heating.

<

New Vienna Cafe. New Restaurant.

MAUIENLYST CUEE AND BATHING HOTEL
COMPANY, HELSINORE

(50 minutes per rail from Copenhagen).

The fatuous town of Shakespeare's Prince Hamlet, whose tomb is to be found here,

Two hundred rooms and salons facing the sea and the Cattle of Kronborg. Most
rouhorche bathing place of all Scandinavian medicinal baths,

Casino. Concerts. Theatre.
The DIrec ion.

CORTINA D'AMPEZZO (Tirol).

HOTEL AQUILA NEKA.
Proprietors-FRATELLI GHEDINA.

Hotel with two out- houses, nicely situated 1219 metres above sea level, surrounded
by own gardens, at the disposal of the guests. Table d'Hotes and Pension. Open the
whole yoar. Own Swimming Bath live minutes from the house. Horses and
carriages for driving and riding kept at the house. Excellent Conductors.

Cook's Coupons,

COTJTANCES (Normandy).

HOTEL D'ANGLETEBKE.
Proprietor, BRIENS, dit Longehamps

(. Correspundent and Member of Touring Club of France),

Nowly onlaivod. Koeomuiended to Families. Near the Cathedral. Moderate Prices.
OmnibuR to all tho trains.

DIEPPE.

GKAND HOTEL.
Fi rut-dans Hotel on the HOU, front, facing the sea. Lift. Baths. Electric Light.

Ilio mo.st important house of the town, and recommended for its comfort and
tnodoruto pricoB,

G. DUCOUDERT, Proprietor.
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DINA'N.

HOTEL DE BRETAGNE.
Firdt-class Establishment, recommended to Families. Best situated in the town.

on the Place Duclos. near the Promenades. Moderate charges. Special arrange-
ments for lengthened stays in the winter. Select cooking. Large Reading Bftom.
Extensive Terrace. Post and Telegraph Office, Telephone, Bath Room, Correspon-
dent of Automobile Club de France.

CooKs Coupons accepted.

DKBSDEN.

GEAND UNION HOTEL.
Next Hotel to the Central Station.

Proprietor, H. SCHNELLE.

First-class Hotel. Patronisedby English and American families. Charges moderate.
Elevator. Electric Light. Telephone.

Cook's Coupons accepted.

HOTEL JUNGFBAU.
2 hours above Fiesch. 120 Beds. Pension for prolonged stay. Numerous and

splendid excursions to the Jungfrau, Glacier d'Aletsch, &c. Same house.

PAVILLON CONCORDIA, 2800m.
HOTEL RZEDEEALP. 1950m.

HOTEL., RIBBERFURKA, 2200m.

Admirably situated for a long.sojourn. Glacier d'Aletsch close by.

EMS.

HOTEL FOUR SEASONS AND EUEOPE.
First Class. Most convenient situation. With its own Thermal Saline Springs.

Battling and Inhaling Institution. All modern comforts. Strictly moderate charges
and Pension throughout the season. Direct covered communication between Hotel
and the Royal Springs and Drinking Halls.

LEON GRAEF, Proprietor.

Climatic Station. Altitude 3,000 feet ( 1,019m.)

GEAND HOTEL KUEANSTALT,
HOTEL KUEHAUS TITLIS.

Two first-class Establishments, with 500 Beds and all the modern comforts. Large
Parks. The first-named Hotel possesses Bath installations for water cures in agree-
ment with the requirements of modern science. Electricity. Massage. Medico-
melianieal; Institution. Electric Light. Baths. Large newly-built Concert and
Ball HalL Season May to October. Kindly apply for Prospectus and Pension Terms.
....... ED. CATTANI, Proprietor.
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HOTEL MINERVA.
PLACE S. MABIA POVELLA.

Only comfortable Hotel near the Railway Station. Five minutes from tho centre.
Electric Light. Lift. Central Heating,

Cook's Coupons accepted.

Proprietor and Manager G. CANDRION (Swiss).

FLORENCE (Italy).

HOTEL DE LONDEES & METEOPOLE,
VIA SASSBTTI (Sassetti Palace).

UloHo to the "Piazza Victor Emauuel, New part of the tcrvrn. Central and quiet
location, full south. Lift, Electric Light throughout. Baths. Omnibus at the
Railway Station. Open all tho year.

TET/ROUAPTI ic. ADDRESS--"Luckenbach, Florence."

P. LUCKENBACH, New Proprietor.

FLOREHCK

GOBBO'S HOTEL,

FLORENCE WASHINGTON.
KiiNt-f.lu.HH HOUHO, Lung Arno, full south. Thoroughly comfortable. Electric Light,

Lift, Af . &. Telegraphic Address" Hotel Gobbo, Florence."

Cook's Coupons accepted.

FLORENCE.

GRAND HOTEL POETA EOSSA ET
CENTRAL.

MOH' <'onn>Uto Hci'on<l-cla,HH Hotel. Every comfort. Full south. Centrally situated,
l^il't.. l^Uu'.t.rk-. Li^ht, and w.iu

1

nil wteain heating in erery room. Hot and cold Baths.
uH. OmnibiiH jit tlio station.

C'oofcV Coupons accepted.

GEMOLDI FERRETTI & COLOMBO.

FKAHKFORT.

HOTEL PR1NZ HEINEICH.
<>ltposito (Uf. (.'(inl-nil Hailway Station. 65 largo airy rooms from two Marks

upwards, Klod.ric. Litfht. throughout. Shady (itirdon, Bathroom

t>H cad) lloor. t in>k' Cw/po/M nweptcd,

Froprietor-WILLIAM BOPP,
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FBAJSTZEISTSBAD .

K <."> P P '

3 KONIGSVILLA.
^ . -,.-.:-FLLSTRASSE. next to "KAISERBAD.")

.,- 1i . Family Hotel. 10,000 metres of own Park. Lawn TJennis

. , _-..,,._ -,-* imperial and Eoyal Families, and by the aristoeracy.

T p KOPP rpurveyor to- the Court), Proprietor.

(Baden).

TJFlE-rHER'S CONTINENTAL HOTEL
" --*-* 1--- -'

PFAUEN).
Hotel and Pension, next tlie principal staiion. No omnibus

. . ..
. TT ,, arrer^ of the Freiburg Badminton and Ping-Pong Club. Alt-o

^ ., /* iT^ta^eoas arrangements with Families for a long stay. Carriage
,.*:';

x A

"a"*I *Iie Black Forest Tours. Good Cuisine and excellent Wines,** " . - - - _V. L. TRESCHER, Proprietop.

G-ENEVA.

HOTEL DE RUSSIE ET CONTINENTAL.
F:r~t-~, I-,- Finest and central situation on the Lake. Full vie\r of Mont Blanc.

TVns;">n i,;r r.rjlonged stay. Golf Links. Private Baths and every modern comfort.

f -,-- v'^ f'OHjju'ins.
New Proprietop and Manager V. ERNENS.

G-EOSOA (Italy).

HOTEL CONTINENTAL.
All rrioaeri: ,*-:rrifort?. Close to Cook's and North German Lloyd's Offices. LargeGarden, ijuic-t Kooni*. with Dressing Room. Tariff posted in each room. Americanor iuror;,e i

ir. "-Inn. tvofc't? Coupons accepted.
MELANO BROTHERS, Proprietors. J

<t:MMER SEASOX-GEAND HOTEL.
B.VTJI* OF 31ONTECATIXE. near FLORENCE. Sulphur Chlorine

___ and Saline Waters.
'

G-E1STOA. *

HOTEL DE LONDKES.
OMx:>sitc to the Station, near the Steamers. Railway Ticket Booking Office >

ieru>?t iK-atmu. A cnrihition and Sanitary arrangements. Tariff in each room. f
/

FiDERICO FIQRONJ, '-
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GLETSCH.
HOTEL DU GLACIEE DU RHONE A GLETSCH..

sthe ** *****^ ^rigue Diligences

HOTEL PENSION BELVEDEEE (EOUTE FURKA).Oi* and a half hours from the Hotel da Glacier du RhSne. 2200m 93 beds. Most
splendid view over the Bhone Glaeier and the Alps. Both Hotels considerably en-
larged and provided with every modern comfort, including Post and Telegraph Offices.

n _ . x , Proppietor, J. SEILER-BRUNNER.
L-o-Proprietor of the_ GrandHotel^Seiller & Zermatt and Beffelalp^ g^ofe'a Coupons.

GLIOIST STIR

GEAND HOTEL EIGHI VAUDOIS.
First-class Hotel, situated in one of the finest and healthiest parts of Switzerland.

full south, commanding a splendid view of the mountains and of the lake. Perfect

sanitary arrangements. Lift. Electric Light. Telephone. Baths. Large Park, with
Lawn Tennis ground. Central Heating. Open all the year.

Proprietor, F. RIECHELMANN.

GOSCHE3STBK" (Switzerland).

GRAND HOTEL GOESCHENEN.
(Facing the St. Gothard Railway Station).

English and American Visitors to this interesting part of the St. Gothard route will
here find every comfort. Good Cuisine, attentive Service, excellent Beds, and perfect
Sanitation. Charming walks amongst the grandest Alpine scenery. Excursions to
the Devil's Bridge. Andermatt, Gosehenen Valley. &e. Chief starting place for the
Furka Pass and Oberalp routes.

ADAM, Proppietor,
Private Carriage Tickets from Goschenen to Furka, Brigue, Meiringen, &c., can

be had at all the Offices of Thcs. Cook & Son. Cootfs Coupons accepted._
GRAND HOTEL MODEENE.

Built and furnished in accordance with the latest improvements in connection
with comfort and hygiene. 200 Rooms and Saloons, Independent Apartments for

1 families. Electric Lighting and Heating in all rooms. Baths and Douches. Lifts.

I Special Shelter for Motor Cars. Dark Room. Interpreters. Information given.
! Carriages and Guides for excursions. Railway Tickets. Telephone. Belvidere with

admirable view of the Alps mountain chains. Table d'Hdte. First-class Restaurant.
Moderate Terms.

HOTELS BEAE AND BLACK EAGLE,
Proprietors BOSS BROTHERS.

A well-known Summer and Winter Resort. The Bear Hotel remains open al
the year round.

CVojfs Coupons,
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THE HAO-TJE.

HOTEL DE BELLE-

VUE A LA HAGMJE
C. J. V. VELSE. Proprietor,

THE HAG-TJE.

HOTEL DU VIEUX DOELEN.
Proprietor, FRED. J. J. C. VAN SANTEN TOURNOOIVELD, 3, 4, 5.

This first-rate Hotel, patronised by the liigh class of sodety, is delightfully situated
in the vicinity of the Royal .I':irk and public buildings. It may be ranked, for its com-
fort and good accommodation, among the best tirst-olass Hotels on the Continent.
Splendid and lofty dining-room for its "Table d'Hote." Beautiful garden for the UHO
of visitors. Letter-box. "Foreign newspapers. Totally restored and newly furnished,

EXCELLENT UlTISINK donk'ft Countm*.
Large, newly built, beautiful Serre. International Telephone, No. 265.

HEIDELBEBG.

GRAND HOTEL.
FIKST CLASS.

Proprietors- Messrs. SCHAEFER & MICHEL.
Near to Railway Stations (no omnibus necessary VPostOHieo, and Promenade, with

shady Garden and Terraces.
Kleetric Light in every room.

Splendid view of the (Jastle and mountains. Lift,

HEIDELBERG-.

I) A R M S T A J) T E R H F .

Proprietor H. KRALL.
Electric Light. Central Treating,

Four minutes from the Station, on the Bismarekplatx.

Cook's Cnupo'n&i *sV'r'/c R, (t<
t

,c,t'ptc<(,

WJNTK.U AND SUMMKUHKSORT.
Ulimato in Winter nunny^dry, cold,

brac.ing, without cold winds, especially
rocominended for weak constitutions,
aninmia, reeonvaleseeneo, throat diHeaneH,

All KortH uf Winter Sport Tobo^anninff.
Ska-tin^, Sleighing (splt^ndid skating
riukn), aiuus(un(,nt.H, theatrew, >)alls,

uonoert-H, ^e. Kxeollent Educational
advantages. TTniverHity, Gymnamum,
MuHi(t, i^c!. t^e. SchoolH, private IOHHORH.
Summer Season, beautiful WalkH,Kx<Hir-

T-T" ( \ rP ir T rp"\r | \ / \ *

Hions, Ac. First-claHs modern com fort. Lift, JLJL\J .LSllj S. JL JL\j\ JS j .

llS^'X^^S011100010 '01* 1 -

"^^''''^^"'''''^AR^'^WSEETpVopH^^
ion, Oook'bToura,
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INTEKLAKE3ST.

GRAND HOTEL VICTORIA.
In unique position on the "Hobeweg," offering a grand, view of the Jungfrau and

its incomparable panorama. First chi^s Hotel. Apartments of Sitting, Bed, and
B Jnvate Bathrooms. French Restaurant. American Bar. Lifts, Electiic Light. Central
Heating. Concerts. Balls. Splendid Sporting Grounds. Motor ear Shed.

Pension Terms in Spring and Autumn.

GRAND HOTEL JUNGFRAU.
Situate in the centre of Hoheweg, \viUia magrnUlcent view of the Jungfrau. Re-

cently enlarged and improved, with every modern comfort Private Bathrooms
Grand Restaurant with Terrace and Grill Room Large Hall. Rooms from 3 francs.
Largo shady Gardens. Lawn Tennis, Motor car Shed. Pension prices for a pro-
longed stay.

HOTEL AND PENSION BELVEDERE.
In lovely position on the Hohewog, adjoining the Kursaal. Large shady Garden. Motor
ear Shed. Electric Light. Lift." For Ftnnilies specially recommended. Golf Links.

G K A N D HOTEL.
(Formerly the BEAU RIVAGE.)

Built in 1900. Host situation. First-class throughout. Private Bathrooms.
Restaurant.

ALBERT DOEPFNER, Proprietor.

In Winter, :i,t the (MlAND HOTEL, NAPLES.

USTTKRLAKEET.

HOTEL DU PONT.
Close to Central Station. Largo shady Garden along the river. Undoubtodly the

llnost view ol
1

the Glaciers. Billiard Room. Saloon. Electric Light. Baths. Perfect
win itary arrangements. Uchuiltand enlarged in 1897. Eighty beds. Front rooms
only. Moderate chargon. Pension. Open all the year.

r'oo/c'.s Coupons.

BRUNNER, Proprietor and Manager.

JERSEY.

(.IRANI.) HOTEL,
Tho imly Urnl-i'lasn modern Hotel in St. IIolierB. Beautii'villy situated, facing the

Soa. Lwuling llotcl in the Channel InlandK. Su]>crior French cuisine. Omnibus
nunstH all boai-H. I'rinciiial Languages spoken.

Telegraphic Xddixws- --''GUAND, JERSEY."'

Cuok'R Coupons accepted.
Manager D. de LEIDI.
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HOTEL DE LA POMME D'OR.

Firt- vv- fl-'tel beautifully situated, facing the Sea. Replete with eve

and ^W-eir^n "e 'for Visitors, Tourists, and Families. Lofty and well-ventilated

Bedroom'*"/ oWrI;x>kIng the Sea. Ladies' Drawing-room, Coffee Room, Billiard

Boom, ,_%.,..'

"

OrimTbusea meet steamers. Table d'Hote.

Cook's Coupons accepted.

XERUSAXJEM (Palestine).

GKAXD NEW HOTEL.
Thi-* F*r* -.":*** Hotel, situate in the healthiest part of Jerusalem, close to all the

priTL.-i] u! T.ljiV*'- of interest for Tourists, near the Jaffa Gate and opposite the Tower
of David, ha-'a line view of the whole City and its suburbs. Airy Bedrooms, splendid
Drawing Diisinsr. Smoking and Billiard Rooms ; best Cuisine and fine Bathrooms,
This Hott\ ha* been specially built as an Hotel with the latest sanitary improve-
ment -. ri Tifj aknowledeed by 'all to be the best Hotel in Palestine and Syria. To avoid

"

d.i-uiir: ^Tn-v-it au'jlication'for rooms must be made in advance to"" '

A. & J. MORCOS, Ppoprietors.
Carriages and Interpreters meet all trains. Cook's Coupons.

BAD KISSDSTGEISr on KISSI3STGE3V SPA.

HOTEL VICTORIA AND KAISEKHOE.
FIRST-CLASS HOTEL.

Tlie most fashionable and largest Kur-Establishment. Just opposite the Kurgarten
and Baths. Lately renovated and furnished with every comfort and modern

convenience. Electric Light, Lift.

G. LIEBSCHER, Proprietor.

HOTEL GIBBON.
n?t

;
o:ninen?ed First-class Hotel. Delightful situation and view on Lake

raCe ^ Garden ' Llft ' Bath ' Electric

Cook's Coupons

I. LIEBERMANN, Manager.

(Lac Constance).HOTEL DE BAVIEEE.A zno.st lovely spot :

**"*wu*w CU.LI.U. J_IO<1 liJU JCVCSUI CD /

Cook's Coupons,

Proprietor WILHELM SPAETH.
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LOCARNO.

THE GRAND HOTEL.
^ TERMIXUS OF THE GOTHARD RAILWAY ox LAGO ITAGGIORE.

Open the whole year. Near the Station and Lunding Stage. JMost comfort a,"ble
Iionie. Best stopping place on the Italian Lakes. Magnificent Garden. Variety o*-'

"beautiful walks and excursions, English Church. Lift. Electric Light. Tennis-
Warm water heating.

LUCERNE.

VICTORIA HOTEL.
First Class, on New Boulevard Pilatus. 150 Beds. Electric Light and Hot Water

Heating throughout. Full Souh. View on the Mountains. Large Ne\v Hall. Ta*ble
cTHote at separate table?. First- class

' Restaurant Fran?ais."

Cook's Coupon* accepted,

ALB. RIEDWEG, Proprietor.

LUCERNE.

SWAN HOTEL (HOTEL DU CYGNE).
OPEN ALL THE YEAR.

Excellent situation on the Quay. Opposite Cook's Office. Hydraulic Lift. Cornier i -

a"ble Reading and Smoking Rooms. Enlarged in 1897. New spacious hall. Perfect
modern sanitary arrangements. Electric Light in main house and dependanee.

HAEFELI BROTHERS, Proprietors.

ANGEL HOTEL (HOTEL DE L'ANGE).
Open position. 47 Eooms, 70 Bed*. Reading Room. Ladies' Saloon. Cafe Restaurant.

Large shady Terrace. Electric Light. Telephone. Omnibus at Railway Station, and
Steamship Pier. Moderate Charges. Open all the year round.

Cook's Coupons accented.

A. HELFENSTEIN, Proprietress.

HOTEL DU LAC.
to the Station and Pier.

First-class Hotel, enlarged. A magnificent building. 200 Rooms and Saloons, 3OO
Beds. Fitted -with all modern improvements. Two Lifts. Electric Light. Central
"h.eating arrangements. Eighty Balconies. Improved Bathing arrangements.
Beautiful Panorama of the City, the Lake, and the Mountains. Moderate charges.
Open all the year. CooRs Coupons.

SPILLMANN & SICKERT, Proprietors.
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LUCERNE.

HOTEL PENSION, CHATEAU BR.AMBKHG
AND DEPENDANCE.

Quiet olovated sit.nat.inn in front, of the Alps and hake, Seven minutes from tin*

qtin.i. la,ts. and (.look's Ofl'ico. Lar^e shady <lardeiH. Prlieiou* air. Fir-it-einsH

Tension with la,rjre Vill:i. Kx'vllent C<H>ku)!.r. Airy KMOMIS Hali-fMiii's. Smoking
Room, Saloon, I'iaihs, 'rclcplione. KleM-tri? la^lil tlinmi'hut. Mannircd by tlio

Proprietors. Any information }.rr;it.js. Influsivo moderate 'harres.

('ink's cuiH>ns. K. WALDIS, Proprietor.

LUCERNE.

II () T E L R (
T T LI.

KirrLlSTK A SSK, H Hi S( \\ \ [}${ J H A H K N.

Old-ostabli-iliod Hotel. Kucontly eonsi-lcrahly enhnwd and supplied witli latent

improvements. (Jreai.ly reoiHinr.iuk.Ml. IV^rt'oet Haniturv arrainrt'inontM. 1,'u itcds,

Large decorated Dining Itoom in <<f>tbie style. LadieV Dr.'i.win^ Itontn. Stnnkin^
Room. Baths. Table d'Hoto and KoHtvi-urant. Kxeeltent Cuisims r'hoiee Wins.
Munieh Beer ' IViev* anbraii) Tilof>lion<'. Kleetri' 1

Lij.;ht. Modoruto 'hui>r. The
Hotel IH the liendijur I'torrt of the .Lnoerno "Men's Hieyelinr rnion." Stable arrange-

,ts tor Hicyehf.s, Ktujlwh Hpoken. Ueiilr.-il licuf nir. A. DLSLER, Proprietor,

PA I* is,

LUCfcJKNE.

BOSS AIM) & SON,
SCHWANENPLAT2,

HIliVKR SBl'ITIiS. DealtM'H in I'nu'iuUM Stn
Artistic W<.irk, odd HattcniH, Motntn^r >{

Jury. Puris. HKX)

LX7C KEKE.

. BOSS A RI>,
WIWUISUASSM. M>

(

riM':, SH.VMIt IM,\TK.

r hu .. ! th- U th .-rnt

lI'ii.i< t n >f SWISS

(TowHiu). 1VUGANO

IK )TKL A N I ) PKNKK )N HKA U It I V A( J K.

With lurtfo (iitnli'iH, and miin'ly rrbudt \viUi nil )nt-dt 4 tn rtrnxcnion^rM and
HiitiiU-y inHtalhUittnM. Tcntrnl llratintr nd KloMrl Liyht fhrotitfhottt,
ftituatUm onilm Lake *.! Lu

K. BH8ET, Proprietor,
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MADEIRA.
Finest situation in the Inland. One hundred and iifty feet above sea level.

JONES' BELLA VISTA HOTEL,
Balconies 230 feet long, commanding splendid views of sea, mountains, and valley.

The only hotel with three acres of level garden ground attached. Tennis Court.
Drawing and Billiard Rooms. New Lounge. 50 Bedrooms. Electric Light throughout
Special terms for families. Telegraphic Address :

"
Sanspareil, Madeira." Illustrated

Pamphlet free from Steamship Company's Hotel Tariff Bureau, 275 (late of 96), Kegent
Street, London ;

E. G. Wood, Queen Street, London ; J. O. Hayward, Union Passage,
Birmingham ;

and Codes "
A.B.O." and "

Unicode." Terms on application
EUGENE E. JONES, Proprietor.

MARSEILLES. f

GRAND HOTEL DU LOUVRE AND PAIX.
I

Proprietor, L. ECHENARD-NEUSCHWANDER.
Splendid first-class Hotel. The only one in Marseilles facing south Cannebiere

prolongee. Electric Light in every room. English home. 250 rooms. Telegraphic
address "Louvre, Paix, Marseilles.

1 '

Interpreters meet all trains and boats. Omnibus
j

and carriages enter the covered courtyard.
|

Restaurant a la carte. Excellent cuisine and wines. Rendezvous of the East and L
homeward bound travellers, C'oofc's Coupons accepted.
Annexe : Palace Hotel and Restaurant L% Reserve, Corniche. Sea front. I

Proprietor, L. ECHENARD (of the Carlton Hotel and Bestaurant, London).
j

MARSEILLES.
\

GRAND HOTEL DE GENEVE.
j.

Most central position, with view over the Sea, the Cannebiere, and the Exchange.
Latest sanitary arrangement. Baths. New Patent Lift. Electric Light in all the
room*. Telephone. Drawing and Smoking Rooms. Luncheon, 3 fcs. ; dinner, 4 fcs.

;

served at separate tables. Rooms from 3 fos. Omnibus to all trains, and Interpreter j

at arrival of steamers.
j

Cook's Coupons accepted,

E. GLOGG-MAILLE, Swiss Proprietor. !

MARTIGKNTT. i-

GRAND HOTEL DU MONT BLANC.
j

Principal point of departure for Ohamounix and the Grand St. Bernard. I

Proprietor, GEORGE MORAND.
;

The first and the largest Hotel at Martigny. 150 Beds. First-class Hotel. Restored j

completely, with twenty-nine balconies and large marquees. Splendid View.
Billiards, Smoking Room. Reading Saloon, Baths in the Hotel, beautiful English
Garden before the house, with ombragos and springs. Electric Light everywhere,
and every modern comfort. Carriages. Careful attendance. Moderate Prices.

'

Cook 1
it Coupons.

(Valais ) MARTIGNY. (Switzerland.)

GRAND HOTEL CLERC.
Pirst-elaHH. well-known IIOUHO. Entirely renovated, enlarged, and fitted with all

modern comforts. Open all the year. Arrangements for Pension. Holders of Cook's
tickets will receive special attention, and bo provided with the best Carriages and
Coachmen for Ghamounix, Gt. St. Bernard ,<fco.

Proprietor and Manager -OSCAR CORNUT BRUNNER.
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(Rhine).

HOTEL DE HOLLANDE.
Proprietop-WILHELM FRENZ.

S* Hotel throughout," and hopes, by unremitting attention and moderate
the patronage of

^English^^1?^.^ Hotel commands a
"

prire* + -1 ir*rit the patronage 01 j&ngiisn rraveuers. u.ue xioiei commands a fine
view of* the'Bbine. situated in the midst of the Publie Gardens, and will be found verv
convenient ror Visitors. Stone staircase. Hydraulic Lift, Electric Light, Sanitary
aurranc-ements perfect. Steam heating throughout. Baths. Omnibus meets all trainl; v.uuc.^i.0 JK- _,, TTs,f,,j /->n,/nny>p nf Ifossrst f'nnl' A* Knn rtM&nfpn Trtr>re>Coupons of Messrs. Cook & Son accepted here.__

MEIRIIS"G-1I iST. Bernese Oberland.

HOTEL DU SAUVAGE.
(WILDENMA^N).

s House. In the finest Position. English Church.

ProprietopW. GUNTER.

(Reiehenbacb. Palls).

HOTEL DES ALPES.
Beautifully .situated, close to the celebrated Falls. Convenient for excursions to the

e de 1'Aar, Grimsel Pass, the Brunig, <&e. &Q. Railway Station at Meiringen.

Cook's Coupons accepted.

E (South of France).

SOSSHART'S HOTELS ITALIE AND
GDK BEETAGNE.

English. House.
In The best protected elevated position, under the brow of the hill, surrounded "bv

larjre Private Gardens, with fineview of the old town and the Italian Coast. Very quietand retired, well suited as a winter residence. Every modern comfort and ocmva-
nienee. English Billiard TaWe. Lifts. Moderate charges. Dark Boom for Photo^

CMrs. Bosshart is English.)
GooKs Cbi^oTig accepted,_ -

MERAJST.
The finest Resort of South Tyrol for Autumn, Winter and SpringHOTEL EEZHEEZOG JOHANN.

First-e'ass family house. Open all the year. Finest house with every modern

Proprietop-Sg. WENTEB, Successor ROB. WENTER.



GKAND HOTEL CONTINENTAL.
First-clasH. Full south. Central. Hydraulic lift. Electric light throughout the

house. Railway booking office. Open all the year. Stoam Heating.

CLERICI & MULLER, Proprietors.
Cook's Coupons.

GRAND HOTEL DE MILAN.
Modern first-class Hotel. Situated in the Via Alessandro Manzoni, the finest and

most pleasant part of the City. Close to the Cathedral and the celebrated Seala
Theatre. With all modern improvements. Latest sanitary arrangements. Railway
and Sleeping-Car Booking Office in the Hotel. Luggage registered through. Bath-
rooms on each iloor. Central Heating and Electric Light throughout. Winter
Garden. Lifts. Omnibuses meet all trains. Price List in every room. Patronised
by the <Uite of English and American Society. JOS. SPATZ, Proprietor.

Co-Proprietor of the Grand Hotel de la Pair, BAGNI DI MONTECATINI.

HOTEL'VICTORIA.
Bituatcl on iho Corso Victor Emanuel. Lift. Electric Light. Steam Heating.

Baths, Moderate charges. Tariff in. every room. Pension. Omnibus at the Station

FONTANA & LACCHINI.
Cook's Coupons,

MILAN.

HOTEL DU NO ED.
The most oomploto En^linli Hotel on the Central Railway Station square. Every

comfort. Lurtfo Garden. Open and "bent position. Lift. Electric Light, and central
tttoum-luuit.intf in all roonw. Winter Garden, llontaurant. Moderate terms. Boom,
light, and attendance from 2 Fr. SO.

Cook's douiHmn (tCM'plcd.

V. COLLEONI & CH. GALLIA, Proprietors.

GKAND
MILAN.

HOTEL EUROPE.
Oorflo Vittorio Km. Bouth, with view of the Catlicdnil. Quiet roome facing the

garden, Lift. Mlootrio Liprht. Htoam heating. OmnibiiH. Selected Family Hotel,
with very modern comfort.

L. BERTOLINI, Proprietor.

Mr. IfarlioUnl will be pluanetl to give all infunnal'-ioii about the Hotels and the Jodo-
brumidu muriatedand forruKiuuiw BailiH of SALIUK.
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HOTEL DE ROME.
*

-'lv situated, full south, on the Corso, a few steps from the Duomo, Scala
and. Galleries" This Hotel, comfortably furnished and fitted up with the greatest

care "is highly recommended for its comfort and moderate charges. Electric Light.*

Hydraulic Lift and central heating in every room. Quiet rooms.

BORELLA BROTHERS, Proprietors.

MOHNETEER SUB, SAIiEVJB. HAUTE SA.VOIE.
(45 minutes from Geneva).

Climaterie station, connected withtwo electric railways. Altitude 750 metres (2,000 ft.).

HOTELS DU PAEO ET DU CHATEAU DE MOMETIEK.
(Former residence of the Dukes of Savoy).

Bet-ween two magnificent Parks, of some hectares extension, shadowed by firs.

Pure and bracing air. Sunny position. Wonderful view of Geneva, the Lake, the
Jura and the Alps, Mont Blanc. 150 spacious and splendid rooms. Apartments for

families Saloons. Billiards. Tennis, Croquet, Smoking Room, Bath, Douches, Dark
Boom, Telephone. FiHt-clasR table, careful service. Wines from authentic growths.
Very moderate terms. Electric light all'rooms. English Church. Skating. Tobogan-
nin*r. Ski-ing in winter. Open all year. Pension from 6 frs. New Proprietor.

MO3SrSTJM1VrA1\rO (Italy).

GROTTO &INSTI.
Hoyal establishment of natural Steam Baths, miraculously efficacious for the

dealing of rheumatic and gout diseases. April to October. Hot Springs. Hydro-
pa-tJay. Etoetrothennic. Massage.
SAXITAEY DIRECTION. Comm. Prof. Grocco, of the Florence University ; Prof.

Murri of tins Bologna University ; Cav. Prof. Fededi, of the Pisa University.
Manager. CAT. PROP. A. LUSTIG, of the Florence University.

GRA3TD HOTEL ROYAL YITTORIO EMANUELE
Connected with the Establishment. For particulars and Prospectus please address :

CAV. N. HELANI. Monsummano ( Italy L___
SrERKE^MONTAIfA (Switzerland).
HOTEL DU PARC.

5,012 Feet above Sea level.
Modern Hutt'l, fitted up with everj" comfort for Summer and Winter Season.

Central Heating. Electric Light in every room. Large Glass Verandah. Bath.
IDouohe*. Perfect sanitation. Dark Room. English and Catholic Churches. Post
Office. Telegraph. Telephone. Postal Service twice a day. "Winter Sports- Ski-ing
Tobopnaningr. Crusthiging, Skating. Full south. Sheltered by forest from all winds.
X*are Park, the property of the Hotel. Magnificent panoramic view, extendingfrom the Simplon to Mont Blanc. Open all the year round. Consumptives not
?s,am itted. Carriage road from Sierre to the Hotel. 'Proprietor, LOUIS ANTILLE.

MOSCOW, KUSSIA.

HOTEL BERLIN.
House. Fir^t-cluBS^ with latest modern comforts and Electric Light

throughout.
Peiu40B from 5 roubles. French Cuisine. All Languages spoken.

X. CLAUSEN, Proprietor.
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MUNICH.
HOTEL BELLEVUE.

and Saloons.ar. . er. ae d'hOte at One
and Five o'clock.

Bestaurant. Moderate I eras. Pension Electric Light. Omnibus to and from all
tram*. Munich residence of the British Roy al Family.

C. JOBST & B. VITZTHUM, Proprietors.
Cook's Coupons.

MCTJNICH.

HOTEL I)E L'EUROPE.
First-class house, with 150 rooms. Comfortably furnished Opposite the Central

Station (South Railway; Electric Liaht and Steam Heating throughout. Lift.

Moderate Prices. Pension as per arrangement. The Cafe-Restaurant Bristol is con-
nected with the hotel,

Proprietress-Mrs. E. SCHMOELLEH.

MTJRBBW (Switzerland).

GRAND HOTEL DES ALPES.
One of tno most bountiful spots of Swiss Alpine scenery. First-claws Hotel. Opensummer and winter, Excellent winter sports. Electric Light. Central Heating

ProspeotuR sent i'reo.

W. GURTNER-KERNEN, Proprietor.

HAPLBS.

THE CONTINENTAL HOTEL.

CtMtfa Coupons accepted.
R. WAEHLER, Proprietor.

3STAPLES,

PARK KR'S HOTEL.

On the (Jurn . Vitlono Kmmamiole, the healthiest pirt oi' the town, with the most
lovo1 y view ovor VUMU vius, ( lapri, and tluj whole Bay. Hoaehed From jill parts of the

City by l$loefcrie Tram, Ten mhm'os' walk from (.look's OJIh-e,
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NAPLES.
FIRST-CLASS. Central. Nearest the Landing

Pier and Stations. Full South, Splendid view.

Baths. Lift. Steam Heating. Perfect Drainage*

Open all the year round. *

DELVITTO, POGGIANI, CAMPIONE,

Proprietors.

NAPLES.

HOTEL DE NAPLES.
(RETTIFILO) COESO UMBERTO 1<V55.

The most central for all Excursions, and within five minutes' walk of the new
Maritime Station for all ocean steamers. This modern Hotel offers all arrangements
for comfort at moderate charges. Lift. Excellent attendance. Omnibus. Electric
Ljght in every room. English spoken. Cook's Coupons accepted.

ANDREA CAVALLERI, Proprietor.

iNTEUCHATEIi.

GRAND HOTEL BELLEVUE.
ALBERT ELSKES, Proprietor.

The only first-class Hotel situated on the Lake and commanding the entire view of

the Alps. Garden. Lift. Electric Light in aU the rooms. Central heating.

Coofc'g Coupons,

KTBTTTTATTaT^T^'PJijjTjS ^^^TOl^lRiglSTn,
(Near SCHAFFHAI7SEN.)

HOTEL SCHWEIZERHOF.
Proprietors, ROCHEDIEU & SEGESSER.

First-class Hotel in the best position opposite the FALLS OF THE RHINE, and five
minutes from Neuhausen stations. Two hundred rooms. Lift. Electric Light. One
of the best houses in Switzerland. Splendid view of the Rhine Falls and Swiss
Alpine Chain. Fine Park and Garden. Lawn Tennis. Special arrangements for a
lengthened stay. English Church Service at the Hotel. The Falls are illuminated
by electricity anI Bjaga.1 lights every night during the season.

_ Coofcs Coupons. _________

3STTJRBJCBER.G.

HOTEL WURTTEMBEKGEK HOF.
> Bedrooms
j-aph Office,

. __ by English
and American families. The only one in the plaee with nice Gardens and comiprt-

i Bedrooms on the ground floor. Beautiful Dining Rooms, Ladies', Conversation,**
.m Smoking tew. Baths and Carriages in the Hotel. Moderate terms.



%
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OBEKHOFElSr (Lake of Thun).
BERNESE OBERLAND,

KUEHAUS HOTEL VICTORIA.
*

Lift. Central Heating. Electric Light. First-class. 100 Beds. Splendid situation.

Incomparable Panorama. Vioy on tho Lake, the Alps, the Glaciers ; opposite the
liiiger, Monch, Jungfrau, and Blumlisalp. Large Dining Boom, Hall, Drawing Rooms,
.Largo Terrace. Promenade. Warm Baths, Lake Baths. Moderate terms. Season
April to October.

F. BASSLER, Proprietor (formerly Hotel Spiezerhof ).

HOTEL
OSTEND.

D'ALLEMAGNE.
Proprietor, A. STRACKE.

This large and well-'kno-wn first-class Establishment is situated 22, Rue du Quai
Ccontre of the town), close to the ICursaal and the Casino. Has an excellent reputation
for its comfort, liberal accommodation, and reasonable terms. Arrangements for the
"Winter and Summer season.

The Hotel N of Mensrs. Cook & tfcw accepted.

OSTE:ND.

THE SPLENDID
4CO Beds.

HOTEL.

KintMtt Hituatkm, facing tho Sea and Baths, noxt to tho Palace- of the Koyal
Vamily. All modern comforts. Arrangements en pennion, 3 to $4 a day according
lo room. i/it>,

Cable ArtdroHM "
SPLENDID, OSTBND."

OSTE3STD.

GRAND HOTEL IMPEEIAL.
A niOHfc porFiuvt. ITotol, ccmHidorably enlarged and improved, Facing the Sea and

Batlm, noartwt. tho Ktnuaal. Vry lofty ropmn, all on tho front. Mostly patronised by
English KamiliOH. Moderate diargos. Lift. Electric Light. Ono hundred and fifty

J. FRIEDRICH, Proprietor.

O8TENI).

WELLINGTON HOTEL.
\

tTntquo poHlt.ion on \\w I)ik<\ fatun^ \\u\ Bathn. lictwocn tho Kurnaal and tho King's
'"

l^ihi^o. OluHO to th rjUH^wmrKci and lawn t<mnis ground. En^liKh elientfele. Good
s|f*

liitolum and collar. Unmtm and apart moutH, Hoa viow. LiTt. Electric Light. Baths. >

Open from tlw Int April t-t i\w lOUt October.
|

. VERHOEST, Proprietor. ."!
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OSTEKD.

HOTEL ROYAL DU PHAKE. ^

SITUATED FACING THE SEA.

First-class Hotel, situated opposite the sea and the Baths, Open all the year-

English spoken. Every care taken for the comfort of visitors.

Cook's Coupons.

PADUA.

HOTEL FANTT. ETOILE D'OR.
Fir^t-class House, large Saloon, Restaurant, and Garden. At fixed price and <>. la

Carte. Moderate charges. Omnibus on arrival of all day and ni^ht trains. Branch
Houses, Summer Resort : llocoaro, Province of Vicenza, Hotel Visceutini. Termini
of Battaglia, Province of Padua, Hotel Visentini.

Cook'8 Coupons.

A. VISCENTINI, Proprietor, F. SCHNEIDER, Mana or.

THE
PAIiMA.

GRAND HOTEL.
New opened, with all modern comfort, 180 Beds 10 Private Sitting Rooms, Iltted

with Bath and Toilet Room, also Lavatory. Kn^linh Sanitary arrangement s. KUvtric
Light. Lift. Steam Heating. Mild climate sheltered from north winds. Southern
vegetation. Delightful excursions.

MALIiOKCA, BALEABIC ISLANDS.
BERT WINTER RESORT.

Please ask for Prospectus. English spoken. Communication by stoiimor loaving
Barcelona on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at 6.3<J pan. MarsoilloH
on Tuesday and Wednesday. A. ALBARE0A, Manager.

PARAM3B (Brittany).
SUNSHINE AND SEA.

BRISTOL PALACE, PARAME, FRANCE.
The HOTEL DE LA PLAGE. "

I found this hotel quite heavenly." -Truth,
BRISTOL PALACE, Parame, newly built.

" The Bay of St. Malo is just m beautiful
in its Northern way as the Bay of Naples in its Southern."--7V nth.
Parame "a Paradise." The Queen.

(COOPER-MEESE), J. C. CALLET, Succs.

PABIS.

HOTEL ST. PETEESBOUEG,
33-35, RUE CAUMARTIN.

Close to new Opera, the Grand Boulcn'ards, the Madeleine, and ClmmiwKlys^es.
Favourite First-class English and American Hotel. Entirely rodottoratotl. *N<iw
and perfect sanitary appliances. Electric Light in every room. Lift, to oiu-h lloor.
American Bar. Moderate charges
Telegraphic Adclrew

"
PBTBHOTBL, PAH is.

1 '

Telephone No. 243-57.

WALTER HERRLAU, Managing Director,
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HOTEL DU
PARIS.

PRINCE . DE GALLES.
(^ et 26 rue d'Anjou) et rue de la Ville 1'Eveque, Pres les Boulevards

Malesherbes et la Madeleine.

Situated near Madeleine Champs Elysees. Accommodation for families. Table
cTliote. Restaurant, at fixed prices, and i\ la Carte. Moderate Charges. Pension per
clay, consisting of plain breakfast, luncheon, and dinner, wine included, good bedroom.
11 gilts, and service for Cook's 8s. Coupons. Special pension in winter.
"""""

PARIS.
" " "

' ' "
'

~

HOTEL DE LONDRES ET MILAN,
8, Rue Saint Hyaeinthe, Saint Honore.

This Hotel is situated in the best quarter of Paris (Tuileries Gardens, .Boulevards,
Opera, Palms Hoyal, &e.) English spoken. Drawing, Smoking, and Bath iloorns.
Conri'ort and modern.te charges. Special pensions in winter. Family Hotel. Latest
Sanitary improvement. Kleutric Light. Pension from 6s. to 8 4. Cook's Oonpo-HK acwutfid.

Tolepraphii! Address ~" HoTELONDTiK. P/Vias."

Proprietop~A. KOHLMANN.

PEBUGIA.

GRAND HOTEL (BEUFANT).
.

The only establishment built Tor an Hotel.

Greatly enlarged and renovated, Unique south position, "with magnificent pano-
rttiiii vie.wH. I'orroct Sanitary arrangemonts. Water from the Nooora Springs.
TJentral Hot-water Hoating, also open llre-plaeoH. Eloetrie Lift. Home comforts.
VH o<lorato torDIM,

Managed by the Proprietor-GEORGE J. COLLINS.

PISA.

ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL,
UJNtJ AUNG,

D. PIEGAJA, Proprietoi\

Fimt-eljiss IIotl. < i'<'n,( M.1 f,<n< ion to (he. wants awl comforts of Travellers,
Klertrir Lifht. I'nnk'x Coupons.

\:r

PORT SAID (Egypt).

IIOTKL CONTINENTAL.
SIMONINl PRERES.

r'oi;A'*H Coupons accepted.

E
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ROME.

GRAND HOTEL CONTINENTAL. .

Near principal Railway Station, and all the antiquities and attractions, o* the
Esquiline Hill, the highest and healthiest part of Home. Post and Telegraph. Station
for Tram-ways and Omnibuses to all directions. 300 Booms. All modern comforts.
First class.

Cook's Coupons accepted.

P. LUGANI, Proprietor.

HOME.

FISCHER'S HOTEL PENSION ALIBERT.
This. Hotel is situated close to Piazza, di Spagna (just out of any noise), central,

healthy, and quiet position. Perfect sanitary arrangements. Southern exposure.
Excellent Cooking. English spoken. Moderate charges. Open whole year round.

Cook's Coupons accepted.
V. FISCHER, Proprietor.

ROME.

GRAND HOTEL MARINI. ,

Proprietor, EUGENE MARINI.

First-class. Unrivalled for its healthy, quiet, and central situation. Full south.
Lift. Electric Light in every room. Open all the year.

Cook's Coupons.

ROTTERDAM.

WEIMAR HOTEL.
ProprietorB. W. VERMONT.

First-class Hotel, beautifully situated on the Maas. View over the river. Central
position, near the tvro Stations. Excellent Cuisine.

Cook's Coupons.

ROTTERDAM.

HOTEL DE FRANCE HOOGSTRAAT 201.

Establishment situated in the centre of the to\ra, two minutes from the Bourse
Station. Specially recommended to foreigners visiting Holland. Eestaurant & la

carte et a prix fixe. French cooking.

Proprietor, CLEERDIN. MEYER,
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ROUEN.
HOTEL D'ALBION

Proprietor, E. BOUTEILLER.

/Formerly SMITH'S\
V ALBION HOTEL /GRAND

TViiH Hotel, completely rebuilt, and with the very latest improvements, in th$
i -ii^sT-i stvltJ, i wituated on the healthiest part of the qt

" ' - --

iillK^^-'- *'
i., flwi ni,iL,f ^fi.^.r r 4-1, ,T. ir.^Ti^,, ,i- 4.1.,, o,.::Bng 'quay, facing the Havre Bt'atH,

n*i ff.< <<r/%11 ^Mfi iirJll ,1 ... J. 4.1-.:,,

or month. Special priuuH for the winter.
Gook'u Coupons accepted.

ROUEN.

HOTEL VICTORIA.
Excellent sooond-olass Hotel for families, Central, quiet, and comfortable.

Pleasant Bedrooms drat-rato Cooking. Five minutes from principal otation.

Coupons.

i

8 MASON FROM JUNE 1ST TO OCTOBER 1ST,

FA.YJBT ST. GERVAISE IiES BAINS (Haute-Savoie, France).
Climatic Station and Watering Place. Recommended for Skin and Nervous Dineawes
czema, NeuraRthonisi. Thermal e.stablishmcnts. C.-wino. Splendid sitiuition. At
ie' foot of Mont Blanc, Open-air Ouro. Mountain Kxcursions,

GRAND HOTEL DE LA SAVOIE.
Lift. Blo<.tiri(! Litfhfc. IS very modern comfort. Railroad Station : Lc Fayet.

New 'Klc<-t.ri(! RaiUvny from Lo Fayet to Clmmonix.

BERNESE OBEBLA3STD.

BNALP RAILWAY AT SCHEIDEGG STATION,
HiKfrly roeommumlud Hrst-claHH Uostaurtint, Exeolkmt CuiHino. Selected Wines,

Beer, and Mineral Waters.
DINNERS AND LUNC.MI FKOM 11,0 TO 2 30, especially boi'oro the departure ol' the

Junjrfrau .llailwny Trains.

AFTB11NOON TEA. (Joffoo, Tea, tind Chouolate, Frosli SWISH Milk.

Motlorato Tariff, Attentive Attondanco.

SORRENTO.
THE MOST (WAHMINtf .PLACJM TO STAY ON THE

BAY OK NAPLES,

HOTEL TRAMONTANO.
Lift. Klctitric Li^lit..

Itolol aiul L'onision do la SyriMU
1
..



^'

STBASSBURG- (Germany).

HOTEL DE LA VILLE DE PARIS.

Li?T* Central Stcii

Omnibus at tlie Station.
(-- <>k * t'o/^ws wee^ted.

'TELEGB4.PHIC ADDRESS-" rAKISERIIOtf, STRAHSBURO."
E. HAMPELE, New Proprietor.

STRASSBima.

HOTEL NATIONAL.
Opposite Central Rail-way Station.

First-class Hotel, most comfortable. Bost situation, overlooking the "b

luare. Hydraulic Lift. Electric Light tlirouBliout. Steam
eating E

able ,d'H6te and Restaurant a la Carte. Batlin and Shower Batlw. Electric
1 all parts of the town. Moderate charges.

Cook's Coupon*.

Conducted by the Proprietor himself. G.

STBESA (Lago Maggiore).

HOTEL MILAN.
Proprietor-LOUIS OirOLINI,

load English and American Family House. Newly JlUe<l up. Opposite ttie
>rromio Island. Finest view. Moderate charges. With tlio most modern comfort.

Cook'* Coupon* (iMCplcd.

Opposite the now and beautiful Monument, to Umlnsrto 1.

TANGIER (Morocco).

HOTEL CECIL.
This flrst-class Hotel, built expressly for tho purpowc, i doH^htt'ully situated, ixi

Si>londiil i.nrrauH with Kiosk and Q-arden.
'grounds, facing the sea, .

octric Light throughout. Largo Hall and HpneiouK .'Huadin^. Dni\vring-, and
lliarcl Booms. A splendid Dining Hall fur upwards of 100 jnuists, ronHion and.
acial arrangements i'or Familio.s at moderate tormH.

Cook'8 Coupons.

J, G, CHAPPORY, Manager,

THUJST (on the Lake of Tlrtm).

GEAND HOTEL THUNERHOF,
HOTEL AND PENSION BELLEVUE.

NEAR THE KURSAAL.

First-clasa Hotels. 300 Kopmn, Marvellous view t>n tlio Lako and tlie Alps,
rgo Garden and extensive Hnewood Park. Moderate charges, HatliH, 1*cnni,s.

Golf Links.



CONTINENTAL HOTELS.

TUNIS.

GRAND HOTEL BE PAEIS AND IMPERIAL.
*

Electric Light. Lift (19C4).

"First-class, full south 150 Booms. Situated in the, healthiest ;mcl most central
position of Tunis. Magnificent Hall. Smoking. Writing, Music. Heading .Booms
with English and Foreign papers. Bath Rooms. Perfect Sanitary arrangements.
Omnibus meets all trains and steamers.

Telegraph Address : A r; DEM MID, TUNIS.
J. AUDEMARD, Proprietor.

TITBIT.

BAGLIONI'S HOTEL JTBOMBETTA ET
D'ANGLETERBE.

.First-class, near the Central Station. Sanitary arra-ngenicnt perfect. I.looniH heated
with hot air. Lift. Electric Light. JiaiUvay ticket office in the premises.

CtHttfft Coupons,

(GRAND HOTEL D'LTALIK BACJLIONI, BOLOGNA.
BUANCU HOUSES- GUANO HOTEL, CJEIIESOLE HEALE (PIEDMONT).

VENICE.

HOTEL D'ANGLETEBRE.
The host situation of the town for its splendid view and cjontrnl position. Near St.

Marc Square. Entirely renewed. Modern comfort. Electric Light, At*. Improved
sanitary arrangements, Moderate charges. Pension rat.cs.

Cook's Coupons accented.

F. VENTURINI, Proprietor.

VENICE.

HOTEL METBOPOLE AND
KIBSGH.

PENSION

Rituntod on the Iliva degli Hcliiavoni, facing the Lagoons. Well furnished. Good
euuking. Moderate charges ,

Cook's Cheap Coupons accepted.

HOFMANN-GLAUSSEN, Proprietress.

VEHICE.

HOTEL V I C T B I A .

Hituated in tho most central part oi" the town, in proximity of the principal theatre^

a I'ov minutes' walk from the Post und Telegraph OiUeen, Electric Light, Lift.

Baths. Central Heating. 1'orfoet Sanitary arrangemehts. New large Bostaxirant.



CONTINENTAL HOTELS.

LIDO, VENICE Grand Bathing Establishment & Kinesitheraphic Institute.

~

CAFE-RESTAURANT, facing the Sea. Concerts daily from April to October.
Rendezvous of the "best Society.

GEA.ND HOTELS with Branch Houses and \illas lor families. 300 Hooms and.
Silicons. Lifts and every modern comfort. Aqueduct of imro Spring Water,

GRAND

GRAND HOTEL LIDO. Near Steamboat Landing Stage. For Families.
BATH AND HOTEL LIDO CO., Proprietors.

VEVEY (Lake of Geneva),

HOTEL DES TROIS COUKONNES.
(HOTEL MOW3STET.) Open all the Year round. 200 Rooms.
Finest and healthiest location. Near the landing stage Vovoy La Tour. Great

comfort. Moderate terms. Large shady Terrace on tho Lake. .Evening Oonwertn.
Latest improvements in Sanitary arrangements. Lift. Electric Light throughout.
Central heating. Bath Booms.

Cook's Tickets accepted.
ALEX. HIRSCHI, Manager.

VEVEY.
HOTEL D'ANGLETEKRE.

Open all tho year round.

Most sheltered and comfortable Hotel, in one of tho ilncst; hit uui ions of Vovoy,
commanding magnificent view on the Lake and Mountains Opposite the Steamer
Pier of Vevey-La-Tour. Large and shady Gardens, JUoHlauraLt, B very modern
comfort. Lift. Cook's Ticket* accepted.

Also Proprietor of the Hotel Pens, dos Alps, Vovoy.
THOMAS WHITE, Proprietor.

VIB3STJSTA.

(Long-celebrated House, since 100 yearn in the possession ul' tho family.)

II. MAYREDEK'S HOTEL MATSCHAKERHOF.
First District, Seilergasso 6 and SpiegelgasHO 5 ( near the Uraben and Htefansplatis),

Itooms from 3s. upwards. No extra charge tor electric, li^ht and att.entlanco,
TarifC in every room. Lift. Safe Deposit. Baths. Telephone Inter. 2160. Tenwion
from 10s. upwards.

Principal languages spoken.

VITZlSTAU-Lake of the Four Cantons (Switzerland*.
Terminus of the EiKi Railway*

HOTEL VITZNAUEEHOF-PENSION.
Well-known First-clanH Hotel. Finest- and nioHt agreeable Ht>rinK and Hummer

resort. Every modern comfort, Surrounded by Hjikmditl and Hha<ly Park, on the
border ot the Lake. Spacious Verandalw ancl VoHtibulOH with magnificent view.
Central Heating. Electric Light throuurhout, 100 IkulH, Lii't, Lake Bathn, BathBand DouchoH on ovory iloor, Motor and Itowing Boatn.

Tariff from the Proprietors F. MICHEL & CO*



CONTINENTAL HOTELS,

WIESBADEN".

RHINE HOTEL.
Recommended and Patronised by English Families.

(

A most comfortable First-class Hotel, close to the Railway Station and Post Office,
conveniently and healthily situated. Heated by hot water, and fitted with the moat
roeent improvements. Sanitary arrangements perfect. Winter Garden- Mineral
Baths. Excellent Quinine. Private arrangements by the week or longer t>eriod.
APPLY TO THE MANAGER,

Cook's Coupons.

71

WIESBADEN",

VICTORIA HOTEL AND BATHHOUSE.
WILHELMSTRASSE, opposite Station.

Cook's Coupons. First-class, Own Thermal Springs. Lift. Electric Light. Central
Heating throughout. Moderate charges. Beautiful Terrace with Restaurant. Pension.

Tariff on application.

Proprietor AUGUST JAHN.

WIESBADEN
VILLA HEKTHA NEUBATJEBSTR., 3.

:

First-class English Family Pension.

Health y and "bracing situation, near tlio "Woods, Hot Springs, and the Karhaua.
(Jool and citiiet rooniK. Excellent Cuisine. , Highly recommended for its com fort and
moderate terms (Summer, 30 to. 45 shillings per week; Winter 25 to 38 shillings per
week, Board and Lodging). Good references. Baths in the House. Visitors received
"by the day.

MISS ANDRE.

ZURICH (Switzerland).
(Station on the Gothard and Arlberg Line.)

GRAND HOTEL BELLEVUE ATI
Exceptional position on the Lake. Open all the year.

LAC.
Entirely rebuilt. One of the ilnoBt Hotels in Switzerland. 300 Beds, 20 Salons,

Bath-rooms, noveral LiftH, Electric Light, and modern Sanitary arrangements.
Grandly Hituatecl near the Lake and now bridge. Largo Terrace and Garden-
TerniH, 10 fen. a day for five days and upwards.
Near the New English Church, the Theatre, and the Town Hall. Private apart-

mente, with baths and every comfort.
Oook'x Coupons.

POHL & MOECKLTN, Proprietors.

2JUKICH.

. HOTEL SCHWEET. HOTEL DE
Situated in the centre of the town, near the lake, with splendid view of the city,

lake, mountains, and Rlaoiors. Suitable for families and tourists. Electric Light in
every room. Baths. Open throughout the year. Boarding for prolonged stay,
Omnibus and Porter meet trains.

Cook's Hotel Coupons, Series R
f accepted,

H. GOLDEN, Proprietor.
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